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The War Powers Tested in the President, as Commander in
Chief, Under the Constitution.

SPEECH
OF

HON. TOM D. MclvBOWN,
OF

OKLAHOMA,

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

' May 13, 1918.
Mr. McKEOWN. Mr. Speaker, In a crisis like this, when it
is necessary for extraordinary centralizing powers to be granted
by Congress to the several departments of the executive branch
of the Government, it is to be expected that every citizen will
turn to the Constitution of the Republic to ascertain whether
such powers are warranted by that organic instrument. The
motive which should prompt the citizen in so doing should be
an honest and earnest desire to safeguard the rights of the people and to preserve the Government.
I have no quarrel with the citizen who is honestly of the opinion that such powers can not be granted under the organic law,
nor do I question his patriotism when he contends for the same,
provided that in such contention he does not go to the extreme
of endangering the existence of the very Government which he
seeks to preserve. On the other hand, there are those throughout the length and breadth of the country who are opposed to
any kind of government and, under the guise of constitutional
privilege, are questioning the constitutionality of the laws and
powers which are being granted in this emergency. They are
not contending in the forum of the courts, but are fanning the
flame of dissatisfaction which temporarily arises by the curtailing of privileges and conveniences caused by the enactment of
war measures, and who, like a wolf in sheep's clothing, are
pretending to stand upon the Constitution while they are indirectly and purposely impeding the efforts of the Nation to preserve its life.
In times like these it is impossible to preserve the same equilibrium and poise as in peace times. A nation in war, like an
individual in a combat where death may result, does not maintain cool and collected judgment. A jury in the trial of an individual charged with a homicide committed in such a combat is
required under the law to view the circumstances and conditions as they existed at the time from the standpoint of the
defendant. Shall a nation fighting for its life and the preservation of the liberty of not only its own citizens but of the world
be held to a higher standard?
Members of this House understand full well the war powers
vested by the Constitution in the President, and distinguished
Members have spoken illuminatingly to this body upon this
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subject. Tt is not my purpose in the time allotted to me to
rehearse to the Members of (his House a subject understood
by many of them better than myself, but I wish to call the
facts to the attention of the average American citizen, who is
too luisy doing his bit to win the war to investigate the constitutionality of the war legislation of Congress. I shall be satisfied if I shall have been able to fortify the mind of the
laymen against the arguments of misled and disloyal citizens,
who either purposely or unwittingly promulgate German propaganda.
Article II. section 2, clause 1, of the Constitution makes the
President of the United States Commander in Chief of the
Army, the Navy, and the militia when called into the service
of tlie United States. Before the ratification of the Constitution by the States there were those who claimed that this power
should be granted by an act of Congress, but the fathers of
the Republic were too wise and far-seeing to create a provision
that might lead to the destruction of the Government they were
founding. This power was granted by the Constitution, and
Congress is without authority to enlarge or diminish it. Under
this provision, as Commander in Chief, the President may do
whatever, in his judgment, will destroy or weaken the power
of the enemy. In dealing with the foe he is only limited by
the accepted rules of international law. It is for him to decide
where the troops are to he sent and where the Heels are to be
assembled and stationed. It is his right to assume control of
all enemy territory occupied by our armed forces and to establish such military control to govern the same as ho may decide;
but within the limits of the Nation, where the civil courts
are open and in unobstructed exercise of their functions, it is
beyond the power of the President to declare martial law to
try civilian citizens. 'This was so decided by a majority opinion
in the (Mien quoted case of Ex parte Milligan by the Supreme
Court of the United States in 1866.
There is much discussion of the constitutional right of Congress lo grant autocratic powers to the President during this
emergency. All acts of Congress, which simply facilitate the
powers ol' the President as Commander in Chief, do not confer
any additional powers, for the reason that the founders of the
Government in adopting the Constitution granted autocratic
powers to the President as Commander in Chief.
The wisdom of the fathers of the Republic is apparent in
this present hour.
In a Republic like ours supreme power to act in a great crisis
must be lodged in some individual. To mobilize a great Republic for war is a gigantic task, and to do so hurriedly and
efficiently little time can be devoted to the discussion of methods, hut decision and action must be prompt.
In the present war the President has realized the tremendous
task and responsibility thrown upon him by virtue of his position as Commander in Chief. Although clothed with powers
of a dictator he has nevertheless submitted to Congress for its
enactment into law measures that he could have arbitrarily
put in force by Executive order. Except in those instances
where urgent pressing necessity required Ite has been prone to
submit his requests to Congress for its approval of the exercise
of certain powers and the promulgation of rules and regulations
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niiiile necessary by the war. His action in this respect discloses
the fact that lie does not desire to play the role of a dictator
nor use the great powers conferred upon him merely for the
pleasure of exercising the same. The alacrity with which this
Congress has granted the requests of the President for war
legislation makes it unnecessary for him to resort to the use ol
Executive orders. No doubt if the Members of the House of
Representatives in the dark days of the Civil War had as a
whole willingly supported President Lincoln, as this House has
supported President Wilson, there would have been no occasion for President Lincoln in his fourth annual message to have
said:
In a great national crisis like ours unanimity of action among those
seeking a common end is very desirable—almost indispensable.

It is within the power of Congress to declare war or declare
that a state of war exists, but a declaration of war made by
Congress immediately sets in motion the war powers of the
President as Commander in Chief. Whenever the President
submits to Congress for its action matters which, as Commander
in Chief, he could bring about by Executive order, he does not
waive any of the powers granted him by the Constitution, but
merely submits the matter to Congress for its approval or disapproval of the proposed measure. The refusal of Congress to
enact into law legislation included within the delegated powers
of the President would not prevent the President from proceed;
ing by Executive order. To determine what acts the President
may ilo or what orders he may make under the power vested in
him as Commander in Chief can never lie definitely defined,
because each emergency creates its own limitations. It might
not be amiss at this time to call attention to some of ths things
that have been done by Presidents of the United States under
their powers as Commander in Chief during certain crisis that
have arisen in the history of our country.
I Digested t'om : Ridpath, John Clark. History oI' United States of America, Washington, 11)12, pp. 3503-3520.1
1 In 1794, during Washington's second administration, a general
insurrection occurred in western Pennsylvania against enforcement
of the excise act of March 3, 1791. At a Cabinet meeting Hamilton,
Knox. and Bradford urged that the militia be called out ; Randolph,
who had succeeded to Jefferson's office, opposed, because he believed the
effect would be to produce a civil war and also because he distrusted
the militia. McKcan, the chief justice of the State, suggested a commission to visit the disturbed districts; and Washington, with his
unerring judgment, combined both plans. The commissions efforts
produced a "onslderable change in public opinion among the frontiersmen and resolutions of submission were.twice adopted, but by Ibis
time marlv 15,000 militia from Pennsylvania. New Jersey, Maryland,
and Virginia had almost reached the scene. Hamilton, the Preside in s
representative, agreed with Gen. Henry Leo. of Virginia, the military
head, that the expedition must proceed. The population offered no
resistance. There were numerous arrests made, with few exceptions
in total disregard of an amuesty and Washington's express orders.
Hut it was at "last settled that there was a Government and that the
United States had the power and intent to enforce its laws.
[Digested from : Ridpath, John Clark. History of the United States of
America, p. 4357.1
2 "As in the days of colonial quarrels, there were two separate governments in Rhode' Island : one, headed by Thomas Dorr, was brought
into existence as a protest against undeniably gross inequalities In the
suffrage. Dorr and his party were preparing to enforce their will by
arms when President Tyler sent troops to crush the insurrectionary
movement."
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[Quoted from: Bryce. James. The American Commonwealth. Macmillan & Co. 1889, vol. 1, p. 51.]
" The President authorized the sending in of the militia of Massachusetts and Connecticut, but the Rhode Island troops succeeded in
suppressing the rebellion."
[Quoted from : Taft, William H. The Presidency, Charles Scribner's
Sons, New York. 1916, pp. 91-92.]
" In the case of Rhode Island, as between claimants for the governorship,'the (United States Supreme) Court held that it was within the
power of the Executive conclusively to determine, so far as that court
was concerned, who was the governor of the State and what was
lawful."
[Quoted from : Sehouler, James. History of the United States of America under the Constitution. Dodd, Mead & Co., New York. 1894, vol.
4, pp. 523, 525, 520, 527, 533.]
3. " Polk resolved to maintain the pretentious claim that the western
boundary of Texas was at the Rio Grande del Norte ; and in pursuance
of that resolve Gen. Zachary Tavlor was ordered to take position between
the Nueces and that river * » *. For about six months Taylor s
army remained posted at Corpus Christi, entirely unmolested and unmolesting * * *. Anticipating Mexico's obstinate refusal to part
with her domains in peace. President Polk took his ready alternative.
Without a word of warning to Congress, which was in full session,
* * » he ordered Gen. Taylor to advance and take a position on
the left bank of the Rio Grande ; he also assembled a strong fleet in the
Gulf of Mexico » * *. Zachary Taylor—plain, blunt warrior that
he was—obeyed the orders of his Commander in Chief without a question
* * *. Collision and bloodshed were inevitable * * *. Co.muiodore Sloat, of the American Navy, who commanded the Pacific
Squadron, was to possess himself of San Francisco and all other California ports whenever he should learn that actual hostilities between
Mexico and the United States had begun.
" Mexico (said President Polk in his war message of May 11) has
passed the boundary of the United States, has invaded our territory,
and shed American blood upon the American soil * * *. War exists
and notwithstanding all our efforts to avoid it. exists by the act ot
Mexico herself * * *. Congress resolved at once a formal declaration of the war as already existing by tfc* act of Mexico."
[Digested from : Taft, William H. The Presidency, pp. 92-94.]
"A very wide exercise of authority by the Executive as Commander in
Chief occurred in the form of presidentially instituted and directed
government for California and New Mexico after the Mexican War.
The validity of this action was upheld by the United States Supreme
Court, and formed a precedent for similar measures following the
Spanish-American War."
CIVIL

WAR.

[Quoted from : Bryce, James.

The American Commonwealth. Vol. 1,
pp. 51, 61.]
" Both as Commander in Chief of the Army and Navy, and as charged
with the ' faithful execution of the laws,' the President is likely to be
led to assume all the powers which the emergency requires. How much
he can legally do without the aid of statutes is disputed, for the acts
of President Lincoln during the earlier part of the War of Secession,
including his proclamation suspending the writ of habeas corpus, were
subsequently legalized by Congress ; but it is at least clear that Congress can make him, as it did make Lincoln, almost a dictator. And
how much the war power may include appears in this, that by virtue of
it and without any previous legislative sanction President Lincoln
issued his emancipation proclamations of 1862 and 1S63, declaring all
slaves in the insurgent States to be thenceforth free, although these
States were deemed to be in point of law still members of the Union.

*******

"Abraham Lincoln wielded more authority than any single Englishman has done since Oliver Cromwell. It is true that the ordinary law
was for some purposes practically suspended during the War of Secession. Hut it will always have to be similarly suspended in similar
crises, and the suspension inures to the benefit of the President, who
becomes a sort of dictator."
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I Quoted from: Dunning, William Archibald, professor of history in Columbia University. Essays on the Civil War and Reconstruction.
MacMillan Co., 1904, pp. 14-15, 13-16, 17-19, 20-21.]
The Presidential Dictatorship: The circumstances in which the Government found Itself after the fall of Sumter were entirely unprecedented. The President was obliged to regard the uprising of the South
as a simple insurrection ; but the only parallel case, the Whisky Insurrection in Washington's administration, was so insignificant m comparison that from the very beginning a system of original construction
of the Constitution had to be employed to meet the variel occasions for
Executive as well as legislative action. Long before the end of the war
the principles thus evolved had become so numerous and so far-reaching
in their application as entirely to overshadow the most cherished doctrines of the old system.

„»**•***

The question presented to the administration by the commencement
of hostilities was, Has this Government the power to preserve its authority over all its territory'; The answer of the old school of constitutional lawyers was, " Yes ; so far as it is conferred by the Constitution
and the laws," but the answer we derive from the actual conduct ot the
war is, " Yes," without qualification.
Immediately upon the fall of Sumter the assertion of the new doctrine
began. Before the assembling of Congress July 4 a series of proclamations bv the President called into play forces deemed necessary to the
preservation of the Nation. The calling out of the militia was based
upon the law of 1795. Buchanan had declined to consider this law as
applicable to the present circumstances. His delicacy, however, was a
phase of his scruples about coercing a State—scruples entirely foreign
to his successor.
Pour days after the call for militia the President's purpose of ignoring the connection of the State governments with the rebellion was put
to"a severe test in his proclamation of a blockade of the ports of cotton
States. He was obliged to speak of " the pretended authority " of those
States but only to declare that persons who, under such authority,
molested United States vessels would be treated as pirates. This assumption by the Executive of the right to establish a blockade was rather
startling to conservative minds. It seemed like a usurpation of the
legislative power lo declare war. For blockade is an incident of actual
warfare and involves the recognition of belligerent rights. The constitutionality of the President's action, however, was affirmed by the
Supreme Court in the Prize Cases, and hence Congress having acquiesced,
it has the sanction of all three departments of the Government. Accordingly the President, as Commander in Chief, can determine without
reference to Congress the time when an insurrection has attained the
proportions of a war, with all the consequences to person and property
that such a decision entails.
,
,
Further action by the President previous to the meeting of Congress
included a call for the enlistment of 40,000 three-year volunteers and
the increase of the Regular Army by over 20,000 men and the Navy by
18,000. Mr. Lincoln himself doubted the constitutionality of these
m

Whether strictly legal or not [he says they] were ventured upon what
appeared to be a popular demand and a public necessity, trusting then,
as now that Congress would readily ratify them. It is believed that
nothing has been done beyond the constitutional competency of Congress.
(Message of July 4. 1801.)
„„,,„,.,
This frank substitution of a popular demand for a legal mandate
as a basis for Executive action is characteristic of the times. The
President's course was approved and applauded. Howe, of Wisconsin,
proclaimed in the Senate that he approved it in exact proportion to
the extent to which it was a violation of the existing laws.
lhe
general concurrence in the avowed ignoring of the organic law emphasizes the completeness of the revolution which was in progress. The
idea of a government limited by the written instructions of a past
"eneration had already begun to grow dim in the smoke of battle.
The remaining subject dealt with in the President's proclamations
was the suspension of the writ of habeas corpus. Southern sympathy in
Maryland had taken so demonstrative a form that summary measures
of repression were resorted to by lhe Government. Gen. Scott was
authorized bv the President to suspend the writ of habeas corpus at
any point on the military line between Philadelphia and Washington.
This assertion by the Executive of an absolute control over, the civil
rights of the individual in regions not in insurrection excited rather
59668-—18546

more criticism than the measures which would unpleasantly affect only
(he rebellious states.
A case was promptly brought before Chief
Justice Xane.v (or judicial interpretation. Justice 'fancy's opinion took
strong ground I in the ease of John Merryman] against the constitutionality of tbe President's act.

* '

*

*

*

*

*

»

The position of the Executive in this matter was entirely consistent
with that assumed in the establishment of tbe blockade. Granting the
right in the President to decide when war has technically begun, both
llii> powers in question spring naturally from the recognized authority
of the Commander in Chief. In the interval between April 12 and
July 4. 1801, a new principle thus appeared in the constitutional system
of the United States, namely, that of a temporary dictatorship. All
the powers of government were virtually concentrated in a single department, and that the department whose energies were directed i>y
the will of a single man
[Quoted from : Dunning, W. A., Essays, etc., p. 40.]
The IPresident'sl proclamation of September 24, 1862 [in relation to
civil rights in the North], constituted a perfect platform for a military
despotism. Opposition [to the Government's emancipation and draft
policies] * * * only tended to make military arrests more frequent.
[Quoted from: Dunning, W. A., Essays, etc., pp. 50-51.] .
Mr. Lincoln gave as his authority for the [emancipation] proclamation " the power in me vested as Commander in Chief of the Army and
Navy of the United States, in time of actual armed rebellion against the
authority and Government of the United States " : and he described
the act as "a fit and necessary war measure for suppressing said rehellion," and as " warranted by the Constitution upon military necessity." These expressions give to the paper the character of a military
decree pure and simple.
(Quoted from : Burgess, John \\\, dean of the faculty of political science
'in Columbia University.
The Civil War and the Constitution.
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1001. v. 2, p. 223.]
The Government advanced no less radically upon the domain of the
freedom of the press * * *. The | House] Judiciary Committee sustained the Postmaster General IBlairl, and * * * the precedent of
the Government in Civil War is. therefore, that this part of the Constitute n may be suspended by order of the administration when in the
judgment 'of the President the public safety demands it.
TEMPORARY GOVERNMENTS CONSEQUENT UPON WAR WITH SPAIN.

I Quoted from: Taft, Wm. II., The Presidency, pp. 92-03.]
There is a far wider exercise of the authority by the Executive in nis
capacity as Commander in Chief than in the cases cited I Dorr's Rebellion and the Chicago strike]. It was exemplified iu and after the
Spanish War. Before and after the treaty of Paris was made with
Spain, by which there were left in our possession as owners the Philippines and Porto Rico, and in our custody as trustees for the people
of Cuba the island of Cuba, we acquired responsibilities which were
met by occupation of those islands with the Army and Navy. In the
case of Cuba this continued from 1808 until 1903, when the island was
turned over to the Cuban Republic. In the case of Porto Rico this
continued from 1898 until the taking effect of the Foraker Act, in
April, 1900. and in the Philippines from August 13, 1898, when we
took Manila, until March, 1902, when the President was expressly
given power to establish a civil government there. During all this
interval of congressional silent acquiescence in the action of the President as Commander in Chief, he directly, or through his agents appointed, exercised all the executive power and all the legislative power,
and created all the judicial power of government in those territories.
After suppressing actual disorder he created a quasi-civil government.
and appointed ah executive, a civil legislature, and civil judges, and
became the lawgiver of 10,000,000 people for a period ranging from
two years to four. Now, there was nothing new or startling in the
principle of this temporary enlargement of his executive functions. Its
novelty was in the great volume of power which the circumstances
thrust' on him and the responsibilities and the wide discretion which he
had to exercise.
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PROTECTION OF PANAMA SECESSIONISTS,

I Quoted from: Peck, Harry Thurston, Twenty Years of the Republic,
p. 702.]
At this juncture [when the Hay-Herran treaty was pending, with
poor prospects in the Colombian Senate] the Stale of Panama, incensed by the sacrifice of its commercial interests, seceded from Colombia and established a provisional government of its own, appealing to
the United States for recognition. President Roosevelt within three
davs acknowledged the independence of the Republic of Panama. Physical conditions prevented Colombia from sending troops to Panama by
land to coerce the seceding State, and American vessels of war at once
appeared in Central American waters and began to cruise up ami down
the coast. Marines were landed on the Isthmus, ami the Colombian
Government was informed that the United States would permit no
fighting there. France and England almost at once gave their recognition to the new Republic. Colombia then when it was too late, offered every possible concession, but the offer was rejected. 11. BunauVarilla, a Franco-Spanish engineer, was by cable accredited as Panama's
representative at Washington, and on November IS he and Secretary
Hay signed a treaty by which the Republic of Panama granted to the
United' States the privilege of constructing a canal in return for
$10,000,000 and a guarantee of Panama's independence. To the United
States was also given control of a belt of land 10 miles wide through
which the canal was to be cut. The provisional government of Panama
ratified this treaty on December 2, and it was approved by the United
States Senate on February 23. 1004, only 14 votes being cast against it.
I Quoted from. Rhodes, .lames Ford. History of the United States from
the Compromise of 18D0. Harper & Bros., 1S05. Vol. 3, pp. .V,:'. 554.1
Fearing that the Legislature of Maryland, which was to convene
in September, would pass an ordinance of secession, the Secretary of
War ordered the arrest of all or any part of its members and several
citizens of Baltimore, if necessary, to prevent such action. Under this
order Gen. Dix apprehended 10 members elect of the legislature, the
mayor of Baltimore, a Congressman, and 2 editors ; and at Frederick City.
the meeting place of the legislature. Gen. Hanks laid hold of " nine
secession members." These men were subsequently confined in Fort
Lafayette, N. Y., and in Fort Warren. Boston, where other State
prisoners arrested in Kentucky and Missouri were also incarcerated.
That these arrests were infractions of the Constitution need not for a
moment be questioned. They were made on simple orders from the
executive departments instead of on the proper-warrants required by
law. The prisoners were charged with no offense, were brought before
no magistrate for examination, and the commandants of the military
prisons were instructed to disregard any writ of habeas corpus issued
in their behalf. Nevertheless, it would, it seems to me, be historical
hypercriticism to find fault with the Federal Government for its exercise of these extraordinary powers in the border States,
[Quoted from: Rhodes, James Ford, History, etc., vol. 4, p. 413.]
A story about Seward, made up apparently out of whole cloth, became
an effective illustration of the argument [that the cause of Vallandigliam
and others similarly arrested was the cause of civil liberty]. "My
Lord," he was reported to have said to Lord Lyons, " I can touch a
bell on my right hand and order the arrest of a citizen of Ohio ; I
can touch a bell again and order the imprisonment of a citizen of
New York ; and no power on earth except that of the President can
release them. Can the Queen of England do so much?" That this
story, by dint of iteration and, in spite of denials, by reiteration with
circumstantial details, came to be thoroughly believed, is not strange,
for while Seward probably made no such remark, he and Stanton had
caused many arrests with no more formality than a telegraphic dispatch.

It might be of interest to note that, under President Lincoln,
through his Secretary of State, he issued, among other drastic
orders, the following:

DECEMBER 17, 1SG4.
The President directs that, except immigrant passengers directly entering an American port by sea, henceforth no traveler shall be allowed
to enter the United States from a foreign country without a passport.
If a citizen, the passport must be from this department or from some
59008—18546
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United States minister or consul abroad ; and it an alien, from the comDetent authority of his own country, the passport to be countersigned
by a diplomatic agent or consul of the United States. This regulation
is intended to apply especially to persons proposing to cone to the
UnheStates from the neighboring British Provinces. Its observance
will be strictlyy enforced by all officers, civil, military, and naval, in the
service of the United States, and the State and municipal author ties
are requested to aid in its execution. It is expected, however, that no
mmiSant i assonger coming in manner aforesaid will be obstructed,
cn? ott« S who may set out on their way hither before intelligence of this regulation could reasonably be expected to reach the
country from which they may have started.
MARCH 14, 18G5.
The President directs that all persons who now are or hereafter shall
lie found within the United States who have been engaged in holding
intercoursi or trade with the insurgents by sea, if they are citizens of
the Un el States or domiciled aliens, shall be arrested and held as
nrfsoners of war until the war shall close, subject, nevertheless to
nrosecution trial, and conviction for any offense committed by them
as rotesTo? otherwise against the laws of war. The President further
directs that all nonresident foreigners who now are or hereafter shall
be found in the United States, and who have been or shall have been
o,,ca™dii violating the blockade of the insurgent ports shall leave
t£f United States within 12 days from the publication of this order
or from their subsequent arrival in the United States, if on the Atlantic
side and 40 days if on the Pacific side, of the country ; and such persons' shi 1 not return to the United States during the continuance of the
war 1"rovost marshals and marshals of the United States will arrest
S'commit to military custody all such offenders as shall disregard
this order whether they have passports or not. and they will be detained in such.custody until the end of the war, or until discharged by
subsequent orders of the President.
It has always been conceded by authorities on constitutional
law that the President could not extradite citizens of a foreign
country without provisions of law enacted by Congress, but
President Lincoln, during the emergency that then existed in
1864 surrendered Arguelles to Spain. (Willoughby, p. 164.)
The Constitution, of course, vests in Congress certain specific war powers, which I do not undertake to discuss at this
time- but will say fh passing that Congress, in the discharge of
its war powers granted under the Constitution, must exercise
it's own judgment and discretion, and can not shift its responsibility to the people of the Republic for the enactment of legislation upon subjects wholly within its province by saying it was
reciuested by some department head. If Congress shall fail to
exercise its own judgment and will, then it will not have the
respect of the coordinate branch of the Government nor of the
people of the Nation. Congress at this moment prefers to err
in granting requested legislation rather than fail to pass sufficient legislation to quickly subdue our foes.
Up to this hour, upon a whole, it can with truth be said of
the Sixty-fifth Congress that it lias acted in unanimity with
the President as Commander in Chief in seeking to destroy our
enemies abroad and at home and to preserve the liberty of
mankind as a heritage to all the world. [Applause.]
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$840,000,000 or probably $840,000,000. j "They were young college men, sent Gen. Squier, Chief Signal Officer;
MAKING OF LIBERTY MOTOR
because it was deemed they were the ] £^ Q'^'WHI'iam L. Kenly, Chief
The committee is going to pursue this most efficient and likely to be tm best
. °.
niv,-ir.r
of Military Aerothing
and
asoertain
if
possible
where
fighters the United States could send I'nautics, and sion
WILL BE CURTAILED NOW.
W. C. Potter, Chief of
these moneys have been expended and over for battlecraft use. Since they i the Equipment Division of the Signal
over others have gone over Corps.
where the delay in the programme went
ranking them in commission and an
Helinlic for linker.
has been occasioned."
effort is now being made to try to
Secretary Baker and John D.
Secretary Baker protested against
It was tho purpose of his committee, arrange the order in which the commaking public the Nation's future
he said, to continue its Investigation missions shall be issued to project aviation programme, for military reaRyan Appear Before House "not
these
young
men
as
far
as
possible
only with reference to aircraft against tho obstinacy of tho Aircraft sons, but members of the committee
protested against this secrecy, callCommittee, Explain Aviation production, but to every othor branch Board."
of the iservlco that needs investiga"I know personally of just such ing the Secretary's attention to his
desire,
when an army was being
1 cases as that" declared Senator
tion,"
Situation and Tell Need.
raised, to let the enemy know about
Lodge.
"I
confess
I
have
a
curiosity
"The committee is going to do that
to know what has been done with it for "psychological reasons."
The Secretary was told also that the
without fear. And my purpose is to the $840,000,000 with these results."
Senator Thomas accounted for military committee rosented the manbrine the truth so far as is consist(Special to The World.)
ner in which the expectations for airent with public duty to the attention some of the money appropriated.
WASHINGTON, May 7. — Eaer"I think" said he, "that about $200,- craft production were promulgated
of
the
American
people.
getic, Bpeedy action to reveal what
000,000 of the sum just mentioned last year by officials after the com"The committee will try to find out has been actually expended, the re- mittee had been urged to maintain
has retarded aircraft production in .
The committee will decide t": the truth of the whole situation. mainder Is represented by contracts; pecrecy.
■ norrow whether it will obey his inthis country, to place the blame on
Without fear or favor, it intends to which will absorb it when the con- I junction or not.
whom it should rest and to prosetracts are performed. The good part!
do whatever is necessary to get to of the amount expended has been put
Mr. Baker replied heatedly to tho
cute criminally any one to whom
the bottom of this thing. I am sure in the construction of aviation fields, effect that publication of figures rejust suspicion points as having
sulted in German propaganda, but dethat rs what thw Presidont wants and and in the training of men."
nied that German propaganda has
"Whole Business "Cnmouunsreu."
diverted any part of the ?640,000,000
I am glad indeed to koow that this
cheated any reduction in the output.
Senator
Walsh
asked
how
it
wr>s
1
appropriated to other channels was
course has his approval in advance." the American schools and fields were
The Liberty motor, it was develforecast by these developments here
!
He said that charges of a sensa- abundantly supplied with training | oped, - will not be manufactured to
to-day:
; tional naiifcuro concerning/the War De- planes and tho French schools were the extent anticipated because of reports from abroad that it is not as
partment:aro coming to<1iim daily and not.
■J —Senator Chamberlain announced
as other engines on
"The whole business," said Senator satisfactory
fighting planes. Mr. Potter said a
[some
of
tfiem
should
be
investigated.
that the Senate Committee on
Chamberlain, "has been camouflaged great
deal of time has been wasted
"Our committee," .said he, "is de- and misrepresented to the American
Military Affairs would continue its
and that the aircraft production
termined to do wha/tever is neces- people. It has only been recently j would have been further along if
inquiry into the production of airsary to win this war and if there is that the American aviation fields i they had not lost time experimenting
craft, to ascertain the truth about
been supplied with proper j with the Liberty motor. Large numresponsibility for a lack of speeding have
the expenditure of the $640,000,000
planes, and yot the statement is con- ] bers will be used abroad however, in
up the commttee hopes to put its stantly made that there were suffiand the reason for the delay in the
j bombing and observation planes.
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and
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not
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Senator McCumber asked how
To Curtail Liberty Motor.
fear or favor, and did not purpose ! pose to engage in any whitewashing many planes we were to have in EuWhile they are being made in largo
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Senator Chamberlain quantities, because of standardization,
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the
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of
American
pay
for the building of these 22,000; nionth ago.
of the funds appropriated, and, if
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aeroplanes. Wo were told that that! It developed that, there are 14,000
the facts warrant, to place them! Prance at; the. expense of America
sum was ample to build tho 22,000." ] mc>re
foreign planes on order, of which
before a Grand Jury that indict-1 and put in.tbo battle front. Our peoSenator Brandegee lauded Senator! and than L300 have been delivered,
ments may follow.
j ple ought to ibe informed of the truth
Chamberlain for announcing that he"
moro than 8,000 engines on order
of tho situatSon and they never have
would go forward with the investiga-t wlth nearly 1,500 delivered.
More"
3,—Secretary Baker and John D.
tion.said it was tho duty of Congress; than 1,300 airplanes are actually
been.'
I am not blaming anybody
Ryan, Director General or Air—
;
—
•*'fighting with the American forces. In
for It.
to take a hand in prosecuting this addition there are afeout 14 000 men in
craft Production, appeared before
Men KotiWratiied in France,
war, and entered a general protest American uniform and undor Amerithe Committee on Military Affairs
"It was tcBttfned to before the comagainst the manner in which it is can officers in English, French and
mittee that tlio flower of American (being conducted.
of the House and explained the airItalian planesin connection with the
youth
to
the
ynumber
of
about
1,500,
Gregory Sees Wilson.
respective forces. On April' 27 the
craft situation.
were sent abroad to be trained in
Following a conference with Presi- output hero weekly amounted to
4—The making or Liberty Motors
Prance In thejuse of battle planes on I dent Wilson after the cabinet meet- about 150 preliminary, advance and
the front. "S}et some of these men
will not go to the length exing, Attorney General Gregory an- combat training planes, 500 prellmhave not' had itiae advantage of trainnounced that he had selected Assist- inary,
advance and combat engines
pected, as reports from abroad show
In
ing in Aemriidin built or any other
the Signal Corps there is around
ant Attorney General William L. {
it is not as satisfactory as other enbattle planes,-jitnd it has become the
a,
Tenn.,
to
total
of
133,000 men. On April 1, 1917,
Frierson of Chattanoo,
purpose of the"%jhief signal officer, as
gines for fighting planes. The conconduct the inquiry for his depart the United States had just 73 junior
he has testified) before tho committe,
tracts for the motor will be curment. It will be his duty to deter military aviators. On April 1, this
that these youixjr men will be returned
mint if there has been dishonesty or .year, _thcre were between 3.600 and
tailed and large contracts given for
to Amrica and trained here after havmalversion in connection with the air- j 3,700 junior and reserve military avia
engines of foreign type.
ing been kept ■' over there nearly a
craft appropriation. The Attorney tors, more than 6,000 graduates- of. obyear. The bulk;of them will not have
General wants to sift the charges to servation, pursuit, bombing and prcan opportunity ' to train there."
the bottom without any "whitewash^ |JW|k'U"| tjii I UJ-IIHTTM
ling." He said:
www I
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flttrTKoergmivi^viTMiave^every opportunlty to make good his charges.
We will spare no one. If the evidence
developed warrants,vthe Grand Juries
will be resorted t<<jSnnd the guilty ones
will be punished'. Serious allegations
have been made against this branch
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of our lighting force and if any one
To Get at the Truth.
Senator'vValsin asked if the admis- connected with it has been guilty of
of- the Chief Signal Officer who criminal acts severe punishment will
In- announcing that the Investiga- sion
was responsible*for sending those men be meted out."
tion by the Senate Military Affairs to France was hiot " a confession in
House Takes It l:p.
Committee would continue, Senator itself."
The aircraft situation was before
Senator Chamberlain answered that tho Houso Military Affairs CommitChamberlain told of the President
it was the extreme optimism of the
to-day in connection .with the apreferring the Borglum report to the Siganl Officer amd the men associated lee
propriation of $1,032,000,000 requested
Department of Justice, which he said, with him in aeroplane production that In the Army Appropriation Kill. The
Is practically the only department to paused them to-send the 1,500 men to committee was told that the total appropriations of $750,000,000 In round
investigate a particular case into Uran ce.
"If the Senator from Montana had figure;; for aircraft since the United
which the criminal element enters. be&t watching the testimony bQfore States entered the war have been
the -committee," added Mr. Chamber- either expended or contracted for. ReHe added:
•'But, let me say to the Senate now, lairK "he would know that the War cmst was made for $400,000,000 of the
that it is not the purpose of the Mili- Department, especially the Signal now estimates to be made available
immediately to cover expenditures for
tary Affairs Committee to abandon Corps service, has been disappointed aircraft the deprament expects to DO
Its efforts to ascertain the truth with in nearly every expectation that it obligated for by July 1 next. A total
had."
To Learn if Any Part of Appro- reference to aircraft construction.
of more than $316,000,000 already has
Late Goers Get Commissions.
been expended, leaving a balance of
"There has been something radiIn
answer
to
Senator
Lodge,
Mr.
priation of $640,000,000 Was cally wrong in the Whole programme. Chamberlain said he had a letter more than $133,000,000. Not only has
the latter sum been contracted for,
from a young man who went to but obligations made leave an actual
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deficit
of $14S,000,000.
on the expenditure of the money, and these 1,500 young men was absolutely
Appearing before the committee
I do not think there is any member destroyed."
Assistant, W. L Frierson.
were Secretary Baker, .1. D. Ryan, in
"They went over there, the a'jos or charge of production; Major Gen.
of the committeo who can account for
the expenditure of anything like America," went on Mr. Chamberlain. March, Acting Chief of Staff; Major
were young college men, sent Gen. Squier, Chief Signal Officer;
$640,000,000 or probably $840,000,000. "They
because it was deemed they were the Brig. Gen. William L. Kenly, Chief
MAKING OF LIBERTY MOTOR
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without fear. And my purpose is to the $840,000,000 with these results.
military committee resented the manSenator
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Without fear or favor, it intends to tracts are performed. The good part junction or not.
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nied that German propaganda has
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of the funds appropriated, and, if
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Ryan, Director General or Air- ' for it.
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craft Production, appeared before !
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before
the
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the manner in which it is can officers In English, French and
the Committee on Military Affairs
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of
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Italian planes in connection with the
of the House and explained the airI youth to the 'mumber of about 1,500,
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respective forces. On April' 27 the
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' were sent abroad to be trained in
Following a conference with Presi- output here weekly amounted to
France in thejase of battle planes on | dent Wilson after the cabinet meet- about 150 preliminary, advance and
—The making or Liberty Motors
the front. "i}et some of these men
.ng, Attorney General Gregory an- combat training planes, 500 prelimwill not go to the length exhave not' had tine advantage of trainnomic^dThaY he had "selected" Assist- inary advance and combat engines,
pected, as reports from abroad show
ing in Aemriictm built or any other
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I" the Signal Corps there is around
it Is not as satisfactory as other enbattle planea.-.'jiind it has become the
Frierson of Chattanooga, Tenn., to total of 133,000 men On April 1, 1317,
purpose of thetjhiet' signal officer, as
conduct the inquiry for his depart- the Lnited States had just 73 junior
gines for fighting planes. The conhe has testified before the committe,
ment. It will be his duty to deter- military aviators. On April 1, this
tracts for the motor will be curthat these youiijv men will be returned
mint if there has been dishonesty or year, there were between
600 and
tailed and large contracts given for
to Amrica and trained here after havmalversion in connection with the air- 3,700 junior and reserve military aviaing been kept over there nearly a
engines of foreign type.
craft appropriation. The Attorney tors, more than 6,000 graduates, of obyear. The bullqcf them will not have
General wants to sift the charges to servation, pursuit, bombing and prean opportunity (to train there."
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training. In the United °f-t"" ""-1 :
France were 15,000 flying and nonflying officers.
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"January 2, 1918.
: I have your
letter of December 25.
"Knowing the earnest of loyal purpose with which you have written me I
have conferred with the Secretary of
Wari and at his request and my own
hearty concurrence I urge you to come
at once to Washington, lay the whole
matter frankly and fully before the Secretary and by your own investigation
discover the facts of this business.
"The Secretary of War assures me
that he will be delighted to clothe you
with full authority to get to the bottom
of every situation and that he will place
at your disposal the services of Mr.
Stanley King, a member of ris own personal staff, if you desires to have his
counsel in your inquiries.
"MY DEAR MR. BORGLUM

A,

THE SUN, TUESDAY, MAY 7, 1918.
Horgliim Names His "Witnesses.
The decision of the President to order
I an investigation by the Department of
| Justice was made known at the White
j House almost simultaneously with the
appearance of Mr. Borglum at the comi mittee room of Senator Chamberlain
with his promised list of witnesses who,
he says, can substantiate his charges of
derelictions and delays bordering on if
not actually constituting criminality.
As a result of the President's action
the course of the Senate' committee is
still in doubt. Some members favor
pursuit of the Borglum charges to the
limit of the Senate's inquisitorial power,
while others, including Chairman Chamberlain, favor delegating this work to
the Department of Justice if there can
be any serious assurance that the Department will go forward with an exhaustive investigation and let the facts
be known. Fear of an "official white-1
is the deterrenf cause of the ]
EEITEItATES
CHARGES washing"
immediate relinquishment by the com- ;
mittee of its prerogative to investigate.
In connection with the decision of the
to order an investigation by
Says Squier Aided Plot to Halt; President
the Department of Justice there was
made
public
at the White House the
Probe—Gregory Told
President's side of the correspondence
between himself and Mr. Borglum. datto Investigate.
ing from the inception of Mr. Borglum's
activities as far back as November 22,
1917.
Special Despatch to THE SUN.
Told Suspicions to Tumulty.
WASHINGTON, May 6.—President WilIt revealed that Mr. Borglum had first (
son has determined that the charges of laid
his suspicions before Secretary Turn- i
delinquencies and dishonesty in connec- ulty that day and that the President
tion with the aircraft programme made thereupon asked the sculptor to indiby Gutzon Borglum shall be investigated cate "as specifically as possible the j
weaknesses you see in our present or- \
to the full by the Department of Justice. ganization in the matter of aeronautics." j
This decision was reached after the
The correspondence revealed that the j:
President had received a telegram from President subsequently had urged Mr.
to lay the whole matter j
Howard Coffin, former head of the Air- BOrglum
"frankly and fully" before the Secre- i
craft Production Board, and now re- tary and to make his own investigation
cuperating in Georgia, demanding the to unearth the facts with the assurance
fullest inquiry into the charges to save that the Secretary of War would clothe
him "with full authority to get to the
''the reputations of innocent men."
bottom of every situation."
The telegrams exchanged between Mr.
Those assurances were given to Mr.
I
Borglum December 25, 1917. Mr. BorCoffin and the President follow:
| glum's preliminary report was sent by
i the President to Mr. Baker February 1, ;
Darien, Ga., May 4, 191S.
j almost a month before the now famous i
The President:
Charges of dishonesty have been j statement of Secretary of War Baker I
made against the Aircraft Board I that the aviation programme was five :
which demand the fullest inquiyy. I i months ahead of schedule and that bat- [
request and urge that an official in- j tleplanes were on their way to Europe.
quiry be had in order that the reputa- i That Mr. Borglum misinterpreted the
tions of innocent men may not be j scope of the authority which the Presi] dent said the Secretary of Yv'ar would
ruined.
HOWARD COFFIN.
accord him is disclosed in a letter writThe President's Answer.
ten April 15 in apparent answer to a
complaint by Mr. Borglum that he had
Washington. May 6, 191S.
not been supplied with the proper asThe Hon. Howard Coffin, Darien, Ga.:
Your telegram received. You may sistance.
It appears that the President considbe sure I shall cooperate in every way ! ered
that he was merely giving the
to prevent what you rightly foresee j sculptor
the right to examine, evidence in
might happen.
possession of the Secretary of War.
The Department of Justice will co- jI the
"I never at any time constituted you an
operate to the utmost in seeing that all official
investigator," writes the Presicharges are probed and the truth got i dent.
at.
WOODROW AVILSON.
The Correspondence.
The President also sent this letter to
Senator Thomas, who has been active in
its order of
The correspondence
progression follows :
the aircraft matter:
"December 5, 1917.
MY DEAR SENATOR : You were kind
"MT DEAR BORGLUM : Your letter of
enough to consult me the other day
November 22 to Mr. Tumulty he was
about the wholesale charges in regard
kind enough to show me, and I had
to the procfuction of aircraft which
meant to write you sooner about it.
have oeen lodged by Gutzon Borglum.
Of course, what you say disturbs me
7 take the liberty of writing you this
not a little and I write to ask you if
letter in order to say more formally
you will not do me the great: favor of
what I said to you then informally,
indicating as specifically as possible
namely, that every instrumentality at
the weaknesses you see in our present
the disposal of the Department of Jusorganization in the matter of aeronautics. I would also appreciate it very
tice will be used to investigate and
warmly if vou would tell me what men
pursue charges of dishonesty or malof practical gifts not now connected
versation of any kind if the allegawith the service of the Government you
tions made by Mr, Borglum are conthink could be serviceable to us in
sidered worthy of serious consideraworking toward a successful result.
tion, and I sincerely hope that the
"Cordially and sincerely yours,
matter will be treated as one for
"WOODROW WILSON/
. searching official investigation by the
Then
followed the letter which Borgconstituted authorities of the Governlum construed to be on ofe personal toment.
Only in this way can the reputations ll vestigation for the President:
of those whose actions have been perfectly regular and blameless he protected and the. guilt, if there is any,
definitely lodged where it should be
lodged. Sincerely yours.

BORGLUM HITS
AT WILSON IN
AIR INQUIRY
Stung by Letters, Summarizes Keport in Letter to
White House.

WOODROW WILSON.

t

Borglum's Answer Summarizes ReMr. Borglum to-night made his answer
in an open letter, addressed to the President, expressing his chagrin at the
methods the President had pursued. His
letter summarizes the perort he made on
the aircraft situation and follows:
"My Dear Mr. President: It is with
something more than a shock that I
noticed to-day the publicity which I
could hardly interpret in a friendly manner, considering the order of the statements given and the meaning of your
empowering letter to me, and I am taking therefore the only course open to
me, that of addressing to you a reply,
with my first letter to you, accompanying my first review of the aeronautic
situation.
"In this I refer to the difficulties I
met with i ncarrying out your wishes
that T go to the bottom of this business.'
Beyond that I spared you the record of
petty intrigue, espionage and a general
system of official bullying that is carried
on by, if not at the direction of great
departmental officials, certainly with
•their knowledge and approval.
"I had not been in the office assigned
to me in the Dar Department forty-eight
hours before I met with the intrigue of
that department. Requisitions that I
made for data brought untrue or valueless reports and Mr. Stanley King whom
you had named to be my aid and whom
Assistant of War had turned over to
assist me, began systematically to block
the work I was undertaking; to the extent even of threatening witnesses who
came to my office, room 225, \War Department, to give me information and
warned them that they would give information to me at their peril.

Squier Told to Aid Him.
"The Secretary further says that he
will bring you into personal contact with
Gen. Squier, whom you doubtless already
know personally, and will direct that
every faculty of inquiry be placed at
your disposal.
"When you have thus investigated, if
the other experts whom you suggest in
your letter of Decomber 25 still seem- desirable to be appointed, you can say so
to the Secretary, and in the event of any
difference of judgment between you,
which seem to me impossible, I would be
most happy to have a report from you
personally to me on any phase of the
matter which remains in the slightest
degree doubtful in your mind. Cordially
yours.
WOODROW WILSON."
Borglum, after conducting his inquiry,
wrote to the President, to which the
President replied March 15, saying the
whole aircraft matter was undergoing
Says Squier Acted Likewise.
careful review. Owing to the fact that
the Borglum letters were regarded as
"Gen. Squier acted in a like manner
"slanderous" they were not made public. and every official that 'I approached and
Complaints from him, however, that he from whom I had the right to receive
was not getting all the information he aid and courtesy had apparently, under
sought brought the following from. general instructions, entered into a comPresident Wilson on April 15 :
mon conspiracy to deceive, to mislead
My Dear Mr. Borglum—I am afraid and to prevent learning the truth about
that for some time you have been under the aeronautic situation.
a serious misapprehension. You call my
"I do not presume to give the reason
attention to the fact that you were not for this, although I fully realize the
supplied with suitable expert assistance sources the periodical statements, false
.in the investigation which you of your in contents and in purpose emanating
own volition undertook of the aircraft from the War Department regarding
production.
aeronautics; would not look with favor
upon any inquiry that dealth with the
Not an Official Investigation.
true situation and so within a week I
"You will remember that at the be- abandoned the war office and secured an
ginning you wrote to me saying that office without the building that my inyou feared and believed that there were vestigation might be less prejudiced and
very serious errors not only but serious might get more accurately and quickly
bad practices in the aircraft production, at the truth of the situation.
"Nor did I fail to inform Mr. Baker
and after consulting with the Secretary
of War, I wrote you that if that was of the serious oendition that prevailed
your impression you were of course at and demanded correction without avail,
liberty to examine any evidence that this constituting my first grievous offense—i had demonstrated I at least
was in our possession.
"I-never at any time constituted you would not whitewash. The reports that
an official investigator. I merely gave were sent to you were true, and if they
you the right to look into tho matter of erred at all they were not strong enough
your own motion, and I am sure that in statement, which a subsequent inthe letters which the Secretary of War quiry has proved and place damply beprovided you with, he gave you with fore the public.
'"•My investigation was a preliminary
the same purpose and idea.
"We have wished at every point to inquiry. It was so agreed between us,
assist you and to make possible for you and further, should I deem it necessary
what you wish to do, but we have at no to have two assistant experts, they
time regarded you as the official repre- would be appointed, and if .there was
sentative of the Administration in mak- any difference in opinion between Mr,
ing the investigation. If I had so re- Baker and myself you agreed that I
garded you I would, of course, have should deal directly with you.
supplied you with such assistance as you
Says Promise "Wat Not Kept.
feel you have lacked.
"You will understand, of course, that
"These experts never were appointed,
I write this in the most cordial way your promise was not kept and my reand only because it is evident from your quest, frequently urged upon you, only
last letter that you have been laboring brought the appointment of men without
under a misapprehension.
knowledge, without information and
"I hope that you will be willing and wholly unfitted to inquire into a subject
that you feel that it is your duty to put . that had failed largely because it was
at the disposal of those whom I have conducted without information and
constituted official Investigators all the . ! knowledge that is, had there been a few
evidence, that may be in your possession. i! informed men even remotely connected
; Cordially and sincerely yours.
with that huge appropriations a few
"WOODROW WILSON."
planes would have reached Europe.
"I have pleaded for investigation conLetter to Baker.
sistently and persistently and I still
for investigation. I have asked
When President Wilson sent Borg- plead
for nothing else but investigation. I
lum's report to Secretary Baker he wrote have given months and months of valuhe Secretary the following letter:
able time hoping that investigation would
MY DEAR BAKER : Here is Mr. Borgfinally come.
lum's preliminary report. Is there not
"'.inhere has been a great deal of talk
some one entirely disconnected with
and a grea tdeal of noise, but fro some
aeronautics and from those who are
strange, unaccountable reason it is improimnent in carrying out the airplane
possible to get official action that will
really investigate the aeronautic group.
programme whom you can ask to go
The nation knows its billions, or such
over this thing with an unbiased mind
part
of its as they could possibly man- j
and give his naive impressions of it?
age to use. is gone.
There may be something worthy of
our consideration and suggestions
worthy to be adopted.
Cordially and sincerely yours,
WOODROW WILSON.

"The nation and all of our boys knowthat there are no planes to protect" them,
although Col. Deeds told the National
Press Association recently in great confidence that "we had 1.200 fliers and
1,200 planes, all ours, flying over our
lines."
"An officer who has arrived in this
country within the week, straight from
our troops, informs me we have less than
twenty; that they are French school
planes;' that they are not allowed near
the German lines, and that our single
balloon is hastily pulled down out of I
danger as th eenemy planes appeal'.
(Liberty Engines Being Rebuilt.
"I was among the first to call official
attention to specific weaknesses in the
Liberty motor. In spite of the resentment at the time the justice of these
criticisms has been admitted by the
chairman of the Aircraft Board,, cor*
rection of mistakes made, and they are
rebuilding the engines on those lines at
this moment. But I had sinned in daring to criticise, and as some of your
most important and prominent associates
in our Government have said, Borglum
"blundered in telling the truth."
"I have said the aero departments are
full of profiteering; that hundreds of
millions have gone; that factories have
been created where there were no factories necessary, and contracts to the
extent of fifty millions given to men who |
had neither rhyme nor reason for the
remtoest connection with the emergency
of aeroplane production, but who had
the pull of Deeds and who are still
floundering in their ignorance and incompetency, unable and incapable of fulfilling their contracts, still drawing under the cost plus system upon the. Treasury of the nation.
"I have said that aernonautic men and
ability of the nation have been snubbed
and ignored, unemployed and that factories or nucleus of factories that could
have been developed into producing institutions who knew the art of airplane
building are even at this writing without the slightest consideration by the
group who dealt out the colossal funds j
for their purpose.
Sought Engine Monopoly.
"I have said the Liberty motors should
I never have been undertaken until other
I available motors had been put in proI duction sufficient for an emergency fleet
I of airplanes built that our army could
| have used when it was ready, and I have
j said that this was not done because the
I group who were interested in the proI duction of the Liberty motor were inI terested in the establishing and con■ trolling the monopoly of that engine for
aeronautic work and were not interested, at least have never shown interest that protected the troops they were
charged to protect. I have also said
| that there has been gross profiteering in
the methods of contracts and that millions could be saved if the Government
would not quickly even by the consent
of the manufacturers themselves.
"I have pointed out that although the
engine was still an experiment, there
were no planes, there can be no planes
and there will he no planes until an engine or the engine is done and a perfect
and completed thing, so the country 'believed that when the Liberty motor
would reach its production we would
have thousands of planes.'
This is another gross fallacy ; we cannot really begin the construction of aeroplanes until our engine and its working
horsepower has been established.
"In other words, excet for the acquired material experimentation carried
on under various producers and paid
for by the cost plus contract system,
enjoyed by manufacturers who are
agreeable and acceptable to the ring, we
have accomplished nothing in our aeronautic programme. Charges could not
be more serious. Charges more grievous
could not be made against a department or a group of men.
''Seven or, eight investigations have
been made besides my own, and there is
no single definite denial of anything I
charge. Why is it then that this offends? Why is it that placing the truth
■before the authorities fails for months to
mot with response and finally with
brnsque rebuke, and why after the workis done and dellved a month or more I
should receive a letter from you refuting
the authority which alone brought me to
Washington and under which I had
worked so long?

"Little can I add to what I have said,
and there is little that I -wish to add. I
am now certain my services have at
least compelled some kind of an investigation, and I have at least informed the
country c fits needs and the camouflage
deliberately planned by a group of men
entrusted with a great arm of our military machine has come to an end—I
hope it has come to an end, but the
chart of reconstruction which I saw the
day before yesterday fills me with definite alarm.
"GUTZON BORGLUM."

Borglnm Grntlfles Senator*.
Mr. Borglum's appearance before the
Senate committee to-day furnished a
pleasant surprise. Also his presentation
of the list of prospective witnesses was
most gratifying to the Senators. Mr.
Borglum laid the list upon the committee table, and for almost two hours the
committee unofficially sat with the
sculptor discussing the best way of reporting sequentially the recital of the
falling down of aircraft production and
delivery.
Prom the beginning of the discussion
of Mr. Borglum's findings tile one thing
which has militated against the pursuit
of the charges made by Borglum has
been his unwillingness to give the Senate committee the names of his authorities.
He has insisted that much of the matter placed at his disposal had been made
known confidentially to him as the supposed possessor of the right to make an
investigation on behalf of the executive
branch of the Government, although at
his own initiative.
This list, which is extensive, contains
names of manufacturers of aircrafts and
aircraft supplies and parts, experts In
the theory of aeronautics and officials
of the United States Government who
should be in a position to know of what
they are talking.
Regardless of its having come into
possession of the needed key to the situation, the Senate committee—a majority
of it at any rate—is loath to proceed
with a resumed investigation of the airplane situation if it can be convinced
that the Department of Justice seriously
will seek out the delinquents and the
possible malefactors.
Executive Sessions Likely.
Senator Chamberlain and Senator
Hitchcock, vice-chairman of the committee, seriously deplore the necessity
for a renewal of the Investigation by the
Senate. In the opinion of both leaders,
the Department of Justice is the proper
repository for the confidence of Mr.
Borglum and it should be by that agency
of Government that the delinquents
should be run to earth.
On the other hand, there are other
members of the committee, notably Senator New (Indiana), who think that
the Senate committee should go forward
relentlessly with the probe of the Borglum charges and every other line of disclosure w-hich may bo presented.
It is regarded as likely to-night that a
compromise between the two opinions
may be followed by the committee as a
body, . The compromise will consist in
the resumption of the investigation at
once, possibly in executive sessions,' and
the evidence as adduced will be turned
over to the Department of Justice to
serve as a guide to that office in the
pursuit of the men responsible for the
shortcomings of the aircraft industry
and the officials responsible for maintaining the Government's promises which
have been broken.
Senator Chamberlain expressed the
opinion that the Military Committee
should not pursue its investigations without renewed authorization from the Senate. Nevertheless the committee will
meet to-morrow and undoubtedly vote
at least to begin hearings of the witnesses designated as desirable by Mr.
Borglum.

BAKER'S FRIEND
DELAYS SENATE I
PLANE INQUIRY
Bill Providing- Funds ]s
Held Up Until Secretary Approves It.
BOIUiLTWI
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Liberty Motor Is Assailed in
Statement by Now Yorg
Engineer.
Special Despatch to

THE SUN.

May
1".—Senator
Thompson (Kan.), chairman of the
Committee
on Audit and Control.
through failure to report to the Senate to-day the Chamberlain resolution
providing for the broadening of the inquiry into aircraft production and amplification of the Inquisitorial functions
of the Military Committee, blocked action on that important measure. It was
to Senator Thompson's committee that
the resolution was referred last week,
as its adoption entails heavy drain on
the contingent fund.
Leaders of the Senate Military Committee demanded to-day of Senator
Thompson what was the matter with
their resolution. With astounding calm
Senator Thompson said to Senators
Chamberlain and Hitchcock: "Why my
committee has not yet acted on the
resolutions. 1 wanteo to show it to
Secretary of War Baker and find out
if it was entirely satisfactory to him
first."
WASHINGTON-,

immediate Action Promised.
For a few minutes it looked as if Senator Hitchcock would go to the Senate
floor with a demand for instant discharge of the committee from the further
consideration of the resolution, but he
was dissuaded by one of Senatoi- Thompson's Republican colleagues, who promised that immediate attention would lie
given the matter.
Senator Thompson, hardly relishing
the position in which devotion to the
Secretary of War had placed him, promised the Military Committee that he
would call his committee and guarantee
action, but meanwhile a day and a half
had' been lost. Without a report from
Senator Thompson's committee at the
next, meeting of the Senate, tlie leaders in the Military Committee will start
the movement to tak= the matter out of
the hands of the Committee on Audit
an dControl with every chance of success.
.
The promised comeback of Gutzon
; Borglum failed to appear in the Senate
j to-day. Having announced that lie
I would reply through Senator Brandegee
j (Conn.), that Senator was besieged all
j day witii demands for the disclosure of
| the Borglum, reply, but it was not forth] coming. Senator Brandegee explained
Ithat as soon as the matter came ot him
he would present it in I he Senate for
, what it was worth and that meanwhile
t he had no comment to make.
Senator Brandegee, hpwever, did present to-day a letter from Leon Cammon
of :!!) West. Thirty-ninth street, New
York, in which the Liberty motor's
shortcomings were discussed from the
point of view of an engineering expert.
Mr. Cammon explained that he was a
member of the American Institute or
Electrical Engineers, the Aeronautical
Society of America, the New York Aeedemy of Sciences and the Society of Automobile Engineers.

Motor IN Discussed.
In his letter Mr. Cammon s.ml :
"There has appeared to-day
newspapers a statement made before the
Senate with resepct to the Liberty motor
in the Bristol plane of great significance
as throwing a vivid light on the entire
subject of this unfortunate adventure in
engineering design, it is stated i
motor overheats; to ;i Layman this means
next to nothing: to an engineer it tells a
big stoory and raises questions pregnant
witli importance. These questions: art1:
"!. Hoes this overheating indicate a
basic defectivemesa of design, or can it
be corrected by some expedient?
"L'. Why was it not discovered on the
testing stand long before the motor was
put into the Bristol machine, and was it
not due to improper methods of testing
the motor."
Cammon answers the first question by
showing that the radiation of the motor
is not sufficient, "because it was designed for an engine more efficient ami
better designed than the Liberty motor
which "as tried witli it." The only way
to overcome this defect. Cammon says,
would lie to put larger radiators on the
motor, which would have been disastrous from a military point of view, because it would add too much weight to
the motor and the Bristol plane could
not carry it.
"A radiator BO per cent, bigger than
Continued on Second Pane

SECRETARY IIAKEIt A LUTHERAN.
To th6 Editor of "The Press.''
>/Sir:—Some one has asked, what is
'Secretary Baker's religion, whether
Protestant, Catholic -or Jew? The following-will explain it fully: Ellas Baker
lived and died at a small village, named
Bakersville, Md., just a few miles north
of Antietam, and the church spire
(Lutheran) can plainly be seen from the
battlefield. He had a family of twelve
boys and three girls, many of them living to old age. Of the sons, one the
Rev. Henry Baker, D. D„ became a
noted Lutheran divine and died in Altoona a score of years ago. Others were
farmers and merchants of which Ellas
Baker, Jr., located in Shepperdstown,
Va., and died there shortly after t InCivil War. He had several sons, the
older one being Newton D. Baker, M.
D., of Martinsburg, W. Va„ and who
died there a few years ago. He was the
father of the present Secretary of War.
Many of the Baker family were active
in the Lutheran church. Hoping this explains fully his faith.
Philadelphia. May 8, 1018.
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, in the inqTiiry which
differeu
aspects must not be allowed to confuse each other. There
are just two important sides to the inquiry. The first is
what actually has been accomplished during the first year
of the war, the other is what are the conditions for*
the future. It has been reported in the country that
during the original Senate inquiry one of the witnesses
admitted that the report, issued by Mr. Baker, was an
entirely untrue and hopelessly inaccurate one, to which
he had been induced to put his name through misrepresentations. Such a statement, no matter where it origTHE correspondence between the President of the
inated, or however untrue it may be, supposing it to be
United States and Mr. Borglum, the publication of which
untrue, must be easily capable of verification or denial.
has been followed immediately by the open letter of Mr.
If it is true the Secretary of War should accept the
Borglum to the President, brings the conduct of the War responsibility for the deception practiced. If it is untrue,
Department, with respect to the Aircraft Board, into a it is a positive scandal that the Secretary of War should
direct focus of criticism from which there is no escape. be subjected to the stigma of it. Now, there is, of
What Mr. Borglum charges is, in plain English, nothing course, a vast difference between incompetency and graft,
more nor less than, first, a gross incompetency on the part but incompetency, though not so deadly to the indiof the Secretary of War in his ability to control the vidual as graft, is capable of doing the same
Aircraft Board so as to make sure of the production of immediate, though not ultimate damage. In other
a vital war requirement; and, second, a determined effort words the incompetency of an individual, in the midst
on the part of the assistants of the Secretary of War of a great war, may do an incalculable damage to
to prevent the truth of the incompetency, if not something the nation at the moment, whereas if the same results
•worse, of the Aircraft Board being dragged to the light. were accompanied or accomplished by graft, the conMr. Borglum is not exaggerating in the least when he ditions would remain deleterious to the country until the
declares, in his open letter to the President, that, ; public service was completely purged of them. Mr.
"Charges could not be more serious," and that "Charges j Borglum deliberately makes both charges. He charges,
more grievous could not be made against a department that is to say, an almost incredible incompetency, heightor group of men." And it is just because no sane person ; ened by profiteering of the worst description. As an
Will be inclined to deny this, that the necessity for a com- | example of the utter incompetency of the aircraft direcplete examination of the affairs of the War Department, tion, he declares that at a time when Colonel Deeds told
in its direction of the Aircraft Board, as demanded by the National Press Association that there were 1200
■ Mr. Coffin, in his personal letter to the President, becomes j flyers and 1200 planes flying over the United States lines
an absolute necessity of the country no less than the in France, there were not more than 20, and that these
Government.
' 20 were French school planes, not allowed to go near
That such an inquiry will take place is presumably the German lines. Here is a direct statement which can
beyond .question, and this being so it is all the more neces- easily be tested and proved or disproved, but which, presary that nothing should be said to prejudice this inquiry, sumably, is one of the statements that Mr. Borglum,
and that no effort should be made to take political advan- in a further charge against the War Department, declares
tage of the reputed sins and omissions of the Secretary that, in spite pf the President's authority, he was preof War and the Aircraft Board, until the findings of the vented from verifying, the War Dejwtme^_oJfidals^ycn
inquiry have been made public. In linking the Secretary goinglxTth^length^cTfThTeatening his witnesses in order
of War with the Aircraft Board, there should be no misto cut off his sources of evidence.
understanding. It must be quite evident to everybody
As to the charges of profiteering, Mr. Borglum is/
who thinks that the two are inextricably bound to one
less precise, but it, of course, would not be fair to
another. It is the business of a Secretary of War, in suppose that, in an open letter to the President,
the midst of a great war, so to conduct his department he could divulge information which would necessarily
that,the war may be waged with the utmost thoroughness. fill innumerable state papers. As to Mr. _ Borglum
If, then, it should transpire that the Aircraft Board has himself, he may or he may not be a fanatic, loaded
failed, the sin must necessarily be visited on the head of with distorted views, and handicapped by an exagthe Secretary of War, as much as on the head of the gerated ego.
He is known to the world as a
Aircraft Board. The Aircraft Board itself is a creation
distinguished sculptor, and, the world would not have
intended to assist the Secretary of War in effectively known him as anything else, had it not been for his letter
carrying on the war, and if the Aircraft Board has not to the President, which has brought him into the fiercest
successfully done this, it was the business of the Secretary limelight which is at present being shed anywhere in
of War to have found some one capable of doing the, the United States. Whether, however, he is a fanatica
work. The head of a great department is responsible
egoist, or whether he is the coolest and most balanced
for his subordinates. Indeed, one of the great tests of -sifter of evidence, does not for the present purpose parable administration is the power to find good subordinates
ticularly matter. He has been allowed to probe what is
within the range of the opportunity offered. Now, m oenerafly called the Aircraft Board failure, with the
the present case, the opportunity was the whole of the permission of the President, and has certainly succeeded
United States. There was no question of money, no in bringing all the mud to the surface, whether the mud
matter what the amount, and there was equally no ques- was originally there or whether he has supplied it out of
tion of men, for it would presumably have been impossible his own suspicions and self-concentration. These things
for the Secretary to have called anyone to his aid who may be interesting to certain intelligences at the moment,
would have refused the call. No one would maintain, and they may be possibly interesting to certain other
for instance, that a man like Edwin M. Stanton would intelligences in the future. But those concerned that the
have hesitated, in the days of Mr. Lincoln, to have United States shall play the part it has undertaken in
accepted full responsibility for his department, and even the war, are only desirous of learning the truth about
to have demanded full and absolute responsibility for it. the matter. As it is, the question has gone far beyond
No one could imagine the greatest of British war min- the reputations of individuals. What is at stake is the
isters, Mr. Pitt, disavowing one iota of responsibility country's ability to keep faith with, its allies and that
for the running of the War Office in London. Mr. Pitt, must be clear not only to every citizen of the United
indeed, summed up his ideal of his responsibility in a States, but to every well-wisher of the country. 1 herephrase' which is known from one end of the world to the fore the time has surelv come when there should be another, when he told the Duke of Devonshire that he end to charges, to recriminations, and to innuendoes
believed that he could save the country, and that no other in order that the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but
man could.
he tmih should be known.

EDITORIALS
Borglum
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While the things that Mr. Baker
E TIMES' PROPHECIES
ime does indeed bring changes lo has accomplished within the year are
ue all, but the last eighteen months buried amongst the mass of useless
have brought no such changes jji the and senseless criticism of him and
lives of ordinary men as they have his assistants, The Times dares pre■wrought in the life of Josephus Dan- dict, with all the strength of which
iels, Secretary of the Navy. A year it is capable, that ere six months
and a little more ago there was have passed the public and press of
the United States will come to apnothing that wasn't being said derogatory to Mr. Daniels. On every preciate the capacities of Secretary
Baker; and will? give him the same
side and from every quarter of the
unquestioning confidence they now
country newspapers were excoriating
give Secretary Daniels. The people
Mr. Daniels upon anv grounds imhave spent much valuable time slanaginable—in fact it was rather the
dering these industrious and able
fashion to berate the Secretary of
men; and it is to be hoped they now
the Xavy; and The Times in a way
will give over this futile expenditure
risked its reputation a» a prophet by
of time and energy to devote themsticking to Mr. Daniels through thick
ling the
and thin, telling its readers from
selves heart and soul to winning
time to time that the Secretary would
handle his job to the satisfaction of
everybody concerned.
How well the Navy has been handled all the world now knows. Mr.
Daniels' achievements have placed
him high amongst bier administrative
personalities and now no newspaper
nor any citizen would dare attempt
to smirch his renown as was the
case so short a time since. The increase in. the Navy's personnel, the
great number of warships put in
DISPATCH
commission, the line work done in
Pittsburg, Pahomo and European waters, prove ess
the merit of Mr. Daniels' policy of
labor; and it is well that the work
of the Navy has been so well done as
"Frontiers of Freedom," by 11 on .\<-«to silence the yapping of the critics
tonDMfr, Secretary of War.' Mr
Baker's visit to the battle front makes
who ran at his heels before it bethis book of the greatest interest and
came proper to disclose what the
significance. Ralph A Hayes, the writer
Navy had been doing in the months
of the preface, tells much better than
can the reviewer "Why the book." in
of silence.
part, Mr Hayes says: "As Mr Dooley
The carping and the unreasoning
somewhere remarks, 'there is a great
difference between a "Sicretary of War"
criticism that was the portion of
and a "Sicretary of a War." The first,
Mr. Daniels a while back is now the
to be sure, is in days of peace, the Superintendent of Public Buildings and
portion of Mr. Baker. The Times
Grounds in the District of Columbia and
the president of the Panama Railroad
was true to Mr. Daniels during his
Company; he is chairman of the Natime of trial; and it is likewise now
tional Forest Reservation Commission
and superintendent) of Cleaning and Retrue to Mr. Baker. Not that it holds
pairing the Statue of Liberty ; he is ada brief for Mr. Baker, particularly,
ministrator of laws relating to national
cemeteries and overseer of bridge conbut because The Times is confident
struction on navigable streams; hc has
that Mr. Baker is able to carry the
a multitude of other pastorial functions
that have not the slightest relationship
burdens that his country has laid
to the great god, Mars.'
upon his shoulders; and because it
"But the second—the war-time Secre
tary—fights a Nation's battles ; he hears
believes that not even the ablest man
its' censure and sometimes its praise
is helped by constant bickering and
he is the subject of smoking-car debat
nagging.
and Congressional inquiry. Within tin
bounds of No Man's Land, a people to;
Details are of no great value at
day shut off from civilization by th
ingrained iniquity of its rulers, seeks t|
the moment, but it is useful to point
; fathom his plans and measure his potenout that Mr. Baker has landed 700,tialities. In Everyman's Land he reaches
into myriad homes; and even as she
000 American troops upon French
wipes away her farewell tear each
soil within a, year of our entry into
! sweetheart and mother and wife wonders
war, when all the experts—or nearly
how he will care for her, boy.
"What, then, does he say and think
all—who were urging Mr. Baker forwhi;e; the world is being made over.'
ward as loudly as might be, at the
What are the war-time utterances of our
Secretary of, War? The record has
same time asserted that with all the
been meager. Secretary Baker speaks
shipping available under the most
always
extemporaneously;
there
is
neither manuscript nor notes. The comauspicious circumstances, would not
ments here brought together had to be
gathered from more or less fragmentary
transport 500,000 troops to France in
reports recorded, in most instances,
less than a year, to say nothing of
without his knowledge."
arms, ammunition and food. The
The eyes of the whole country have
recently been focused on the War Deachievement of the Secretary speaks
partment. 'Questions have been asked
for itself.
which only the Secretary of War can
answer. In this elear-visioned, forceful,
inspiring book, Secretary Baker explains just how the United States is conducting the war,
~—^
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THE WASHINGTON POST:
WEDNESDAY, MAY 13, 1918.
War Decorations.
A bill submitted to Congress by the War
Department provides for the award of
decorations to American heroes in the European war. It is the substitute proposed
by Secretary of War Baker for all pending
legislation along this line. Three classes
of decorations are provided for. First,
medals of honor; second, distinguished
service crosses, and third, distinguished
service medals.
It is explained that the medal of honor
will be equivalent to the British Victoria
cross, the highest distinction that can be
attained by a British soldier. The distinguished service cross is said to be on a
par with the French croix de guerre and
the British distinguished service order,
while the distinguished service medal has
no exact parallel in foreign armies.
The proposal to award decorations of
this kind to those whose gallantry and
distinguished service entitle them to recognition will no doubt be generally approved by the public, and there seems little question that Congress will enact the
law. These rewards furnish a stimulus to
A graphic story of his visit to Fri
officers and men which nothing else can
was told by .Secretary of War Ba
give. The Victoria cross of England and
last night at a meeting of the woman's
committee of the council of national
the war cross of France are more treastense at Memorial Continental Hall.
ured by those who have won them than if
More than 1,000 persons, including the
President and Mrs. Wilson, and Secrethey were the most costlv gems. No intary of Navy Daniels, attended.
fluence or money can purchase them; they
Secretary Bake,- sent a message to
are given only on merit.
the mothers of American soldiers in
Prance
through the woman's commitIf Congress enacts the bill submitted by
tee which is holding a three days'
the War Department, the American medal
ferenee here by affirming that their
sons "arc living- a life that they were
of honor will become as highly prized as
j willing to have their mothers see." He
the decorations of the foreign armies. Solj told of the friendship I,el ween Hie
American, British and French soldiers
diers returning from the great European
; and of the effect the war lias had upon
conflict will bring back with them these
the allied countries.
Eduard de Billy, deputy French high
testimonials to their bravery, to hand
commissioner, told of the plans thai
them down as precious heirlooms. A numhad been perfected in Fiance, whereby
ber of American officers and enlisted men
American soldiers while on furlough
would be taken into the French ho
a.v6 now wearing decorations awarded j
. of their own social status. The n
them by France and England in recogni- I ■ ment under the patronage of the wife
tion of conspicuous bravery, although they I i of Gen. Joffre, he said, lias received the
. indorsement of Gen. Pershing, and 50
are doing so contrary to law. The laws of
j officers and privates will begin their
leave of absence this week as the
the United States do not permit an Amerhousehold guests of 50 French families.
ican soldier to accept a decoration from
i M. de Billy said that if the plan proved
successful it would be extended.
any foreign country, and Congress has not
Dr. Anna Howard Shaw told the
yet made an exception in the present cirwomen that it was time for them to lay
cumstances, as it is expected to do. With
definite plans for the time of recon' structlon. Rolling bandages is work
the armies of England, France and the
| only for the aged, she said. When the
United States fighting together under one
time comes for women to take the
places of the four or five million men
supreme command and for a common
who are to be called, she said they
should go out into the fields and into
cause, the circumstances are such that
the shops and do a man's work.
there can be no valid objection to the acMore than 300 of the delegates were
ceptance by American soldiers of decorareceived by the President and Mrs. Wilson
yesterday afternoon at the White
tions awarded by the English or French.
House. The conference will end this
Congress can well afford to give specific
afternoon with an address by Food Administrator Hoover.
authorization for their acceptance.
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SONS LIVING CLEAN
LIVES, SAYS BAKER]
Secretary Reports to'
Women's Meeting on
Trip to France.
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Home and Abroad.
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>~~"' SECRETARY BAKER REVIEWS U. S. HEROES— every detail of American activities abroad. Here the two
(Left to right are Maj. Gen. Ligget, Gen Pershing, the head men the allied world looks to for victory over the Kaiser are
Of the War Department and Col. Hines. They inspected reviewing a crack American infantry regiment shortly to take

ND EXAMINER
TURE REVIEW

Latest Scenes From the Western Battle
Front, Where U. S. Soldiers Are
' Helping to Hold the Gate.
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its place in the battle lines. To this regiment the United States
is adding hundreds of thousands of fighters until the Stars and
Stripes are able to take over the task so long handled by the

MM
Tricolor and Union Jack. Every French officer from Suprem*
Allied Commander Foch to the drill sergeants training the U. S<
troops congratulated Baker and Pershing on our soldiers.
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MUD WON'T STICK LONG.

^N

Last January Secretary Baker appeared before the senate committee on
military affairs and during the course of his statement he declared that he had
reasons to believe, provided the transportation facilities did not fail to materialize, that we should have 500,000 soldiers dispatched to France early
in the year.
That statement threw the carping critics, anti-Americans, copperheads,
and disgruntled profiteers into a frenzy.
"I don't think he knows what he is talking about," snorted Lodge whose
partisanship so warps his patriotism that he would much preferred to have
seen the secretary fail in his prediction.
"Absurd," sneered Chamberlain, nursing his sore toe.
"Baker must go," shouted the profiteer in war material, glancing over
his ledger and wringing his hands at the thought of lost opportunity.
"Baker is a pacifist," roared the hostile press.
"Miss Pansy," sneered the papers that put one over on the German
language press and got away with it.
"Where are the transports?" roared the delectable purist, Penrose, whose
portrait by Roosevelt hangs in the galleries of memory.
"I have the transports in view," replied Daniels.
"Josephus 'Orangeblossom* Daniels," sneered the papers that habitually
refer to the president of the United States as a "saint"
The other day Secretary Baker again appeared before congress and this
is what he said:
"In January I told the senate committee that there teas strong
likelihood that early in the present year 500,000 American troops
would be dispatched to France.
"I cannot, either now or perhaps later, discuss the number of
American troops in France, but I am glad to be able to say that the
forecast I madejji January has been surpassed."
Newton D. Baker had made good—and more than good. Josephus
Daniels had made good and more than good. The half million are "over
there" and many more than the promised half million are there. And they
are going still. Going as rapidly as it is humanly possible to send them. And
there they stand,—these soldiers of the republic,—holding up their part on
the firing line.
And the most impressive part of it all is that not a man is being sent who
has not been fully equipped. The carping critics said four months ago that
it could not be done—and it has been done.
These achievements are rapidly doing for Baker what like achievements
did for Daniels six and seven months ago,—driving home to the American
people a realization of the animus, whether of enemy origin, or something
else that's "just as good," behind the conspiracy against the cabinet officer
who has the confidence of the president and of Pershing.
There is nothing discouraging in all this—it is the history of "criticism" in
the United States. In his autobiography Bigelow, minister to France during
the Lincoln administration, publishes a letter from Thurlow Weed, forebear
of Barnes, the boss, and himself one of the strongest republican politicians of
his time, in which the ancestor of Barnes regrets that he can send no cheery
word because the secretary of war is a weakling, the secretary of the navy a
nimcompoop, the generals incompetents, and Lincoln an impossibility, and the
country going to the dimnation bow-wows.
But while Weed wrote, Stanton and Welles acted.
And while the Barnes rant, Baker and Daniels act.
For while mistakes will necessarily be made, and have been made, they
are minor mistakes and have been rectified and the major part of the people
are satisfied,—so well satisfied that the republic has made an unequalled record
during the last year, that they have no patience with the type of critic whose
criticism consists in applying insulting epithets to the responsible leaders of the
nation. Mud when thrown will sometimes stick for awhile but the light of
the truth soon dries it and it falls to the ground to be trampled upon by a militant nation marching to the field.
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Mr. Wilson Asks His Friends to
Compel Senators to Stand Up
and Be Counted on the Chamberlain Resolution
NO OBJECTION TO ORDNANCE
OR AIRCRAFT INVESTIGATION.
Secretary of War Baker Supports Him—Friends Will Oppose Adoption of the Resolution in Its Present Form.
.(Special to The World.l
WASHINGTON, May 14.—President Wilson has asked his friends in
the Senate to demand a "shew-down"
on the Chahberlain resolution directing the Military Affairs Committee
"to inquire into and report to the
Senate the progress of aircraft production in the United States, or into
any other matters relating to the
conduct of the war, ,by or through
the War Department."
He thinks that the measure is
aimed at him as Commander in Chief
of the Army and Navy, and he wishes
to know whether the Senate will
stand by him or by the Military Affairs Committee, which has been
nagging at him for several months.
The President does not object to a
thorough inquiry into the aircraft or
the ordnance situation, but he strenuously opposes that provision of the
resolution which directs the committee to investigate "any other
matters relating to the conduct of
the war."
Wants Senators Counted,
Leaders of the Senate have been
advised against trying to hold up the
Chamberlain resolution in the Committee on Audit and Control. The
President wants those who favor it
to stand up and he counted, so that
he and the country will know who is
trying to take the conduct of the war
from him.
Secretary Baker supports the
President on the proposition pending.
Their attitude became known to-day,
and Administration Senators declared
that they would not support the reso
lution in its present form.
Senator Thompson of Kansas, who
discussed the Chamberlain resolution
with the President • this afternoon
said after leaving the White House:

•'president Wilson as opposed to this
resolution, and it will be fought out
inthe Senate when it comes up for
consideration."
Democratic leaders in the Senate
indicated to The World correspondent
that they heartily favor a rigid inquiry into aircraft production and
the Borglum charges and ordnance
production, but they say that in effect the provision for an inquiry into
"other matters relating to the conduct o£ the war" would enable a hostile sub-committee to interfere in the
prosecution of the war. They charge
that the Chamberlain resolution is
an attempt to put into effect the
original Weeks resolution providing
for a Committee on the Conduct of
the War.
Objection has been raised to the
provision in the resolution for expenses, "including travelling expenses," on the ground that it would
permit the Military Affairs Committee or a sub-committee to go to
France or anywhere else in Europe
and investigate Gen. Pershing.
Objection is raised to the provision
that would permit the committee to
obtain documents, papers, and other
information from "the several depart1
ments of the Government, or any
; bureau thereof."
Owing to the fact that the Senate
i took a recess Instead of adjourning
yesterday afternoon, thereby eliminating the morning hour to-day, in
i

Secretary Baker and President Wilson have repeatedly indicated that
they desired an investigation of the
aircraft production and the Borglum
no desire on their
part to whitewash anybody;
Text or ilie r(?.*«»itttioii.

The Cha
i
. ution as presented to the Senate reuus;
"Resolved, That the Committee o:i
Military Affairs, or any siu-ouram:;tee thereof, be and is hereby authorized and directed to inquire into and
report lo the Senate the promises of
aircraft production in the United
States, or in any other matters relating to the conduct o." the war, by or
through the War Department; that
said committee, or any sub-committee thereof, may sit during the sessions or during' the recess of the
Senate; to require by subpoena or
otherwise the attendance of witnesses
and the production of books, documents and papers; to take the testimony of witnesses under oath, either
orally or by deposition: to obtain
! documents, papers and other information front toe several departments
of ihe Government, or any bureau,
thereof: to employ stenographers'
help, at a cost not to exceed $1 per
printed page, to report such testimony as may be taken; to employ
such agents or assistants as may be
necessary; and that all expenses, including traveling expenes, contracted
hereU'ri-der shall be paid from the contingent fund of the Senate."
Chairman Hitchcock of the Subcommittee on Ordnance made final arrangements to-day to start to-morrcy
on the tour of investigation of the
steel plants. The committee is composed of Senators Hitchcock, Fletcher
and Becfeham, Democrats; Weeks and
Wadsworth, Republicans. 1; will be
accompanied by Gen. Williams, Acting Chief of Ordnance; Col. Marshal).
Chief of the Construct in Division:
two ordnance experts and Mr. Stettinius.
Senator Brandegee said to-day that
lie had not received the letter which
Mr. Borglum said while in Washington Sunday he was going to write to
Mr. Brandegee.
Senator Hitchcock of Nebraska, the
new Chairman of the Committee on
Foreign Relations, paid his first visit
to the White House to-day since he
was chosen head of this committee.
Ha and the President discussed the
foreign relations of the United States
and the aircraft situation.

order that the Post Office Appropriation Bill might be taken up, the
Chamberlain resolution did not come
up for consideration.
To Consider I* in Com in i ttec.
The Committee on Audit and Control will meet to-morrow morning al
II o'clock to consider the resolution.
Its members are Senators Thompson
of Kansas, Chairman; Jones of New
Mexico and McKellar of Tennessee,
Democrats; aitd Smoot of Utah, and
France of Maryland, Republicans.
Senator Thompson received to-day
a letter from Secretary Baker saying
that he does not oppose any investigation into the aircraft or ordnance
production or any other service of the
| War Department, but does not think
', the committee of the Senate should
i interfere with the conduct of the war.
j Mr. Thompson said he would make
! the letter public to-morrow. Senator
Martin has a similar letter.
At 6 o'clock this afternoon Mr.
| Thompson conferred with President
! Wilson, upon the invitation of the
; President, over the Chamberlain resolution. The President made it plain
j to him that he does not oppose any
j proper aircraft or ordnance inquiry,
j but is as much opposed to interfering
with the conduct of the war, as he
was when the "Weeks proposition was
introduced in tho Senate.
Senator Chamberlain and other
.members of the Military Affairs
| Committee who supported his resoj lution before it was introduced in
ithe Senate will consent to important
I amendments. It is admitted that it
j is loosely drawn and its meaning is
'not quite clear. With the resolution ;
j confined to directing an investigation
'of the Aircraft, Ordnance or some
other specific services of the War
Department there would be no objection to it by Administration Democrats. It is believed by supporters
and opponents of the measure that a
compromise resolution may be reported out by the Committee on
Audit and Control and adopted by
the Senate.
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Secretary of War Baker hurrying blithely lo hi;
office in the War Department Building

'FRONTIERS OF FREEDOM.
"Frontiers of Freedom," by Newton D.
3aker, is a collection of addresses"flelivired in 1917 and 1918 by the Secretary of
iVar, including three which he made to
;he American troops In France when he
was there last March.
In an introduction to the book Mr.
Baker says that the addresses contained
therein were delivered extemporaneously
and that if they should appear to have
the merit of well chosen words the credit
should be given to his secretary, Ralph A.
Hayes, and to Dr. F. P. Keppel, "who
divides everybody's labors in the War Department and still finds time to read the
copies of proofs." The book is published
by the George H. Doran Company.

THE chief "Baker" in Washington recommends "Dupont's" bakingpowder for war-bread.
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AKER AS TARGET
In Campaign to Gain Control
of House, Party Will Assail War Secretary.
Questionnaire Sent to All
Workers to Get Viewpoint.
BY BEN F. ALLEN.
Plain Dealer Bureau,
38 Post Building.
WASHINGTON, May 12.
The Republican campaign to gain
control of the house of representatives
next November is to center entirely
about Secretary of War Baker and
the management of the war department.
From the start to the finish of the
campaign, as now planned, the Repubican fire is to be directed almost exclusively at the Cleveland cabinet
member.
The Republicans will go into the
campaign with words of enthusiastic
support of the war, and have adopted
as the campaign slogan the phrase:
"Win the war now.'1
With this as a premise, verbal and
"written word batteries are to be
turned on the record of the war department.
■' This program has been agreed upon
in numerous party councils held the
past month. A confidential questionnaire was sent out through the medium of the national Republican organization to the leaders in the local
organizations throughout the country. This questionnaire was designed
to obtain theview point of the party
workers as to the most vulnerable
point in the administration armor.
The national leaders have let it be
kr
n that the verdict, by a big
mi ,in, is that an attack upon the
management of the war department
offers the best opening.
The plan has been approved by the
old guard leaders represented by
such men as Boies Penrose of Pennsylvania, Smoot of Utah and Gallinger of New Hampshire who is
now acting as Republican leader in
the senate.
In turn also it has been given the
seal of approval by Theodore Roosevelt, Senator Hiram Johnson of California, and Medill McCormick of Illinois as w-ell as by Will Hays, newly
chosen chairman of the Republican
national committee, who, contrary to
the usual custom, will conduct the
Republican congressional campaign
this year.
Secretary Baker is to be given
credit for being patriotic, honest
and sincere, but that is about all. By
direct assertion and insinuation it is
to be set forth that he is not the
man to be at the head of the war
department.
With this is to be
coupled criticism of about everything the war department has attempted.
Senator Uodge of Massachusetts is
to take the stump. He already has
indicated the gpurse he is to follow
by a speech to the Republicans of
Massachusetts when he said:
"We have a good draft law. The
rest of the first year of our participation in the war is represented
by wasted effort."
All the evidence that has been produced by the congressional investigations already held and those to be
held will be raked over and employed.
There will be a lot of talk about
rifles, machine guns and aeroplanes.
There will be much discussion, too, of
artillery and the progress of the war
department big gun program. Commissions that have been granted also
will be reviewed.

The oroginal plan was to have included Secretary Daniels and the navy
department in the campaign thunder.
This has been abandoned.
The Republican leaders have come
to the conclusion such a course
might react.
The
Democratic leaders,
fully
aware of what is under way, say the
attack on Secretary Baker will react. At any rate, definite procedure
to meet such attack already has been
outlined.
President Wilson, it is stated, will
let the critics of the administration
make the first move. He would like
to see. it is further stated, as little
partisan disturbance as possible this
year, but will move promptly and
vigorously to the defense of the secretary of war if the brickbats begin
to fall.
The authorized statement can be
made that President Wilson today
stands as firmly behind Secretary
Baker as he did a few months ago,
when the -first big assault was
launched on the war department.
The president, as the situation now
stands, will regard an attack upon
Secretary Baker as an attack on himself. In such an attack, it is stated,
he will see very little save a purpose
to hit at him over the back of Secretary Baker.
This, it is known, he is prepared to
make plain to the country.
Secretary Baker also faces th»
prospect of the weeks just ahead serenely. He believes the war department, while making some mistakes,
has done a tremendous piece of work
in the face of extraordinary difficulties.
Ways and means will be found of
answering critics and of presenting to
the country the whole record of the
war department.
Perhaps S5 per cent, of what has
been done is the result of the common
counsel of leading officials, civil and
military, of all the great powers alligned against Germany. This phase
of the situation will be made very
plain to the people.
By implication at least the critics of
the war department will be asked if
they assume full responsibility for attacks on the policies and execution of
the same by the combined judgment
of the war leaders of England, France
ana Italy as well as the United States.
Speaker Champ Clark at Fort
Wayne. Ind.. yesterday, in what was
announced as the one political speech
he will make this year, outlined the
Democratic plan.
It will be to contend that the present administration was confronted
j.with the stupendous task of conduct! ing the greatest of all wars, that
; while mistakes have been made the
administration, including President
Wilson, his cabinet officers and the
Democratic majorities in congress in
a broad way have faced heart-breaking tasks bravely and to date have
written a record of which the nation
has a right to be proud.
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and lay the results before Congress?
To be on the safe side, they might ask
In Secretary Baker's proposals yes- for more men and money than they beterday to the House Military Commit- lieve can be used in the coming fiscal,
tee there was at least one vein of good year. Congress would not deny them
sense. He does not want to encourage the amplest margin in its appropriathe idea of military "miracles" wrought tions. But the position already taken
by the United States. The creation of by Chairman Dent of the House Milian army of 5,000,000 by the waving of tary Committee shows that Congress
an enchanter's wand does not appeal would not part with its time-honored
to the Secretary. Nor does he wish to prerogative of deciding what shall be
name any "fancy" figure of the number the size of the army, except on the dirof soldiers the country intends to send est necessity. This has not been shown
to France, simply because it might to exist.
In all this business the country may
"thrill" the people. The War Departnow
be trusted to be steady and sensiment faces the intractable facts. Not
what we should like to do, but what we ble. People no longer wish to be treat- ;
can do, must be the measure of our ed like children. Fairy stories from
effort. And what Secretary Baker Washington they have learned to disurges is simply that Congress author- trust. One great trouble with our
ize the raising and equipping and for- whole aeroplane programme, with which
warding to France of all the soldiers there has been such bitter disappointwho can be summoned to the colors and ment, was that the authorities seemed
trained and shipped to France in a to think it necessary to exhilarate the
given time. By so much, the attitude nation by boastful announcements and
of the War Department is correct. It impossible forecasts. So it was with
desires that the country do its utmost, the Liberty motor, the origin of which
but not that it should expect the im- was absurdly exaggerated, and the
possible, or think that inexorable physi- predictions regarding which are now
cal limitations can be surmounted at] admitted to have been misleading,
though there is no doubt, apparently,
a leap by American genius.
The question remains,
however, that the Liberty motor, as slowly arid
whether Secretary Baker is himself laboriously perfected, will prove one
pursuing the practicable course in re- of .the best in the world. And we had
questing blanket authority for the Pres- all kinds of cock-sure prophecies of
ident to call up as many men of draft; 50,000 American aeroplanes, or even
age as he sees fit. This is not a mat-j 100,000, produced in one year to outter of dangerous power, but of asking! number ten or twenty times all that
Congress to legislate in the dark. How the French and English and Germans
can it vote money for the army unless combined have in use.
Those easy-going and credulous days
it knows how large the army is to be?
Estimates, precise details, numbers of are now past; Americans have settled
men, their organization, their officer- down to the grim earnest of the war.
ing, their time of service, their rate of They do not look to Washington to be
pay—these things are of the very es- flattered or fooled, but to have the exsence of an army appropriation bill. At act situation, with its urgent needs, set
least, they always have been, ever before them. What unlimited patriotic
since Parliaments and Congresses as- devotion can do, they stand ready to do.
serted the power of the purse, andl ~Money and men, effortT and sacrifice,
maintained the right of legislative con- courage and patience—-none will be
trol of the military establishment. Even lacking. But with it all, the American
in France and Germany, where com- { people now demand that they be taken
pulsory military service has been long I into the fullest confidence by their Govthe rule, the calling out of any "class" ernment.
of recruits requires the assent of the
lawmaking body, which also debates
and votes the funds necessary. What
the historic British and American prac- .
tice has been everybody knows.
Departure from it should be advocat- !
Now that Mr.
ed only for imperative reasons, and we
IT IS THE
George Creel has
cannot see that Secretary Baker has
"HEART OF INTENT" done the handmade out a case for it. He refers to
THAT COUNTS,
some thing by
the "psychologic effect" upon the eneapologizing, may
my of the knowledge that the Amerit not be hoped that Congress will turn
ican Government is empowered to raise
its attention from its favorite pastime of
making mountains out of molehills to
the biggest armies found possible. But
moi-e serious business? Similar hope
it is hard to understand why the same
might be expressed with regard to those
psychologic' effect would not be propersons who have no more serious critiduced by a definite array of concrete
cism of Mr. Newton I). Baker than that
undertakings, even more strongly than
upon occasion he failed to salute the flag.
a vague programme to be carried out
by a blanket power conferred upon the
President. He would have to depend
upon his military advisers. They would
be the ones to assemble all the facts
and make all the estimates. Why cannot they do that work in the usual way
THE UTMOST PRACTICABLE.

TWO MINUTE TALKS ON THE WAR
By CHARLES FRANKLIN JONES, Boston
CRITICISING THOSE IN OFFICE
.Many of the younger generation are surprised at President Wilson keeping Secretary Baker or Secretary Daniels on the job after
the protests that have been made in certain quarters about-their efficiency.
Some of the old fellows will tell you, however, that it is only a
game of war. One side trying to clown and belittle their political opponents. It is an old game that has gone on for ages. During the
Civil war here in our own country, the same tactics were pursued.
Only then it v>as the Republicans that were in power and that were,
criticised, and now it is the Democrats.
...
Every one of Lincoln's Cabinet was found fault with, and Lincoln was often asked to have them dismissed.
. Even General Grant, who did more to win the war than any
other one general, was severely criticised, and Lincoln was constantly
receiving demands from all sides that Grant be dismissed.
They trumped up every charge against Grant that could be
thought of. They told Lincoln that he drank so much whiskey that
he was not fit to be a. general. And to this Lincoln made that celebrated reply, "If you will find out for me what brand of whiskey
Grant chinks, 1 will send a barrel of it to all my other generals, for
Grast seems to be the onlv one of them that knows how to fight."
So Lincoln stuck'to Grant, and Grant won the war. and our
fathers afterwards made him President, as a reward for doing the
very things they told Lincoln would surely lose the war.
' When people say that Secretary Baker is not personally a fighter
and therefore should' not run the War Department, it reminds me of
a storv of the two men who quarrelled over a book. One said the
other was no judge of books, because he had never written a book.
To this the other replied: "Well, I never laid an egg, either, but I am
a much better judge of an omelet than any hen that ever lived."

Tlhe Latest B^oks
"Frontiers of Freedom," by Hon Newton D Baker, Secretary of War. Mr
Baker's visit to the battle-front makes
this book of the greatest interest and
significance. Ralph A Hayes, the writer |
of the preface, tells much better^ than
can the reviewer ''Why the book." In I
part, Mr Hayes says: "As Mr Dooley
somewhere remarks;- 'there is ' a great
difference between a "Sicretary of War"
and a "Sicretary of a War." The first,
to be sure, is in days of peace, the Superintendent of Public Buildings and .
Grounds in the District of Columbia and
the president of the Panama Railroad
Company; he is chairman of the National Forest Reservation Commission
and superintendent of Cleaning and Repairing the Statue of Liberty; he is administrator of laws relating to national
cemeteries and overseer of bridge construction on navigable streams; he has
a multitude of other pastorial functions
that have not the slightest relationship
to the great god, Mars.'
"But the second—the war-time Secretary—fights a Nation's battles; he hears
its censure and sometimes its praise;
he is the subject of smoking-car debate
and Congressional inquiry. Within the
bounds of No Man's Land, a people today shut off from civilization by the
ingrained iniquity of its rulers, seeks to
fathom his plans and measure his potentialities. In Everyman's Land he reaches
into myriad homes; and even, as she
wipes away her farewell tear each
sweetheart and mother and wife wonders
how he will care for her boy.
"What, then, does he say and think
while. th« wor!d"-:S !:j;n2 made over?
What are1 the war-time utterances or our I
Secretary of War? The record has
been meager. Secretary Baker speaks I
, always
extemporaneously;
there
is
neither manuscript nor notes. The com- I
ments here brought together had to be ]I
gathered from more or less fragmentary
reports recorded, in most instances,
without his knowledge."
The eyes of ■ the whole country have
recently been focused on the War Department. Questions have been asked
which only the Secretary of War can
answer. In this clear-visioned, forceful,
inspiring book, Secretary Baker explains just how the United States is conducting the war.
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THE PRESIDENT'S LETTER.
President WILSON'S protest against
the Chamberlain resolution will undoubtedly dispose of it. It proposed
that the Military Committee act as a
committee to investigate the aircraft
mess or " any other matters relating
" to the conduct of the war. by or
" through the War Department." To
an aircraft investigation the President
has no objection; but " any other
matters " is a large phrase. He thinks
it would constitute Senator CHAMBERLAIN'S committee a committee " to
take over the conduct of the war." or.
at least, to superintend It. And he
ts certainly right when he says that
such action would amount to " a dl" rect vote of want of confidence in
"the Administration."
The people are with him in his opposition to a committee on the conduct of the war, in whatever form it
may be proposed to create such a
committee.
Whatever of confusion
may exist anywhere would.be intensified a hundredfold if Congress tried
to take over the executive business, or
superintend it, or overhaul it, or meddle with it. It is not what Congress
Is for; and the Congress which did
try to exercise such functions in LINCOLN'S time, although it was headed
toy much abler men than most of
those at the head of this Congress,
only succeeded In interfering with the
Ration's war activities and making bad
patters worse. It never did any
pood.
Congress should be warned
by that historic example.
While the President is undoubtedly
Tight in the position he has taken, it
■jr. to be regretted that in taking it he
jriould have made use of certain expressions such as. " These arc serious
" times, and it is absolutely necessary
" that the lines should be clearly drawn
" between friends and opponents."
They are serious times, and for that
reason no line should be drawn between
patriots who differ concerning methods; the only line should be between
friends and enemies of the United
States. There are few of the latter in
Congress. In times so serious it
should not be regarded as an offense
for a patriotic Congressman to differ
with the Administration in a matter
Of policy. Nor should the President
speak of " friends and opponents," for
in this matter of the war no Congressman should he either. No Congressman should vote on any war question
as a " friend " of the President, or as
an " opponent " of the President; he
should vote, as a " friend " of the
United States, and his conscience
should instruct him.
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ASKED VOTE OF CONFIDENCE
President in Letter to
Martin Challenged Senate's Purpose
SAW WAR CONTROL SOUGHT
Held

Chamberlain

Resolution

Shows Rooted Distrust—Committee Votes Limited Inquiry.
HUGHES

TO

AID

GREGORY

Wilson Asked 1916 Opponent to
Go to Bottom of Charges
of Aircraft Craft.

THURSDAY, MAY 16, 1918:

Statement by Senator Chamberlain.
The Resolution as Amended.
The Oregon Senator was no detained.
Against the opposition of Senators
Later in the day Senator Chamberlain
Thompson and Jones, the committee
put forth a statement in which he went
voted to report the Chamberlain resointo the reason for offering his resolution, amended by Senator Smoot, to
lution, as follows:
read as follows:
" It was not the purpose of the MiliResolved, that the Committee on
tary Affairs Committee or any member
Military Affairs, or anv subcommittee
thereof, be and is hereby authorized
of "it when Senate Rostlution 241 was
and directed to inquire into and report
prepared and introduced, to interfere in
to the Senate the progress of aircraft
the least with the constitutional powers
I and ordnance production in the L nited . and prerogatives of the President in the
State or into the status of the Quar- . conduct and management of the war.
termaster General's supplies or exCharges and countercharges have been
made from time to time in reference to
penditures in any of those branches of
the lovalty, the efficiency, and the
the War Department: that said committee, or any subcommittee thereof,
method's of some of those, who have
had immediate chargeof aircraft promay sit during the sessions or during
duction. Notwithstanding the fact that
any recess, of the Senate; to inquire
a report on this subject has been preby subpoena or otherwise the attensented to the Senate by the Military
dance' of witnesses and the production
Affairs Committee, these charges will
of books, documents and papers', to
not down. As a matter of fact, they
take the testimonv of witnesses under
have increased in frequency since that
oath either orally or by deposition; to
report was filed, and by the fact that
obtain documents, papers and other
other reports along the same lines have
information from the several departbeen
made upon this same subject.
ments of the Government or any
" To avoid seeming injustice. I want
bureau thereof; to employ stenoto
sav
that noo charges have been made
graphic help, at a cost not to exceed
reflecting either upon General Squier
*1 per printed page, to report such
or
Admiral
Taylor of the Aircraft Protestimonv as may be necessary.; to
duction Board, but some of those reemploy such agents or assistants as
sponsible
for
aircraft production for the
may be necessary; and that all exarray have been charged with gross
penses, including traveling expenses,
extravagance,
and there is little if anycontracted hereunder shall be paid
thing to show, so far as production is
from the contigent fund, of the Senate,
concerned,
for
the immense sums of
not exceeding the sum of $1.0.000; promoney that have been spent in the provided that nothing in this resolution
duction
of
aircraft.
shall be held to authorize the Military
" Charges and countercharges have
Affairs Committee to take over or in > been made with reference to the manuar.v manner direct or superintend the
facture of ordnance, delays have been
executive branchv of the Government
suggested which might have been cured,
In the conduct of the war.
and it has been charged, too, that there
The amended resolution differs from
has been extravagance in this departthe original in striking out the phrase,
ment and that the production of ord" or into anv other matters relating to
nance might be speeded up by an inthe conduct of the war by or through
quiry which would let the people know
the War Department," and the insertion
the status thereof.
of the proviso for investigating ord" In some other branches of the servnance and " the status of the Quarterice the conditions are the same; and
master General's supplies or expendivet it is but fair to say that conditions
tures in anv of those branches of tht
seem to be improving in these several
War
Department."
Otherwise
the
branches of the service, and it Is hoped
phraseology is identical with that of the
that the time will soon' come when
resolution as offered by Senator Chamquantitv production will become an acberlain, except that $10,000 in stipulated
complished fact and the needs of the
army for the successful prosecution of
for expenses.
the war met.
Will Make a Minority Itcnort.
No Purpose to Interfere.
After the vote of the Audit Commit" The purpose of the resolution in
tee Senators Thompson and Jones anquestion was to broaden the power of
nounced that they would submit a minority repoi-t opposing the Chamberthe committee to ascertain the facts
with reference to these subjects which
lain resllution in any form.
Explaining his attitude tonight. SenT have mentioned, including, of course,
ator Thompson said the Military Affairs
the Quartermaster's Department and
the lines should be clearly drawn be- Committee already had ample authority
the question of the cross-license agreeto
conduct
any
investigation
of
the
Y\
ar
tween friends and opponents.
ment entered into with reference to the
Department
and
that
further
delegaCordially and sincerely yours,
production of aircraft, and it was not
tion of power by the Senate would be
WOODRW WILSON.
the purpose of any member of the comsuperfluous.
mittee to interfere with the Adminis" r intend to abide by what the PresiHon. Thomas Martin, United States
tration in the conduct of the war in
dent
asks,"
said
Senator
Thompson.
Senate.
any wav whatever, but to ascertain
" He feels that no more authority is
how the' appropriations were being exneeded for the Military Affairs Commit.
Action of Senate Committee.
pended and what the progress of manuand he has put himself plainly in
The outspoken opposition of the Presi^oi-os-.tJon"to the'resolution offered by
facture and delivery was along the line
indicated.
dent to the Chamberlain resolution put Senator Chamberlain.
There is no
" The President has no more ardent
entirelv new complexion upon the equivocation about it. I intend doing
supporters in the United States than
ZTsUuaTion
as
it
had
been
dewU
I
W
to
defeat
the
resolution
in
aircraft situation as
the Senators comprising the Military
the Senate
Affairs Committee of the Senate: In all
veoping in the Senate While Senators Asked if tilf. President had not told
they have done, their single purpose has
Thompson of Kansas, and Jones of „lm at the White House last evening
been to aid, and not to hinder, and I
W
Xi C
Cr
think the country pretty generally un^ A^ft C °om.nftte°e had b^en" wUling i thatTe^kTTot object to the aircraft
derstands that the results of. their efteethe Presidents letter^eSched'!the! investigation, Senator Thompson replied
Ihat
that
was
true.
forts have been to aid rather than to
Senate, to vote to report the resolution
He has not written in his letter to
hinder.
with modifications so as to eliminate a
to
Martin that
8 is opposed
P
" During the civil war the joint combroad
-2 Senator
mittee of the Senate and House was an
u ? warnvetlg^
thev at once shitted, putting an aircraft inquiry. ft said
entirelv different committee from the
themselves on record as against report-1 Thompson
He simply say he • is
t the Chamberlain resolution or i Milltarv Affairs Committee of the Sening it. But the Senators were counter any other
like it. He does not question
ate, and its purpose was broader and its
checked by Senators Smoot of Utah and
work extended over a very much
France of Maryland,
Republicans. the right of the Military Affairs Committee
to
go
ahead
with
the
inquiry
it
broader field. That committee inquired
These, with Mr. McKellar, Democrat,
into victories and defeats of the army,
at a conference of the committee during began last Winter. He merely says he
would
regard
the
passing
of
the
Chamthe character, and quality of the perthe morning, voted to report the resolusonnel thereof, and a multitude of subtion with " conduct of the war " elim- berlain resolution as Indicating want or
confidence
in
the
Administration,
mat
jects which this committee has never
inated, but with a proviso that the inhad any idea of inquiring into; nor does
quiry, besides going into aircraft, should is enough for me."
i.»..i„_
While
the
committee
was
in
session
the
resolution propose any such inembrace ordnance production and the
quiry, nor that the committee shall in
Senator Thompson, its Chairman, sent
Quartermaster General's Department.
for
Senator
Chamberlain,
Chairman
ot
any
wav
interfere with the military conSenators Thompson and Jones tried to
trol of the army. The Military Affairs
persuade their conferees on the Audit the Military Affairs* Committee. Mr.
Committee
has no such purpose as this
Chamberlain
soon
appeared.
Mr.
ThompCommittee against "reporting the Chamin view, and some, at least-, of the
berlain resolution, whether amended or son told him the committee wanted him
members
of
the committee thought' it
to
explain
the
scope
of
his
resolution.
not, arguing'that the Senate ought to
was but accepting the invitation of the
defer to the wish of the President. The Senator Chamberlain started to reply,
President
in
his letter to Senator
when
Senator
Jones
broke
in,
suggestthree Senators on the other side argued
Thomas some days ago when he prothat President Wilson's objection to an ing that a stenographer be called to take
posed
a
further
investigation Into the
inquiry into the conduct of the war was down what the Oregon Senator had to
subjects under consideration. in that
met with the elimination of that from say.
Chamberlain.
letter
it
will
be
remembered
the Presthe resolution, and that an insistent deThis angered Senator
ident said:
mand had sprung up in the Senate for Turning to Senator Jones he demanded .
an inquiry into aircraft and other
'What do you mean by that; is
You were kind enough to consult me the
that the way you treat Chairmen of
other day about the wholesale charges in
features of '.he war activity.
regard' to the production of aircraft which
Senatoi Thompson insisted that the Senate committees here? "
have been lodged by Mr. Gutzon Borglum.
President had indicated in his letter to
"We merely want to get what you
I take the liberty of writing you this letter
Senator Martin that he felt that the say down in the record.' explained senin order to say more formally what I said
passage of the Chamberlain resolution, at
to you then Informally, namely, that evor one similar to It, would show lack of
" WeTwhatever I have to say for the
ery instrumentality at.the disposal of the
confidence in the Administration. This record I'll say on the floor of the SenDepartment of Justice will be used to infailed to move the three Senators, who ate," retorted Senator Chambeilain.
vestigate and pursue charges of dishonesty,
maintained that it was the duty of ConThe stenographer was not sentfo:.
or malversion of any kind, if the allegagress to conduct investigations. This
Senator Thompson asked Senatoi
tions made by Mr. Borglum are considered
one was needed, they argued, to " clear Chamberlain to explain the underlying
worthy of serious consideration, and 1 sinthe air."
cerely hope that the matter will be treated
SfJra. inquiry ^aircraft and
' as one for searching official investigation
other war production at this time.
by the constituted authorities of the Gov"If you want to know the reason for
ernment.
it vmi'il have to go back to the reports
of 'the Mffltary Affairs Committee's
tarings last Winter,^ snapped^ Senator

President'* Letter to Martin.
Although the President had told Senators that he did not object to an inquiry by the Military Affairs Committee into the aircraft program, he did
not allude to aircraft in his letter to
Mr. Martin, but directed his opposition
to the whole scope of the Chamberlain
resolution. The letter follows:
The White House, May 14. 1918.
My Dear Senator:
I am sincerely obliged to you for
calling my attention to Senate Resolution 241, which in effect proposes to
constitute the Military Affairs Committee of the Senate a committee on
the conduct of the war.
I deem it my duty to say that I
should regard the passage of this
resolution as a direct vote of want of
confidence in the Administration. The
purpose which it undoubtedly expresses has been expressed again and
again In various forms during the
present session and has always
seemed to originate in a rooted distrust of those who are at present in
charge of the executive functions of
the Government. The executive functions are very clearly understood.
They have been defined both by the
Constitution and by long experience,
and no one can doubt where the responsibility for them lies or what the
methods are by which those who are
responsible can be held to their duty.
Such activities on the part of a particular committee of the Senate as
this resolution would look forward to
would constitute nothing less than an
attempt to take over the conduct of
the war, or at the least so superintend and direct and participate in the
executive conduct of it as to interfere
in the most serious way with the action of the constituted executive.
I protest most earnestly against the
adoption of any such action and shall
hope that every Senator who intends
to support the present Administration
in the conduct of the war will vote
against it. These are serious limes,
and it is absolutely necessary that

Special to The New York Timt».
WASHINGTON, May 15.—Three moves
of prime importance were made today in
connection with the aircraft controvresy:
President Wilson in a letter to Senator
Martin, the Democratic floor leader,
vehemently opposed the Chamberlain
resolution for an investigation of the
conduct of the war by the Committee on
Military Affairs of 'the eSnate. He said
passage of the resolution would be " a
direct vote of want of confidence in the
Administration," and would constitute
"nothing less than an attempt to take
over the conduct of the war." The
President called upon supporters of the
Administration in the Senate to rally to
Its support.
The eSnate' Committee on Audit and
Expenses, to which the Chamberlain
resolution had been referred, voted
three to two to order a favorable report
on the resolution after modifying it so
as to limit the investigation to " the
progress of aircraft and ordnance production in the United States, or into the
status of the Quartermaster General's
supplies or expenditures in any of those
branches of the War Department." The
reference to the "conduct of the war"
was eliminated and a proviso added
" that nothing in this resolution shall be
held to authorize the Military Affairs
Committee to take over or in any manner direct or superintend the executive
branch of the Government in the conduct of the war."
President Wilson invited Charles B. j
Hughes to associate hlmselif with the
Attorney General in the investeigation
of the Borglum aircraft charges undertaken by the Department of Justice at
the directon of the President, and Mr.
Hughes accepted the invitation. In a
letter to Mr. Hughes the President said
he felt " that these charges should be
thoroughly investigated and with as
little delay as possible, in order that the
guilty, if there be any such, may be
promptly and vigorously prosecuted,
and that the reputations of those whose
actions have been attacked may be
protected in case the charges are
groundless."
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The Military Affairs Committee is
a co-ordinate branch of the Government,
a part of the constituted authority therof, and is one of the facilities that propose to carry out the request of the
President as contained in that letter,
for an investigation, to the utmost of its
ahilitv and in perfectly good faith.
" I 'regret exceedingly that President
feels that a vote for this resolution or
for the resolution in a modified form as
it mav be modified by the committee and
b ythe Senate would be looked upon by
him as an act of disloyalty to him."
Baker Welcomes Complete Inquiry.
Senator Thomas of Colorado, a member of the Military Affairs Committee,
made oublic today a letter \e had received from Secretary of War Baker in
which the aid of the War Department
was offered in any investigation the
Military Affairs Committee might make.
The letter, dated last Saturday, read :
War Department,
Washington, May 11. 19t8.
Jlv Dear Senator: I have received
your letter of May 10. enclosing a copy
of Senate PLesolution 1M1, introduced
by Senator Chamberlain, providing for
the investigation by the Military Atfairs Committee of the Senate of the
progress of aircraft production and
into ar.v other matters relating to the
conduct of the war by or through the
War Department. I do not know how
far .additional powers are needed by
the Mihtarv Affairs Committee of the
Senate, and clearly the War Department could have no wish adverse to
the most complete inquiry by the
Senate Military Affairs Committee.
1 point out, however, that every facility which the War Department has
is freely at the disposal of the
Senate Military Affairs Committee,
whether any additional authority is
conferred by resolution or not. Respectfully yours,
rt.T-T-O
NEWTON D. BAKER.
Secretary of War.
Hon William H. Thompson. United
States Senate.
" The Secretary of War does not seem
opposed to the" contemplated investigation, " said Senator Thomas.
I do
not believe, from a talk I had with
the President yesterday, that Mr. Wilson is opposed to .an aircraft ordnance

investigation. My^undeisUnding, from
what he said, is that he favors having
any such inquiry confined to the War
Department. I think the Military Affairs Committee will go ahead."
The amended Chamberlain resolution
will be reported to the Senate probably
tomorrow. Judging from opinion expressed in the lobby today, it will be
adopted. The sentiment in the Senate
for a reopening of the Military Affairs
Committee's
investigation
Is
pronounced. Democratic and Republican
leaders alike predicted tonight that not
onlv would the inquiry be authorized
but" that the Military Affairs Committee
undoubtedly would have all the funds
It wanted. While in the Chamberlain
resolution as amended $10,000 is allowed
for expenses, it was explained that this
limit was fixed only because that was
the amount available in the contingent
fund. If more is needed, the Senate will
have to vote it latet on.

^
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WHAT SECRETARY BAKER KNOWS

PELHAM, GEORGIA. FRIDAY, MAY 17, 1918

SECRETARY BAKER'S statements on his return from the European battlefields were limited to generalities, as needs be, but directly after
his arrival in Washington, there was a welcome
and commendable acceleration of the national plan
of "force without stint and limit." There are always two sides to the policy of silence which has
been practiced very adroitly by the Administration. First of all, the public wants to know, feels it
should know, and deserves to know. On the other
hand, it is more vital that the enemy should not
know than that the public should. Therefore, a
middle course must be steered, so that the public
shall remain encouraged in its confidence—but not
unwarrantedly encouraged in its hope for an early
victory. Having seen the great armies of the Allies,
it may be certain that Secretary Baker will appreciate the salient truth, that so far as our own1
mobilization of manhood is concerned, we have
overlooked some of our best fighting material, and
that is the young men between eighteen and twenty-one years old. It has been proven that these
very young soldiers (which our present draft law
does not include) excel in flexibility and strength,
and this rule would apply especially to America,
which after all is a gigantic gymnasium, in which
the youths for generations have developed their
varied athletics. There seems little doubt that this
oversight will be remedied and that the younger
patriots will take their place legally among the
prospective defenders of the republic.

Secretary of War of
The United States.

FORT PLAIN STANDARD
THURSDAY, MAY 16, 1918.
Every time somebody puts it all over
Secretary of War Baker, it doesn't
happen.

WASHINGTON HERALD. SUNDAY, MAY 19, 1918.
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By Lonjac

Newton D. Baker, Secretary of War, is too busy holding down a
man's size job to do very much talking. But his job does not prevent
him from taking a pen in his few spare moments and writing something
that every American has been waiting for. In his new book, "Frontiers
of Freedom," Mr. Baker not only deals with his subjects in a thorough,
clever manner, but he unwittingly tells us a great deal about himself.
We do not recall a proverb that tells us that "as a man writes, so
is he," but in his writing Mr. Baker has told us more about himself by
his manner of writing than any critic, no matter how friendly or hostile, could tell us. Anyhow, there is hardly a man in America who
can or does tell more about the war aims of the United States and
tells it in such an interesting manner as Newton D, Baker does. George
H. Doran & Co., of New York, are the publishers.

Hon. N. D. Baker, who recently returned from Prance, and is confident of
the Allies' ability to win the war.
Secretary Baker recently gave
out the following statement: "in
January I told the senate military
investigating committee that there
was a strong likelihood that early
iu the present year we would have
at least 500,000 men in France.
I am glad to say that this forecast
has been far surpassed."
People generally cannot grasp
the enormity of this undertaking.
To equip, mobilize and transport
a half million men across the
ocean is in itself of a gigantic
nature, and it has been done in
less than a year, and began at a
time when we were totally unprepared. Now we are beginning to
perfect the organization of our
government as a working unit,
and will be able to act with more
accuracy and efficiency than hereto-fore. No nation has ever accomplished a more gigantic task
when the beginning was marked
by such unpreparedness.

I
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BAKEB'S phrase. America is making
ready to apply this compelling force for so
long and in such measure as may be needed.
The way in which the 4,000,000 of her organized
workers have put aside all industrial squabbles
in order to concentrate upon the war is a
signal indication of their resolve. It runs
through the whole people—from the men in
the trenches, who send back the message that
our own sons send to us, "We will do our
" part; you do yours," to those at home,
who know with sorrowful hearts that MB.
BAKEB is telling truth when he reminds
them that they must undergo the consecration of sacrifice which he has seen and reverenced in France and in England. They are
undergoing it already, and we know that it must
exercise the same austere and ennobling
influence upon them which it has had upon
our Allies and upon ourselves.

MB.

The Voice of American labour.

In the Banqueting House of' Whitehall,
from which one King of England wate^d to
the scaffold for seeking to extinguish the
rightful liberties of his people, and from whose
precincts the flight of another secured for
ever tho foundations of constitutional government, a spokesman of American Labour has
reaffirmed' his fellow citizens' acceptance of
tiie challenge to human freedom which
German " militarism " has flung down.
Englishmen at home and Englishmen in New
England were one people when LNIGO JONES'S
noble structure was created, asserting in different ways the rights which they had inherited in
common from their fathers.
The speech
which MB. JAMES WILSON made yesterday
is a fresh proof that they have handed on the
torch, and that their descendants are vindicating the same rights to-day.
A week ago
Manufacturing Indian Opinion.
we reported a speech which MB. BAKEB, the
American Secretary of State for War, had
We publish to-day a remarkable circular, sent
made on his return from Europe, and we have
out last month by the Bombay National Union,
recorded from time to time other addresses by
which sheds an instructive light upon the
MR. JAMES WILSON and his Labour colleague,
manner in which " public opinion " is manuMB. BEBBY, during their visit to our shores.
factured in India. The object of the circular
All show how true it is that the American
was to start an artificial stream of telegrams to
people and the British people have gone into
MB B. G. TILAK, the leader of an Indian
the war in the same temper, and that in the deputation to this country. In these telegrams,
same temper they will fight it out.
They which were to number thousands, and were to
were equally loth to draw the sword, but,
be sent from every district in India, MB. TILAK
h xving drawn it, they are equally resolved not
was to be " authorized " to " demand Home
to sheathe it until its work is done. They " Rule." The circular ingenuously added that
have no doubt about the character of the
the telegrams " will undoubtedly be of great
war ; they have no doubt that they will win
" help to him to convince the British people
it. They know that they must v»in it, or see of "the force of the Indian public opinion "
the shadow of triumphant " militarism " spread
at the back of the deputation ; but it is interestover the earth and the rising liberties of maning to note that the request was confidentially
kind wither beneath that deadly blight. Thia is a addressed " only to the Home Rulers of proved
people's war to their countrymen, the delegates
"sincerity." The passports given to MB.
tell us, as it is to ours, because the American TILAK and his associates have now been quite
people know, as we know, that the real purpose rightly withdrawn, by direction of the Home
of Germany is to break down and cast into
Government. The SECRETABY of STATE has
the dust our common ideals. Against this been in India for the greater part of the winter
purpose the American people are united as they
with the sole object of giving MB. TILAK and
have never been united yet. They are detereverybody else a full opportunity of expounding
mined " to wipe ' militarism ' off the face of
their views and aspirations, and there is no
" the earth." " There can be no middle course
case at this crisis of the war for the detraction
" or compromise," says MB. WILSON ; " the
of a series of " Indian Home Rule " deputa" contest must be carried to a finality," and he
tions, especially when their claims are reinforced
declares it to be a fundamental truth that the
by the sham methods disclosed in this circular.
triumph of the German Government would make
democracy impossible.
American Labour will not hear of a peace
conference with the enemies of civilization,
" irrespective of what cloak they wear " until
Prussian " militarism " has " withdrawn within
" its own boundaries." That is the first condition, but it is not the only condition. American
Labour will not agree to such a conference even
then, until the Germans have satisfied them
that Germany recognizes the right of civilized
nations to determine their own standards of
Kultur. The treaties forced upon the peoples
BAKER'S BOOK IN
of Russia and of Rumania show how far GerFIRST AIR MAIL
many is from the recognition of. this principle.
"A peace now,"
MB.
WILSON
truly
Copies of "Frontiers of Freedom"
remarks, " would be the fulfilment - of
to President and Postmaster" the Prussian dream."
Quite so, and
General
England and America, with the other
Allies, have made up their minds that
Two copies of Secretary of War
it shall not be fulfilled. Germany has challenged
Newton D. Baker's book, "Frontiers
the world by attempting to impose upon it a
of Freedom," just published by George
domination based upon sheer force. That
H. Doran Company, were carried by
the first mail plane from New York
raises the struggle high above the plane of any
to Washington, which left Belmont
merely national war. The fight, as MB.
Park, Long Island, at 11:30 A. M.,
WILSON says, is not the fight, of Belgium, or of
Wednesday, May 15. The two copies
Prance, or of the United States. It is " the
of the "Liberty Edition" of the book
" contest of the free peoples of the world."
were inscribed by the author to President Wilson and Postmaster-General
To Germany's challenge they can give but
Burleson.
one answer. Porce must be quelled^ by
force, " cold, relentless, and adequate," in
^

Don't iudee an American's Americanism by his
name The only original Americans were Indians.
Our white ancestorjaiatne from Europe.

^
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Here

Nos A

is one of the finest things to c\
the war so far.
War Secretary Baker told about /
recently. Mr. Baker, the intellectuV
the dre'amer who put "fist" in
he realized that the Germans
FORCE, caught it at its ful^meanr
smilingly, but wit'
We call our mc
The French pec
nounced nozamee.
When
French
a,t once
Amis, bi
Now,

, whose soldiers will
<nowft*s OUR FRIENDS!
Small we live up to the mark Nos Amis have set
jr-us?
r
lie Germans art now taking a drug that prevents them from feeling hungry. If they run
short of the drug they can call the midday meal
supper arid
and go to bed without eating
eaune in
m the
i
evc-
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MONDAY, MAT 20, 1918.
You know with the soldiers in this
country we made a rule that wherever
a State had provided the machinery
for taking the vote we would help all
we could. The War Department obviously cannot assume the responsibility
of taking, collecting and returning the
votes.—Secretary of War BAKER.
What State has asked the War Department to take, collect and return
the votes?

It would cause no surprise if American troops were turned in great number over to French and British command nor would it be considered unusual if an American force were dispatched to the Italian front.
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Army Now Gives Him Importance
Equal to Haig or Petain.
DISCLOSED

BY

COMMUNIQUE

Baker Admits American May Command French and British.
New Disposition of Units Depends on
Plans of Generalissimo Foch—lTS. Forces May Be Even Sent to
Italian Front—German Drive Expected Soon—Danger in Underes. timating Strength of the Huns.
By ALBERT W. FOX.
With the issuance of his first official
communiques yesterday Gen. Pershing
follows the example of Gen. Petain and
Field Marshal Sir Doug-las Haig in reporting to the people at home the
features of the daily happenings under
his command:
The American commander-in-chlef's
first report, made public by Secretary
Baker yesterday afternoon, has a
significance quite apart from the contents of the communique.
It means that Gen. Pershing's forces
have now grown to such proportions
that their leader feels justified in
issuing a dally report and it means,
furthermore, that Gen. Pershing's role
now has assumed an importance comparable to that of Gen. Petain and
Field Marshal Haig.
Mr. Baker's Statement.
Coincident with making public the
communique Secretary Baker admitted,
In response to inquiry, that it was
quite likely now that Gen. Pershing
would have command of French and
British troops in pursuance of the
plans which Gen. Foch, the supreme
commander, might wish to carry out.
Mr. Baker made it plain that his comment along this line must necessarily
be regarded as purely speculative, but
he pointed out that in case Gen. Foch
should assign a French or a British
division to an American army corps,
these French or British troops would be
under command of Gen. Pershing.
As a matter of fact it became known
yesterday that present plans for the
utilization of reserve forces on the
western front made it highly probable
that Gen. Pershing will find himself
commanding considerable French and
British forces, especially if the requirements of the general military situation
call for a strengthening of the troops
over which he has command.
Shifting of the Divisions.
In one sense the French and British
reserves and the rapidly increasing
American force form what one competent authority yesterday described as a
reserve reservoir from which Gen. Foch
would draw manpower as his judgment
dictated.
An American division, for example,
might be dispatched to the British front
to assist Sir Douglas Haig's troops in
opposing the German onslaughts or a
French division might be shifted to
sectors under command of Gen. Pershing.

Flexibility of Command.
The chief value of the one-man command is that it gives the supreme commander the opportunity to use his
forces when and where and how he
wishes.
This flexibility of forces coupled with
the possibility of quick, incisive action
is admittedly one of the chief assets
of the new plan of unified command.
I understand that reports reaching
here from London show that the brigading of American troops in British
units has worked smoothly and that
the plan is being carried out on an increasing basis.
In this connection it is pointed out
that the expert military opinion both in
France and Great Britain is that the
only safe plan is to assume that the
German drive has by no means shot
its bolt and will begin again with all
its intensity in the very, near future.
Looks to 1919 Fighting.
Another basis idea which Gen. Foch
is following is that the war may continue without abatement, not only during the summer and fall of 191S. but
during the spring, summer and fall of
1919.
In other words, the supreme commander is basing his plans on the assumption that the German war machine will show even more power than
is generally credited to it.
Should this forecast prove ifiaccurate
and the machine break down sooner,
well and good. But it is safer to regard Germany as stronger than she is
than to make the fatal mistake of underestimating her strength.
The fact that Gen. Pershing refers
to the flight for which Maj. Ralph
Royce was decorated by the French
army corps commander as "the first
American flight over the enemy's lines"
may mean that a complete American air
squadron is now rn operation under his
command. American airmen heretofore
mentioned for gallantry have been attached to French squadrons.
Text of the Communique.
The communique as given out by
Secretary Bakei' is as follows:
"American Official Communique
Headquarters American Expeditionary Forces,
"May 15. 1918.
"Section A. North of Toul and in
Lorraine there was marked increase of
j artillery activities on both sides. To| day two of our aviators brought down
j three German machines. There is nothI ing else of importance to report.
Section B. In Lorraine, May 12.
three snipers, scouts of intelligence
service, went out in camouflage sniping suits to find German snipers and
encountered IS enemy at strong points
near dugout. They shot four, of whom
one appeared to be an officer, secured
| valuable papers and retired under
■ heavy Are. One failed to reach our lines
j and the major commanding sector sent
I three officers and four men to find him.
This patrol also penetrated enemy's
line and reached strong point attacked
by first patrol. Here enemy was now
in force and our patrol was driven j
back by hot rifle and grenade Are. On j
reaching lines one man of this patrol j
also found missing. Two officers who i
went out to And him killed enemy scout J
and brought back body for identification purposes. The man missing from !
second patrol has not been found but I
third intelligence scout of first party!
has returned.

Honors Given to Officers.
"On May 12 three officers of our aviation forces were cited in orders by the
commanding general of a French army
corps and decorated with the Croix de
Guerre: Maj. Ralph Royce, of Hancock, Mich., for making first American
reconnoissance flight over enemy's lines
and for alays setting fine example to
his squadron; First Lieut. Herbert R.
Garside, of New York city, pilot, and Second Lieut. Paul D. Meyers, of Milwaukee, observer, for an infantry liaison
mission on April 12. Flying at 300
meters they finished their mission in
spite of tense fire from enemy machine
and antiaircraft guns.
"North of Toul on afternoon of May
14 Lieut. Angel and Lieut. Emerson were killed by fall within our
lines of observation plane in which
they were flying. Accident took place
within a cloud and particulars are not
known.
"North of Toul our aviators today
brought down three German twoseated machines, one of our aviators
bringing down two and another bringing down one."
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Military Men Agree This Calls for
Millions of Soldiers and Means
a Long Struggle.
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Herald Bureau,
1
No. 1,80S If Street, N. W., I
IVMhloedm, D. C, Sunday. J
Official Washington viewed with satisfaction to-day President Wilson's pronouncements in New York last night upon
the size of the American Army, upon Russia and upon peace.
His utterances concerning the shre of the
oc
army provoked a variety of views, but in
the main authorities were pleased that he
clearly let the world know he expeots
C America to do an unstinted part in the
war. That he would not be averse to
having Congress set a large figure for the
army as an initial goal was the thought
< of some. However, they saw in his speech
a confirmed adherence to the idea that
there should be granted to him unlimited
power to call upon American manhood as
fast and as fully as ho considered advis< able beyond such a minimum.
Q The idea of such power had not been
fully realized by many here up to to-day.
They had dealt largely in figures of an
army of 3.000,000 to 5,000,000, but the President's speech forced home Uie idea that,
as Secretary Baker originally declared, the
administration wants an army which can
be built to fit the needs abroad, and expanded far beyond 5,000,000 if that is necessary.
CrRre Larger Allied Armies.
Incidentally, somo military men declared
that while the United States is pledging
an unlimited force, some insistence should
be bluntly made in England and France
that they, too, must enlarge their armies.
France, it is known, recently proposed to
take out some of her men for agricultural
and industrial purposes depending upon
the United States to fill up the gaps. This
plan was disapproved by the American
authorities and now the French have
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It would cause no surprise if American troops were turned in great number over to French and British command nor would it be considered unusual if an American force were dispatched to the Italian front.
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Baker Admits American May Command French and British.
New Disposition of Units Depends on
Plans of Generalissimo Foch—U.
S. Forces May Be Even Sent to
Italian Front—German Drive Expected Soon—Danger in Underes. timating Strength of the Huns.
By ALBERT W. FOX.
With the issuance of his first official
communiques yesterday Gen. Pershing
follows the example of Gen. Petain and
Field Marshal Sir Douglas Haig in reporting to the people at home the
features of the daily happenings under
his command."
The American commander-in-chlefs
first report, made public by Secretary
Baker yesterday afternoon, has a
significance quite apart from the contents of the communique.
It means that Gen. Pershing's forces
have now grown to such proportions
that their leader feels justified In
issuing a daily report and it means,
furthermore, that Gen. Pershing's role
now has assumed an importance comparable to that of Gen. Petain and
Field Marshal Haig.
Mr. Baker's Statement.
Coincident with making public the
communique Secretary Baker admitted,
in response to inquiry, that it was
quite likely now that Gen. Pershing
would have command of French and
British troops in pursuance of the
plans which Gen. Foch, the supreme
commander, might wish to carry out.
Mr. Baker made it plain that his comment along this line must necessarily
be regarded as purely speculative, but
he pointed out that in case Gen. Foch
should assign a French or a British
division to an American army corps,
these French or British troops would be
under command of Gen. Pershing.
As a matter of fact it became known
yesterday that present plans for the
utilization of reserve forces on the
western front made it highly probable
that Gen. Pershing will find himself
commanding considerable French and
British forces, especially if the requirements of the general military situation
call for a strengthening of the troops
over which he has command.
Shifting of the Divisions.
In one sense the French and British
reserves and the rapidly increasing
American force form what one competent authority yesterday described as a
reserve reservoir from which Gen. Foch
would draw manpower as his judgment
dictated.
An American division, for example,
might be dispatched to the British front
to assist Sir Douglas Haig's troops in
opposing the German onslaughts or a
French division might be shifted to
sectors under command of Gen. Pershing.

Flexibility of Command.
The chief value of the one-man command is that it gives the supreme commander the opportunity to use his
forces when and where and how he
wishes.
This flexibility of forces coupled with
the possibility of quick, incisive action
is admittedly one of the chief assets
of the new plan of unified command.
I understand that repo'rts reaching
here from London show that the brigading of American troops in British
units has worked smoothly and that
the plan is being carried out on an increasing basis.
In this connection it is pointed out
that the expert military opinion both in
France and Great Britain is that the
only safe plan is to assume that the
German drive has by no means shot
its bolt and will begin again with all
its intensity in the very, near future.
Looks to 1919 Fighting.
Another basis idea which Gen. Foch
is following is that the war may continue without abatement, not only during the summer and fall of 191S, but
during the spring, summer and fall of
1919.
In other words, the supreme commander is basing his plans on the assumption that the German war ma^
chine will show even more power than
Is generally credited to it.
Should this forecast prove ifiaccurate
and the machine break down sooner,
well and good. But it is safer to regard Germany as stronger than she is
than to make the fatal mistake of underestimating her strength.
The fact that Gen. Pershing refers
to the flight for which Maj. Ralph
Royce was decorated by the French
army corps commander as "the first
American flight over the enemy's lines"
may mean that a complete American air
squadron is now fh operation under his
command. American airmen heretofore
mentioned for gallantry have been attached to French squadrons.
Text of the Communique.
The communique as given out by
Secretary Baker is as follows:
"American Official Communique
Headquarters American Expeditionary Forces,
"May 15. 1918.
"Section A. North of Toul and in
.X/orraine jtherejwas marked increase of
I artillery activities on both sides. To] day two of our aviators brought down
j three German machines. There is nothI ing else of importance to report.
Section B. In Lorraine, May 12.
three snipers, scouts of intelligence
service, went out in camouflage snip| ing suits to find German snipers and
encountered 18 enemy at strong points
near dugout. They shot four, of whom
one appeared to be an officer, secured
I valuable papers and retired under
I heavy fire. One failed to reach our lines
| and the major commanding sector sent
j three officers and four men to find him.
This patrol also penetrated enemy's I
line and reached strong point attacked !
by first patrol. Here enemy was now j
in force and our patrol was driven j
back by hot rifle and grenade fire. On |
reaching lines one man of this, patrol j
also found missing. Two officers who j
went out to find him killed enemy scout
and brought back body for identification purposes. The man missing from
second patrol has not been found but
third intelligence scout of first party
has returned.

Honors Given to Officers.
"On May 12 three officers of our aviation forces were cited in orders by the
commanding general of a French army
corps and decorated with the Croix da
Guerre: Maj. Ralph Royce, of Hancock, Mich., for making first American
reconnoissance flight over enemy's lines
and for alays setting fine example to
his squadron; First Lieut. Herbert R.
Garside, of New York city, pilot, and Second Lieut. Paul D. Meyers, of Milwaukee, observer, for an infantry liaison
mission on April 12. Flying at 300
meters they finished their mission in
spite of tense fire from enemy machine
and antiaircraft guns.
"North of Toul on afternoon of May
14 Lieut. Angel and Lieut. Emerson were killed by fall within our
lines of observation plane in' which
they were flying. Accident took place
within a cloud and particulars are not
known.
"North of Toul our aviators today
brought down three German twoseated machines, one of our aviators
bringing down two and another bringing down one."
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Herald Bureau,
1
No. 1,502 H Street, N. w., t
Washington, D. C, Sunday. J
Official Washington viewed with satisfaction to-day President Wilson's pronouncements in New York last night upon
the size of the American Army, upon Russia and upon peace.
His utterances concerning the size of the
«
army provoked a variety of views, but In
cs the main authorities were pleased that he
clearly let the world know he expeots
c America to do an unstinted part in the
Ci war. That he would not be averse to
having Congress set a large figure for the
r- army as an Initial goal was the thought
of some. However, they saw In his speech
a confirmed adherence to the idea that
there should be granted to him unlimited
power to call upon American manhood as
fast and as fully as ho considered advis< able beyond such a minimum.
The idea of such power had not been
fully realized by many here up to to-day.
They had dealt largely in figures of an
C army
of 3,000,000 to 5,000,000, but the President's speech forced home the idea that,
as Secretary Baker originally declared, the
administration wants an army which can
be built to fit the needs abroad, and expanded far beyond 5,000,000 if that Is necessary.
UrR-e Larger Allied Armlea.
Incidentally, somo military men declared
that while the United States is pledging
an unlimited force, some insistence should
be bluntly made in England and France
that they, too, must enlarge their armies.
France, it is known, recently proposed to
take out some of her men for agricultural
and industrial- purposes depending upon
the United States to fill up the gaps. This
plan was disapproved by the American
authorities and now the French have,
agreed nto to curtail their fighting numbers.
Men here who haye been critical of the
administration for want of positive statement or lack of a belligerent tone felt that
the New York speech-even more than the
Baltimore "force" address showed the
President Is committed to winning the war
by throwing in America's all, and Is now
convinced no sincere peace offer can come
out of Germany or Austria until they are
defeated.
Recent Teuton manoeuvres to offer concessions in the. West for a free hand in
the East were carefully thrown down,
diplomatists said. They and government
officials agree that the President's remarks commit the government to a broad
use of force, continuing the war until the
German is actually crushed. In the nature
of things, army men say, this means
America must make a vast army and-must
prepare for a long struggle still.
Friendship for Ti.ii.Mn.
The President's expression of friendship
for Russia and his declaration of intent
to stand by her as well as by France was
regarded as significant in view of the
Japanese-Chinese agreement for o protective alliance against German action i
Siberia.
The President's remarks as to standing
by Russia were felt to mean that he still
intends to withhold apporval of Japanese
or other intervention. This, however,
may be Impossible, according to the
thought of many diplomats here, for they
believe events are so shaping in Russia
that Germany will soon be able to draw
fighting men from the border provinces.
Such an increase in the German army as
this move would make possible is regarded as a menace which must be met.
Hence many here feel that the President's friendship for Russia may have to
be demonstrated ultimately by aiding her
in a military way. And that would mean
Japanese military aid, it is suggested.
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Three Voices From the President's
A
Cabinet.
Secretary NB™ D. BAKU'S fore
caSt of what is going to happen after
tnelr, his prognosis of social «J
political changes arising out of the
lar, is set forth in the following pas
sage from his introduction to a col
SSon of his speeches just published
by the Doraa Company under
poetic if not very descriptive title
"Frontiers of Freedom' :

»&K\
SECRETARY'S OFFICE. '

MAY 18 1918
WAR DEPARTMENT

•■The democracy of the new military •
„m>- and of the new industrial army
I too large to he obscured, and acc.pt\ng democracy as 'a rule of acUon
rather than social philosophy/ our comm\n effort in this great ,«
BMIB to promise future common efforts
or purposes Just as high in the reconZZZ of our social and economic
organization.
.
.
"Some one has said that America will
come out of this war more a nation
That » true^
than she has ever been.
no more an old fashioned nation tilth
nationalistic objects and dynastic ambition, but a new fashioned nation, with
sounder attitude toward itself. This new
nation will have learned to view in better proportion the importance of sound
dally living and of community efflorL^

-TEuTTi large in intention if ^
what vague in execution
'S^no
rous, if elusive. It certainly sounds
Z if it sought to express some thought
whU* had'been clearly definedita*.
intellectuals of the f^jfj^}
but had suffered disfigurement 01 dis
Sonintheproce^ofU-ansi^^

^
Mt/c^y^rt^y1 Q*

*f^tJ ^^O ^yr^ Jt/^T^^^^c
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THE NORTH AMERICA*

MR. BAKER'S BOOK
THE secretary of war has written a book. In the sense of manual
preparation of its copy and exacting correction of its proof, the
secretary did not do the actual writing. Those humbler, lowlier labors
fell to the gentleman whom the secretary describes as "my friend and
secretary, Mr. Ealph A. Hayes." But it is Mr. Baker's book, just the same.
From the introduction, which is signed by Mr. Baker, we gather that
it was a burning desire in the breast of Mr. Hayes to preserve the
public utterances of America's great pacifist war secretary that led him
to run to earth all stenographic reports of the secretary s speeches and to
persuade his blushing and reluctant principal to allow him to give them
permanence in book form.
Job exclaimed once, in defining the second greatest solace which could
come to man- "Would that mine adversary had written a book!" Yet
Mr. Hayes is described to us by Mr. Baker, not as an adversary, but as

The able-bodied ones have been taken away from their families, away
from their homes and their church, and have been carried oft m tramloads into
the interior of Germany to- work in German munition factories and aid the
German army. Now, l"do not complain. I would not complain it the t.ennan
government were drafting its own man-power, or drafting the man-power of
an adversary whom it had conquered in the war, etc.
No, the American secretary of war would not complain, but he thinks
it really too bad of Germany, he tells us.
But the invasion of Belgium calls from Mr. Raker's thin lips n scathing denunciation, a fiery description of the thrill that horrified America;
here is the length to which his indignation carries him;
When Belgium was invaded as a military necessity (the italics are Mr.
Baker's) there seemed to be a sort of callous disregard (in the invasion)
for wrongdoing that certainly excited many of us!
What is happening to our pacifist? Even he could not better control
his hot blood over Belgium's rape than to be forced to acknowledge to a
degree of excitement!
The same joy which Mr. Baker shared with Mr. Croc! over our unpreparedness, Mr. Baker felt for our duping at the hands of Bernstorff and
the German chancellor.
"In other words," the secretary remarks, apropos of the chancellor's
repeated promises to give up murder on the high seas, "a miserable, tricky
sort of diplomacy was all there was to his former promises. _ I am not sorry
he imposed upon us. T am glad we had enough faith left in the honor of
nations to believe his falsehoods."
He goes on in his gentle babbling, this head of the American military
power:
And so we are in this war. We are not stirring up evil passions in ourselves about individuals. I think I can say that I do not hate any man, German
or otherwise, in this world.
If we look at it with perfect calmness, I think we can say, in an uncritical
or, at least, unblaming spirit, that the German ruling mind has become so
possessed with the grandeur of industrial supremacy that it has completely lost
a sense of the existence of moral standards.
The secretary of war has evolved a view of America's forced connection with the "philosophical conflict" which must, we are convinced,
be unique, except so far as it is a reflection of the view of that more powerful mind, the mind of his idol and his chief, the president. The more
gentle of Mr. Wilson's words and ideas, such as the peculiar conception that
we have no quarrel with the German people, the secretary of war paraphrases with eternal and doglike devotiom Where the president permits
his speeches to express his own bent of mind, and speaks with the gentle
"liberalism" which led him to prefer words to bullets as a weapon of warfare, the secretary of war runs happily along behind him in the path. It
is only when guns and bullets and bayonets have been forced upon the
president's approval that the secretary of war loses the scent and becomes,
momentarily, separated from his master.
It is this startling similarity of mind between the commander-in-cliiof
of the army and navy and the secretary of war which probably accounts
for the dictum which so astonished the world: "Mr. Raker is one of the
most capable public officials I have ever.known."
Who would be cruel enough to drag Mr. Baker from his gentle world
of "philosophical conflict" and "unblaming spirit"? No, let him puddle on
in piffle, while his capably conducted department labors in the pains of an
$800,000,000 budget and brings forth one battleplane.

^ There is one great, outstanding thing about a book which is so distinctivelv Mr Baker that it seems a pity to have dragged Mr. Hayes into.
it even as a shield for modesty, and that is its persistent, invincible and
ebullient optimism. There is another outstanding thing about it, and that
is its careful, instinctive avoidance of facts. But, considering that the subject
is the glorious part America has played so far in the war. under the efficient
direction of Mr. Baker's department, it is easy to understand how even.
Mr Baker's pliable logic would find it difficult to retain a hold both on his
optimism and on facts; in the dilemma Mr. Baker has released whatewer
hold he ever had on facts.
.
•
Mr Baker's style is, indeed, a masterpiece of avoidance; he is rarely
to be cau«ht in anything so crude and so dangerous as an assertion of
personal knowledge; the secretary of war as he discloses himself in hw
collected war speeches, never declares categorically that things are thus
and so On the contrary, the whole collection of his remarks shows a selfeffacing willingness to be put right, if in error. Uriah Heep had nothing on.
Mr. Baker.
„ ._' ■ ,
,
,
TT
Mr Baker never asserts. He "believes." His sentences are top-heavy
with weakening phrases such as "I think" "I understand » "I do not know
but I believe I have been told," "I feel that perhaps," "I can imagine that
it may be so" "I have no doubt." "I trust that all of us will recognize,'
"I suppose it is acknowledged," "I hope I am not making a mistake when
I sav " "1 think it is safe to say," "I feel sure you will agree.
J he climax
of this groveling sweetness of self-effacement, which somehow never effaces
the personal pronoun or replaces it with facts, is in this honeyed example
of gentle consideration for the feelings of others:
They do not, all of them, perhaps, understand the intricacies of this philosophical conflict.
aThey " if you please, is the great conscript army of America, made
UD for the' glory of democracy, of every element in the vast American life,
from Street cleaner to senator; and Newton D. Baker, secretary ot war,
ventures to remark that "perhaps not all of them " not every one of those
millions, understands the "philosophical conflict I
And vet the most benighted man in the entire million undoubtedly
understands the philosophical conflict better than Mr. Baker understands
building airplanes.
. .
,,
Naturally, a "philosophical conflict" would not be so harrowing to Mr.
Baker's feelings as a war; so that the present death-grip between scientific
savagery and civilized humanity is. as far as the secretary of war is concerned, a "philosophical conflict"; it is as such that he visualizes it, when
fate compels him to visualize it at all just as it is as an 'adversary and
not as an enemy, that he habitually thinks and speaks of the filthy Hun.
"Scott's bad recJob was right, and he undoubtedly had Mr. Baker in view.
ord offset by his
However, no one can speak for the secretary of war so satisfactorily
promises," says a
as he speaks for himself. Let us turn to his book.
headline. Must be
On October 17, 1917, when American soldiers were drilling with wooden
SOME promises.
guns and dying for want of hospital equipments in the camps, Mr. Baker,
said, according to his book:
H. P. Davison
You can rest in the assurance that America has shown herself worthy in
b a c k; stunned by
air bomb—Headline.
her preparation, and our boys are not going to want in the supply of arms
and ammunition and protective devices against the artifices of our enemy.
That's just the way the senate military affairs committee feels after an
They are flowing in adequate quantity from our workshops.
address by the secretary of war
And this on October 25, 1917:
The kaiser says it's time to abolish
Already our soldiers are in France in substantial numbers. And already
"*! that's foreign, and when we regard
we are training them here in great numbers. Our preparations are made
The material part of our preparation is advancing rapidly, and the spiritual
part is even more impressive.
And this, dated December 9, 1917:
] trust that this movement for a widespread growth of the spirit of song
will meet with increasing success and that the songs sung will be worthy ot
this people who in their hours of preparation are already so splendid, and in
their co-operation abroad will furnish an incomparable demonstration ot the
truth of, that maxim that in war morale is to force as three to two.
"We start," exclaims unctuously the pacifist secretary of war, with
gentle warning against hatred of Germans or Germany, "We start into this
war as the evangels of peace."
..
Even'his horror over the forcing of Belgian prisoners into derman
munition factories is conscientiously tempered by a protestation that—
\he does not complain!

©innm
some of his agents' activities in this
country we believe that, for once, he
speaks the truth.
Mr. Wilson must be naturally vexed
to find how longr it takes to make congress understand that it does not exist.
Balfour says the door is open to any
serious peace offer; but the only open
door Germany seems to be looking out
for just now is one to the channel.
Rumania is to demobilize, which
shows that when Germany makes
F»ace she makes it conclusively
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Is Motto of
Pershing, m Command of Sammies in France,
Keeps Welfare of His Men Always in the Fore
—That's Why Soldiers Swear by Him
In Mexico He Gave Up Last Piece of Meat in
Camp to Bandage Soldier's Blistered Heel—
And That Spirit Marks Him Still
ByH.B.Hunt
WASHINGTON, May 8 —The American expeditionary
force in Mexico had moved ahead of its supply trains and was
running short of provisions. The coffee already had been
cooked twice, and the grounds were being saved and dried for
a third boiling.
The orderly of .the commanding general had hoarded a
little piece of bacon rind—the last bit of meat in the outfit. In
the grease this would produce he planned to fry a few pieces
of hardtack for the general.
Evening came and the orderly set about preparing supper.
He looked for his treasured bacon rind^ but it was gone. He
was still rummaging around in the mess kit searching for it
when the general appeared.
"Supper ready?" he inquired.
''Not,quite, sir,'' the orderly answered. ''I had a bit of
bacon rind here, sir, but I can't find it."
"Oh," said the general, "I gave that bacon to the color
sergeant of the 24th Infantry to rub on his heels. His feet are
•badly blistered, and there's nothing like bacon grease for easing
sore feet. He needed it worse than I did."
The officer who gave up the last bit of bacon from his mess
to ease one of his soldier's sore feet, and who gladly ate his
hardtack dry in order that one of his men might be saved suffering, is the same officer who today is commanding the American expeditionary force in France—"Black Jack" Pershing.
Pershing Displays Same Care
for His Men in Present Job
And in his new job as commander in chief of our forces
abroad, Pershing is showing the same solicitude for the welfare
of his '; bo3'-s'' that he displayed in Mexico.
Officers and civilians, recently returned from Prance, bring
word that Pershing himself probably exerts a greater stimulus
to the moral, mental and physical tone of our soldiers abroad
than all other factors combined.
"There's something over there that's faster than wireless,"
one officer explains.
"The men in the trenches may be slouching and grumbling
after long hours without relief. Then, like an electric wave, the
word goes down the line:
'' ' General Jack'' is coming.'
"Immediately the men are up on their toes, alert, snappy,
keen to-show themselves at their best."
Already the men abroad recognize that Pershing asks of
them nothing that he does not demand of himself. A stickler
for discipline ? Yes. But the first man he disciplines is himself.
And he has brought them to see that discipline is necessary for
efficiency and for the safety of any fighting unit.
Pershing lias acquired the name abroad of "the finest looking soldier in Europe."
"I have been up and down the battlefields of Europe for
three years," one allied officer recently remarked, "and the
finest figure I have seen is your General Pershing."
Pershing is physically a strapping figure, six feet two, well
proportioned, solidly knit. His appearance and bearing are,always for him. He is careful of his personal appearance, for he
cannot insist on neatness and cleanliness among his men if he
does not practice it himself.
Daily Schedule Pershing Sets
for Himself Is Rigorous, One
No soldier in Prance is called upon for more rigorous exertion than Pershing undertakes daily. In order that he may keep
physically and mentally fit he follows a schedule more rigid and
exacting than is required from any subordinate.
Out of bed by 7 a. in., Pershing takes a cold plunge, whether
it be zero or summer weather. Then he goes thru the regulation
setting-up exercises. This is followed by a 15-minute run, and
this by 15 minutes of violent exercise with the medicine ball.
Then he has a rubdown and breakfast, and is ready for his
day's work, whether it be a long tour of inspection along the
front lines, a conference with allied generals over serious problems
of strategy or the sifting of reports from his chiefs of staff.
At night, no matter how trying his day, Pershing always finds
time for 15 minutes of stiff exercises before retiring. Then he
dismisses his problems and worries, and sleeps like a boy.
Six hours of this unfretted sleep suffices for him. He seldom
sleeps longer—usually less.
The widely varied demands on Pershing's attention requires
thr.t he cover a lot of ground in little time. One day he may
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This picture shows General "Black Jack" Pershing and War
Secretary Baker talking with an American nurse in France during
Baker's recent visit to the American front.
have to inspect the development of port facilities on the coast.
The next he may have to visit troops at the front, perhaps on two
or three widely separated sectors.
His longer jaunts are taken on a special train.
The first
coach of this train carries two big, high-powered autos. By train
and auto he can cover the whole line from ports of entry to the
front and to all the allied headquarters within 24 hours—and often
does it.
Pershing's Ability to Concentrate
Amazes Men With Whom He Works
Pershing's ability to concentrate often amazes those with
whom he works. When he tackles one problem, he can shut out
everything else from his mind. The result is quickly mastery of
important matters.
When Pershing went to Prance he was admittedly short
■on ability to speak French. Whenever he went to confer with
Joffre or Petain or Foch there always had to be a third party
along as interpreter. This inability to express himself directly
nettled "Black Jack." So he decided to master French—and
has done it.
Today he both reads and writes French readily and carries
on all his conversations with French commanders in their own
tongue. At dinners he even tells jokes in French—which is the
final test!
One outstanding characteristic of Pershing, which reveals
the real man, ds his love for children. A recent distinguished
visitor to France was riding with Pershing thru a small village
just back of the lines. Pershing saw a little French girl carrying a doll. He ordered the chauffeur to stop and called to some
men passing:
"La petite enfant—bring her here!"
The little girl, half-frightened, half bashful, was passed up
to the general. As the car started on again Pershing remarked:
'' I never can go by one of 'em.''
Perhaps Pershing's regard for children is heightened by the
fact that three of his own four children were burned to death
in a fire at the Presidio, California, Aug. 23, 1914. Pershing's
wife also was among the lost. The only surviving member of
his family was his son, Warren, now 9, who is living with his
aunt, Miss May Pershing, at Lincoln, Neb.
The boyish letters "General Jack" receives from his son
bring him the keenest joy. Kecently he received a photo of his
son garbed in the uniform of a marshal of France. Pershing
gave a copy of the photo to General Joffre, the real marshal of
France, who received it with delight.
Pershing Has Best Interests of His
Boys at Heart—as Soldiers and Men
The men who know "Jack" Pershing best and the men who
know best the work he has done in France in the last 10 months
to make the American army an army to be proud of, bring word
to American fathers and mothers that their sons "over there"
are under the watchful eye of a man who constantly has their
best interests at heart—not only as soldiers, but aji^nmm^
The man in the ranks is as readily singled out anu commended for merit as any officer; and a major general is just as
quickly reprimanded for shortcomings as the rawest recruit.
"If a man has it coming to him, General Jack will give it to
i him, no matter who he is," says an officer, just back from France.
Someone has said that "no man is a hero to his valet."
This, however, is not true of General Pershing. Sergeant
Frank Lanckton, now in Washington, who has been personal
orderly for Pershing for 10 years, openly and proudly proclaims
Pershing as his hero.
"He's the biggest hearted, most square, most just, most dependable man I ever knew,'' Lanckton says. And he adds that
he is glad he is returning to "his general" next week.
As Lanckton has served with Pershing in the Philippines,
the Sulu Islands, Mexico and France, he ought to know something of the general. He has met other military dignitaries,
too, and has had opportunity for comparison.
But among them all, he says, the man who gave his last bit
of bacon to grease the sore heels of a color sergeant is the greatest general and finest man of them all—"Black Jack" Pershing!
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rPersfling's Crusaders" in Pictures
I
Stir a Brilliant Audience to Cheers
■

MAY 22. 7013.
750,000 AVAILABLE
TO ARMY ON JUNE 5!
(Six.cia.1 to The World 1
WASHINGTON', May 21.
The estimate of the War Department on the
number of men to be made available
for the army by the registration of
those who have become twenty-one
since .lime 5, 1017, was placed to-day
at 750,000 by Secretary Baker. The
estimate was based on figures prepared by Provost Marshal General
Crowder.
Almost 10,000,000 men registered last j
year, including: all between twentyone and thirty-one. A. little more!
than 10 percent, of these men were
twenty-one. • On that basis it Is estimated that this year's registration !
will exceed .1.000,000. Of these, 750,000 !
will be available for military service, i
after making allowance for physical I
defects, exemptions because of de- '
pendents and other bars to military
service.
I'nder President Wilson's proclamation all male persons, citizens or
I aliens, must register. The only persons except ed are officers and- enlisted men of the Regular Army
■Navy and Marine Corps and the National Guard and Naval Militia whilo
in Federal service, and officers of the
: Officers Reserve Corps and enlisted
men m the enlisted reserve Corps
I while in active service.

&T COMMITTEE art- FU.-i.IC. INFORMATION o*.

GENERAL'' P£RSHiNG CL<?/£) <SV«<a£ SECRETARY '.'BAK£K$6REETING> .
OFFICERS and MEN AFTER, REVIEWING AMERICANS w^FRANCE^in, "PERSHiNG'S

CRUSADERS -o-o

Official Films of American Troops
■Are Shown at the Lyric Theatre
for War Relief.
Under the auspices of the United States
government the first official war films depicting the experiences of American soldiers in the training camps and at the
front in the world war for democracy
were projected before a large and distinguished audience at the Lyric Theatre
last night.
"Following the Flag to
France" was the title of the first series
to be revealed under the general caption
of "Pershing's Crusaders." They stirred
the spectators to Hearty cheers.
Such was the enthusiasm of the first
patriotic spectators for.. scenes photographed by the Signal Corps of our own
army that even the map of Germany was
hissed with vehemence when a capital explanatory diagram picturing the mailed
fist literally protruding from the map of
Prussia was shown. The torch of smoke
and fire from this hand then proceeded
to ignite the woriu eomTagration.
During the intermission E. II. Sothern
read a message from President Wilson
congratulating the Liberty Film Committee and the public in these words:—
"Pictures of American troops'.' in the
trenches, fighting.the battle of human
freedom, should be an inspiration to all
Americans."

^...v-?*;*?,.;.,;

blames W. Gerard, who followed Mr.
Sothern before the curtain, increased the
patriotic applause by expressing a hope
that the Kaiser's spies in this country are
reporting the preparedness shown to ibe in
such formidable progress in these pictures,
to him. He added that the army, of which
the advance forces is here revealed, is
going to plant the Stars and Stripes under
his nose in the court yard of his ipalaCe.
In the first of "Following the Flag to
France" was depicted briefly the whole
system of preparation which has- been in
progress for so many months, and-which
now is being felt so powerfully in the
second' half of the programme, showing
American fighters in the trenches under
exploding shells.
Some of the most remarkable incidents
of the first half were the scenec photographed in the training camps, revealing
the marvellous skill of the new fighters
in caiesthenics and drill. Thousands and
thousands of uniformed backs go up, as
though this particular'camp had but one
mighty back in an exhilerating outdoor
picture. Prolonged cheers greeted this
visual demonstration of the fitness of the
first troops..
In pictures photographed in France were
\ many showing the American troops in
, action or} many sectors, including varied
■ and interesting views of Secretary Baker
on his recent tour, and, of course, General
Pershing himself often was shown with
his "Crusaders."
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nates ana comments
THE Secretary of War of the United States has displayed an amazing misapprehension of the fitness of
thmgs m appointing to assist the Attorney-General in the
inquiry, mto the aircraft scandal three gentlemen prominently attached to the Aircraft Board and the.Signal
Service, the two bodies under investigation. The reason
advanced for such a remarkable choice of assistants for <A
Mr. Gregory is that these gentlemen are possessed of a ^
vast amount of knowledge concerning the aircraft breakdown and its cause. This is doubtless true, and the information they can furnish, if they will, should be of great"
value to the government. But people who have information to impart about the alleged misconduct of official
bodies with which they themselves have been prominently
identified, and for which they themselves may be held in
a measure responsible, are usually summoned as witnesses, not as assistants to the prosecution, or to sit on the
jury However, not what Mr. Baker has done, but what
Charles E. Hughes thinks and does about what the Secretary of War has done, is the point of real interest at the
present hour.
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Civil and Military Man Power.
We assume of course that Senator
CUMMINS liad a useful purpose in
mind which would be served by a response to his resolution calling upon
five members of the Cabinet and the
Provost Marshal to "confer and report to the Senate" certain information relating to the nation's man
power. It is not obvious how the
officials named can by conference or
by the exercise of any power within
the ordinary scope of their offices give
to the Senate the information called
for in the Senator's third and fourth
"resolves," which read:
"Third: How many men are there, fit
for- military service or for labor, not
within draft age, who are now employed
in hurtful, unnecessary or non-useful
occupations, and what are these occupations.
"Fourth : How many men are there,
fit for military service or for labor, not
within draft age, who do not work regularly in any occupation."

The third calls for economic conclusions which, if they ever could be
agreed upon, would be only the opinions' of five officials too much occupied
with business of urgency to render
conclusive or any other than interesting judgment as to' the hurtfulness,
the necessity, the usefulness of hundreds of occupations. The fourth "resolve" calls for a census of the hobo
and tramp classes, a census no machinery of government has ever been
able to make.
So much of the information nsked
for by Senator CUMMINS as would be
of value in military legislation" will.
it seems probable, develop itself. This
has been so in England and in France.
As the creation of larger forces for
their armies proceeds the occupations
unnecessary for the reasonable needs
of the civil population become apparent, .lust as the greater labor requirements in some occupations necessary for the military forces disclose
themselves.

BAKERWANTS
$12,000,000,000

WILSON TO HAVE
NO-LIMIT ARMY
House Committee Unanimously Votes to Give Him Free
Rein in Draft.

War Secretary Asks $1,500,000,000 Additional for
Ordnance.

FUNDS TO BE AMPLE TOO

$72,020,275 FOR PRACTICE

Appropriation Bill Carrying
$10,500,000,000 to Permit
Shifting of Money. J

Supplemental Estimates Put
In Call for Increase in
Appropriations.
Special Despatch to THE Sex.
May 22.—Supplemental
estimates to the House to-day by Secretary Baker reveal a programme calling
for approximately $12,000r000,000 in appropriations and authorizations for the
ordnance bureau alone.
The estimates submitted to-day ask
for an additional appropriation of $1,500,000,000 for ordnance. This is in
addition to estimates now before the Appropriations Comn/itttee amounting to
approximately $3,000,000,000 and those
before the Military Committee, which is
expected to include about $2,000,000,000
for ordnance in the Regular Army appropriation bill.
For heavy artillery and ammunition
therefor it is provided in the estimates
submitted to-day that more than $3,000,000,000 in excess of the actual appropriations be authorized.
The total authorizations requested by
the War Department, exclusive of such
appropriations, are more than $7,000,000,000, of which amount $6,118,000,000
is under specific items and $1,000,000,000 is under general contract authorizations for ordnance stores and supplies.
The detailed items for which authorizations are asked include:
Manufacture and purchase of ammunition for small arms, $706,186,901; ordnance supplies, $350,299,260 ; small arms
target practice, $S4,073(725.
Manufacture of arms, $207,324,325 ;
automatic rifles, $337,720,000 ; armored
motor cars, $272,422,500.
Account of fortifications—Heavy artillery, $1,063,131,119 ; ammunition for
heavy artillery, $2,701,39.4,437 ; mobile
artillery and maintenance, $323,6S3,834 ;
ammunition for practice, $72,020,275.
WASHINGTON,

Special Despatch to THE SPS.
May 23.—The man
power of the United States was mortgaged to-day by an amendment written
into the army appropriation bill by the
House Committee on Military Affairs
which reads:
WASHINGTON,

The President is hereby authorized
to draft, subject to the provisions of j
the selective draft service act and all
acts amendatory thereto, as many
men from year to year as can be
equipped, trained and used during each
fiscal year until the successful termination of the war.
Adoption of this amendment was by
untnimous vote of the House committee
and constitutes another victory for the
Administration. When Secretary Baker
first proposed that unlimited power be
given to the President to draft men
without reference to specific numbers
opposition, led by Chairman Dent, developed.
Secretary Baker was again before the
House committee to-day and reiterated
his argument that unlimited authority 1
would have a tremendous "psychological
effect" in this country and abroad. Soon
thereafter the House committee adopted
the language which commits Congress to
support an army of any size which the
President may deem necessary, whether
it be 5,000,000 or 10,000,000.
The House committee, completed today the rough draft of the army appropriation bill, and it will be reported Saturday. The bill will carry approximately
$10,500,000,000. This amount is exclusive of the large amounts for heavy
ordnance which will come from, the Appropriations Committee In the fortifications bill and will amount to at least
$3,000,000,000, according to present estimates.
Under pressure of wartime conditions
the Military Committee also adopted, a
legislative rider to the army bill which
practically makes the entire appropriation a "lump sum." This provision goes
even further than the request of the
War Department, which asked for virtual lump sum appropriations for the
Quartermaster and Ordnance bureaus'.
The rider provides that appropriations
for the next fiscal year shall be interchangeable as between bureaus and activities of the War Department; that is,
funds for one bureau or use may be
diverted to another in the event of military necessity. This gives the War Department practically a free hand to
spend the record breaking amount appropriated in any manner which inures
to the successful conduct of the war.

NEW PLANS FOR THE ARMY.
Two measures in the development of
army policy came out of Washington yesterday. Their principal significance is
in the affirmation of this country's firm
resolve to wage the war with all our resources and all our power of organization. The House Committee on Military
Affairs unanimously adopted Secretary
Baker's suggestion of setting no limit to
the number of men the President may
call up under the Draft Law. From the
Provost Marshal-General's office came a
new regulation for a more effective
"combing out" among registrants under
the first draft. The removal of all restrictions on the future size of our army
is of psychological rather than of practical consequence. There is no doubt of
Congress standing ready to authorize as
large a draft as the President asks for.
It has been a question, supposedly, whether the desired effect on the enemy and
on morale at home would be best attained by a vote of millions of men as
they were asked for or by the grant of a
blank check to the Administration. We
cannot get away from concrete figures
when it comes to the voting of appropriations for the army, and we can only reiterate our belief that in the interest of
proper budgetary methods, and perhaps
for the avoidance of unjustified expectations that follow upon the issuance of
blank checks, it would have been better
to speak in stated figures. But the difference is not vital.
Gen. Crowder's regulation concerning
registrants unemployed or not "usefully"
employed involves a principle to which
no serious objection can be raised, provided there is intelligence and justice in
the application of the new ruling. The
provision about habitual idlers need not
detain us long. In this case the new
regulation suspends the deferment which
any registrant may now enjoy as a result of his place in last summer's lottery.
The fact that a registrant stands at the
bottom of the list will not be allowed to
delay his summons to camp if he is shown
to be an economic liability instead of an
asset. Far more important is the problem of non-essential employment. Here
the new regulation, by Executive order,
apparently modifies the provisions of the'
Draft Law regarding dependency. HithL
- exemption for dependency has meant
at however greatly the country needs
a man, his family needs him more. This
principle is maintained, but with the
limitation that the Administration now
assumes the power to decide how a man
may fulfil his duty to his family with a
maximum of usefulness to his country
The argument for this ruling would be
that since the local boards have the power
to withhold exemption altogether, it is a
much smaller step to grant exemption
on certain conditions. Provided the principle is kept in mind that the adjustment
between exemption and prescribed employment must not undo the original reason for exemption, provided, that is the
changes contemplated can be made without undue hardship on the registrant
the new ruling stands justified.
That the authorities at Washington
have foreseen the need for caution in this
respect appears from the Crowder statement:
Where there are compelling domestic
circumstances that would not permit
change of employment by the registrant
without disproportionate hardship to his
dependents, or where a change from non-

useful to useful employment or occupation would necessitate a removal of the
registrant or his family, local boards may
give consideration to the circumstances.
The problem is to see that the local
boards do give consideration. Cases of
exaggerated zeal on the part of local
boards have been far from rare. Men
physically unfit have been sent to camp
after the most perfunctory medical examinations. Ineligible aliens have been
drafted only to be sent back from camp
after much trouble and expense. Cases
of moral intimidation are not altogether
unknown. A clear warning to the local
boards against such errors should be
forthcoming from Washington. There is
all the more need for such precautions,
because the reason for the new ruling is
an economic one. To wrench men out of
employment they are best fitted for, or to
impose hardships on dependents with a
consequent loss of well-being and general
morale, would be economic demobilization
instead of the other thing.
The motive behind the new rule is a
fair one. It aims at luxury occupations.
From the sheer idler and the parasite on
the fads of the public, the gradation narrows to those who minister to the requirementsof the well-to-do and down to those
occupations in which substitutes may be
found among men outside the draft age
and women. This class is perhaps not as
large as one imagines. The draft, or
voluntary enlistment, has cut heavily
into this category. But considerable numbers are still available. One sees an impressively large number of able-bodied
men—perhaps of draft age—in the front
seat of luxurious automobiles. But when
we come down to clerks and store employees there is once more the problem
of discretion in the shifting from nonuseful to useful employment. There may
be men behind the counter who are more
useful there than they would be in a shipyard. Undeniable though the country's
claims are on every man's services in the
place he is best fitted for, it is essential
to the plan that the fittest place shall be
found for him.
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FRIDAY, MAY 24, 19l8
Right of Scrutiny
The controversy between the President
and the Senate over the questions, how,
whether and by whom the conduct of the
war should be investigated has happily
ended with complete victory on both sides.
The Chamberlain resolution, which the
President thought would be tantamount
to a vote of lack of confidence in the government, is killed. But in a very unexexpected way the Senate has reserved to
itself the right and the means to investigate the government's war activities in
its own discretion. This was accomplished by putting the Military Affairs
Committee in funds and leaving it free
to proceed under the old resolution of
inquiry which governed the investigation
of Mr. Baker's work last winter. On
the other hand, it is understood that the
Senate's inquiry into the aircraft situation specifically provided for in the
Chamberlain resolution will not be undertaken. That muddle will be left to Mr.
Hughes. It should be. The Senate Military Committee's authority is permissive, not mandatory. But its right of
scrutiny has been established. Let us
hope that it will not feel obliged again,
as it was last winter, to advertise the
weak spots. Publicity should be the last
resort. The government can very easily
avoid it by taking the committee into its
confidence and keeping it there.

AN ARMY WITHOUT LIMIT
The complainants against the Administration's
army programme had for weeks been sounding
the slogan: Why not an army of 5,000,000? The
reply of the President came in his speech at the
Metropolitan Opera-House in New York last Saturday night when he brought the great audience
bo Its feet with: "Why limit it to 5,000,000?"
The response in Congress to this question is
prompt. Yesterday the House Military Affairs
Committee unanimously agreed to adopt an
amendment to the Army Appropriation Bill "that
the President may at any time call into the military service such forces as are necessary to carry
into effect the provisions of this act."
That means an army without limit. It means
an army in motion to Europe limited In size only
by the volume of shipping, which is now rapidly
increasing from day to day. It means an army in
training at home limited only by this fast-growing capacity of the ocean transport service.
These are limits which cannot be fixed. They
are a changing quantity, but the change has become a successively expanding one. Even the
very recent estimates of the quantity have gone
by the board. The new estimates must be calculated on a more generous scale.
More than 650,000 American troops are now in
I France. Ninety thousand were sent between May
I
I and 10. The full month's record is placed at
250,000; the total ii. France to July 4 at 1,000,000 and to Christmas Day at 2,000,000.
These figures are far beyond what was deemed
possible only a short time ago. They may yet be
exceeded In the actual results. Why limit the
army for Europe to 5,000,000? We are going to
do all we can and we may yet awhile do better
than 5,000,000. It is an army without limit that
is to finish with the German autocracy.
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THE NEW YORK TIMES, THURSDAY, MAY 28, '1918:

2,078,222INARMY;
MILLION MEN NOW
READY MMBARK
Caldwell Tels the House That
90,000 Sailed in First Ten
Days of May.
ALL THOROUGHLY EQUIPPED
America Can Raise 5,000,000
This Year Without Going
Outside of Class 1.
BRITISH EFFORT EXCELLED
Our Front and Force Abroad Bigger
in

Ten

Months Than* Ally's

Was In One Year.

Special to The A'ew York, Times.
WASHINGTON. May 22.—Representative Charles Pope Caldwell of New
York, Democratic member of the Committee on Military Affairs, placed before the House this afternoon a. comprehensive outline of the War Department's military

program

and

accom-

plishments.
Mr. Caldwell's address resulted from
an interchange of letters with Secretary Baker. The statements in it were
approved by the War Department, and
were regarded as a sime-official pronouncement on its affairs.
He said
that in a year, the American Army
would be 4,000,000 or 3,CyO,000 strong.
He declared there were "at present 2,078,223 officers and men under arms,
of whom more than 300,000 were in
France, and 1,000,000 additional were
amply trained to be sent to France as
fast as shipping space could be provided.
The Uniied States, said Mr. Caldwell,
had raised and sent to the fighting
iines in ten months an army larger
than England had found herself able to
provide in a. year, despite the fact that
3,000 miles of submarine-infested Atlantic separated America from France, as
against 30 miles of the English Channel.
HO.000 Wpnt la Ten Days.
During the first ten days of May, the
'Representative said, the United States
sent 80,000 men to Europe.
Mr Caldwell went into a detailed comparison of the man-power strength of
the Central Powers and the allied nations, estimating that the maximum
total of men available to the enemy for
Service was 18,360,000, the. number for
the Allies was 68,870,500. He said that
the United States itself could ia.se
5 000,000 men this year without going
outside Class 1 of the draft.
At the outset of his remarks Mr.
Caldwell read the following letter from
Secretary Baker:

|
I
|
j

" Washington, D. C. May 3, ISIST" My Dear Mr. Caldwell:
" I have read with interest and appreciation your speech in the House on
the subject of aircraft, and am writing
this note to thank you for taking the
trouble to look into the situation and
speak so sympathetically and helpfully.
Oil this and all other parts of the program which the 'v.'ar Department is
carrying out, we are, of course, anxious
to have real facts carefully investigated and frankly stated, and 1 know
of no more useful service than so
candid a statement as you have made
on the subject.
" The country would be helped if you
can find it possible from time to time to
Bet into the Congressional Record the
result of similar inquiries in other parts
of the world, and as you are a member
of the Committee on Military Affairs
and, therefore, have constant contact
with the subject, it may be that you will
find it possible to do this.
" In the meantime, I am sure that you
will feel at liberty to call on me for any
Information I can secure for you on any
subject that you feel inclined to investigate. Cordially,
" NEWTON D. BAKER,
" Secretary of War."

Praises Baiter's Keenness.
" While I have found it impossible to
! agree with Mr.'Baker on many details,"
said Mr. Caldwell, " I must say that I
have found him to have the keenest
mind of any man in public life that it
has ever been my pleasure to come into
intimate association with. I have never
yet cross-examined a man who was
more thoroughly familiar with his subject, more exact in his choice of words,
to differentiate and shade his meaning,
quicker in his response, or who had a
better poise than displayed by Secretary
Baker when under fire in the House and
Senate Military Committees.
" At the outset let me say frankly
that we have made mistakes, yes, grievous mistakes, and had our foresight
been as good as the aftersight of our
critics we might have accomplished
more. But notwithstanding these mistakes and omissions America has done
her share, indeed, more than her share,
for she has done many times more
than any of our allies suspected that
i she was capable of doing and more
| than the greatest enthusiast in America
:
hoped she could do.
" America has raised and equipped a
bigger army in a shorter time and now
holds a greater section of the fighting
front, transporting *her troops 3,000
miles across an infested sea in ten
months, than England was capable of\
doing in twelve months across the English Channel of less than thirty miles.
" When war was declared in April,
1917, the standing army of the United
States consisted of 136.000 officers and
men, many of whom were in the foreign service, and the National Guard
consisted of 164,000 officers and men,
ninny of whom were too old for active
service and a. large part of them physi ically unfit for the work for which they
had volunteered.
" Our experts told us it would take
CoLilnued
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MILLION MEN NOW
READY TO EMBARK
Continued from Page 1, Column ».
two years to raise an army of 1,000.000
men and five years to train the commissioned personnel. It has not been
about one year since the first legislation was parsed authorizing the increase of our army for war purposes.
Total Strength of Army.
" The strength of our military foi-ces
is how as follows:
Men.
Officers.
Regular army
i?'rt?l 504.0)77
78,360
Reserve Corps
iS'J&i
National Guard
iS'SJi 411.002
National army
,...■
g.f?; 510.0*3
Special and technical duty... S.195
150,666
Drafted in April
273,742
Drafted in May
148,328 1,620,804
Total
Grand total
2,078.222
•• So we have today," continued Mr.
Caldwell "an armv of more than 2,ix*i,000 of \Vhieh more than 500,000 have
alreadv been shipped to France and
1,1000,000 more have the necessary training to fit them for foreign service. They
are now waiting for the ships to carry
them over.
" ur critics now complain tnat we
have not done more, yet we have done
In one year twice as much as they
thought we could do in two years."
Mr Caldwell recalled to the attention
of Congress statements by various allied
commissions which, he said, had advised America to send materials, not
men. He continued:
" Under the legislation that Congress
passed in spite of the recommendation
from the Allies, we have already raised
more than 2.000,000 men and early In
the vear 1010 will have 3,000,000 in the
army.
We have now taken the ' Hd
off ' so that President Wilson may have
as great an army as necessity requires
and" our manpower permits.
Notwithstanding the fact that the appropriation measure now pending is drawn

with the view of supporting an array
of only 3,000,000, I am confident that
before many months, deficiency appropriations may be necessary.
We will
probatlv have 4,000,000 or 5.000,000 men
before the end of the next fiscal year."
Mr. Caldwell's estimate of man-power
In America «vas: Two million men now
In the army; 2,000,000 more in Class 1
waiting to be called, and 1,000,000 additional in the class of men who have become 21 this vear. Classes 2, 3, 4, and
5, he said, had 6,000.000 other men, and
there were 3.000,000 boys between 18
and 21. He estimated, therefore, that
if the war lasted until 1024, there would
be 6,000,000 more men, all of Class 1.
He said the total. number of men of
militarv age in 1024 would be 20,000,000,
out of a total population of 125,000,000.
Building of Cantonments.
Mr. Caldivell said that the building of
thirty-two cantonments, made necessary
because there was not enough cloth In
the world to shelter the army planned,
used in ten weeks more human labor
than went into the building of the Panama Canal.
Clothing had been supplied, he said, by taking over carpet,
ducking, and similar factories, so that
" we have now an ample reserve of
every kind of clothing for our soldiers."
" England," declared Mr. Caldwell,
" trained her first million men In citizens' clothes and top hats, with walking
sticks for guns, but notwithstanding our
difficulties, our first million men were
clothed In uniforms and were drilled In
the manual of arms with a rifle."
The delay of the United States for experimenting so that It might get the
best possible rifle was now vindicated,
said Mr. Caldwell; for "production is
now ample" and the rifle is of the
highest quality.
" When General Joffre requested a
small expeditionary force," he concluded, " the critics of the Administration demanded what they thought W.UJ
impossible, that we ship to Fiance 1TI
the first year 50,000 to 100,000 men.
•' In the first ten days of May we
shipped 90,000. Within a year after the
first shipment America will have 1,000,000 of the best fed, best clothed, and
best paid soldiers in France that the
world have every known.
It will have
been trained under the modern conditions, surrounded by the best moral
influences, with the lowest precentage
of disease, and will be served by the
highest motives that actuate men."

-ClUstd^Af &tl^

•' We want to give the President i
everything he asks for." said Representative Fields of Kentucky, ranking i
Democratic member of the committee.
"If he wants 15,000,000 men. he son
have them. If he wants $100,000,000,000,
he can have that. We do not intend
',o limit him in any way. There is no j
limit on the President's decision and no j
appeal from it. except that ongress
mav refuse to make the necessary appropriation? But Congress will not do
this while the war Is in progress, and
therefore, the President, to all intents
and purposes, has the unlimited authority he seeks."
• The policy of the Administration, actPresident Authorized by Amend- ing under this unlimited authority, will
be to keep calling into service and trainment to Draft Constant
ing the drafted men as fast as they can
be transported to Kurope. During the
Stream of New Troops.
first ten days of May. 90,000 soldiers
were sent abroad. At this rate the
American Army will be augmented by^
300.000 each month. But with
APPROVED BY COMMITTEE nearly
more* ships being put into commission
each day, the transportation facilities
are increasing, and as they increase it
Baker Puts Recommendation is proposed to increase the size of the
army. As long as the need for men
exists and until Germany is decisively
Before Members and Vote to
defeated it is the intention, if the bill
in ts present form becomes a law, to
Adopt It Is Unanimous.
keep sendng men over In a constantly
increasing stream. Tentative plans of
War Department contemplate an
ADDED TO THE ARMY BILL the
immediate army of 3.000.000 men.
The bill, as it will be reported, carries
appropriations and authorizations of
Rule Will Be Asked to Prevent about $1:2.000.000,000. The appropriations
amount to something over $0,500,000,000
Defeat In House on a
and the authorizations reach $2,500,000,Point of Order.
OOO. In addition, about $8,000,000,000
for the War Department for heavy artillery is contained in the Fortifications |
Special to the VfM> York Time».
bill, now being considered by the Ap- |
Ralph Hayes, private secre■ WASHINGTON". May 2:s.—On recompropriations Committee.
tary to Secretary of War, who
mendation or Secretary Baker, who aphas been drafted; inspired by
peared before the House Committee on
his trip to France with the
Military Affairs today, the committee
Secretary, he asked that his
agreed to give President Wilson au- j
place in the draft be advanced
00
thorily to raise an army of practically
so he could fight the Hun the
OS
unlimited size.
sooner.
The committee unanimously adopted :
"'-''> •>- rilimdiraif. 1
the language proposed by Secretary j
Baker and assured him that if a point
of order should be made against its
adoption by the House a special rule
would be obtained to force its passage
as part of the Army bill.
The text of the provision which Secre<
tary Baker suggested, incorporated in
the bill to be reported Saturday, reads:
•' The 1'resident is hereby authorized
to draft, subject to the provisions of the
Selective Service act and all acts amendatory thereto, as many men, from year
to year, as can be equipped, trained,
<
and used during each fiscal year until
the successful termination of the war."
This provision gives the President the
extended power he sought, and with
the wide authority conferred by the
overman act to co-ordinate and COMbine bureaus and departments, vastly
enlarges his supervision of the conduct
of the war.
Representative S. Hubert Dent, Chairman of the Military Committee, who
was at, first opposed to giving unlimited
t—i
authority to the President, announced
EH
after the meeting of the committee that
he would abandon his plan to limit the
size of the army to 5,000;006.
As the unlimited power clause in the
Army bill can he eliminated by a point
of order on the ground that it is new
O
legislation, the committee intends to
obtain a. special rule to prevent such
a point being raised successfully. The
point may not be raised if the matter
ie fully presented to the House. Those
who are opposed to the theory of giving the President unlimited authority,
Secretary Baker and our leaders in France. Left to right, seated: Gen.
say that Congress will not lose its
power to prevent the President 'from
Pershing, Secretary of War Baker, Ambassador William G. Sharp; Maj. Gen.
going to an extreme not sanctioned by
Black. Standing, left to right: Capt. de Marenches of the French army,
Congress, yln case the President should
attached to Gen. Pershing's staff; Col. Boyd, Gen. Pershing's chief of staff;
call for an army of a size that may be
too large in the opinion of Congress,
Lieut. Col. Brett, Col. Connor, Commander White, U. S.' N., and .-Ralph A.
they say. Congress could, refuse an apHayes, secretary to Secretary Baker. P hoto made at Gen. Pershing's^ headquarpropriation for the purpose, and thereby
ters in Paris.
limit the President's action.

MAY

AGREE TO GRANT
ARMY AS BIG AS
MAY BE NEEDED
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NE W DRAFT REG ULA TION, UNLESS
CHANGED^WILL STOP BASEBALL
Sports Are Classed as Nonuseful Occupations, But Drastic Ruling Will
Not Be Interpreted Until Test Case Is Made—Diamond Sport Likely to Continue.
By J. V. FITZ GERALD.
The most sweeping and drastic ruling that has ever affected sports in this country was m^e/eS^^y .^^
Marshal General Crowder.
In making an amendment to the selective service regulations hclassfied_hasebalU
boxing, horse racing and all professional sports as "nonuseful" occupations, and as such, those connectedwiththem
who come within the draft ages, are not entitled to deferred classification, whether they have dpendnt-or not,
unless they engage in what the government defines a, useful work. Unless the new ru ing which tak e, effect U y 1.
is amended professional baseball will end on that date. So will boxing in those States in which it is permitted.
Racing, in that enough men connected with that sport are without the draft age, will probably continue.
-<$> r »L sport-encouraging policy was inThe ruling affecting professional <
sports throughout the country is clear.
There can be no mistaking its specific
wording, and, unless it Is amended or
not enforced, it means the end, for the
duration of the war, of sports in the
greatest sport loving nation in the
world. The paragraph in question defining what are not useful occupations
and which puts professional athletes in
the class of nonuseful workers follows:
"Persons, including ushers and other
attendant*, engaged nnd occupied in
and in connection Tilth B»me», .sports
and amusements, excepting actual performers In legitimate concerts, operas,
or theatrical performances."
,
No ruling as to wliether baseball
players or persons engaged in golf,
tennis, or any other sport, under the
regulations regarding idlers and non- |
essential pursuits, will q/e made until ,
a specific case has been appealed to the
provost marshal general's office, the
"War Department announced last night. |

Gen. Crowder's Sxplanation.

RACING WON'T BE AFFECTED,
IS DANGERFIELD'S BELIEF
New York, May 33.—The amendments to the selective service regulations announced today by Provost MnrshnI General Crowder will
not affect the sport of hone racing, in the opinion of Assistant
Secretary Algernon Dalngerfleld, of
the Jockey Club.
In a statement here tonight he
said that the majority of trainers
were over the draft age, while
most of the Jockeys, stable boys
nnd other employes were either
under the draft age, underweight
or underhcight for military service.
All the jockeys included in the
selective draft, he said, have filed
their questionnaires.

dicated last summer when Secret
Baker" loV the colleges to go ahead
with athletic programs, with the addea
advice that in that way they couia
serve the nation by making its young
men better material for war purposes
Shortly after. President Wilson de
clared that there was «° r^s°aJs°r
the baseball parks closing their gates.

Will Require Change in Ruling.
If government officials Relieve that
1„ war times those left at home should
be furnished with a means of recrea
tion. as they have indicated, there is no
danger ot baseball coming to an end
on July 1 But it will take an amend- |
n ent or favorable interpretation of the
new regulation to allow the sport to go
on A? it stands the new ruling specifically enough puts baseball along
with other professional sports in the
categoryy of nonuseful occupations.
C
Wnen Great Britain entered the world
war sports there languished under dis
couragement from official sources for a
Ume Then it was found that outdoor
lames were necessary to furnish soldie•on leave, and those injured as well
aS the stay-at-homes with recreation
and relaxation from the strain of war.

Provost Marshal C . neral Crowder explained this point a follows:
"The presidential regulations provide
that the provost marshal general may
Issue necessary instructions and inter- | ■
Would rut End to Baseball.
Ipretations to local and district boards .
h
questlon couid not be
If
the attitude
If 1the
IIP government
EUVt'Mlino it holds
**
ell.
through State headquarters whenever i Sf,po»ed of until all the facts relating that
sports do not constitute a useful j f
such interpretations or instructions are , ^"X 0f?ec" upon the baseball busitheir
.
requested in connection with a speciflc n B
brought out through a
case. This regulation has been strictly I " ££
adhered to and the provost marshal ! ^ gecr(?tarv djd not profess to know
^Vtbe-m^Se^gurpSe^X
general's office has invariably declined
serious,y application of the rule
to interpret the President s regulation ]
feasional baH players would af
have been left after the heavy inroads
except officially for the direction and ,
J
He did not know that the draft already has made on organ
lea£?ues
guidance of the local and district boaids „ large majority of the major league
zed baseball, have been graced de
and State adjutants general
players were of draft age and were exred classification on thSr°un^out
"No interpretation of the new regu- empted only because of dependents, but, fer
having dependents. At best onl»
lations and no expression of opinion as on the contrary, was under the im- 10 per cent of the players are not in
to whether or not one or another sport pression that most of them were outthe draft ages.
,
. ft
or game is included will be made until side the draft limits.
Not enough players would be left
a specific case is presented through ofGood Chance for Sport to Lire.
ficial channels."
Millions of dollars are invested in
Will Consider Baseball Interests.
organized baseball, and if the governThat baseball, as a business institu- ment considers this and the fact that
tion, will enter into the government's the new regulation would ruin a busidecision on the question was indicated ness enterprise there is little question
by Secretary of War Baker yesterday. that the ruling will be amended
He explained that the status of baseball so as to allow the sport to continue.
players had been discussed before the Over and above this the policy of the
regulation was approved, and it was government is to encourage rather
than discourage sports in war times,
and the combination is likely to let
baseball live.
<■•>
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America?s Big Army.
In the Congressional Record appears a
most illuminating and informative speech
by Representative Charles P. Caldwell, of
New York, recounting what has been accomplished during the last year in preparing for participation in the war and giving a detailed statement of the present
strength of the American army. As Mr.
Caldwell is a member of the House committee on military affairs and has been
commended by Secretary of War Baker
for previous speeches on matters affecting
the War Department, it may be assumed
that he speaks by the book and that his
information comes from official sources.
Mr. Caldwell shows that the United
States now has an army of 2,038,222 of-.
fleers and men, made up as follows: Regular army, 10,295 officers, 504,677 men;
reserve corps, 79,038 officers, 78,560 men;
national guard, 16,906 officers, 411,952
men; national army, 33,894 officers, 510,963 men; on special and technical duty,
8,195 officers; drafted in April, 150,000
men; drafted in May, 23 3,742 men. Of
this total, 500,000 have been shipped to
France and 1,000,000 more have had the
necessary training to fit them for foreign j
service. Mr. Caldwell Indulges in this prediction: "We will probably have between
4,000,000 and 5,000,000 men before the
end of the next fiscal year."
The wonderful accomplishment of the
United States in raising an army is appreciated in the light of these figures. Mr.
Caldwell comments upon it thus: "America has raised and equipped a bigger army
in shorter time and now holds a greater
section of the fighting front, transporting
her forces 3,000 miles across an infested
sea, in ten months than England was capable of doing in twelve months across the
English Channel of less than 30 miles.
We began with less, went farther and arrived with more in shorter time."
It is pointed out that when Marshal
Joffre came to the United States he requested that there be sent to France a
small expeditionary force of 50,000 to
100,000 men to hearten the people and as
an earnest of American intentions. The
critics declared it would be impossible to
do this the first year. Nevertheless,
"within one year after the first shipment
America will have an army of 1,000,000
men in France."
To show a comparison of the available
man power of the central powers and the
allies, Mr. Caldwell submits tables giving
the number of males between the ages of
18 and 44, inclusive, in each country. Estimating 70 per cent of these fit for military duty, the total man power of the central powers is 18,360,000 men and that of
the allies 68,879,500 men. These are divided as follows: Central powers—Austria-Hungary, 6,500,000; Bulgaria, 560,000; Germany (continental), 9,000,000;
Ottoman empire, 2,300,000. Allies—Australia, 595,000; Canada, 892,500; France,
4,640,000; Great Britain, 5,474,000; India, 37,800,000; Italy, 4,284,000; Japan,
1,390,000; New Zealand, 142,800; Portugal, 714,000; Serbia, 333,200; South
Africa, 714,000; United States, 11,| 900,000.

The losses in the German army during
the four years of war amount to about
3,000,000, it is stated, which is approximately equaled by the number of young
men who have reached military age in
that period. Mr. Caldwell says the weakening of the German forces lies in the
scarcity of food among the people, the
sacrifices they have been forced to make
and in the discharge of old men called to
the colors. "America will not begin to
discharge her men on account of advanced
years for twenty years," he says. "In other
words, the man power of America will get
stronger and the man power of the enemy
must get weaker for the next twenty years
if by any chance the war should last that
long."
Mr. Caldwell in his speech has made a
valuable contribution to the fund of information regarding the war. It will be
very encouraging to the public to learn
that so much has been accomplished in
the first year, and it will strengthen their
faith in an early triumph.
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Secretary Baker and Genera, Pershing Watching, the Operation of an Anti
Airr ^tt Gun at an Officers' Training School.

I On this theory there were strong in- .. The exemptions themselves fall Into
1918 aications yesterday ••• that professional. two conspiCuous categories—dependbaseball would not he so seriously af- ene and industrial employment. One
fected as to bar the big league games protects domestic relations, the other
or disintegrate the national pastime.
the economic interests of the nation.
Between the two there is an inevitable
Discretion Allowed Boards.
hiatus, for it is demonstrably true that
In carrying out the plan after July 1 thousands, if not millions, of dependthe local boards will have a certain ency exemptions have no effect of inamount of discretion and cases will be dustrial protection whatever.
"One of the unanswerable criticisms
decided on their individual merits.
For example, a clerk in a dry goods of the draft has been that it takes men
store has been exempted because he had from the farms and from all useful
a wife and two children. He is called employments and marches them past
before the local board and given his crowds of idlers and loafers away from
choice of a useful pursuit or the army. the army.
His work as clerk can be done by a man
Regulation Plain, He Says.
over draft age or by a girl. He is ablebodied and could put his services at the
"The remedy is simple—to couple the
more . dustrlal basi8 wjth other grounds for
nation's disposal in many ways more
to require that any
The "work or flght" regulations of profitably to the general welfare than exemptlon
and
exempt. __
man pleading exemption on any ground
Gen. Growder were, however, the sa- by continuing behind the counter.
1
His plea that he must support his
lient feature of the day's developments. family and therefore stick to his Job shall also show that he is contributing
effectively to the industrial welfare of -,
So broad is the scope and so many will not prevail, when it is clear that the nation.
.
"The regulation itself makes plain
are the ramifications that it took some he can equally well support his family
by taking one of many jobs open to him the determination of the War Departtime before the public generally be- in shipbuilding or industrial plants, on
gan to grasp the real significance of the farm, &c. The board in a case like l mei
ent. The great organization of local
this would have little difficulty in de- I andd district boards, which has already
what had happened.
ciding.
accomplished^ notable work, may be
End of Many Exemptions.
Not to Work Hardships.
relied upon to catch the spirit of the
Idlers, and all men of draft age now
On the other hand, an able-bodied man ] movement, and sorely needed manengaged in what the government terms
of draft age may be a clerk in a hotel
nonuseful
occupations,
are
to
be in a town where there happens to be power will soon be flowing Into the
field of useful endeavor or into the
obliged to report to local hoards, which no opportunity for other work which
will decide the question of whether will support his family. He is willing other direction of military strength.
to enter into more useful occupation
Features in Army Bill.
they are to be considered as contributif he can find it.
ing to the general welfare or are to
But he owns his house and cannot
After Secretary Baker had completed
take his family away without obvious his hearing before the House military
be drafted Into the army.
The all-Important point, and the hardship and injustice. In a case like affairs committee the committee comthis the board raay decide to permit pleted the army bill with provision
crux of the new ruling, is that claims him to remain at his present duties.
for the pay of 3,000,000 men and with
Persons of Draft Age in Nonessential foi ■?.::'err :
-n *^e ^--iiind of having
In other cases men of draft age may ordnance appropriations for an army
be
employed
in
night
work
or
in
some
Industries Must Take Up "Useful depend'
of 4,000,000.
way that calls for able-bodied men inThe bill will be laid before the House
It will c.
' nu di-»rence whether stead of men less physically fit or woWork or Enter the Fighting
carrying a total of $9,569,129,000 of acthe person called before th" bo^rd has men. It might well be that he would tual appropriations and authorization
Forces—Sports Are Included, but been put into a deferred classification be allowed to remain.
for contracts amounting to $2,464,416,It is certain that the government is 000 additional.
Regulations Relating to Baseball because of dependents or not.
not going to work injustice or hardship
After leaving the committee room Mr.
He will now be informed that the
n the plan if it can be avoided
Are Held Up For Decision in
Baker said:
only men allowed to plead exemption
Explaining the new regulation and
"I recommended to the committee an
Speciflo Oases—Gregory Announces on any ground are those who can show the necessity for it, Gen. Crowder said increase
of the President's power so
"The war has so far disorganized the that he may call out such number of
Drastic Campaign Against AH that they are contributing effectively normal adjustment of industrial man
men
as
he
finds himself able to train,
Slackers—Official Statement Issued to the industrial welfare of the nation. power as to prevent the enormous in- equip and use to bring about a successdustrial
output
and
national
organizaful termination of the war. That is what
Must Work or Fight.
by the Department.
tion necessary to success There is a is before the committee."
It means work or flght. Even if a
Mr. Baker indicated later that he
popular demand for organization of
man now is at the bottom of Class 1 or
■, but no direct draft could had not taken up the question of increasing
the draft age. It is estimated
in. Class 4 (thereby expecting not to be
be imposed at present. Steps to pro- that an army of 5,000,000 could be
By ALBERT W. FOX.
called in the near future), he may be hibit idleness and noneffective occupaDrastic . regulations, which will given a new number in Class 1 and sent tion will be welcomed by our people. raised without changing the draft age.
We shall give the idlers and men not
Statement By Gregory.
force every able-bodied man of at once into the military service.
effectively employed the choice between
In his statement concerning slackers,
First on the list of persons subject military service and effective employdraft age to either contribute by his
Attorney General said:
"It has
work to the welfare of the nation or to the new regulations come idlers, or ment. Every man in the draft age at the
been brought to my attention that a
least must work or flght.
what
the
government
terms
idlers
for
flight, were announced yesterday by
"This is not alone a war of military number of men of conscription age
maneuver.. It Is a deadly contest of have left, and that even now occasionProvost Marshal General Crowder. the occasion.
Besides loafers and men with no
and mechanics.
Germany ally others are leaving the country to
The plan becomes effective on July 1. occupation, there are included under industries
must not be thought of as merely pos- evade military service.
It will affect countless families in all this head gamblers, employes and at- sessing an army, we must think of her "Slackers » « • are presumably laboring under the delusion that by securing
parts of the country and directly tendants of bucket shops and race as being an army—an army in which a temporary residence in another counevery factory and loom in the empire
concern upward of 750;u00 young tracks, fortune tellers, clairvoyants, is a recognized part in a complete ma- try for the duration of the war they
chine running night and day at terrific may escape their military obligations,
men between the ages of 21 and 31 palmists, &c.
and upon the termination of the war
line are waiters, club at- speed. We must make of ourselves the may return here to enjoy the fruits of
who otherwise would for the present
same sort of effective machine.
artenders, theater ushers and
sacrifice in which they had no part.
have been exempt because of their
"When this struggle is completed,
Must Make Selves Effective.
passenger elevator operdeferred classification on the nation's
however, such men on seeking admisdants and clerks in hotels
"It is not enough to ask what would sion to the United States will And that
roll of needed man-power.
happen if every man in the nation turn- it will be necessary for them to stand
domestic servants, &c.
That the nation will be stirred
1st, set forth in detail in Gen. ed his hand to effective work. We must trial on indictments charging them
from coast to coast by the regula- Crowder's statement, is not so specific make ourselves effective. We must or- with violations of the selective service
ganize for the future. We must make act.
These trials will be vigorously
tions is certain. But it will be stirred that l^liminates the possibility of in- vast withdrawals for the army and im- Iprosecuted
and the maximum penalty
in the interest of the great cause cluding^ many other occupations not mediately close up the ranks of indus- (provided by the act will be urged upon
try
behind
the
gap
with
an
acceleratwhich, after all, is every loyal Amer- mentioned Besides, it Is stated that ing production of every useful thing in conviction.
the list of nonuseful ^pcupations may necessary measure. How is this to be
Others Who Face Prosecution.
ican's chief consideration.
be expanded by the government at any done?
"The passage of time will not preCalls for Great-Army.
time.
"The answer Is plain. The first step vent the bringing of prosecutions. Such
It was first intimated from Gen. toward the solution of the difficulty is nonregistfants and delinquents either
Shortly after the announcement of
Crowder's office that baseball players, to prohibit engagement by able-bodied must return for military service or bethis plan to put' the nation on a real
as well as jockeys, professional golfers. men in the field of hurtful employment, come permanent expatriates with all
war basis came the news that Secre&c, would be affected. This brouaj^^ idleness or ineffectual employment, and future rights of United States citizenflood of inquiries concerning the__lfHWi thus induce and persuade the vast wast- ship denied them. The government at
tary of War Baker had asked and obtion with respect to baseball particu-1 ed excess into useful fields.
no time hereafter will be inclined to
tained the sanction of the House mililarly The national game seemed doomed j"
grant any general amnesty to such
tary affairs committee for President
so far as professional games were conImprovement of the Draft.
men.
oerned but the War Department later
Wilson to be authorized to call to the
"It should also be clearly understood
"The very situation we are now conissued a statement as follows:
by the general public that whoever ascolors all men of draft age who can
"No ruling as to whether baseball sidering, however, offers great possibil- sists another to escape from the counbe equipped and trained. Pay for an
ities in improvement of the draft as try to evade military service, or whoplayers or persons engaged in golf, tennis or any other sport, come under the well as great possibilities for the com- ever assists to maintain in a foreign
army of 3,000,000 and appropriations for
regulations regarding idlers and non- position of the labor situation by effec- country one who has fled to escape
an army of 4,000,000 were speedily aressential pursuits will be made until a tive administration of the draft. Con- military service is guilty of a violation
ranged for.
specific case has been appealed ito tne sidering the selective service law, we of the espionage act and upon convicMeanwhile Attorney General Gregory
see two principal causes of deferment tion becomes liable to the full penalties
Provost Marshal General's office.
Secretary of War Baker pointed out of the call to military service—exemp- imposed thereby."
tightened the grip on the slackers by
that theatrical pertormers were ex- tion and the order numbers assigned
announcing that those who leave the
empted from the regulations because by lot.
country to escape the draft will be
the people should not be called upon
to do away with amusement generally
prosecuted under the selective service
in war time. Legitimate amusements
act on their return.
are therefore not going to be curtailed
than, can be helped.
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CROWDERJN DRAFT RULE,
CALLS MEN TO COLORS
FROM NONUSEFUL TASKS
Baker in Meantime Arranges
for Army of 4,000,000 Men.

PUTS END TO EXEMPTIONS

Marshal General's New Order
Affects 750,000 Selectives.

EVERY "IDLER" IS INCLUDED

All of Draft Age Will
Be Called From These
Jobs to the U. S. Army
After July 1 all persons
of draft age engaged in the
following occupations, which
are held by Provost Marshal General Crowder to be
nonuseful, must furnish
a satisfactory explanation
or "be inducted into the
military service of the
United States:"
Persons engaged in the
serving of food and drink,
or either, in public places,
including hotels and hotel
clubs.
Passenger elevator opera
tors and attendants, doormen, footmen, and other
attendants of clube, hotels,
stores
and
apartment
houses, office buildings, and
bath houses.
Persons, including ushers
and other attendants engaged and occupied in connection with games, sports,
and amusements, except
actual performers in legiti
mate concerts, operas, or
theatrical performances.
Persons employed in do
mestic service.
Sales clerks and other
clerks employed in stores
and other mercantile estab
lishments.
The list may be further
extended.
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Military Committee Is Unanimously in Favor of Reed's
Resolution

Giving

President

Power to Do So at Will.
BAKER WANTS AGE LIMIT

MAY

25.

1918.

Over 7.000,000 to Dr«w From.
There probably are 7.500,000 men
between the ages of forty and fiftyfive, and many thousands of them
already attested their desire to serve
bv bombarding the department, with
applications: While the great majority of the men in this class undoubtedlv will be restrained from
enllsting'bv family and Ujjsiness ties,
the number at liberty to join the
colors is expected to be more than
sufficient to meet the purpose in
view.
Staff Corps Posts include many
duties behind the front. Every headquarters unit includes a number of
places for which the older men would
be just as well suited as the present
occupants who. under the new plan,
would be released for line duty.
Official estimates are that a -modern
army to be maintained as an efficient
unit" must have between 40 and 45 per
cent, of its actual strength on duty
behind the fighting zone. This means
that of the first 1,000,000 men sent
to
Prance, 400,000 serve alonpr the l!ue of
communication, in hospitals or at the
various headquarters and debarkation
bases.

RAISED FROM 40 TO 55 YEARS
Secretary Sends Congress Draft
of Bill Embodying His ViewsWrites Speaker Clark, Asking
That It Be Pushed.
WASHINGTON, May 24.—The Senate Military Committee unanimously
went on record to-day in favor of a
large expansion of the army. It
ordered a favorable report on a resolution by Senator Reed of Missouri
declaring for an increase of 3,000,000
men.
By the resolution "the President is
authorized in his discretion and at
s'uc htime as he may determine to
raise and begin the training of an
additional force of 3,000,000 men." who
are "to be called- for training at such
times and in such numbers as the
President may direct,"
Measure Will He Hastened.
Senator Reed announced that he
would probably report the bill to the
Senate nest Monday and endeavor to
j have it considered at an early date.
I The House Military Committee already has added to the Army Bill an
administration provision giving unlimited authority to the President to
raise an army of whatever size is
needed.
I Another move toward full utilization of the country's man-power was
made to-day when. Secretary Baker
sent to Congress the draft of a bill
proposing- to raise the maximum age
limit for voluntary enlistment in the
army from forty to fifty-five years.
All men over forty so enlisted would
■be assigned to non-combatant service. In a letter to Speaker Clark
askmg that the bill be pushed Secretary Baker said:
"Every man above the age of forty
years who is enlisted in non-combatant branches of the service . will
make available for duty with the line
troons a man within the prescribed
age limit for all troops.
■ "Many men whose long experience
as mechanics and artisans will make
them particularly valuable to the
various staff corps and departments
•may be thus secured instead of
younger men without such experience
and the efficiency of the staff corps
and the departments thus will be increased."
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After July 1 All Idling Must End
in the Nation, and Even Those
Who Are Now Engaged Must
Find Occupations Which Will
Help

Win

the

War—Gen.

Crowder Issues Order.
TAKES MEN AWAY FROM
MANY LINES OF TRADE.
Baseball Players and Actors
Among Those Who May Be Affected—All in Domestic Service Are Called—Draft Age
May Be Raised to 40 or 45—
Women's Field Grows Wider.
By Herbert Bayard Swope.
WASHINGTON,
May
23.—Conscription of labor up to to-day had
been a subject of academic discussion, in which the undoubted economic merit was a lesser factor of
consideration, than the fear that its
adoption would be inexpedient because of the social unrest that it
might create.
An announcement issued by Secretary of War Baker through Provost Marshal General Crowder this
afternoon contained the news that
the problem had been at last partially solved, and in a manner as
simple as it promises to be effective.
It is that hereafter all men of draft
age who have been placed in deferred
classifications must be engaged in
useful .war-helping work. Otherwise
their exemptions are to be cancelled
and they are to be made immediately
available for military purposes. The
number of men affected by the ruling
will reach, it is estimated, 500,000.
In addition to this group those who
have drawn late numbers and who
are expecti/ng their call to the colors
must find work of a war nature while
they are waiting for the final summons.
E3eet of the Vew Order.
The immediate effect of the order
will toe to release from, non-essential
industries practically all the men
ranging from twenty-one to thirty one years of age. By a process of
distribution to be worked out in conjunction with the Department of Labor, the men thus freed will be allocated among those industries whose
welfare, is bound up with the winning;

Provost Marshal General has
SnffrnHTtstN Are Encouraged.
j For example, a floorwalker who definitely declined to commit himself
With the heavy dilution of labor
t nay have been placed in Class IV., on the subject of baseball players,
t ecause he has a wife and children saying- he would meet each individual through the employment of women
case as-it arose, but my information that will be inevitable upon the end ependent upon him, will have to find Is that because the War Department , actment of the' rule, Suffrage will
„ ork in one of the preferred war in- regards entertainment as being es take on new importance and the
dustries, so that his efforts would be sential in time of war, actors and leaders of the cause are preparing
co", nduclve to the main business of the baseball players will escape conscrip- to make the most of it. They hope
tion during the period of their actual the President may be moved to defiIf he does performances.
Na tion winning the war.
nite action in favor of the amendnot engage in such occupation the
Under this method, a baseball man ment now pending in the'Senate in
classification previously given him would be permitted to play for a view of the new development. With
, K Q„+™naHrallv cancelled and seven-months season and compel!lied this in view, an appeal is to be made
will, be automatlc^^,„cf"„e' ... .,, to go into industry for the other fi ve to him that he use his personal In^0J£hs;"Ant, tne actors who are idle fluence to obtain the passage of the
he illl become immediately available
for oiutright military duty. Precisely dur;ng the summer months must fol bill which is now set down for a vote
the s\ame process is to toe followed |ow the same course,
on May 28.:
Them- Not "Useful Occupations."
It is important to draw attention to
,-ith i cUers who, for one reason or an1
the fact that before the promulgation
Continuing
with
the
vocations
that
other, have been given deferred clasare found to be non-productive, the of the regulation there had been sevsiflcatk ma.
list includes gamblers of all descrip- eral conferences with labor leaders.
II
"Wa» -work or fight" fairly we
tions, and employees and attendants They expressed themselves as in sym; phrases, the new rule. It is, broadly of bucketshops and race tracks, for pathy with the proposition because
dment to and qualification of i tune tellers• Palmtett, and the like. In they realized that, while it would inan amei\
the eye of the regulation, all of these crease the supply of labor in heretothe prei. ious regulations governing classes are considered' to be idlers.
fore restricted fields and might thereOther classes affected are waiters by cause a readjustment of wages,
the draft. " amounts to an extenon the other hand it is bound to have
and
bartenders,
bus
boys,
cooks
sion of Uie present rule concerning
kitchen helpers and others working in i
effect upon the cost of living,
industrial \ exemptions, widened so as hotels, clubs and restaurants; passen- i an
which may be reduced by the increase
r
to bring ^ ithin its limits all of the per elevator operators, doormen, foot- m the supply of staples.
Further,
draftees wit o might otherwise be ex- men, butlers and that kind; ushers,they realize that it is a matter of
prime
value
in
the
war
programme.
and
other
attendants
at
performempted on t he ground of dependents.
ances; all forms of domestic service
In lA orce on July X.
and all salesclerks and other clerks
After the x'tew provision becomes employed in shops.
The immediate effect of the regueffective, on J uly 1. the first quests lation will be to take all men out of
to be asked of ^ a draftee will not toucn thoge c|asS9S of work that can be
on his social c\mdition, but will con- O.one as well by women,
Apart from the physical advantage I
cern itself wittt his industrial status. that
the man-power will gain, the'
He will not be. asked first if he is
new rule will have an undoubted psymarried, has chiX dren, but at what he chological effect. It will broaden and
is working. If hd, be in the proscribe! intensify the war spirit; it will bring
classes, then nothing short of an ac- home to every one that the war is
tual physical dUsai'Utty can defer hft being fought by. the nation and not
merely by an army; it will make the
military obligation\ unless he chaflffest; peoJ>]^ reaUze that each of them
■ ,_ _r~~i i
rr^—'
J ... . .— playing a part in aiding a victory
ims. work from the non-essential to
Makra Labor Compulsory.
those enterprises whose success afThe plan follows the lines of Ger- ;
fects our military preparations.
many, where through the operation
Through the operation of the rule of the Man-Power Bill, which makes
Women will be projected into the va- labor compulsory, every person in the
empire is made a part of the vast
rious fields of work heretofore largely war machine. We are now trying to
restricted to men. Those who are fa- beat the Germans at their own game
Iniliar with the situation are sure and in our struggle to put an end to
their dream of world-dominance we
this is but the 'beginning-of a move- must
profit by those things that have
ment that will end in what may be helped them.
Gen. Crowder makes a reference to
Called universal conscription. To all.
intents that condition is already the lesson that Germany is teaching
in the statement he made to-day,
achieved through the new rule which which is printed irt another column.
gives ' the draft boards complete One very significant point that must
power over ail men now within the not be overlooked concerns the graddraft age. Instead of limiting the ual widening of the useless list. The
Provost Marshal General brings it out
authority of the boards to the ques- j in these words:
tlon of military service, they now be"It is expected that the list of noncome supreme in the matter of with- useful occupations will be extended
from
time to time as necessity wiil
drawing -labor from the useless unrequire so as to include persons in
dertakings and shifting it to the use- other employment.
ful ones.
Was Modified by Wilson.
May Extend draft Age.
While it is 'made clear what vocaThe belief Is general in well in- tions are considered among the nonformed circles that it will not be long useful type, nothing has been said yet
as to the sort of helpful industries to
before the draft age is raised to forty which the withdrawn labor is to be
or forty-five, and with that proposi- diverted. However, it is reasonable
tion will go the corollary governing to suppose that the distribution will
be made among those industries which
the distribution of workers among the have been given preferential treatuseful industries. ,.
ment by the War industries Board.
What are the useful industries? The industries in'this class have been
That Is a question that the Secretary given the preference in the matter of
fuel and transportation, and mow they
cf War and the Provost Marshal Gen- are to be given preference in the
eral find easier to answer by negation matter of that labor which is to be
lather than by affirmation. In to- separated from the less essential unday's statement the beginning of the dertakings.
The details of the plan have been
jndex of usefulness is made.
worked very largely by Brig. Gen.
In that class are placed habitual Hugh S. Johnson, who was Deputy
idlers, or men who idle for more than Provost Marshal General and is now
a week at a time, not counting their associated with Major Gen. Goethals
In the Quartermaster's Department
regular vacations. Here lies the nub- and is a member of the Priorities
bin of the matter regarding actors Committee of the War Industries
and baseball players. The rule will Board. He has been at work on the
probably be interpreted as finding scheme for some time past.
As originally laid down it was
them engaged in proper activities as
long as they work, but during their wider thjan the present limits, but
long periods of idleness they will be there seems little doubt that evencompelled to go into jobs of a helpful tually the "process will take on the
breadth first intended. The modificanature.
tions were made at the suggestion of
the President.

The Advocate

CLEVELAND
May 25, 1918

HERE AND THERE.
While Colored soldiers of the 15th New York regiment were
winning the coveted French croix de guerre for magnificent heroism.
in order "to make the world safe for democracy," down in Georgia
barbarian whites were lynching a Colored man and woman. What a
difference between here and there! What a difference in the brand
of patriotism of Georgia crackers and fighting black patriots!
NOT A LIABILITY.
In his address at Columbus, O., at a meeting presided over by
the mayor of the city, and graced with the presence of the governor
of the state, Emmett J. Scott forcibly declared "Our race is not a
liability."
Every now and then some man coins an expression that goes
speeding down the corridors of time, to be quoted in after years.
That sentence uttered by Mr. Scott will be one of those long-lived
expressions. And Mr. Scott, throughout his address, made not a
single apology for the withholding of justice from the race. His
address was sanely radical. It gave to the race in Ohio a better
idea of the man who is courageously doing his bit, who, as Governor
Cox said, "is doing as much as any man in this country to help win
this war."
SECRETARY OF WAR BAKER.
/
The Advocate in the interest of the race it represents, and to
whom it owes a duty no less than to our common country, has been
impelled, at times, to criticise the War Department, under Secretary
Baker's administration, for what we, and the race, conceived to be
injustice to the Colored soldiers and to the race.
We have no apology to make for our criticism, made in good
faith, and with an eye singled to increasing—if that were possible—
the patriotism of the race.
As Secretary Baker hailed from Ohio, and from the city in which
The Advocate is published—from a municipality in which the race
gets nearly an even break, we, perhaps, expected too much of him,
without taking into consideration the red tape and present prejudices
prevalent in many bureaus at the National Capitol. However, a
newspaper, if it is a true exponent of the people, and if its policy is
one of the greatest good to the greatest number, must praise good
deeds with the equal force and sincerity it criticises injustice.
We, and the race, were buoyed up with the initial announcement
of the War Department that Colored troops would be commanded
by Colored officers "possibly" up to colonels. When this promise
failed of execution we felt impelled to voice criticism. When our
soldiers, whose services were tendered as eagerly as were those of
the whites for this war, were subjected to discrimination by departments and officers, we felt we would be false to the race did we
remain silent.
There is no sedition in a Colored man's complaints and criticism.
fhey are born of a desire to secure justice in order that the morale
of the race may be increased for more effective service to the
country.
While Secretary Baker's department has not given the race the
Colored patriots in the army—all we deserve, we are free to confess
that, under the present administration, practically everything we
have secured in the way of justice, and a square deal, has come to
us through Mr. Baker's department, and because of him. For this
we are grateful—we appreciate the half-loaf while abandoning not a
single claim for the deserved and merited "whole-loaf."
Under Secretary Baker we have Mr. Emmett J. Scott, that tireless indefatigable worker for full and complete justice for the race
ii,e ^rVT^r?£aUiearly one thousand commissioned Colored officers.
We OUGHT TO HAVE MORE; we ought to have an adequate
number of majors and colonels—we even ought to have a -jeneral
by the promotion of Colonel Charles Young.
Even Secretary Baker, assumed to be supreme in his department has his limitations. His move on the checkerboard is frequently blocked by hurtful traditions; by prejudiced bureau heads
and ^vision commanders whom, even with their mean antipathy
towards the race are necessary to the conduct of the War Department in this terrible, horrible, history-making war
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With more than eighty thousand oi "cur own" boys NOW
under the colors; with more than that number yet to be called, and
with fully twenty-five thousand of our kith and kin now "over there"
in France, this war is brought home to US; it is no less our war than
it is the white man's war. We ought, therefore, be inspired, as we
are, to bur supreme duty.
While The Advocate will NEVER abandon its insistence for
justice for the race—justice for our black patriots who have gone,
and are going to the front, nevertheless we will not hesitate to "render unto Caesar what is due him"; will never hesitate to express
praise and thanks for beneficent impulses and beneficent deeds. For
that reason we extend to Secretary Baker thanks for what we have
received under, and through him.
A patriotically inspired contention for justice; insistence for the
rights and privileges the Constitution confers, while at the same
time doing our bit with a cheerfulness and heroism equal to the imperious scions of the "Sons of the Confederacv" who now rule, is
NOT SEDITION.
"Time works wonders." Let us hope that Time will yet enable
Secretary Baker to invoke EQUAL JUSTICE for patriots, WITHOUT DIFFERENTIATING BETWEEN WHITE AND COLORED. We may be excused for being- impatient for the reason that
a people that has labored for three hundred years to merit ONLY
justice has a right to be impatient when it is withheld.
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* American Soldiers to Help on Italian Front,
Secretary Baker Says in New York Address
In the course of his address at the celebration of the third anniversary of Italy's
entrance into the war held at the Metropolitan Opera House, New York, on Friday evening, May 24, Secretary of War
Baker said in part:
During my visit to Italy I had the
"' honor of meeting Gen. Diaz, the Italian commander in chief, and the
members of his staff at the Italian
military headquarters. The general
showed me a series of photographs
pieced together to make a continuous
picture of the entire Italian front.
Marvelous Engineering Feats.
For the major part of the line the
opposing armies occupied opposite
mountain ranges, a wild, spectacular
country with peaks lifting their
snow-capped heads seemingly beyond
the reach of man's military effort;
peaks up which no roads could be
laid, starting suddenly from valleys
of forbidding depth, and yet the won-,
derf ul engineering skill of the Italian
soldiers, bv one extraordinary device
on another, has.scaled these peaks
and crowned them with big guns and
arranged by cableways .supply systems of ammunition for the guns and
subsistence for the men until these
mountains literally bristle with
Italy's defenders armed with modern
and*powerful weapons.
Passing out of the mountain region
and into-the Venetian plain, Italy's
line of battle takes the form of modern trench warfare, and the great
armies of Italy have constructed a
system of trench protection which
when one enters them swarm with
soldiers on the alert, armed with machine guns and rifles, protected by
artillery and overhead by the daring
aviators, who control, observe, and
attack in airships built in Italian factories and manned by as skillful and
brave a group of men as have entered
this newest and most perilous of services in any of the armies.
At the front and throughout Italy
I was made to feel a very warm and

sympathetic feeling for America and
Americans. I saw many Italian soldiers who had spent some time in
the United States, many others who
had friends or relatives here, and
both the soldiers and the civilian
population showed an enthusiastic
friendliness for America; indeed, on
every hand in that country I heard
it said that the same ideas of liberty,
the same beliefs in the possibilities
of just relations among nations, the
same hopes of finer opportunities for
all mankind in a permanent peace,
were shared in common by Italians
and Americans.
American Agencies in Italy.
Already there are in Italy as representative of America, Red Cross
activities and Y. M. C. A. activities,
and a substantial number of American men and women are cementing
the bond between the two peoples by
these helpful and humane agencies.
The American Government has established there a dignified military mission, and a careful study is being
made of Italian methods of warfare.
We have already sent to Italy a large
number of medical units with doctors and nurses and equipment, and
the time undoubtedly is not far distant when American soldiers will
take their places with British and
French soldiers on the Italian front,
thus making of the Army on .the
Italian front'a composite unit evidencing the community of feeling
and unity of effort which is characterizing the activities of the great
civilized allied powers on the front
in France.
Common Cause to Common End.

We are making common cause to
a common end, and the blessings of
this victory will be a benefit not to
one nation or to one people, but to
all nations and to all peoples who,
loving liberty, are willing to make
great sacrifices for it and who, having won it, have no selfish willingness to withhold it from others.

Washington Herald, May 26, 1918.

Baker's Book in First Air Mall.
Two copies of Secretary of War
Newton L\ Baker's book, "Frontiers
of Freedom," just published by
George H. Doran Company, were
carried by the first mail plane from
New York to Washington, whicn
left Belmont Park, Long Island, at
11-30 a m, Wednesday, May ID. The
two copies of the "Liberty Edition"
of the book were inscribed by the
author to President Wilson and
Postmaster-General Burleson.
TKxtt Selling Books.

KEEPS WOOD AT HOME
War Department Detaches Gen=
eral From 89th Division.
ORDERED TO SAN FRANCISCO
Will Not Lead Troops He Trained to
France—Pleads for More Active
Command Than He Has in West.
Order Comes as Surprise, as General Was Exoected to Cross Ocean.
Maj. Gen. Leonard Wood, senior officer of the regular army, has been detached from command of the Eightyninth national army division and will
not lead that organization when it
goes to France. It was learned yesterday that he is slated to command the
Western department with headquarters
at San Francisco.
■the general was at the War Department, during the day conferring with
Secretary Baker and other officials, and
it is understood he urged strongly that
if he must stay at home he be at least
given an assignment promising more
active duty than command in the West.
There was no official announcement
of the change in Gen. Wood's orders.
Secretary Baker would make no statement on the subject, formal or otherwise, merely saying It was not the
custom of the department to explain
orders to officers.
Up to a day or two ago at most there
wa^ nothing to indicate that the department had any other purpose than
to send the general to the front when
his division went.
On the contrary, there is every reason
to believe that he.was fully expected to
go over when that time came.
Passed Physical Examination.
Gen. Wood underwent physical examination on his return from France
where he was wounded by the bursting
of a French gun; he passed all tests
with flying colors, and it was then in^
dicated that the only possible obstacle
to his being sent to the front in command of his division had been removed.
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BAKER SAYS U.S.
TROOPS ARE ON
WAYTOITALY
Announces Infantry, Machine Guns and Artillery'
Will Soon Be There.
AFTER JOINT VICTORY
Hughes Praises Work of
Ally in Building of U. S.
and in Present War.
3IETEOPOLITAN CROWDED
Wild Cheering Greets Speakers at Celebration of Nation's Entry Into War.
■ Secretary of War Baker announced in
the Metropolitan Opera House last night
at the concert celebrating the third
anniversary of Italy's entrance into the
war, that American troops—infantry,
.machine guns and artillery—wlil soon
appear on> the Italian 'battlefront.
He visioned this as taking place in the
"not distant future," and said that just
as America and the Allies are standing
shoulder to shoulder In the western line
so they would make of the Italian front
"a composite of the civilized nations of
the world, English, French, Italian and
American, fighting together with a community of interests, a community of sacrifice, a common determination and a
common courage, in order that they may
seoure a common victory for '.lie benefit
of all mankind."
Audience Pleased.
This.offfclal prediction suited the temper of the audience exactly. At least
half of the throng that filled all the
»iats in the Opera House and all the
standing room was Italian. Their exultant shouting and flag waving, however, was no more spontaneous than
that of their American comrades who
helped in a session of clapping and cheering that caused Mr. Baker to suspend
his speech for a moment or two.
Feeling of quite another sort was
stirred when the Secretary of War referred to the sinking of the British
transport Moldavia, He was speaking
of the perils of transportation when he
,-s.dded :

"Even to-night I learn that a transport carrying soldiers has been lost,
Ibut I am happy to tell you with slight
loss of life. As yet I don't know how
:=xoat, but it is said to he slight. And
that message called very vividly to my
mind the picture of that submarine infested sea as the American soldier and
tailor must face it."

Announcement a Surprise.
In the audience there were of course
many persons whose, sons or brothers are
on their way to France. Mr. Baker's
word was the first they had heard of the
sinking of a troop ship. A murmur of
exclamations ran through the assembly
and here and there a woman gasped
audibly and here and there a man hurried outside to telephone a newspaper
ooe for particulars.
Mr. Baker, continuing, praised without measure the "superb behavior" of
the American navy and said, echoing
Lloyd eGorge's statement earlier in the
rl ay:
"It fills me with happiness to be able
to say with confidence and assurance
that the submarine is growing less and
less the peril of the deep; that we are
mastering that viper by the ingnuity of
our sailors."
This started the cheering again.
This concert was given for the Italian
Red Cross under the auspices of the
Italy America Society under the patronage of President Wilson, who sent a
letter read by the president of the society ; Charles IS. Hughes and of Macchi
Di Cellere, the Italian Ambassador, and
the Countess Di Cellere.
Hughes Also Speaks.
The speakers, In addition to Mr.
Baker, were Mr. Hughes and Count Di
Cellere. The concert part of the programme, with singing by many Metropolitan artists, including Caruso, Marti nelli, Mme. Frances Alda, Amatao, Miss
Anna Case, Scotti. Kathleen Howard,
Claudia Muzio and Giuseppe De Duca,
was directed by Giulio Gat.ti-Oasazza,
general manager of the Metropolitan
Opera Company.
Programmes were sold at $1 apiece
by young women, and the house was
sold out at good prices, parterre seats
bringing $6.
Mme. Alda received $3,000 for a
souvenir programme, which she auctioned. The buyer was William Paine
Thompson. The total receipts were
$40,000.
The Metropolitan orchestra opened
the concert with the Royal Italian
March, while a standard bearer waved
a great Italian flag to and fro at the
back of the stage, and when the Metropolitan chorus sang "The Star-Spangled
Banner" the flag kept on waving and
the 4,200 persons in the theatre rose.
liive* Baker Cae,
Mr: Hughes, arousing the ..audience
with a glowing tribute to .the Italian
effort in the war, which lie said had not
been sufficiently praised, gave Mr. Raker.
v.-ho spoke later, the cue for his announcement segarding American soldiers
on the Italian front, by saying:
"We do not want anything done that
sound military advice would oppose, but
I should express tlie hope, which I
know is shared by the people of Italy,
that some day in the not far off future,
American soldiers shall tread the soil of
Italy bearing our banner with thears.
That would be a demonstration to all
those who,are endeavoring to dissipate
Italian resistance by suggestions of lack
of unity and appreciation. That would
be worth far more than the cost of the
adventure.
The President'* Letter.
President Wilson's letter to Mr.
Hughes follows:
"MY DEAR MR. HUGHES : Will you convey to those assembled on the twentyfourth tof May this expression of my regret that I cannot be present in order to
express In person my feeling of admiration for the great Italian people who are
engaged with us in the great struggle
now going forward for securing the
rights of free men ?
"The friendship of America for Italy
has always been deep and cordial. We
.'have welcomed to this country with a
very genuine welcome millions of Ital! ia.ns who have added their labor and
genius to the richness of American life,
and this new association with the Italian people in ta, struggle which has given;
to men everywhere the sense of community of interest and comradeship of
right more intensely tlhan they ever had
it before will serve to etrengthen that
friendship still more and »r<rwn the many

happy recollections of the asaocIatloTTdr
the two countries in thought and feeling.
"I am sure that I express the sentiment of the whole country when I thus
express my admiration for Italy and my
hope that Increasingly, in the days to
come, we may be enabled to prove our
friendship in every substantial way. Sincerely yours.
WOOOROW WILSON."
Mr. Hughes in his chairman's speech
said that when on May 15, 1915, 150.000
persons moved through the streets of
Rome celebrating Italy's entrance Into
the war, "it was a massage from the
spirit world of Garlbuldi and Cavour; it
spoke the determination of a liberty
loving people intent on Seeing itself
from the ancient oppressor."
Mr. Hughes continued:
"Italy was to take her place with
France and England to rid the world
of the menace of 'brute force and to make
secure the foundations of a new international order in whloh public, law inspired
by the sentiments of liberty and Justice shall be supreme.
"We celebrate that decision to-night,
a decision to which we owe in large
measure our present security. France,
Great.Britain and Italy have made their
frontiers our protection and we shall
never forget our debt.
Pay* Tribute to Soldiers.
"Three years ago to-night 'Italian soldiers climbed the precipices of the Dolomites ioi their first assaults. We have
watched since then their prodigies of
valor amid these almost inaccessiljle
peaks. The world has heard too .little
of the achievements of Italian arms.
Guns were placed and strategic positions
held by armed forces, where only veteran Alpinists had previously dared to
go. Perhaps first in the record of the
daring exploits of this war, w-hich has
been replete with instances of extraordinary courage, will stand the almost
incredible achievements of the Alpine
troops and the army whloh Cadorna
rapidly prepared.
"Fortunately the months preceding
the war had been months of vigorous
and well directed military preparation.
What Gen. Cadorna accomplished between August, 1914, and Miy. 1915, deserves the highest praise. Without a
plethoric treasury, Italy Improved her
opportunity without waste of time or
money. As has well been said, there
was no lost motion. In every department of organization Italy has furnished
an example. In mountain artillery and
in transportation there were remarkable
feats. In aviation Italy at once took
high rank, developing extraordinary
efficiency with great speed. Let us not
in just praise of others forget the hardy
and intrepid Italian soldier, worthy descendant of the old race of the world's
most famous warriors.
"In engineering, we look upon Italy's
achievements with amazement as we
study her fortifications, her emplacements, her tunnels. Tf America., too much
inclined .to 'boast, wishes an object lesson
of what can be done when trained ability addresses itself to the exigencies of
war, let. her look upon Italy.
"We have loved Italy. Memory lingers
over her sunny skies, her fruitful slopes,
the charm of that enchanted land where
bountiful nature has given, of her best.
Human history records our indebtedness
to Roman eloquence, art, literature and
.law. But what is best of all, the great
Italian people, with an inextinguishable
sense of unity and love of liberty, are
exhibiting the utmost strength and vigor
in meeting the severe issues of this hour
with dauntless courage, and we send to
them on this anniversary our messages
of love, of admiration, of sympathy and
of the highest respect. Allies we are
and allies we must remain until the
world is free of the curse of the worship
of force. Allies we are and allies we
must remain to secure a new world
where treaties are sacred and peace is
lasting.
"The Tinly-America. Society is formed
to foster the friendship between the two
peoples, to promote a better understand- !
ing of what Italy has achieved, to
strengthen the bonds which unite us in j
our common struggle for our common I
security. We wish by voicing the sentiment of the American people to give
the lie to German propagandist."). We
wish to testify to our grateful appreciation of the sacrifices and heroism of
our brothers in arms. We hope the day
***"*—whan—ijuejiicaiLioldiers will
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OLDERIIEN FORTRMY
Baker Writes Clark for Law
Making Age Limit 55 Years.
SENATORS
Military

FAVOR REED

Committee

ACT

Favorably R«. |

ports Resolution Providing For Increase of 8,000,000

Men—House I

Gives Wilson Authority to Raise i
Army of Any Size Needed.

I

Another move toward full utilization of the country's man power was
made yesterday when Secretary Baker
sent to Congress the draft of a bill proposing to raise the maximum age limit
for voluntary enlistment in the army
from 40 to 55 years. All men over 40
so enlisted would be assigned to noncombatant . service.
In a letter to
Speaker Clark asking that the bill be
pushed Secretary Baker said:
"Every man above the age of 40 years
who is enlisted in noncombatant
branches of the service will make available for duty with the line troops a mefn
within the prescribed age limit for all
troops.
Would Increase Efficiency.
"Many men whose long experience
as mechanics and artisans will make
them particularly valuable to the various staff corps and departments may
be thus secured instead of younger men
without such experience, and the efficiency of the staff corps and the departments thus will be increased."
There probably are 7,500,000 men between the ages of 40 and 55, and many
thousands of them already have attested their desire to serve by bomj barding the department with applications. Every headquarters unit includes
a number of positions for which the
older men would be just as well suited
as the present occupants who, u,nd/-r
the new plan, would be releas> 1 for }'■ e
duty.
Needs of Modern Army.
I Official estimates are that a modern
army, to be maintained as an efficient
unit, must have between 40 and 45 per
cent of its actual strength on duty behind the fighting zone. This means
I that of the first 1,000.000 men sent to
i France, 400.000 serve along the lines of
communication, in hospitals or at the
various headquarters and debarkation
; bases.
The Senate military committee yesterday unanimonsy wenf on record in favor of large expansion of the American
army.
Senate and House Active.
It ordered a favorable report on a
resolution by Senator Reed, of Missouri, declaring for an increase of
3,000,000 men.
Senator Reed anI nounced that he would probably report the bill to the Senate Monday, and
endeavor to have it considered at an
early date.
The House military committee already has added to the army bill an administration provision, giving unlimited
authority to the President to raise an
army of whatever size is needed.

THE SUN, SATURDAY,
MAY. 25, 1918.

BAKER SAYS U.S.
TROOPS ARE ON
WAY TO ITALY
Announces Infantry, Machine Guns and Artillery'
Will Soon Be There.
AFTEE JOINT YICTOKY
Hughes Praises Work of
Ally in Building of IT. S.
and in Present War.
3IETR0P0LITAN CROWDED
Wild Cheering Greets Speakers at Celebration of Nation's Entry Into War.
Secretary of War Baker announced in
the Metropolitan Opera House last night
a.t the concert celebrating the third
anniversary of Italy's entrance into the
M'ar, that American troops^—infantry,
.machine guns and artillery—wlil soon
Appear on the Italian battlefront.
He visioned this as taking place in the
"not distant future," and said ,that Just
as America and the Allies are standing
shoulder to shoulder in the western line
so they would make of the Italian front
"a composite of the civilized nations of
the world, English, French, Italian and
American, fighting together with a community of interests, a community of sacrifice, a common determination and a
common courage, in order that they may
xecure a common victory for ,he benefit
of all mankind."
Audience Pleased.
This official prediction suited the tem! per of the audience exactly. At least
half of the throng that filled all the
seats in the Opera House and all the
standing room was Italian. Their exultant shouting and flag waving, however, was no more spontaneous than
that of their American comrades who
helped in a session of clapping and cheering that caused Mr. Baker to suspend
his speech for a moment or two.
Feeling of quite another sort was
stirred when the Secretary of War referred to the sinking of the British
transport Moldavia, He was speaking
of the perils of transportation when he
added:
"Even to-night I learn that a transport carrying soldiers has been lost,
Ibut I am happy to tell you with slight
loss of life. As yet I don't know how
great, but it is said to be slight. And
that message called very vividly to my
mind the picture of that submarine infested sea as the American soldier and
sailor must face it."

Announcement a Surprise.
Tn the audience there were of course '
jnany persons whose sons or brothers are I
on their way to France. Mr. Baker's >
word was the first they had heard of the j
sinking of a troop ship. A murmur of j
exclamations ran through the assembly ;
and here and there a woman gasped j
audibly and here and there a man hurried outside to telephone a newspaper
oee for particulars.
Mr. Baker, continuing, praised without measure the "superb behavior" of
the American navy and said, echoing
l,loyd eGorge's statement earlier in the
day:
"It fills me with happiness to be able |
to say with confidence and assurance j
i hat the submarine is growing less and]
Jess the peril of the deep; that we are ,
mastering that viper by the ingnuity of
our sailors."
This started the cheering again.
This concert was given for the Italian
.Tied Cross under the auspices of the
Italy America Society under the patronage of President Wilson, who sent a
letter read by the president of the society ; Charles B. Hughes and of Ma.echi
Di Cellere, the Italian Ambassador, and
the Countess Di Cellere.

happy recollections of the aasociatiorTor
the two countries in thought and feeling.
"I am sure that I express the sentiment of tire whole country when I thus
express my admiration for Italy and my
hope that increasingly, in the days to
come, we may be enabled to prove our
friendship in every substantial way. Sincerely yours.
WOODROW WILSON."
Mr. Husrh.es in his. chairman's speech
said that when on May 15, 1915, 150.000
persons moved through the streets of
Rome celebrating Italy's entrance Into
the war, "it was a massage from the
spirit world of Garibaldi and Cavour; it
spoke the determination of a liberty
loving people intent on Veolng itself
from the ancient oppressor."
Mr. Hughes continued :
"Italy was to take her place with
France and England to rid the world
of the menace of brute force and to make
secure the foundations of a. new international order in which public law inspired
by the sentiments of liberty and justice stall be supreme.
"We celebrate that decision to-night,
a decision to which we owe in large
measure our present security. France,
Great.Britain and Italy have made their
frontiers our protection and we shall
never forget our debt.

Pays Tribute to Soldiers.
'Three years ago to-night Italian soldiers climbed the precipices of the Dolomites In their first assaults. We have
Hnghej Also Speaks.
watched since then their prodigies of
valor amid these almlost inaccessible
The speakers, in addition to Mr.
peaks. The world has heard too,little
Baker, were Mr. Hughes and Count Di
of the achievements of Italian arms.
Cellere The concert part of the proGuns were placed and strategic positions
gramme, with singing by many Metroheld by armed forces, where only vetpolitan artists, including Caruso, Martieran Alpinists had previously dured to
nelli, Mine. Frances Alda, Amafao, Miss
go. Perhaps first in the record of the
daring exploits of this war, which has
Anna Case, Scotti, Kathleen Howard,
been replete with instances of extraorClaudia Muzio and Giuseppe De Duca!
dinary courage, will stand the almost
was directed by Giulio Gatti-Casazza,
incredible achievements of the Alpine
general manager of the Metropolitan
troops and the army whieji Cadorna
Opera Company.
rapidly prepared.
Programmes were sold at $1 apiece
"Fortunately the months preceding
the war had been months of vigorous
by young women, and the house was
and well directed military preparation.
sold out at good prices, parterre seats
What Gen. Cadorna acompllshed be■bringing ?6.
tween August, 1914, and May, 1915, deMme. Alda received $3,000 for a
serves the highest praise. Without a
souvenir programme, which she aucplethoric treasury, Italy improved her
tioned. The buyer was William Paine
opportunity without waste of time or
Thompson. The total receipts were
money. As has well been said, there
$40,000.
was no lost motion. In every department of organization Italy has furnished
The Metropolitan orchestra opened
the concert with the Royal Italian an example. In mountain artillery and
in transportation there were remarkable
March, while a standard, bearer waved
feats. In aviation Italy at once took
a groat Italian flag to and fro at the high rank, developing extraordinary
back of the stage, and. when the Metro- efficiency with great speed. Let Us not
politan chorus sang "The Star-Spangled in just praise of others forget the hardy
Banner" the flag kept on waving and and intrepid Italian soldier, worthy dethe 4,200 persons in the theatre rose.
scendant of the old race of the world's
most, famous warriors.
Gives Bnlier One.
"In engineering, we look upon Italy's
Mr. Hughes, arousing the ..audience achievements with amazement as we
with a glowing tribute to .the Italian study her fortifications, her emplaceeffort in the war, which he said had not. ments, her tunnels. If America. too much
been fufneiently praised, gave Mr. Raiser. Inclined 'to 'boast, wishes an object lesson
v.ho spoke later, the cue for his an- of what can he done when trained abilnouncement segarding American soldiers ity addresses Itself to the exigencies of
war, let. her look upon Italy.
on the Italian front, by saying:
"We have loved Italy. Memory lingers
"We do not want anything done that
sound military advice would oppose, but over her sunny skies, her fruitful slopes,
the
charm of that enchanted land where
I should express the hope, which. I
know is shared by the people of Italy, bountiful nature has given of her best.
that some, day in the not far off future, Human history records our indebtedness
American soldiers shall tread the soil of to Roman eloquence, art, literature and
Italy bearing our banner with thears. .law. But what is best of all, the great
That would be a demonstration to ail Italian people, with an inextinguishable
those who,are endeavoring to dissipate sense of. unity and love of liberty, are
Italian resistance by suggestions of lack exhibiting the utmost strength and vigor
of unity and appreciation. That would in meeting the severe issues of this hour
be worth far more than the cost of the with dauntless courag'e, and we send to
them on this anniversary our messages
adventure.
of love, of admiration, of sympathy and
The President's Iietter.
of the highest respect. Allies we are
President Wilson's letter to Mr. and allies we must remain until the
world is free of the curse of the worship
Hughes follows:
of force. Allies we are and allies we
"MY DBAR MR. HUGHES : Will you conmust remain to secure a new world
vey to those assembled on the twenty- where treaties are sacred and peace is
fourth iot May this expression of my re- lasting.
gret that I cannot be present in order to
"The Italy-America Society is formed
express in person my feeling of admira- to foster the friendship between the two
tion for the great Italian people who are peoples, to promote a better understandengaged with us in the great struggle ing of what Italy has achieved, to
now going forward for securing the strengthen the bonds which unite us in
rights of free men ?
our common struggle for our common J
"The friendship of America for Italy security. We wish by voicing the sen~
has always been deep and cordial. We timent of the American people to give
j1 have welcomed to this country with a the lie to German propagandists. We
very genuine welcome millions of Ital- wish to testify to our grateful appreciaians who have added their labor and tion of the sacrifices and heroism of
genius to the richness of American life, our
in arms. We hope the day
and this new association with the Ital- ■will brothers
when American soldiers will
ian people in a struggle which has given treadcome
the soil of Italy to bear bur greetto men everywhere the sense of community of interest and comradeship of ings. We are looking forward to coopright more intensely than they ever had eration in peace as well as in war by
it ibefore will serve to strengthen that combination of effort with unity of
friendship still more and crown the many purpose for the benefit of mankind.
"France, Great Britain/ Italy and the
United States, fighting unitedly, determinedly, and without stopping short of
complete victory will make secure the
future of civilization."
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0LD£R~MEN FORTRMY
Baker Writes Clark for Law
Making Age Limit 55 Years.
SENATORS
Military

FAVOR REED

Committee

ACT

Favorably He- I

ports Resolution Providing For In- '
crease of 8,000,000 Men—House
Gives Wilson Authority to Raise i
Army of Any Size Needed.

I

Another move toward full utilization of the country's man power was
made yesterday when Secretary Baker
sent to Congress the draft of a bill proposing to raise the maximum age limit l
for voluntary enlistment in the army j
from 40 to 55 years. All men over 40 '
so enlisted would be assigned to non- j
combatant service.
In a letter to ]
Speaker Clark asking that the bill be |
pushed Secretary Baker said:
"Every man above the age of 40 years
who is enlisted in noncombatant
! branches of the service will make available for duty with the line troops a man
within the prescribed age limit for all
troops.
Would Increase Efficiency.
"Many men whose long experience
as mechanics and artisans will make
them particularly valuable to the various staff corps and departments may
be thus secured instead of younger men
without such experience, and the efficiency of the staff corps and the departments thus will be increased."
There probably are 7,500,000 men between the ages of 40 and 55, and many
thousands of them already have attested their desire to serve by bombarding the department with applications. Every headquarters unit includes
a number of positions for which the
older men would be just as well suited
as the present occupants who, und^"
the new plan, would be releas' .1 for l' e
duty.
Needs of Modern Army.
Official estimates are that a modern
army, to be maintained as an efficient
unit, must have between 40 and 45 per
cent of its actual strength on duty behind the fighting zone. This means
that of the first 1,000.000 men sent to
France, 400.000 serve along the lines of
communication, in hospitals or at the
various headquarters and debarkation
bases.
The Senate military committee yesterday unanimonsy wenf on record in favor of large expansion of the American
army.
Senate and House Active.
It ordered a favorable report on a
resolution by Senator Reed, of Missouri, declaring for an increase of
3.000,000 men.
Senator Reed announced that he would probably re' port the bill to the Senate Monday, and
endeavor to have it considered at an "
early date.
The House military committee already has added to the army bill an administration provision, giving unlimited
authority to the President to raise an
army of whatever size is needed.
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Mostly About People:

NATIONAL MAGAZINE

Sidelights on the Secretary of War
Newton D. Baker As He Really Is
T is perfectly natural that Mr. Baker as a young man to meet emergencies and all sorts
the people should inquire of entanglements and handicaps.
When Johnson met his Waterloo in Cleveland, Newton D.
"What about Baker1"
after a discussion of war Baker was the lone Democrat to win in the race. ",-His inherent
problems. Censure is loyalty prompted him to resign, but Johnson pointed out that
modified, or apologetically offered, it was his duty to the people to serve them.
The election of Newton D. Baker as Mayor of Cleveland in
when the man who "knows Baker"
enters the circle. I knew him when 1911, and re-election in 1913, emphasized his popularity, and
he was in the storm center at Cleve- the fact that he knows how to bring about practical results in
land during the Tom Johnson days. proportion, as well as to elucidate and discuss ideals and
Even then he evinced the qualities dreams. When he told the people of Cleveland he would build
which will stand him in good stead them a municipal electric light plant, they thought Re had
wherever the winds of cavil may promised too' much, but he built the plant and proved even
blow. Conscientious, capable and in those early days that he was equal to big things.
When I first greeted Newton D. Baker in his office as Secrethoroly human, he is not easily
tary of War, he said, in that quiet way which indicates grim
swept off his feet by criticism.
When, at a dinner, Newton D. determination, "This is to be a democratic administration
Baker was first introduced as Secre- with a little 'd,' " intending that the people should be taken
tary of War, reference was made to into his confidence and should know about operations of the
him as "successor of the stern Stan- department as far as consistent.
In the campaign of 1912 young Baker was defeated in Ohio
ton." He arose and replied that
when he entered the Secretary's on the question of initiative and referendum, but in the National
office and looked upon the pictured ^Convention he won the seats for his delegates, and in making
face of Stanton, he wondered if he |£he nomination speech he was quite as important a factor in
really would be a "successor." In a \he nomination of Woodrow Wilson as William Jennings Bryan,
republic, succession is not quite the for he held the key to .the situation. His appointment as Secproper term, for each administra- retary of War played a large part in the re-election of Woodrow
tion's tasks are distinct and different. 'Wilson, as it gave Wilson Ohio, without which he would have
No sooner had the new Secretary tbeen defeated, so that in-political strategy and campaign wargotten settled in the chair than fare Newton D. Baker proved himself of the stern stuff that
Villa began "shooting up" down in brings results. In his relations with the. public, he has mainMexico—and Newton D. Baker, the tained a true democratic spirit, altho necessarily dealing largely
man of peace, found himself with a with military martinets.
Copyright, Harris & Swing
' His attitude is expressed admirably in his own words in
prospective war on His hands.
Careers are determined by apparently trifling incidents. January before the Senate Committee on Military Affairs:
When Newton D. Baker, the young attorney, who had hung "There will be no division of council; -there will be all the
out his shingle in his home town of Martinsburg, West Vir- criticism there ought to be upon shortcomings and failures;
ginia, decided to go to Europe, he decided his destiny.at the' there will be, so far as the War Department is concerned, a
same time. He had an A. B. degree from Johns Hopkins, but, Continuing effort at self-improvement and a hospitality toward
deciding to turn to the law for his profession, he laterTook up ;every suggestion for improvement that can come from outside."
study at the old ' Washington and
Lee University in Charlottesburg,
West Virginia.
On. the voyage returning from
abroad he engaged in an argument
with Martin A. Foran, of Cleveland,'
on the "Home Rule" question.
That settled it. The young Martinsburg attorney was invited to
come to Cleveland as a member of
a law firm which had been long
identified with anti-cqrporation
propaganda. He appeared at one
of Tom Johnson's political meetings
as a substitute for his partner, Mr.
Foran.
The small-statured man, who
was first dubbed "office boy,"
made a speech that night which
attracted attention, and ultimately
made him a successor to Tom
Johnson. In his autobiography the
late Tom Johnson paid a tribute
NEWTON D. BAKER AT HIS DESK
He has a way of knowing just where he stands, has this little man with the quiet manner and luminous smile
which indicates the capacity of
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With the idealism and enthusiasm that are so characteristic
of the man, he goes on to say in words that recent events amply
justify: "The net result is going to be that a united and confident American people, believing in themselves and in their
institutions, are going to demand, and that at no late day, on
European battlefields, in the face of veterans with whom they
are proud to associate, that veterans tho they be, they cannot
excel us in achievement."

251

ters over the day after the bitter charge had been made that
the War Department was breaking down under the strain.
Frankly he admits mistakes he may have made, but many
of those seeming errors were plans made to meet emergencies
which have not yet proven a failure. The result of the investigation will not be without its advantage to Secretary Baker.
It has already resulted in a shake-up in military circles.
In many ways Mr. Baker resembles President Wilson in
physical form, as well as in mental attitude. They seem to
understand each other, too. When the President desired his
Secretary of the Treasury to take over the railroads, altho the
authority was specifically granted by Congress to the Secretary
of War, Secretary Baker joined the President in the proclamation waiving the rights accorded him under the law, feeling that
taking over the railroads involved financial, rather than merely
military problems. Evidence accumulates that in grappling
with gigantic problems this little man has accomplished results
that require stern stuff and executive ability. As a public
speaker, he has few equals, because he has a mind more in
sympathetic accord with advanced ideals of democracy.
There is a steady look in his eye, a kindliness and yet a firmness that makes of Newton D. Baker one of the most approachable personalities in Washington. One hundred thousand

Copyright, Harris & Swing

"PEG"
Youngest of the three Baker children

His testimony before hearings of the Committee on Military
Affairs may not have been all that was expected, but his candor and frankness brought to the people a glimpse of the real
Newton D. Baker. The gigantic proportion of the task thrust
upon him and the movements that had to be made without
precedent found him ready with decisions—decisions which
have been fairly revolutionary in American practice, such as
the Selective Service Law, but which have been carried out
with unfailing justice, and intelligent explanation and recommendation to the good sense and patriotism of the American
people, and which have been accepted splendidly.
*
*
*
*
While every administration has had one Cabinet minister
who is made the scape-goat—usually the result of some personal
pique and jealousy—the effort to make Secretary Baker the
target without abundant and conclusive evidence is not likely
to meet with popular approval. He has a way of knowing just
where he stands, has this little man with the quiet manner and
luminous smile, and he's not hidebound with hampering detail
or traditional red tape. Delays incidental to equipment of
troops and provisioning cantonments have been exasperating,
but the character of Mr. Baker is best exemplified when you
find him lunching with Senator Chamberlain and talking matTt wast even

•lioiv! fores ■C-fSr

HIS FRIENDS CONSIDER THIS THE BEST LIKENESS OF THE
SECRETARY

people have tried to "get his ear" within the space of a few
months, but he has steadfastly pursued the policy he inaugurated in Cleveland: not to pay attention to mere captious criticisms, disciplining here and making sweeping changes there
when incapacity has been proven—but keeping firmly in mind
the one great purpose of doing the work in hand in the speediest
and best manner possible.
implements
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••THEM- WASHINGTON GUYS"
The flowing delightful anecdote is prin'-L
in the Stars and Stripes, the American newspaper published h the soldiers of the Expeditionary Corps on the battle-front. It concerns
a civilian in a derby hat who strolled into a
garage in a town on the American front in
France where a dozen chauffeurs were sitting
around a stove swapping yarns.
"Well, how do vou boys like it here?" asked
the visitor. They answered his question. Some
of them liked it and some did not.
"Tell vou what, guy," said one of the hardiest of the car propellers, "things is better than
what they uster be. Time was when we got
nothing but canned Willy and hardtack for
Sunday dinner and didn't get any days off after
driving the big birds up to the front and hangin- around all night. Now, though, things are
better all along the line. Guess somebody must
of tumbled to his job down in Washington."
"Oh," said the stranger civilian, with just a
little smile around the corners of his mouth.
"So you think someone in Washington was to
blame?"
"Sure, and why wouldn't we?" answered the
informative person. "We know all the people
high up here and they're on to their jobs now.
Chances are if they can't get things for us that
they can't net 'em themselves from Washington
to hand out to us. Sometimes I think some of
them guys in Washington is fightin' this war in
France—honest, I do."
"Aw, I don't know that they've done so bad,"
piped up another. "You can't expect 'em to fit
out a million men over night, when they were
only eeared to fit out about a hundred thousand
before we got into it. Give 'em a chance, I say.
And another thing," he persisted, "that gets my
sjoat is the way the papers back home slams this
guy Baker, the Secretary of War.
He's up
against a helluva tough job for even a lawyer
to handle, and editors that's pannin' him would
probably do a darn sight worse with it. _ He
must be a smart son of a gun or the President
wouldn't have picked him out for it."
The civilian laughed, and then—
"Well, boys, I've got to be running along,"
he said. "Who knows? Some one of these fine
days I may be washing the top of a car and
some of you may be Secretary of War."
And Secretary Baker, who was enjoying one
of his little incognito visits to get right at the
facts as the men see them, slipped out.
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America's Aid Will Win the War
To many readers ot newspapers and magazines the announcement by Secretary Baker that
there are already in France "in excess of 500,OOO" American soldiers came as a surprise. It
has been the policy of the Government to keep
definite information from the public, and in this
effort the newspapers have loyally restrained
their natural inclination to give the details for
which the readers are hungering.
Some comprehension of the real situation,
however, has come from the shitting of large
numbers of men from the training camps and
letters from France to relatives of new arrivals,
so the Secretary's announcement was not wholly
in the nature of a revelation.
Not only has the United States transported
the largest army that was ever sent overseas in
an equal period of time, but not a single man
has been lost on any ship convoyed by the
American Navy.
But the movement of our troops has only
fairly begun, and Washington correspondents
are now permitted to announce that the program of the War Department contemplates that
the coming Fourth of July will be observed
in France by at least a million khaki-clad
Americans.
In regard to machine gun production, Secretary Baker's statement of May 8 says "there is
no present shortage of light or heavy types of
these weapons either in France or America, and
no shortage is in prospect." As to the production of heavy Browning machine guns, the Secretary says the estimate of the ordnance department in January has been met anil is being met, "and there is every indication of
forthcoming production in increasing and substantial numbers."
It is pleasing to know that Congress is
standing squarely behind the Administration in
its efforts to give the entente allies all the
support possible in man power as well as otherwise. Secretary Baker has asked for an army
unlimited in numbers, and for appropriations totaling $12,000,000,000, and it is said there will
be no hesitancy in granting increases to almost
any extent desired. Appropriations at this session of Congress will total $25,000,000,000.
The Shipping Board is asking for more than
$2,000,000,000, including $35,000,000 for concrete ships.
America is in the war wholeheartedly, and
will not spare either men or money to achieve
the great purpose to which she has pledged her
very existence.
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Editorial
April 29, 1918.
Dear Mr. Du Bois:
EURING the weeks which I spent with our troops in France,
I had abundant occasion to meet and inspect and talk with
the men of a considerable number of our colored organizations on the Western front.
I should hesitate to pick out one feature more than another
which impressed me most strikingly in the American Expeditionary
Force, but certainly the spirit pervading the ranks of our colored
soldiers there is not least among the inspiring recollections which I
have of my visit to the American Expeditionary Force. The sanitary condition of the camps seemed to be noticeably excellent; the
men with whom I talked told me that their food was plentiful and
palatable; and their officers told me that their work was a credit
to their organizations.
I have come back with an increased pride in these units.
Cordially yours,
(Signed) NEWTON D. BAKER,
Secretary of War.
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The Airplane Scandal Investigation
For several months there have been whispers,
and even louder talk, in the Capitol and about
Washington, that the program for airplane
construction for the Army was topheavy with
graft and mismanagement. On May 6 there
was an explosion, caused by President Wilson's
order for an investigation by the Department of
Justice, and a simultaneous demand by Chief
Signal Officer Major-General Squier for a military court of inquiry. In announcing the President's order, the White House made public a
telegram from Howard Coffin, former chairman
of the Aircraft Board, urging an inquiry "that
reputations of innocent men may not be ruined,"
and letters and telegrams exchanged between
the President and Gutzon Borglum, and other
documents.
Borglum, the well known sculptor, had made
statements that corruption in the expenditure of
funds and pro-German intrigue have hindered
airplane production. For some time the status
of Borglum, who claimed to be an investigator
for the Government, had been a mystery. The
correspondence given out by the White House
clears up the mystery.
Last November Borglum wrote to Secretary
Tumulty in regard to alleged defects in the
aviation organization, and the President asked
him to present his idea. Early in January the
President requested him to go to Washington
and lay the matter before the Secretary of War.
Borglum did so, and late in March was informed that the President had placed the material he had furnished at the disposal of persons to whom had been committed the task of
making a systematic inquiry—a special committee headed by H. Snowden Marshall, whose
report preceded the recent reorganization of the
Army Aviation Service and the appointment
of John D. Ryan as director-general.
Next it appeared that Borglum resented not.
being asked to make the investigation that he
had suggested, and in reply to his complaint
that he had not been supplied with suitable
expert assistance, the President wrote him, on
April 15: "I never at any time constituted you
an official investigator. I merely gave you the
; right to look into the matter of your own motion, and I am sure that the letter which the
Secretary of War provided you with, he gave
you with the same purpose and idea." And he
said he hoped Borglum would turn over to the
official investigators any evidence in his possession ; but it is said that Borglum refused to deal
with the Marshall committee.
On the evening of May 6 Borglum gave out
at Washington the text of an open letter to the
President, in which he said he hoped "the
camouflage deliberately planned by a group of
men entrusted with a great arm of our military machine has come to an end," but said
he was "filled with definite alarm" at the plan
of reconstruction of the aircraft organization;
that "the aero department is full of profiteering," and that hundreds of millions have gone;
Division.

that his work of investigation was systematically
blocked, and that officials from whom he had a
right to receive aid and courtesy "entered into
a conspiracy to deceive, to mislead and to prevent learning the truth about the aeronautic
situation."
On May 9 Secretary Baker said that in order
to prevent interference with inquiries already
instituted by the Department of Justice and
the Senate Committee on Military Affairs, he
had decided not to act "for the immediate
present" on the applications of General Squier
and Colonels Deeds and Montgomery of the
Signal Corps for a military court of inquiry
into their relations to aircraft production, because "a third and concurrent examination of
the same set of facts at the same time might
delay these inquiries."
On May 10 Borglum himself was bombed by
the Army Intelligence Service and Henry Harrison Suplee, consulting engineer.
Suplee's
statement corroborates sworn statements, letters
and telegrams from the files of the Army Intelligence Service, which assert that Borglum had
been trying to capitalize his alleged friendship
with President Wilson, "whom he stated he
could do anything he wanted with"; and that
he was negotiating secretly for the formation of
a private airplane company.
Kenyon W. Mix, of the Dodge Manufacturing Company of Detroit, made a statement detailing his negotiations with Borglum and Hugo
C. Gibson, an employee of the British Ministry
of Munitions of War in the United States, who
was to share in the Borglum deal—according to
accusations made by Suplee and others. The
"Mix statement shows that Vice-President Marshall, Howard E. Coffin and other Government
officials have been in possession since last January of the information disclosed on May 10.
Borglum made a counter attack on May 11,
declaring that Secretary of War Baker had
"blocked inquiries" into the failure of aircraft
production, intimating that the Secretary of
War is being advised by persons of Teuton
origin, denying the accusations made against
himself, and asserting that he is the victim of
a plot to silence him.
Like other accused men, Borglum is entitled
to benefit of doubt—if nothing more—until his
guilt is proved. As for his charges against
Secretary Baker, we place no faith in them for
the reason that we have absolute faith in Newton D. Baker. That the facts will be brought
out by the two separate investigations by the
Department of Justice and the Senate Committee on Military Affairs, we have no doubt.
On May 15 President Wilson summoned
Charles E. Hughes to act with Attorney-General Gregory in the investigation of criminal
charges made in connection with aircraft production. Hughes has accepted the appointment.
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SECRETARY RAKER "GOMES CLEAN"
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Was there an insidious propaganda of misrepresentation
to labor in connection with the new "work or fight" order?
Maybe there was.
Did stories in eastern and other anti-administration
papers, hinting that we were right on the way to raising the
draft age and inferring broadly that labor conscription and
military strike-breaking were the objects aimed at, leave a
false impression? Did they unwittingly, or otherwise, set
tongues wagging all over the country in the interests of German propagandists, whose main purpose these days is to
create distrust of their government in the minds of democracy's workers? Maybe they did.
But today that is all water that has passed over the wheel.
Secretary Baker has "come clean" again on the labor issue.
Substantially, this is what Baker says: In no case will
the draft law be used as a whip over the American workingman. He has assured the country that there will be no military Strike-breaking, by stating that the man who conscientiously protests against inadequate pay, impossible living and
working conditions, or high-handed attempts at exploitation
by an employer will not be regarded as an "idler" by the War
Department. He has pointed out that the sole and only purpose of the new ruling is to bring pressure to bear on the
non-essential worker—the ribbon clerk, the barkeeper, the
chauffeur or the butler to the rich—to change Ms occupation.
Everybody who has watched Baker's performance in
office knew that this was the case anyway. They knew that
he was fair. It was a good enough pointer when some months
ago he insisted that army forestry regiments, who assisted in
getting out trees for shipbuilding in the northwest, should be
compensated by timber owners at best prevailing rates of pay.
But they are glad to have the statement at that. It shuts up
the clackers.
The fact is that there has been a band of labor conscription rooters of which the people have been mighty distrustful,
very much in evidence ever since the war began. The (NAME
PAPEB) Washington Bureau has reported time and again
that this fallacy is the burden of the talk in hotel lobbies at
the capital among would-be profiteers and professional laborbaiters trying to horn in on government jobs. And it is idle
to think that pro-Germans, pacifists and obstructionists in general—not forgetting the political seekers who are avowedly
out to get the president's goat—have not grabbed on to it. It
has been made to order for them.
Secretary Baker comes right out in meeting and tells all
these fellows where they get off!

Speedy Enactment Foreseen as
Congress Settles Down
to Debate.

-1

Herald Bureau,
no. 1,502 M Street, N. W
Washington, B. C, Tuesday
y. J
Speedy enactment of the eleven billion
dollar army appropriation bill was presaged in the House to-day, when general
debate on the measure was practically
completed. Formal statements regarding
the scope of the bill were made by Representative Dent, democrat, of Alabama,
chairman of the Military Affairs Committee, and Representative Kahn, republican,
of California, ranking minority member.
References to the aviation programme
by Mr. Kahn brought about a wrangle
over the delays in the manufacture of
airplanes. ' Representative Kahn made a
spirited defence of the War Department,
and charged that whatever delays had
occurred were inevitable because of the
tremendous problems which America
faced.
Representatives Dent praised Secretary
Baker and the War Department for having accomplished a task of great magnitude, and placed in the Record figures
showing that the appropriations are made
upon the basis of having an army of
3,000,000 men in 'Prance by the end of the
Hseal year of 191S.
Benies Cantonment Graft.
Intimations were made during the discussion by Representative Campbell republican, of Kansas, that there had been
graft in the construction of army cantonments, and this was indignantly denied by Mr Kahn. Mr. Kahn had said
that in England charges of graft had been
published in newspapers.
"Graft in England does not excuse graft
in America," said Mr. Campbell.
"Has the gentleman any accurate knowledge of graft?" asked Mr. Kahn.
If he
has, and can prove his charges, it isI duty
as an American citizen to furnish the
information to legal officers of the government, so that prosecution may follow.
Mr Campbell said he could not maKe
such" citations, but insisted that in every
case where completion of cantonments
had been delayed contractors had increased their profits. Mr. Kahn quoted
from the hearings to show that the prouts
had been an average of about four per
cent to contractors.
Asks About Aircraft Situation.
"I wish you would tell me, then, why
it is that we spent $640,000,000 on airplanes
and only got two combat . airplanes to
France," said Mr. Campbell.
"The gentlemen is quoting misinformation," said Mr. Kahn. "As a matter of
fact the testimony shows that we have
323 combat planes in France, and a great
„. nv other machines."
•
m
fV- ijfaion of the bill under the five
Disct*§( " .s expeotea to continue for
minute ryv
wgek^
Leaders in
Z ^oi te are hopeful that tne bill can be
Passed by Saturday night.
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Secretary Baker Refuses to Disouss General's Relief From
Command of Division Soon to
Be Sent to France.
NO BREAK IN FRIENDSHIP
OFWOODANDPERSHING.
But Latter Is Said to Have
Omitted Him From List of
Commanders He Asked Washington to Send Over to Europe
(SDecliU tpTto World.)

WASHINGTON, May 28. — "The
only possible policy for the Department is not t discuss the assignment
of officers."
This statement, made by Secretary
of War Baker after to-day's Cabinet
meeting, apparently Is all the light
that is to be given officially concerning the orders which caused Major
Gem. Leonard Wood to be relieved of
his divisional command on the eve
of its departure for Prance, and detailed to command the Western Department.
Mr. Baker's statement waa made
after his attention had been called
to the great public interest in Gen.
Wood because of his prominence and
reputation as an officer.
Similarity of Bell's Case.
The War Secretary dad igo as far as
to say that Gen. Wood's case is entirely ■parallel to that of Major Gen.
J. Franklin Bell, returned from
France on the same steamer with
Gen. 'Wood. Both officers were examined toy a special board In this city
to determine their physical fitness
to stand the rigors of warfare on
the western ifronit. For a time Gen.
Bell's fate was iiv doubt, but "ultimately he satisfied.^4(6 board be was
fit. The board had *K> hesitancy in
pronouncing Gen. Wood fit.
Gen. Wood is the ranking Major
General In the army by seniority, and
Gen. Bell stands setfmd in the list.
Gen. Bell did not accompany his division to France, but was ordered to
command the Western Department.
He was assigned to command another camip by new orders before
leaving for San Francisco.

•Gen. Wood also has requested detail
to command another camp In order
that he may assist actively in the
training of troops rather than administer the affairs of the Western -Department.
His request. Secretary
Baker said, has been referred to the
General Staff. Asked specifically who
issued the order relieving Gen. W<x>d
of command of his division on the
eve of its sailing, Secretary Baker
said: "Presumptively I am responsible, as Secretary of War, for all orders."
Mr. Baker declined to say whether
Gen. Pershing had recommended that
Gen. Wood be not sent to France.
AVood Sec« ilie President,
Gen. Wood late to-day conferred
with President Wilson. When he left
the White House the General was
a6ked if he wished to make any
statement. He said: "I am a soldier
j and will obey any orders given me
with a cheerful heart."
Secretary Baker arranged the meeting between the President and Gen.
Wood, when the latter, ■ during his
conference with Mr. Baker yesterday,
expressed a wish to see Mr. Wilson.
It was recalled that the President did
not receive Gen. Wood when he returned from his tour of observation
in France, although the former Chief
of Staff intimated he wished to talk
with the President. At that tittle it
Was explained that the President had
received no other returning general
officers, and there was no reason for
making an exception in the case of
Gen. Wood.
That friction exists between Gen.
Wood and the Administration is no
secret. The exact reason for such
friction is hot Clear. Gen. Wood has
been a frank and consistent advocate
of military preparedness.
He ia
sometimes called the fathor of the I
I ! Plattsburg Camp.
On his return from France he advocated the immediate calling of an |
army of 5,000,000 men. Shortly after I
the United States entered the War
Gen. Wood Urged the advisability of I
calling out large numbers of men ii
advance of new equipment and giv
ing them all possible training whil'
| equipment was being procured.
Perhaps the nearest approach to i
real rupture between Gen. Woo<
and the War Department oocurret
over the test Of the Lewia machine
gun which he conducted. This hal
been referred to as ah unofficial anc
unauthorized test.
The fact tha
Geft. Wood figured an the Lewis gUr
controversy on the side of the inventor naturally caused some feeling
When Gen. Wood was relieved oi
comafid at Governors Island and sen!
to Charleston to command the new
Southeastern- Department Seeretarj
Baker and other officials were careful
to explain that he wag not being
shelved but, a* a matter of fact, assigned to a highly important post.
j He ivas charged with a large part of
the responsibility of selecting the
i many National Army and National
Guard camp sites in the Southeastern Department. Later he was assigned to command the 89th Division
at Camp Funston, Kansas,
i > Officers who were in Prance when
Gen, Weed met Gen. Pershing are authority for. the statement that the relations of the two officers are cordial.
Some of the.se officers are now in
Washington. They are confident Gen
Pershing did not. recommend that
Gen. Wood be not sent to France
One report to-night is that a list
of officers whom Gen. Pershing- recently asked to have sent over did
not contain the name of Gen. Wood.
If this is true, it may have been due
to an oversight.
Gen. Wood Went to the Capitol early
to-day to see Senator Warren and
other friends. He refused to state
the purpose of his Visit, but It was
understood that he went there to ask
his friends not to permit any outbreak
in the Senate until he had seen the
President. Gen. Wood told friends he
was puzzled over the order taking him
away fro trnthe command of the »9th
Division
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General Wood's Internment
We can win the war without General
Wood. In that sense his domestic internment may not be im itself a calamity.
But we cannot win the war unless the government is willing and anxious to utilize
all of our resources in materials, ideas
and men.
It is not what happens to General
Wood that gives us a feeling of disquiet.
He was the first American general to be
wounded in France, on his visit last winter, and he might be also the first to give
his life if he were sent to do active duty
at the front. Still, we should win the
war.
But. the government's attitude
toward General Wood is a very different and a much more important matter.
Must a man, independently of his abilities, be personally acceptable to Mr.
Baker or to Mr. Wilson before he can
serve his country in the way he knows?
Must a general's availability be tested
by his political discretion and rhetorical
restraint?
Leonard Wood stands for something
in this country. He risked his uniform
to preach preparedness up and down the
land at a time, heaven knows, when we
needed to be preached to on that subject
—at a time when the Democratic party
was proud of our unpreparedness. The
invaluable Plattsburg idea was the product of his intense enthusiasm. When he
became too embarrassing he was reprimanded. When it could no longer be denied that he had been right all the time
the War Department's recognition of
the fact was to transfer him to innocuous service in the South.
He is indiscreet. Thank God he is!
The truth will not stay in him. It bubbles forth and hurts like shrapnel. He
attacks inefficiency and delay with a
blessed and terrifying profanity. He is
no respecter of sacred persons. When
he returned from France he cast the
truth upon Congress and knocked in. vain
on the door' of the White House. The
atmosphere was charged with his indignation at the inertia he found and the
contentment there was in the midst of
confusion, though Hindenburg's blow
was about to fall on the West front.
He had seen and he knew. But what he
knew the government did. not wish to
hear. The President declined to receivs
him. The Senate Military Affairs Committee summoned him and he made the
Capitol corridors ring. Then he was ordered before a medical examining board,
which pronounced him fit, whereupon the
War Department sent him away to Fort
Eiley to train the draft army of Kansas,
Missouri and Colorado. He had been unable to stir the government out of its
complacency. It required the German
offensive and a desperate outcry from
the British to do that. We have moved
more rapidly since.

General Wood may or may not be the
greatest military commander we have.
Our military genius is yet potential. We
can only^e sure we have no more of it,
actual and potential, than we shall need.
General Wood has a fine, aggressive record. He is bigger than any task he has
yet undertaken.
Nobody knows how
much bigger he can be. Is that not reason enough why he should have the utmost development in active service? Or
is that reason itself a disqualification in
the eye of jealousy?
In any case, for a man of General
Wood's ability—both the ability that he
is known to possess and that which may
be yet undiscovered—to be rejected for
personal reasons is almost unendurable.
The implications are distressing. Public opinion will be heard from. "The
World," stanch supporter of the Administration, says:
"The news that
General Leonard Wood is to be kept in
this country while the division whose
training he is completing will go abroad
under his second in command will give
every fair-minded man a bad taste in
the mouth."
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citizen who reads them, opposed Seabury bitterly. Yet
he received more votes in New York City than did
Hylan, whom Hearst favored in the recent Mayoralty
election.
In the Mayoralty campaign of 1917 Mitchcl had all
the papers except the Hearst and Socialistic papers; yet
he only polled one-fifth of the vote cast.
If these facts mean anything, they show that journalistic control of the Government is a myth. Of course,
it seems that the people must get the facts to base their
opinions on from the newspapers, but the conclusions
at which they arrive are their own. From recent indications, unanimous press support of a candidate dooms
him to defeat. The daily press no longer reflects the
opinions of the masses. Even though press sentiment
be divided, which would seem to make it easy for
some group of papers to be on the winning side, they
usually fail to accomplish it. What the man in the
street is thinking about, if he is thinking about anything, remains as much of a mystery to the editors as to
the politicians.
JONATHAN J. MAGRUDER.
New York.

BOOKS
Mr. Baker's War Speeches
Frontiers of Freedom. By Newton D. Baker. Published by
George H. Doran Company. Price $1.50 net.
To read this volume of short, and, for the most part,
extemporaneous addresses by the Secretary of War
is to be stirred by many emotions. And for one reader
at least these culminated in a great pride in America
and a great faith in us as a people. For Mr. Baker
is disclosed to us here as not only the organizer of
great armies who is also gentle, kind and just, the
scholar who is also the politician, the radical and the
dreamer who is intensely practical, a man of action
on a great scale. He is disclosed also as essentially
American, as one of us, as the possessor of qualities
that we can identify in the .life about us. He is as
American as the smoking car, or the church social, or
base-ball, or Chicago. So that one feels in reading
these addresses that the generosity and the idealism
of them are the generosity and idealism of a great
people, with whom Mr. Baker shares them and for
whom he serves as truly representative. There is no
" fine writing," there is no rhetoric. There is first and
last the animating ideal of democracy as a rule of
action, as a growing thing ever adapting its methods
to the needs of the hour and applying in each new
situation the test of whether or not our political and
economic arrangements are so ordered as to procure
for each individual the highest possible measure of liberty and well-being and justice. And spoken as most
of the addresses were to public bodies interested in
an account of his stewardship, theory is everywhere
checked by practice, so that before the book is finished
we cannot fail to realize how well every ideal, every
fine precept, has been exemplified in action. His account of the measures taken to safeguard labor standards and keep our industrial life at home healthy during the war is a case in point.
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It is this squaring of the ideal and the practical, this
assurance that in Mr. Baker we are getting not merely
promise but performance, that makes his book so tremendously heartening. To be an idealist and at the
same time intensely practical is characteristic of the
best Americans. Yet history records very few instances in which men of such conspicuous success in
action have possessed the scholarship, the insight, the
vision, the power of expression, to illuminate as Mr.
Baker has done the true meanings and bearings of the
events in which they were playing leading parts.
But even if Mr. Baker were not Secretary of War,
if he were instead a retired essayist, this book would
be well worth reading. There is meat in every one
of its 335 pages—keen observation, intense practicality,
ripe scholarship, clear analysis of our times and our
institutions by a mind that understands the significance
of the modern machine process and the changes it has
wrought, a mind that sees the defeat of Germany as
the immediate task of over shadowing importance, but
also as only a part of the work that still lies ahead
for democracy.
The quotations that follow do not sound the keynote
of the book. They are not the finest bits. But they
show the quality of Mr. Baker's mind and heart. In
one of the addresses he likens Germany to the King
in Shakespeare who lay before his tent on the eve of
battle and in a dream saw the figures of those he
had done to death trooping before him. And he draws
this lesson for America:
" It teaches us that some day we may have to sleep
in front of the tent; as a nation there may come a
critical hour in our national life when we will be
called upon to review our past and see whether we
are worthy to live, whether or not we ought to give
place to something stronger and more virile, and more
righteous than we; and if the figures that pass our
tent door are denials of democracy, are refusals to
recognize our environment; if they are injustices to
great groups of our fellow citizens; if they are arrogations and special privileges to particular groups of
men or women, of either to the exclusion of the other;
if those are the figures that pass before the tentthen we may be very sure that the battle on the morrow will go to the stronger race. But if the figures
that pass before that tent door are figures of a people
who really do love democracy and progress, who at
every step in their national career sought to readjust
themselves to the environment in which they lived—
if they are figures representing recognition of the
rights of individuals to the highest fine development
of which their capacities are susceptible; if the figures
that troop by are justice, in the adequate and fundamental sense, and real recognition of the rights of
others; then we can face the breaking of the morning
and the onset of battle, just as we can face it now in
the contest that is ahead of us, . . . sure that endurance and perpetuity must in the very nature of
things and in the justice of nature, be awarded to
those who are faithful to such ideals."
Elsewhere he shows that far removal from narrow
nationalism which must condition any great gain to

Published by
F. M. TAYLOR PUBLISHING CO.
192 Broadway
LONG BRANCH ,
- NEW JERSEY
■ Telephone 1000 Long Branch.
Red Bank Office, 7 Elm Place.
Telephone Red Bank 839-W.
Monday, May 27, 1918.
NEWTON D. BAKER.

Ralph A. Hayes, private secretary
to the Secretary of war, without his
knowledge, gathered into a volume recently published a number of short
and largely extemporaneous speeches
delivered by Mr. Baker, the book now
appearing under the title "Frontiers
of Freedom." A reviewer says these
addresses must give to their readers
a great pride in America and faith in
us as a people, for Mr. Baker is disclosed here as not only the organizer
of great arm\es who is also gentle,
kind and just, the scholar who is also the politician, the radical and the
dreamer who is intensely practical—
a man of action on a great scale.
is also disclosed also as
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essentially

American, as one of us, as the possessor of qualities we can identify in
the life about us. He is as American
as the smokitg car, the church social,
or baseball, so that one feels in reading these addresses that the generosity and the idealism of thenv>are the
generosity and idealism of a great
people, shared in by Mr. Baker.
There is no fine writing. There is
first and last the animating ideal of
democracy as a rule of action, as a
growing thing ever adapting its methods to the needs of the hor.r and applying in each new situation the test
of whether or not our political and
economic arrangements are so ordered as to procure for each Individual
the highest possible measure of liberty, and well-being and justice
Finally it may be said that a careful reading of speeches by Newton D.
Baker, either those in the volume here
alluded to, or those to be found elsewhere in type, is likely to suggest
that much of the opposition to the
Secretary which has at times developed in Congress is the outcome of
the shock certain types of

men

re-

ceive when they find in places of influence men v/ho are really and fundmentally democrats, and not mere lipservers of democracy.
He that will lose his friejiiljpi a
jest deserves to die imitt
bargain.—Fuller.
fnfidence of tjj
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Gen. Leonard Wood.

—i

From what is said to be an authoritative source comes the information that
President Wilson and Secretary of War
Baker are contemplating assigning Maj.
Gen. Leonard Wood to command the
American forces which are to be sent to
the Italian front or giving him some other
equally important duty. The news will be
accepted with general satisfaction by the
public in the hope that Gen. Wood will be
given a command in keeping with his rank
and ability.
For months the rumor has been scattered broadcast that Gen. Wood wai to be
immolated upon the altar of his lifelong
friendship for Col. Theodore Roosevelt.
There is no secret here divulged; throughout the length and breadth of the land the
report was bandied about that Wood could
not hope to secure an assignment of duty
that would give him prominence in this
war. And when it was announced that he
was to be sent to San Francisco to command the inactive department of the West
the scandal mongers considered that here
was the corroboration of their tales. ,
In the absence of definite statements as
to what is to be done with Gen. Wood, it
is said with emphasis that he is to be
given duty of importance and is not to be
"buried" in an army post. It is apparent
that President Wilson and Secretary of
War Baker have all along had plans for
this officer which they have not divulged,
but which will fully utilize his experience
and talents. This is good news, since the
country needs the services of all officers
of experience. But what is more encouraging is to have the lie given to/the insinuation that politics was responsible for
shelving Gen. Wood^
It has been the proud boast, not alone
of this administration, but of those preceding it, that politics was not permitted
to enter the army; that no political consideration could control the actions of any
officer or influence his opportunities. The
necessity for keeping the army clear of
politics is obvious. Otherwise its efficiency
would be reduced or destroyed. Gen.
Wood's close friendship for Col. Roosevelt, with whom he served in Cuba, is well
known. During the last few months Col.
Roosevelt has indulged in some very
pointed criticisms ef the President and his
administration, and it was soon rumored
that Gen. Wood was to be punished in retaliation. The country can now accept the
assurance of the baselessness of these reports, and it is predicted that within a
very brief time orders will issue which
will demonstrate that the administration
is incapable of sacrificing a gallant officer
to even up a political score.

2 ■ -f-rB-f—

General Sees President and
Rumors Are Set at
Rest.
"I OBEY ORDERS," HE SAYS
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THANKS FRENCH SCHOOL.

Presented Statuette at West Point in
Honor of Defense of Paris in 1814.
Secretary of War Baker has written a letter to the Societe des Amis de l'Ecole Polytechnique at Paris thanking it for a statuette presented to him while in France which
has been placed in the United States Military Academy.
The statuette is a replica of a statue
erected at the French Polytechnic School in
memory of students of the school who took
i part in the defense of Paris in 181'4.

3

Such being the case, the administration was placed in a quandary in
reference to Gen. Wood's case, which
it did not welcome. The attitude
seems to be that Gen. Pershing shall
be allowed free rein in France, but
1
that in oases like that of Gen. Wood
the War Department may be expected
to give reasons and not' throw unI necessary mystery about actions for
which there are sound reasons.
Gen. Wood expected today to talk
with Gen. Bridges, head of the British war mission, who is a personal
friend, before leaving for New York.
Earlier in the day he talked with
Senator Martin and with other public
men here.
Awaits Orders Cheerfully.
"I still await orders cheerfully; I
am ready to go where I am told," was
his. comment. In regard to the report
that he was to be assigned to Italy
he said that "it is news to me," and
War Department officers said the report was "poor guessing." Rumors
also have credited the assignment of
Gen. AVood to Russia, on a special
• mission, but no verification could be
found for that report.
In fact, it is likely that the War
Department has not yet determined
what assignment Gen. Wood shall
have. It is understood that consideration of an assignment for him other
than that to the Western Department
has been given only since the conference of Secretary Baker and Gen.
VMarch with the President yesterday.
Gen. Wood is understood to have
i assured the President yesterday that
'in .his appearance before the Senate
military affairs committee he did not
criticise the administration, as he was
reported to have done, and that he
■leave only the highest praise to Gen.
Persihing's work in France. He also
is believed to have assured the Presij dent that he did not seek an interview
k1 with the President when he returned
from Europe, but that the suggestion
1
came from his friends, without his
previous knowledge.

Maj. Gen. Leonard Wood, the senior
officer of the Army, is not going to
France or Italy or anywhere else in
Europe, for the presen' at least. Nor
is he going to command the Western
Department, with headquarters at San
Francisco. There is official authority
for these statements.
In compliance with Gen. Wood's
earnest request to be given active
duty with troops, if possible, the orders assigning him to the Western
Department have been canceled and
More Corps Commanders.
new orders prepared assigning him to
the command of a training division, in
In view of the large Increase in the
process of organization, either at strength of the American expeditionary
Camp Funston, Kan., his present sta- Army It is accepted that advantage will
tion, or elsewhere, according to the be taken shortly of the legislative aunecessities of the case. Such an as- thority for the appointment of four lieusignment is official recognition of the tenant generals of the National Army
great work already accomplished by ■ to command Army corps. Following the
Gen. Wood in the training and organi- precedent established in the cases of
Gens. Wood, Bell and Morrison, it is
zation of troops for actual field serv- assumed
that the selections for these
ice.
I
important Commands will be made by
Gen. Pershing, how in supreme comA Temporary Assignment.
mand of the American forces in Europe.
Maj. Gens. Hunter Liggett and Charles
It is admittedly a temporary assignT. Menoher, now with Gen. Pershing,
ment given to employ the services of
it is reported, have been recommended
Gen. Wood to the best advantage
by him for elevation to the rank of
pending the settlement of the queslieutenant general, with a view to their
tion of giving him more important
assignment to more important comduty in the command of troops on the
mands.
field of action.
The appointment of the other two
Surprise was expressed in all official
lieutenant generals, it is intimated,
quarters today at the published remay be deferred until later In the
port that Gen. Wood was to be placed
war, when larger reinforcements have
in command of American forces to
have
arrived on the field of action.
operate on the Italian front. It is adArmy opinion apparently is unanmitted that American troops may be
imous
that the expeditionary comassigned soon to the Italian cammander must be given unquestioning
paign, but, it is added, plans for such
support
and confidence so long as he
participation have not been comis retained as commander-ln-chief of
pleted. There are no American line
American forces in France. It has
troops in Italy at present and it is : the
frequently been said that if an occanot at all likely that the force in
sion
arose where important recomFrance and Belgium will be reduced
mendations of Gen. Pershing were to
under existing conditions.
be
overruled
by the department, the
Gen. Wood expected to leave Washnecessity would arise at once for his
ington this afternoon, after making a
recall
and
the
assignment of the task
request to Secretary Baker that he
to some one else.
be given some assignment other than
that of commanding the Department
cf the West, and after a half-hour
talk with President Wilson.
"Politics Is Adjourned."
There is strong reasons to believe that
President Wilson, in his conversation with Gen. Wood yesterday took
the first occasion to act upon his
statement when he addressed Congress Monday, that "politics is adjourned," and also acted upon this
principle earlier' in the afternoon
when Secretary _of War Baker and
Gen. March, chief of staff, were at
the White House.
It was learned on best authority
today that Gen. Pershing does not
want Gen. Wood in France. It is
not known why. It is possible that
Gen. Pershing considers it unwise to
make any exception, even in Gen.
Wood's case, to certain standards regarding age and prime physical condition—s/tandards_which have excluded Gen. Scott, Gen. Bell and others
from service overseas.
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General Wood's
Friends Now Blame
Secretary Baker:
-»
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Herald Bureau* Jf!
TVo. 1,502 IT Street, N. W^5Washing-ton, D. C.» Thursday, j-'l
The responsibility for the decision- 4t»
take Major General Leonard Woo*away
from the- division ire* trained)-at -Cami*
Funston and assign hirrt-±o»the.-command!
of the Western Department 1st now laid
to the door of the Secretary-of War^Mr.
Baker, toy General Wood'-swdiriendsdn
Washington.
It is understood"' tha*. tfh&.iqiieslion> «(
General Wood's assignmentto-cammand a
division in France was discussed by Secretary Baker- and General Pershing ■when
Mr. Baker was abroad. In his recommendation later General Pershing made
no mention of General Wood, and Secretary Baker accordingly transferred, him
from-the command of his division, which
is among those soon to go to Prance. So
far as can he ascertained, General Pershins's attitude was negative. There is
nothing to indicate that he suggested that
General Wood be not sent to France.
It is now regarded as probable thai:
General Wood will receive an important
outside of Prance. According to intimations from official sources, President!
,1 has no intention of shelving him
permanently, -although there is at present
no important nost abroad lo which he can
be assigned outside the fighting area.
For the present, at least, he probably
will be assigned to command Camp Funston. instead of being sent to the Pacific
fo.u't. and will devote himself to the
training of troops. This course was folin the case of Major General -I.
Franklin Bell, who was assigned to the
command of Camp Ppton after his orders
i-ima.nd the Western Department had.
been revoked.
What objection General Pershing toa,y
have to the presence of officers senior to
him is not disclosed, but at the War Department the impression is given that it
was in deference to his point of view
that both General Bell and General Woo4
were not sent to France.

FRIDAY, MAY 31, 1918.
Leonard Wood.
"Apparently the Administration
feels that it has washed its hands of
WOOD, now that it can plead his rejection by the army itself, or rather
by the commander of the army"
I meaning General PERSHING].
The foregoing statement occurs in
the Washington correspondence of the
New York Tribune. It attributes to
President WILSON a surprising degree
of ignorance of the Constitution.
The Constitution of the United
States makes the President the Commander in Chief of the Army. It
therefore imposes upon him the duty
to select the most highly qualified Generals in the service for the performance of the most difficult tasks involving the greatest responsibilities.
The President cannot wash his hands
of this obligation. It cannot properly
lie devolved upon the War Department or upon an American General in
France. The Constitution has not
made NEWTON D. BAKER or General
PERSHING Commander in Chief of the
Army.
We assume that President
WILSON knows this and further realizes that he alone will be held
responsible by the people If disaster
results from the neglect or refusal to
employ a General whose competency
for high command is not open to
question.
We are pleased to observe evidence
that the President appreciates the sit- j
uation. An interview of forty-five |
minutes with General WOOD must have
enlightened the Commander in Chief
as to the qualifications of that gallant and modest officer; and after
such an Interview we are unwilling
to believe that President WILSON felt
like washing his hands of WOOD.
On the contrary, he may have
wished he could wash his hands of
sundry advisers who, assuming to act
In his behalf, have treated General
WOOD with scant justice.
"Give General WOOD a chance.
"WOODROW WILSON."

A memorandum to the War Department in these words wrould be greeted
with applause all the way from Maine
to California.
l
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GENERAL WOOD'S CASE.
Ex-President TAFT has been and is a
loyal and earnest supporter of his successor in this war, and has never
wavered for a moment in that loyalty.
He is beyond the suspicion of partisan
motives when he offers the grave and
well-considered suggestion to the Administration which we reprint today
from The Philadelphia Public Ledger.
When Mr. TAFT says that " the coun" try is seriously disappointed that
" General WOOD has not been permitted
" to go abroad with the division which
" he has been training," the President
and Secretary BAKER may rely absolutely on the sincerity of Mr. TATT'S
concern and the accuracy of his information.
The country does not know why
General Woo&i was permitted to train
a division for service abroad, to make
his preparations to go abroad with it,
and was then suddenly halted on the
eve of sailing and ordered to stay at
home. No information has been given
it. it has heard rumors that the order
was given for political reasons and
counter-reasons, that it was given because of the jealousy of other officers.
It does not know what to believe, and
it is undoubtedly disturbed.
Whether it is the Administration's
duty to itself to make known the real
reason is a question for the Administration to decide; but it is obvious that
it is the Administration's duty to the
country. If the Administration's reason Is good, it may decide to bear unjust imputations in silence, regarding
that as the nobler part. But it is not
merely a matter of the feelings of the
Administration. It is a serious matter
concerning the country. For the. uncontradicted
rumor that
political
grudges, personal spite, or military
jealousy is responsible for the withholding of, any capable officer from
giving the'eountry the service it needs
from him will have a bad effect on
the country's morale. It will spread
- cioubt, chill enthusiasm. The Administration cannot permit such a chilling and disheartening suspicion to
spread among the people at a time so
critical as this. It owes it to the people to dissipate this doubt and depression by giving its facts and its reasons.
'" The consideration that dominates
every other now," said the President
lak Monday, " and makes every other
" seem trivial and .negligible, is the
•' winning of the war." Nothing that
rids to spread doubt, discouragement, or suspicion should be permit;■ d. The Administration should stifle
these things at the beginning by giving frankly the reasons which governed it in the action it took regarding General WOOD.

■ 'ai-^J*,?ie*Ms,- "both^
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"Their rights of individual conscience
will be respected"—thus Secretary Baker, in his memorandum of this morning
in regard to conscientious objectors. A
vital principle is here at stake. Secretary Baker has given a large amount
of time to this difficult problem and
has settled it aright, with humanitarianism, wisdom, and true Americanism.
It was unthinkable
after
the British attitude in this matter of
conscientious objection and our own historic record that the United States
should take the backward step of degrading objectors or violating their consciences. That would have taken us back
to old Salem days and would have been
a disavowal of William Penn and all that
the historic Pennsylvania Commonwealth stood for, to say nothing of the
founding of New England by conscientious religious objectors. Most of these
men with whom Secretary Baker is concerned have accepted alternative service
In the Medical Corps, ambulance service,
etc. The six hundred unyielding objectors are to be segregated and then given
furloughs for agricultural service. No
better board could have been, selected
than Mr. Baker has chosen to deal with
Individual cases and to weed out any impostors. With Judge Julian Mack on
!t, there is absolute guarantee of its effectiveness and justice. The very smallness of the number of objectors shows
that the country could well afford to be
magnanimous as well as true to its own
principles of conscientious freedom.
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Thanks Mr. Shallenberger for
Defence of Browning Gun
Programme in House.
Herald Bureau,
1
X.P. 1,303 H Strt-et, N. W., [
Washington, D. C, Monday. ]
A stinging reply to George Harvey,
editor of the North American Review and
Harvey's War Weekly, has been made by
■Newton 1.). Baker. Secretary of War. A
recent issue of I lie War Weekly charged
that Secretary Baker was 'camouflaging
and deceiving the American public, and
no heavy Browning guns had been delivered oi- were likely to be delivered until
next year."
These charges were denied recently on
the floor of the House by Representative
Ashton C. Shallenberger, democrat, of Nebraska. Secretary Baker has written a
Setter to Mr. Shallenberger thanking him
for defending the War Department anil intimating that Mr. Harvey is playing into
the hands of Germany.
Here is Secretary Maker's letter to Mr.
Shallenberger:—
"I have read with deep appreciation and
pleasure your helpful pan in the debate
on the Army bill. The country will be
stirred by the fine absence of partisanship
and by the significant facts which you
cited, and I am of course, doubly grateful
al your willingness to defend me against
the strange and malignant attack of Mr.
Harvey.
"It matters some to me personally, but
my chief thought is that the truth will
give the people of the country confidence
in the army and in that way .Mr. Harvey
will be prevented from helping our country's enemies by his extraordinary and
■•Jepressing lack of information."

I*t George Do It.
Evidently Colonel George Harvey has,
to use the language of the subway and
the surface, "got the goat" of the Secretary of War. Passing comment in Colonel
Harveys War -Weekly is construed by Mr
Baker as a "strange and malignant attack upon himself. And, reading further, -my chief thought is that the truth
will give the people of the country confidence in the army and; in that way Mr
Harvey will be prevented from helping
our country's enemies by his extraordinary and depressing lack of information "
Far be it from the HERALD to rush in
where even the bravest of angels would
fear to tread, but in the light of a well
remembered statement made before the
Senate Committee on Military Affairs
and of certain assertions concerning the
separation of a brother Baker from connection with an airplane contract somebody should suggest that, speaking of
dwellers in glass houses and of subtracting from popular confidence in the War
Department, lack of information on the
part of a Secretary of War is likely to
prove more depressing than any lack on
the part of an unofficial individual can
i possibly be.
Perhaps George win do it

NEW YORK HERALD,
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Mr. Baker Calls on
Nation for Ample
Supply of Nurses
■——

*

Secretary Urges General Public and
Training Schools to Co-operate at Once.

JVNE 3, 1918.
CHANGE IN CASUALTY TERM.
Baker May Amplify "Died From Other
Causes," in Pershing's Reports.
Amplification of the term "died from other
causes" as now included in the army casualty list, is under consideration by Secretary
Baker.
The general belief now is that
under this heading are included the names
of soldiers who are executed for military
offenses, and the attention of the War Department has been called to the fact that
unnecessary anguish has been caused relatives of soldiers who, although not killed
in action, have died honorably.
■ Secretary Baker has stated that the
term "other causes" had been used to cover
also deaths from various kinds of accidents,
suicides and homicides. While it is proposed to introduce a more descriptive term,
the department has no intention of specifically publishing the names of soldiers
who commit suicide, or who are executed
;<by order of military tribunals

WASHINGTON, D. C, Wednesday.- In
a statement issued to-day through the
American Red Cross, Secretary Baker
called upon the general public, civilian
hospitals and training schools to co-operate actively to insure an ample supply of
nurses to meet the needs of the army and
navy.
"The greatest humanitarian duty which
we owe our army, once it has been armed
and sheltered, clothed and transported, is
to conserve its health and vitality and to
bind up the wounds which unhappily hut
inevitably must come to it," declared
Secretary Baker.
'That this service may be performed
most effectively and most speedily it is
necessary that hospitals continue their cooperation in releasing to the paramount
military service whatever members of
their staffs may be spared without peril
to their clientele; that training schools
continue to adapt themselves to increasing
numbers of students; that civil communities be more, and more watchful in
the enforcement and promotion of measures for safeguarding the public health;
that individuals that have been used to
employing private duty nurses in their
homes sJiould rely, whenever possible,
upon hospitals and visiting nurse agencies,
which permit one nurse to care for a number of patients."
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ARMY HEADS RIDE IN NEW ARTILLERY TRACTOR IN ROCK
CREEK PARK.

Big Howitzer Hauled Up Hill and
Down Dale, Through Mud
and Forest.
A flve-ton artillery tractor for
hauling field guns gave a demonstration in the valley of Rock creek near
the Connecticut avenue bridge yesterday afternoon. Secretary Baker
and Gen. March rode in the tractor.
Many Army officers were interested
spectators.
Hooked to a 4.7-inch field howitzer,
the machine ran over the rough,
muddy ground of the valley.
It went through ditches and holes
without a stop, cut down trees and
climbed over the fallen trunks dragging the gun behind it; climbed a.
forty-flve-dcgree hill wh<>re the mud
was a foot deep as a result of recent
rains and wound up the performance
by rattling down a paved avenue at a
twelve-mile gait without leaving a mark
on the paving. The wlyole load, including the gun and tractor, was approximately 20,000 pounds.
Officers who saw the demonstration
are convinced that no shell-torn territory will stop the rapid movement
of 'American field guns when they are
sent to support infantry advances.
Moreover, the machines are shrapnel
proof and can be disabled only ,by
v. direct shell hit
-

Secretary Baker and Gen. March, chief of staff, V. S. A„ are here shown "taking- the bumps" with the new tractor
over some rough spots in Rock Creek Park. The new tractor, which is to be used for hauling field guns,
climbed hills, mowed down trees and did about everything else that was expected of it.

WASHINGTON POST:
JUNE 6, 1918
BAKER GOES TO NEW YORK.
Will Sign His N^neTo.OOO Times to!
Certain War Documents.
Secretary of War Baker left Washing nlast niSht *°r ^« »f« ^,
ffi business. He will spend to.lay, «,.

&^W«3l^» Atuntlcj
•P°rt
. i that among other things I
It is stated that ^°"5
lvll,g the I
he will attend to wortn.
S
^rdofumTntsThe nature of which
' was not disclosed^
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The Secretary Of War
It looks now as if there was an
insidious and persistent propaganda
to discredit Secretary of War Baker |
in the estimation of the people of
the country. .
Did stories in New York and other
anti-administration papers, hinting
that we were right on the way to
raising the draift age and inferring
broadly that labor conscription and
military strikebreaking were the oblects aimed at, leave a false impression?
Did 'they unwittingly, or
Dtherwiss, set tongues fragging all
aver the country in the interests of
Serman propagandists, whose main
purpose these days is to create disErust of . their government in the
minds of democracy's workers? It
surely looks as if they did.
I Now it's worth while to recall the
facts as they have developed. Quite
worth while to do so in the interest
of truth and justice. ■
This is substantially what Secretary Baker says in reply to all this:
In no case will the draft law be used
as a whip over the American workingman. He has assured the country
that there will be no military strikebreaking, by stating that the man
who conscientiously protests against
inadequate pay, impossible living
arid working conditions, or highhanded attempts at exploitation by
an employer will not he regarded
as an "idler" by the war department. He has pointed out that the
sole and only purpose of the new
ruling is to bring pressure to bear
on the non-essential worker—the ribbon clerk, the barkeeper, the chauffeur or the butler to the rich—to
change his occupation.
Everybody who has watched Secretary Baker's performance in office
■knew that this was the case anyway.
They knew that he was fair. It was
a good enough pointer when some
months ago he insisted that army
forestry regimen^, who assisted in
getting out trees for shipbuilding in
the northwest, should be compensated by timber owners at best prevailing rates of pay. But they are
glad to have the statement at that.
It shuts up the clackers.
The fact is that there has been a
band of labor conscription rooters
of which the people havie been
mighty distrustful, very much in
evidence ever since the war began
And it is idle to think that proGermans, pacifists and obstructionists in general—not forgetting the
political seekers who are avowedly
out to get the President's goat—have
not grabbed on to it. It has been
made to order for them. "

Secretary r0ql$er's Labor Policy
Was the
a^\Widious prcSpajranda of misrepjjesentation _ 1 hibor in conrt^ctibn with the new
BFtoork or fight/' order? A'lXjjbe there was.
l
Eastern £r!d ether anti-adminisDid reRort*-iin
n/Eastern
tration paWj/s, hinting tftoNfre were right on the
way to Xaisttig the draftp^ge and inferring broadly
that\aboN^o#scriptiot» a\jd military strike-breakre The objects\a\med at, leave a false imDid thej^jnwittingly, or otherwise,
tongues waggingx all over the country in the
sts of Gern^O3r0Pa§'an^sts' whose main
ose these cr&ys^is to create distrust of their
rnmenfr invSjje minds of democracy's work/•frlaybXtftey^did'.
todaV thatNs all water that has passed over
the wheel. \See. Baker says substantially this:
In no case wm the draft law be used as a whip
•* over the American workmgman. tie assures the
country that there will be no military strikebreaking, by stating that the man who '
scientiously protests against inadequate
impossible living and working conditions, or
high-handed attempts at exploitatiori~by* an employer will not be regarded as an "idler" by the
war department. He points out that the sole and
only purpose of the new ruling is to bring pressure
to bear on the nonessential worker—to change
his occupation.
—Exexybxtdy. who Tins w.-itchMJke^_Bj3.ke
f°rmance in office knew that this was the
anyway. They knew that he was fair. It was
a gooa enough pointer when some months ago
he insisted that army forestry regiments, who assisted in getting out trees for shipbuilding in the
Northwest, should be compensated by timber owners at best prevailing rates' of pay. But they are
glad to have the statement at that. It shuts up
the clackers.
The fact is that there has been a band of labor
conscription rooters, of which the people have
been distrustful, very much in evidence ever since
the war began. The Daily News' Washington,
bureau has reported time and again that this fallacy is the burden of the talk in hotel lobbies at <
the capital among would-be profiteers and professional labor-baiters. And it is idle to think
that pro-Germans, pacifists and obstructionists in
general—not forgetting the political seekers who
are avowedly out to discredit the President—have
not used it.
Sec. Baker comes right out in meeting and ends
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MR. BAKER'S WAR SPEECHES,
'(•'Frontiers of Freedom." By Newton D. Baker.
George H. Doran Co.))
/
To read the volume of short,
and, for the most part, extemporaneous addresses by the Secretary of War is to be stirred
by many emotions. And for one
reader at least these culminated
in a great pride in America and
a great faith in us as a people.
For Mr. Baker is disclosed to
us here as not only the organizer of' great armies who is also
gentle, kind and just, the scholar who is also the politician, the
radical and the dreamer who is
intensely practical, a man of action on a great scale. He is disclosed also as essentially American, as one of us, as the possessor of qualities that we can
identify in the hie about us. He
is as American as the smoking
car, or the church social, or
base-ball, or Chicago. So that
»ne feels in reading these addresses that the generosity and
v
.he idealism of them are the
generosity and idealism of a
great people, with whom Mr.
Baker shares them and for
whom he serves as truly reprecentative. There is no "fine
writing," there is no rhetoric.
There is first and last the animating ideal of democracy as a
rule of action, as a growing
thing ever adapting its methods
to the needs of the hour and
applying in each new situation
the test of whether or not our
political and economic arrangements are so ordered as to procure for each individual the
highest possible measure of liberty and well-being and justice.
And spoken as most of the addresses were to public bodies
interested in an account of his
stewardship, theory is everywhere checked by practice, so
that before the book is finished
we cannot fail to realize how
well every ideal, every fine precept, has been exemplified in action. . Hfe account of the measures
taken' ta safeguard labor standards ana keep our industrial life
at' homl. healthy during the war
is a case in point.
'It is this squaring of the
ideal and the practical, this assurance that in Mr. Baker we
;
are getting not merely promise
but, performance, that makes his
book, so tremendously heartening. To be an idealist and at
the same time "intensely practical
is characteristic - of the best
Americans. Yet; history records
very-;: few; instances in which
men of such conspicuous success in action have possessed
the scholarship, the insight, the
i vision, the power • of, expression,
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to illuminate. as Mr. Baker has
done the true . meanings and
bearings of the events in which
they were playing leading parts.
But even if Mr. Baker were
not Secretary of War, if he were
instead a retired essayist, this
book would be well worth reading. There is meat in every one
of its 335 pages—keen observation, intense practicality, ripe
scholarship, clear analysis of our
times and our institutions by a
mind that understands the significance of the modern machine,
process and the changes it has
wrought; a mind that sees the
defeat of Germany as the immediate task of over-shadowing
importance, but also as only a
part of the work that still lies
ahead for democracy.
The quotations that follow do
not sound the keynote of the
book. They are not the finest
bits. . But they show the quality
of Mr. Baker's mind and heart.
In one of the addresses he likens Germany to the King in
Shakespeare who lay before his
tent on the eve of battle and in
dream saw the figures of those
he had done to death trooping
before him. And he draws this
lesson for America:
"Tf teaches us that some day
we may have to sleep in front
of the tent; as a nation there
may come a critical hour in
our national life when we will
be called upon to review our
past and see whether we are
worthy to live, whether or not
we ought to give place to something stronger and more virile,
and more righteous than we;
and if the figures that pass our
tent door are denials of democracy, are refusals to recognize
our environment; if they are injustices to great groups of our
fellow citizens; if they are arrogations and special privileges to
particular groups of men or
women, of either to the exclusion of the other; if those are
the figures that pass before the
tent—then we may be very sure
that the batte on the morrow
ivill, go to, the stronger race. But
if the figures that pass before
that tent door, are figures of a
people who really do love democracy - and ■ progress, who at
[every step in their national car! eer sought to readjust themselves to the environment in
which they lived—if they are
figures representing recognition
of the rights of individuals to
the highest fine development o£
which their capacities are susceptible ; if the figures that troop
by are justice, in the adequate

and fundamental sense, and" real
recognition of the rights of
others; then we can face, the
breaking of the morning and the
onset of battle, just as we can
face it now in the contest that
is ahead of us,
sure that endurance and perpetuity must in
the very nature of things and in
the justice of nature, be awarded to those who are faithful tc*
such ideals."
Elsewere he shows that faf
removal from narrow nationals
ism which must condition any
great gain to come of this war.
"I would far rather," he said in
addressing the Southern Society
of New York, "have the triumph''
of democracy the reward of thd
associated effort of democratic
peoples everywhere; so that
when this war is over neither
we nor they can have any monopoly of that virtue, but will
be partners in its glory, and sq
associates in the further pro-*
gress which is to be made."
Appropriate just now is this
from an address to college presidents who met in Washington
to consider how they could best,
help:
"This is the time for physic*
ians of public opinion to exercise a curative impulse. You
gentlemen and the young men
who are in your colleges, and
who go to their homes front
your colleges and write to their,
homes from your colleges, making up a very large part of the
direction of public opinion, you
can exercise a curative influence
by preaching the doctrine of to-i
lerance, by exemplifying thd
fact that it is not necessary for;
a nation like the United States,
which is fighting for the vindi-:
cation of a great ideal, to discolor its purpose by hatreds or;
by the entertainment of an unworthy emotion
We ought
never to lose sight of the fact
that the purpose of this war isl
not aggression, is not punish*
ment; it is not inspired by resentments nor fed by ambitions,
but it is loyalty to an ideal, and
that ideal is freeing the world
from an impossible international
philosophy, a
philosophy in
which, ,;if it should prevail, nq
freedom is left or is safe."
The book contains Mr. Baker's;,
comprehensive statement of war
preparations before the Military
Affairs Committee of the Senate, and his addresses to Amer-?
ican troops in France. The material was collected and put together by Mr. Ralph A. Hayes*
private secretary to Mr. Baker>
without the latter's knowledge,
Mr. Hayes has thus done us g
real service.
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" HAMMOND IS EXEMPTED "
" John Hays Hammond, Jr., son of the millionaire mining engineer, is in Washington engaged in work upon the
radio torpedo, which he invented and which he believes can
be made useful in this war. The device is to be given a
test eventually, he says, by a War Department Board,
headed by General Leonard Wood. Mr. Hammond was exempted from the draft at the request of Secretary of War
Baker."
In referring to Mr. Crane, the Tribune says:
" Winthrop Murray Crane, Jr., son of a former Senator
from Massachusetts, is a major in the Ordnance Supply
Bureau here."
We find it extremely difficult to understand Mr. Henning's slur on Mr. Hammond. If the Tribune's ordinarily
thoughtful and well-informed correspondent had taken the
trouble to investigate he would have found that the invention
which Mr. Hammond is perfecting has potentialities of the
greatest value to our army. Indeed, if it justifies the expectations of the best informed officers in the army, the Hammond invention may revolutionize warfare to almost as great
an extent as the submarine has done.
In addition to his electrically controlled torpedo device
Mr. Hammond is experimenting on other vital war
machinery. Instead of censuring the Secretary of War, at
least by innuendo, for having exempted Mr. Hammond
from the draft, the Tribune should have congratulated him
upon calling this youthful genius to Washington, where
he would be of infinitely greater value to the Government
than he could ever be in the field. We regret that there are
not a few hundred more men of the Hammond type working
in the Government laboratories.
While Mr. Hammond's inclusion in the Tribune's list is
based solely upon the fact that he is of draft age, we find
possible excuse for naming Mr. Crane. This son of the
former Senator from Massachusetts is well over the draft
age and there is no possibility that he would have been called
to the colors. Mr. Crane, at great personal sacrifice, put
aside his lucrative business interests and accepted a commission, in the only place he could get it, at a salary which
would not pay the rent of his apartment. He is working 16
hours a day at Washington, and his business experience is of
very great value to the Government.
If this is not patriotism, then we need a new definition.
We believe that the Tribune owes Mr. Hammond and Mr.
Crane apologies, and we are satisfied that it is big enough
and fair enough to make amends when the facts are brought
to its attention.

Apologies Due
THERE is much merit in the attempt which the
Chicago Tribune has been making during the last
few weeks to expose that large and growing class
of " heroes " who, in order to avoid the draft, have gone
to Washington and mobilized sufficient political influence
to have themselves commissioned in bullet-proof branches
of the army. The Tribune has established beyond the
shadow of a doubt that hundreds of men of draft age have
dodged their duty in the field and have landed comfortable berths carrying all the emoluments of officers, through
the assistance of politicians and the connivance of the War
Department. Despite the assurances of Assistant Secretary Crowell that men of draft age have not been accepted
for desk jobs unless they were disqualified for field service
and had peculiar qualifications for staff work, the Tribune
stated unqualifiedly that 778 youths who should be privates
in the National Army are now commissioned in the Ordnance Department at Washington alone. Hundreds of
others have commissions in the Signal Corps, the Quartermaster Corps and the Military Intelligence Corps. There is
little doubt that the Tribune's campaign against this policy
of disgraceful favoritism will compel the War Department
to decline to commission thousands of others who have filed
applications at Washington since the second draft was announced. It is to be hoped that Mr. Baker will not only
put an end to the noxious system but that he will make a
complete house-cleaning of the various branches which are
now harboring men of draft age. It would be extremely
simple to do so. Every officer of draft age now assigned to
one of the "safe branches" should be compelled to establish
the peculiar qualifications which entitle him to his commission. Those who are not indispensable should be given
the option of going through an officers' camp preparatory to
service in the field or should be compelled to resign their
commissions and take their places with the drafted men.
If such a house-cleaning policy is adopted, we feel quite sure
that about 90 per cent, of the men involved would lose their
commissions and take their proper places in the field
It is indeed unfortunate that Mr. Henning, the Tribune's
Washington correspondent, who initiated this excellent campaign, was misled into including in the list of "slackers"
two of the very best type of men who are now serving the
government at Washington. We refer to John Hays Hammond, Jr. and Winthrop Murray Crane, Jr.
We quote from the Tribune:
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We Exonerate Mr. Creel
IN view of the fact that Mr. George Creel, Chairman of
the Department of Public Misinformation, continues to
publish articles and make speeches as of "the Government of the United States," with the authority of the executive branch thereof, the time may come when it will seem
necessary to present a record of his peculiar performances,
but so far we cannot refrain from hoping that the distasteful task may fall to the lot of someone else. Nevertheless,
the bumptious young man's speech instructing the " National
Conference of American Lecturers," whatever that may be,
continues to evoke so much unfavorable comment that it
cannot pass wholly unnoticed.
In the course of it Mr. Creel pronounced the Liberty
motor " 100 per cent perfect," declared that "not a life
has been lost through negligence " in the camps, etc., etc.,
ad nauseam, but such falsehoods are so palpable that it is
hardly worth while to present the overwhelming evidence
in contradiction. It is rather interesting, however, to learn
from the official spokesman of the President that " we did
not go into this war in any bumptious way, but rather in
a spirit somewhat of humility," that " within thirty days
our airplane programme will be announced and it will
deserve the confidence of the country," while simultaneously admitting that the announced " expectations " (of
whom if not of the Administration?) tend only to " shame
the country and destroy our own morale," and finally (we
quote)
As I say, this is not pacifism or pro-Germanism entirely, but
clue to the fact that we are a very patient people, and rather a
people who always thought very highly of ourselves. By persistent
reiteration we have come to believe that we are the greatest people
in the world. We do not ask anybody to prove it; we admit it.
We are pleased, of course, to hear from an official
source that all this is " not pacifism or pro-Germanism
entirely "—that is to say, only partially—and we are not
sure that Mr. Creel should be scolded as severely as he
has been for uttering the declaration which has made him
famous, to wit:
There was a question, when we went to war, of preparation.
We had not prepared, and I shall always be proud, to my dying
day, that there was no rush of preparation in this country prior
to the day the President went before Congress and said: " We are
driven to accept a state of war by the aggressions of the German
Government." For to have prepared, to have held out offers of
peace with one hand and attempted a conciliation with the other,
and all the while have been preparing for war, would have been
to give the lie to what we said; namely, that we would not engage in war unless we had exhausted every resource at our command.
Considering that hundreds of thousands of lives are
now being sacrificed needlessly because of our refusal to
make any sort of preparation, it follows inevitably that Mr.
Creel is proud, first, of criminal neglect and, secondly, of
being a damned fool. But there is nothing new in that.
Secretary Baker, one of the most efficient public servants
the President ever met, said the same thing twice in New
York, to our certain knowledge, and a third time in a speech
to the Boston Chamber of Commerce on October 24, 1917,
when he spoke these words:
Our entrance into the war naturally imposed upon our country
an unaccustomed task. It is not uncommon to hear men say that
we were not prepared. We were not prepared; we are not yet
prepared. But whether or not that involves a criticism, or
whether it shows that we really believed in our own ideals to
such an extent that we believed it impossible for any sane and
just man to disbelieve in them, is a question. I take a certain
sort of joy in the knowledge that we believed in them and in the
reality of civilization, and it is a virtue to feel an incredulity towards the thing which has come to pass.
President Wilson himself, moreover, prepared for publication on January 1 of the present year a long statement,
in which he said:
" Our war progress has been as remarkable as it is inspiring . . . It is now nine months since this Republic

was driven to accept the aggressions of the Teutonic allies
as constituting a state of war. . . . In order that our
acts might not give the lie to our words we necessarily
avoided even the appearance of hostile measures while we
offered them peace. We waited until . . . peace was impossible before we reluctantly began to prepare to defend
ourselves."
There is no dissimilarity here; indeed, as statements
of policy they are as alike.as peas (or should we spell it
peace?) in a pod. The only difference in the emotions of
Mr. Baker and Mr. Creel is that the former's was one of
" a certain sort of joy " while the latter's was one of pride,
bound to animate and elevate his spirit so long at least as
he shall live. It is easy to see, too, where Mr. Creel got
the idea that efforts at preparedness " would have been to
give the lie to what we said," when we read from Mr. Wilson's own pen, " In order that our acts might not give the
lie to our words we necessarily avoided even the appearance
of hostile measures while we offered them peace," and consequently we " waited until peace was impossible before
we reluctantly began to prepare to defend ourselves."
If further evidence of the accuracy of Mr. Creel's interpretation of the Administration's attitude upon preparedness be required, it is afforded by Colonel House, who says
frankly and plainly in his authorized auto-obituary that
" he (the President) refused resolutely to make advance
military preparations, although many of his advisers urged
him to take some steps to put the army on a war footing."
True, this acknowledged position is somewhat at variance with the declaration of the President on November 4,
1915, when he said:
I would not feel that I was discharging the solemn obligation I owe the country were I not to speak in terms of deepest
solemnity of the urgency and necessity of preparing ourselves.
Again on January 27, 1916:
We must see to it that a sufficient body of citizens is given
the kind of training which will make them efficient now if called
into the field in case of necessity. It is discreditable to this
country, for this is a country full of intelligent men, that we
should have exhibited to the world the example we have sometimes exhibited to it, of stupid and brutal waste of force. Think
of asking men who can be easily trained to come into the field
crude, ignorant, inexperienced and merely furnishing the stuff
for camp fever and the bullets of the enemy.
And again on January 29, 1916:
We are interested in making certain that there are men all
over the United States prepared, equipped, and ready to go out
at the call of the National Government upon the shortest possible
notice ... let me tell you very solemnly you cannot afford to
postpone this thing. I do not know what a single day may bring
forth.
But the facts as bearing upon Mr. Creel's severely
criticized observation are as stated and the completeness of
his exoneration becomes apparent upon realization that he
voiced not only the exact thought of Secretary Baker but
the very words, in the most important phase, of the President himself. There was no occasion whatever for him to
try to lie out of it, only to get caught in the act. All he
had to do to avert widespread condemnation, the injustice
of which, we trust, we have now made clear to our heedless
contemporaries, was to speak the truth and thus confound
all those in and out of Congress who, in the words of the
truly Independent New York Herald, are " afraid to place
the responsibility where it belongs—upon the ' highers-up '."
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" FOR THE PRESIDENT'S EAR ALONE "
—Secretary Baker
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ing 500 and Springfield 1,000 per day.
Meanwhile, contracts have been made
with private manufacturers to meet our
rifle demand. In the first months of
the contract-period production was practically nil because the dies, jigs, lathes,
and other machinery had to be provided.
Also the long time it takes to make a
rifle is explained by the fact that every
one is in operation for two months before it is finished. The more striking,
therefore, is the swift increase in output of some private manufacturing concerns once their plants were in working order.
Rifles produced—
September, 1917
2,500 per week
October, 1917
5,000 per week
November, 1917
7,500 per week
December, 1917
8,500 per week
March, 1918
11,550 per week
Our production of small arms and ammunition has been greater than that of
France and England at any time, and
in February we turned out 125,000,000
rounds of this ammunition.
Making airplanes involves activities
in new and remote fields. For instance,
linen wa? supposed to be the only cloth
suitable for airplane wings. All linen
came from Ireland, and there was not
enough for us. Experts were set to
work to evolve a substitute, and a new
method of spinning cotton was worked
out which has solved the problem. But
it took time.
Castor oil was the only oil suitable
for the terrific speed of airplane motors,
but the supply was limited, and farmers
had stopped raising castor beans. For
ten thousand planes, fifty thousand
gallons of castor oil are needed a day.
A shipload of castor beans was brought
from India and given to southern farmers to plant for next year's oil supply.
In the meantime, in care anything
should happen to the crop—for German
propaganda is spreading rumor among
farmers that castor bean raising ruins
the soil—a substitute for castor oil has
been invented. But this also took time.
Spruce is an essential material for
wing-beams, and in order to safeguard
the lives of our aviators, only the very
best spruce can be used. Ten million
feet a month are needed, and the northwest forests are the only place furnishing- enough. But northwest labor was in
a chaotic condition, due to I. W. W. agitation and the demand for an eight-hour

day. Spikes were driven int* logs which
broke the saw blades. The Signal Corps
sent Col. Brice P. Disque to take charge
in the woods, and in three months he
ha3 brought owners and loggers together, has organized the Loyal Legion,
composed of 62,000 woodsmen, induced
employers to adopt the eight-hour day
and to improve conditions in the camps.
In addition, he has put ten thousand
men in uniform in the woods, built
eighty-seven miles of railroad into the
heart of the spruce fiber, constructed
motor-truck roads, and built the largest
cut-up mill in the country of Vancouver.
Production has jumped to more than
four times what it was in November.
All these things took time, but they
are done now, and the machine has
started. But regardless of all this,
there still remains the bulletin board
critic, and the selfish political orator,
who cries, put men at the head of
things, men who know no overcoat secrets.
Contracts.
Some people work on the theory that
a man's bond is no better than his word.
That is to say, if a man agrees to a contract verbally, and then breaks it, that
he would have done so even though you
had a very lengthy written document
signed and sworn to. To be more explicit, they claim that a man who is inclined to want to beat you will do so,
no matter what kind of a contract you
have.
Many plumbers with this idea in
mind, take contracts with no other
check on the amount or the quantity
than just the conversation he had with
his customer. Now, there may be a man
of the above described character, but he
is a decided rarity. However, there are
many of the variety who accidentally,
though intentionally, forget many of the
little details of a verbal contract. Therefore it is the part of wisdom, where certain things are to be done at a certain
price, that a written specification be
uzed in the transaction.
Then again, men who are busy may
forget, the plumber himself even may
overlook some things that count against
him. A typical example of the foolishness of working without specifications
or contract, was forcibly brought to our
mind by a plumber who figured a plumb-
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A Father's Heart.
Because a man is made of a little
sterner, perhaps coarser, stuff than a
woman is no reason for believing his
heart is not touched just as much when
the boy goes away to the colors; ihat
his tears do not flow just as freely
(though usually when there is no one
looking), or that his heart does not ache
just as much.
Our last sight uv Bill wuz jest his back,
Far off in th' distance
beneath his pack.
Couldn't go t' thJ train, his mother an' me,
A-makin' it harder fer Bill, y' see.
So we stood on the sidewalk, an' watched 'em
goShoulder t' shoulder an' row on row.
Bill couldn't speak, but his head wuz high,
Ez he gave us a look an' waved "Good bye."
An' I couldn't help feelin' ez fathers will,
"Ef it w.as only me—instead uv Bill."
We didn't say mucn at supper that night,
An' mother seemed older — more feeble an'
white.
But she stuck it out, somehow, ez good ez
could be;
Never tho't uv herself, but allus uv me. _
Then we seen in th' papers where Bill had
reached France,
An' off t' th' front, at th' very first chance.
It told how th' Frenchmen thanked God, on
their knees,
When the Star Spangled Banner flew out on
th' breeze.
Still I couldn't help feelin', ez fathers will,
"Ef it only wuz me—instead uv Bill."
An' so it ran on, with a word now and then,
That told us uv Bill and th' rest of tV men.
An' mother seemed older — more feebie an'
white,
As we'd read in th' Bible a chapter at night.
Th' thing 'at hurt most, though, wuz Bill's
empty chair,
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Drawn up t' th' table ez if he was here.
We know he'll be back, when thJ world is set
free,
An' we'll all be together—Bill, mother an' me.
But I allus keep prayin', ez fathers will,
"Fergit about us, God—an' look after Bill."
■—Exhange.

Criticising the Critics.
Before and since the entry of the
United States into the "world war,"
many editors, many writers (of fiction)
have in their vagaries and machinations attempted by varied schemes and
systems, by divers suggestion, to point
out just how the reins of the War Making Department of the Government
could be handled; that it might be possible to transport all within the draft
age to France in less time than is now
required to furnish transportation to
the cantonments.
And now comes our friend and sage
adviser, Samuel G. Blythe, in the March
16th issue of the Saturday Evening
Post, under the caption, "The Path to
Victory," and deftly points out that
there is no wrong—except possibly, with
the War Officials, that is the lack of a
measure of frankness or lack of vision
of the soldiers or rather perhaps the
Generals, who have in Mr. Blythe's
opinion reached the paunchy or swivel
chair stage.
Among the advisers of our War Board
were our own beloved General Pershing,
also General Joffre and many other
French and British, hardened heroes of
this terrible conflict; men who have witnessed the cruelties of Germany meted
out to their comrades, have seen the
ravages of German Kultur among the
unprotected women and children, watched the very life's blood of their country
sacrificed—that democracy might reign.
Those men in Mr. Blythe's opinion would
hardly be qualified, possibly they too
lack vision, or may perhaps have swiveled too much, and blithely he puts it
that those men, the most trained in war
matters — that their minds are distorted.
The military geniuses of this and
other countries fail to distinguish between what can and cannot be told.
Don't you think it is too much to expect or to ask the military mind to know
or to be able to distinguish ? He states,
that if the people had been told that
there was a shortage of material for
uniforms and overcoats, why they, the

..

people, would have accepted it as a matter of course and been tolerant and extremely satisfied; but this "material"
information being withheld the people
naturally became excited and frenzied
out of control as it were; all because of
the stupidity of someone who was not
big enough or lacked vision, or was a
swivel artist as you will—not knowing
just what to divulge.
Surely the casual onlooker, the fellow
who knows war from the bulletin board,
or from political selfish motives would
be the proper person to determine just
what should be told to the people.
Now consider a city of say, from 15,000 to 40,000 would it startle you to
know that there were 1,000 cases of
sickness? Not at all. Well, take any
one of our army cantonments equal to a
city of this size, when it was reported
many were sick a great cry arose.
But after all they are all well treated
for Uncle Sam wants his lads in the
best of health—so when all is boiled
down there are only a few isolated cases
where neglect was apparent, and the
doctors in charge were speedily dispatched.
However, it would be fair to presume
that these doctors would have done their
full duty if it had been told that there
was a little shortage of material for
overcoats, or rather the people would
not have been incensed at this neglect
of a doctor or two had this overcoat information been published broadcast. A
just criticism is welcome but should
come from those justified to criticise
because of their knowledge, and not because of their insane desire to hear
themselves talk.
If perchance Secretary Baker had on
his own volition told many of the things
broadcast that he did in his six hours
talk before the committee, the very
critics who were howling the loudest
would have howled louder for his execution at sunrise, for treason. If Mr.
Blythe will simmer down the rantings
and foamings of the editors and writers
and skim therefrom the cause of their
outbursts of criticism, he will find instead of a just and conscientious criticism, a base selfish political and unworthy motive.
Recently one of the most prominent
men in the country before a certain
club showed his teeth and raved about
the War Department, in its unprepared

and selfish condition, using the guns of
poor bleeding France. But, he woke up
to find out that poor bleeding France demanded that we should avail ourselves
of their oversupply of guns, as a necessary war measure. Do you think men
who go off half cock like that, are conscientious or justified or should be taken
seriously in any other criticism they
might indulge in?
After Secretary Baker's speech some
senators who cried loudest before, exclaimed they didn't know the true conditions. Hence, it goes to show that
those who think they are justified in
kicking don't know just what they are
kicking about, and further still, Mr.
Blythe himself, casts a doubt upon the
truthfulness of Secretary Baker's report, for he states that the war has not
proceeded in the exalted forward manner that Secretary Baker claims; he
further state, a little frankness would
set all things right. Possibly so, if
they would believe the frankness. Now,
the matter rests thus, the War Department has achieved wonderful results,
the machine has speeded up to the required revolutions.
In the first year of the war the army
was increased from 9,524 officers and
202,510 enlisted men to 123,801 officers
and 1,528,924 enlisted men. Within two
weeks of the beginning of the war contracts had been made covering the requirements of an army of one million
men, and this material comprised 8,700,000 items. Up to February 20, 1918,
the Director-General of Military Railways had placed orders for railway supplies values at $142,000,000 and with an
aggregate weight of 754,000 long tons.
The General Engineer Depot up to February 1 issued 9,500 orders for material
valued at $202,000,000.
After ten months of the war we were
producing 50 per cent of the amount of
artillery per day produced by France.
In the output of rifles it was decided in
the early part of March that we had
sufficient for all possible demands in
this war, and the plants where rifles had
been made were thenceforth given to the
production of machine guns, of which
we had produced 45,000 by March 7.
Before the war our rifles were ma,de at
the Rock Island Arsenal and the Springfield Arsenal. At Rock Island 200 rifles
were turned out a day and 500 at
Springfield; now Rock Island is produc-
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to be recioved and he (the editor of
the Metropolitan) was given that job,
the country would go a-grieving and
a-sorrowing; but if the Kaiser had
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gang of fault-finders have been howlSel
ing that Baker must go, they have a "The!
plan much deeper than that.
.They ship]!
intend, or at least expect, to attack timef
President Wilson not entirely openly, ernmfc
but much of their attacks secretly, in this
the dark where tbey i.an stab him in transl
Forget Not the Fault-Finder Whose the back politically. In that same ed- in nej
Forget Not the Fault-Finder Whose
itorial it says:
WJ
Ambition Is For Place, Palace
Ambition Is F«r Place, Palace
"It may be said that the President the
and Power.
is responsible for Mr. Baker.
And of th|
and Power.
to attack Mr. Baker is to attack the who
The more one studies the fault-find- President. Well, if that is so, all we rockJ
ing editorial in the February number 1 can say is that the time has long gone So ii|
Throughout the country and where
of the Metropolitan the greater the j by for standing on ceremony. Noth- ship
people, jeast suspect them, there are
number of unpatriotic utterances one ing- at this great crisis is more damn-' ular I
many different ways of extending the
discovers. The editor asserts that ing to the public welfare than the idea
German propaganda. The financially
identl
"only a few days ago Mr. Baker de- that we must suffer gross misman- shiplf
and intellectually strongest people
clared
that
no
Country
had
done
nearback of it are the ones who yell their
agement of the war because to object of oil
ly so well in the first nine months of is to oppose the President."
intense Americanism the loudest.
If, w|
war
as
we
had.
He
must
know
perThey don't go through the country
No, Mr. Editor, the President was fluenl
fectly
well
that
this
is
absolutely
unI burning houses, dynamiting bridges
not responsible for Baker, the indi- ing I
true." • How does H. J. Wigham vidual, but was and is responsible to vcl
" nor destroying' munition plants, no,
!
know
that
Baker
was
not
telling
the
no, but they do infinitely worse. They
for the important position as Secre- sible;
t truth ? We wonder how that editor tary of War which Mr. Baker now horns j
try to engender lack of confidence, in
:
i
knew
all
the
details
connected
with
President Wilson, his cabinet and his
holds. Woodrow Wilson, it seems, is envialj
■ i the plans and workings of the War the handiwork of an over-ruling Prov- follov
entire administration, among the Ami
Department
unless
Baker's
clerks
and
erican people. That traitorous gang
idence selected for the benefit of all sciencj
! I assistants and all the great force of peoples, while the loyal, patriotic cit- the ofl
do not dare to declare from their
3
j
military
experts
of
both
Europe
and
house-tops that Germany will win this
izens of our Nation elected him Pres- cal to
); America have been reporting all the ident and Commander-in-Chief of our
war, but in their speeches in Congress
It
• 1 facts and the most important infor- Army and Navy; therefore we thank near
and elsewhere and through certain
; I mation during that last nine months' the Lord for Wilson and thus we peopl^
newspapers. and magaznies they enperiod, not to Mr. Baker the head of thank the President for our able, effideavor, mightily, to mislead our peoters
that department, but to Wigham the cient and trustworthy Secretary of back
ple into a condition of mind that anypresident and author of that editorial, War—Weigham's and Roosevelt's ha- th
thing and everything that Wilson or
or to Roosevelt the contributing edi- tred against him notwithstanding.
his administration does is wrong; and
p:
tor of the Metropolitan or both. 1'he
for that reason they want Congress to
In its criticisms of Wilson that "we P<
editor should produce his evidence, his had two and a half years of warning" m
take everything out of his hands and
facts, verified, before he should brand and Wilson's administration had, done ve.
put it into new hands, into tho hands
Mi\ Baker as a falsifier. Even when nothing, practically, in preparedness; care..
f a real, incompetent war cabinet.
he is doing the very best he can in the Metropolitan must be expert in oratic
We may safely presume that the
the discharge of his duty, it is easy forgetting the most vital items of! of the|
Kaiser seldom employs fools to brin^
for any light-weight fool to abuse, history concerning the war as far ' but
dissension among the soldiers of othcriticise and ridicule a sworn officer; back as 1914, or else it is fearful that thinj
yet time
er nations nor discontent among their
shouting
but to brand him as a falsifier the au- its own failings might have to be patri|
people; but as a rule his handy-men
can we :
thor of such charges must come forth aired. We were warned but it was atter I
are not Geramns, not even of German
with his proofs or the public will nev- President Wilson who gave us the as tl I
of effbt .the
extraction but are of the same blood
lack of _
er believe him. If he can declare that warning and not the Metropolitan. the
of the natives ar.d live in the same
what Baker says is untrue, why does The President had a bill presented in
wrong concept
country or nation he intends to dewhich charaiis
Weigham not bring forth his proof? Congress, through his annual messtroy. They are the bright, educated
Unless he gives us real evidence sage 'to Congress in December, 1914,
tions of the V,'
and up-to-date class of traitors who
do not hesitate to sacrifice their own
If .the February number of the Met- 1 against our efficient Secretary of War to extend our merchant marine. That
instead of the vaporings if a distor- bill carried with it only fifty million
government and subject their own ropolitan had not been taken from tiie
ted brain our loyal Americans will dollars to buy or build ships; but
people to an appalling yoke of tyran- press .before the climax of Mr. Bahardly, in future, believe one word what hapened to that bill? It was
ny and slavery for place, palace, pres- ker's five-hour statement to Congress
the editor might write. If a question, not passed until nearly the time when
tige and power for themselves.
We on the 28th day of January last, that
of veracity should arise between the war was declared by Congress. But
can see at a glance that, by direction long disloyal editorial would hardly
editor and the contributing editor of that is not all, when the bill was passof Berlin, those few prominent Rus- liave appeared; but since the writer
that magazine on the one side and ed (according to history) every Resians who. pretended that they were couid not recall it he will have to soak
Newton D. Baker, alone, on the oth- publican United States Senator voted
\ friends of their own people, succeeded another little fake error where he can
er, the presumption is that nine out of against it. That same gang who
admirably well in sowing seeds of laborate it in detail ar.d increase it
every ten patriotic citizens would g'ive howl unpreparedness against Wilson
dissension among the Russian troops from a mole-hill to a mountain thus
their verdict in favor of the latter. in the Senate now, voted with all their
and lack of confidence m Kerensky to attract his readers to it and away
Baker is loyal to his country, to the energy and their maligning oratory
among the, people of Russia.
He from the exposure of his own ignorPresident, to the administration of to prevent preparedness. They would
(Kerensky) was the real hero of Rus- ance. The time for shouting is when
our government, the kind the people not permit the President to prepare
sian' democracy, and we can see the the sb outer knows whereof he shouts. j
results of the work of those traitors When the Metropolitan began "shout- j I want just now. and loyal t<r his high- if they could find any scheme by
j est duties without having an axe to which they could prevent him, whethas well as they.
ing that Baker must go" the loyal j
j be ground; while on the other side his er the country should suffer or not.
Part of that traitorous propaganda •Vrnerican people shouted for Baker,
: enemies are looking with selfish eyes Reader, put on your spectacles and
crops out in both the Senate and the shouted that he is the best man for
I for fat jobs for themselves and for look at that gang—Penrose, Lodge,
House at Washington. Its ugly face that place we have had in half a centheir lackeys.
Baker is a man of Weeks and Smoot in the Senate and
can be recognized in some of our daily tury and that they could find no one
truth whose veracity is unimpeacha- Root, Hughes and Roosevelt on the
parsers and in certain magazines. among our millions who could excel
ble, while I can not say the same of outside! What did that gang care for
Berlin must be happy when it hears him, therefore, they shouted for him
:
his cowardly back-stabbers.
j that a quite a number of United to remain at his post. In his "shoutthe country then, or-what would they
The editor says that, "within nine care for our welfare now if they could
States Senators and a few Represen- ing" it indicates his poor judgment,
months
Mr.
Baker
has
not
put
a
single
tatives declare publicly that Presi- that the editoi-'s brain is nearly at par
only destroy Wilson's influence and
American division on the firing line." popularity ?
dent Wilson's administration is a fail- with that of the spring bird Pewee.
We
may
safely,
presume
that
the
reaure. The Kaiser is not a fool by any It was said of the bird, in doggerel,
The filibuster Republican Senators
sons why the editor is "sore" is be- and Representatives, the Old Guard
means. Since he is expert in intrigue that "He sat on a limb and began to
cause he cannot have the pleasure of Republican newspapers and magahe knows that any man of prominence sing, before he uttered a note it was
heading a long editorial declaring that zines prevented the President's prelike a member of Congress, an editor friz in his throat and a dead bird was
thousands and tens of thousands of paredness from the date of his annual
of a magazine of large circulation or him." In both cases their shouting
j our good American boys have been message to Congress, December 8,
even a time-worn, continuous third- was entirely too previous.
I slaughtered by the Germans; thus not
term candidate who engenders lack of
The Metropolitan attacks "what Mr. I increasing the circulation of his mag- 1914, to August 30, 1916, when the
confidence in our President among our
bill was finally passed. Through his
Baker
has
done
and
what
he
has
left
ample nor bringing a greater supply position and because he was one of
people could do more damage to our
undone,"
it
declares
that
it
has
the
of sheckles to his strong box
country and help Germany more than
3 the chief filibusters against the preeditor says, "Eh.ciand and France had paredness bill in the Senate, Senator
a dozen German spies if our people ] "small and melancholy satisfaction of
knowing
that
it
ui'ged
Mr.
Baker's
no warning, while we had two and a Lodge gave forth this brilliant gem: I
should .believe them; but thank for- j
half years of warning'. Can Mr. Ba- ' I regard the bill as thoroughly vi- '
tune we know that gang pretty well j retirement before war was declared
by
Congress,
and
that
it
attacked
Mr.
ker really believe that the country cfious legislation, both economically
and for that reason they can't hurt us j
Baker's
record
when
it
was
yet
time."
will everlastingly swallow this soft and internationally." There are many
much. It is hardly worth while to i
Only
one
of
the
many
good
things
sauer?" If England and France did other sparklers from the filibusters'
look back of the editor or the chief
not know that their next door neigh- oratory in both the Senate and House,
ii^pt-eihttjjing editor of the Metropoli- Mr. Baker did before war was declarbor had been pi-eparing for war but it was Senator Fletcher, of Florjfcazina of New York to un- ed, I might mention, and it is one of
against, them for forty years, they ida, who, in supporting the bill, said:
xxru ■:'^ritt* i>oHcy and its purpose. the things that neither liooseveit 'nor
must admit their own ignorance. "When war was declared England had
Taft wou}d attempt to do any time
They were warned not only months about 5000 vessels in foreign trade.
The
the mightiest conflict the world has during their administrations.
but years before 1914' as they, them- Germany about 2000, and we had 6
I ever known, and while the whole world great mines and industries along the
selves, declare.
engaged in trans-Atlantic traffic. Our
I ffJ? % b,az<? of wai> njfht fig that lib- Allegheny valley above Pittsburgh
In his abuse of .Baker the editor j total gross tonnas'e was 70,362. The
erty, democracy and Christianity may needed and demanded an outlet and
prevail, where, the heart of that mag- they had been, for years, clamoring
says,: "Great cantonments have been j Vaterland and Imperator exceeded the
l&zine is nobody knows; but we do '°r raising the bridges crossing the
built in the wrong places." Why did j entire American trans-Atlantic merknow that it is not with Wilson nor Allegheny river. During the adminthis wise (?) editor not tell Mr. Ba-| chant marine by about 25,000 tons"
ker where the right places were, be- j
That quotation disclosed the absobis administration. The heart of the isbjitlons of both Roosevelt and Taft
metropolitan is so filled with hate and their national war engineers surveyfore the millions of our dollars "were I lute necessity of the passage of that
spent on the "great cantonments .in bill for the benefit of the-country, but
envy toward everything our President e dthe river and invariably reported
the wrong places"? Since we never the delay of its passage, which was exH|apes it cannot..conceal its enmity, favorably, that they should be raised.
before heard, therefore it is hews to actly one year, seven months and
neither can it prevent some of its Did either Ro.osevelt'g or Taft's Secus all, that Weigham and Roosevelt twenty-two days, goes to the credit
waders from believing that such a retary's of War grant an order to
were military engineers and experts of the Republican filibusters in ConCertainly
Imm cannot be .here but on the other raise them? Did they?
on sanitation.
he knew where the gress and the same glory and patriotnot. But when we remember that
:s!de of the Atlantic.
right places for "great cantonments" ism to the credit of Roosevelt, Hughes,
In order to give the reader, who men like Boise Penrose, Philander C.
were; and he knew that such canton- the Metropolitan and others outside.
|i floes not read the Metropolitan, an Knox, Senator Oliver, the Pennsylvaments would have to be built; and if In criticizing Wilson's conduct of the
idea.of its trend I shall.quote a few nia Railroad Company, both Presihe knew when Baker started to build war in his late speech in Maine the
woras from a long diatribe written by dents and their Secretarys of War
them at the wrong places; and if he Third Termer says:
the editor or at least it informs its against such relief, such an order
were an American at heart; why did
readers thus: "By the Editor" with the would never have been granted had not
"We utterly failed in our duty to
heading, "Begin At the Top, Mr Pres- the Pennsylvania's stranglc-hold been
he not disclose such highly important build without an hour's delay a great
and valuable information to the War fleet of cargo ships . . . Let us
ident." What that heading means the removed from the throat of our govDepartment for the benefit of our sol- begin to do our immediate duty by
I rank and file of American readers do ernment, hut whoV. Baker became Secdiers ? But he did npt inform the pub- both speeding up the war and making
i,not know, cannot even guess its mern- retary of War the whole matter was
Ik nor the War Department that some ready the ships and the men necessary
i ln£ °r its purpose unless it means that brought before hinraud notwithstand[.the President of the United Slates! ing: the fact that he had in his hands : dire calamity would soon overtake our to win, no matter how long the war
should resign his office. He con!.! hot' the reports of the war engineers and i
soldier's and ourselves until after takes. Let the ships be built by
those cantonments were built and fill- working day and night, three shifts
! begm at the, top by removing 'Secre- the arguments on both sides delivered
htar y Baker because he is not at the before him, together with their briefs,! ed with our noble young men. Why in the 24 hours."
t
he kept that knife up his sleeve during
top. hot a single member of the he, himself, came from Washington',
The people must not forget Roose3 long months we will have to velt's conduct toward President Wil■ President's cabinet is at the top. Who went up and down that river and look- i
base our suspicion upon the hatred he son's preparedness bill. Outside of
■ is at the top? . The President, com- ed over the situation. He at once un! mander-m-chief of. all our armies and derstood that the A/legheny is a noble i has already disclosed against - Presi- Congress he was the chief s)»icker of
i navy, of course. Ordinarily, to clean river, a national stream and he also ;
dent Wilson and his entire adminis- preparedness. He says, ^w, the
! house thoroughly, the housewife be- rwognized its inestimable value to!
tration.
Notwithstanding the fact! building of shins should be" working
gins at the top, thence from the gar- the nation. He grasped the whole sit-1
that the great, fault-finder has done ' "day and night,' three shifts in the 24
! ret to the cellar: therefore, to begin uatldfc knowing that millions of peoall he could to sow seeds of discontent j hours;" but before we can follow him
1 at the top Mr. Wilson would have to ple living along our national wateramong our people, encouraging them | further we must, charge up to his
resign his office to let the editor of way from Pittsburgh to, the gulf were
to believe that our soldiers would credit, as the chief obstructor outside
interested in this Blatter. lie
itiie Metropolitan. put in. the White, vitally
.
soon die of pneumonia or malaria be- | of Congress, the delay of 1 year,
lejt fc
;t
cause the "great cantonments were months and 2'] days in holding back
ttouse the kind of chief magistrate i
M
would be dead wrong to
built in the wrong places;" whef
he would want.
Then that" editor ■ Permit the Pennsylvania Railroad and
the Administration's bill of preparedts
could require his new man to clean j "
Political mautn-nieoe 3 to obstruct
a soldier returns from camp on a fur- ness. Not only rijd he try to prevent
by tuni n
ou
i0r its ov:n
lough for a few days his health, its passage, but after it was passed i
' #•£?•!
' S
t every member i
selfish purpose, the prostrength, vigor, intense training, con- he made heroic efforts to extract parof Wilson's cabinet for' ipcpriipetency STess of our natSoh;
Neither
and for their democracy and fill those I wealth of that railroad nor the wires
tentment of mind and enthusiasm— tisan political capital out of it ir. the !
places with fellows who do not know i of pol^ical pulls equid have a feat1-all embodied in the picture of health— presidential election; and not only not
cr s
now the war should be run; but I sus- | ' Weight in influencing hiip in his
he is a living witness who refutes the stopping at that but he had sufficient
lies which have been promulgated generosity of soul
pect that our noble President will: r!-tv- He granted the order for the
nanimity!
hard'y remove Secretary of War Ba-1 k^sfit of the public. That one act
throughout the country by those pro- of mind (?) to insinuate or reflect
alone d;c!
ker for the pleasure of the editor nor I
*W>*e good for the country
German, fault-finding liars.
The j upon the motives
dministra-|
resign his office for the vainglory of£n»M« did the entire administrations of
soldier from camp is living proof of 1 tion, that there must be some ulD tn
the contributing editor nor any other! P
Roosevelt and Taft. That proved
Baker's judgment and sagacity in lo- terior scheme I
as though the I
of the Kaiser's handy-men.
In his | ^'3^^ statesmanship and broadness
eating the very cantonments Wilson's, President and Seer
'".rate were
of mind.
[ long editorial he says:
enemies criticise.
Another of the i not honest
because of hh- lack of
"I" England when the powers
many faults of our Secretary of War true Americanism a
E his
If anyone could .find in that long
that be wish to get rid of a welthe editor of the \
tan has dis- j unpatriotic pen, hi
dislpya! editor);
rd which could
meaning but incapable public sercovered is: "His haste about getting! went thr'eneh the
thus:
ce construed or distorted into a meanvant they promote him to the
the National army into cantonments j "They (Wilson and Bryan) have ening of helpfulness toward Presi
•House of Lords.
There he can
was for shop-window purposes."
If j deavored in the interest of certain
Wilson or his administration, I would
pursue his harmless avocations
that expression is neither disloyal nor ] foreign business firms to secure for
like some one to ;;; int it out.
The
without danger to himseif or the
unpatriotic then I must admit that lithe United States the power to purMetropolitan is not helping our counpublic.
Only very occasionally
do not understand our mother tongue j chase the interned ships of one of the
try but it is trying to destroy the
does an abnormally active person
—our American Engfish.
In either ! belli'
very administration the American
like Northcliffe overcome the procase that expression is unworthy of j
N.
-: Roosevelt's cowpeople want.
Instead of beinc a
cess of being kicked upstairs. We
the writer of any sane, loyal Ameri- ardly, Contemptible insinuation of the
helper it 13 a detriment, a common
are sa,dly in need of a House of
can. It merely discloses the callibre | motives of both Wilson and Bryan, the
scold, filled with hatred and enmity
Lords at the present monment.
of brain and the idiocy of mind of its j President was wise enough then, to
toward everything Wilson or his adauthor unless there is something else know that it would not be diplomatic
With what joy could the conutry
ministration does. If it is for us why
now regard the removal of Mr.
beneath the surface, far deeper in the to say that the shipbuilding program |
does it not put its shoulder to the
heart of the editor, namely, that our he advocated was wai preparedne
mker to a quieter and more confighting wheel to help win the' war?
templative sphere."
soldiers ought to be put on the firing Even when he left the White House I
But instead it is a sore-headed kickOf course, th$ editor of the Metro- erline at once without training instead to speak to the people at different citN.
of intense training at our canton- ies urging them to consider well that
politan may criticise and ridicule Wilments. What a slaughter of our boys we should increase our navy and our
son and his administration, continuously, as well as the House of Lords
would have occurred on the bloody merchant marine, he did not declare
The British army consumes 2,000,fields of France if the hopes and wish that it was war preparation; but at I
or England and everyhing else Eng- 000 pounds of jam a week, which it
[ hsh ■111 Great Britain, along with that
es of the Metropolitan had been re the same time it was such a warning |
gets from this country, says a London
alized
bunch of German editors at Berlin if paper. Probably gets it from the
that we all understood, even his enehe so riesires, but if Mr. Baker were railroads.
Notwithstanding the fact that that mies did, but che.y would not admit it,
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to be removed and he (the editor of
the Metropolitan) was given that job,
the country would go a-grieving and
a-sorrowing; but if the Kaiser had
read that patriotic (?) editorial and
'h-ard that the writer of it was placed
at the head of the War Department,
William II would be in his seventh
heaven of happiness.
His
kultur
would most li&ely be appreciated by
the new War Secretary while every
true American wants it destroyed.
No! no! Mr. Editor, we do not need a,
House of Lords but we do need more |
institutions for the' feeble-minded and |
a few more asylums for paranoia
like you. In another part of that di
loyal editorial it says:
"We are not raising the cry
of 'Baker must go' because recent disclosures before a Senate
committee have thrown a lurid
light upon the activities or rather the lack of activity of our
War Secretary.
It
is
easy
le newspapers to
enough for
start a tiue a :1 cry after" Mr. Baket as perhs c, they will, before
rihied. The newstin; pa.
pa; ers genei
tne
iy
Ir. B;
aft r ti e fai
has don
been well ki
reall j has
face the tr
Coup. :ry we]
that time.
Mag isine h.
>ly sat
that it urge
menl bet
and t!
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tiator Fletcher further declared:
value of this plan (Wilson's
liing pre»am) to the nation in
I.of war iaincalculable. The govlent woulAhave the right-to use
Merchant neet as auxiliaries and
Iports, of which our navy is much
led."
lien a pilot steers a ship through
|eas in the direction of the needle
mariner's comp/.ss he is the one
liscovers the breakers ahead, the
around, and the shoals beneath,
is with the one who pilots the
I of state as it is in this partic:ase. We all know that the Preswas absolutely correct in his
milding program while that gang
istructors were decidedly wrong,
len they threw their malign, in*
:e and oratory against it'believfhat their conscientious duty was
against it, to defeat it if pos{then there is only one of two
'for them to hold to in their unJile dilemma. One is that they
[red the dictates of their conges through dense ignorance, and
|-,her is their motives were inimithe welfare of the country.
[vill not be long till that gang of
statesmen will appear before the
[j of the country asking the vojo re-elect them and return them
to Congress. To which horn will
|ey cling? They will hardly care to
irade their own ignorance before the
jople, neither will they want their
(otives questioned; therefore, to prelt such calamities to their politic^
rs, they will deliver heart-stirini
|ns, playing upon the emotions
unthinking, pleading for votes;
licy cannot submerge the real
ITS by words, words, words. The
jtic voters of the country will
to their cases on election day
:y did when Hughes was before
;ople.
N.
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with him while in the White House and
outside also. In this war our government does riot need nor want in the
country's service an obstructor, an
Said tV *bs PreS-i^^l^f i« v^<*\—*~\'-iK]e agitator, nor a firebrand whose whole
delight is to fight our own government instead of fighting the Hun. It
is amusing to read the Metropolitan's
Forget Not the Fault-Finder, WI
eulogies of Roosevelt's "very great
Ambition Is For Place, Palace
executive ability" when he is a conand Power.
tributing editor to the same magazine. There is nothing that depreciBy the courtesy of a charit;
ates one's influence quicker among
•^u9UitunoCpv
public may we not record for tlr
thinking people than continuously
preservation, a few of the many •
vauueq eouupuanu jo pjEM.v
blowing one's own horn. We can relifting words for Roosevelt, the 4
, •uoissas ssauisng
member very well that his "very
tributing editor, and the depreciat
great executive ability" forced Taft
•pjojptug aiiref SSIJH—sswppy
ones for Wilson and Newton D. i
upon the Republican party as its canker, in the unpatriotic editorial .
•uo^sajw \i-ead SSIH—ssajppv
didate for President and he was electthe February number of the Met
•jaSmpay; aunf SSIH—ssaappv
ed. But before half his protegee's
politan?
Many of our people 1 •uiiof UBUimj—spjBAB iCerT piaij[
term of office had expired his sponsor
track of some of the finest classics
thought that Taft (the child of his
•aaiptsaH ^q^9E SS!M—•slci3H
literature by not treasuring them
"very great executive ability") was
•pioj
in their memories. In that editor
the worst chief magistrate we ever
it declares: "Unlike the Mandarins •pBjg Buuy SSIM—ssaippv auiooiajVi
had; and then forcing Taft upon the
the War Department, Wood was th<
93 AIS
country, his "very great executive
oughly alive to-the disasters about laiapatf 'V "D "Aaa— 1 S *s\v*d
ability" forced himself as a Third
•ui«j3oa,i uoissas SuniaAg;
overtake us. And Wood was not or
Termer upon an unwilling public. We
•anS^ai SUIUUIM. auji o^
a critic but a great administrati
all admit that the Metropolitan is
And this splendid executive has be jauueq v pus siauutM itmpiAtpui aifi o%
prejudiced in favor of Roosevelt; but
harried from pillar to post and ro uaAiS aq \\V*. suoqqia -pasiuiojd si
whoever heard of a newspaper or a
b£d of his usefulness because Mr. B
magazine which did not boost a canker had a spite against him; a spi cuiauiaitoxa jo X^uaid iftiM. 'auiti pooS ■e
didate for office if he were either a
based largely.on,the fact that Wo( os 'uotq-tntAUi atft pa^daooB SABq \\v pue
large stockholder, editor or a contribwas right and Baker was wrong." pa^iAUi uaaq stsu; AViu»oo aitf. ui anSeai
uting editor?
If the Metropolitan
,vWhen there is a pro-Hun living I qoB3 '-^sa^uoD top ppu pueoiuoid TJ
were truly American at heart it would
our midst, accumulating a fortune o
our dollars,'and receiving the suppo oi aaAO uaAtS aq m"M. uooiua:ire aqx - be fighting the Hun and helping us ta
•uoissas win this war as every other loyal
of his magazine of the people ar
thus speaks of the officials of the Ws 3uiuaAa pu« uoomaye '8T6X '8 sunf American should, but we fear we will
never receive any help or encourageDepartment as Mandarins, we don 'tpjiB^ W i^S. aift jo XIIBH M™!*™®
ment from that source because infeel that we are surpassingly flatte
q^ioAV stead of attacking our enemies it ated. Mr. Baker is not a Chinama: qijno.j Jtaq^ Pioq \\i*. anSeai 91
tacks our country by attacking Presineither are his assistants laundr; -da :pu}s;p-qng S-mqsautoM. li
dent Wilson through its cowardly war
men. Nor are his counselors "washee
against Baker. Since it gets our dolmen. There is no yellow streak coi
lars for its support that magazine
nected with the War Department, bv, anSBaq tpjOAvd^
ought to face-about, put its shoulder
the low, scurrilous buffoon of the Mei
to the fighting wheel to help us to win
ropolitan wants the people to thin
this war and at the same time inform
so. If he did not want the public: t
believe that all who are connecte
•uosu«o -y '£ PUB the contributing editor, the continuous
Third Termer, that no more politics
with Mr.: Baker's department wer
0
3SBD 9X
& u- p9^sa would be permitted on its pages in
cowards, cringing cravens, why did h ai^X 'f 'AV papni ™
send forth his infamous message o -aaiui sAauio^^B SanqsauiBjW aaq^O 1920 or at any other time until there
calumny . against that departmen •uBiuina: -JH mv*- issunoa B^BIOOSSB is a glorious ending of the war, and
through his magazine ?
After Mi aaaAV JIOOH WBiqSui ■£ puB Xaimoa victory perches upon our banners.
Wigham may enjoy his "melancholy
Baker's statement of January 28 last "M. 'd s^auao^^v
S3XB
^ «0sdttI0lll satisfaction," as he calls it, of attackwhich proved that he and his depart aq^ jo -luauiitBd-uou' aq^
jo asnBO ing both Baker and Wilson, and he
ment had done much more than ivei
u
a;l3AV <au0 d30xa
uun
-aq
'^qap
l
M^V
^ 3U0 may also enjoy his "melancholy satis-soon UXOJJ 'suo* S9E '
d *W&
a
faction" of, indirectly, helping the
'^unoo
aq^
ui
sdiqsuA\o;
§T
^
J°
•8 Avajo
kaiser and extending encouragement
iCaaAa }Bq; pa^B^s an 'SP^OJ ioj A«d to the Hun in the trenches; but
BS
isuoj H9 'is^llBq ut 'MlM '3 iaq I
0}
iQ
'siooqos
aq^
JO
s^noa
aq}
UM
whether he does or does not we think
•siaSuassBd ou ix&io
our Uncle Sam is able to take care of
ui xt isilojioN o^ uo^sog UIOJCJ 'suo^ o^ A™oo aq^ ui Aauoui ou SBM. ajaq^ I all
three: If he (Wigham, the editor
piBS uBuun.1 UK
,,-^noo siq} o^ui
0B
S98'X 'Jauooqos 'H^SBH H q° f
of the Metropolitan) would write ediauioa
uaq^
puB
^0}dm>luBq
o^ui
oS
•IISOT uaa^xis 'OST
itorialsi.of'comrnon.sense, only, show,.at
Maw puB saaSuassBd OZS SUIAR ppoqs aq IBOO pauM.o aq Jt Wm 'aaiApB jleast, one degree of real.Americanism'
JUVI ^daooB niAV oqM. 'K.%\moo auaa^o '[toward .p,ur country, extend a helping
-xe* 'vox A\aN PUB 0Dia OVi0& u98^ ui UBUI XiaAa 0^1 puauiuiooai nBHs pand to the government to help us.win
-aq SuiA^d 'diqs jaSuasBd 'Buno.no
ithiswar^ instead of obstructing the
:s^Boq-n {■ jouoq ano^ ^q piaqdn si aiBS stq^Kyaf machinery, and eliminate his
S
airi jo SUI^OIA uanBj aABq 0} UAVOU^ utB^saJ o^ aAOUi aqi- JI„ :PF '•"(> 'peanut politics from his system, he
might raise himself up toward a
MB sjassaA SUIMOHOJ aqx
^ooff aSpnf ajojaq SumSJB 'gjnqsau^BjW plane
where men of brains, judgment
10
'uBUun<j
•£
sauiBf
^aujo^v
noc B
3
^puBg JO tfttios sanui SSI * l W ™
•aoBid a^B^ ^ou and honor dwell or he( might, at least,
XBpuns pa^o^WB SBA\ qoiqAt BUJI.
jmake an honorable effort to reach the
N.
-oaBQ aauiBa^s jaSuassBd ooja O^IOJ pinoqs BIBS aq^ Wl panSJB 'a^Bqsa aq^ 'steps.
'sjaq^o
aqq. SBM. qoiqAV jo ^saS«i aq; '22 jo saaistui aq^ Sui^uasajdaaOSB
8UI
»
jtBK aouis CISBOO OI^UBHV q^»N exlT) puB iiaM. oai "V ^TWO^V '
uns U33C auios ^dna>iuBq o^ui ^UBAY 'UAvo^uoiufi
SUOIB s^Boq-fl UBUiiao A'q X
l
jo JiUBq IBUOIIBN ISJI^ paipaiAV aq}
3A.vv^ 0:1 UM.0U31 ajB spssaA uaa^aiqx
•saa^BAV usadojng UIOIJ sps jo ^uapisaad jauraoj aq; 'uosduioqx
-saA JBAV ano JO auios jo iBMBjpq^tA\ •0l autif aoBid a^Bri o; a^ss aq;
aq^ aajoj o^ pus SBasiaAO sdoojq. pasi;jaApB SBq jajnsBsn A;unoo aqx
su
°* TUIIOUIB anP sa
UBOuauiy jo uoryBiJodsuBxi
aq^ •000'09L$ ^F«
-XB; aqx -qSanqswia ;B IIJIIOO ;ou;sip
gui^uaAajd jo adoq UIBA eq^ui saioqs
av
u
93 n
P f SJ°J
lua^SBa ano o* BJBJJBA\ euuBuiqns S3IB;S pa^wn a l "O
-aq
A^psanx
lasunoo
S.q
panSJB
SBAV
Mil ^qSnoJq SBq ^uBuuao ^SBI ^y
saxB; aoj A;unoD auaaao ui aSpajoB
TBOD asuatuuit
s^osduioqx 3uHias
spsso^ uaa^jiqx
uioJj ja;;«l aq; 'uiBj^saa 0; 'X;™00
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years it is hoped that he will not slide
down the military scale to "Round
Robin" fame.
That »4itorial declares: "It may be
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BAKER SAYS WOOD'S
CASE IS UNSETTLED
Tells Senate Committee General Is Kept Here for
Military Eeason.
EVASIVE

ON

PEKSHING

Senators Get Impression War
Department Feared Friction at Front.
Special Despatch to THE SEN.
June
10.—Secretary
Baker appeared to-day before the Senate MiJitary Committee to explain in
general terms the $12,000,000,000 army
bill. The details of the measure, he
said, would be set forth to the committee by the various department heads
among his subordinates.
The larger (portion of the Secretary's
time, however, was taken up with a discussion of Major-Gen. Wood's case. The
Senators were anxious to know why
Gen. Wood on the eve of the departure
of his command had suddenly been detailed to return to Camp Punston, -with
the further understanding that later
orders were to assign Mm to a Pacific
coast command.
In reply the Secretary indulged in
delicately "-phrased evasions. He told
the committee that the reason for the
withdrawal of Gen. Wood from the overseals expeditionary command was ot a
military character, and that the assignment, of Gen. Wood had not been "finally
disposed of." Then on the question of
the attitude of Gen. PersWng toward
I his one time senior in the service the
Secretary asked to be excused from
further discussion of the subject.
The committee got the impression that
the elimination of Gen. Wood from service on the Eu-ropean front was due to
uncertainty whether Gen. Wood could 1
avoid friction in his dealings with Gen. i
Pershing. The net result of the quizzing
is that the Senators are in an even
hazier state of mind with regard to
what happened to Gen. Wood than they j
were before the Secretary's visit.
The committee also discussed with |
Secretarv Baker a plan fc-r the creation
of two "extra Major-Generals to have
special details at the will of the Secretary. The special details are proposed
to take care of Gen. Crazier for head
of the Ordnance Bureau and Gen.
Sharpe, formerly Quartermaster-General. These officers are doing special
duty in connection with the War Council. The committee is disposed to grant
this request.
WASHINGTON.

THE DEMOCRAT-MESSENGER

years it is hoped that he will not slide with him while in the White House and
down the military scale to "Round outside also. In this war our governRobin" fame.
ment does not need nor want in the
That editorial declares: "It may be country's service an obstructor, an
said that the President is responsible agitator, nor a firebrand whose whole
for Mr. Baker. And to attack Mr. Ba- delight is to fight our own governker is to attack, the President. Well, ment instead of fighting the Hun. It
Forget Not the Fault-Finder, Whose if that is so, all we can say is that the is amusing to read the Metropolitan's
Ambition Is For Place, Palace
time has long gone by for standing eulogies of Roosevelt's "very great
executive ability" when he is a conand Pbwer.
on ceremony."
Whenever an editor or a contribu- tributing editor to the same magaBy the courtesy of a charitable ting editor of a publication with a zine. There is nothing that deprecipublic may we not record for their large circulation, like.the Metropolitan ates one's influence quicker among
preservation, a few of the many up- attacks our noble President, attacks thinking people than continuously
lifting words for Roosevelt, the con- our Secretary of War and attacks our blowing one's own horn. We can retributing editor, and the depreciating whole war' machinery when we are in member very well that his "very
ones for Wilson and Newton D. Ba- the midst of the world's war, we feel great executive ability" forced Taft
ker, in the unpatriotic editorial in that such publication ought to be sup- upon the Republican party as its candidate for President and he was electthe February number of the Metro- pressed instanter.
ed. But before half his protegee's
politan?
Many of our people lose
Among the many attacks of the term of office had expired his sponsor
track of some of the finest classics in
literature by not treasuring them up President in the Metropolitan, the ed- thought that Taft (the child of his
in their memories. In that editorial itor says: "It is not Mr. Wilson's fault "very great executive ability") was
it declares: "Unlike the Mandarins of that he is not a man of executive the worst chief magistrate we ever
the War Department, Wood was thor- type. * *.;■; But he is woefully slow had; and then forcing Taft upon the
oughly alive to- the disasters about to in making decisions. Long ago the country, his "very great executive
overtake us. And Wood was not only railroads should have been under gov- ability" forced himself as a Third
a critic but a great administrator. ernment control. The delay is due to Termer upon an unwilling public. We
And this splendid executive has been the President's inability to take a de- all admit that the Metropolitan is
harried from pillar to post and rob- cided line quickly." We cannot, agree prejudiced in favor of Roosevelt; but
bed of his usefulness because Mr. Ba- with the Metropolitan on a single at- whoever heard of a newspaper or a
ker had a spite against him; a spite tack In the above, quotation and es- magazine which did not boost a canbased largely on. the fact that Wood pecially when it declares that Wilson didate for office if he were either a
"is not a man of executive type."" Ex- large stockholder, editor or a contribwas right and,Baker was wrong."
If the Metropolitan
■ When there is a pro-Hun living in ecutive ability requires clear percep- uting editor?
Our midst, accumulating a fortune on tion and, knowledge of the men who were truly American at heart it would
are
supposed
to
follow
out
the
general
be fighting- the Hun and helping us to
our dollars, and'receiving the support
of his magazine of the people and plah.fixed by their chief, and in se- win this war as every other loyal
lecting
his
eabinet
Wilson
made
no
American should, but we fear we will
thus speaks of the officials of the War
From Washington to the never receive any help or encourageDepartment as Mandarins, we don't mistake.
feel that we are surpassingly flatter- present incumbent of the White House ment from that source because ined. Mr. Baker is not a Chinaman, there could Be found no higher degree stead of attacking our enemies it atneither are his assistants laundry- of patriotism, no greater in ability tacks our country by attacking Presimen. Nor are his counselors "washee" and no finer distinction between states- dent Wilson through its cowardly war
men. There is no yellow streak con- manship and politics of any cabinet against Baker. Since it gets our dolnected with the War Department, but which ever existed than the present lars for its support that magazine
the low, scurrilous buffoon of the Met- one. But there is something else, ought to face-about, put its shoulder
ropolitan wants the people to think something' rnOre than merely . being to the fighting wheel to help us to win
so. If he did not want the public; to President, now, since our country is at this war and at the same time inform
believe that all who are connected war. • Any Jkribcker can kick and the contributing editor, the continuous
with Mr. Baker's department were abuse, criticise and find fault when Third Termer, that no more politics
cowards, cringing cravens, why did he there is no ^responsibility upon his would be permitted on its pages in
send forth' his infamous message of shoulders, biit if he were President of 1920 or at any other time until there
calumny , against that department forty-eight states with a hundred mil- is a glorious ending of the war, and
through his magazine ?
After Mr. lion; people, oy of he were only an Al- victory perches upon our banners.
Wigham may enjoy his "melancholy
Baker's statement of January 28 last, derman of a ward he would discover
which proved that he and his depart- that there were fault-finders a-plenty satisfaction," as he calls it, of attackwithin
his
jurisdiction.
And
further
ing both Baker and Wilson, and he
ment had done much more than even
his critics had expected, if Wigham he would also discover that,the fault- may also enjoy his "melancholy satisfinder
who
yells
loudest
would
know
faction" of, indirectly, helping the
were honorable, as every loyal .American should, he would have retracted the least of the administration of his kaiser and extending encouragement
office—all
of
which
President
Wilson
to the Hun in the trenches; but
all-the abuse- he had heaped upon Bawhether he does or does not we think
'Ifw's. head; but■<thus far..he/ has not fully understands' today.
-That
fault-finding.,
magazine,
...says
our Uncle Sam is able to take care of
'(Imp sOf.^Tljat indicates the :smillnes,s
If he (Wigham, the editor
iof the man, the greatrie.ss of'_ his e'P: that,."fie. (Wilson j is woefully slow in all three;
making
decisions."
His
decisions
upon
of the1 Metropolitan) would write edianii;y, the hatred ,in his heart'^nd the
:
great
arid
important
measures
Have
torials.of common sense, only, show,, at
'■'tepth Of his evil designs: IF-his' sympathies were With'-our-'"'
ftoufotry"
he been 1exceptionally g6dd and clear: be- least, one degree of real. Americanism
;
v
wttiild have WTitten' eulogie& of spraise cause he studied, thoroughly,' every toward p,ur country, extend a helping
of -the mighty i works;' dona.^by Bakers question from ever7-,a*ngle. His critics hand to the government to help us.win
assuring. the ^public: thatywa -«re ; all in:Congress .and :out of.it- -were this -war,..instead of obstructing the
working to win; this, war and. we will astounded when, he,went before, them war machinery, and eliminate his
win it by holding up the hands of our in the nation's capitol, in joint ses- peanut politics from his system, he
noble President and his entire admin- sion, and delivere'd his first message might raise himself up toward a
istration; but we are sorry to say, his from his own lips} i As he stood be- plane where men of brains, judgment
sympathies do not bear out the fore them with his penetrating voice and honor dwell or he( might, at least,
thought, through his writings, that his and his piercing eye, his personality, make an honorable effort to reach the
filled that great auditorium like light- steps.
N. .
Americanism is real.
It matters not to the public wheth- ning; but a few days later, to the
amazement
of
all,
the
Standard-oiler General Wood is a critic or a great
administrator, or not, but it may be check Senator, the, embodiment of. the
possible that he is of the sour grapes saloon, liquor aricf brewery interests
variety along with Roosevelt and the of the Keystone state, is supposed to
Metropolitan. . We must remember have declared that the next Lime Wilthat he was one of Roosevelt's favor- son speaks to Congress in joint sesites and was promoted over the heads sion he (the Senator) would !ask him
of several others longer in service, questions and would demand his rights
equally qualified in ability and experi- by dividing the time with himself and
President, like-,a debating society;
l ence and possibly "-ahead in -military the
efficiency. That was one of Roose- but thus far' the Senator-tecs- irot,. The
velt's .mighty., achievements while people have long ago discovered that
president. When he had the chance Wilson is more alert and works harder
he 'seized his opportunity to punish than any other' President who ever
the worthy because they would not occupied the White House. We must
permit themselves to become lick- not forget that there was no war
he. entered upon his duties as
spittals. General Wood has not "been when
harried from pillar to post" but he chief magistrate of- our nation, but
has been transferred like. some others we riiust remembe* that he called confor the benefit of the service, .neither gress togethr to have laws passd vihas he been "robbed of his usefulness tal to the business.of the.country. Of
the many, bills passed which brought
because Mr. Baker had a spite against fame
to him and blessings to our peohim." How did that editor know that
ple, we may mention only two—the
Baker had a spite against Wood? Income
Tax and the Reserve Banking
Does anyone believe that Baker told law. Neither
nor Taft ever
him so
in confidence?
Hardly! liftd a finger Roosevelt
to get the Income Tax
Wood's usefulness may yet come to the nassed nor to revise
old menacing
surface during; this war and, if it banking, laws while the
they were occushould, Mr.:i:Baker, :,wouldi soon., discov- pants
iof the White-House; but even if
er it and recognise it....The.Secretary they had
such desire Wall .Street
of War, could 'not have spite,,' against
.not have permitted them., But
Wood because, he is not built that way would
and especially when his dnly" purpose soon after those laws were pas|ed war
out in Europe and the very
'is:tS bring Up-' our great-war
'^machine broke
banking law Wilson: had passsd proved
to its highest efficiency' a'hd:vtd win this that
it was the anchor of bur fniances,
;SvJaK in thfe-.shortest tima'possi'blifcNotbulwark, and safety of "the,." nation, .
ffirithstandiag; the editor declares % that the
it our country might be alBaker had "a spite based largely.-on Without
most as chaotic as-Russia is now, but
the fact that Wood was right and Ba- what
a blessing it. is that we have in
ker was wrong," the trouble with the the White
President who has ;
editor is that the only spite against a propheticHouse-a
vision instead of a Colonel |
Wood that could be discovered at all
"Round Robin" fame.
it might be found not with Baker, but of The
editor of the Metropolitan!
in the editor's distorted brain. But says: "Long
ago the railroads should |
real "spite" is in Wigham's heart have been'under
government control." I
against Mr. Baker, and what makes During eleven years
in the White;
the editor so very "sore" is. that it has House what.has,Roosevelt
or Taft
been proved over.and over that Baker
in preparedness? . Did either of ;
was iright while Wood, Roosevelt and done
the Metropolitan were wrong.
But them bring the railroads "under gov- !
with all that. General Wood is good ernment control?" They did not, but
in his position, 'a brave soldier,; loyal why did they not take them over when
to his government and his patriotism they had the oportunity? The pre-1
cannot be questioned and in future sumption is thev were working to the j
limit the Old' Guard Republican party |
political end of the country and not
for the benefit of the people. During
the incumbency of the White House
by both Roosevelt and Taft, instead
of the railroads being under government control, the government was under railroad control; but soon after;
Wilson appeared on. the scene mighty |
changes were made for the benefit of
•he country. Before war was declared
it was our noble President who signed
the famous eightrhour-day bill which
was also for the benefit of the whole
country; but the Contributing editor
of the' Metropolitan was one of the
chief stump speakers against it and
against Wilson in the presidential
election. And yet after criticising him
for signing that hill ;and after he had
taken over the railroads, they criticise
him for not bringing them under government control long ago. Oh! consistency, thou art a jewel!
In his editorial Wigham says:
"People outside of America must find
it hard to believe that Mr. Roosevelt,
with his verv great executive ability,
his great faculty for getting things
done, is not now in the service of the
country. It may be said that the
Metropolitan is prejudiced in favor of
Mr. Roosevelt; that much is true.' But
his Worst eh'emies have never denied
him credit for great driving executive power, . * * * We can barely
conceive of Mr. Roosevelt appointing
Mr. Denman.to the Shipping Board or
espousing the cause of wooden ships
against the best expert advice"
"Possibly the reason why the "peoS pie outside of America must find it
I hard to believe that Roosevelt * * *
is not now in the service of the country" is because they don't know him
nearly so, well as we do The American people inside have had experience
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BAKER SAYS WOOD'S"
CASE IS UNSETTLED
Tells Senate Committee General Is Kept Here for
Military Eeason.
EVASIVE

ON

PERSHING

Senators Get Impression War
Department Feared Friction at Front.
Special Despatch to THK SEN.

"WASHINGTON,
June 10.—Secretary
Baker appeared to-day before the Senate Military Committee to explain in
general terms the $12,000,000,000 army
bill. The details of the measure, he
said, would be set fdVth to the commattee by the various department heads
among his subordinates.
The larger (portion of the Secretary's
time, however, was taken up -with a discussion of Major-Gen. Wood's case. The
Senators were unxious to know why
Gen. "Wood on the eve of the departure
of his command had suddenly been detailed to return to Camp Funston, with
the further understanding that later
orders were to assign him to a Pacific
coast command.
In reply the Secretary indulged in
delicately -phrased evasions. He told
the committee that the reason for the
withdrawal of Gen. Wood from the oversea's expeditionary command ' was of a
military character, and that the assignment, of Gen, Wood had not been "finally
disposed of." Then on the question of
the attitude of Gen. . Pershiner toward
Ms one time senior in the service the
Secretary asked to be excused from
further discussion of the subject.
The committee got the impression that
the elimination of Gen. Wood from service on the European front was due to
uncertainty whether Gen. Wood could
avoid friction in hie dealings with Gen.
Pershing. The net result of the quizzing
is that the Senators are in an even
hazier state of mind with regard to
what happened to Gen. Wood than they
were before the Secretary's visit.
The committee also discussed with
Secretary Baker a plan for the creation
of two extra Major-Generals to have
special details at the will of the Secretary. The special details are proposed
to take care of Gen. Crozier for' head
of the Ordnance Bureau and. Gen.
Sharpe, formerly Quartermaster-General. These officers are doing special
duty in connection with the War Council. The committee is disposed to grant
this request.
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in today? If nobody^ had confidence
in anybody in America,
Russia's
present condition would be paradise
compared with us. We freely admit
that Fall might emulate the famous
or infamous Trotsky in Russia or at
Land's End but not in United States.
The American people have little use
for obstructors fighting against our
country by attacking the president of
the nation.
Whenever a pro-Hun
attacks our president he attacks one
,i hundred million people. From the day
broke out in Europe the kaiser
wp»w ♦ HOIUflOOO dO A.* war
has been looking for the kind of traitors and handy men he wants in America. No doubt he understood Trotsky, Lenine and others and he appreciated their traitorous efforts because they brought results. It was
in the summer of 1916 when the senator helped ex-Judge Hughes in getting up his acceptance speech which
Xq S3.Il} UI £ffJtt39S pUB X1U0U033 JO 3 turned out to be his political obituIt has been mentioned that he
\
*SaV3S£i. JLOd ary.
(Fall) wanted his mine or ranch in
Jo'saHOO NM01JJ3A1IS Mexico protected by intervention by
9J» S3JIJ jnoX jt JI p^/oj 3.ms sac our government. So did the kaiser
*
" •X$tjtqD4tip pus <f#/;( want intervention in Mexico by Un•iwos ui 'aoiATias apqj si SJSUOJOI cle Sam. Pall wanted the United
Jiaqj *|ji3js pus JJJ'OM. jo sanoq j States to force war upon Mexico. So
did the kaiser. Fall well knew that
ojj jBuajBui i9\\\o pus jsqqru jo sj if
our government had war with Mext
anivA a ico we could not help our friends
ouo !pBOJ sqj no puB JBO xaoA. no HI across the sea. So did the kaiser
—-S9.il} ui aiqsA suo ;nq ssziugoo; know and understand all that. Fall
wanted Wilson defeated and Hughes
elected. So did the kaiser.
Fall,
Roosevelt and the kaiser must have
understood each other in the presidential election of 1916, since all three
wanted Wilson defeated.
All three
well knew that Wilson could not be
swerved from duty and that is their
chief reason why they were so anxious to have him defeated. For years
the kaiser has been aspiring to world
domination and he still wants a milkand-water president in the White
House, and some American Trotskys
m the saddle.
The Metropolitan savs: "What is
is exactly what the GerT
—pagp puB JUOflJ ui in happening
mans said would happen. Our entry in
JB[) JS3J, qOUpOOJ) JO J3ABX> pBOJ ] the war has been curtailing and dispsAoad 3JB 'AJOJOBJ asqqtu ;s3gaEj p rupting the flow of military supplies
pus 9ouaua$xa sq; q;iM. jjinq qgnoq} to the allies without compensatory
advantages as yet on the other side.
"asp ^uiqjXuB JO ssap 'juaiutuatfxa And when we survey the callous inqoupooj) 'aatqiBj JSUIB^B aasn 91 difference to the future evinced by
Mr. Baker in the past, how can we
•psfiBj—-;usuiU3dx3 UB jo qonui 01 trust him now?1'
When its readers discover the above
•3{JOM. spoj? Xq }t spojdxa quotation and after reading the news
8 qjiA\ diqs psj[DB}}B aqj' jo jjnq items from battle fields of France,
psuuB{d •ajqis.iauiqnsfiuias j3Mod-| what a prince of liars the Metropoli^apMod qjiA p3?JBq3'«op3dao; siq tan must be, Not a semblance of
truth in a single line of it. It seems
•3I?Bg 'diqsjBAi qspug sq; 3j to be willing to bear witness to the
u 4
9l£l ! nra3U3iny.uB 'ip'u'qsng pi/ Germans' falsehoods to encourage
them, but, on the other hand, it goes
..«BW^*
to the limit to defeat the very works
Mr. Baker has so successfully brought
forth in the war. Let the reader look
at the mighty army, the flower of our
young manhood on the bloody fields
C~? of France, with all the equipments
gBS necessary for fighting as well as for
, their own preservation and protection
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AROUND; HE SAYS:
So a Senator Describes Secretary's Replies to Question:
"What

Is

Going

to

Be

Dono With Gen. Wood?"
'Swill to Tlie World.)

WASHINGTON. June 10.—Secretary Baker t<?-d«.y was before the
Senate Military Affairs Committee.
Which considered the Army Appropriation Bin.
The matter of Gen.
Wood
being shunted aside was.
brought forward by Senator Hitch-1
cock, who startled his associates
ivitli the query:
•'Whai is going to be done with
Lien, \\ood?"
_The Secretary replied that Gen
Wood now is performing son.,- duties,
but. Us exact future Msignment has
not been arranged. The order sending him to the Presidio, he said, had'
been recalled and none tssuad in Its
place. He said that lie hacfno idea
what is in the mind of the Commander in Chief of the Army meanins: the President.
Secretary Baker was cross-examined up and down the line but. did not
produce any affirmative information.
As one member described it. he "pollyfoxed aroftnd" and did not. thro.v
any positive light on the situation,
past, present or future. Without saving so, he left an impression that
Uen. Penshing did tut desire Gen.
Wood to serve in France. Several
members held he made this plain.
the opinion was expressed by Secretary Baker that Gen. Wood would
receive a suitable assignment, other
than one in France, but he professed
to have no knowledge of its nature
at this time. He did not. volunteer
anj information but briefly answered
the questions put toy members of the
committee.
rJ
?£,JlItl"'e stat"a "f Gens. CroBier
and Sharps, were discussed. The cornth
no h! relR UJM
f° °ffl"rs shot Id
of Ion. SC,:edva,uaW
'lTd af the '^nation
armv ThL ,
* ^>'vice in the
army .1 he plan most favorably mentioned was to create two Major u\, -

S P S and promote Gens
rand
- kroner
nJ «'
hn
Shape
crior to retirement.
-Sharre st*Bd*n<>^ Sens. Crozier and
'Shaipe are Brigadiers, holding the
a,,k
f Maj0r
whde
K
CwUnS*
«hile head'
heads of, °the
Ordnance
and
Quartermaster bureaus. The com
mlttee has a strong desire "at thev
be properly treated i„ retirement
'Secretary .Baker did not oppose the
iw!"* F';?zie'' and sWe were relieved of their former position! and
made members df what was called a
Supreme Military Council.
Subsequently Gen. Crozier made a trip of
inspection through France and Gen.
Snarpe was placed in command of the
Southeastern Department.
A re.juesf was made of the committee by Secretary Baker that the
funds appropriated for signal corps
be separated from the allowance for
aeronautics.
This Is necessary to
make effective the President's division of the signal corps under the
Overman Act.
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ion as to Baker's abilities and his efficiency between the kickers, faultfinders, political poachers and nearstatesmen in Congress, the Metropolitan and other pro-Huns on the one
side, and real statesmen on the other.
It was May 11, last, when Stephen
Pichon, French minister of foreign
affairs, declared: "The spirit of the
Americans alrttedy on the battle line
has convinced the Germans before
them of their determination as fighters. Every American may feel proud
of what they have done, and when the
giant strength of your republic is fully exerted, we know that there will be
no douir,' as to the result. We French
know that the United States entered
this war for principles which cannot
be compromised and we can assure
you that, be the struggle long or

in today? If nobody had confidence
m anybody in America.
Russia's
present condition would be paradise
compared with us. We freely admit
that Fall might emulate the famous
or infamous Trotsky in Russia or at
Land's End but not in United States.
Forget Not the Fault-Finder, WhoM
The American people have little use
Ambition Is For Place, Palace
for obstructors fighting against our
And Power.
country by attacking the president of
the nation.
Whenever a pro-Hun
The American people are entirely
attacks our president he attacks one
too kind and too charitable when they
hundred million people. From the day
permit the Metropolitan to go through
war broke out in Europe the kaiser
Uncle Sam's mails. We, of the comhas been looking for the kind of traimon people, are doing our "bit with
tors and handy men he wants in Amalacrity, working hard to help our
erica. No doubt he understood Trotgovernment to win this war and yet
sky, Lenine and others and he apprethe Metropolitan, the fault-finding
ciated their traitorous efforts
bemagazine, is striking back at us,
cause they brought results. It was
striking our country, bs-~ attacking
m the summer of 1916 when the sen
our chief magistrate. The millions ^^ZZ^'J^L^™- ?=t0_r helP,ed ex-J^S« Hughes in getof our people are looking to Wood- pleted, final victory, will be found pre ting up his acceptance speech which
We turned out to be his political obiturow Wilson as our Heaven-sent lead- senting a solid front to the foe.
er to take us safely through the are all amazed at the remarkable ary. It has been mentioned that he
world's war as did the Children of speed with which the United States (Fall) wanted his mine or ranch in
Israel look to Moses to lead them has exerted its power. I have been Mexico protected by intervention by
* through the wilderness; but if the astonished at the magnitude of the our government. So did the kaiser
editor or the contributing editor of bases laid by the United States army want intervention in Mexico by Unthat unpatriotic magazine had the for future activities and when the cle Sam. Fall wanted the United
power they would hurl him down to men for whom these plans were laid States to force war upon Mexico. So
the lowest depths of oblivion. Should are actually upon the battle front, the did the kaiser. Fall well knew that
they succeed, no doubt the kaiser day of triumph for America, France, if our government had war with Mexwould extend to them a message of Britain and our allies will be at hand. ico we could not help our friends
So did the kaiser
congratulations across the waste of It would be idle for me to predict across the sea.
waters, and join, in spirit, their hil- when that day will come, but until it know and understand all that. Fall
does
come,
until
the
rights
of
the
free
arious festivities. But such calamity
wanted Wilson defeated and Hughes
will not visit our beloved country un- nations are vindicated, France is pre- elected. So did the kaiser.
Fall,
pared
to
fight
on
and
fight
on
and
less a majority of our people become
Roosevelt and the kaiser must have
fight
on.
But
not
alone
are
we
grateranting lunatics. Most of that ununderstood each other in the presipatriotic editorial of the February ful to America for her legions in dential election of 1916, since all three
France.
We
are
also
grateful
to
her
number of the Metropolitan attacks
wanted Wilson defeated.
All three
Mr. Baker openly, but when it strikes for the material and financial aid ex- well knew that Wilson could not be
our president it does so from am- tended by her to our countries that swerved from duty and that is their
bush or "lying in wait," as it were, have been so sorely tried. We have chief reason why they were so anxbeen amazed at the enormous num- ious to have him defeated. For years
like any other coward.
It is presumed the editor and the bers of your people who have con- the kaiser has been aspiring to world
contributing editor discuss and anal- tributed to the various Liberty Loans. domination and he still wants a milkyze the articles written by each oth- Their numbers make us sure that the and-water president in the White
er, thoroughly, before they are print- heart of your nation is with us. We House, and some American Trotskys
ed, to see just how far they can go rely upon America, and on our part in the saddle.
in striking at our nation by destroy- we promise, however severe the trial,
The Metropolitan savs: "What is
ing Wilson and his administration that our spirit shall not fail."
happening is exactly what the GerIf
the
quill
driver,
the
editor,
or
if
»nd yet keep within the law$; but the
mans said would happen. Our entry in
loyal citizens of America have almost the penny-a-liner contributing editor the war has been curtailing and disof
the
Metropolitan
had
read
the
fine
reached the limit where traitors are
rupting the flow of military supplies
to feel the heavy hand of justice.
A tribute paid tq_ the United States by to the allies without compensatory
the
French
minister
of
foreign
aftraitor is a traitor regardless of the
advantages as yet on the other side.
name he wears, and the same treat- fairs, because of the mighty works And when we survey the callous inbuilt
up
by
Baker
and
through
his
difference to the future evinced by
ment should be for all; but if we
should recognize a difference, it ought department, they ought to go into Mr. Baker in the past, how can we
hiding
for
the
remainder
of
their
trust him now?''
to be. that of the native-born American who is disloyal should be given days. But there is always a differWhen its readers discover the above
ence
of
opinion
between
those
who
severest punishment.
The average
quotation and after reading the news
know
and
those
who
don't.
The
citizen of the .common people will not
items from battle fields of France,
have much patience with technicali- Frenchman is;a real statesman right what a prince of liars the Metropoliin
the
midst
of
the
war
and
knows
ties in dealing with traitors or those
tan must be. Not a semblance of
whose sympathies are with the kaiser what war means and measures Mr. truth in a single line of it. It seems
Baker's
abilities
and
efficiency
by
his
during this war; he will be, inclined
to be willing to bear witness to the
ip_ hold that the American Who com- results. The French statesman says, Germans' falsehoods to encourage
"We
are
all
amazed
at
the'
remarkable
mits an offense he ought to be interthem, but, on the other hand, it goes
ned, his citizenship cancelled and be speed with which the United States to the limit to defeat the very works
has
exerted
its
power"
and
he
is
: treated as an enemy.
Mr. Baker has so successfully brought
In that editorial it declares that right or. the battle-scarred fields of forth in the war. Let the reader look
war
and
speaks
with
authority
be| "Engianu and France had no warning,
at the mighty army, the flower of our
while wo had two and a half years of cause lie knows: 'while the two cheap young manhood on the bloody fields
j warning," As a recorder of correct skates of the Metropolitan says, "In of France, with all the equipments
j statements of fact, and a portrayal of every department where haste was necessary for fighting as well as for
truth the Metropolitan is a dismal needed Mr. Baker tolerated inter- their own preservation and protection.
Ifailure; but as, a well-known prevari- minable delays," all of which proves Let the reader look at their valor,
[cator of the basest sort it is an emi- that they are either densely ignorant that in battle one American soldier is
nent success.
England and France in general, or they are of the "don't, worth more than two Germans. Put
It is not
wore warned years before war broke know" class specifically.
the statements of the French minislout in 1914. Prince Lichnowsky, the, the Metropolitan's worries over "the ter of foreign affairs of the amazing
extraordinary
incapacity
for
grasping
' German ambassador to London from
works our government has been and
1912 up to the outbreak of the war, the meaning of war displayed by Ba- is doing through the War Department
er"
but
its
worries
are
that
he'
(Banow on trial in his own country for
as against one lying pro-Hun magatrumped up flimsy charges of trea- ker) knows more about this war and zine, and the people may make their
grasped
the
whole
situation
quicker
son, says: "But: I also gave' a warning
choice of the two and make up their
against the whole project (making than even Weigham, Roosevelt and verdict.
the
kaiser
combined.
It
is
capacity
^war against Serbia) * * * ■' when the
Presumably, the reason why neith•iltimatum appeared in all the news- and not "incapacity" that worries the er the editor nor the contributing edpro-Hun
magazine.
Over
Baker's
papers, with the exception of the
itor of the Metropolitan could be in■ andard. * * *
The whole world complete vindication over his three iated into the inner chamber of the
bitterest
enemies,
all
three—RooseK'ept in Berlin and Vienna, iinderfamous Ananias club is that the pred«ojr that it meant war, and indeed velt, Weigham, and the kaiser—are ilections of the two applicants are well
worried.
After
the
French
statesman
i war. The British fleet, which
known to a large membership of the
jtanced to be assembled for a re.v'ew declares that "the spirit of the Amer- order, The members fully undericans
already
on
the
battle
line
has
bs not demobilized." And yet the
stand that if such applications were
letropolitan tells its readers that convinced the Germans before them to be accepted, the two applicants
of
their
determination
as
fighters"
fither Efirland nor France had any
would soon be full-fledged members
rftinjjj while we had'two and a ha if how can the kaiser ever again accept and they would, immediately, aspire
the
Metropolitan's
statements
as
pars of _ warning.
We understood
to the presidency of the association
warning which President Wilson truth. It has-published to the world, because of their superior qualificaBaker's
"exraordinary
incapacity
for
i
P.
rave ua when he wanted his shi m
grasping the meaning of war" but it! *'onsi aD£ fo* t*Lafc very rea?on the
'ogrars}, carried through Con
ssS-1 was
as silent as the grr.ve about his ^mberjhrp don t want dissension
disse
le wonder to us is that any'-'
among their ranks nor Round Robins
^Kncouldread W«gham^:SlinfinUe ca^eRy f°r work and for to Sit throughout their powerful,
zmo when he or she knows, that 'it j grasping the magnitude of the war TorkUwide organization.
ortrays distorted fact's and carries : situation as are shown on the battle
'N
truths on its pages. It wants its fietfls, of France and many other imP-d'm to believe- thai it would be aj portant fields in this great conflict.
There are some in Congress and
|:cF".:nj-' to the country if both Wil- i
the
sn arid Baker were removed: but' many others outside including
who try to extend the
je rr.eat majority of our people hope ; Metropolitan
<34 man propaganda, or, at least, it
rid pray that our noble president and j ooks
hat vyay to the ordinary citilur able and efficient, Secretary of;
Par may remain exactly where they j zen. It has not been long since a bill
ire r.o— until this cruel war is over I was presented in the senate for housbid until "Old Glory" waves over! ing our war workers. It would be
Jerlm or ever the few landmarks; strange indeed if our war workers
were to remain out in the elements.
■till standing when Uncle Sam's vic-1 They
must be provided against just
lorn.us troops march through
its such conditions. No doubt the kaiser
|tre?t3.
Lfte autnor of that untruthful and would be glad to hear that those war
workers in the intensely heated mills
Jipntrjotw: editorial in the Mctropol and the dangerous explosive factories
;an of February last r.nd the con would have to go out into zero weathKp'it.'nfT o,-i< ■■ ■.:' the same maga- er without shelter. He knows that if
&wf°»iifci*f ob!;tructors gainst !-the-health of our"workers 7s not good
fP S P
the ; cam,ot work
KTMM $
i ?Jgang &who
~'l
; ■ „ous
' times. He would
trough iust
such strenm
-fidnsrce-.i " oj> the
den. would be
be just as
as anxanx
lYM it for more tjinn a year and a ; ious to have President Wilson's ad|»i, to be exact 1 year 7 months ana'; ministration crippled as would Roosedays
•; velt or Weigham. Senator Gallinger

a the honored position he held, for! Senator Fail," of New^MexTco' Renubntering mtoj-,artisan polities, it was I Mean, said the measure was m
in rerejne Charles E. Hughes who humilia sponse "to the voice of the -master."
led that sacred Bench and made his Suggesting that the president, instead
rst speech on the subject at Roek- of the department of labor, should be
nd, Maine, September 9, 1916, where given power to carry out the houirng
e vigorously denounced the shipping program, Senator Fall said: "I have
"1 as a menace to the ship interests no confidence in the president's cabi|f the country. If that gang of fault- net members, nor in their ability. In
Inders had seen the coming necessity my judgment, they have proven themlor ships back in 1914, 1915 and 1916 selves absolutely inefficient. I am not
■s clearly as Wilson saw it, our ship- going to vote to clothe them with any
'uiiding program would have been further power. I will vote to clothe
nder way three years ago. But that the president with absolutely auto-I
hotys without question that the con- cratic power. The president stands!
futing editor's hindsight is greater responsible to the people for the con- i
d much clearer than his foresight. duct of the war. He shall not hide >
August, 1914, our president grasp- behind the skirts of Hoover or Gar1 nation, looked into the fu- field, or William B. Wilson (secretary I
re and felt it in his system of nerves of labor) or Baker. The president is
fit the th'qe might come and might the secretary of war, the secretary!
me soon when we would need that of state and the secretary of the'
•eat fleet or cargo ships which navy."
oosevelt declares we ought to have
Those two senators fought against!
w.
Wilson's shipping program, vigorous- i
In the efforts of destroying Mr. ly,
and
when the
time
came!
ker. in the unpatriotic editorial in voted against the bill. They could I
i Metropolitan the editor declares: find no language strong enough to
These questions need not be discuss- satisfy their hatred when they were
here (except to point out that the on the stump in abusing the president
r Department seemed always " to for signing the eight-hour-day bill.
upon the illan that caused most The language they used in this case
tlay); for they have only a small reveals_ their enmity toward every
|fearing upon the real point which is i thing Wilson or his administration
T|e
extraordinary incapacity for does and also their over-pro-Germanlirasping the meaning of the war dis- ! jsm. "A step toward a species of -'u|ayed by Mr. Baker. * * * Inevery tocracy"—Gallinger.
"To the voice
Bpartment where haste was needed of the master"—Fall. If all pur peoft- Baker tolerated interiminable de- ple were like Senator Fall, similar
views with some sentiments, what
IWS."
TThere is a wide difference of opin- condition would the United Stktes be
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AROUND; HE SAYS
So a Senator Describes Secretary's Replies to Question:
"What

Is

Going

to

Be

Done With Gen. Wood?"
(Special to Tile World.)
WASHINGTON. June 10. -Secretary Baker to-day was beffore the
Ssnale .Military Affairs Committee,
which considered the Army Appropriation Bill.
The matter of Gen.
Wood being- shunted aside was
brought forward by Senator Hitchcock, who startled his associates
with the query:
"What is going: to be done with
c-ren. wood?"
The Secretary replied that Gen.
Wood now is performing: some duties.
But Ins exact future assignment has
not been arranged. The order sending him to the Presidio, he said, had I
been recalled and none issued in its
P C<
^ '' He said that ,lf; hadno idea
what is in the mind or the Commander in Chief of the Army, meaning' the President.
Secretary Baker was cross-examined up and down the line but did not
produce any affirmative information.
As one member described it, he "pollyfoxed around" and did not. tbrcv
any positive iigrht on the situation,
past, present or future. Without saying: so, he left an impression that
Gen. Pershing' did tut desire Gen.
Wood to serve in France. Several
members held he made this pla.in.
Ihe opinion was expressed bv Secretary Baker that Gen. Wood 'would
receive a suitable assignment, other
than one in France, but he professed
to have no knowledge of its nature
at this time. He did not. volunteer
any information but briefly answered
the questions put 'by-members of the
committee.
r|
?aJutl"'e status of «ens. Orozier
and Sharpy Weve discussed. The committee feels that the*e officers .should
not be discredited af the termination
timl %£Dd1 ,lavaJuaWe
service in t.-.e
Honed
! " most favorably mentioned -was to create two .Major GenPr&m0te Gens
andI
^ andprior
' kroX
and Sharpe
to retirement.
As it stands now. Gens. Crozier and
®harpe are Brigadiers, holding the
f
Maj01
wh"i?«
/a"k
' «enerals
While hS
heads
of, °the - Ordnance
and
Quartermaster bureaus.
The committee has a strong desire that thev
.«!n,Ii"°Perbo ,"s'a,p(i i" retirement:
'Secretary .Baker did not oppose the
Gens. Crozier and SKarpe were relieved of their former positions and
made members St what was called a
Supreme Military Council.
Subsequently Gen. Crozier made a trip of
inspection througi, France and Gen.
Sharpe was placed in command of the
Southeastern Department.
A re.fuest was made of (the committee by Secretary Baker that the
funds appropriated for signal corps
be. separated from the allowance for
aeronautics. This is necessary to
make effective the President's division of the signal corps under the
Overman Act.

A Secretary of War and a Secretary
of "a" War.

\ v* V *

Frontiers of Freedom
THTS book is more than the spontaneous
reflections and reactions of a Secretary
of War in time of war; it is the reflection
of the soul of a great democratic people.
We hear in these extemporaneous addresses
the roused anger and idealism of democracy, waging war in the cause of freedom
against the medievalism of the Government of the Central Empires.
It is this that has made this war to
America "not the military venture of a
class, but the crusade of a people." It is
cause for pride and heart-stirring that
America, by the hands of Wilson and
Baker, is lifting up to her young men a flae
unstained by selfishness and passion, that
"this youngest and most hopeful of the
nations of the earth, this young giant, fa^h-v^
ioned from all the peoples," is marching-^^^
to the worst, and perhaps the last, of the -. 1
world's great wars with a larger than na- K
tional aim.
X
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NEWTON D. BAKER

As Mr. Doolej somewhere remarks, there
is a great difference between a "Secretary
of War " and a " Secretary of a War," says
Ralph A. Hayes, Newton D. Baker's friend
and Secretary, in his Introduction to Mr.
Baker's book, "Frontiers of Freedom."
(George H. Doran Company). The first, to
be sure, is in days of peace, the Superintendent of Public Buildings and Grounds
in the District of Columns <\nd the President of the Panama Railroad Company ; he
is Chairman of the National Forest Reservation Commission and Superintendent of
Cleaning and Repairing the Statue of
Liberty; he is administrator of laws relating to National Cemeteries and overseer
of bridge construction on navigable streams;
he has a multitude of other pastoral functions that have not the slightest relationship to the great god Mars.
But the second—the wartime Secretary
—fights a nation's battles; he hears its
censure and sometimes its praise ; he is the
subject of smoking car debate and Congressional inquiry. Within the bounds of
No Man's Land, a people exiled by civilization for the ingrained iniq'uity of its rulers,
seeks to fathom his plans and measure his
potentialities. In Everyman's Land he
reaches into myriad homes, and even as
she wipes away her farewell tear each
sweetheart and mother and wife wonders
how he will care for her boy.
For those who have known him, and
knowing him, have loved him with a great
love; for those who have seen him put the
fine impress of his soul into a Nation's
armies; for those who have watched him,
with the Commander-in Chief, make this
war not the military venture of a class,
but the crusade of a people; for these,
however humble, who have been privileged to work with him, who have seen
him shun the market places, and in the
silent watches, who have learned from his
consecration the greatness of his cause—
for those, these chapters need no apology.
For the others, these remarks are put into
this more permanent form, not alone because they are the expressions—albeit
impromptu—of the head of the military
establisment of a great republic, but because they seem to speak spontaneously
the language of a liberalism that even now
is coming into its own.

Not to add a square inch to the territory of --^
the United States; not to take from any man. V
woman or child living in the world a single
*V
thing which belongs to him: not even for the
\
glory of successful arms; but in order to reestablish those principles of national justice ^\
without which national continuance and life
>$^
cannot prevail. . . . Some people say that they
\^
do not know how long the war will last. I do.
It will last until we win it. . . .
^*1
We know that whatever the struggle and
whatever the cost, they will come back to us
with the fruits of victory and that these will
not wither in our hands as things we ought not
to have, but they will be for a higher life and
better uses for the sons and daughters of men
everywhere.
War has become a thing of industry and
commerce and business ... it is the combat
of smoke-stacks now . . . and the nation °rV_f
group of nations . . . which is to prevail is r*V
the one which will best be able to coordinate
^
and marshal its material, industrial and commercial strength against the combination which
may be opposed to it.
We at home must fight for democracy7 here NA
ist not *A 1
as our armies for it abroad. . . . We must
allow the hours and conditions of peoplee who I?V r
work ... in factories and workshops to be ^\
interfered with. We must preserve the sweetness of our rights. . . . When our heroes step
off the boats and tell us they have won the
fight for democracy in Europe we must be
able to tell them in return that we have kept
the faith of democracy at home and won battles here for that cause while they were fighting
there.

Secretary Baker gives tributes to women
to labor, to the solidarity and earnestness
of the nation, and appeals for constructive
rather than destructive criticism of the
Government's method of conducting the
war.
The book is a mine of stimulating
thought and valuable information. It is one
which should be in the hands, not only of
every young soldier, but of his mother.
Frontiers o1 Freedom, by Newton D. Baker
Secretary of War. Geo. H. Doran Company
$1.50.

BAKER QUESTIONED
ON WOODS'S REMOVAL
Says Action W<as for "Partly
Military Reasons" Which Will
Appear in Dae Time.
Special to The Nrw Jork Tintts.
WASHINGTON, June 10.—Major Gen.
Leonard Wood was removed from command of his division on the eve of its
departure for France for " purely mlli- j
tary reasons," Secretary of War Baker
today assured the Senate Military Affairs Committee. The Secretary, who
had appeared before the committee to
discuss the $12,000,000,000 army bill, was
questioned at greater length concerning:
the. department's intentions toward
General Wood than concerning the bill.
Mr. Baker was apparently unwilling
to answer some of the committee's
questions. He stated, however, that the
department had not finally decided its
course with respect to General Wood,
and insisted that the reason for the removal was.Rood and sufficient, as would
appear in due time. Committee members said the Secretary, who testified
in executive session, gave them no definite idea what he had in mind, or what
th emilitary reasons were.
In a brief discussion of the Army bill.
Mr. Baker indicated that he shortly
would present supplementary estimates,
which would considerably increase the
total. He also recommended an amendment to care for General William
Crozier, formerly Chief of Ordnance.
and General Sharpe, formerly Quartermaster General. Both are members of
the War Council, although recent orders
with respect to General Crozier would
put him in charge of a department of
tlw army at home.
Action by Congress would in effect be
an official recognition of the removal of
these Generals from their posts as
heads of bureaus. Mr. Baker wants
them assigned to home duties. Hta position is taken to indicate that he has
become convinced that neither General
is able to meet the demands a modern
war make for business organization organization in supplying armies with
food, clothing and weapons.
The elevation of the two Generals to
the War Council followed last Winter's
Investigation of their bureaus by the
Senate Military Affairs Committee. In
both bureaus, particularly in General
Sharpe's. the committee found a lack
of up-to-date methods, and a great deal
of red tape. General Sharpev It was
brought out, virtually had nothing to do
with making contracts for his division,
but appeared to be forced to accept
whatever contracts were suggested for
him by the Council of National Defense.

GEORGE H. DORAN COMPANY, NEW YORK
Publishers

in America for H ODDER
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By NEWTON D. BAKER
Secretary of War

FRONTIERS OF FREEDOM
8vo, Net, $1.50
Coming at a moment when the eyes of the whole country are focussed on
Washington, and especially on the War Department, this book has immediate importance and authority.
In the course of his duties, the Secretary of War is called upon by all
manner of organizations for statements of the department's work. Mr.
Baker always speaks extemporaneously and his words have a freshness
and a directness that make doubly interesting this intimate picture.
Clear-visioned, forceful, quick with patriotism, this book gives a picture
of a man who is impatient of anything but the very best that America can
do. The book is specially valuable because it contains Mr. Baker's memorable survey of America's war effort made before the Senate Military Committee. No one can read the volume without feeling its inspiration, its
firm purpose, and realizing what the United States is doing.
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D. C. WATER DANGER
War Secretary Asks Steps
Be Taken to Prevent
Threatened Shortage.
Following the recommendation of
Gen. Black, chief of engineers of the
Army, Secretary Baker today called
attention of Congress' to threatened
shortage of the water supply of the
District. He asked "as an urgent
war measure" that steps be taken at
once to meet the situation.
Increased use ot meters- at all the
government departments and public
buildings, he says, will be of material
assistance in controlling the supply
and in preventing waste of water. As
a special measure of immediate relief, however, he recommends that
provision be made in the pending
District of Columbia appropriation
bill for transmission of power from
the Capitol powerhouse to the government printing office in order to reduce the great consumption of water
at that establishment.
It is shown that the government
printing office uses nearly 3,000,000
gallons of filtered water a day for
condensing purposes, all of which
might be saved by discontinuing the
power plant at the printing office and
obtaining the necessary power from
the Capitol plant, where only unaltered water is used for condensation.
Letters to Chairmen.
With the view of getting prompt
action in the matter,) the Secretary
of War sent identical letters to the
chairmen of the Senate and House
committees on the District of Columbia, pointing out the seriousness
of the situation, and the urgency and
advantage of changing the fA-ater
svstem at the government printing
office in the pending bill.
Secretary Baker's Letter.
The text of Secretary Baker's letter
follows:
"My attention has been drawn to
the fact that the bill, H. R. 11692,
making appropriations to provide for
the expenses of the government of
the District of Columbia for the fiscal
year Ending June 30, 1919, and for
other purposes,' as reported to the
House of Representatives on April 25,
1918, does not contain the following
items which were included in the estimates:
"'For completing the purchase, installation anQ Maintenance of water
meters, to be placed on the "water
services to the United States buildings, reservations or grounds, in the
District of Columbia, and for each and
every purpose connected therewith,
said meters to be purchased, installed
and maintained by, and remain under
the observation of, the officer in
charge of the Washington aqueduct,
$32,000.'
"'For purchasing and' installing a
10-inch water main across the Key
bridge, including a 12-inch connection
to the 36-inch gravity main in M
street, and a water motor near this
connection, for the purpose of supplying water .to federal reservations and
buildings on the Virginia side of the
Potomac river, $8,100.'

10, 1918.

Meters in Public Buildings.
"The installation of water meters on
the government services is of considerable importance at this time. The
three pumps supplying the filter beds
from the McMillan Park reservoir are
rated at 30,000,000 gallons each daily,
one being intended to be held -constantly in reserve in case of accident.
The records show that during the
-month of April the average quantity
of water pumped to the niters per
day was 62,380,000 gallons, and for the
thirtv days from April 20 to May 19,
inclusive, 65,900,000 gallons, as against
51 590 000 gallons for the same period
™«, vear ago, an increase of 28 per
cTnt The draft has risen to 70,000,000 eallons for several consecutive
davs and reached a maximum of 80,590 000 gallons on February 5 last.
The safe daily dependable capacity
nf the svstem is 65,000.000 gallons.
., the average daily quantity is nearine the safe limit, the maximum having already far exceeded it and approached to the total capacity of all
three pumps in full operation, and as
it is understood that the population
of the citv is rapidly increasing, it is
considered imperative that steps be
taken at once to economize and. control the use of filtered Water and to
I reduce it, If possible, to the safe limit* of the supply system.
• Meters on^the publicjiuildings and
other public' services are "of material
^Titance in doing this, as it has {
oeln found that the consumption of
water in some of the Kovernmentje
partments which haye been meterea
is far above normal, and with tne
meters as a guide steps looking to a
decrease in such waste can be intel
ligently taken.

c

CLEVELAND'S most notable
and conspicuous contribution
to the war is Newton D.
Baker. No community in America
knows the war secretary more intimately or appreciates his qualities
more thoroughly
than the one which
he served as city
solicitor and mayor for more than
a dozen years. By
becoming head of
the war department at a time
when the nation
engaged in the
most strenuous
war in all history
- Newton D. Baker, this Clevelandmade war product passed from a local to a national and international
stage. The eyes of the civilized world
are upon Newton D. Baker today.
Always a ready speaker, Mr. Baker finds
new opportunity for exercising Ms talent in
this direction in the need of" interpreting
to the American people the problems with
which their government is concerned from
day to day. The people want to know;
they have the right to know all that can in
consistency lie given them in explanation
of moves and motives involved in the world
conflict.

Mr. Baker is a, master interpreter. As
thousands of Qevelanders know from personal contact with him, the secretary has
the rare quality of being able to stand before an audience and in words of grace and
clarity to make clear obtuse questions of
policy and action. In " Frontiers. of Freedom" Secretary Baker covers many of the
chief issues involved in the present conflict
from the standpoint of the United States.
It consists of many of the addresses he
has made since America entered the war,
several of them delivered here in Cleveland
and others given to various units of our
army overseas on the occasion of his recent visit there. To Ralph Hayes, private
secretary of the war department head, Mr.
Baker gives chief credit for getting the
addresses together and the book into the
hands of the public. Mr. Hayes offers a
brief introduction. Of his chief Mr. Hayes
says, "For those who nave known him and,
knowing, have loved him with a great love;
for those who have seen him put the fine
impress of his soul into a nation's armies;
for those who have watched him, with the
Commander-in-chief, make this war5 not a
military venture of a class but the crusade
of a people; for those, however humMe, who
ha.ve been privileged to work with him, who
have seen him shun the market places and,
in the silent watches, who have learned
from his consecration the greatness of the
cause—fox those, these chapters need no
apology."
Mr. Baker speaks in all modesty of- his
own part. He hopes the addresses chosen
by others to form the volume may be found
to be afl he intended them to be, "expressive of the meaning of the sacrifice which
the woTld is now making, and therefore the
essential glory of it all."
The volume is, of course, a stndy of Mr.
Baker's wonderfully effective oratory as well
as a si-fdy of war problems as they swirl
about the de-sk of the secretary of war.
These addresses, delivered, as Mr. Baker ex- I
plains, "extemporai?«°nsly ana without any
other preparation than ^jtstant occupation
upon the subjects with whiC* ttey deal,"
are exceedingly well worth preiJW"ing as
part of the records of the war.
If anyone has n suspicion that Mr. Baker
~is, as a speaker, merely an ordinary campaign spoiler, he has an awakening here.
For these addresses rank high as examples
of the best spoken English, and one becomes
a better American by reading and studying
them.
New* York:

The George H. Doran Co. .
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INDUSTRIAL ASSISTANT TO SECRETARY BAKER.

Secretary of War Baker announced on June 11 the
appointment of Ernest M. Hopkins to be assistant to the
Secretary of War in charge of industrial relations. Sir.
Hopkins is a graduate of Dartmouth College class of
1901, and was called to Dartmouth in 1910 to the presidency of the college. Upon the appointment of General
Goethals as Acting Quartermaster General, in 1917, he
placed Mr. Hopkins in charge of industrial relations tor
the Quartermaster Corps.

OFFICER INSTRUCTORS.

Secretary of War Baker in response to an inquiry
June 11 stated that it was the intention of the War Department, as soon as ■ it was practicable, to Telease a
number of the officers of the Allies who were on duty
as instructors in camps in the United States. The reason for this, he explained, was two-fold. In the nrst
place, some of these officers are needed in their own
countries, and the other reason is the fact that American officers by reason of foreign service and actual experience at the -front will soon be qualified as instructors for the U.S. Army. It is improbable, however, that
the number of foreign officers on duty here will be materially reduced for several months, and it is also likely
that it will be desirable to give our own officers who are
to be used as instructors the benefit of _ the training
which is now available in the active fighting along the
Western front.

GENERAL OFFICERS' FUTURE DISCUSSED.

Secretary of War Baker appeared before the Senate
Committee on Military Affairs on June 10 to give information as to the Army Appropriation bill, and while in
conference several members of the committee made inquiries as to "what is going to be done with General
Wood?" The Secretary replied that the order sending
that officer to command the Western Department had
been revoked and none issued in its place as-his exact
future assignment has not been arranged. Mr. Baker
stated that General Wood's retention in this country
was for the good of the Service," as would appear in due
time. Mr. Baker told the committee he would present supplementary estimates to the appropriation bill which would
considerably increase the total. He also recommended an
amendment to the bill that would provide for the future
status of Major Generals Crozier and Sharpe, to the end
that when these two officers are retired their rank will
be in accordance with what the Secretary of War and
the members of the Senate Committee on Military Affairs hold is their just due. Both officers hold their
present rank by virtue of their assignment as Chief of
Ordnance and Quartermaster General, respectively. Secretary Baker proposed that an amendment be added to
the bill authorizing the President to appoint two major
generals "at large" to provide that rank for Generals
Crozier and Sharpe, and to clear up the present situation by which General Crozier retains the title and rank
as head of the Ordnance Department, although serving
on the War Council, while another officer is Acting Chief
of Ordnance; and by which General Sharpe has been
sent, to command the Southeastern Department while still
nominally Quartermaster General. The committee, it
was said, was favorably disposed to the plan presented,
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The Back Door of the War

seem to be preposterous. Turkey cannot come to her aid, for
Turkey has, or soon will have, about all on her hands she
will want to attend to, with the two English armies advancing
with such disconcerting steadiness in Mesopotamia and Palestine. Bulgaria, with the combined Greek, English, French
and Serbian army becoming every day more active and threatening, has troubles enough of her own without shouldering
any of those of Austria.
So Austria for the present stands virtually alone, the most
vulnerable objective in all the long Teutonic line. And there
for a long time to come she seems destined to remain. With
our own rapidly growing strength in France to face, the
Huns, no matter how far they may go in the present drive,
are not going to be able to detach many divisions for Austria's
relief. Austria is the back door, the weakly held back door
to the Teutonic fortress. Right there close together are the
two weak links in the Hun chain—rotten, besotted Turkey
and half-starved, sedition-rent Austria.
And away over to the east, half way around the world,
the Allies have an army of millions of as fine soldiers as
ever marched to victory—the splendid army of Japan. And
the army of Japan is marking time. Resting absolutely
motionless when its weight thrown against that shaky back
entrance to the Hun citadel, with the combined weights of
the Italian, English, French and Greek forces already close
to the Austrian border, would smash through that frail barrier
and all Hundom, held in a grim life and death deadlock in
the west, could not save it.
Years and years of battering at that stone wall the Huns
have drawn across their western front would not do, if it
ever did, what weeks or days would do if the crushing military force of the Allies, unfortunately so widely scattered,
could be brought to bear on that weak, wobbling back door.
And it is a layman's guess that it is through that back door,
or not at all, that the fingers of the Hun's Nemesis will find
their way to a strangle grip on the Hun throat.

FOR three months now, ever since the great Hun offensive in the west began to take on the finishing preparatory touches, there have been warnings and rumors of
another tremendous assault on Italy. Movements back of the
Austrian lines ostentatiously pointed to mighty military preparations. Day after day the dispatches informed us that the
crisis was near at hand; that the great Austrian offensive was
about to begin; that the mighty onrush might come at any
moment; that the vast devastating avalanche so long critically
poised on the Alpine peaks was liable at any moment to come
thundering down in an overwhelming smash upon the plains
of northern Italy.
But it did not come. There are no indications that it will
come or that it was ever intended that it should come. On
the other hand, there is abundant ground for the belief that
this mighty rumbling of gathering storm was only a wellstaged bluff, a mere feint of wind and bluster to pin great
armies down to a really unthreatened front.
Alone and unsupported by the discipline-hardened legions
of Germany, the Austrians have never in a single instance
been able to stand up against the Italian or any other army.
They were thrashed to a frazzle by the Russians in the early
stages of the war. The little army of Serbia licked them out
of their boots, cleaned them out, horse, foot and dragoons,
and sent them flying in disorganized, panic-stricken rabbles
to wherever there was promise of cover. Italy, over physical
obstacles apparently hopeless, drove them back over mountains and rushing mountain torrents to the very verge of
territory access to which by the then victorious Italian armies
meant the winning for Italy of the entire Austrian Adriatic
seaboard and the laying open of that same road over which
Napoleon led his conquering hosts to the gates of Vienna.
The Italians, in other words, were on the very eve of administering such a disastrous blow as would have meant the end
of Austria and, with the end of Austria, the end of the war
itself.
Sharks last year; submarines this; what next?
Had Italy been supported at that critical time with only
a part of the energy with which Germany came to the support
of Austria, the Berlin-Constantinople railroad would have
been cut, Turkey would have been isolated, the beginning of
the end would have been in sight. But Italy did not get the
help then so vital to her and to the whole allied cause. Aus- THE specious semi-official reports put forth by the
War Department in explanation of Secretary Baker's
tria got it and got it just in time to save her from being
refusal to permit Major General Leonard Wood to
wiped off the war map. German armies saved Austria after
her defeat by the Italians just as they saved her after her lead into action the men whom he had trained have served
humiliating rout by the greatly outnumbered but heroically only to deepen the mystery. Indeed, they have been so consplendid little army of Serbia. The Italians were swept fusing and so contradictory that a plain statement of facts,
back within their own borders, and since then, with occa- gathered at first hand from various trustworthy sources,
sional forays on each side, have been holding an empty bag seems to be called for.
The method of canning General Wood without arousing
while Germany went off and got ready for the great onslaught
public indignation devised by Mr. Baker was characterisin which she is now engaged.
Now, as at the very beginning of the war, Austria is tically cute and clever. On May 24, when a large proportion
the vulnerable joint in the Teutonic armor, the weak link in of the 89th Division was on its way from Camp Funston
the Hun chain. And never at any time has she been more to the East, he telegraphed an order to the General to provulnerable or weaker than at this moment. Heavily discount- ceed to San Francisco immediately upon the departure of
ing all the stories of internal dissensions, all reports of priva- the last unit of his command. Had this order been delivtions growing worse every day and of financial straits that ered in time to be executed, the Secretary's purpose would
are about desperate—making all due allowance for exaggera- have been achieved; that is to say, General Wood would
tions along these lines, the fact remains that Austria must have been interned on the Pacific and helpless except in so far
inevitably be in such sore plight that any thought of serious as he might file a protest which could easily be consigned to
aggressive action on her part in the direction of Italy would the archives, and that would have been in effect the end of it.

A Blunder and a Tragedy
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But the best of plans gang aft aglee. By the merest
chance General Wood, after having bade farewell to his family and disposed of his personal effects, including his horses,
had already started East and did not receive the telegram
until it was repeated to him in New York. Thereupon he
proceeded immediately to Washington and presented to Secretary Baker his reasons for asking that the order be revoked
and that he be permitted to accompany his division to France.
The Secretary refused to grant this request and General Wood
insisted upon seeing the Commander-in-chief. Mr. Baker
could not refuse the demand and, after much hemming and
hawing and backing and filling, an appointment was
arranged. What happened at this interview has not yet been
revealed. No word has come from the White House and the
most that General Wood would say was that the President
was " very courteous and very considerate." It may be assumed, therefore, that he promised to give the matter his
most thoughtful consideration.
The General returned immediately to New York to await
orders and soon after was directed to return to Funston and
superintend the " cleaning up " of the camp for the reception of recruits. Whether this implied that General Wood
is to be kept in Kansas or sent on presently to California or
to Hawaii or somewhere else nobody seems to know. That
it involved a refusal to permit him to lead his command to
France, however, was certain and on Saturday, by request
of the officers of the 89th Division, he visited Camp Mills
to bid them farewell. No reporters were present and no
account of the episode appeared in the newspapers on Sunday, but on Monday all contained reports, of which the best,
from the Sun, we print herewith, to make the record:
It is recorded that Moses, having led the children of Israel
from bondage, was permitted to go to a mountain top and see
from a distance the Promised Land that he was never to enter.
And thus it was that the General whose foresight led to the
training of officers for the National Army, whose personal insistence largely resulted in the formation of that army, saw slip
away from him to the measured cadence of the parade step "and
the music of many bands, the martial child that he had reared
to fight the German. He had taken that division, out at Camp
Funston, Kansas, when it was composed of youth from the
plough and the counter, and had treated it in the crucible of
military experience until it held its head high, its shoulders back
and swung to the rhythmic stride of a fighting force conscious
of its power.
On and on they marched in rigid lines, with eyes snapping
to the right at the reviewing post, regimental colors dipping and
officers popping to the salute with the monotony of perfect
training.
They were going to France to meet the enemy of the worl^f?
He was going back to the West, where the corn grows, £o
mould another command from virgin manhood.
Orders!
The one word that a soldier knows had brought both situations. By order the khaki lines were marching on their last
review. By order the man who taught them the trick was going
back, childless and bereft in so far as his armed and steel offspring was concerned, to raise a new family under the Western
sky.
They had asked Gen. Wood, before he went West, to come
to the camp and make a last talk to the officers, while the men
said good-by in the only form that is reserved for marching and
fighting legions. And he was on the little eminence of the reviewing field, flanked by the commanding officer who had his
shoes, and the staff officers who serve at the tent doors of the
mighty, to receive the last compliment that could be paid him
by silently trudging men.
The big, earnest man saw it all. What he thought no human
being can say. In such moments men who would slap a machine
gun in the face cannot stop a barrage of tears. The man who
wrote that the bravest are the gentlest understood that human
element that every reader must imagine for himself.
Before the assembled officers the General stood for his last
talk, after the last first sergeant had taken over the command
of the last company and the last commissioned officer had turned

from the column. They gathered around the old leader for a
final word.
" I will not say good-by," he began, as the big chest that
bore the ribbon of the Medal of Honor, the ribbon of the Spanish-American War, the ribbon of the Cuban occupation, and all
of the evidences of service that one might render during the last
half century, bulged just a trifle, "but I consider it a temporary
separation.
" At least," he added by way of parenthesis, " I hope so.
" I have worked hard with you and you have done excellent
work. I had hoped very much to take you over to the other
side—in fact, I had no intimation, directly or indirectly, of any
change of orders until we reached here the other night.
" The orders have been changed, and I am to go back to
Funston. I leave for there to-morrow morning. I wish you
the best of luck and ask you to keep the high standard of conduct and work that you have in the past. There isn't anything
to be said. The orders stand and the only thing to do is to do
the best we can—all of us—to win the war.
" That is what we are here for; that is what you have been
trained for. I shall follow your career with the deepest interest
—with just as much interest as though I were with you. Good
luck and God bless you I"
There was a hand shaking seance for a few minutes, and
then—East is East and West is West—the one group turned to
the East, and the one man who had made the group set his
resolute face toward the setting sun for whatever things the
gods of war might hold in store for him.
" Tears were in the eyes of the officers," says the Times,
and, adds an eye-witness, " the men were the saddest looking
lot I ever saw,—I pray never to behold such a sight again."
And what of the folks at home whose hearts had been comforted by the reflection that the lives of their sons were, at
any rate, to be entrusted to the efficient care of the great
soldier whom they themselves knew or had heard at the monster mass meetings where his ringing words have set the fires
of patriotism aglow throughout the West? How are they
going to feel?
What a blunder! What a tragedy! What a shame!
Heaven only forbid that ere long we may not have to add:
What a crime!
But whether or no, mark you, the end is not yet.
As evidence that he did not discriminate against General Wood in refusing to permit him to lead his division to
the battle line, it would be quite characteristic of Mr. Baker
to deny the same privilege to another officer of like rank.
If so, he would naturally select our second ablest division
commander, Major General Kuhn, for the sacrifice. But
let us hope not.

A Lamb in an Ass's Skin

\

\

REPRESENTATIVE ASHTON C. SHALLENBERGER of Nebraska, a member of the Military
Affairs Committee, took us to task in a speech in
the House the other day as sharply as the tepid disposition
of a Pacifist would permit, (1) for saying that the Browning
gun programme had fallen down, (2) for not according to
Mr. Baker any part of the credit for adequate production
of shoulder rifles, (3) for asserting that Mr. Baker has constantly misled and deceived the public, and (4) for being in
effect pro-German and by inference disloyal to the United
States of America. Because of these alleged offenses, he
called upon the Department of Justice to root us out of our
" safe ambush here in Washington " and make the punishment fit the crimes.
We hasten to utter a few words in extenuation while
there is yet time.
(1) We rejoice to hear from Mr. Shallenberger, upon
authority which he cautiously refrains from designating,
that " between May 1 and May 18, this year, 659 heavy
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Browning guns were produced and delivered to the United
States Government." We hope that the figures given, though
grievously disappointing in the light of what had been
promised, are correct. Nevertheless the most that the War
Department could say as late as May 24 through Mr. Creel's
concern was:
Heavy Browning machine guns sufficient to equip the machine gun units of one army division have been manufactured
and are being shipped to Camp Meade, Maryland. More than
half of the guns have arrived at that camp. The Liberty
division, as the Camp Meade unit is known, thus becomes the
first to be equipped completely and trained with heavy Brownings.
Enough heavy Brownings for instruction purposes have been
shipped to every National Guard training camp and National
Army cantonment in this country where troops are in training.
They have arrived at as distant a point as Camp Lewis, American
Lake, Washington.
...
,
.•
J
Heavy Brownings for overseas training have been shipped.
These paragraphs convey the usual vagueness,—such, for
example, as characterized the exultant declaration of Secretary Baker that " shipments of air-planes had begun," when
only two had been sent, in place of the thousands that had
been promised.
But Mr. Shallenberger insists that, despite the fact that
no definite statement was forthcoming, to our knowledge,
previous to May 28, we should have known better on May
11 or May 18 because " the records of the War Department
were as available to George Harvey as to anyone else,"—
the truth of which is unquestionable, since they are available
to nobody at all except to Congressmen and to mighty few
of them. Later Mr. Shallenberger, replying to a question,
conceded his knowledge of this fact in these words:
I will say that I have not been one of those who believed
that it was best for the country to conceal from the public the
actual state of our Military Establishment and the fact of production of these things essential to the war. I think a great deal
of misinformation and pessimism has been scattered through the
country because we have not given out as much of this information as might have been done. But I will say to the gentleman,
as he no doubt knows, that the modern military men seem to
think it necessary to keep as much information as possible from
the public about military affairs, and therefore the Military Committee as a rule have deferred to it

(2)

With respect to shoulder rifles, Mr. Shallenberger

said:
They are coming in such numbers that we can fully equip an
infantry division of 27,000 men every three days. Even the
NORTH AMERICAN REVIEW WAR WEEKLY has to doff its hat to this
achievement, but it covertly refuses to give credit to the Secretary of War, who is responsible for every important determined
action of the War Department
And this is what we printed upon the same subject on
page 4 of the issue of the WAR WEEKLY dated March 9:
Probably the greatest service yet rendered is that of General
Crozier and Colonel Thompson, pluckily backed up by Secretary
Baker; but even more signal and gratifying is the advantage
accorded the lads behind the guns.
(3) We regret that we cannot accord sufficient space
in this number to do full justice to Mr. Baker and his peccadilloes, but we have long had such a project in mind and,
in the stereotyped phrase of the House, we thank the gentleman for reminding us of the intention. Whether Mr. Baker
will do likewise when the results of our exhaustive examination shall appear in print remains to be seen.
(4) Mr. Shallenberger's strident peroration must be
published in full. These were his concluding words, precisely as they appeared in the patient Congressional Record:
This so-called WAR WEEKLY has a very familiar sound,
though it wears a different face. In the character of its assaults
upon the American Government it reminds us of those formerly
appearing in a weekly dealing with the war and published by one
George Silvester Viereck. It has all the earmarks of a new
"Bonnet Rouge," and I would suggest to the Department of
Justice that it search for another Bolo Pasha lurking somewhere
in the shadows. These evil shafts of political malice are not
aimed primarily at the Secretary of War. The hope is that
through him they may strike the President in the back, ihe
American people are not easily deceived. They know that this
war is going to be won by our soldiers fighting upon the battle
fields of France. They will make short work of these political
ui JtaptrexnuKO Jno ;B sag oqM sjapuu^jnBj puc sjajpBUAiusnq
Chief from safe ambush here in Washington.

Apparently the compositor either could not set the gentleman straight or surmised that at the close he must have
been standing on his head. Candidly, we have to confess,
we do not enjoy being likened to Mr. Viereck, but recalling
Even though the records of the War Department are some of the things we have said about him we derive comsupposed to be certainly no less " available" to members fort from the reflection that he would resent the implied relaof military committees than to " any one else," some uncer- tionship even more strongly. The suggested stabbing of the
tainty upon the part of Mr. Shallenberger developed from President, straight through Mr. Baker, in the back, seems
to fall of its own weight because of the extreme improbability
this illuminating colloquy:
of his standing with his back to his favorite Cabinet officer
MR. DICKINSON. The gentleman is speaking about the
except for the hardly conceivable purpose of restraining unBrowning gun. Is it being delivered
.
MR. SHALLENBERGER. Delivered to our soldiers m this councontrollable emotion at seeing him. As to the "Bonnet
try for training.
, .
Rouge," we would enter gladly into an academic discussion
MR. DICKINSON. I was going to ask whether that gun was
being delivered to the soldiers in the cantonments in this country. with Mr. Shallenberger but for a suspicion, arising from his
MR. SHALLENBERGER. That is my information.
reference to earmarks, that he thinks it is or was a lady and
MR. DICKINSON. Are any of them being sent abroad as yet?
MR. SHALLENBERGER. I do not think they are.
for the further apprehension, indicated by his name, that he
He knew very well they were not and would not be for is descended from a race quite different from the French
months; else how could Mr. Tilson, his colleague on the and may not be proficient in the language of that distracted
Committee, who really knows about guns, have testified that country. We accept without complaint Mr. Shallenberger's
" the heavy Browning guns are not yet sufficiently in pro- reference to us as a bushwhacker and his imputations upon
duction to justify the arming of divisions in Europe with our lack of patriotic spirit as a species of constructive critithem," but that he was " hopeful that by the beginning of cism such as we ourselves readily recognize, though never use.
Truth to tell, we sympathize with Mr. Shallenberger. He
the year we will be making all we shall need." Which is the
had
a difficult task to perform. Just think of it 1 Here is
crux precisely of all that we said, namely, that we would
a
man
who voted for the McLemore resolution which forbade
not have heavy Browning guns in effective operation abroad
during the present calendar year, and we adhere to that to American citizens the exercise of their undoubted rights
opinion, Mr. Shallenberger to the contrary notwithstanding. upon the high seas and stands today as one who cannot
And if that is not a collapse in a programme which called survive the " acid test of loyalty " prescribed by the Presifor heavy deliveries before the end of April, we do not know dent, and who subsequently voted against conscription, without which now, as everybody recognizes, our country would
what is.
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be prostrate and helpless,—such a man essaying to pillory
us on a charge of disloyalty.
And yet there is nothing to get mad about. Indeed,
we find in the situation not only a bit of paradox but a
touch of humor. Mr. Shallenberger's attempts at denunciation, scorn and satire do not deceive us for a moment. He
is not a belligerent; he is a pacifist. We insist, moreover,
that he has failed utterly in his earnest endeavor to write
himself down an ass. His very bray is destitute of verisimilitude. He is a lamb in an ass's skin and, as such, is
fully entitled to the gentle treatment which we have compassionately accorded and shall continue to accord him unless
he should begin to blat again, in which event, we fear, we
might have to hunt up a pair of shears.
Meanwhile, Mr. Shallenberger should and doubtless does
rejoice mightily at the receipt of the following commendatory
communication from his fellow pacifist:
I have read with deep appreciation and pleasure, wrote Secretary Baker, your helpful part in the debate on the army bill. The
country will be stirred by the fine absence of partisanship and by
the significant facts, which you cited, and I am, of course, doubly
grateful at your willingness to defend me against the strange and
malignant attack of Mr. Harvey.
It matters some to me personally, but my chief thought is
that the truth will give the people of the country confidence in the
army, and in that way Mr. Harvey will be prevented from helping
our country's enemies by his extraordinary and depressing lack of
information.
This, too, shall have our faithful attention in due and
: proper season—most fittingly probably, conformably to Mr.
Shallenberger's reminder, in conjunction with our contemplated disquisition upon Mr. Baker as a Whole.
When Major General Erasmus M. Weaver, C. A. C,
was retired last week, the country lost an untiring and highly
competent officer, against whom not a word of criticism has
been breathed since the war began.
/

The Evolution of Josephus

H

W"AVE you heard of any investigations or criticism^
of our Navy? " asked Senator Lodge in his recent
Providence address. And then he continued:
I have heard none. The Navy has done exceedingly well.
Secretary Daniels has made no statements to the public of what
he hoped to do. He has not said in 1917 what he was going to
do in 1918.
Precisely. Josephus has grown up with his job. He has
grown to be too big to manifest littleness in the wreaking of
petty spites. He has not always been free from exhibitions
of this form of smallness. He has vented his narrow prejudices against naval officers who had advanced to high rank
by sheer merit of achievement. He has snubbed and humiliated such officers, has endeavored to discredit and relegate them to obscurity. There was an unhappy issue of
veracity between Josephus and one of them from which, to
put it mildly, the Secretary of the Navy did not emerge with
banners.
Then the war came, and the beginning of the war was
the beginning of Josephus' growth. One of his early discoveries was that it was just barely possible that a man whose
nautical experience had been confined to canoeing on a
North Carolina creek might not know as much about naval
matters as men who had devoted their lives to the exclusive
study of such matters and had grown gray in expanding their

theoretical knowledge by practical application of the same in
years of sailing on all the seven seas. Another revelation
that seems to have come to him was that he talked too much.
To be sure he never had emitted the steady flood of
roseate rhapsodies over things that were not so which has
characterized the Secretary of War. But that was not to
have been expected. He lacked both the oriental imagination with which Secretary Baker is gifted, and he further
lacked the Bakerian knack of circumstantiality in presentation which has given so much verisimilitude to the most
gorgeously colored of the Bakerian somnambulistic trances.
Still, Josephus's output of language was copious. We had
become so used to it that we did not quite realize how vast
had been its volume until he suddenly plugged up the bunghole from which the steady blobbing, slobbing stream had so
long flowed. Suddenly this ceased. Josephus quit talking
and took to doing things. And the first thing he did was
the wisest and most efficient thing he could do. He got out
of the way of men who knew what to do and how to do it.
He suddenly became a big enough man to no longer resent
the presence of big men at his council board. He put the
job of making our navy ready for war in the hands of men
who were equal to it. He forgot any personal piques and
petty animosities he may have had. Officers of demonstrated
ability and of unquestioned patriotism did not have the
Daniels door slammed in their faces. They were not contemptuously hustled from pillar to post in an ever narrowing circle of usefulness because of some small political or
personal prejudice. Politics was adjourned in the Navy. It
was adjourned from the moment Josephus revealed himself
as the big man he really has become instead of the little man
he had seemed to be while the large reservoir of latent
strength that was in him was oozing and trickling out
through fads and fancies and sloppy sentimentalities. He
did not brag, he did not bluster and above all he did not lie
about what the Navy had done and was just about to do.
As Senator Lodge put it, he did not say in 1917 what he
was going to do in 1918. The Navy's record from the time
Josephus Daniels changed from a man of chatter to a man
of action has been written in deeds and not in words, and
before this war is over that record is going to be one of the
most brilliant pages in our own or any other naval history.
And high up on the roll of honor of that shining page is
going to appear the name of Josephus Daniels. Not so much
for what he personally will have done as for the brains and
breadth with which he will have chosen men for great tasks
and for the free hand he will have given them to bring out
all that was in them. With practically an unlimited field
for meddling and marring he has neither meddled nor
marred. No one man living is alone able to handle this war
of ours. No one man living is alone big enough to handle
any one department of the war. The measure of administrative fitness in this case, as in the case of any vast business
concern, is capacity to select the right man for each subordinate task, to eliminate every trace of personal feeling or
political grudge or undue influence in making such selections, and, above all, unflinching courage in meeting incompetence with instant dismissal and in rewarding ability by
promotion. That is the standard of bigness, with utter
extinction of mere pride of opinion and utter self-elimination in all decisions, to which the heads of our administration must measure up and towards which Mr. Daniels is
measuring up in a way which, by contrast, is a damning
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The Week
WASHINGTON, June 7, 1918.
Hun is at the gate "; literally, at last. German
U-boats are ravaging our coast waters and destroying
our merchant shipping almost within sight of our
shores and within gunfire sound of our chief ports; administering the final coup de grace to the smug assurance of our Pacifist
War Secretary, that the war is three thousand miles away.
We seem again to have been caught napping, which will
afford the creel renewed occasion for devoutly thanking his
God for the remainder of his piffling existence. Despite the
ample warnings which had been given, the U-boats reached
our waters and engaged in destructive depredations for a
week or more before their presence was detected, save by their
victims. However, now that they are detected, we have much
confidence in the ability and readiness of Josephus Daniels's
department of government promptly and effectually to dispose of them. Beside the enormous armament which we have
sent to the other side of the Atlantic, we surely have enough
naval vessels at home to deal with all the U-boats that may
be sent across. We trust, too, that our aviation service and
anti-aircraft coast batteries will prove sufficient to guard
against aeroplane attacks on our churches, schools and hospitals. We assume that the present U-boats are not accompanied by aircraft, else they would have attacked the coast
cities before this. But the entire practicability of such action
must be borne in mind and guarded against, if they are operating in connection with a " mother ship " large enough to
launch bombing planes from her decks.- __
T]
^HE

EctoeTagainst the administration of the War Department, and which amounts to a reproaeh to the President himself for retaining a man ^ Mr. Baker's all but pathetic incompetence in a place of such vital importance.
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words which we might wish to be heard and heeded by every American soldiers, the facts should, in the estimation of the
committee, be established, the blame placed where it belongs,
citizen of the Republic:
" We do not agree with those who would utter sentimental and those guilty of such negligence marked as unworthy of
platitudes while a mad dog is running amuck biting women further trust.
The flamboyant predictions of the Committee on Puband children, with those who would stand idly by quoting
lic
Information regarding the early approach of the day
some isolated passage of Scripture while an insane man murwhen
this country would make the skies over the battledered him, ravished his wife, bayoneted his babies or crucified
fields
of France "black with aeroplanes" are known of
his friends, with any person who would discuss with some
all
men.
The effect of these predictions, the tremendous
well and contented stranger the merits of various fire extinguishers while his wife and children are calling to him from acceleration of aeroplane production in Germany, is recognized by all military authorities. The absolute waste of some
the flames of his burning house.
"We believe that wrong is relative and has degrees, that considerable portion—as yet undetermined—of the $640,000,there are greater things than human life and worse things 000 which Congress cheerfully and promptly placed at the
than war. There is a difference between peace as an end disposal of Secretary Baker with which to construct aeroand peace as a means to an end. (We do not want peace planes is obvious to all intelligent and non-partisan observers.
It may never be possible to determine with mathematical
with dishonor or a temporary peace with evil.) "
There speak true pacifists, worthy of the name, and worthy exactness the precise number of American lives which have
of the name of American citizens as well. Are there those been sacrificed by the War Department's failure, but that
who would be more pacifist than Quakers, and who would the number has been considerable is known to every officer
regard the Friends as swaggering militarists and men of familiar with conditions in France. In the estimation of
men like Senators Chamberlain and Hitchcock and Repreblood?
When in the troublous days of 1848 Proudhon was sum- sentative Kahn, a Republican but the man to whom the
moned before a magistrate and was asked " What is your President is most beholden for the success of his military
'Socialism'?" he replied, "Every aspiration toward the programme in the House, failure to fix the blame of this
amelioration of society." " Then," said the magistrate, " we disastrous break-down would be merely to court its repetition
in some other field of military endeavor. To gloss over such
are all Socialists! "
If the sentiments of these representative Quakers are monstrous incapacity would be not patriotism but treason,
pacifism, then are we all pacifists. But between them and not loyalty but base betrayal of the American boys who have
the blatant pacifists of the other kind, how great a gulf is gone to France, prepared to give their lives if need be, whose
comparative safety depends upon the efficiency with which
fixed!
the great department to which they must look for ordnance
1137 airplanes downed in May, British bag 492, French 234, and ammunition, equipment and supplies, aeroplanes and
Americans 13.—Sun headline.
machine-guns, gas-bombs and hand-grenades, in a word, for
That tells the story.
every instrument of offense and defense, performs its task.

The Aviation Investigations
THE Senate Committee on Military Affairs is proceeding with its investigation of the collapse of the
aeroplane programme and the failure of the War
Department to procure ordnance in anything like adequate
quantities. An understanding has been reached with Mr.
Charles E. Hughes whereby the two pitfalls which Mr.
Hughes feared will be avoided. The committee will take
no chances of making public facts which would hamper Mr.
Hughes in his determination to ferret out violations of law,
if any there be, and to punish the guilty, and it will keep
in sufficiently close touch with the chief investigator of possible criminal phases of the failure to preclude the danger
that it will inadvertently afford immunity to the guilty by
permitting them to testify before a Congressional committee.
On the other hand, the Military Committee will seek to
discover and fix the blame, to uncover the incompetence and
favoritism and vacillation known to exist, or to have existed.
It is in no vindictive spirit that the committee undertakes
this arduous work. It is with the firm conviction that a
competent diagnosis of the disease is essential to the prescription of the proper remedies. If there be, as is keenly
suspected, those in high office who, without violating a single
written statute, have procrastinated, played favorites, preferred the dreams of the pacifist to the performances of the
man of action and thus jeoparded the lives of thousands of

May I not thank you personally for your word of appreciation?
Who wrote that? Mayor Hylan.

Recruiting Convicts
GERMANY'S prisons are to be emptied into the army.
The amateur criminals confined in the various Hun
penitentiaries are to take a post graduate course in
murder, rape, arson and all the subsidiary branches of villainy by being incorporated in the ranks of the accomplished
experts in these lines who make up the land and sea forces
of the Imperial German Government.
They will find themselves in congenial company. Moreover they will have the benefit of instruction by accomplished
professors in every branch of crime, from the petty thievery
practiced by the Crown Prince in the French chateaux he
occupied to wholesale butcheries of women and children; of
the wounded and sick in hospitals; of nuns, priests and Red
Cross nurses and so on through all the various groups of
the weak and helpless whose slaughter has been for nearly
four years among the sporting recreations of the Hun Hordes.
And the plain peace-bred assassins, rapists and incendiaries thus let loose from the German prisons will find
they have a great deal to learn. The world has moved
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since they were locked up. Doubtless many of them, untrained and inexperienced in the more advanced school of
crime developed by their countrymen since the war began,
may at first find their sensibilities shocked. Some of them
may even feel like drawing the line of association with the
Kaiser's trained experts in savagery. Our old friend Villa,
himself no tyro in the agreeable arts of torture, maiming,
ravishing and murdering, had to hide his distinguished head,
be it remembered, when he first heard the details of Kultur's
progressive slaughter-fest in Belgium. He had thought he
knew something about bestiality. But he threw up his hands
when he learned the coldly planned and minutely executed
Hun exploits among the brave people who had objected to
being walked over. Villa from that moment recognized his
status. He was in the amateur class and frankly admitted
it. But it is to be said for Villa that he was only an Indian.
His instructors in brutality had only been untutored savages
like himself. They had not had the rich stores of scientific learning to draw upon. There were no spectacled Herr
professors among them to teach them the arts of wholesale
slaughter and the more refined forms of cruelty such as the
Hun military Universities of Crime have provided. Only
the cruder forms of torture, such as mere sporadic burnings
alive, were about their limit. Besides, they were hampered
by scruples, a weakness in itself all but criminal in the Hun
academies of frightfulness. They drew the line at using
driven herds of old men, women and children as shields
between them and the enemy. They disapproved the ravishing of nuns and of little girls barely emerged from the
nursery. They were just plain savage men, but they were
still men. And any latent instincts of mankind are a fatal
handicap in any brutality competition with Kultur.
It is not at all unlikely that some of the convict recruits
from the German penitentiaries may have some lingering,
half-submerged prejudices of this kind to overcome before
they can measure up to the standards the Kaiser's " Gott"
has set. But, with a foundation of natural criminal propensities, no doubt they soon will attain a respectable standing
among their blood-drenched Hun army associates. In the
ofiicers and gentlemen of the Kaiser's army they will find
able instructors. And these instructors will be as exacting in
their demand for practical efficiency as they will be thorough
in their theoretical teachings. The jail birds will soon be
trained and clubbed down from the higher moral standards
of the penitentiary convict to the hearty, kultural level of
Yahoo ethics of the German army.
We think if President Hadley's sense of humor was less
highly developed and the New England conscience, of which
he is in part the official custodian, was more active in its
manifestations, it would be better for the morality of the
great institution of learning over which he presides. The
fact that eleven seniors of Yale voted for the blood stained
beast of Europe as the foremost man of the world, is regarded
by Dr. Hadley as a joke, " the type of joke which creeps into
class voting almost invariably," he says, and therefore a
childish prank not to be taken seriously; although the fact
that there are eleven Germans and eleven Austrians in the
senior class is conveniently ignored. We may remind Dr.
Hadley that we are at war and that " jokes " of this char-

acter are not only ill timed but indecent; that Yale seniors
are not thoughtless children but men, and any man who
deliberately and with premeditation shows his preference for
the German Emperor is guilty of treason, and as such to be
treated not as a practical joker but as an enemy of his country.
For the fair name of Yale the men guilty, whether Germans,
Austrians or degenerate Americans, must be brought to book.

Gas Shells
THE Army and Navy Journal, which ordinarily reflects
the more intelligent viewpoint of the War Department,
assures us that Senator Hitchcock and his colleagues of
the ordnance investigating committee will find " that the
refusal of Congress in the past to pay any attention to the
recommendations of our ordnance experts was the real cause
of our inadequate ordnance preparation for war." The
Journal adds that the entire story of our failure will be found
in General Crozier's testimony before the Senate Committee
last January, in which he recited the great abortive efforts
made in years gone by to induce Congress to increase artillery
appropriations.
We are inclined to agree with The Journal as far as it
confines its arguments to the period previous to the war, but
we find it impossible to accept the former warnings and
appeals of the Ordnance Bureau as excusing some of its
lamentable failures during the last year. Putting aside
altogether, as irrelevant and impertinent, the promises which
Mr. Baker wishes on the unsuspecting public every few
days and devoting ourselves to the facts as they are offered
to us by persons of responsibility, we have to confess that
we are greatly alarmed by the activities of certain branches
of the Ordnance Bureau.
Take for example the case of gas shells—and right here,
let us state that we do not intend to discuss experimental
gas shells or Baker gas shells, but shells that can be shipped
in quantity to the front and hurled at Germans.
We are informed by the greatest military experts in
Washington that the recent German successes may be attributed, to a very great degree, to the fact that the Hun had
more gas shells, bigger gas shells and better gas shells than
the Allies. All reports received at the War Department indicate the barrages of gas shells dropped back of the Allied lines
were responsible for the most horrible results. Details appear
to be superfluous. The fact is that thousands of our allies
are now cold under the fields of Flanders because they were
incapable of meeting gas attack with gas attack.
We are informed that after fourteen months of war Mr.
Baker's ordnance department has not shipped one gas shell
to General Pershing and barring miracles will make no considerable shipments until August. Up to the present time
we have been unable to circumvent the band of press agents
who camouflage War Department news, to the extent of
getting at the truth concerning this astounding condition but
we promise to make an effort to show just why an ordnance
bureau which has been juggling billions for many months
has failed to supply General Pershing with these absolutely
essential weapons.
It is altogether conceivable that the nobby little pacifist
who is presiding over the War Department will satisfy his
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milk and water followers, with the excuse that the United
States deprecated the use of such diabolical weapons and
therefore made none of them in advance. We can assure
Mr. Baker that if he has any such ideas he errs because as
a matter of fact, the United States, at the Hague Convention
declined to agree not to use gas shells in warfare for the
very excellent reason that it was no more brutal to suffocate
a soldier by gas than it was to suffocate a sailor by drowning.
If Mr. Baker desires all the facts on this point we suggest that he call in General Crozier, who represented the
War Department at the Hague Convention and as the spokesman for this Government blocked the plan for prohibiting
the use of gas by making an extremely logical and forceful
presentation of the reasons which justify the use of deadly
gases in modern warfare.

One of the interesting phases of the Wood incident was
that it enabled the Chief of Staff, at last, to see the Commander-in-Chief. Perhaps now, after a while, the Provost
Marshall General will get a look in.

The "Spoof" Nerve Center
JIM HAM sees the bounding Baker's 500,000 American
soldiers in France and goes him 500,000 better. The
War Department optimist only claimed we had half a
million men abroad.
Then uprose the gifted Jim Ham, his flaming aurora
borealis whiskers spreading a lurid glare over all the Chicago horizon, and launched, not 500,000, but one million
of our fighting men, " all armed and equipped," upon the
gore-soaked fields of France. He launched a number of
other asinine things also. In other words, Jim Ham Lewis
opened his mouth and spoke. On the face of it, the War
Department pacifist ought to have shrivelled up to nothingness before this hot air back draft. Maybe he did. In default of a microscopic examination it is hard to say. However, it is of no particular consequence one way or the other.
It about sums up to the swamping of one wind-bag by the
premature explosion of another and a bigger one. But we
are getting pretty well used to this sort of artillery.
Now, the only reason there is for mentioning this last
Jim Ham oratorical antic is that as level-headed a Congressman as Mr. Longworth seemed to think it of enough importance to serve as a sort of a sub-text in a speech he was
making on the general subject of this spread-eagle bombast.
It had a tendency, he argued, to create a false confidence
here at home and by so much to slack up the energy of our
war work. Eliminating the fact that we all know our Jim
Ham pretty well, and hence know about what ratio of discount to apply to the statistics he drops in his oratorical
soarings, the point made by Representative Longworth is
well taken. This is no time for over-statement. It is a
time rather for under-statement, if it is absolutely necessary
that Washington statements must be at some sort of variance
with the facts. We need all the stimulus to our war effort
possible. Exaggerated reports of facts accomplished do not
supply that stimulus. Their effect, as Mr. Longworth said,
is precisely the reverse. They are in every way mischievous.
Mr. Longworth did well when he spoke so forcefully
against this form of Baker-Creel propaganda. He did par-
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ticularly well when he brought Representative Caldwell, of
New York, to book for statements, swollen out of all proportion to the truth, which Mr. Caldwell had caused to be
spread on the pages of the Congressional Record. Mr. Caldwell admitted that his statistics were out of line with the
facts. Then he "thanked God he was an- optimist," and
said that the American nation had " done a big thing in a
big way."
Optimism is all right, but if the American nation has
done a big thing in a big way, why not let the fact speak
for itself? What is the use of weakening what is true by
smothering it with a lot of bombastic yarns which are not
true?
Mr. Kahn, of California, artlessly asked if the statement
made by the War Department last year that we would have
22,000 airplanes in France by July 1 this year was not
responsible for this tendency to exaggeration. It needs no
Congressman to answer that query. Anybody and everybody
can answer it, and the answer is an emphatic yes. The War
Department's aircraft and half a dozen other incorrect statements are distinctly responsible for the tendency towards
exaggeration. The War Department has been the source of
more and worse exaggerations than have come from any
other quarter. It has been the father of " exaggerations,"
if that is the name for them. Mr. Kahn put his finger right
on the swank, swagger and—well, '■'■ spoof," nerve center.
William the Damned has just conferred some High
Cockalorum " decoration " upon the degenerate Crown Prince
for the " great successes " which his troops have won. But
if our recollection serves us aright, His Imperial Degeneracy
has not yet captured Verdun.
Among recent discoveries by our Military Intelligence
Service was that of "a marine artillerist in the German
navy." He was roaming about this country, free and happy,
with a list of American merchant ships in his pocket, from
which he had crossed off the names of all that had been
sunk by German U-boats. He was, he said, " on furlough."
We should like to know if it is customary for German navy
artillerists or any members of the German navy or army, to
come to this country on furlough, and how many of them
there are here, and how they get here, and what we are going
to do with them when they are detected. We have a somewhat uncheerful vision of what would happen to an American naval artillerist if he were found in mufti prowling
around Potsdam.
Colonel House once told me that no man knew how the war
would end or what events and agencies affected the destiny of
the human race.—Arthur S. Draper in the Tribune.
No wonder the rest of us can only guess!
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(Supplied by the Committee on Public Information—G. Creel, Chairman)

OFFICIAL CAPTION:
" School Children Interested and Enthusiastic Over Secretary Baker's and General Pershing's Party.:
[Note the Interest and Enthusiasm Depicted upon, the Children's faces]

Letters To The Editor
ASK THE PRESIDENT
SlK,—
You have been so alert in finding out the truth about the
Ottawa Cablegram, that I should like for you to say why Japan
has not been allowed to fight in Russia? A writer in the Atlantic
Monthly of February, 1917, stated with prophetic accuracy the
future prospects of the war, and that we could not win unless
Japan came to our aid. Is it too late to strike at the Huns by
way of Siberia? Napoleon said: "Guns talk." We and our
Allies all talked a great deal while the Huns kept up a steady fire
a
?^en™
?ear ag0- * said {t would take us five years and
t>,UUU,UUO men before we would be effective at the front, and-every
day confirms my opinion. Your bon mot about'needing a
Butcher and not a Baker rings clear. How about an Edwin M
Mantqn.
SIMON WOLF.
Washington.
SIR,—

FROM SENATOR FRANCE

I feel that publications such as yours, the sole purpose of
which is to help the country win the war, can render valuable service, and it was a pleasure to me to send in my subscription.
United States Senate.
APPROVAL
SIR,-

You are doing wonderful work.

Your articles are well

digested in conception and so mercilessly true that every time you
strike there is an illumination and vibrating force so deep and
penetrating that it is felt throughout the country, stirring up the
latent forces into action in such a manner that it makes the
red blood tingle.
_ ■

Rochester, N. Y.

E. W. BlGGERSTAFF.

AEROPLANES ABROAD
SIR,-

Our local "creel", the editor of our morning paper, has
intimated two or three times that announcement has been made
of extensive shipment of aircraft to France and has quoted
Dawson of the New York Globe in his editorial comment on
rumors of satisfactory production and performance of American
machines.
I have seen no authentic announcement in any news items
or magazine articles of large production or shipment.
Being a subscriber to the REVIEW and the WAR WEEKLY I
take the liberty of asking for reliable information as to any confirmation of these rumors. I have no doubt that you will be
rejoiced to publish such confirmation if it can be found.
^
„, .
CM. STEWART.
Des Moines, Iowa.
[No completed planes from here.
1,316 built abroad of
American raw materials and equipped with foreign engines
EDITOR.]
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ARMY ASP NAVY JOURNAL.
General March to the Class of 1919.
After a brief introductory address by Colonel Tillman General March spoke, addressing his words to the members of
the graduating class. He said: "I have onlv a few words
to say to you young gentlemen. You are particularly fortunate
in being able to make a return to the United States so soon
after graduation for the careful training which has been given
on pages 1587-9.
you
here at West Point. You stand to-day with opportunity
Graduation week has brought the usual throngs of relatives
cotffronung you. You are to be plunged practically at once
and friends who find that June and West Point make an ideal
inrp.-the great conflict which is rending the world, and among
you are the commanders, in the near future, of important
combination which makes for remembrance, although this year
units. You will receive advancement in so short a period as
on account of the especially intensive training there were
to test every ounce of strength and every bit of military knowlfewer show drills for visitors and the festivities were crowdededge you have acquired.
•The war in Europe has shown finally and conclusively that
into the last few days before the day of graduation itself. For
personal
courage is the commonest attribute of mankind All
obvious reasons there were fewer visiting alumni than in other,'
nations have it. It is not dependent upon traditions, ancestors,
years, but conspicuous among them were the graduates of '68.
or the righteousness of the cause for which men fight
The '
Regular, the "Volunteer, the drafted man all have it
So in
who proudly wore the golden ribbon which marked their halforder
to
take
your
proper
place
in
the
military
machine
to
century mile-stone. A number of the '68 men were house
make a proper return to the United States for vour educa
guests of Gen and Mrs. Charles^F. Roe at Highland Falls,
a
am
s
0t
6ufficient
General Roe being a member of that class. Beautiful weather
T /nInH
V ' " n 2 ,
t<> "8^ bravely and to
marked the whole week until the last two important
days
die. gallantly. You will find that your associates from whatw
"
-<-- but
'<"<■"<
e™r source taken will do that as well as vbu
You will
when cold and rain tried to mar■ the
occasion,
failed
be confronted by a perfectly organized machine." That machine
Perhaps the real beginning of the festivities was on Saturn is going to be smashed, and the only way it can bo smashed
is by superior leadership ou our part.
smasnea
dav evening when the hop was attended by many visitors
"This great peace-loving country is giving to the conflict
from far and rear; at the same time moving pictures were
shown to a large audience in the. gymnasium. Chaplain Silver
the-very heart of the nation. Its sons are now in France t0
the number of hundreds of thousands, and we are only just
preached the sermon ta the graduating class on Sunday morning his inspiring words being heard by a congregation which
beginning. The. problem of getting trained officers, trained
eaders for this great force is one of the most sorlouj among
filled the large chapel, and Mr. Mayer, the organist had prepared special and appropriate- music", which included the singthose confronting us. Among the great number of officer!
ing of ''Alma Mater" and "The Corps." In the afternoon , struggling to fit themselves for their duties vou should bl
the Martlaer's Rock Association arranged for the Government
marked men
Much will be expected of yon and you cannot
launch to take visitors over to Constitution Island for a ramble
fail. This large class of trained officers, graduating a a
through the historic old spot and a number availed themselves
time when their country needs them more than at any time
of that opportunity. After Sunday parade, badges which had
in its history, are face to face with the most glorious adventure
been earned for expertness in marksmanship were awarded to, in tne history of the world—aa modern crusade,
crusade where
where; an enen
the manv cadets qualified. There were several jolly picnics
. _f territorial aggrandizement or nf
given by visiting mothers for cadets and girls on bunday material
gam,
has
planted
its
standard
upon
the
soU
of
France
of F ance
111
evening,
the. weather rbeing
ideal
for
that ...n
form
of party.I' ■
,"rder that freedom shall be guaranteed to posterityy.
_
I
-_
4A
it
:
- _-^-*«,
>■
*A<rinii-nH
We have now transported to France a larga army the
the nnlt.
Superintendent^ the usual parade hour, most of the visitors of which are winning the admiration of our Allies whenever
..TS'.-J ....... „r ti,„ ™*t l.sivlnir snent the honrs'intervening
they get into action. We are i.oin»- t„ „„t :..»." r» wnenever
in attending an interesting baseball game with the Camp Mer- number of men necessary to win it, whatever that number m<
ritt team. The Saturday game was also exciting, when the be. -We-are going to equip them, clothe-them and feed them
Princeton
LOU School
OL-uuui' vt
of *^»..*..*..
Military *~
Aeronautics *-played
-«-the Army and build a fleet of transports and supply ships of sufficient
team Many Princeton rooters came up for the game ana
brought their own band with them. Some Belgian veterans
magnitude to transport both men and supplies across the ocean
to France. The President, our Commander-in-Chief, has asked
added to the interest and the music, with still another band
'why limit the Army to 5,000,000 men!' and that sentence is
and pleased everybody.
the keynote ofvsiiecess. We are going to ship those millions to
The First Class hop on Monday evening was given by the
graduating class to their friends, an invitation affair, and was
France, and no submarine menace can make us alter that policy
much enjoyed. On Tuesday morning Mr. Mayer gave a charmone iota. And* So' temporary success, no gain of territory in
ing organ recital as a compliment to the graduates and other IK France will have any effect upon us except to increase the
number of our men that we shall send over there. So I say to
visitors; he was assisted by Cadet M. L. Cashman, violin
The Association of Graduates also held their annual meeting
, you, men of the graduating class, this is the greatest time in
on Tuesday. In the afternoon the Chief of Staff, Gen. Peyton
the history of the world to live in—go in and win."
C March,'arrived from Washington and reviewed the corps,
Secretary Baker on the War.
the skies threatening heavily meanwhile. Directly after the
review on June 11, Col. and Mrs. Tillman and Miss Tillman
Secretary Baker began by telling of the presentation to him,
entertained the officers and ladies of the post, the visiting
while in France, .for the Military Academy, of the bronze
graduates and relatives and friends of the First Class, who
.replica of the cadet of the Ecole Polytechniquc, which, he
were asked to meet1 the Chief of Staff and the members of the
added, had been accepted by the Government and would soon
class of 1919. This annual garden party, which is perhaps the
be mounted on a commanding site at West Point. The statue,
most picturesque feature of the week, was certainly quite as
which is of heroic size, will stand on a base of stone quarried
delightful as ever, although thin frocks required wraps and the
from the battlefield of Verdun. The Secretary discoursed on
sun was taking a holiday; there were unusually many friends
the war and its causes, and said that as Rome failed in ancient
of the First Classmen present, however, and the party was
times to accomplish what Germany seeks to do, so will the Germost enjoyable. Serving ice-cream in the gayly .flag-decorated
many of to-day fail. He repeated his statement made a few
tents on the lawn were Mesdames Fiebeger, Haskm, Coiner
days ago that more than 700,000 American soldiers were now
and Dixon, while fruit-punch was served by Mesdames \\ ill;
in Europe, and said that the -Government would continue to
eox, Timberlake, Henry and Martin; ladies assisting in the
transport them by the hundreds of thousands until there could
serving were Mesdames Carter. Watson, Ganoe, Chaff.ee, Bull,
-be no possible question as to the outcome of the struggle.
B C Dunn, Strong, Walthall, Thonilinson, Gruber, R. C.
"It is not unfair," the Secretary added, "to speculate that
Robinson, Torrev, Crittenberger. J. K. Brown, Underhill,.
we will shortly pass the million mark. We have joined a com©rattan, Ivens Jones, Chamberlin, • Ord, Bradford, Nichols,
bination in which France and 'Britain and Italy and the United
Phelan, Thorpe and Miss Fiebeger.
States have assembled in France the greatest force for rightGraduation parade, the ceremony most impressive of all, was
eousness the world has ever seen. We see in that combination
held at six o'clock, June 11, in the presence' of a large group
a submergency of international discord and of national selfishof spectators, of whom the vast majority were relatives or
ness. I can imagine that when the God of nations calls the
friends of the graduating class; the band played the same old
roll of those who have been faithful England will say, 'I am
airs it always reserves for the occasion and it was with quite
here with my ships and my men. My losses are grievous, but
the same old swing that the class of 1919 marched to the front
my spirit is unbroken.' Italy answers, too, from the Alps to the
to review their comrades who marched by, eyes right, but to
Asiagb. She says; 'My sons are here dying and struggling, but
those of 1919 and their friends it was the oue parade of a
holding the mountain passes against those who would crush
lifetime.
.
us.' And France—oh, the beauty and sublimity of her reThe graduation hop on June 11 was held in. the gymnasium,
sponse: 'I am here; bleeding at every pore. My country is in
which had been entirely camouflaged, and so successfully that
part occupied. The mother earth has received to itself again
the title of the building was all that remained to give an
hundreds of thousands of my dear children. But our heads are
inkling of its real purpose; palms and evergreens assisted the
high, our determination is unbroken. They shall not pass.'
gayly hued flags to convert into a charming ball room the
And when America answers, does it not thrill you to hear. 'We,
main hall of the great building; the fencing room was the
too, have crossed the danger-infested sea as Lafayette and
supper room. Those in the receiving line were Colonel Tillman,
Rochambeau did long long years since; we have co-ordinated
Miss Tillman, Mrs. Fiebeger, Mrs. Willcox, Mrs. Henry, Mrs.
our
workshops and fabricated our materials. We are marching
Carter, Mrs. Haskin and Cadet Coogan.
hundreds of thousands strong, and we will continue to be here
to the end.' "
THE GRADUATION: EXERCISES.
Mr. Baker then delivered the diplomas to the graduates, all
The graduation exercises on June 12 were held in the gymbut one of the 137 automatically becoming officers of thj United
nasium and included the opening prayer by the Rev. H. Percy
States. The exception was Ken Wang, a Chinese Government
Silver, chaplain, addresses by Gen. Peyton C. March, Chief
cadet, who distinguished himself by graduating as the twelfth
of Staff, Secretary of War Baker and Col. S. E. Tillman, the
man of the class, one of the largest ever sent out from West
delivery of diplomas, singing of "Alma Mater" by the Cadet
Point.
Corps, and the benediction pronounced by Chaplain Silver.
The U.S. Military band furnished two numbers in the program.
In addition to-Secretary Baker and General March there were
also present Major Gen. William L. Sibert, head of the Gas
Division of the Army; Major Gen. Harry F. Hodges, commanding the National Army Division at Camp Devens, Mass.; Brig.
Gen. Thomas Q. Donaldson, and. scores of other officers of lesser .
rank in the Regular Establishment.
GRADUATION WEEK AT WEST POINT.

West Point, N.Y., June 12, 1918.
The order of merit and home addresses of the graduating elass and the addresses of the furlough class appear
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WASHINGTON WELCOMES "BLUE DEVILS" ON RETURN TO CITY.

Secretary Baker Tells "Blue
Devils" of Small Army's'
Growth.
Enjoined by Secretary Baker to take
home with them the news that 700,000
American troops have sailed from this
country to France, the French Alpine
Chasseurs, better known as the. "Blue
Devils," left Washington today en
route to their native land.
Before leaving America, however,
the company of French veterans, who
came to this country to assist in the
liberty loan and have toured the
south and middle west, will visit Baltimore, Newark, New York and Boston.
Mr. Baker's Speech.
"You soldiers of France,'" said Mr.
Baker, in addressing- the Chasseurs,
"came to this country in order that
the people of America might see
with their own eyes in your persons the kind of men who have
written a new page in the record of
human heroism and success. You
were welcomed in this country from
one end of it to the other.
' "The hearts of our people went out
to you and to your people. As the
embodiment of the determination, the
courage and the heroism of France
you have been accepted and received.
You are members of an army which
has never known defeat, and you are
representatives of a people who
would rather die than not be free.
"You are going back to your own
country—still, thank God, your own—
and when you get there you will find
that the small beginning of our army
which you left there has grown into
a mighty manifestation.
700,000 Americans There.
"When you left France, the American Army was there in small representation, but now more than 700,000
Americans have sailed from their
shore to carry back to your army and
your people the encouragement and
assistance
which
Lafayette
and
Rochambeau brought to America in
the early and struggling days of
AMBASSADOR JUSSERAND AND SECRETARY BAKER REVIEW THE FRENCH HEROES AT RECEPTION American
freedom.
HELD FOR THEM AT FOOT OF THE WASHINGTON MONUMENT.
"I trust you will have a safe and
pleasant journey home. I know where
your hearts are. They are in the
trenches where danger lies, and no
doubt many of you will return to
those exhilarating and ennobling experiences which soldiers have.
I
trust that when this great war ends
each of you will be alive and well to
share the glory of your sucoess, and
to bid a kindly and friendly farewell
to the American soldier who leaves
your country to return home in order
that as you speed the parting guests
you may emphasize the emotion which
I have tried to express, that always
in the future, as in the past, the
French people and the French army
the American people and the American Army are co-partners in liberty
and equality, and various defenders
of the principles of freedom."
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WATER METERS ASKED
1

Baker Urges Congress to Install
Them in All Departments.

i FIREMEN

SEEK

MORE

PAY

Senator

Smith

E
Increase of American Soldiers
Disclosed by Secretary Baker.
MI1LI0N BEFORE MANY WEEKS

Committee

Visits

With Appeal in Behalf of Local
Men—Plan Broached to Connect
G. P. O. With Capitol Power Plant

Some Brigaded With the French, He
Also Tells "Blue Devils."

to Save Use of Water There.
Addresses Visiting Troops on
With, the District appropriation bill
about ready to be reported to the Senate from the Senate appropriations
committee, two additional appeals for
increased expenditures were made yesterday. The Secretary of "War sought
to have included in the bill, provision
to have all water used by Federal and
municipal departments metered, to curtail waste and so prevent the shortage
that faces Washington because of wartime expansion and increased water
consumption.
A committee from the District fire
department, consisting of Capt. Edward
O'Connor, Sergt. J. A. Smith, Engineer
J. D. Sullivan, Assitant Engineers R.
E. Oden, J. T. N. Neslein and C. H.
Carrick, accompanied by Commissioner
Brownlow, was at the Capitol to appeal to Senator John Walter Smith for
an increase in pay for the local firemen. Senator Smith is chairman of the
|5enate District committee and of the
appropriations subcommittee in charge
if the District bill. Consideration of
hese requests may delay report of the
Mstrlct bill.
Conservation at G. P. O.
Besides providing for metering of
'ater, Secretary Baker urged that the
ublic water supply be conserved at
le government printing office. ' This
•ould be done by transmitting power
rom the Capitol powerhouse to the big
rinting shop, thus reducing water conumption. "The daily consumption at
iie printing office," wrote Secretary
laker, "averages nearly 3,000,000 gal>ns, most of which is used for conensing purposes. The larger part of
his water may be saved if power for
he printing office is supplied from the
lapitol plant, which uses unflltered
iVater for condensation."
Unofficially it is stated that the proposed connection between the Capitol
/power plant and the printing office
would cost about $40,000. Mr. Baker
suggests that the public printer be
called upon for an estimate of the cost
of the work.
Would Cost $32,000.
Mr. Baker, in his letter, which was sent
to the chairmen of the Senate and House
District committees, seeks to have
included in the pending bill an item for
$32,000 for the proposed meter installation as well as an item for $8,100 to
install a water main to carry District
water over the new Key bridge to Fort
Myer and other government reservations on the Virginia side of the Potomac. Both of these items were carried in the annual estimates, but were
not included in' the District appropriation bill when it came into the House
Mr. Baker wrote that he considered
any steps to conserve water "as an
urgent war measure, as a shortage in
the supply of the District of Columbia
would very seriously hinder the work
of the various departments connected
with the prosecution of the war."

the

Monument Grounds—Words Show
That Decisive Victory

Over

the

Huns Is Only Goal, No Matter How
Many Men or Years Are Required.
"Halt the Hun" Not TJ. S. Slogan.
By ALBERT W. FOX.
More than 700,000 Americans have now
left for the battle areas of France, according to an announcement made by
Secretary of War Baker in his address
yesterday afternoon to the "Blue Devils"
on the Monument grounds.
Mr. Baker did not intend to disclose
numbers at this time, as he is understood to have been waiting until he
could announce what he describes as "a
good round number," namely, 1,000,000
men. But the reception to the French
warriors inspired the Secretary to outline what the American nation is doing
and will do toward cooperating with
"members of an army which has never
known defeat."
It may now be assumed that Mr. Baker's next announcement—only a few
weeks off—will be to the effect that the
1,000,000 mark has been passed.
Filling Gap With Speed.
The last statement of Secretary Baker
on the number of Americans in France,
made only a few weeks ago, was that
the '500,000 mark had been passed. The
public is justified in believing that the
gap between 5D0.000 and 1,000,000 is being filled with a speed that shows that
the American nation.knows something
of military organization, after all, and
has been equal to the big task of getting American troops overseas in great
numbers at the right time.
Mr. Baker has requested that his announcements on numbers of Americans
leaving for France be accepted as covering all that should properly be said
on this delicate subject.
In other words, he does not want the
newspaper correspondents, with whom
he talks quite frankly, to indulge in
speculation of their own as to just°how
fast troop shipments are increasing,
when the.900,000 mark will be passed,
what the outlook for making a record
in troop shipments in June is, and other
things.

Involves National Safety.
The reason for this is twofold. In
the first place, the correspondents who
have the privilege of obtaining firsthand information on these confidential
matters from Mr. Baker might inadvertently tell too much. Their speculations, guided by official data from the
Secretary of War, might be too accurate
to suit the requirements of national
safety.
The other reason is, that speculation
based on past records might very easily
mislead the public. Because between
200,000 and 250,000 Americans were
transported overseas during the month
of May—this information has already
been made known—this does not mean
necessarily that the same number or. a
greater number will be shipped during
the month of June.
There is a variety of causes which
may make the records greater or less.
It is not possible to go into these causes,
but the only safe way is to await the
official announcements and not make
calculations independent of those compiled by the AVar Department itself.
Handling Job Successfully.
An outstanding feature of the news
that 700,000 and more have already left
is the fact that this shows that the
War Department is handling the big
job—in fact, the biggest and most important job of all—in a big, systematic
and successful way.
Every American soldier is provided
for, and the country need have no misgivings whatever on the score of how
he will be cared for and supplied.
The War Department may have
made, and may still be making, mistakes of a minor character along other
incidental lines. Things may be going
wrong in many places, and there may
be room for improvement along a
thousand different lines, which is only
natural in view of the magnitude of the
task being done.
But things are going right in the
biggest and most vital work of all,
and American troops, fully equipped
and ready for action, are being poured
into the battle zone before the Germans
have been able to strike their heaviest
blows.
Joined to French Units.
Mr. Baker in his speech to the "Blue
Devils" discloses other bits of highly
important information. He brings out
the fact that whole American divisions
are being brigaded with French army
corps.
Referring to the American troops in
France, Mr. Baker said:
"There they are united with you,
sometimes brigaded in your divisions,
sometimes fitted into your army corps
by divisions of American troops, but
all of you fighting for a common cause,
fighting with an indiscriminate recklessness of the value of human life
as compared with the more eternal
value of human liberty, and they and
you are about to accomplish the great
wonder in the world of winning a victory which will forever set the stamp
of mankind's approval upon the true
theory of civilization."
Looks Only to Victory.
It may be noted that Mr. Baker sees
in victory the necessary end of the
■war. He does not say that the Americans and the allies will by their common efforts "halt the Germans" or prevent Prussian militarism from dominating the world.'
There is admittedly a certain weakness about the "Halt the Hun" slogan,
which caused considerable comment
when these posters appeared during
the last liberty loan campaign.

It implies that the great task Is to
stop Germany from making further inroads upon freedom and to bring the
on-march of the German hordes to a
standstill.
The slogan of the United States and
the allies is really one that means
much more than that. It means, as
Secretary Baker points out before the
pick of France's fighting heroes, that
victory—clean-cut, decisive, crushing
victory—achieved regardless of time or
cost, is to be the end of the battle
with the enemy's great war machine.
In this sense the reports from abroad
that Gen. Foch already predicts a
sweeping allied offensive in the not
too distant future are particularly
timely.
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TROOPS STILL MOVING FAST
Baker Statement Shows
200,000 Have Sailed
in Last Month.
ONLY 291 MEN LOST AT SEA
Germans, Ridiculing Americans.
Said Only 500,000 Could
Be Sent Abroad.

-

RECEPTION TO BLUE DEVILS
Secretary

and

Ambassador

Jusserand Address French

Veterans at Capital.
Special to The A'«o fork Times.
WASHINGTON, June 10.—More than
700,000 Americans have been sent overseas as part of the Pershlng expeditionary forces.
Official announcement to this effect
leas made late this afternoon by Secre^
tary of "War Baker, standing in tlw
shadow of the Washington Monument,
addressing the famous French Blue
Devils, who, after touring the United
States in behalf of the Liberty Loan
and Red Cross drives, were the guests
at an official reception on the eve of
their departure for France.
Early in May Secretary Baker announced that no more than 500,000
American troops had been sent abroad, j
In this'great movement of more thauj
700,000 troops to France only 291 soldiers have been lost at sea. These perished through the sinking of the British
transports Tuscania and Moldavia.
While it had been known for more
than a week that the speeding-up process in the transportation of troops had
brought the total across the 700,000 line,
It was not permissable to say that this
figure had been reached.
Mr. Baker's Statement.
Secretary Baker's statement in addressing the Blue Devils was as follows:
" When you left France, the American
Army was there in small representation,
but now more than 700,000 Americans
have sailed from their shore to carry
back to your army and your people the
encouragement and the assistance which
Lafayette and Rochambeau brought to
America In the early and struggling
days of American freedom."
Secretary's
Baker's
announcement
makes ridiculous some of the contemptuous ridicule which' German newspapers
and military experts for the last year
have been heaping upon America's plans
for real participation in the war. On
Jan. 8 the State Department gave out
extracts from official instructions issued by the German Government to German editors for the molding of German
public opinion. One of them, sent out
by the German censor on June 9, 1917,
said:

YORK

TIMES.

TUESDAY,

JUNE

11, 1918.

" Petit Parlsien informs s that five
in your persons the kind of men wh<
American divisions, numbering 123,000
have, written a new page in the recorc
men, may be expected in France in the
i of human heroism and success. xoi.
!
are welcomed in this country from one
Autumn of 1917. It is urgently requested
end of it to the other. The hearts of
not to reproduce this information with' our people went out to ryou and to
out some comment. We do not wish toI your people. As the mbodiment of the
determination, the courage, and the
underestimate the ability of America to
Continued from rase 1, Column 4.
heroism of France you have b.'en acaccomplish things, but must not, on the
cepted and received. And now vou are
other hand, overestimate it. In order to English two years to;put 1,000,000 men I! about .to go back to France.
" Nearlv all of you. 1 am told, aie
bring a division over from America 73,- on a battlefield which was quite, near
veterans.
\ oil
have
000 tons must make the trip twice. them he asserted that the Americans battle-scarred
heard the, artillery preparation, you
Therefore, from mere fact of lack of were handicapped by distance and could ! have heard the drum-fire and the
barrage, vou have carried your swords
space the transportation of such a body 'not do better than the English.
and bayonets in fierce face to face
of troops within certain fixed time limits
charges, you are members of an army
iGaedke's
Flgrures
Disproved.
is impossible.''
which has never known defeat, and you
" Of the total strength America, could j arc representatives of a people who
Ridiculed by Germans.
muster," said Colonel Gaedke, "it has! would rather die than not be free.
On Jan. 18, 1918, the semi-ii'ficia] been shown that only 500,000 can get to i •' you are going back to your country—still, thank God, your own—and
Nordeutsch Allgemeine Zeitung of Ber- Europe. But when? The Entente leaders when
vou get there you will find that
lin was credited with the statement that have got to expect them before next the small beginning of our army which ,
" the American Secretary of War speaks Autumn — neutral observers say six vou left there has grown into a might >
manifestation. When you left 1- ranee
of an American Army in France. There months later."
the American army was there in small
is an American army in France, but il
Thus, according to Colonel Gaedke, representation, but now more than
consists, entirely or woodcutters, rail- ■we were due to have 500,000 men in 700,000 Americans have sailed from
their shore to carry back to your army
way men, and doctirs, except iwo or France not earlier than the coming and
your people the encouragement and
three divisions whose precious lives are Autumn, and /perhaps not before next the assistance which Lafayette and
Rochambeau brought to America in the
being spared in quiet places far behind
struggling days of American
the front. Mr. Baker speaks as if shortA cable dispatch received by the State early and They
are there learning from
ly there would be 1,300,(XX) Americans in Department today quotes the lages freedom
you, emulating the virtues which you
Zeitung
of
May
:»
as
saying:
France. Can the United States spare
exemplify,
learning
the art of war at
" Of what avail is the troublesome resuch a large number of men? The an- port of one or more American divisions you have learned it. in the hard school
of
strenuous
experience.
when in one day of attack several enswer is no, because a large part of the emy
" There they are united with you,
divisions are destroyed? American
army must remain behind for the pro- help is a drop in a hot fire. , \ _
sometimes brigaded in your divisions,
The Hamburger Korrespondent of June sometimes fitted into your army corps
tection of the frontiers, the coasts, the
by divisions of American troops; but
colonies, and for other duties of a po- 1 said' "The English and French war all
of you fighting for a common cause,
parties have staked their last cards on
litical nature. The political situation American
help. Undoubtedly there are fighting with an indiscriminate reckcompels the United States to keep at about 200,000 Americans in France, lessness of the value of human life as
with the more eternal value
home the greater portion of its army where they are behaving as conquerors compared
the cost of poor France, learning of human liberty, and they and you are
and the country can at the most put at
modern warfare, and stimulating hopes about to accomplish the great wonder
the world of winning a victory which
only 400,000 or 300,000 men into the of American help."
„f„f„j in
will forever, set the stamp of mankind s
The same newspaper on June I statea
European battlefields."
approval
upon the true theory of civilithat " the American people and opposiThis statement was made by this tion press are revealing discouragement zation.
"
Instead
of believing in mere physisemi-official German paper less than six Wilson's policy of might is threatened
force, hereafter, we are going to
months ago. By April 1 we had put with collapse, and high-flown speeches cal
believe
in
the
strength of moral force;
SOOTPOO men into . France. It will be are intended to conceal the fiasco.
instead of divorcing the things of a
Reception
to
Blue
Devils.
material character from their moral
found that this country has been able to
and purpose we are collecting
The reception to the Blue Devils was Intent
land considerably more than 1,000,000
now for the children of men everymen in France before the Christmas In the presence of French Ambassador where a civilization vhlch will rest on
Jusserand, military officers of the moral foundations. We are establishholidays.
for the world the .-ule of righteousColonel Gaedke, in a Socialist paper, American, French, and British Govern- ing
ness, and when our army, co-operating
the Bremer Zeitung, was credited on ments, and a large crowd. Three mili- with your army and those of our other
Jan. 30 last with, more ridicule of Amer- tary airplanes did stunts over the Wash- associates, shall have established and
up these great things in the. world,
ican plans for sending a great army to ington Monuments during the cere- set
thev will leave vour shores and return
France. After stating that it took the monies. Ambassador Jusserand In an home, leaving in your country many
eloquent speech paid the highest praise new-made friends—well-tried and deeply
Continued on Pagre F»nr.
to the determination, courage, and self- loved friends.
i sacrifice of the American Government
Bond With the French.
and people.
"They will leave behind them, I beSecretary Baker's speech was as fol- lieve, a recollection in the minds of your
lows :
. _
people of generous and valorous asso" Your Excellency, soldiers of France, ciates and a better comprehension of
ladles and gentlemen :
"This is a significant occasion in a liberty in America, which your foresignificant place. If the spir t of George fathers helped to establish; and they
Washington, whose memory Is commem- will bring back to this country, the hunorated bv this superb monument, could
?ook down from it today he would im- dreds of thousands of them, each one a
agine that the soldiers of France, who heart full of affection for the virtues of
aided his struggling arms in the estab- France and the French people, full of
lishment of liberty and independence in admiration for the splendid courage of
this country, were keeping guard over
the soldiers of your army, and with
the monument of his success
" And when he learned that in the minds filled with a realization of the
flight of time, the great principles f01 value of community of feeling and cowhich he struggled had been brought to operation among free peoples everyissue and were being decided in an where, both to make and keep the world
armed conflict on the western front as free and safe.
we call it, and that France was there
" I trust you will have a safe ana
In arms associated with the soldiers of pleasant
journey home. 1 know where
Oreat Britain and Italy, and that hun- vour hearts are. They are in the
dreds of thousands of the descendants trenches, where danger lies, and no
of his own warriors and of the people doubt manv of you will return to those
of til country which he made free were exhilarating and ennobling experiences
there in active military' co-operat on which soldiers have. I trust that when
with them, I can imagine that his spirit this great war ends each of you will be
would feel that blessing has descended alive and well, to share the glory of
unon
his efforts and that his success
success, and to bid a. kindly and
wPas a real and enduring contribution to vour
friendly farewell to the American solfreedom everywhere.
... dier who leaves your country to return
'■You soldiers of France came to this home in order that as you speed the
countr yln order that the people of parting guests, you may emphasize the
America might see with their own eyes

TROOPS STILL MOVING FAST
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Tke Social Value of Life Insurance
By HON. NEWTON D. BAKER, Secretary of War 1

women is rebelling more and more
against the pity of poverty and dependence.
This leads to the result that
cities, counties and states are devising
new ways of relief, and are more and
more assuming the burden which private charity formerly carried, and it
leads more'and more to life insurance
as a provision made in the time of prosperity against the distress which may
follow a disaster to the breadwinner.
All of these provisions arc good from
the public point of view, for the public
interest is to secure that finer efficiency
which comes from self-support and selfsufficiency among its constituent members. The value of life insurance can
be best presented to the mind's eye by
trying to imagine the widespread distress and destitution which would follow the destruction of even one of the
great life insurance companies. If the
whole system be taken into consideration it will at once be realized that life
insurance has become almost one of the
necessities of life under the conditions
of modern civilization.

Man is distinguished from the lower from investment in a good life insurance
company. There may be losses in the
animal bv his ability to make provision
in the time of plenty for his necessities company but all such companies are too
prudently managed to permit investin the time of dearth. That man is the
best husband and the best father who ment in any one enterprise so large as
makes out of his earnings a thrifty sav- to cripple the company's business, and
losses when they are sustained, are
in^ for investment in some way which
spread
over so large a number of persons
will protect his family in the hour _ of
misfortune. One of the most scientific as to have no appreciable effect upon
any one policy holder.
of all the contrivances
There is a public
yet developed by_ man
aspect from which life
for this purpose is life
insurance is rarely
insurance. The payments
viewed to which I derequired are small in
sire to call attention. It
comparison with the benis of the first importance
efits received. The conto us all that poverty
■ tinuing obligation of the
and destitution be repremium is a spur to
duced to the lowest
saving of more compellterms. For a long time
ing force than the mere
in the history of the
desire to accumulate
race private philanthropy
money to invest, so that
and benevolence had to
many men who otherbe appealed to to estabwise live up to their inlish and maintain charcomes are able to save
itable institutions for the
in no other way, and
care of the sick, homes
many a family which
for orphaned and dem i g h t otherwise have
pendent children, and inbeen left helpless and in
firmaries for the care of
want has been saved by
the aged and the poor.
the money that came
In recent years we have
from the life insurance
come to realize that soHON.
NEWTON
D.
BAKER
investment.
ciety as a whole has an
Secretary of War
Investments in life ininterest in this problem.
surance have another advantage. Those who are charged with the That in a certain sense society permits povj administration of the funds of a life erty, permits orphanage, permits the
insurance company act under the high- helplessness of old age, and that an obliest obligation that any trust can im- gation rests upon society so to order
pose.
If a man of moderate means its social adjustments as to make such
invests his savings in ordinary com- occurrences as infrequent as possible,
mercial and industrial undertaking they and to spread their burden as equitably
: constitute merely an industrial hazard, and as widely as possible so_ that the
I for like his health and his occupa- relief of unavoidable cases will not be
tion they, too, may be swept away, a mere personal charity depending upon
the bounty of some generous individual,
and as the adage puts it, "Misfortunes
never come singly." Such an investor but will rather be an opportunity for
at least runs the risk of having his in- the whole of society to relieve what in
vestment depreciated at the very time spite of its best efforts it has been unwhen he or his family most need to able to prevent.
The natural humanity of men and
rely upon it. This risk is almost absent

(When
invited to
land Life
he wrote

Mr. Baker was mayor of Cleveland he was
address a meeting of agents of The Cleve-/
Insurance Company. Being unable to attend)
the foregoing article for the occasion.)

our

Work

Do it cheerfully, even if it is not congenial.
Do it in the spirit of an artist, not
an artisan.
Make it a stepping stone to something higher.
Keep yourself in condition to do it
as well as it can be done.
Endeavor to do it better than it has
ever been done before.
Make perfection your aim and be
satisfied with nothing less.
Recognize that work is the thing that
dignifies and ennobles life.
Regard yourself as a co-worker with
the Creator of the universe.
Accept the disagreeable part of it as
cheerfully as the agreeable.
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Mr. Baker's Statement.
Secretary Baker's statement in address- English two-years to pi
ing the Blue Devils was as follows :
on a battlefield which
" When you left France, the American them he asserted that
Army was there in small representation, were-handicapped by dis
but now more than 700,000 Americans not do better than the Ei
have sailed from their shore to carry
Gaedke's Figures
back to your army and your people the
" Of the total strength ,
encouragement "and the. assistance which
Lafayette and Bochambeau brought to muster," said Colonel G
America in the early and struggling been shown that only 50
Europe. But when ? The
days of American freedom."
Secretary's
Baker's
announcement have got to expect thi'
makes ridiculous some of the contempt- Autumn — neutral obse
uous ridicule which German newspapers months later."
and military experts for the last year Thus, according to <f
have been heaping upon America's plans we were due to have
France not earlier tin I
ONLY 291 MEN LOST AT SEA for real participation in the war. On Autumn, and perhaps )
Jan. 8 the State Department gave out
extracts from official instructions is- Spring.
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shadow of the Washington Monument three divisions whose precious lives are and people.
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Baker Statement Shows i
200,000 Have Sailed
in Last Month.
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Mr. Baker's Statement.
Secretary Baker's statement in address- English two years to put 1,000,000 men j
ing the Blue Devils was as follows :
on a battlefield which was quite near!
" When you left France, the American them he asserted that the Americans i
Army was there in small representation, were handicapped by distance and could I
but now more than 700,000 Americans not do better than the English.
have sailed from their shore to carry
Gaedke's Figure* Disproved.
back to your army and your people the
" Of the total strength America could j
encouragement and the. assistance which
Lafayette and Rochambeau brought to» muster," said Colonel Gaedke, " it has
America in the early and struggling: been shown that only 500,000 can get to j
Europe. But when? The Entente leaders
days of American freedom."
Secretary's
Baker's
announcement have got to expect them before next
makes ridiculous some of the contempt- Autumn — neutral observers say six j
,
uous ridicule which German newspapers months later."
and military experts for the last year Thus, according to Colonel Gaedke,
have been heaping upon America's plans we were due to have 500,000 men in
France not earlier than the coming
ONLY 291 MEN LOST AT SEA for real participation in the war. On Autumn, and perhaps not before next
Jan. 8 the State Department gave out
extracts from official instructions is- A cable dispatch received by the State
sued by the German Government to Ger- Department today quotes the Tages
of May 31 as saying:
Germans, Ridiculing Americans, man editors for the molding of German Zeitung
" Of what avail is the troublesome republic opinion. One of them, sent out port of one or more American divisions
by the German censor on June 0, 1917 when in one day of attack several enSaid Only 500,000 Could
emy divisions are destroyed? American
said:
help is a drop in a hot fire."
" Petit Parlslen informs s that five The Hamburger Korrespondent of June
Be Sent Abroad.
American divisions, numbering 125,000 1 said: " The English and French war
parties have staked their last cards on
men, may be expected in France in the American
help. Undoubtedly there are
Autumn of 1917. It is urgently requested about 200,000 Americans in France,
RECEPTION TO BLUE DEVILS not to reprocmce this information with- where thev are behaving as conquerors
the cost of poor France, learning
out some comment. We do* not wish to at
modern warfare, and stimulating hopes
underestimate the ability of America to of American help."
Ambassador accomplish things, but must not, on the The same newspaper on June 2 stated
Secretary
and
" the American people and opposiother hand, overestimate it. In order to that
tion press are revealing discouragement.
Jusserand Address French : bring a division over from America 75,- Wilson's policy of might is threatened
! 000 tons must make the trip twice. with collapse, and high-flown speeches
j Therefore, from mere fact of lack of are intended to conceal the fiasco."
Veterans at Capital.
Reception to Blue Devils.
('space the transportation of such a body
of troops within certain fixed time limits The reception to the Blue Devils was
is impossible.".
in the presence of French Ambassador
Special to The Xett York Time*.
Jusserand, military officers of the
Bldlculed b.v Germans.
WASHINGTON, June 10.—More thai
On Jan. 18, 1918, the semi-ifficial American, French, and British Govern700,000 Americans have been sent over
Nordeutsch Allgemeine Zeitung of Ber- ments, and a large crowd. Three miliSeas as part of the Pershins expedition
lin was credited with the statement that tary airplanes did stunts over the Washary forces.
." the American Secretary of War speaks ington Monuments during the cereOfficial announcement to this effect of an American Army in France. There I monies.* Ambassador Jusserand In an
is an American army in France, but it! eloquent speech paid the highest praise
was made late this afternoon by Secre
consists entirely of woodcutters,' rai , to the determination, courage, and selftary of War Baker, standing- in tin way men. and doetirs, except two or sacrifice of' the American Government
shadow of the Washington Monument, three divisions whose precious lives are and people.
Secretary Baker's speech was as foladdressing the famous French Blue being spared in quiet places far behind
the
front.
Mr.
Baker
speaks
as
if
shortlows:
Devils, who, after touring the United!
Tour Excellency, soldlers.of France,
ly there would be 1,500,000 Americans in
and gentlemen :
States in behalf of the Liberty Loan) France. Can the United States spare ladles
"This is a significant occasion in a
and Bed Cross drives, were the guestsi such a large number of men? The an- significant place. If the spirit of George
Washington, whose memory Is commemat an official reception on the eve of' swer is no, because a large part of the orated bv this superb monument, could
army
must
remain
behind
for
the
pro[
look down from it today he would imtheir departure for France.
tection of the frontiers, the coasts, the agine that the soldiers of France, who
ari- colonies, and for other duties of a po-; aided his struggling arms In the estabEarly in May Secretary Bal
lishment of liberty and Independence In
nounced Uva.1 (£> mere > .
litical nature. The political situation; this country, were keeping guard over
the .monument of his success.
compels
the
United
States
to
keep
at
A.merican troops had been i
abroad.
" And when he learned that in the
In this great movement of more L;.-:» ,I home the greater portion of its army flight of time, the great principles for
and
the
country
can
at
the
most
put
which
he struggled had been brought to
700,000 troops to France only 291 soland were being decided in an
diers have been lost at sea. These per- only 400,000 or 500,000 men into the issue,
armed
conflict on the western front, as
we call it. and that France was there
ished through the sinking of the British European battlefields."
This
statement
was
made
by
this
In
arms
associated with the soldiers of
transports Tuscania and Moldavia.
Great Britain and Italy, and that hunWhile it had been known for more Bemi-official German paper less than six dreds of thousands of the descendants
than a week that the speeding-up pro- months ago. By April 1 we had put of his own warriors and of the people
of the country which he made free were
[ cess in the transportation o.C troops had 500,000 men into France. It will be there
in active military co-operation
j brought the total across the 700,000 line, found that this country has been able to with them, I can imagine that his spirit
I it was not permissable to say that this land considerably more than 1,000,000 would feel that blessing has descended
men in France before the Christmas upon his efforts and that his success
figure had been reached.
was a real and enduring contribution to
holidays.
everywhere.
Colonel Gaedke, in a Socialist paper, freedom
" You soldiers of France came to this
the Bremer Zeitung, was credited on countr vln order that the people of
Jan. 30 last with more ridicule of Amer- America might see with their own eyes
ican plans for sending a great army to
France. After stating that it took the
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l your persons the kind of men who
lave written a new page in the record
>t human heroism and success. You
are welcomed in this country from one
end of it to the other. The hearts of
our people went out to you and to
your people. As the mbodiment of the
determination, the courage, and the
heroism of France, you have u->en accepted and received. And now you are
about to go back to France.
"Nearly all of you, I am told, are
battle-scarred
veterans.
You
have
heard the artillery preparation, you
hove heard the drum-fire and the
barrage, you have carried your swords
and bayonets in fierce face to face
charges, you are members of an army
which has never known defeat, and you
arc representatives of a people who
would rather die than not be free.
You are going back to vour country—still, thank God, vour own—and
when you get there you will find 'that
the small beginning of our army which
you left there has grown into a mightv
manifestation. When you left France
the American army was there in small
representation, but now more than
100,000 Americans have sailed from
their shore to carry back to vour armv
and your people the encouragement anil
the assistance which Lafayette and
Rochambeau brought to America in the
early and struggling days of American
freedom. They are there learning from
you, emulating the virtues which you
exemplify, learning the art pf war a»
ypu have learned it, in the hard schocfi
of strenuous experience.
" There they are united with vou,
sometimes brigaded in your divisions
sometimes fitted into your army corps
by divisions of American troops; but
all of you fighting for a common cause,
righting with an indiscriminate recklessness of the value of human life as'
compared with the more eternal value
of human liberty, and they and vou are
about to accomplish the great wonder
in the world of winning a victory which
will forever set the stamp of mankind's
approval upon the true theory of civilization.
" Instead of believing in mere phy<iica force, hereafter, we are going to
believe in the strength of moral force;
instead of divorcing the things of a
material character from their moral
intent and purpose we are collecting
now for the children of men ever"?
where a civilization which win rest on
moral foundations. We are establlsh:he : ule of
'i!i«
'i18when
^orIdour
'
righteousness, and
army,
co-operating
with your army and those of our other
associates,
shall
have established and
e
p
e se
«reat things in the world,
h L." w,f ,
they
will leave your shores and return
home, leaving in, your country ma™
foe^dml1rieends'endS~Well-trled ■*> ***&
Bond With the French.
/
They will leaye behind them, I be-\
lieve, a recollection in the minds of your
people of generous .and valorous assoi elates and a better comprehension of
| liberty in America, which your fore| fathers helped to: establish; and they
| will bring back to this country, the hunj dreds of thousands of them, each one a
; heart full of affection for the virtues of
I France and the French people, full of
admiration for the splendid courage of
the soldiers of your army, and with
minds filled with a realization of the
value of community of feeling and co- I
operation among free peoples everywhere, both to make and keep the world
free and safe.
I
" I trust you will have a safe and
pleasant Journey home. I know where :
your hearts are. They are in the
trenches, where danger lies and no
doubt many of you will return to those
exhilarating and ennobling experiences
which soldiers have. I trust that when
this.great war ends each of you will be
alive and well, to share the g'orv of
your success, and to bid a kindly and
friendly farewell to the American soldier who leaves your country to return
home in order that as vou speed the
parting guests, you may emphasize the

emotion,
which I have tried to express
1
& ?Jwa^"s in the future, as in the
past, the French people and the French
army; the American people and the
American army, are copartners in liberty and equahty, and valorous defenders of the principles of freedom "
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VoOOQO Menr
Sent Abroad?
Says Baker
Secretary Gives New Figures in Speech to Departing "Blue Devils"
WASHINGTON, June 10.—More than
700,000 American soldiers have gone
overseas to carry back to France the
encouragement and assistance which
Lafayette and Kochambeau brought to
America. Secretary Baker told the j
French Alphine Chasseurs this in bidding them farewell here to-day at the
base of the Washington Monument.
The War Secretary's last announcement some weeks ago concerning the
size of American forces abroad was
that 500,000 men had sailed for the
battlefront.
The Alpine Chasseurs, better known
as the "Blue Devils" of France, came to
America last month to assist in the
third Liberty Loan campaign, and since
have toured the South and Middle West.
They were reviewed and received by
the Secretary of War to-day before
leaving for Baltimore, Newark, New
York and Boston en route back to,-their
native land. Attending the exercises
were M. Jusserand, the French Ambassador; representatives of the French
High Commission, Mr. Baker's staff
and many government officials.
Welcomed by United States
"You soldiers of France," said Mr.
Baker, in addressing the Chasseurs,
"came to this country that the people
of America might see with their own
eyes in your persons the kind of men
who have written a new page in tilrecord of human heroism and success.
You were welcomed in this country.
The hearts of our people went out
to you and to your people.
"As the embodiment of the determination, he courage and the heroism
of France you have been accepted and
received. Nearly all of you, I am told,
are battle-scarred veterans. You are
members of an army which has never
known defeat, and you are representatives of a people who would raher die
than not be free.
"You are going back to your own
country—still, thank God, your own.
And when you get there you will find
that the small beginning of our army
which you left there has grown into
a mighty manifestation. When you
left France, the American army was
there in small representation, but now
more than 700,000 Americans have
sailed from their shore to carry back
to your army and your people the encouragement and the assistance which
Lafayette and Rochambeau brought to
America in the early and struggling
days of American freedom.

U. S. HAS 700,000 IN FRANCE (
BAKER TELLS BLUE DEVILS
In Farewell Speech to French Veterans, Secretary
Reveals Between 200,000 and 250,000
„ Went Over in May Alone.
Special Despatch to THE SIN.
June 10.—More than
700,000 Americans have now left for
France, according to an announcement
made by. Secretary of War Baker in a
speech to the "Blue Devils" of France,
who came liere to aid the third Liberty
Loan and are about to return home. M.
Jusserand, the French Ambassador, and
Secretary Baker were speakers at the
enthusiastic reception given to these
French warriors on the monument
grounds.
Secretary Baker, it is understood, had
intended to withhold any announcement
pertaining to the number of American
troops in Europe for a few weeks more
in order to be aMe to state that 1,000,000
in round numbers had already left. He
decided at the last moment apparently
WASHINGTON,

that to-day's ceremony provided a fitting
occasion for stating the size of the force
which already had gone. Mr. Baker's
last official announcement on this subject, made several weeks ago, was that
500,000 Americans had already left for
the battle zone.
It is known now that the number of
Americans sent overseas during May was
between 200,000 and 250,000. This was
partly due to the fact that the British
Government placed
a considerable
amount of tonnage at the disposal of the
United States for troop transport purposes.
The U-boats' raids off the Atlantic
coast have not retarded and will not
retard troop shipments, it is explained.
The flow of men and supplies to Europe
will be maintained unchecked.

700,000 Men Now in
b ranee, says Baker
By International News Service.

WASHINGTON, June 10.
11 7TORE than 700,000 American soldiers have sailed for France,
■"1 Secretary of War Baker announced this evening in an address to the detachment of French "Blue Devils" who have been
touring this country in behalf of the Third Liberty Loan and
the Red Cross. He said!
"You are going back to your own country—still, thank '
God, your own—and when you get there you will find that
the small beginning of our army which you left there has
grown into a mighty manifestation.
"When you left France, the American army was there
in small representation, but now more than 700,000 Americans have sailed from their shore to carry back to your army and your people the encouragement and the assistance which
Lafayette a,nd Rochambeau brought to America in the early
and struggling days of American freedom.
_ "They are there learning from you, emulating the
virtues- which you exemplify, learning the art of war as
you have learned it, in the hard school of strenuous experience.
"There they are united with you„ sometimes brigaded
in your divisions, sometimes fitted into your army corps
by divisions of American troops; but all. of vou fighting for
a common cause, fighting with an indiscriminate recklessness of the value of human life as compared with the more
eternal value of human liberty, and they and vou are about
to accomplish the great wonder in the world of winning
a victory which will forever set the stamp of mankind's
approval upon the true theory of civilization "
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700,000 II

War Secretary Reveals Size of
Forces at Review of
"Blue Devils."
♦—

WASHINGTON, D. C, Monday.-Morthan 700.000 American soldiers have gone
overseas to carry back to France the encouragement and assistance which Lafayette and Rochambeau brought to
America, Secretary Baker told the French
Alpine Chasseurs in bidding them far*
well here to-day at the base of the Washington monument.
The War Secretary's last announcement
several weeks ago concerning the size ot
0

forces

abroad

wa

-m™™"
?" left for the battle front.
« that
-00
OOO men had
,hihe.,«1)pincLChasseul-s. better known as
the Blue Devils" of France, came to
America last month to assist in the ThirJ
liberty Loan campaign, alld since h
toured the South and Middle West They
were reviewed and received by the Secretary of War to-day before leaving for
F.alt.morc. Newark, New York and Boston en route back to their native land
Attending the exercises were Mr. Jusserand. the French Ambassador; representatives of the French High Commission.
Mr Raker s staff and many government
officials.
HlKh Tribute raid.
"You soldiers of France," said • MiBaker, an addressing the Chasseurs, "came
to this country m order that the people
of America might see with their own
eyes in your persons the kind of men who
have written a new page in the record of
human heroism and success. Nearly all
"r you, I am told, are battle scarred veterans. You are members of an army
which has never known defeat, and you
are representatives of a people who would
rather die than not be ffree.
"•You are going back to your own country-still, thank God, your own-and when
you get there yon will find that the small
beginning of our army which vou left
there has grown into a mighty manifestation. When you left France, theAmerican
army was there in small representation
but now more than seven thundred thousand Americans have sailed from their
shore to carry back to your army and
your people the encouragement and the
assistance which Lafayette and RochamDeau brought to America in the early
and struggling days of American freedom

"They are there learning from you,
emulating the virtues which you exemplify, learning the art of war as you
have learned :t, in the hard school of
strenuous experience. « * * They and
you are about to accomplish the great
wonder in the world of winning a victory
which will forever set the stamp of mankind's approval upon the true theory of
civilization."
Heart* in the Trenches.
"Instead of believing in mere physical
force, instead of divorcing the things of a
material character from their moral intent and purpose, we are collecting now
for the children of men everywhere a
civilization which will rest on moral foundations.
"I trust you will have a safe and pleasant journey home. I know where your
hearts are. They are in the trenches
where danger lies, and no doubt many of
you will return to those exhilarating and
ennobling experiences which soldiers have.
I trust that when this great war ends each
of you will be alive and well to share the
glory of our success and to bid a kindly
and friendly farewell to the American soldier who leaves your country to return
home, in order that as you speed the parting guests you may emphasize the emotion which I have tried to express that
always in the future, as in the past, the
French people and the French army, the
American people and the American army,
are copartners in liberty and equality aiid
valorous defenders of the principles of

£

I 700,000 TROOPS
GONE TO FRANC
BAKER REVEALS
(Special to The World.)

WASHINGTON, June 10, —
Secretary Baker addressed the
French "Blue Devils" 'to-day at
the foot of the Washington Monument on their official farewell
to the United States. He said in
part:
"When you left France the
American Army -was there is
small representation, but now
more than 700,000 Americans
have sailed from their shores to
carry back to your army and1
your people the encouragement
and the assistance which Lafayette and Rochambeau brought
to America In the early and
struggling days of American
freedom.
"They and you are about to
accomplish the great wonder in
the world of winning a victory
which will forever set the stamp ,
of mankind's approval upon the
true theory of civilization."

VcfaJUlrw**-* ^yUAitAXA-^,

"MORE THAN" 700,000
U. S. TROOPS IN FRANCE
Washington, June 10.—More than 700,000 American Soldiers have been
sent to France, Secretary Baker said today in a speech to French Blue
Devils, who came to the United States to aid in the Third Liberty Loan
campaign. Mr. Baker's last official announcement some weeks ago was
that more than half a million had gone over.
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700,000 U.S.ARMY IN
FRANCF^SAYS RAKER
Cheering News of American Achievement Is Given to
"Rlue Devils" in Honor of Their
Visit to Washington
rublic I,cdocr Bureau
Washington, June 10. — Secretary
of War Baker today told the "Blue
Devils" of France that 700,000 American soldiers already have been sent to
rn honor of the heroes of-France he
France.
made the announcement, which he has
been contemplating giving the American people for more than a week.
It is the answer of the United States
to Germany's recent attempts to minimize the importance of the American
effort on the western front.
Secretary Baker's statement of the
size, of the American expeditionary
force shows an increase of approximately 200,000 since he announced on
May 8 that the first half million had
arrived in France. A simple comparison shows the speed with which

troops are being transported from
home-training camps to the actual
fighting zone.
At such a rate Secretary Baker's
forecast given to the Senate Committee on Military Affairs in January that
1,500.000 men would be ready for foreign service before the end of 1&18
will be fulfilled easily, and certainly
far more substantially than many
Senators believed possible at the time.
j Secretary Baker was moved to make
his announcement today in order to
! commemorate the celebration in honor
of the Alpine Chasseurs, held at the
base of the Washington Monument
late this afternoon. J. J. Jusserand,
the French ambassador, was present
to honor formally the daredevil fighters of his country, who have been the
guests of the American Government
for several weeks.

700,000 U. S. Troops
In France; Interesting "
For Reichstag Head
More than 700,000 American troops are in France, Secretary
'of War Baker yesterday afternoon told a detachment of the
famous French "Blue Devils," who have returned to Washington
after a tour of the country in the interest of the liberty loan.
The Secretary said:
"When you left France, the American army was there in
small representation, but now more than 700,000 Americans have
sailed from the American shores to carry back to your people
the encouragement which Lafayette and Rochambeau brought
to America in the early and struggling days of American freedom."
HERE IS HERR'S DREAM.
And this is what Herr Fehrenbach, the new German Reichstag president, said of American troops in assuming the chair
recently:
"We have reached in reality the culminating point of
this titanic struggle. We and our allies are counting on the
invincible force of the German armies and on the resistance of
the people which nothing can break. Is there still a man
in the world who believes that the army which has conquered
the greatest European armies, reinforced by Canadian and
Australian troops, by Asia and by Africa, could be afraid of
an army which America is perhaps going to send against us?"
"Whistling to keep up his courage," is the characterization given this speech by the allied diplomatic representative
who received it here.
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Involves National Safety.
Looks Only to Victory.
,
The reason for this is twofold, In
It may be noted that Mr. Baker sees]
the first place, the correspondents who .n victory the necessary end of the.
have the privilege of obtaining- first- war He does not say that the Amenhand information on
confidential cans ^l^^J^V^
from Mr. Baker might inad- vent prussian militarism from domiIncrease of American Soldiers matters
vertently tell too much. Their specula- nating the world.
is admittedly *f£™ ™^
Disclosed by Secretary Baker. tions, guided by official data from the. neThere
Secretary of War, might be too accurate
J\scl^ caused considerable comment
to suit the requirements of national when these posters appeared during
safety.
the last liberty loan campaign.
imnlies that the great task is to
MILLION BEFORE MANY WEEKS The* other reason is, that speculation ^ it" Germany
from making further inbased on past records might very easily roa(js upon freedom and to bring the
mislead the public. Because between on-march of the German hordes to a
Some Brigaded With the French, He 200,000. and 250,000 Americans were; St n d B
T h e slogan of the United States and
Also Tells "Blue Devils."
transported overseas during the month | the allies is really one that means
this
information
has
already!
much
more than that. It means as
of MayBaker points out before the
been made known—this does not mean sTcretary
Sot France's fighting heroes, that
Addresses Visiting Troops on the necessarily that the same number or a ^i i
'
,
* /lonisive.
decisive, crushing
c ory_ciean-cut,
Monument Grounds—Words Show greater number will be shipped during I ctory-achieved regardless of time or
cost is to be the end of the battle
the month of June.
\
That Decisive Victory Over the
tith the enemy's great war machine.
There is a variety of causes which W'ln thl. sense the reports from abroad
In th
Huns Is Only Goal, No Matter How may make t/he records greater or less.
Foch already predicts a
that Gen
offensive in the not;
Many Men or Years Are Required. It is not possible to go into these causes, sweeping allied
too distant future are particularly
but
the
only
safe
way
is
to
await
the
"Halt the Hun" Not IT. S. Slogan.
official announcements and not make timely.
calculations independent of those comBy ALBERT W. FOX.
piled by the War Department itself.
More than 700,000 Americans have now
Handling Job Successfully.
left for the battle areas of France, acAn outstanding feature of the news
cording to an announcement made by
that 700,000 and more have already left
Secretary of War Baker in his address
is the fact that this shows that the
yesterday afternoon to the "Blue Devils"
War Department is handling the -big
on the Monument grounds.
job—in fact, the biggest and most imMr. Baker did not intend to disclose
portant job of all—in a big, systematic
numbers at this time, as he is understood to have been waiting until he and successful way.
,= ..„a ^
Hivery
American soldier is provided.
Every
could annpunce what he describes as
^ thg
country need have n0 mis
good round number," namely, 1,000,000 givjngS whatever on the score of how
men. But the reception to the French , he wjn be cared for and_supplied. _
warriors inspired the Secretary to outThe War Department may have
line what the American nation is doing
and will do toward cooperating with made, and may still be making, mis"members of an army which has never takes of a minor character along other
incidental lines. Things may be going,
known defeat."
wrong in many places, and there may
It may now be assumed that Mr. Ba- be room for improvement along a
ker's next announcement—only a few thousand different lines, which is only
weeks off—will be to the effect that the natural in view of the magnitude of the
task being done.
1,000,000 mark has been passed.
But things are going right in the
biggest and most vital work of all,
Filling Gap With Speed.
Organization of a separate construcand American troops, fully equipped
tion corps in the army, proposed ma
The last statement of Secretary Baker and ready for action, are being poured
bill
by Senator New, to have charge of
on the number of Americans in France, into the battle zone before the Germans
all army construction enterprises was
made only a few weeks ago, was that have been able to strike their heaviest
disapproved by Secretary Baker ma
|
the 500,000 mark had been passed. The blows.
letter sent yesterday to Chairman
Joined
to
French
Units.
Chamberlain of the Senate military
public is justified in believing that the
committee. President Wilson, Secregap between 500,000 and 1,000,000 is beMr. Baker in his speech to the "Blue
tary Baker pointed out, has ample auing filled with a speed that shows that Devils" discloses other bits of highly
thority under the Overman bill to cothe American nation knows something important information. He brings out:
ordinate army construction administrathe fact that whole American divisions
of military organization, after all, and are being brigaded with French army
tion to any extent desirable.
Unanimous approval of the House
has been equal to the big task of get- corps.
provision authorizing the President to
Referring to the American troops in
ting American troops overseas in great
be
call all men of draft age who Prance, Mr. Baker said:
numbers at the right time.
trained and equipped was voted yester"There they are united with you,
day by the military subcommittee conMr. Baker has requested that his an- sometimes brigaded in your divisions,
sidering the appropriation bill.
i
nouncements on numbers of Americans sometimes fitted into your army corps
Support for Provost Marshal General
leaving for France be accepted as cov- by divisions of American troops, but
Crowder's proposal to extend the army
draft to men between 18 and 45 years |
ering all that should properly be said all of you fighting for a common cause,
fighting with an indiscriminate reckwas given yesterday by Senator Chamon this delicate subject.
lessness of the value of human life
berlain, chairman of the military comIn other words, he does not want the as compared with the more eternal
mittee, during hearings on the $12,000,newspaper correspondents, with whom value of human liberty, and they and
000,000 army appropriation bill.
you are about to accomplish the great
Six national guard cavalry regiments
he talks quite frankly, to indulge in wonder in the world of winning a vicnow being raised in Texas will be inspeculation of their own as to just how tory which will forever set the stamp
ducted into the Federal service immedifast troop shipments are increasing, of mankind's approval upon the true
ately upon their organization, for servtheory
of
civilization."
„
ice on the Mexican border. Maj. Gen.
when the 900,000 mark will be passed,
Carter, chief of the militia bureau, diswhat the outlook for making a record
closed this Plan yesterday in discussing
in troop shipments in June is, and other
the national guard program before the
committee. In all some S.000 men have
things.
been enlisted in the new national guard
and 24,000 more are wanted.
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BAKER DISAPPROVES
ARMYCORPS BILL
War Head, Says Wilson,
Has Authority for
Army Construction.
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."OR WORK IN FRANCE
ALMOSTlNCREDIBLE'
London Times Says Our Accomplishments Will Rank Among
Biggest of War.
HUGE PREPARATIONS TOLD
Large Executive Ability Shown in
the Overcoming of Great

)i^ZW*3bstacles- & / > v?
Copyrijht, 191S. by The Now York Times Company.

Bpoclal Cable to THE NEW YORK TIMES.
LONDON, June 11—The Times publishes from a special correspondent an
article describing what the American
forces have accomplished In France
during their first eleven months of participation in the war. The results of
the American efforts, he thinks, will
rank in history as one of the greatest
achievements of the war. In part he
writes:
" What the American forces in France
have accomplished thus far is almost
incredible. For Instance, out of the
waste lands adjacent to an old French
port they have constructed a splendid
line of modern docks, where every day
new ships are pouring forth their cargoes of men and war materials, cars
and machinery. This dock system is
finished. It supplements the old French
dock system in a town where still more
ships are constantly discharging American cargoes. A huge new warehouse
system at this point also is nearing
completion. Even now it is able to
•take care of the great flood of supplies
which are constantly pouring in.
" In an old part of this same coast
town the Americans installed motor operation and cold storage plants, a motor
reception park, and quarters for storing
supplies for the ordnance and aviation
forces. These are more or less temporary quarters and will be merged in the
near future in a general scheme which
is now being completed in the outskirts
of the town.
•' In addition to new docks, there are
warehouses and extensive railway yards.
These latter have a trackage of nearly
200 miles. Work is well advanced on a
new car assembly shop, where already,
when I saw It In its incompleted state,
twenty-odd freight cars a day of three
different designs were being turned out
and put into immediate service. Another
assembly plant has been constructed at
a different point to handle all-steel cars,
which are transported here from America in sections in order to economize
shipping space. At this plant these steel
cars are now being assembled at the
rate of a complete train a day, and
plans are rapidly culminating for a large
extension of the work.
" Here, too, a huge camp has been
i built for negro stevedores; also a re■ mount camp and two big rest camps,
each providing for many thousands of
American soldiers, who march thence
from boats, to be sifted and rearranged
for dispatch to various training camps
further inland.
" Not far from here work on a new
20,000 bed hospital Is forging ahead, and
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Secretary Bauer's Letter to Paris Society
Accepting L'Ecole Replica for West Point
The following is authorized by the Secretary of War:
The following letter, addressed to the
Societe des Amis de L'Ecole Polytechnique, Paris, France, is made public by
the Secretary of War:
MAY 27, 1918.
GENTLEMEN OF THE SOCIETY: On the
6th of April, when I had the distinguished
honor of receiving your committee at the
American Embassy in Paris, you presented through me to the United States
Military Academy at West Point a replica
of the statue erected through your generosity at L'Ecole Polyteclmique in memory of the part taken by students of that
institution in the defense of Paris in
1814, and expressed the hope that by
means of this gift there would be a resumption of the happy relations between
the two military schools, inaugurated in
1830 by the visit of La Fayette to L'Ecole
Polyteclmique, bearing a message from
the students 'of the United States Military Academy, which he hod graciously
charged himself to deliver.
Formal Announcement June 12.
I am happy to be able to accept in the
name of the United States the tendered
reproduction, and I said that I would
send a more formal acceptance upon my
return to the United States. I will, on
the 12th of June, make a formal announcement, which will be most warmly and enthusiastically received as an evidence of
the continuing fraternal good will between these schools and their friends, and
also between the people of France and the
people of the United States.
In collaboration with the superintendent and other authorities at West Point,
I shall select a site for this statue, seeking so to place it that its splendid inspiration will carry a daily message to
the young men in training for the military service of their country, and not
only illustrating to them the heroic virtues of the French boys of 1814, but illustrating to them the higher fact that these
great virtues of courage and patriotism
are perpetuated, and that the heroism of
the present French Army is of like kind
and degree with that so justly celebrated
in the defenders of P^aris.
Inspiration to Cadets.
For all time this statue will stand to
challenge the admiration and inspire the
courage of our students and as a permanent mark of the gracious and generous fraternity in arms which this great
war for liberty has established between
the French Army and that of the United
States. On behalf of the United States,
and particularly of the Military Academy,
I beg to assure you of my most grateful
appreciation. Copies of such public an-'
nouncements as are made of the presentation of the statue will be forwarded for
the archives of your society, and when
the statue is ready to be placed appropriate ceremonies will be instituted, at
which it would be most happy and most
fortunate if some members of your committee could be present.
With assurance of high regard, believe
me,
Cordially, yours,
NEWTON D. BAKER,

The letter of acknowledgment sent by
the Corps of Cadets of the West Point
Military Academy to the students of
L'Ecole Polyteclmique follows:
UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY,

West Point, N. Y., May 1, 1918.
To the STUDENTS OF L'ECOLE POLYTECHNIC; UE :
We have been requested by our comrades to respond to the warm expressions
of fraternal regard you have extended
to us.
Eighty-eight years ago our forefathers,
vin pledging themselves friends and comrades, established a bond which time has
only strengthened. It is with profound
joy that wo of West Point to-day send
our comrades to confirm this pledge.
Fighting side by side with the sons of
L'Ecole Polyteclmique, confident and assured under the leadership of one of the
greatest of your graduates, we shall become truly your brothers in arms, and
your associates in the defense of those
ideals to which our united efforts are
dedicated.
The beautiful symbol of the spirit of
L'Ecole Polyteclmique whioh we have
received through our Secretary of War
will ever serve as a source of inspiration
and as a constant reminder of the high
ideals and the perfect spirit which are
the foundations of our institutions. It
will stand as a permanent monument to
the enduring fraternity -of L'Ecole Polyteclmique and the United States Military
Academy, of the French Army and the
American Army, of France and America.
We men of the corps salute you.
For the Corps of Cadets:
EDWIN HUNTER CROUCH.
FRANCIS EARLE RUNDELL.
CLARENCE PAGE TOWNSLEY,
LEWIS TENNEY ROSS.
EDWIN LUTHER SIBERT.

Jr.
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OUR WORK IN FRANCE
ALMOSTlNCREDIBLE'
London Times Says Our Accomplishments Will Rank Among
Biggest of War.
HUGE PREPARATIONS TOLD
Large Executive Ability Shown in
the Overcoming of Great

Copyright. 1918. by The Now York Times Company.
Special Cable to THE NEW YORK TIMES.
LONDON, June 11.—The Times publishes from a special correspondent an
article describing what the American
forces have accomplished in France
during their first eleven months of participation in the war. The results of
the American efforts, he thinks, will
rank in history as one of the greatest
achievements of the war. In part he
writes :
" What the American forces in France
have accomplished thus far is almost
incredible.
For instance, out of the
waste lands adjacent to an old French
port they have constructed a splendid
line of modern docks, where every day
new ships are pouring forth their cargoes of men and war materials, cars
and machinery. This dock system is
finished. It supplements the old French
dock system in a town where still more
ships are constantly discharging American cargoes. A huge new warehouse
system at this point also is nearing
completion.
Even now it is able to
•take care of the great flood of supplies
which are constantly pouring in.
" In an old part of this same coast
town the Americans installed motor operation and cold storage plants, a motor
reception park, and quarters for storing
supplies for the ordnance and aviation
forces. These are more or less temporary quarters and will be merged in the
near future in a general scheme which
is now being completed in the outskirts
of the town.
" In addition to new docks, there are
warehouses and extensive railway yards.
These latter have a trackage of nearly
200 miles. Work is well advanced on a
new car assembly shop, where already,
when I saw it in its incompleted state,
twenty-odd freight cars a day of three
different designs were being turned out
and put into immediate service. Another
assembly plant has been constructed at
a different point to handle all-steel cars,
which are transported here from America, in sections in order to economize
shipping space. At this plant these steel
cars are now being assembled at the
rate of a complete train a day, and
plans are rapidly culminating for a large
extension of the work.
" Here, too, a huge camp has been
built for negro stevedores; also a. remount camp and two big rest camps,
each providing for many thousands of
American soldiers, who march thence
from boats, to be sifted and rearranged
for dispatch to various training camps
further inland.
" Mot far from here work on a new
20,000 bed hospital is forging ahead, and
thirty days from now it will virtually
be completed. This Is the largest hospital centre yet constructed. It is composed entirely of small one-story, light,
airy, and attractive structures divided
into small squares laid out on a. great
open stretch of sand, surrounded by
pine trees; and altogether it promises to
bo an ideal institution of its kind.
" In this tame section is an immense
new artillery camp, all ready for the
several brigades of artillery which were
expected when I was there; and, like
the hospital enterprise, it is in strong
hands and promises well. It includes a
large remount camp in which were several thousand horses at the time of my
visit. Work in this section, which is
typical of that at all I visited, is being
vigorously' and intelligently directed.
Strong executives are in charge, and
the spirit of the workers is excellent
throughout.
" Everywhere Americans are realizing that they have ' caught up with
with themselves,' and now that they can
visualize, the completion of what a few
months ago looked so much like an impossible undertaking, they are buoyed
up, happy, and inspired by their success.
They have conquered obstacles
and overcome conditions which only
treat ability and indomitable spirit could
Visibly surmount.

Secretary Bauer's Letter to Paris Society
Accepting L'Ecole Replica for West Point
The following is authorized by the Secretary of War:
The following letter, addressed to the
Societe des Amis de L'Ecole Polytechnique, Paris, France, is made public by
the Secretary of War:
MAY 27, 1918.
GENTLEMEN OF THE SOCIETY: On the
6th of April, when I had the distinguished
honor of receiving your committee at the
American Embassy in Paris, you presented through me to the United States
Military Academy at West Point a replica
of the statue erected through your generosity at L'Ecole Polytechnique in memory of the part taken by students of that
institution in the defense of Paris in
1814, and expressed the hope that by
means of this gift there would be a resumption of the happy relations between
the two military schools, inaugurated in
1830 by the visit of La Payette to L'Ecole
Polytechnique, bearing a message from
the students'of the United States Military Academy, which he had graciously
charged himself to deliver.
Formal Announcement June 12.
I am happy to be able to accept in the
name of the United States the tendered
reproduction, and I said that I would
send a more formal acceptance upon my
return to the United States. I will, on
the 12th of June, make a formal announcement, which will be most warmly and enthusiastically received as an evidence of
the continuing fraternal good will between these schools and their friends, and
also between the people of France and the
people of the United States.
In collaboration with the superintendent and other authorities at West Point,
I shall select a site for this statue, seeking so to place it that its splendid inspiration will carry a daily message to
the young men in training for the military service of their country, and not
only illustrating to them the heroic virtues of the French boys of 1814, but illustrating to them the higher fact that these
great virtues of courage and patriotism
are perpetuated, and that the heroism of
the present French Army is of like kind
and degree with that so justly celebrated
in the defenders of Paris.
Inspiration to Cadets.
For all time this statue will stand to
challenge the admiration and inspire the
courage of our students and as a permanent mark of the gracious and generous fraternity in arms which this great
war for liberty has established between
the French Army and that of the United
States. On behalf of the United States,
and particularly of the Military Academy,
I beg to assure you of my most grateful
appreciation. Copies of such public an-'
nouncements as are made of the presentation of the statue will be. forwarded for
the archives of your society, and when
the statue is ready to be placed appropriate ceremonies will be instituted, at
which it would be most happy and most
fortunate if some members of your committee could be present.
With assurance of high regard, believe
me,
Cordially, yours,
NEWTON D. BAKER.

The letter of acknowledgment sent by
the Corps of Cadets of the West Point
Military Academy to the students of
L'Ecole Polytechnique follows:
UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY,

' West Point, N. Y.~ May 1, 1918.
To the STUDENTS OF L'ECOLE POLYTECHNIQUE :
We have been requested by our comrades to respond to the warm expressions
of fraternal regard you have extended
to us.
Eighty-eight years ago our forefathers,
in pledging themselves friends and comrades, established a bond which time has
only strengthened. It is with profound
joy that we of West Point to-day send
our comrades to confirm this pledge.
Fighting side by side with the sons of
L'Ecole Polytechnique, confident and assured under the leadership of one of the
greatest of your graduates, we shall become truly your brothers in arms, and
your associates in the defense of those
ideals to which our united efforts are
dedicated.
The beautiful symbol of the spirit of
L'Ecole Polytechnique which we have
received through our Secretary of War
will ever serve as a source of inspiration
and as a constant reminder of the high
ideals and the perfect spirit which are
the foundations of our institutions. It
will stand as a permanent monument to
the enduring fraternity-of L'Ecole Polytechnique and the United States Military
Academy, of the French Army and the
American Army, of France and America.
We men of the corps salute you.
For the Corps of Cadets:
EDWIN HUNTER CROUCH.
FRANCIS EARLE RUNDELL.
CLARENCE PAGE TOWNSLEY,
LEWIS TENNEY ROSS.
EDWIN LUTHEE SIBEUT.
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Baker Addresses Blue Devils

Appeal for Really Artistic Substitute for Present Medal Fit
to Be Worn With Decorations by Foreign Nations,

copyrlglit i'hoto by Harris & Kwing.
The secretary of war recently told French soldiers in Washington that the United States had an army of
700,000 men in France. Statements today were that 800 ,000 Americans had been sent abroad.
On the platform, left to right, are George Creel* Mme. Jusserand, wife of the French ambassador to the
United States, Ambassador Jusserand, Edouard De Billy acting French high commissioner, and Gen. AVm. S.
Graves, assistant to the chief of staff.

Secy. Baker's Remarks
at Flag Day Exercises
by Government Clerks
Secretary Baker, presiding at a Flag
Day meeting held Friday on the Monument Grounds and attended by about
15,000 United States Government clerks
and employees, said:
" In ordinary times our flag represents
the traditions of history and the aspirations of our Nation. The number of its
stripes is the number of the original
States; the number of its stars the number of that mightier and larger constellation which now makes up the United
States. It is always to us the emblem
of our patriotic attachment to the Nation
and an exhibition of the ideal purposes
and the high moral foundation upon
which we believe a nation to rest. But
in these times the flag-has acquired a
new meaning to us all. Men are fighting
under that flag now on foreign soil, and
as we look upon the flag here to-day we
can convey with our glance into its folds
some of the approval and some of the
devotion we feel for .those about whom
It is to be wrapped in that foreign .country after tliey have paid the last full
measure of devotion to the ideals which
that flag typifies.
" It is therefore especially appropriate
in the midst of a great national crisis and
era of this sort that we should assemble
thus in public and give to the flag and
the thing it represents the dedication of
a new devotion, those of us on this side
remembering in affection those on the
other side making common cause with
Americans everywhere, soldiers at home
and the soldiers abroad, having the common purpose to place that flag and keep
it where our forefathers intended it to
he, in the very forefront of civilization,
characterized by adherence to high ideals
and devoted to the loftiest causes which
can engage the affections and activities
of mankind."

Paul W. Bar-tlett, President of the
National Sculpture Society, made
public yesterday a letter sent by birn
June 11 to Secretary of War Baker,
expressing the regret of the society
that there was no opportunity for
free, competition for designs for the
Distinguished Service Cross that has
been made a reward for American
gallantry in France, and asking that
the field be opened for competition.
The World has illustrated the Distinguished Service Cross that has
gone to Fiance, li was approved bj
Gen. March, Chief of Staff, on a design .su'bmStted by a Philadelphia
commercial firm, without notice to
others.
The artists' complaints led to the
appointment of a committee, with
Herbert Adams, President of the National Academy of Design, to see that
a competitive chance' was given in
future -designs for valor insignia. The ]
committee's influence in official quarters has not yet been tested.
Mr. Barttett's letter followed a. meeting of the National Sculpture Society,
at which disapproval of the cross and
of the manner of its -award was outspoken. Manv members disputed the
authority of the War .Department to
make an arbitrary award and some
favored the recall of the medal.
"The commercial motive of the
Philadelphia firm." Secretary Augustus Lukeman said yesterday, "is
shown in the transfer of the contract
to a New York factory that turns Wt
medals by the bushel. Artists would
give their services gratuitously if requested."
"When we first beard of the proposed medals and crosses," Mr. Bartlett said in his letter, "we supposed
that our best medalists, all of whom
are members of the National Soeietv would naturally be in due time
asked to make designs, and we are
surprised and disappointed that this
has not been done.
"When one considers how much ;
these medals mean to those upon.:
whom thev will be conferred, their :
national character and future historical value, and the fact that they will
also be awarded to "heroes in .the Allied armies and be worn side by side
with the medals and decorations of
other nationalities, some of which are
pure masterpieces of art. it. becomes
apparent that the greatest care
should be. used in the choice of the
designs and every effort made to secure for this purpose the best available talent in this country.
"We still trust. Mr. Secretary, that
this can be done: that the first medals may be only used as a matter of
expediency, and that after you have
(given this question due consideration
■: you will give American artists the
opportunity to exercise their talents
and strive to create some medals and
crosses worthy of ibis great country,
worthv of our great, cause and worthy
of the heroes wbo will wear them
and take oride in them, not only for
r.heir symbol, but also for their arMstic beauty."
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'BAKER RECEIVES
MEDAL PROTEST;
Sculptors Make Public Their
Letter Asking New Cross
Design.
Definite protest to the Secretary of |
War relative to the commercial designs ;
used- for the Medal of Honor and the j
Distinguished Service Cross has been
forwarded Iby the National Sculpture Society. ' This protest was sent June 11,
but was withheld from publication until
the society was assured it -was in the
hands of the Secretary of War.
The sculptors are confident that
prompt notice will be taken of their attitude. The letter to -Secretary of > TV a r
Baker, written by Paul W. BartletU
president of the National Sculpture Society, follows:
'
'
"The National Sculpture Society has
instructed me to express to you its sincere regret concerning the commercial
designs which are being used for Medals
of- Honor and War Merit Crosses that
are to bo given to our soldiers for heroic ■
deeds in battle.
Sculptors Are Disappointed.
"When we first heard of the proposed
medals and crosses we supposed that our
best medallists, all of whom are members of the National Society, would naturally be in due time asked to make designs, and we are surprised and disappointed that this has not been done.
"When one considers how much these
medals mean to those upon whom they
will be conferred, their national character and future historical value, and the
fact that they will also be awarded to
heroes in the allied armies and toe worn
side by side with the medals and decorations of- other nationalities, some of.
which are pure masterpieces of art, it
becomes apparent that the greatest care
should be used in the choice of the designs and every effort made to secure
for this purpose the best available talent
in this country.
"We still trust, Mr. Secretary, that
this can be done; that the first medals
may be only used as a matter of expediency, and that after you have given
this question due consideration you will
give American artists the opportunity
to exercise their talents and strive to
create sotne medals and crosses worthy
of this great country, worthy of our
great cause and worthy of the heroes
who will wear them and take pride in
them not only for their symbol but also
for their artistic beauty.

1

French Artists Are Utilized.
"May I add that in France all work
of thiskind, which has a far reaching influence at home as well as abroad and
involves the national artistic reputation
of the country, is treated with real love
and reverence and executed and supervised by her greatest artists—the official medalist of the mint being himself
a member of the Institute of France, and
1 can assure you, Mr. Secretary, that if
you give our artists a chance you will
find that they have the same love and
reverence for their work, coupled with a
keen sense of patriotism."
The National Sculpture Society first
became interested in the medal situation
when it was informed that a Philadelphia firm of commercial artisans was
handling it. A special meeting was
called where at least twenty of the foremost sculptors and medalists of the
United States unanimously disapproved
the course the Government had taken.
Attention was also brought to the fact
that'the designs were judged by the
War College. "This is about as consistent as having a sculptor pass, upon
the merits of a gun," declared one prominent artist when he heard of this.

WASHINGTON, June IS.—Should
Congress decide that it is necessary
at this time to extend the draft age
limits either below 21 or above 30,
or both, no opposition will be offered
by the War Department.
In authorizing this statement today, Secretary Baker said the department could see no immediate need for
such action, although the date already is in sight when it will become
necessary to replenish the class 1
reservoir.
B1LU BBFOnE SENATE
A bill by Senator France of Maryland to extend the draft to men from
18 to 45 is now before the Senate
Military Committee, and at a hearing
on it last Saturday, Provost Marshal
General Crowder gave it as his
opinion that extension of the draft
ages would be necessary. He told the
committee that 3,000,000 men would
be under arms by next August 1st
and that class 1 woull be exhausted
by the first of next year.
The present tentative schedule of
the War Department is said to contemplate the arming of 4,000,000 men
by next January 1. That would mean
the calling of 1,000,»00 men between
July and January, and the absorbing
not only the men remaining in class
1 from the first registration, but those
plt-.ced in that class under the recent
registration as well as some 200.000
expected to be put in "that class as
the result of the reclassifieation recently biderod.
ESTIMATES KNOCKED Ol'T
All previous estimates of the department reltaing to man-power have
been based solely upon the men in
class 1, General Crowder stating specifically in his report on the first
draft that it would be the policy of
his department to refrain from touching the other classes. The present
emergency, however, with its resultant demands for the speedy organization of forces far in excess of
the number contemplated, have upset
these decisions.
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Attempts wert- made to use animals
to establish these points, but no animals
Wjsceptible to this disease could be
Wind. Therefore, as in the case of
Walter Heed and his work on vellow
fpver, it was necessary to resort to volunteers from our army, who would be
willing to sacrifice themselves that the
many might bo saved.
•' The first question studied was
■whether this was a germ disease. No
conns , otilrl bo seen with the microbut the Medical Department knew
Pushing Officially Confirms scope,
that, there, are numerous germs which
cannot be seen by even the most poweri'JDiscovery That Insect Bites
fill magnification. Therefore, this point
hart to be established by taking blood
Spread Trench Malady.
from men with the fever and injecting
it mm healthy men.
out of thirty-four such individuals Inoculated wit hblood. or some constituent
PRAISES 66 VOLUNTEERS thereoi. taken from seven cases of
im-m-h fever, twenty-throe volunteers
developed the disease. Out of sixteen
Healthy
inoculated with whole blood
Underwent Inoculation for Sake of from a men
trench fever case, .flftoen developed
the
disease.
These experiments
■iArmy—Steps Now to be Taken
prove that trench fevr is n germ dlsea-e and that the germs live in the
to Eradicate Parasite*.
blood ou men so infected.
Inoculation of the Patients.
Special to The New York Times.
WASHINGTON, June IT.—An an" The next question was: ' How is this
nouncement made by Secretary Baker disease spread?' Naturally, the body
today officially confirmed the dis- louse was to bo considered first. Large
covery my army medical research of- numbers of these were collected from
ficers in France of the fact that trench patients with trench fever and also some
(over is a germ disease,' and that it Is of the same kind were brought from
spread through bites made by that fa- England, which had been collected from
mpus denizen of the trenches, " the healthy men. The lire from trencho
itfotie." The announcement was based fever eases were allowed to bite twenty-two men. Twelve of these later deoii- the receipt of a cablegram from Gen- veloped
the disease, while four men biteral Fershing reporting the success of ten by lice from healthy men remained
free
from
the disease, klght other volthe experiment in which sixty-six
Irving under exactly the same
American soldiers were wiling to risk unteers
conditions, in the same wards, but kept
their lives for the sake of science and free from lice, did not develop trench
the army by submitting themselves to fever. After blood inoculation tho disease developed in from five to twenty
tee inoculated.
day;, After being bitten by infected,
Two things were tstablished by the U.c/V'£ feY.er '"•quired from fifteen to
investigation. The first was thattrench thtrty-rivo days to develop.
■i With these facts in hand, namelv,
fpyer is a germ disease, and secondly, that
trench fever Is a germ disease
t$at it is spread by the trench louse. and that is carried by lice, it is now
possible
to take up the question of conThis is the second great medical disin an Intelligent manner, the
covery of world-wide importance and trolling,
disease. As long as the protection of
value made by the United States Medi- ine men trom lice was only a matter
cal Corps. The first was the establish- of comfort and of no military imtheir extermination did not
ment of the fact that the yellow fever portance,
warrant extraordinary measures, but
terra is due to the mosquito's bite. The now that it Is ' known that it is not
discoverer was the late Major Walter sltaply a. matter of discomfort, but that
cootie,' (trench vermin.) is InReed, Surgeon, U. S. A. Through this the
hetally one of the largest causes of
notable achievement Major Gen. Gor- ddisability,
it is deemed worthy of ex«a's, the present Surgeon General of the traordinary efforts to control these
posts,
[t
is
a repetition of the question
army, was able to eradicate yellow
of mosquito control, yellow fever having
fever in the Panama Canal Zone.
been eliminated on the Panama Canal
'Die qfficial announcement of these Xi-ne by these means.
if Tt is no mean thing that these volimportant discoveries follows::
did m France. To faeo Ill;•' A cablegram from the Commanding unteers
ness of weeks, with extreme suffering,
General of the Expeditionary Forces to requires peculiar valor. The average
the Secretary of War reports the suc- loss of weight for these men was from
twenty to twenty-five pounds.
Incicess of a trench fever Investigation dentally
the hospital In which the ex■which was made possible through the
carried out was shelled
■H-tllingness of sixty-six American sol- perimentsGewere
diers? to risk their lives. The message ,Z , »'■
.rrn,ans '" tho early part of
contains the names and home addresses inelr March drive, Tt Is believed by the
or the sixty-six men who submitted to A'lmy Medical Corps that the sacrifice
inoculation. All of them are now either of this group of sixty-six men will In
time lead to the protection of thousands
cored or convalescent
!p These men were from field hospitals rL.l1'.''.'1 rom the r*vases of trench
»,iKl ambulance organizations, units com- lever.
mon I y designated as noncombatants.
They were selected from a large group
of. volunteers as the healthiest and consequently the best able to withstand a
Jons- siege of trench fever, which has
bfien one of the most baffling diseases
which the allied armies have encountered. The men selected were sent to
a. hospital behind the British front line
lit January.
A Serious Military Handicap.
':" Trench fever is a disease which has
-been common on the western front. It
may have existed before, but has not
been either frequent or sevre enough
to direct the attention of the medical
profession. Now it represents one of the
greatest causes of disability in the allied
armies. Nothing definite was known
about either the cause or mode of spread
of this disease. While it Is probably
never fatal by its nature, through frequent relapses and debilitating effects,
it may render a. certain proportion of
men permanently unfit for military service, and the approximate average time
lost from this disease Is six months.
Therefore, in spite of the fact that it is
3|§t a fatal disease, from the military
point of view, it has been a serious one.
" 'Die problem of protecting our men,
if possible, from this added suffering
•Mtas one of the first questions faced by
the American Expeditionary Forces.
Before any intelligent protective measi
ure could be taken, there were two
points to be established: First, was
tins disease-caused by Germans? Second, if it was a g-erm disease, how was J
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for Immediate Change
in the Law
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BakerUpholds
Prison Terms
For Objectors
-,/

Would Deport Them
To Lands They Favor

TlifK.M HKKS of a Civil War Council heM in Washington in April, 18<>5. In tlnwe days there seeni■*■
eil to he a greater variety of style orrather laelc of style, in wearing; a|>|>arel than now exists,
whieh, however, is a small matter rompareu with the important work of shaping a nation's destiny.

NO DISC ElMIN A TION
IN APPLYING DRAFT
Any Wrong Done Will,Be Righted, Secretary Baker Says.
(Associated Press Dispaich)

WASHINGTON, June 22. — When his
attention was balled today to reports that
draft boards in ome districts were being
accused of discriminating against colored drafted men, Secretary Baker
said:
"The war department will brook no discrimination, and any cases of alleged or
"uspected discrimination Drought to to
our attention will be irvestignted, and
any wrong done will be righted.
"I have heard that dralt boards in adjoining counties take a different view ot
practically identical facts with regard to
white men but I never heard of the
question being bought up with regard to
ro'ored men.
"The answer in all of these cases is
that a review is provided directly by the
president, and all that' is necessary for
anybody to do is to point it out to the
ivar department, and any grievance will
be investigated. If the draft board acts
unfairly we will correct its action."

Baker Approves
Sentences Imposei
Upon "Objectors"
Continued from page 1

—.

Denies Appeal to Twelve
Upton Privates Who
Refuse to Fight

EMBERS of the War Connril of. today: Left to right thcv arr. Maj..r-<i<iiiiKl K M Wiwn-rCoL Pien-e; Aunt. Servian- «r War rrowcll; Major-Oene'ral Crozh-r; (liarh* Shtr ..r the Shiin
piuR Board; Secretary of War Newton D. Baker; Major-Ueneral frowikr; «'•■!. V. S. (lrant Jr
ami tieneral Tasker H. Bliss.
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Only Plea Is They Have
Relatives in Enemy
Nations
WASHINGTON, June 17.—In approving to-day sentences ranging from
eighteen months to twenty years imprisonment, imposed by courts marital
upon twelve privates who refused military service at Camp Upton, New
York, and Camp Gordon, Georgia, Secretary Baker made it plain that the
War Department does not consider
these men as coming within th.e class
of conscientious objectors.
The men refused service solely because they were asked to fight against
Germany and Austria, in which countries most of theme claimed to have
relatives. Since they are not regarded
as conscientious objectors, they will
not have the right of a review of their
cases by the special board appointed to
hear appeals of such objectors.
Secretary Baker held with the courts
that, since the men were citizens of
the United States regularly inducted
into service under the selective service
law, they were in duty bound to fight
for the country and that they could
not select the country against which
they would bear arms.
"In my judgment," said Secretary
Baker's statement, "if after this war is
over, some process can be devised by
which these entirely undesirable citizens can be returned to the countries
of their preference, it would be highly
desirable from the point of view of
the United States.
Decision Approved
"I have not the least doubt as to
the propriety of the procedure in these

cases, nor am I uncertain as to the
correctness of the results reached.
"The soldiers in all these cases wergeither naturalized citizens of thi
United States or native citizens of the
United States, born of parents of coun
tries with which the United States ii
now at war. They were properly mer
bers of the army of the United Stat
pursuant to the selective draft la
. . . They were summoned before
proper officers of the army and askei
whether they would in fact fulfill thei
military obligations by fighting again
Germany and Austria in Europe.
"They all answered that they woulj
not. . . . There was the sani1
shuffling on the part of some of tty
soldiers as to what they meant by the!
answers, and some long-winded rcfinl
ments were undertaken to the effel
that some of them were willing to figlr
Germans and Austrians generally, bl
would not fight their own relative)
although they offered no explanatioi
ot the process by which they were go>
ing to discover whether particular Ger
mans and Austrians whom they wer
required to shoot at from long rang
happened to be related to them.
Blood Ties Very Strong
"In one of the records the soldie
claims to have an uncle, evidently to<
old to be in the military service oj
Austria, whom he once saw, and he hi
heard of ten or twelve other relative
in Austria, of some of whom he hi
seen photographs which must hai
been of a very persuasive characte
since they aroused in him, emotioi
of blood kinship strong enough to ove
come the obligations of his oath
allegiance as an American citizen.
"These men were full citizens of tl
United States, most of _ them by tl
voluntary act of naturalization. Th<
were full' citizens in the sense thi
they had equal rights and privilege
with all other citizens. They have als
equal responsibilities. Among thes
duties and responsibilities is to protec
the United States against all its ene
mies, domestic and foreign. No righ
is. extended to a naturalized citizen t(
pick and choose."
Twelve objectors were sentenced as
follows:
Hyman Polkes, fifteen years; Will
iam J. Seider, twenty years; Joseph
White, fifteen years; Anton ZsoldakJ
ten years; Julius Levinthal, eighteenj
months; Louis Silverman, ten years;;
Mayer Suffkind, ten years; Louis H.
Blumenthal, fifteen years; Samuel
Spire, five years; Paul Bauer, ten,
years; William Charles Schwab, twenty^
years, and Michael Ciupa, ten years. /
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otherwise have been our quota.
THEODOKE ROOSEVELT, patriot wifhnut illusions, is now reported as estimating at five million men the size
of the American army needed to do
the work this peace loving republic
has undertaken.
"Why limit it?"- asks President
WILSON ; and bis question is really
the answer. All these gentlemen are
right, the President especially. ABRAHAM IJTNCOLX, .when asked how long
a man's legs ought to be, recorded his
observation that they always should
be long eDough to reach the ground.
President WILSON, in similarly philosophical spirit, has grasped and formulated the great truth that Hie
size of our army should be the size
that can win the war.
The job of raising three, five, ten
million men if necessary seems simpler than it did a year ago. At the
beginning of .Tune 9 last j-ear we had
a military force of less than 10,000
officers and a little more than 200,000 enlisted men. A year later we
have about 125,000 officers, excluding all those who have not completed
their education; and we have more
than 1,500,000 enlisted men, counting
only those with at least three months
of Intensive training.
The War Department and Provost
Marshal-General CROWDER, to whom
belongs so much of the credit for the
successful operation of the draft laws,
may well be proud of this achievement ; the country is only beginning
to understand its magnitude. The
history of the world records no feat
of swift military organization comparable to that of which we have
seen the beginning but have not yet
witnessed the end.
The draft age now is from 21 to 31.
The number registering on June 5 on
coming of age and entering this class
was 744,364, about a quarter of a.
million less than had been estimated j
by experts in the mathematics of the
selective service. It is now manifest that for the job ahead the limits ;
of the present draft age will have to !
be raised or lowered, or both, to pro-!
Once the men needed. Congress is j
already considering this question. In j
a recent discussion of the subject ■
General ENOCH H. CROWDER estimated
at 3,087,063 the number of boys or
young men between "18 and 21 avail-1
able for the draft; and at 10,683,249 j
the number of men from 31 to 45. On j
the basis of former experience as to
the proportion of married men and
also as to the proportion of men physically and otherwise acceptable, he
saw in the two classes the possibility
of an additional army of 2,500,000
without reckoning the registrants of
1918 under the present law. On the
question of extending the draft age
up or down General CROWDER said:

more aggressively patriotic men would
toa withdrawn from civil life, thus unduly injuring the coming generation."

While we are not aware that either
Secretary BAKER or General CROWDER ]
has committed himself finally as be- j
tween raising or lowering the draft
age, it is generally assumed, from utterances lika the foregoing, that the
Provost Marshal-General is inclined
to reach first for the older men rather
than draw upon the class which has
not attained the age of 21.
On the other hand, both Senator
CHAMBERLAIN, chairman of the Senate Committee on Military Affairs,
and Representative KAHN of the
House Committee are reported as j
favorable to the idea of lowering the \
draft age to IS. If Secretary BAKKR'S opinion should coincide with
theirs in this respect. THE SUN believes that the Secretary's attitude
would meet with approval.
It seems to us that whether the
upper limit is raised to 36 years, ov
to 41 years, or even to 45 years, as
variously has been proposed, there is
no doubt of the expediency of lowering the inferior limit to 18 years.
As General CROWDER judiciously remarks, that will yield the sounder
and more pliable material. Tha country is full of boys of that age eager
to get into the service. We can apprehend no disastrous results to coming generations from withdrawing
temporarily from civil life these ardent and enthusiastic young Americans. ' Indeed, we believe that both
the country and themselves will be
better off for their inclusion in the
selective service of America ; and their
inclusion at: this time will establish
the precedent for that which is bound
to come if the existence of our republic is to be safeguarded in the future, namely, a system of universal
military training.
We do not regard the age of 18 as
too young, in the case of any American boy otherwise available for the
service, either for the beginning of
military training in time of pence or
for the beginning of intensive training in time of war for the actual
fighting operations of war.

Baker Not to Oppose Extension
of Limits by Congress.
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This means that after Class 1 is exhausted Gen. Crowder favors getting
men physically fit and without dependents over 31 before taking men with
dependents, &c. from classes 2, 3 and 4.
Gen. Crowder expects that all the 2,420,000 of Class 1 will be exhausted by the
end of the present year. So far 1,347,000
have already been called into service.

In No Way Bestricted.

Secretary Baker told Gen. Crowder
ADVOCATED BY GEN. CROWDER not to feel in any way restricted in giving the Senate military affairs committee his frank judgment, together with
and figures upon which that judgAfter Class 1 Is Exhausted, Inclines facts
ment was based. It is not the custom
to Draw on Men 19 to 36.
to restrict army officers any way in
their testimony before congressional
committees, but in the interest of govSaw Baker Before Stating His Views
ernmental team work' it is sometimes
to Congress—No Immediate legisadvisable for an officer to know in adlation Likely, as Exhaustion Is Not vance whether his testimony is going to
go counter to policies already deterImminent — Italian Ambassador
mined or decided upon.
The effect of Mr. Baker's announceSees Secretary of War on Particiment that he would not oppose the
pation of V. S. Forces in Italy.
judgment of Congress on the draft age
question at once removes the prospect
By ALBERT W. FOX.
of opposition by the administration and
permits this question to be threshed
(Copyright, 1918. by Washington Post Co.)
out openly and decided by the concenTwo events of possible far-reaching
sus of the nation's opinion, as reflected
importance happened at the "War Deat the Capitol. There is plenty of time
partment within a few minutes of each
for consideration, as Class 1 will not be
other yesterday afternoon.
At half
exhausted this year and the flo%v of
past 4 Count V. Macchl di Cellere, the
man power to Europe will continue for
Italian Amba8sador, went Into confermonths before this matter has to be
ence with Secretary of War Baker—the j definitely decided.
result of this conference may be evl- I
Indicates an Extension.
dent in the near future—and shortly i
Nevertheless,
Mr. Baker's statement
thereafter Mr. Baker, In response to Inwill be taken in many quarters as an
quiry, explained to the newspaper men
indication that the draft age limits will
that he would not oppose any action by
be extended either during the present
Congress looking to extend the draft
session of Congress or immediately after Congress reassembles in December.
age limit.
Representative Kahn, ranking ReThere Is no connection between the
publican member of the House committwo incidents, but each may have distee, favors raising the age limit up to
45 at once and Chairman Chamberlain,
tinct importance. The news that Mr.
of the Senate military affairs commitBaker has modified his position sometee, Is inclined to agree with him.
what with respect to the draft age
Secretary Baker declined to discuss
limit is highly Important because of its
his conference with the Italian Ambassador,
but again made it clear that
possible future effect on so many thouhe would not feel at liberty to make
sands—if not hundreds of thousands—
any announcement concerning Ameriof able-bodied American fighting men
can troops to Italy until they had actually reached there.
over 31.
The plan to have American troops
Beady to Yield Judgment.
participate with the allies on this front
is in line with this nation's policy to
Secretary Baker's position now reshare the military responsibilities with
futes the theory of that famous
France, Great Britain and Italy on the
Frenchman de la Rochefoucault, who
Italian front, as well as on the present
front in France and Belgium. Italian
remarked that one is always ready to
troops are cooperating fwith French,
distrust one's memory, but never one's
British and Americans ork the western
judgment. Mr. Baker's Judgment has
front now and it is regarded as only
logical that Americans,
as well
as
been that it would be better to stay
French and British, should cooperate
within the prescribed age limit of 21
with the Italians in Italy.
to 31, but if the judgment of Congress
Probably the first announcement
concerning American forces in Italy
is otherwise, he is ready to consider
will refer to a relatively small body of
yielding the point.
troops but It will b» the nucleus for
It appears that after Secretary Bakmore to come.
er's statement to the newspaper correspondents last week that the question
of extending the age limit had not been
considered by him at all, Provost Marshal General Crowder came to him to
say that he had been asked to appear
before the Senate military affairs committee on the matter of the draft age
limit.

Favored by Gen. Crowder.
Gen. Crowder's views were not in
harmony with those of Mr. Baker, and
the former told the Secretary he had no
desire to embarrass the War Department's policy and feared, perhaps, that
his testimony might tend to do so. Gen.
Crowder Is known to favor in principle
an extension of the draft age limit after
Class 1 is exhausted, but he has not
stated that he favors extending it from
18 to 45. Probably 10 to 36 would be
more in line with Gen. Crowder's judgment.
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There are times in the course of heated
argument and the outpourings of perfervid oratory when the proponents of a
given cause prove too much, with the natural result that the cause receives a shock
from which it is slow to recover. Thus it
was on the historic occasion when Mr.
O'Toole successfully defended the claims
of the low, dank cafe as being the poor
man's club, said contention being nobly j
bolstered up by Mr. O'Flaherty's subse- I
quent assertion that if there were no saloons there- would be no poor men.
Something of a similar nature is to be
found in the reasons given by a group of
"conscientious objectors" for refusing to
wear the uniform of the army of liberty
or to bear arms against the enemies of
freedom. The sentences of these overly
scrupulous gentry to terms of imprisonment ranging from eighteen months to
twenty years have been approved by Secretary of War Baker, who goes even further by suggesting that after the war they
be deported to the countries for which
they evince such a tender yearning.
But it is the basis of their objections
which seems to have been most repugnant
to Mr. Baker, as probably was the case
with the membership of the courts-martial which passed upon the cases of the
twelve recalcitrant privates who refused
military service. Their "long-winded refinements" did not involve religious predilections, but a Teluctance to fight against
relatives now in the Teuton and Austrian
armies. One of these youths, born in the
United States, was hampered by the
knowledge that he had an uncle In Austria whom he had never seen. That was
enough, so much thicker is blood than water, especially when a U-boat is liable to
bob up in the latter element almost anywhere in the course of the passage abroad.
The United States government has been
exceptionally considerate of genuine religious convictions where war service is
concerned. It offers the alternative of a
character of service to those who are opposed to actual fighting that will enable
them to perform other important and valuable duties. The evidence is overwhelming, however, that the interest Of this particular crew was exclusively engrossed in
that portion of humanity frequently referred to as "No. .1." Their concern with
respect to remote ancestors appears to
have been in direct ratio to the personal
danger involved. Under dire stress of circumstances of universal war, and in the
absence of other collateral relationship to
fall back upon, these "conscienceless objectors" doubtless would be found lining
up with Mark Twain at the grave of Adam
shedding ineffectual tears over his untimely cutting off.
Tfc~ D
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Cry of Politics in
Army Stirred by
Ohio Appointment

1ST BASEBALL
Respite

Baker's Elevation of
Guardsman to Colonelcy
Causes Resentment

Likely to

Be

Given

Major Leagues Until End
of Season on Account

Il

* Special Dispatcli to The Tribune)
WASHINGTON, June .20.—Over the 1
j protest of the Chief .of Staff and other
i high officers of the army, Secretary of
j War Baker has commissioned Adjutant
! General Robert H. Wood, of the Na| tional Guard) Ohio, a colonel and as; signed hint to command a regiment of j,
j the Ohio National Guard in the 37th
I Division, soon to see service in France.
Wood's appointment,, which is attrib! uted in some quarters to pressure exi erted by Governor Cox, of Ohio, is said
| in army circles to lay the War Secre' tary open to the charge of permitting
1 politics to be injected into the army.
The .appointment of Wood to a
I colonelcy recalled the unsuccessful efforts of Governor Cox to have him appointed a major general to command
the Ohio troops at the time they were
called into the Federal service. Owing
to Wood's lack of military training and
experience, the War Department at
that time dismissed him from consideration as a division commander.
Wood's friends, headed by Governor
Cox, persisted in their advocacy, however, and Secretary Baker finally re] ferred Wood's application to the-Geni eral Staff.
i! General Staff officers reported to the
Chief of Staff, General March, that
! Wood was clearly unqualified for such
a command. They pointed out that he
had not served in a higher rank than
■ captain in active service during the
! Spanish war and then never actually
j commanded troops in the field.
It was likewise reported that Wood
had no knowledge of present-day war! fare and that he lacked essentials for
'. commanding a regiment of 3,600 men.
! General March reported accordingly to
j Secretary Baker and recommended that
if it seemed necessary to commission
him that he be given the rank of cap■ tain and assigned to a replacement orj ganization for service in the United
! States.
The commissioning of Wood as
colonel and his assignment to a regii; ment in the 37th Division, by direct
orders of the Secretary of War. when
:
announced to-day, caused general reI sentment in army circles. This feeling
! is all the more apparent because. Wood
| is to displace Colonel E. R. Gibson, a
regular army officer of long experience
.' in handling troops.
Although practically every adjutant
; "< general of the National Guard has rei quested active service, the elevation of
Wood to a colonelcy is the first time
1
a commission above the rank of major
i has been authorized. Care also has
! been taken by the department to avoid
i placing the former adjutant generals j
! in command of troops, all being as- j
I signed to the staff corps.
More than 100. colonels of the Na- |
tional Guard have been separated
; from the service for lack of military
| knowledge or for physical disqualiiica! tions.

of Investment.
(Special to The World.)
WASHINGTON, June SO.—A final
decision is expected by to-morrow on,
certain features of the "Work or
Fight" rales which have been put up
to Secretary Baker.
The o.der goes into effect July i,
and Provost Marshal Gen. Crowder
Has been bombarded with inquiries
for specific interpretation, touching
certain occupations which may or
may not be non-useful under the new
regulations.
..
"
Foremost among the questions to
be settled by a specific ruling is that
relating to professional baseball
players. Many of the larger minor
leagues have made plans to quit-before the end of their regular schedules in anticipation of an adverse
decision. These leagues have been
trying for some time to get an expression from Gen. Crowder, but tha
questions involved was of such a
character that the final decrsiou has
been left to Secretary Baker. Gen.
Crowder submitted a recommendation
but it has not been made public.
The best information obtainable tonight indicates that baseball will be
classified as a non-usetul occupation,
although the major leagues may be
given a respite until the end of the
present season. If this view is taken
and additional time is allowed, it will
be because of the large property investments involved.
Other knotty questions to be de? cided by the Provost Marshal Gent era.! is whether chauffeurs, travelling
j salesmen, managers of department
stores and male musicians in motiou
picture orchestras can be dispensed
with.
The original "work or fight order
applied, to men in domestic service,
and it is probable that a great many
chauffeurs will fall within this classification unless given immunity by a
specific ruling.
No hint is obtainable as to what the
decision will be on travelljn^^alesmen, departmenfstore managers and
motion picture musicians.
The "work or fight" order has
worked like a charm, according to reI ports, and it will not be necessary to
impress into the army many of those
heretofore in non-useful occupations.
From all sections reports show there
is a rush on the part of these men to
get into productive employments.
The Provost Marshal General has
ordered a thorough combing of the
lists of registrants employed m the
shipyards. Information has been received that many professional ballplayers have been beating the draft
by obtaining employment with shipbuilding plants.
Small baseball
i leagues have sprung up around the
' shipbuilding districts, and it is stated
that many of the former professional
iplayers are dividing their time, between shipyard work and ball playing
for compensation. The lists of the
emergency fleet corporation are being
combed for these men who are not j
bonafide shipworkers.
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American Troops Soon Will Fight in Italy;
Ambassador di Cellere Confers With Baker
Special to The New York Times.

WASHINGTON, June 18.—American fighting troops will he sent
to the Italian front at an early date, but the War Department is
not yet ready, for military reasons, to indicate the details of the
movement, or state when or how many American soldiers will be
devoted to this movement.
That the troops would be sent became assured late this afternoon, after Count di Cellere, the Italian Ambassador, had visited
the War Department for a' conference with Secretary Baker. Mr.
Baker would not disclose the matters considered in this conference
or say that the use of American troops had been discussed with the
Ambassador, but when asked regarding the sending of American
troops to Italy he stated:
" The unity of purpose of the Allies, it is thought, will be exemplified by their being on all fronts, elements of all armies. It
is known there are Italians on the French front and British on the
Italian front, and the appearance of Americans, however small the
number, on the Italian front would show the unity of purpose."
Major Gen. March, the Chief of Staff, also authorized the statement today that the 32d National Guard Division, consisting of
Michigan and Wisconsin troops, was now in the Alsace sector. His
announcement read:
" There is now no military objection to making public the fact
that the 32d Division of the army is now fighting in Alsace on German soil."
It has been previously announced that American troops are
fighting in Picardy, also northwest of Chateau-Thierry, in the Champagne section, in the Woevre, in the Toul sector, and on the Lorraine front.
The S2d Division was trained in Texas under Major Gen. William G. Haan, and was under his command when it left America.
It is composed of Michigan and Wisconsin troops.

BAKER DISCUSSES AID
FOR ITALY WITH ENVOY
Each Ally May Have Troops
on Every Front to
Prove Solidarity
WASHINGTON, June 18.—Count V.
Macchi di Cellere, the Italian Ambassador, called on Secretary Baker
to-day, and it is understood that the
recently announced decision to send
American troops to Italy was discussed.
Leaders of all the Allied Governments, as well as officials here, have
felt that no better way of demonstrating to the world that the nations
at war with Germany and Austria are
a single force with a single purpose
could be devised than to have each
nation represented in the armies on
each front.
Italian troops are in France, forming a part of the international reserves at Gen. Foch's disposal, while
French and British Armies now are
aiding in stemming the Austrian
drive. There is nothing to indicate
that it is proposed to send to Italy
an American force that would be in
itself a very important military factor on a front where men by the millions are engaged, but, on the other
hand, it will be sufficient to make it
obvious both to the Italian Army and
people that the United States is prepared to go to any extent to aid the
common victory.
There is always a possibility that
the Italian front will become a centre
of assault against the Teutons' forces.
Officials here, before the Italian retreat last fall, saw great possibilities in a strategic way in shifting the
front of attack to Italy.
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NEW ARMY CHIEF CENSOR

—.
Gen. Mclntyre Relieved, and Col.
Marlborough Churchill to
Have Charge.
WASHINGTON, June 21 (by A. P.).—
Army censorship is to be placed directly under the Military Intelligence
Section of the General Staff, It was
learned to-day, with Col. Marlborough Churchill, head of the section, as
Chief Censor. Major-Gen. Frank Mclntyre, who has acted as Chief Censor, will be relieved of that duty and
continued in his post as Chief of tho
| Bureau of Insular Affairs.
The duties of, the Chief Censor inelude passing judgment on questions
submitted to the Department in connection with the voluntary censorship
observed by the press.
The transfer, it was officially explained, is one of the coordination
measures being worked out under orders from General March, Chief of
Staff. It was felt that the functions
of censorship have been too widely
separated under various offices, when
they might naturally be centralized
in the Bureau of Military Intelligence
General Mclntyre's detail as press
censor was made when Col.' Douglas
McArthur was relieved to join a division going abroad. Increased importance of the Military Intelligence Division is indicated by the Information
received to-day that Col. Churchill will
be included among the officers to be
nominated soon for promotion to
brigadiers.

FATAL EXPLOSION
NEAR BAKER PARTY
~7

~

.

Two Soldiers Killed When Bomb
Goes Off Prematurely at
Aberdeen, Md.
BALTIMORE, June 21 (by A. P.).—Two
soldiers were killed and a third severely injured by the premature explosion
of a trench-mortar bomb at the army
proving-grounds at Aberdeen, Md.,
yesterday. Secretary Baker and several ordnance officers were standing
less than 300 yards away at the time,
but, as the explosion occurred in a
bomb-proof enclosure, none of the party was endangered, it was declared at
the proving-grounds to-day.

Secretary Baker announces that American troops in France
now number more than 700,000.
Those in action this week distinguished themselves by skill
and valor which won highest praise from statesmen and military
commanders of Franee and Great Britain,
German rulers, worried for the morale of Germany, still try
to" minimize the growing strength of the Yanks, but now admit
publicly that the number in France "may be 500,000."
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New Draft Age Limits.

It appears probable that the selective
draft law will soon be amended as to age
limits so that several million additional
men will be included within its scope. No
definite recommendations have yet been
made by the War Department, although
Secretary Baker has intimated that he no
longer opposes a raise in the age limit.
The suggestion has been made that the ,
age limit be lowered to 19 years on the
one side and raised to 4 5 years on the
other. Before the department will deliver
an opinion on this plan Secretary Baker
is having an investigation made as to the
effect it would have upon the industrial
situation. No doubt there exists a very
strong sentiment in favor of including unmarried men above 31 years old in the
draft rather than taking married men within the present statutory limits. But if the :
government were to reach out for men of !
45, it must first be determined whether
the industrial situation will be unfavorably affected. It would be considered poor
policy to draft men of that age into the
military service if by so doing it crippled
the railroads or any of the essential industries engaged upon war work.
The War Department's original recommendations relating to the draft favored
the inclusion of men of 19, but the House
military committee opposed the limit being placed so low and the House itself
very emphatically sustained this view.
Congress then displayed a strong aversion
to taking men under 21, and unless that
sentiment has undergone' a material
change it will be difficult now to reduce
the age limit to that point, even if it
should be raised to 45 years on the opposite side.
In view of the fact that Class 1 will be
exhausted this year, a revision of the age
limits appears quite probable. Either more
single men must be brought within the
scope of that class or the War Department will have to begin calling men from
the lower classes where the registrants
have greater responsibilities. Some action
upon the subject seems necessary.
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New Draft Age Limits.
It appears probable that the selective
draft lav/ will soon be amended as to age
limits so that several million additional i
men will be included within its scope. No i
definite recommendations have yet been !
made by the War Department, although i
Secretary Baker has intimated that he no i
longer opposes a raise in the age limit.
The suggestion has been made that the ,
age limit be lowered to 19 years on the
one side and raised to 45 years on the
other. Before the department will deliver
an opinion on this plan Secretary Baker
is having an investigation made as to the
effect it would have upon the industrial
situation. No doubt there exists a very
strong sentiment in favor of including unmarried men above 31 years old in the
draft rather than taking married men within the present statutory limits. But if the
government were to reach out for men of
45, it must first be determined whether
the industrial situation will be unfavorably affected. It would be considered poor
policy to draft men of that age into the
military service if by so doing it crippled
the railroads or any of the essential Industries engaged upon war work.
The War Department's original recommendations relating to the draft favored
the inclusion of men of 19, but the House
military committee opposed the limit being placed so low and the House itself
very emphatically sustained this view.
Congress then displayed a strong aversion
to taking men under 21, and unless that
sentiment has undergone ■ a material
change it will be difficult now to reduce
the age limit to that point, even if it
should be raised to 45 years on the opposite side.
In view of the fact that Class 1 will be
exhausted this year, a revision of the age
limits appears quite probable. Either more
single men must be brought within the
scope of that class or the War Department will have to begin calling men from
the lower classes where the registrants
have greater responsibilities. Some action
upon the subject seems necessary.

At DODSLEY'S
"We seem to see our flag unfurled,
The champion waiting in his place
For the last battle of the world,
The Armageddon of the race."
—Whittier.
The intelligent
industry of a
journalist and a civil servant at
Washington has preserved from forgetfulness, the materials for a valuable volume concerning the war.
It would appear that Mr. Newton R.
Baker, the Secretary of War of the
United States, has been delivering a
number of addresses, occasional in
character, at.various places; and as
he .speaks without notes, and has no
care for more than the momentary
publicity, these addresses would have
been lost had they not, with commendable forethought and industry,
been collected by Mr. Ralph Hayes
and Dr. Keppel, and published in a
most readable volume.
We should.'be inclined tc call it an
exceedingly valuable contribution of
American thought to the story of the
development of the war spirit in the
United States.
The personal history of Mr. Newton Baker is probably not known to many people in
Canada.
His birthplace was in
Virginia; he is forty-seven years
old; has had education in two
universities; has had some experience in official life; has been a lawyer, of considerable experience in
Cleveland, Ohio, of which place he
has been a progressive mayor, and
no doubt has had many other experience.; in life about which we
Know nothing.

blistered the souls of people who
sang it. We have chosen otherwise.
We are singing no song of conquest;
we are singing the songs that express our love for our own country;
we are singing the hymns that daily
lead us to justice; we are singing
the songs of charity and helpfulness.
We have done what we have done
With a proper and helpful development of those powers which the -Almighty has granted us. . . . We
sing songs in many languages, but
all of them on the same theme.
When this war is over, I 'can imagine that upon, many a hillside in
Prance, Italy, Great Britain, upon a
summer's evening there will be
heard full-throated from the hearts
of the people of those countries, America's patriotic songs sung in
memory of these days of glorious
co-operation. When our boys come
back from .France, and have accomplished the mission which they are
to accomplish there, our schools, our
choral societies, will sing, not as an
exhibition of a type of music, but as
an expression of a great experience,
patriotic songs of these countries
with which we 'are now allied." This
ingenious and eloquent variant upon the German Song of Hate must
have appealed greatly to his audience at the national capital, where
occasions such as the one in question meet with so much favor. The
National Song Day will probably
become an annual festival, and will
cause a periodical outpouring of patriotic sentiment with an international object. We can wish it every j
success.

When he was chosen by the President as Secretary of War, he was of
ripe age, and much experience, and
highly qualified, one would say, for
almost any ordinary cabinet office,
ex-eept that of Secretary of War, for
there is in his record nothing to
show that he had military experience,
even of an amateur kind. Nevertheless, this volume shows him to be an
admirable speaker, a scholarly man,
a courageous cabinet officer, and full
of knowledge of the details of the
departmental work he had been
chosen to perform. Like President
Wilson, he has been patient under
criticism; but he has not chosen to
be always silent, and has faced all
the critics, many of them men of
light and leading, at the proper
time, and in a singularly acute and
eloquent manner.
He may not
have used notes, but he has obviously
studied his subjects, and has delivered his addresses in a direct and
logical style that is" suggestive of
Dryden. It is always riskful to say
that a man is a student of any particular school, but we are greatly
mistaken if Mr. Baker is not a reader
of-Dryden's prose works.

The next extract exhibits some of
the practical difficulties met with by
the Government at the outset. The
War Department having been approached to outfit in many colleges,
etc., camps for training students'
corps with a view to encouraging
enlistment, Mr. Baker at a gathering
of college presidents at Washington
spoke to the meeting as follows:
"The problem presented by those
applications was this—that we are
not now dealing with an army of
two or three hundred thousand men
We are about to deal with an army
of a million and a half of men; and
the mills and manufactories in this,
country which are equipped and experienced in making army supplies
and equipment are too few to turn
out the supplies necessary for this
larger force.
We, therefore, have
this added burden—that instead of
going out into a customary market
to buy usual supplies, we must go
into an unfamiliar market, go clean
back to the raw material in all likelihood and persuade persons who
have not hitherto manufactured the
■—f—'
The peculiar position of a mem- sort of things we ■ desire to have, to
ber of the cabinet at Washington is divest their energies from .their noramusingly indicated by Mr. Hayes. mal domestic production! into the
He" is, in days of peace, superin- productions necessary for the War
tendent of public buildings
and Department. That, of course, pregrounds in the District of Columbia, sented to us the problem of where we
president of the Panama Railway, are going to get the necessary equipchairman of the National Forest Re- ment of uniforms, clothing and other
j servation Commission, superinten- sorts of supplies which this large
dent of cleaning and repairing the army will need; and it necessitates a
Statue of Liberty, administrator of very parsimonious and husbanding
the laws relating to national ceme- treatment of such supplies as we
teries, overseer of/ bridge construc- have or which are in immediate
tion on national streams, and "has a prospect." Then the question of the
multitude of other pastoral functions
officers demanded by the college
that have not the slightest relationtraining camps.
The Government
ship to the great god Mars." This
needed something like 20,000 new
is the way in which the United
States "contrives to get along" (as officers for the training of the first
we are sometimes toid by constitu- 300,000 men; and no officers, or not
tional pundits of the sixpenny kind), many, could be spared for any, but
The
on such a small number of cabinet the most pressing purposes.
officers—by heaping on them incon- wonder is that the college presidents
gruous duties which they are not ex- did not foresee this reply; but at
pected to perform and which serve least they acquiesced in it.
only the purpose of multiplying the
in describing the causes of the
occasions of political attack. A few war, Mr. Baker does not mince his
more cabinet ministers, say a dozen words nor minimize his feelings.
or so, might be added with advan- Speaking to a citizens' meeting at
tage.
Georgetown. Virginia, he said: "This
Even now in war-time when he is not the place for me to describe
may' be disposed to shed the re- what I believe to be the cause of it;
sponsibility for many of the minor arid yet if I am permitted to put that
official duties, he is much occupied. cause in a sentence, it is, because a
"He fights a nation's battles, he certain group of nations have set
hears its censure and sometimes its gain above God, have set national
praise; he is the subject of smoking- aggrandizement and aggression above
car debate, and congressional in- national righteousness and fair
quiry. Within the bounds of No dealing. As a consequence of that,
Man's Land, a people today shut off we have witnessed an increasing
from civilization by the ingrained savagery of war; so that it is no
iniquity of its rulers, seeks to fa- longer a question of even, the most
thom his plans and measure his po- modern science in the art of warfare,
tentialities. ' In , Everyman's
he with, an aim and purpose to ameteaches into myriad homes; and ev- liorate its severity, and protect the
en" as she wipes away her farewell innocent, but a' complete, surrender
tear, each sweetheart and mother to the bestial. As'they have it now,
and wife "wonders how he will care it is no longer a contest of bodies
&6t her boy," Under such a stress of men against bodies of men.i#"» no
public and private criticism Mr, Ba- longer an open conflict upon a fair to the earth the sky. and the watfc&r has to bear up. He has not had J p]anej where genius and'strategy and ers under the earth." He repeats this
ihe professional training, the inner courage work out a national problem. opinion and advice several times in
ited experience, the departmental But it is,, in part at least, the the course of these addresses, and
traditions of the other Allied na- assassination by sea and slaughter by urges upon the engineering schools
itijiins, with wh'om preparation for air, and the killing of women and and societies the need for careful
war and the training of soldiers children. It is the casual pitiless training of the young, under their
have been the everyday affair of slaughter of the unoffending and the influence in every branch of the
cMituries. He has had to improvise defenceless."
profession which has the least relaan army as he improvises his
tion to war.
Hie
war
The technical aspect of
speeches', and it is surely an element
Finally, in an address before the
of genius that he does it so well. is- as carefully discussed as the
Ini'less the. .editors have exhibited military. He dwells very strongly Senate Military Affairs Committee
another element of genius by adding upon the engineering side of the or. January 28, 1918, Mr. Baker
scholarship and logic and eloquence conflict. "It may not be inappropri- covered with care and skill, in a
—which we do not doubt their abil- ate for me to say as a truism, that manner quite unequalled, that we
ity to do, but have no reason to sus- never before in the history of the know of, in any of the public adof public men, every detail
pect them of doing—this is one of world has science and engineering dresses
f
the most impressive and suggestive been as vital to conquest in war as o the preparations, the policy, the
volumes concerning the war that we it is now. The headquarters of a responsibilities, of the Government
have encountered. A few extracts general "in the field is now com- and its various departments. A perposed, not merely of adjutants and usal oE this address would make a
will justify our appreciation.
couriers of a military character, but valuable addition to the knowledge
•-Thus on the occasion of the first every commanding general, I sup- of every responsible public man in
"Jfational Community Song Day" at pose, in this war, is surrounded by- any country engaged on the side of
Washington on December 9th. 1017 scientists and engineers, and no the Allies in this war. Finally we
—a:i occasion which wo confess to important military operation can feel compelled to express a sense of
having overlooked, Mr. Baker said: now be undertaken upon what were chagrin at having been largely ig•'£>tr adversary began a war upon at one time purely military consul- i norant until the publication of this
mankind with a Seng of Hate. It erations; there must be concerted, I volume, of the brilliant powers of
came like a ,-hildish, impotent ex- fox the guidance of the commanding I this very remarkable man. U. J. G.
pression of feeble purpose, but it general, scientific data with regard

Secretary Baker Upholds Sentences.
Mr. Baker's comments on these records follow :
"I return herewith papers connected with the records
of thirteen trials by general court-martial convened at
Camp Upton, N.Y., in the 77th Division, and at Camp
- Gordon, Ga., in the 82d Division. I have not the least
doubt as to the propriety of the procedure in these cases,
nor am I uncertain as to the correctness of the results
reached. The soldiers in all of these cases were either
naturalized citizens of the United States, or native citizens of the United States born of parents from countries
with which the United States is now at war. They were
properly members of the Army of the United States pursuant to the operation of the Selective Service law.
Doubt rfrose in the minds of their respective commanders,
from some source, as to their loyalty. They were thereupon summoned before proper officers of the Army and
asked whether they would, in fact, fulfill their military
obligations by fighting against Germany and Austria in
Europe. They all answered that they would not. They
were thereupon brought to trial by court-martial. Proper
evidence was introduced in each case, judgments of
guilty and appropriate sentences followed. There was
some shuffling on the part of some of the soldiers as to
what they meant by their answer, and some long-winded
refinements were undertaken to the effect that some of
them were willing to fight Germans and Austrians generally, but would not fight their own relatives, although
they offered no explanation of the process by which they
were going to discover whether particular Germans and
Austrians whom they were required to shoot at from long
range happened to be related to them.
"The whole issue in these records is attenuated beyond
endurance. In one of the records the soldier claims to
have an uncle, evidently too old to be in the military
service of Austria, whom he once saw, and he has heard
of ten or twelve other relatives whom he has in Austria,
and of some of whom he has seen photographs, which
must have been of a very persuasive character since they
aroused in him emotions of blood kinship strong enough
to overcome the obligations of his oath of allegiance as
an American citizen.
"It was manifestly proper for the officers in these cases
to call these men in and question them, and I have no
patience with the suggestion that such an inquiry was
inquisitorial. As a matter of fact, the principle of the
law of evidence which forbids inquiry of an accused is
obsolescent and ought to be obsolete. It would not be
retained in our law, but for the fact that such inquiries
used to result in torture, and even in modern times are
carried to the point of mental torture, if not physical
violence. But, quite apart from that and whatever may
be the sound procedure in.civil and criminal proceedings,
the Army of a country cannot be allowed to be infiltrated
with men with desertion and treason in their hearts, if
it can be discovered; nor are military commanders required to wait until the overt act of desertion or treason in the face of the enemy has taken place. The consequences of such delay are too serious and affect too
many innocent persons to give any soldier meditating
such act exemption from inquiry. It is obvious that
entirely loyal and innocent soldiers might be killed, an
army cheeked, and a nation destroyed by a sufficient number of such persons, and a military commarder who did
not take the very reasonable steps shown by these records
to prevent such a catastrophe would be blameworthy in
the highest degree.
"Nor have 1 any doubt as to the propriety of the convictions and the sentences imposed. These men were full
citizens of the United States, most of them by the voluntary act of naturalization. They were full citizens in
the sense that they have equal rights and privileges with
all other citizens. They have also equal responsibilities.
When they were clothed with citizenship, the Government annexed no "ifs" nor "ands." It did not say that
they should have the protection of certain clauses of the
Constitution of the United States and be denied others,
but it gave them all rights and privileges of American
citizenship, and they in turn assumed all the duties and
responsibilities of that status. Among these duties and
responsibilities, is to protect the United States against
all of its enemies, domestic and foreign. No right is
extended to a naturalized citizen to pick and choose, to
say that he will fight the Japanese, or the French or
the British, but will not fight the Germans or the Austrians. The oath of allegiance in terms excludes mental
reservations on the part of the applicant, and is explicit
in the use of the inclusive phrase 'all enemies, domestic
and foreign.'
"These men have, therefore, frankly declined to perform that part of the contract whereby they have enjoyed
the large benefits of American citizenship. If they could
decline to perform this duty they could decline to continue in a battle, because, in their judgment, it would be
better to stop; they could decline to pay taxes; they
could decline to recognize amd respect the rights of others
to life, liberty and the pursuit- of happiness. In other
words, it is simply inadmissible that any such election
shall be left in the citizen, and when an attempted
election is made involving the country, the punitive
processes of such discipline as is herein proposed arc th»
only available correction. In my judgment the sentences
should be executed, and if after this war is over some
process can be devised by which these entirely undesirable citizens can be returned to the countries of their
preference it would be highly desirable from the point of
view of the safety of the United States.
"NEWTON D. BAKEB, Secretary of War."
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The Blessing of Sacrifice

IN an address delivered at Liberty
Hut in Philadelphia, on his return
from Prance recently, Secretary of
War Newton D. Baker gave a presentation of the spiritual issues of the great
struggle. He said:
"I don't know whether it is true that
there is any such thing as cosmic psychology, or that the composite thing
that may be called the cosmic thought
of the world ever gets itself focused
and made audible for all to hear, but
I do firmly believe that if we all in the
United States intend that the right shall
prevail, and will it with our whole being,
there would be a tremendous stimulation and strengthening of the part of
our effort which is represented by our
army in France.
"I heard of an incident which seemed
to me very beautiful. In order to
expedite and hasten the application of
America's military power as an addition to that already there, we are
brigading our troops with Fronch and
British divisions in order that they may
rapidly acquire the actual experience
of the front line. A group of our soldiers
were in the front line trench for their
first training in actual warfare, and a
Regular Army officer whose name I
dare not mention, but known, perhaps,
to many people here, spent the whole
night walking along in that front line
trench in the dark, touching men on
the shoulder, asking them how they got
along, giving them a word of cheer and
encouragement. It was their first baptism of actual fire, and they were raided
that night and acquitted themselves
brilliantly. The next day, when some

of their officers were sitting around the
ho
mess exchanging experiences and telling frankly liow they had felt when,
in the loneliness of the advance outpost
and in the darkness of a moonless night,
they heard the adversary attack, one
man spoke up and said: 'Early in the
night this officer (naming him) came
through the trenches and put his hand
on my shoulder and said, "Captain,
how is everything here?" and I told him,
"Will." And he patted me on the
shoulder a couple of times and said,
"Good! Hold them!" 'And,' he said,
.'the oGcer disappeared up the trench,
but all night long when the fight grew
fast and furious, and when strange and
hitherto unexperienced sensations were
crowding thick around, and I was disposed to feel lonely and unfamiliar and
to doubt whether I was equal to that
responsibility, all night long I could
feel that hand on my shoulder, and a
voice saying, "Hold them."'
"We must put our hands on the
shoulders of those boys in the trenches.
They hear what goes on in America;
they hear what we are talking about;
they learn whether our hearts are as
stout as theirs; they learn to know
whether we see the big things which
they see, and when opportunities come
for America to express her spirit, and
she does express it, as she always has
in this war, in certain and clear and
vigorous and firm and decided terms
and tones, they hear it, and it is a hand
on their shoulder on the dark and moonless nights, and it is the voice of their
friends and their country saying to
them, 'Hold them!' "

TUESDAY, JUNE 25, 1918.
SECRETARY BAKER'S SON
YOUNGEST"VOLUNTEER"
"Jack" Baker, Bon of! the Secretary
of War, Is the latest, as well as the
youngest, "volunteer" employe at the
War Department. He Is less than ten
years of age and has not yet attained
the dignity of long "pants." Determined to do his "bit" for his country, he Anally persuaded his father to
permit him to "help out" at the War
Department. The result Is that he is ]
the special messenger of the War I
Secretary and is kept busy oarrying
messages to all parts of the big State,
War and Navy building. Se receives
pin money from his father, but no pay,
from the government, and gets lots
of pleasure out of his work despite
the fact that it means the entire loss
of hia summer school vacation.

Two-thirds of 900,000 American Soldiers
in France Are Combat Troops, Says Baker

Vt,Vj(4^-Mv
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"y^ASHINGTON, June 25.—Between 65 and 70 per dent, of the 900,000 American soldiers who have been sent to France are actual
combat troops, Secretary Baker said to-day.
"These figures are
necessarily rough estimates," he said, "Naturally I would not care to
deal with specific figures in this connection."
Mr. Baker called attention to the fact that to-morrow will be the
anniversary of the landing of the first American division in France.
"I regard the achievements of the past year as entirely satisfactory,"
he said.
V.
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Mr. Baker Congratulates
Italian Army for Driving
Back the Austrian Forces
■ The follotcing congratulatory
message has teen cabled by the
Secretary of War to t/ie American ambassador at Rome with a
request that it be delivered to
the Italian Minister of War:
" Your Excellency: The people of the United States are
watching with enthusiasm and
admiration the splendid exploits of the great army of
Italy in resisting and driving
back the enemy forces which
recently undertook a major
offensive on the Italian front.
I take great pleasure in tendering my own hearty congratulations, and would be
most happy to have a message of greeting and congratulation transmitted to Gen.
Diaz and his brave soldiers.
Newton D. Baker, Secretary
of War of the United States."
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Baker Admits
OrderGagging
Hearst Critics
Secretary Declares That
Restriction Applied to
All Papers
(SjwcioJ Dispatch to Ths TTOWM)
WASHINOTOX, June 25.—Secretary
Baker to-day accepted the charge
brought against him by Dr. James A. B.
Seherer, who resigned from the Council of National Defence because, he
said, the Secretary of War had forbidden members of that body to, criticise
the loyalty of the Hearst newspapers.
Mr. Baker admitted that after Hearst
agents had complained to him of Dr.
Sehsrer's attacks, he had issued a general orfer instrnctnjK council members
to refrain from 'attacking a^y newspaper.
The Secretary of War also said that
the Hearst complaint had been to the
effect that Dr. Seherer had spent "a
lot of time criticising in harsh trems
the Hearst newspapers."
Dr. Scherer's letter of resignation, in
!
which he charges that the Hearst influence has penetrated the Council of
National Defence, had not been received by the Secretary of War late
to-day, Mr. Baker said. He dictated
the following answer in explanation.of
his decision that criticism of any newspaper must not be made by members of
; official organizations: .
"Some one—I believe a representa! tive of one of the Hearst papers—had
told me that a representative of the
" .what manner, under what terms j
Council of National Defence was mak- i
ing addresses and spending a lot of his
time criticising in harsh terms the!
1 told Mr Gifford
that- !I
IIrt™^^
thought nobobdy who is -officially re
D
resenting the government ought to be
criticising any newspaper—I don't care
whether it is Hearst's paper or anybody's else—and that I thought, while
I hadn't the slightest desire to prevent
any man expressing his individual opinlVi^?£\ any newsPaP", I did not
think that any man as a representative
ot the government ought to criticise
any newspaper."
"•«•««
Walter S. Gifford, director of the
j

q
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Council of National Defence, declared
that Secretary Baker's order in the
Seherer case was a general expression
of policy of the council, and as such it
was sent to all members of the council
and not to Dr. Seherer alone. He said
that Dr. Scherer's resignation had not
yet been received by him, and until it
is received he would withhold comment.
Director Gifford, howeevr. said that
,: Dr. Seherer had been one of the council's most energetic workers during the
; last year, and had "performed splendid
I and efficient work as chief field agent."
The decision in the Seherer case, Mr.
Gifford said, only applied 'to members
of the. Council of National Defence, and
would not extend to themembers of
state councils. He said that the National Council, however, had to make
general policies as a guide to members
i of the organization, and that the order
■ directed by Secretary Baker was the
enunciation that must be rigidly adhered to.
Mr. Gifford indicated that the resig1
nation of Dr. Seherer would be accepted when it was received. He was not
pi-epared to-night, to say who in the
Ciuncil of National Defence would bo
selected to carry on the work outlined
by Dr. Seherer.

SOLDIERS WILL
VOTE THIS FALL
Those at iionie and Abroad to Cast
Their Ballots.
REGULATIONS
TROOPS

TO

"WASHINGTON, Jnne 25.—Between 65 and 70 per' cent, of the
900,000 American soldiers sent to
France are actual combat troops.
Secretary Baiter said to-day.
figures are necessarily
:. "These
rough estimates," he said. "Naturally. I would hot care to de;U
With specific fig-urcs in this con• nection." ■ ' ..
Mi-. Baker called attention to the
fact that to-morrow Will' be the
'anniversary '.of the landing of the
first American division, in Franco.
1
"I regard the achievements of
the. past year as entirely satisfactory," he, said.

Will Give U. S. News
to Soldiers in France
Washington to Send 500 j
Words Daily for Army
Distribution
PAKIS, June 25.—Representatives
here of the Committee on Public Information have requested that five
hundred words of American news be
cabled daily from Washington for- distribution to the American army. The.
news will be received in Paris and
then bulletined to the various units of
the American Expeditionary Forces for
the purpose of keermg the troops in
touch with happen:ngs at home.
All arrangements have been com- j
pleted here for quick transmission
throughout the American army.

PARTICIPATE

IN

CONGRESSIONAL ELECTIONS.
All Who Come From States Which
Have Enacted Laws for Absentee
Voting of Those In the Service
May Exercise the Franchise—Announcement Made by Secretaries
Daniels

65 PER CENT. OF MEN
IN FRANCE FIGHTERS

ARE .COMING

and

Baker—Previous

Ruling by the War Department
Is Reversed.
Washington, June 25.—Regulations soon will be issued by the War
and Navy Departments, Secretaries
Baker and Daniels told callers today, providing that the Americans
in military service, both abroad and
at home, from states which have
enacted laws for absentee voting of
those in the service, may cast their
ballots in the congressional elections
next fall.
Casting of ballots by the men m
the service will be permitted, the
heads of the Army and Navy stated,
in so far as it does not interfere with
military operations or training.
The decision, reversing a ruling
previously made by the War Department which would have prevented
men in service overseas from voting,
was announced to Senator Hitchcock, of Nebraska, chairman of the
Senate Foreign Relations Commmittee; Governor Neville, of that state,
and Arthur Mullen, Democratic National Committeeman for Nebraska.
They called to urge that 45,000 Nebraskans in the service be permitted
to vote under the state's "absent
soldier" voting law.
Strong objection to voting by soldiers overseas is said to have come
from the Army General Staff, although President Wilson recently
stated that he was most anxious that
as many soldiers and sailors as possible be permitted to exercise their
T"T"S rich isc
Regulations for voting by the men
abroad will be somewhat different
for the Army and Navy. Many of
the men in the two services are so
distant and in some cases state forces
are so scattered that some many not
be able to exercise their franchise.
TI
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612,000 COMBATANTS
WITH PERSHING NOW
Baker Announces That 65 to
70 Per Cent, of His Force
Comprises Fighting Units.

,^Vv\jCK

^AKER ADMITS BAN
ON PAPERS' CRITICS

PROUD OF YEAR'S RECORD
Secretary Recalls That This Is the
Anniversary of First Landing
of Troops in France.
Special to The Netc York Times.
WASHINGTON, Juno 25.—Authoritative information was obtained at the
War Department today as to the proportion of fighting troops to those of
the sevrice of noncombatant units in
the American forces abroad. At the
present time the proportion, broadly
speaking, is about two-thirds combatant to one-third service troops. As a
matter of fact the proportion of lighting soldiers is slightly larger.
This information became available
through a mention by Secretary Baker
today that tomorrow was the anniversary of the landing of the first American troops in Prance. He indicated
that he believed that this event was
worth recording, and expressed satisfaction that so many American soldiers
had gone overseas within the year.
j When Mr. Baker was asked what proportion of these was composed of combatant troops he said: " Roughly between 65 and 70 per cent, of them are
combatant troops; nearer 70 than 05."
This was the first authoritative statement on the subject.
Last Saturday General March, the
Chief of Staff, said that the number of
troops sent overseas exceeded 900,000.
Accordingly, it appears that the number of combatant troops of the United
States on overseas service is at least
612,000.
There has been much speculation as
to the proportion of combatant to noncombatant troops in the United States
Army. The War Department has not
been willing to give exact proportions,
but officials had indicated that the percentages were about 60 combatant and
40 noncombatant.
Secretary Baker's
statement shows that the proportion of
combatant troops is greater. His statei ment is likely to bring much satisfaction
to military men. It means that General Pershing will be able to maintain
more than 600,000 fighting men in the
field, fully supplied by another army of
service men, including surgeons, ambulance drivers, engineers, signal men,
quartermasters,
teamsters,
railway
workers, and all the other branches
which go to make up a modern military
force engaged in actual warfare.
Some of these may fairly be classed
as combatants as witness the gallantry
of the American engineers in the British
fighting line under General Carey during the German drive in March, the
heroic services of surgeons and their
helpers at the very front, and the work
of signal men and teamsters under the
enemy's fire.
Next month, according to present
prospects one million men will have
been sent overseas. More than 1,500,000 men trained in this country for the
war should be in Europe in a few
months if the present rate of shipment
is maintained.
"Tomorrow," said Secretary Baker
this afternoon in his daily talk with
newspaper men, " is the anniversary of
the landing of the first American troops
in France, and while I don't want to
enlarge upon it to any great extent, I
think it is a significant anniversary.
General Pershing and his staff landed
there eighteen days before the first contingent of troops; and General March
having announced last Saturday that
the number of troops abroad now
amounts to 900,000, it makes an opportunity for comment on tlie fact thaV
in the space of a single year that number of men have been transported. T
think this year's work is satisfactory."

Secretary Explains It Only Applies to Those Representing Government.

HEARST

MAN

PROTESTED

Dr. Scherer, He Charged, Was Actlye In Criticising Publications
Owned by His Employer.
Special to The New York Times.
WASHINGTON, June 25.—Secretary
Baker, who is Chairman of the Council
of National Defense, readily admitted
today, in answer to a question, that he
had directed that any person officially
representing the Government should not
criticise any newspaper or group of
newspapers and that this direction had
reference to a representative of the
Council of National Defense, who had
been criticising newspapers conducted
by William R. Hearst. The man to
whom the Secretary of War's action applied is Dr. James A. B. Scherer, Presi*dent of Throop College of Technology
at Pasadena, Cal.,. and Chief Field
Agent of the Council of National Defense, State Councils Section. THE NEW
YORK TIMES today published a letter
from Dr. Scherer to Secretary Baker as
Chairman of th-e Council of National
Defense in which Dr. Scherer tendered
his resignation from that organization
because Of the ban placed on his criticisms of the Hearst newspapers.
The action of Secretary Baker which
resulted in the resignation of Dr.
8cherer was based on a complaint made
to Mr. Baker against the activity of Dr.
Scherer in criticising the publications
conducted by Mr. Hearst for their attitude toward the war and their attacks
upon allies of America. Mr. Baker said
today that he thought the complaint
came from " a representative of one of
the Hearst papers." When he received
this complaint Mr. Baker, according to
what he said today, informed Walter S.
Glfford, Director of the Council of National Defense, that an official repre■entatlve of tho Government should not
be criticising any newspaper. In his '
letter of 'resignation Dr. ' Scherer said: !
" I am resigning because of your policy
In . warning representatives of the ,
council,
including myself,
against
freedom of speech in denouncing certain
newspapers as inimical to the defense." i
When Mr. Baker was asked concerning the resignation of Dr. Scherer, he
said:
" Some on'e, I believe a representative
of one of the Hearst papers, had told
me that a representative of the Council
of National Defense was making addresses and spending a lot of his time
criticising in harsh terms the Hearst
newspapers. I told Mr. Gifford that I
thought nobody who was officially rep- j
resenting the Government ought to be
criticising any newspaper. I don't care
whether it )s Hearst's paper or anybody else's, and that while I hadn't
the slightest desire to prevent any many
expressing his individual opinion upon
any newspaper, I didn't think that any
man as a representative of the Government ought to be .criticising any ne
paper."

WANTS BAKER TO TELL
OF FILM AGREEMENT
-

Rep. Treadway Offers Resolution
in House Culling for Information About Creel's Contructs.

lubition in New York bears out this
ttetimony. The resolution is introduced
foTvthe purpose of obtaining the facts
about.the entire matter."

ALL SILENT ABOUT FILM.

Government Wants to Know How
Air Pictures Were Taken.
Officials of the Universal Film Company, which charged that the CommitSpecial to The New York Time*.
WASHINGTON, June 25.—The contro- tee on Public Information refused a perversy over the exhibition of war pict- mit for their film, "The Yanks are Comures, which involves the Committee on ing," because of the influence of their
Public Information, the Pathe, the competitor, William Randolph Hearst, ,
Pathe-Hearst Company, and the Uni- j with the committee, declined yesterday (
versal Film Company is to be aired in to discuss their charge, and local agents
Congress. Representative Treadway of of the Committee on Public Information ,
Massachusetts took cognizance of the | would add nothing to their previous de- ;
matter today when he offered a resolu- nials of the charge.
Officials of the Universal Film Comtion in the House calling On the Secretary of War for certain information pany regarded the letter of Dr. James
concerning the characters and scopes of A. B. Scherer, resigning as chief field ,
agreements made between the Govern- agent of the Council of National Defense
ment and any private moving picture on the ground that Secretary of War
concern for the exclusive production and Baker had sought to prevent him from ,
exhibition of films depicting the activi- denouncing Hearst, as corroboration of
ties of the American expeditionary their charge that Hearst had been an
object of favor. It was intimated at the
forces abroad.
The action of Representative Tread- offices of the film company that a statewould be forthcoming later purway was in part the outcome of testi- ment
porting to show that Hearst was a famony given recently before the House vorite with certain bureaus and departCommittee on Ways and Means as to ex- ments in Washington.
Major Nicholas J. Biddle. who Is makclusive rights to produce war films al- ing
an investigation of the whole sub- •
leged to have been given by the Com- jeet for the War Department, refused
to discuss the subject in any
mittee on Public Information to the yesterday
wav. It was reported that the first
Pathe Company. Since that testimony object of the Government's inquiry
was obtained the controversy has taken would be to establish the facts regardthe methods by which the Universal
a new turn through the charges made ing
Film Company obtained its films of the
by R. H.. Cochrane, Vice President of aircraft industry. It was stated that
the Universal Company, and denied by army officers were much concerned to
that pictures of anything so vital
George Creel, that the Committee on learn
as the aircraft production could be obPublic Information had declined to sanc- tained without official authorization.
tion the exhibition of the Universal's i Before anything else is taken up the |
will seek to establish ]
film entitled " The Yanks Are Coming," Government
whether anv officers violated their duty ,
because, so Mr. Cochrane alleged, the in allowing'the pictures to be taken and I
committee was under the influence of what methods were obtained in evading
Government rules. While the facts n
former employes of William R. Hearst the
present instance are more or less in
who are now connected with the commit- dispute, it was asserted that the unautee, and Mr. Hearst, who was interested thorized photographing of Government
plants might be made the
In a film concern that was a rival of the munitions
subject of a military court-martial, at
Universal.
which civilians would be charged with
Representative Treadway's resolution spying and army officers with neglect
Js confined to inquiries as to the monop- of duty.
oly said to nave been granted by the
Government for the exhibition of moving
pictures of the American expeditionary
forces abroad. It is probable that the
whole subject will be discussed when the
resolution comes before the House. The
text of the resolution follows:
Resolved, That the Secretary of War be '
requested to report to the House the following Information:
How many persons In the Signal Corps
have been ordered to take still or moving
pictures ot the American experitionary
forces?
"What disposition is made of such negatives and films when returned to this
country?
In what manner, under what terms and
regulations are the pictures distributed for
public exhibition?
With whom and by whom are contracts
made for such exhibition purposes and
what are the conditions of the same?
What persons, other than members of
the Signal Corps, have been authorized to
take stil lor moving pictures of the American expeditionary forces, and in what manner is control exercised over their exhibition?
Are members of the Slganl Corps ordered
to take pictures of military preparations in
this country, including activities in the
cantonments, ordnance, and airplane production, and the production of articles used
in the war, and what disposition is made
of same?
Are pictures so taken exhibited in public
places, and if so, by whose authority and
under what terms?
Have civilian photographers been authorlied to take pictures of the American expeditionary forces, or of war preparations
in this country; if so, what disposition is
made of the negatives; under what terms
are they exhibited, &c. ?
What revenue is derived from such contracts and what disposition ia made of the
earne?
" Congress and the people should
know and understand this whole question thoroughly," said Mr. Treadway.
*' The Secretary of War is asked in the
resolution for full information on the
subject. Testimony before the Ways
and Means Committee showed a monopoly In the hands of one company,
and the recent prohibition of an ex-
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[DEMOCRATS IN GLEE
OVER ROSY OUTLOOK
<&

Believe Success in Sending
Men Swiftly to France Will
Win Elections.- .
DECLABE G. 0. P. HELPLESS
Attitude Toward, Baker in Po-

. li^aLgjsJgLjSLSw
Reversed.
Special Despatch to fa*. Six,
June 23.—The statement Gen. March, chief of staff, wu
permitted to make yesterday, that 900,000 men are in France and that this
country is five months ahead of its war
programme, while it may be a cause for
great satisfaction on the part of the
military men, has also produced a feeling- of downright elation among the
Democratic leaders here who are concerning themselves with the fight to
retain control of Congress.
Steadily rising confidence in the
Democratic camp has been noticeable
here in the last month. The announcement of the Chief of Staff regarding the
record the War Department has made
apparently has filled them now with unbounded joy. The satisfaction over recent developments is particularly noticeable in White House circles. President
Wilson Is careful not to let anything
political escape him these days, but
there are indications that he shares the
belief of the party managers that barring something unforeseen the party is
bound to triumph over its Republican
j adversaries and not only retain both
| Houses but increase its present lead, or,
I in other words, make Congress this timesafely Democratic
WASHINGTON-,

Only Scandal Can Hntl.
Democratic leaders in Congress an<J
Administration circles Insist that only a
big exposure of, say, graft In the War
Department, can dim their present prospects.
N
As viewed by the Democratic politicians
/the conduct of the War Department was
/ bound to be the crucial test in the cam/ paign. A few months ago some of the
/ Democratic leaders were hoping and
\
praying that Mr. Baker would in some
|
way remove himself from a position
which was then giving them great concern. To-day all this is changed, and
now at the Capitol and elsewhere one
hears nothing but the statement that
"Baker is delivering the goods."
The members of the President's Cabinet who give time these days to politics insist that the record which the War
Department has made recently has re, moved all hope the Republicans have
had of getting an issue for their campaign.

Say Republicans Disarmed.
"The attempt of the Republicans to
make an issue out of 'win the war
now,'" said one,of the President's political advisers the other dav "has
fallen to the ground. It was based of
course on the charge of incompetentand failure in the War Department.
bueh a charge cannot be made in the
lare of what has been accomplished and
what will be achieved in the next few
months.' The Republicans are still seeking desperately for an issue and are ab
solutely without one."'
The Democratic platform adopted a
the Indiana convention was carefully
gone over here before its presentation.
t is to be made the model of all subsequent delegations by assembled Democrats. "Because we mean to win the
war it is our purpose to support and sustain to the utmost the Administration
of Woodrow Wilson," is one of the declarations made in this platform, inserted
with a view if possible to destroying the
Republican issue.
So jubilant are the Democratic managers here that, many of them are predicting that the Republican party Is
about to be left high and drv on' the
rocks, and in as bad a. plight as wa« the
Democratic party as result of the successful conduct of the Civil war by the
party of Abraham Lincoln.
Reasons for Condenc-e.
The present Democratic confidence in
explained by the political leaders here
to he based on the following:
The record of troop shipments overseas which, they insist, has surpassed
all -predictions and exceeds the expectations of the Allies, and the tangible results now Just about beginning to be seen
in the transportation of troops and supplies and the launching.-? of new snip..;.
The navy's record to date of 000 000
men transported, with the loss of only
The better functioning of the War Department in its supply and equipment
bureaus.
The success in putting over the last
Liberty Roan at 4 H pci- cent.
The absence so far of any big .scandal
though in this connection the possibilities in the aircraft investigation are not
being overlooked. Not to meet anv unpleasant development:; from this however, the Democrats Insist they have
fortified themselves by going into the
matter themselves and appointing Mr
Hughes to get to the bottom of tie
charges.
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State tax.

MOBILE OPERATING UNITS I
FEATURE AT ALLENTOW'Nl
Seventy Skilled Surgeons Comprise One
of Most Effective Forces in IT ar Work
Special Telegram to Public Ledger
Allentown, Pa., dune 22.— Prohahhthe most important work that has been
performed at the United States ambulance camp on the Allentown Fair
grounds, under command of Major Richard Slee. is the organization of the first
American "mobile operating Unit." whose
aim is the highest order of Samaritanism on the battlefield. The cost of equipment is estimated at $500,000.
The unit, consists of seventy skilled
surgeons, assisted by enlisted men numbering from 200 to 400. and will be
larger than a base hospital. The unit
is divided into five sections, each of
which, in addition lo five or six trucks
to carry the portable operating room
material, has three high-power ambulances for the instruments, anesthetics
and dressings.
When necessary, one or more sections
will be rushed up to the, battleltnes,
when the portable operating rooms will
be erected. Bach room, composed of
light steel frames and appropriate floor
ar.-l roof, is about twelve feet square.
When the little operating house has been
erected the ambulances will back up
against three sides and the surgeons
will have at hand all the accessories of
the best hdspltal operating rooms.
The idea has been adapted from the
French by the department, of Surgeon
General Gorgas, who directed Colonel
Moncreve. an expert of his department,
to- organize the unit. The work at the
camj> is in charge of Major Palmer, of
the Sacramento Valley.

THANKS BAKER AND PERSHING '
Rev. Simon Drew Appreciates Praise
of Negro Soldier in War.
Prior to his sermon at Cosmopolitan
Baptist Church yesterday the Rev. Dr.
Simon Drew thanked Secretary Baker
and Gen. Pershing for their praise of
the negro soldier in France, and denial
of charges that they are being discriminated against. The congregation applauded.
"There is no braver nor patriotic
soldier than the American colored
man," said Dr. Drew, "and no American will go further and dare more to
win the freedom of the world. The 15,000.000 colored people are Americans to
their hearts."
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Coll* for 220,000 More Men.
As a further step to carry out the j
War Department's plan to have "..000.000 men under arms on August 1, Pro- <
Tost Marshal General Crowder tonight
called on the Governors of all States, ■
except Arizona and ™\™i% f°i. u'«
mobilization between July 22 and 2o
of 220,000 white draft registrants, qualfor general military service.
Secretary Baker Will Begin ified
In the call'New York leads the list
with 22,241 men, Iowa; is second, with
Ceremony to Settle Order for IT B49 and Wisconsin third, with 13,200.
The State quotas and camp assignments
800,000 New Registrants.
are as follows :
AlaBama-2,000, Camp Hancock Ga.
Arkansas-2,463 Camp Pike. Ark
Camp Lewis, Wasn.
220,000 MORE MEN CALLED California—4,01)0,
Colorado-l.lOO, Camp Travis. Texas.
Oonnecticut-2.307. Camp Deyons, Mass.
Delaware—2B3, Cam)> Dtx, «. •>•
District of Columbia—H». Camp Meade, Md.
New York Will Furnish a Tenth of
Florida—1.000, Camp Greenleaf,Ga.
OeorBla-:i,05o, Camp Gordon. Ga.
Force, Which Will Mobilize
Idaho—1,000, Camp Lewis, Wash.
Inatana-7,700, Camp Taylor, Ky
July 22-25.
Iowa—5,202, Camp Gordon. Oa.: 12,557,
°^,a^.7ofWp Funstoh. Kan.; 9,000,
WASHINGTON, June 25.—Drawing of Fort Blley, Kan.
Xentucky-4,100. Camp Taylor, Ky.
Order numbers for the 800,000 men who
Loutslana-2,100, Camp Hancock, Ga.
registered for military service on June
Maln«-2.lKi7. Camp Devens. Mass.
Marvland—2,000, Camp Meade, Md.
6 will be held Thursday in the same
Camp Devens Mass.
committee room in the Senate Office j MaHsachu.sotts-S.fOO,
Mlchtgan-s.lK'O, Camp Ouster. Mich. ■
MJnnvsota-10,000, Oamp Madswqrth, S. C.
Building in which the first great naMlssIssippl-l.OOO Camp Greenleaf. Ga.
tional lottery was held nearly a year
Mlssourl-11,300, Camp Funston. Kan.
ago.
Mantasa-4.000, Camp Dodge. Iowa. .
Kebraska-4,000 Camp Dodge, Iowa.
Invitations to attend the drawing have
Nevada—K00. Fort Riley, Kan.
been sent to Important Government offiNew Hampshire-"^. Camp Devens, Mass.
New Jeisey-4,418, Camp Dix. N. J.
cials and to,'members of the Military
New Mexleo-740. Vamp Travis Texas
Committees of both the Senate and the
New York-2,000 Camp Humphreys, \a.,
House. Secretary Baker, blindfolded, »,2*i>. Camp Upton, N. T.; 7.311, Camp Dlx,
N.
3.; t,«75, Camp Mcade, Md.
■will draw the first number from the
North Carolina-;!,'**), Camp Hancock. Ga.
North Dakota-3.100 Camp Custer. Mich.
bowl at 9:30<iA. M., and the selection
Ohio—7,200, Camp Jackson, B. C., o,«o«,
Hill continue until all the capsules con- Camp
Sherman, Ohio.
^^
taining the master numbers have been
Oklahoma-400, Camp Travis, Texas; 4,000,
removed. Last year 10,500 numbers: Camp Greenleaf, Ga.
Oregon—2.500, Camp Lewis, Wash.
were used, and the drawing continued
Pennsylvania—11,700, Camp Lee, ^a.
Rhode IsKr.d-1,751, Camp Lptoll, N. Y.
seventeen hours. With an estimated
South
Carolina—1,800. (imp Jackson. S. c.
maximum of 1,200 men from the disBouth Dakota-4,000. Camp podge, Iowa.
Tennessee—3,65:!, Camp Gordon. Ga.
trict, showing the largest registration on
Texas-8.700, Camp Travis, Texas.
June 0, it is expected that the second
Cteh-r.OO. Camp Lewis, Wash.
lottery will be completed within, three
Vermont—205, Camp Devens Mass.
Vlrginla-3.500. Camp Lee, V«.
hours.
Washington—1,000. Camp Lewis. Wash.
Establishment of five classes for the
West Virginia—I.S05, Camp Meade, Md.
Wisconsin--5,200 Camp Taylor, Ky.; 8,000,
registrants, fixing relative liability for
Camp
Grant, 111.
•ervice, will make Thursday's drawing
■Wyoming—800, Fort Rlley, Kan.
of far' less Importance, even to the men
Will Exhnuet Clas* 1.
directly concerned, than was that of a
This call will virtually exhaust the
year ago. The order in which a registrant's number is drawn Thursday will number of men in Class 1 who are available for active military service, and
determine only Ms place in the class to
which he will be assigned, whereas the when added to school requisitions of 23,men bring the total July calls so
first drawing was to fix the registrant's 436
far announced to 243,436.
place in the order of his call for service.
To complete Its program for the remainder of the present year, the deAssignment of a registrant to Class 1
partment will have to depend on the
is practically certain to' mean his early
400.000 Class 1 registrants expected
call to the colors, if he is physically fit,
from the June 5 enrollment, ana tne
260 000 or 300 000 to be obtained through
and, if he receives deferred classificathe' reclassiflcation now in progress.
tion, his position in the other classes is
of little moment.
Attaches of the Provost Marshal Genoral's staff will probably be used to
draw the capsules, as was the cast last
year. As soon as a capsule is selected
It will be handed to another attach*,
who will open it and read the number
aloud.
The numbers will be written upon a
large blackboard placed in view of all
in the room. When it has been filled
the board will be photographed for a
permanent record.
To each local board will be furnished
an official report of the order in which
the numbers appeared so that they will
be able to make up liability lists for
their districts. Preparation of such lists
will be postponed until the hew registrants have returned their questionnaires, which are now being distributed.
Seven days have been allowed for fillins out and returning these documents.

HEWDRAFTDRAWING
SET FOR TOMORROW
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JULY CALL DRAINS
CLASS 1 OF DRAFT
States to Mobilize 220,000
Between 22d and 25th.

Great Building Covering Fifteen
Acres at Fox Hills Ready to Receive Wounded Soldiers To-day
Staff of 650 Doctors, Nurses and
Orderlies Now on Duty, with
350 American Troops on Guard
The $3,000,000 U. S. Base Hospital,
covering fifteen acres on Fox Hills,
Staten Island, is open to-day for the
treatment of wounded soldiers. It is
said to be the largest hospital in the
world.
Its
medico-military
commander,
Major William Rutherford, took it
over yesterday from Colonel Edward
A. Simmons, who has superintended
the immense labor of building it.
There will ibe no formal opening.
The medical officers of the "War Department simply announced the hospital was in service. If 3,000 patients
were to arrive on transports to-day,
there would toe beds for all, motor
ambulances to drive them from Quarantine to the hospital and doctors and
nurses to attend; them, with every
surgical and medical resource at hand.
STAFF NUMBERS OOO.
Major Rutherford has a staff of 650
doctors, nurses and orderlies. The
vast premises are being policed by
350 soldiers. Even a theatre is ready
for the entertainment of those able
to reach it. With seats for 2,700, it
was opened yesterday by the Red
Cross. Entertainments will be given
daily when the hospital is peopled
with patients.
The Y. M. C. A. is also to have a
building. It will be completed in a
short time. There soldier convalescents and the hospital workers will
be given the friendship and recreation
extended by the Y. M. C. A. behind
the battle lines.
EXAMPLE OF EFFICIEACV.
As an example of American efficienej". the building of the eighty-three
hospital buildings in one hundred
days by 2,500 workmen is considered
remarkable. There are three wards,
each to accommodate 1,000 soldiers.
The buildings are laid out in streets
beneath which runs a scientific sewerage system. Sanitation is one hundred per cent perfect. There are no
stairs throughout the immense settlement. And all over it one can pass
from one building to another without
being exposed to the open air.

WASHINGTON, June 25.—As a further
I step carrying out the War Department's
i plan to have 3,000,000 men under arms
August 1 Provost Ma phal General
Crowder to-night called on the Governors of all States except Arizona and
Illinois for the mobilization between
: July 22 and 25 of 220.000 white draft
registrants qualified for general military
service.
This call is expected virtually to exhaust the number of men now in Class
1 available for active military service,
and when added to school requisitions of
23,436 men, brings the total calls so
far announced for July to 243,436. To
complete its programme for the rest of
the present year the department will
have to depend on the 400,000 Class 1
registrants expected from the June 5 enrollment and the 250,000 or 300,000 to
be obtained through the reclassification
now in progress.
In the call announced to-night New
York leads the list with 22,241 men,
Iowa is second with 17,849 and Ohio
third with 12,200.
The State quotas and camp assignments :
Alabama, 2,900, Camp Hancock, Georgia.
Arkansas, 2,463, Camp Pike. Arkansas.
California, 4,000, Camp Lewis, Washington.
Colorado, 1,100, Camp Travis, Texas.
Connecticut, 2,307, Camp Devens, Massachusetts.
Delaware, 265, Camp Dix. New Jersey.
District of Columbia, 459, Camp Meade,
Maryland.
Florida, 1,000, Camp Greenleaf, Georgia.
Georgia, 3,055. Camp Gordon, Georgia.
Idaho, 1,000. Camp Lewis, Washington.
Indiana, 7,700, Camp Taylor, Kentucky.
■Iowa, 5,292, Camp tGordon, Georgia;
12,557, Camp Pike, Arkansas.
Kansas. 3,700, Camp Funston, Kansas;
9,000, [Fort Rlley. Kansas.-,
Kentucky, 4,100, camp Taylor, Kentucky.
Louisiana, 2,100, Camp Hancock, Georgia.
Maine, 2,967, Camp 'Devens, Massachusetts.
Maryland, 2,000, Camp Meade. Maryland.
■Massachusetts, 8,800, Camp Devens, Massachifietts.
Michigan, 8,900, Camp Custer, Michigan,.
Minnesota. 10,000, Camp Wadsworth,
South Carolina.
Mississippi, 1,000,
Camp GreenleaC
Georgia.
Missouri. 11.300, Camp Funston, Kansas.
Montana, 4,000, Camp Dodge, Iowa.
Nebraska, 4,000. Camp Dodge, Iowa.
Nevada, -300, Fort Rlley., Kansas.
New Hampshire, 721, Camp iDevens, Massachusetts.
New Jersey, 4,418, Camp DIx, New Jersey.
New Mexico. 740, Camp Travis, Texas.
New York, 2,000', Camp 'Humphreys, Virginia: 8.249, Camp, Upton, 2*. Y.; 7,317,
Camp Dix, New Jersey; 4,675, Camp
Meade, Maryland.
North Carolina, 3,000, Camp Hancock,
Georgia.
North Dakota, 3,100, Camp Custer, Michigan.
Ohio, 7,200, Camp Jackson, South Carolina; 5,000, Camp Sherman, Ohio.
Oklahoma, 4 60, Camp Travis, Texas;
4,000. Camp Greenleaf, Georgia.
Oregon, 2,500, Camp Lewis, Washington.
Pennsylvania, 11,700, Camp Lee, Virginia..
Rhode Island, 1.751, Camp Upton, N. Y.
South Carolina. 1,800, Camp Jackson,
South Carolina.
South Dakota, 4,000, Camp Dodge, Iowa.
Tennessee, 3,653, Camp Gordon, Georgia.
Texas, 8,700, Camp Travis, Texas.
Utah, 600, Camp Lewis, Washington.
Vermont, 205, Camp Devens, Massachusetts.
Virginia. 3,500, Camp Lee, Virginia.
Washington, 4,000, Camp Lewis, Washington.
West Virginia, 4,865, Camp Meade, "Maryland.
Wisconsin. 6.200, Camp Taylor, Kentucky; 8,000, Camp Gran,t, Illinois.
Wyoming, SO0, Port Rlley, Kansas.

■nT«nvrrSSED.
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READY TO DRAW 800,000
Crowder to Use 1917 Lottery To
morrow on New Draft Men.
PROMINENT

MEN

INVITED

Same Room in Senate Building to Be
Used and Same Bowl—Will Last
J Three Hours Only—laoo Maximum
Number to Be Used—Questionnaire
Next for Classification.
sn^nnn*'^ °f .°rder "ambers for the
800,000 men who registered for mil"!
tary service last June 5 will be ".eld
the Same
nThe^t
=°mmitteV™m
ffl
L * Senate office
building
in which
ati0nal
he?d
ttf6at
lottery
neid aa',little
more" than a year
ae-ow«
Invitations to attend the dmwjng
have been sent to all important gov?
1" offlcia's «nd tomemberf of
tteeS
Tnd Ho,„emmiSecret
°f Doth the Senate
fniL^ ■?,?•*
ary Baker, blindfolded will draw the first number from
3t 13
C, Ck and the
tion win
I' " °'until
° all the capsules
Motion
Will continue
containing the master numbers have
been removed.

10,500 Numbers Last Year.
Last year 10,500 numbers were
used and the drawing continued for
rS
With
a
i onn
maximum of
L-.00 men estimated from the district showing the largest registration
°"s ,L 5' il is ex'Pected that the second lottery will be completed within
three hours.
Establishment of five classes for the
registrants, fixing relative liability for
service, will make tomorrow's drawing
of far less importance even to the men
directly concerned than was that
of a. year ago. The order in which a
registrant's number is drawn will determine only his place in the order of
his call for service.
Cross-Checking of Drawings.
A most careful cross-checking of the
numbers will be made in order that
there may be no mistakes. Each number as it is withdrawn from the bowl
will be written in order upon a large
blackboard placed in full view of all
in the room. When it has been filled,
this board will be photographed for a
permanent record.
Each local board will be furnished
| with an official report of the order
which numbers appeared so that they
will be able to make up liability lists
for their districts. Preparation of such
lists, however, will be postponed until
the new registrants have returned their
questionnaires which are now being
distributed. Seven days have been allowed for filling out and returning
these documents.
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Senators, in Secret Hearing,
Told Present Officials Have
Been

No

More

Successful

Than Their Predecessors.
ONLY ONE HANDLEY-PAIGE
MACHINE YET PERFECTED.
And It Is One of Abandoned
Type—Experts

Hampered—

Immediate and Radical Improvement Deemed Necessary i
"•'.:■!■■■
,(Sn*d»! to The World ! .
. WASHINGTON,
June .25.—The
present, officials in charge of aircraft
production • have brought no more
satisfactory results than those who
preceded them.according to views expressed to-day by members of the Senate Military. Affairs Coinmittee, engaged in investigating airplane matters. The conviction '• exists that
there must be immediate and radical
improvement if even an approximate
success is achieved in meeting wartime requirements.
No specific complaint is made
against John D. Ryan, now in charge
of aircraft production. Criticism is
■directed .against the system rather
than an individual.
There was muph, talk to-day of inefficiency, incompetency and delay, all
being alleged against those responsibj* for, the conduct of affairs. This
came as the forerunner, of testimony \
to be obtained as a result of the "hot
trails" struck by.the Military Affairs
Sub-Committee while Inspecting air- j
plane plants in New Jersey and New j

.Tork.

I

Flrnt Hcarina- in Secret.
W. H. Workman, an American who
represents the Handley-Paige Airplane Company in the United States,
appeared as a witness before the subcommittee.
He was examined in
secret session. He in'effect informed
those present that this Government
has almost completely failed thus far
In attempting: to make the great Eng-hlish bombing plane here. He said
just one plane of the Handley-Paige
O-i00 has been perfected. It will. be
ready for a trial trip in two or three
days.
It developed that Mr. Workman
recently returned from a trip to England. He said the British Government
now will abandon manufacture of ihe
Handley-Paigre CMOO planes: Bombing
planes hereafter will be constructed
in England based on a better and
newer type of the Handley-Paige.
"These machines in new form will continue to be the giant bombing planes
of the British Government. :
\
;
: The United States some time .ago
determined to adopt the HandleyPaige as the American heavy bombing plane. A number of expert engineers and workmen were brought
over from the factory, in England.
They were sent to the Standard plant
at Elizabeth, N. J. "It was their duty
to hasten and superintend production.
' Mr. Workman is said to have testified that these man were, materially
delayed in carrying out their programme.
' Wanted Many Cha>Km.
j The American experts did not sive
expected co-operation.
There appeared to be no way by which the
. various parts could be standardized.
The American experts desired many
changes. Orders for alterations and
modifications came frequently.
In
almost every instance the suggested
changes added to the-weight'of an
already unusually ' heavy, machine.
Numerous delays: resulted.
In one
instance, the witness said, plans were
altered and sent to this city for approval. They were not returned for
aiisc until after what seemed an interminable time.
■ The first Handley-Paige plane should
have been completed months ago, the
Witness insisted. The finishing- touches
have just been added, and it is proaiounccd virtually reedy for a trial
flight.
Mr. Workman was questioned at
length by sonie members of the subcommittee on the abandonment by the
British Government of the HandleyPaige O-400 and the substitution of a
newer and better type- He said this
type was preferable to that being constructed at Elizabeth. Great interest
was ma- ' Tested as to what the American Government now will do with a
type of bombing- plane that apparently has been pronounced of little further value by the, English authorities.
Mr. -Workman was unable to tell the
Senators.

difficulties and delays that are alleged to have fallen tupon the Handley-Paige people.
As a result _th*
production of Capronis thus far has
been negligible. D'Annunzio and"his
Italian experts, have wasted their
time. ,
It wag said that .the De Havil.md
. V one of the two types of two-seater
planes manufactured at the DaytonWright plant, is to be abandoned. It
was declared that hereafter only the
De Havlland 9. will foe made.
There also was talk regarding the
Bristol plane, made by the Curtiss
plant at Buffalo. The opinion was expressed that this machine will prove
a disappointment
The clause in the Army Appropriation Bill creating a corporation to
manufacture airplanes was passed
over in the Senate to-day at the request of Senator Reed.
"XothlnR to Warrant It."
"I know of nothing- done by Mr.
Ryan that,would warrant us In giving him the authority indicated,"
said Mr. Reed. He thought the subject should be considered by the
sub-committee on aircraft.
Senator Smith of Georgia, a member of the sub-committee, 3aid. ho
was present when the provision had
been adopted, f
.v."1 am ra°re strongly for it now
than then," he said, "having studied
the matter more carefully."
In speaking on the Army Bill, Senator Reed said the statement made
by Representative Ferris of Oklahoma, that 6,000 American airplanes
had been produced and 2,000 were in
I<ranee, -"has no reference whatever
to tacts.
„i"If Te jL&d S'000 American airplanes in Prance," shouted Mr. Reed
tre V" erman Aimy would be in reIf there were 500 Caprohi ma- '
1
front;
^
SlhpY
"; •talIaB
Mr..Reed
said,
the Austrian
Army wouM
be de-

moralized and the' collapse of the
Dual Empire at hand
tin'l'SS1 7/ hDVeJnof *<>*■ them," con! !
tinued Mr. Reed. "They only- ex'st
te the minds of those w*o arefWilng.-the country with dreams. Ther«
jf every few |n actual existence w
a great many coming on."
'
",
DI/>

—— -

Co1

- A. HTM^irTDr^ped
From Army for Perjury j

WASHINGTON, June ?K tv
of Colonel Amos w V ~Dlsmissal i
, 157th Depot Brigade"^!
h' *fc
itary court martial at rT tllaI^ miln
G«., was annXced to'-datb? the°W°
'
Department. Colonel Martin ,vas
St Wac
"\
1
eused of perjurv at thl T"
,
''
other officer and of J™ *nal of anlmmora!it
He was convicted on£w\h3 charge
yin reviewing the ,J
> but
6
Wilson revfrsed tlTZiin^l^T
co r ma
" *
,rtial as the latfce"
° °f H
Colonel Martin was a reo-nl,,.
omcer, and was irra(W»rf8 J r arm-v
Military Aeademv aftf -1'?"1 *•>*
from Pennsylvania
Womtment
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WORLD:
FBIVATE JUDGMIKT ADD PUBLIC DUTY,
Many will sympathize with Dr. Severer, ^vestdent of Throop College, Fagftdeua, Cs*., wh<. in a
long letter to Secretary Baker resigns !ji« pus- ar. a
Chist Field Agent of the Oouzbtnl'Oi Nat/ana! Defense because it had been suggested to liiai from
Washington that he should not, in public speeches,
"discriminate as to the relative value of newspapers." Yet in the point at issue he is wrong and
Washington is right.
Whether the Hearst newspapers, which Dr.
Scherer bad stoutly assailed, support the national
purposes in the war or are disloyal is not a question for a Chief Field Agent, or even a Secretary
ot War, to decide. It is a question for the Department of Justice, and for the courts if appeal
is made to them, to determine.
Persons in private life may say within legal
limits what they please about publications that
displease them. The people can kill any newspaper whose loyalty they distrust by not buying it.
But in accepting public office Dr. Scherer assumed
some obligation not to invest personal opinions
that In .private life he might properly express with,
the authority and the prestige of his office. If he
values freedom to express himself about newspapers more than he values his opportunity to serve
his country in war work, he is therefore logical in
resigning, but hardly judicious in lecturing Secretary Baker about matters not in his jurisdiction.
The right of private opinion and expression is
generously construed in this country. There is no
private right of judgment and execution of sentence. That is lynch law. Especially should men
who undertake important and delicate work for
the Government be careful to leave prosecution to
the Department of Justice, where it belongs.

yLfctd-.thena
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WEDNESDAY,

BAKER BLAMES SCHERER
FDR HEARST ATTACKS
—*—

Says It Is Not Proper for Any
U. S. Official to Act as

■

.

■

JUNE

■■-•;,■

26,

1318.

SO .regardless of, tho newspaper or
lone in
matter, what i
Giffbrd had nothing
won oi the private opinions at Individut only with remarks by men in
Beial. capacity."
'
»r.

S.I.ercr AV„« Xol Connected
W i(Ii State Defense Council.
(Special t'oThe ttVtl.)

ALBANY, Juno. •;;,.-,Vs chief field
agent, of the State Councils .Section
pf.-.the CounciJ of National Defense
IV: Scherer was in no, way conv,-:tli the New York "State
(SDedal to Tho World )
of Defense, which is' com:..'WASHINGTON,
June 25. -' Dr. pos. ,1 i ntirely of State officials-. There
I James A. 13. Scherer'.s letter of :
is no connection between the State
C quncils Section and the Adjutant
I nation from the, State.'Councils
General s office, according to Adjf
(.lion of the Committee on National den.
Sherrill.
'
i Defense, -which he made public yestsr- I
I day,, has not been received at the
I War Department, Secretary Baker
said late to-day. Dr. Scherer President o£ Throop College or Techno'ogv
at Pasadena, Cal., gave as his reason for resigning the refusal of the
War Department to take action oft
his complaints against William R.Hearst.
Dr. Scherer also, alleged that Secretary Baker had warned representatives of the .council "against freedom
of speech in,debouncing certain newspapers as inimical to the national
defense."
Secretary, Bilker made the following statement:
"Complaint- ..was made to me, I
think by' ' a representative of the
Hearst newspapers, that an official
of - the Council of National Defense
was devoting much of his time to attacking the Hearst newspapers I
told Director Gifford that Government officials should not be goin»
around the country attacking any
publication.
"I have not the slightest objection
to Dr. Scherer or a«y other man attacking any newspapers. in, his personal capacity, but T do not think it
proper for a Government official to do

He Did.

•JTHE EVENING POST, JUNE 26, 1918.

BAKERAGAINST DRAFT
AGE CHANGE NOW
Senate Committee to
Oppose Legislation
NEW PROGRAMME IN AUGUST
Secretary and Gen. March Say
Proposed Extension in Age
Limits at This Time Is Premature and Unnecessary—Enlarged Plans to Be Presented Later.

The latest statistics and estimates regarding the number of men still available under the present draft law and
the new British-Canadian treaty were
presented confidentially to the committee, together with the War Depart,
ment's plans for further draft calls.
CONFIDENTIAL

INFORMATION.

Secretary Baker, General March, and
pressed merely his personal views and
those of his military advisers, and did
not suggest the opinion of President
Wilson on the question, pjthough it
had been reported that the President
also opposes immediate legislation.
Secretary Baker, General March, and
General Crowder, it was stated, all
o.pposed the amendment by Senator
Johnson, of California^ proposing that
in future draft calls. States which already have furnished by voluntary enlistments an excess over their quotas
shall be given credit for such excess.
Senator Johnson was satisfied with the
statement that the present system
without credits is fairest, and planned
not to press his amendment.
In a formal statement made after
he had been closeted with the Committee for nearly three hours, Secretary Baker said an "enlarged" programme for the army was planned.
"I presented to the committee statements," said Mr. Baker, "that for the
present there are enough men in class
one sufficient for our prospective needs,
and when the enlarged programme of
the United States is ready for presentation to Congress we will at the same
time have complete data on which to
base any recommendations for change
in the age limits of the drafts

"When the Senate reconvened and resumed consideration of the Army bill,
Senator Chamberlain formally outlined
the statements made by Secretary
Baker, Gen. March, and Major-Gen.
Crowder.
"Both the Secretary and Gen. March
are of the opinion," said Mr. Chamberlain, "that no change ought to be
made in the age-limits at this time.
They say that in order to have proper
consideration of what the limits should
be, a complete investigation ought to
be made of the number of men now
subject to the draft, the number of
men that can be transported to
France, and the shipping available.
They say that no harm can be done
or no delay occasioned by postponement of changing the ages, until September, and they very much advise
against a change until this investigation can be had.
TROOPS

GOING

OVER.

"The Committee was advised that
troops now are being sent over partly
in French and British bottoms, and
that there may be some changes in
that arrangement July 1—either that
the arrangement will continue or more
American tonnage will be available.
"They feel that before any change
should be made there should be a full
investigation, before disturbing the
social and industrial conditions of the
country.
"The Committee concluded by a
majority vote that it would not be
best to undertake, at this time, a
change in the draft limits."
Senator Smoot, of Utah, asked for
Gen. Crowder's views, and Senator
Chamberlain replied:
"Gen. Crowder was appealed to. and
substantially stated that it was his
duty to carry out the War Department's work, and not recommend policies. I think we can all read between
the,lines of Gen. Crowder's statement,
and I think he feels, like I and many
other Senators do, that a change in
the age-limits eventually will have to
be made. They feel that no delay can
be occasioned by waiting two months
or so."
Senator McCumber, of North Dakota, pointing out that it was a function
of Congress to raise armies, said the
Military Committee "seems to use no
judgement of its own, but follows that
of the War Department."

WASHINGTON, June 26^ (by A. P.).—
After Secretary Baker and Gen. March
had opposed revision of the draft age
limits and announced that within sixty
or ninety days the War Department
would submit to Congress a new and
enlarged army programme, the Senate
Military Committee to-day decided to
oppose any legislation to change the
draft ages.
Mr. Baker and Gen. March informed the Senate Military Committee that they opposed as premature and unnecessary the proposed extension of the army draft-age limits.
Provost Marshal-General Crowder,
whose approval of the extension had
TO PREPARE STATEMENT.
been cited by advocates of the change
Chairman Chamberlain, of the Comin the Senate, also appeared before the
Committee to say that, while he was mittee, prepared to make a statement
not insistent upon immediate legisla- | to the Senate in connection with the
tion, he thought action should be taken I amendnientsjtojhe pending army apin time to obtain new registrants un- propriation bill of Senators Fall, of
der the revised age limits early next New Mexico, and Hitchcock, of Neyear.
braska, which, respectively, proposed
In asking that the draft legislation making the age limits twenty to forty
go over for the present, Mr. Baker hearts instead of twenty-one to thirtyand Gen. March said that within sixty one.
When the War Department's enor ninety days, probably about the
middle of August, after the proposed larged programme is submitted, memrecess of Congress, the Administration bers of the Committee, which virtually
would submit a new comprehensive Is a unit in favor later of extending
:iKADY 'JO TAKE ADVICE.
army programme, covering not only the draft age limits, also plans to prethe number of men it is proposed to scribe by legislation regulations reSenator Chamberlain replied that it
raise, but also dealing with shipping garding the classes of men who shall was proper for the Committee to seek
"work or fight." Such regulations, it the advice of those directly in charge
and other problems.
Gen. March and Mr. Baker said was said, probably would extend the o' the conduct of the war. He said that
sufficient men were available and "work or fight" principle.
by postponing consideration of the
subject (to call from the first regNo definite figures on the enlarged draft question at this time he did not
istration, ' the . reclassiflcation now programme were presented.
think there would be any danger of
in progress, and from the 800,000 new
Senator Hitchcock said that in Au- any call being made on men in Class 2.
registrants of the 1918 class, for the gust, when the final call on men in class
Senator Fall, of New Mexico, vigorarmy's requirements during the next 1 will have exhausted that class, there ously criticised the War Department's
lew months. General opinion of the would be 3,300,000 men in the army, attitude. He said there was appararmy General Staff accorded with this and that the highest estimate of the ently, an impression in the minds of
view, Gen. March, said.
-number^ of American troops which some people that it would take more
Most of the Senators who heard the would be in France by that time was food and ammunition in France for
statements of Secretary Baker and 1,450,000.
a man who was without dependents
Gen. March believed Congress would
than for a man with a wife and five
NO FIGURES GIVEN.
follow their recommendations. If Conchildren who has been inducted into
No
definite
figures
on
the
enlarged.;
, gress insists upon immediate legislamilitary service.
programme
were
presented.
It
is
imtion, Secretary Baker, Gen. March, and
Senator Chamberlain said he was
Gen. Crowder were said to be agreed possible at present, the officials said, not altogether in favor of all the views
to
give
any
accurate
estimates,
but
fthat the minimum age limit of twentyof the Secretary of War, adding if he
; one should be lowered to secure young- the Government proposes to exert its had his way he would have 2,500,000
maximum
power
in
the
war.
Studies
i er- men for military service, rather
men in France with all possible speed.
than to make any extensive raise in are being made of the problems of
"Of course, I know there was no
training,
clothing,
transporting,
and
the maximum age limit by which older
leference to the election used," interfeeding
men,
all
of
which
are
to
be
; men would be obtained. They told the
rupted Senator Fall, referring to toI Committee that more and better fight- covered in detail in the new pro- day's conference.
! ing men would be obtained by reduc- gramme, under the authority which
"If I thought the Secretary of War
tion of the age limit, and they sug- would be given the President in the was small enough and the Chief of
Army
bill
to
call
as
many
men
to
gested it be made twenty years, inStaff base enough to oppose this on the
stead of the present minimum of colors as can be trained, equipped, and ground that an election is coming, I
transported.
twenty-one.
would repudiate the_reeommendations
iiared_£unatori
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GIRL WILL RULE DRAFT
"Major Billie" Wellborn Will
Make the Drawings Today.

-Maj. Gen. Crowder's selection of Miss
Wellborn to draw the capsules from
the bowl caused some surprise,-because
in recent months she has become one
of the most important persons at the
draft office. She is in charge of the
bureau of Information and superintends the distribution of all news sent
i out from the office. She has been
J called a "living encyclopedia" of the
draft, and knows more about the different orders and regulations than almost any other person.

Her First Name Withheld.
What Miss Wellborn's first name may
be nobody knows—that is, no outside
person. She keeps her first name secret. On the rolls of the War Departshe is "Miss W. Wellborn." To her
BAKER WILL START LOTTERY ment
girl friends she is "Billie," and to her
young niece and nephew she is "Uncle
Bill," For want of something better to
Capsules in Bowl to Determine Order call her, Gen. Crowder selected the
name of "Major Billie," by which she
for Call of Men Registered June 5. is known throughout the draft office.
Miss Wellborn went into the governWork Will Be Done in Senate Of- ment
service "to do her part" at the
beginning
of the war. She was asfice Building Along Same Lines as
signed to the draft office, to the bureau
of information, then in charge of a colLast Year.
onel and a major'of the regular army.
She made it a point to learn all orders
National lottery machinery will be and regulations by heart, something
that the colonel and major did not do.
set in motion for a second time today Presently they began asking her for
for drawing the order numbers for information about the various rules.
744,500 young men who attained their She always knew. And then, when the
majority during the year ending colonel and major saw that they really
were in the way, they applied for field
Juite 5.
Secretary Baker plans to draw the duty, and Miss Wellborn was left alone
first capsule containing a muster num- to continue the' bureau.
ber from the bowl at 9:30 o'clock. Then
officials of Provost Marshal General j
Crowder's office will take Up the work,
and.the last capsule is expected to be
drawn by noon.
How Drawing Will Be Made.
While the drawing will be attended
by the same ceremony this year, it will
After Secretary Baker and Gen.
not be fraught with the significance March, chief of staff, had opposed reto the men affected. The order in vision of draft age limits and anwhich the numbers are drawn will de- nounced that within 60 or 90 days the
termine the relative position of the men War Department would submit to Conat the bottom of the class to which they gress a new and enlarged army prowill be assigned under the classifica- gram, the Senate military committee
tion system after they return their yesterday decided to oppose any legisquestionnaires now being mailed them. lation to change the draft ages.
Last year the numbers determined the
When the Senate reconvened and reregistrants' liability for service in the sume* consideration of the army bill,
order of the drawing.
Senator Chamberlain formally outlined
However, young men without de- the statements given by Secretary
pendents and not engaged in an essen- Baker, Gen. March and Maj. Gen. Crowtial industry will be placed at the bot- der.
tom of Class 1, and as the men now
"The committee," he said, "concluded
in that class soon will be exhausted, by a majority vote it would not be best
they undoubtedly will be called within to undertake at this time a change in
the draft limits."
a few months.
Senator Smoot asked for Gen. CrowMen's Fate in Girl's Hands.
der's views and Senator Chamberlain
The fate of about 800,000 American replied:
"Gen. Crowder was appealed to and
youths will be in the hands of one slim '
girl, "Major Billy" Wellborn, of At-1 substantially stated that it was his
duty
to carry out the War Departlanta. Ga., when she picks from the I
draft lottery bowl the capsuled num- ment's work and not recommend polibers to determine the order of their se- cies. J think we can all read between
lection before the local draft boards. | the lines of Gen. Crowder's statement
The ceremony will be witnessed by the | and I think he feels, like I and many
Secretary of War, the chief of staff, the I other senators do, that a change in the
provost marshal general, members of; age limits eventually will have to be
the Senate and House and other officials. made.
Numbers ranging from 1 to 1,200,
"They feel that no delay can be ocprinted on squares of paper black on casioned by waiting two months or
the reverse side and folded into tiny so."
capsules, will be drawn from the bowl
Senator Hitchcock, a member of the
to determine liability to military serv- military committee, declared there was
ice of all the men registered on June 5. an undue amount of confusion over the
The numbers were prepared yesterday issue.
at Gen. Crowder's office, checked and re"No committee has considered or adchecked, placed in the capsules, dumped vocated any change in the draft law "
into the jar and sealed. They are ready he said. "Secretary Baker and Gen.
to be taken to the Capitol, to the Senate March did not seek any change. It is
hearing room in the Senate office build- here on an appropriation bill that an
ing, which will be the scene of the effort Is made to make the change. And
drawing, the same as last year.
it was in an effort to secure light on
their attitude that the chairman of the
Baker Will Draw First Number.
military committee asked the Secretary
As soon as Mr. Baker draws the first of War and the chief of staff to confer
number other men present will be in- with the committee today, so there was
vited to select the second, third and no effort made by Secretary Baker or
ourth. Then, when the preliminaries Gen. March to interfere. There Is no
re over, Miss Wellborn will take her attempt on the part of the War Delace at the bowl and select the re- partment to interfere:with Congress."
ading numbers until all are drawn,
Senator Fall vigorously criticised
ihe will be blindfolded, and will be as- the War Department attitude. He Baid
isted In the work by a man who will there is apparently an impression in
itir the numbers in the bowl, and by the minds of some people that it would
:ally clerks who will check the num- Jake more food and ammunition in
iers as they are announced. Miss Well- :*Yance for a man who is without de>orn will be busy picking numbers for
wo hours.

Senate Committee Decides
Not to Change Draft Age
Limits; Proposal Debated

Ene opinion oi general rocn, ■

pendents than for a man with a wife
and five children who had been inducted into military service.
Senator
Chamberlain said he was not altogether
in favor of all the views of the Secretary of War, adding if he had hie way
he would have 2,500,000 men in France
with all possible speed.
"Of course I knew there was no refence to the election used," interrupted
Senator Fall, referring to yesterday's
conference.
"If I thought the Secretary of War
was small enough and the chief of staft
was base enough to oppose this on the
grounds that an election is coming I
would repudiate the recommendations
of both of them," declared 'Senator
Chamberlain.
Under present .plans, Senator Wadsworth, supporting the Fall amendment,
said Gen. Crowder had stated Class 1
would be exhausted by the middle of
September.
Senator: Wadsworth Insisted that to
be certain of having enough men available for call to meet any emergency,
Congress should not wait until September to legislate. He cited unpreparedness of the allies and America for
the war and during its course, declaring
! the world had seen "four years of Germany doing things first."
"It passes my understanding," he
said, "how our military advisers at this
juncture can solemnly advise us that
nothing more is required. Oh, if we
could wipe out of our dictionary the
words 'not yet.' "

WASHINGTON POST:

SERMLDROr"'
■ CRITICS OF PRESS
& fir? I ( fr

Secretary of War Does
Not Want Newspapers Assailed.

Secretary Baker has directed that officials connected with departments of
; the government under his jurisdiction
i must refrain from criticizing in their
i official capacity any newspaper or group
j of newspapers. His action resulted in ]
| the resignation of Dr. James A. B. \
1
Scherer, of Pasadena, Cal., chief field j
agent of the State councils' section of
the Council of National Defense, who
was said to have criticized the attitude
, of the Hearst newspapers toward the
I war.
In a statement explaining Dr. Scher- ,
| er's resignation, the War Secretary,
!1 who also is chairman of the Council of
National Defense, said he had no desire
to prevent any man from expressing his '
personal opinion, but that he did not
think that any man as a representative
of the government ought to be criticizing any newspaper.
|
"Some one," said Mr. Baker's state-,
ment, "I believe a representative of one
of the Hearst papers, had told me that
a representative of the Council of National Defense was making addresses
and spending a lot of his time criticizing in harsh terms the Hearst newspapers, I told Mr. Gifford, director of
the defense council, that I thought noI body who was officially representing the !
government ought to be criticizing any j
, newspaper.
"I don't care whether it is Hearst's
i paper or anybody else's, and that while I
| I hadn't the slightest desire to prevent]
jany man expressing his Individual opini Ion upon any newspaper, I didn't think'
| that any man as a representative of the I
government ought to be criticizing any
I newspaper."

Baker and March Appear Before
Senators, Opposing Change.
PROPOSAL HELD UNNECESSARY
In 3 Months Are to Present to Congress Enlarged Army Project.

In this connection Secretary Baker
told the Senate military affairs committee that within three months he
would present to Congress a new and
enlarged army project, based on bringing out the maximum fighting strength
of the country. This gigantic plan to
clinch victory is being worked out now
with great care and thoroughness. It
will mean millions more in men and
billions more in money. It will be presented' in time to permit the nation to
logically expand its program without
any delay whatsoever, according to Mr.
Baker.

Have Deserved Confidence.

tv
ie

2

MIT TILL FQCH

Congress is, in one sense, asked to

Props of Support Knocked From confidently rely upon the War DepartUnder Advocates of Change—Even ment's readiness and ability to develop
the man power of the nation in the
Orowder Is Opposed—1,450,000 most advantageous manner which cirMen in France by August, Baker cumstances permit. Both Secretary
Baker and Gen. March are greatly
Tells Committee, and Nations strengthened in their position by the
fact that the War Department has deTotal Fighting Strength 3,450,000. j served
confidence of Congress in the

matter of building up armies by being
now about five months ahead of schedBy ALBERT W. FOX.
ule in sending troops overseas.
More than 900,000 (it's probably about
(Copyright, 1818, by Washington Post Co.)
1,000,000 now) have already been
' It is practically certain that the shipped, and Mr. Baker explained yesdraft age' limit is to remain unchanged terday that if the department's plans
materialize, there will be 1,450,000 men
for the present.
in Prance during the month of August.
Secretary of War Baker, whose opCalculating approximately 70 per cent
position to extending the limit now combatants (which is the War Dewas recently explained fully by me at partment's estimate), the United States
will have 1,000,000 combatant troops in
a time when It seemed likely that ac- France by August, which is a record
tion along this line would be urged, well worthy of inspiring the confidence
Senators, no matter
has made his opposition clear to the of the nation.
what their divergences of opinion on
Senate military affairs committee and methods
may be, are .primarily interproposals before the Senate for the age ested in winning the war and it may
limit extension may be regarded as be assumed that Secretary Baker's rectemporarily laid aside, so far as the ommendation will be judged in the light
of what has already been accomplished
prospect of legislative action is con- in troop shipments and creating new
cerned.
fighting forces by giving the War Department >eaway in carrying out its
Explains Reasons to Committee.
plans.
Mr. Baker and Gen. Peyton C. March,
Ahead of Its Expectations.
chief of staff, explained to the Senate
Secretary Baker indicated that the
military affairs committee yesterday total fighting strength of the nation on
morning their reasons for not advising August 1 would be about 3,450,000 ina change In the age limits now. Pro- stead of 3,000,000, as first estimated.
This is another welcome indication of
vost Marshal General Crowder, who has the War Department being ahead of its
a natural tendency to get all the fight- own expectations.
Secretary Baker's data pertaining to
ing men he can at all times because
number of men available for the
that is his present duty, also concurred the
next few months without a change
in the War Department's decision. This in the age limit does not bear out the
removed one of the chief official advo- statement read into the Senate record
cates of extending the age limit from yesterday by Senator Chamberlain,
chairman of the Senate military affairs
the ranks of the senators who were ad- committee, that Class 1 would probably
vocating this plan.
be exhausted during October, arid
It Is not quite certain how the Senate would be reduced to 641,126 men by
calls to be made before August 1.
will take the War Department's recomThe all-important question is whether
mendation, though the chances are all the War Department has a sufficient
in favor of the administration having reservoir' of men for its own needs, and
its way. All day yesterday the contro- the judge of this should be, in the
opinion of many, the man who is
versy surged on the Senate floor over charged before the nation with the
an amendment by Senator Fall, of New necessity of having sufficient men.
Mexico, to the $12,01)0,000,000 army ap- Into this problem come various factors
propriation bill proposing that the age about which the government has confidential advance information not genlimit be extended to 20 to 40 instead of erally available.
21 to 31, aa it now stands. The Senate
Knows Shipping Situation.
finally adjourned to resume, the figljt toFor example, the government knows
day. There is no vote in immediate
prospect, and if the vote does come ad- what the shipping situation will be
during the next few months, what the
ministration leaders are confident that needs of tre supply questions bring up
the amendment will be safely beaten.
for consideration, &c. Available shipping naturally remains a vital factor.
Serves No Helpful Purpose.
British and French tonnage now turned
Secretary Baker was very frank and over to the United States for shipping
troops may be curtailed temporarily
straightforward in explaining to the for
reasons which cannot be disclosed.
Senate committee why he did not favor
After the hearing before the Senate
changing the age limit now. The chief committee yesterday, Secretary Baker
reason is that such action is not neces- made this statement to the newspaper
men:
sary and serves no helpful purpose to"I presented to the committee stateward the .nation's war program. The ments that for the present there are
government has enough man power to enough men in Class 1, sufficient for
call upon without this action being our prospetcive needs, and when the
enlarged program of the United States
taken at the present time. There are is ready for presentation to Congress
some 800,000 men subject to call for the we will at the same time have complete
army's needs during the next few data on which to base any recommenfor the change in the age limits
months, and the War Department re dation
of the draft."
gards it as wise to refrain from alter
ing the age limits until later, when
Congress and the War Department can
consider the matter afresh in the light
of new plans being worked out by the
administration.

iIRS SIB
Allied Chief's Opinion Still to
Be Heard, and America
Backs Him, He Says
(Continued from Pn^e 1. Column 81
territory north of the river Aisne, and
It ."s to threaten this from the rear that
the Germans launched the new attack
south of the Aisne on a very wide
front.

GERMAN EFFORTS BALKED
At the same time, it is pointed out
by military critics, the Germans were
balked in their efforts to reach Compiegne frontally, and they hoped to
attain their object by this outflanking attack.
Compiegne
still is
eighteen miles west of the new operations, with the forest of Compiegne
Intervening.
The limited success of the German
offensive on Sunday, the heavy losses
of the Germans and the vigor of the
French counter-attack sharply distinguish the present struggle from
the March battle. A favorable feature of the development is the general tendency of the fighting to rivet
an increasing proportion of the German resources in the south. There
is now no talk of a more formidable
German attack in another direction.
Foch, indeed, it is contended, appears to have the situation well under
control.
< GAIN FOR DEFENSE
PARIS, June 13.—There was plenty
of fighting yesterday, but it did not
affect the general situation. As the
Germans are fighting against time,
this result is a distinct gain to the
defense.
' The Germans, it is true, made slight
progress on their left toward Compiegne, from which, at Melicocq, they
are now only five miles away, but so
did the French on the other wing in
the region of Mery.
As the nature of the ground around
Mery provides the French with excellent gun positions behind hills, from
which they can pound at short range
the road by which all supplies must
pass to the German center in the
thrust toward Compiegne, the French
can claim an advantage in the day's
operations, for they also stopped the
German efforts south of the Aisne
against the forest east of Vlllers-Cotterets.
LONDON, June 13.—The Germans,
at severe cost, continue to push down
the Matz valley, where an abundance
of small woods afford maximum protection for French machine guns and
artillery, says Reuter's correspondent
at French headquarters, telegraphing'
Wednesday. Further west the French
have pursued their progress on the
Mery plateau and have pushed the
enemy off the eastern slope into the
valley.
"This position," the correspondent
adds, "on which the enemy believed
himself firmly established forty-eight
hours ago was of great importance to
his advance on the center as it overlooks the Matz valley and commands
the junction of the main roads between Montdidier and Beauvraignes,
through which the enemy's troops and
supplies for the front in the river valley must pass.
"The French thus have an observation post overlooking the German
center, which must already have become a source of great embarrassment
to the enemy."
i*3j
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MEN OF 21 IN DRAFT
Drawing of Numbers, Including
2,558 Here, Over in 2 Hours.
NO. 246 IS FIRST TAKEN OUT
Baker Picks Capsule From Bowl.
Affects Two White and Four Colored Men of District—1,190 of the
Drawings Made by "Major Billy"
Wellborn, Young Woman.

Attorneys' Services Free
To All New Registrants
All registrants In the District
who have reached their twentynrst year since June 5, 1017, and
who have now received their questionnaires can get free assistance
In filling them out from any attorney In Washington.

1917 Features Repeated.
All of the features of last year were
practically retained this year. There
was the earns battery of official and
newspaper photographers in evidence
as the ceremony started and Gen. Crowder suggested to "Maj. Billy" that he
feared she would spend her next
month's salary going to see motion pictures of herself.
As the capsules were handed to officers of the provost marshal's office by
Miss Wellborn, they were opened and
the numbers announced to be recorded
on the great blackboard. Four scorers
sitting at a table at one side of the
room kept four separate records. They
were Lieut. Gilmore, of Pennsylvania;
were Lieut. Holloway, of Michigan;
Lieut. Hill, of Kentucky, and Lieut.
Miller, of Kentucky.
Blackboard Is Photographed.
Lieut. McCormick. of the District of
Columbia, wrote the numbers on the
blackboard. As soon as one blackboard
was finished it was photographed and
another one substituted. The four separate tabulations must exactly correspond with the blackboards before the
final "master lists" will be prepared.
Yesterday's numbers were on paper
red on the outside so that the containers seemed red. The bowl was stirred
throughout the drawing by Capt. Morris.

NEW DRAFT ACT LOST
Senator Fall Looks for Defeat of
His Age Extension Plan.
OTHERS TAKE SIMILAR VIEW
Reed

Warns

of

Enormous

Task

Ahead to Defeat Germany and Opposes Preparation by "Piecemeal."
. Urges Proposed Extension, as Do
Lodge and Cummins.
Debate on Senator Fall's amendment
to the $20,000,000,000 army appropriation bill providing for extension of the
draft ages to 20 and 40 years, was resumed in the Senate yesterday, but consideration of the measure was so delayed by the fight on the suffrage
amendment resolution that a vote was
not reached. Leaders last night hoped
to dispose of the amendment and possibly pass the bill today. Senator Fall
said he expected that his effort to
extend the draft ages would be futile,
and the general opinion of senators
seemed to be that the amendment
would be rejected.

Challenges Baker's Opinion.
The second drawing in the draft for
the national army is over and last
night 2,558 young- men in the District
of Columbia who have reached the age
of 21 since June 5, 1917, knew more or
less the degree in which they are subject
to call for service in America's armies.
Questionnaires are now being filled out
and mailed and the classification of
those drafted will begin at once.
Inasmuch as the men whose names
were drawn yesterday are all 21 years
of age it is believed that most of them
will fall in Class 1, which means that
most will be enrolled in the national
army this fall.
First Draw by Baker.
At 9:34 o'clock Secretary Baker
drew the first number—246—from the
bowl in the preparation of America's
second message of man-power to Potsdam. This number affects six registrants in the District—two white and
four colored men. At exactly 11.38 the
drawing was completed, having taken
only a trifle over two hours as against:
17 hours consumed in the drawing of
June 20, 1917. Senator Chamberlain, I
chairman of the Senate military affairs
committee, who, came next, drew out
No. 1,168. Senator Warren, father-inlaw of Gen. Pershing, was next, drawing out No.. 818.
Representative Dent, chairman of
the House military affairs committee,
drew the fourth number, which was
No. 1091, while Representative Kahn
drew the.fifth, which was No. 479. Gen.
March, chief of staff, drew No. 469;
then came Gen. Crowder, who has been
in charge of the draft machinery since
its inception, drawing No. 492. Col.
Charles Warren, of Gen. Crowder's
staff, drew eighth, No. 154. Col. EasbySmith drew the ninth, which was No.
529, while Maj. Kramer drew the tenth,
No. 355.
Knows the Draft Laws.
At this point the drawing was turned
over to "Maj. Billy" Wellborn. This
young lady is Gen. Crowder's assistant
and is known as the information bureau
of the provost marshal's office. She
knows by heart every ruling of the
draft laws and amendments and is credited with knowing just a little more
about the draft machinery than any one
else connected with the system. She
drew the remaining 1,190 capsules with
monotonous precision without any ..time
off and without anything approaching a
mistake.
And so ended the selection of 744,500
new fighting' men from the youth of
the nation.
The setting .was more
military than that of last year's drawing, and, as last year, the moment of
drawing the first number was a dramatic one.

Senators Reed, of Missouri, democratic member of the Seriate military
comhiittee; Lodge, of Massachusetts,
and Cummins, of Iowa, In urging upon
the Senate the necessity for immediate
extension of the draft ages, challenged
the opinion of Secretary Baker and Gen.
March, chief of. staff, that the legislation is not needed at this time. The
Missouri senator, however, said he
would bow to the decision of the War
Department officials.
'Senator Reed declared that though
Germany eventually will be defeated, it
will be accomplished only after the allies have suffered tremendous losses.
He said the central powers hold the
advantage in heavy guns on every
front.
He asserted that America has no
heavy guns except those that have been
taken from the supply of the navy de-partment and that It will require nearly
two years to get a sufficient number.

TeUs of Irish Failure.
"Ireland has failed to do its duty In
this war," he asserted, in support of his
claim that the complete man power of
the allies could not be mustered against
the Germans.
Senator Reed said he was op-posed to
preparing for the prosecution of this
war in a "pieee-meal fashion," and
warned against overconfldence. Information he has, he says, indicates that
Germany has the advantage in men and
^material despite the arrival of American troops. He recalled the collapse of
Russia, and continued:
"Before we are through with this
war, we will have to put 5,000,000 to
7,000,000 troops in Europe, I think.
Bachelors of 30 to 40 should be called
before the married men of 21 to 30.

Austrian Reports Propaganda.
Stories that Austria is about to fall to
pieces, that food riots are frequent and
the country is about to rebel were regarded by Senator Reed as "part of a
skilfully laid plan to lull the world into
slothfulness."
Senator Lodge urged that the draft
age limits be extended now, declaring
that it would eliminate possibility of
delay. He opposed lowering the draft
limit below 21, but' favored Its extension to 40 years. Senator Cummins said
that if the Senate had adopted the resolution he offered last month, calling
for information from departmental officials regarding the man power needed
for military, Industrial and agricultural .purposes, it now would have information that "would make it Imperative
for the Senate to act."
The chief question to be considered,
the senator said, Is the maintaining of
a proper balance between the military
and the industrial and agricultural populations.
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Secretary Baker delivering his address at the Flag day exercises on the Monument lot. Presii
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it. President and Mrs. Wilson in box at left. Perhaps you can find yourself in the crowd.

(Photo by Harris & Ewing.)
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Growth of the Army.

In compliance with the request of Chairman Dent, of the House committee on
military affairs, Secretary Baker has -written a letter sketching what has been accomplished since the advent of the United
States into the war toward organizing,
arming and equipping the American armyi
It is a splendid record, encouraging to
every patriotic citizen and Inspiring the
conviction of triumph.
In fourteen months the army has increased from 9,524 officers and 202,510
enlisted men to approximately 160,400 officers and 2,010,000 enlisted men. As has
been shown in previous official statements
from the Secretary of War, practically
half of the present military force is now
In France.
The stupendous task of providing supplies for the army is Indicated by the purchases made by the quartermaster corps.
Some of these, are: Horses and mules,
889,593; shoes, 27,249,000 pairs; ootton
undershirts, 48,922,000; denim oloth,
103,028,000 yards, and wool stockings,
104,333,000 pairs.
The health of the American soldiers
has been conserved and protected most
efficiently. In 1898 the death rate per
thousand in the army was 20.14, In 1900
it was 7.78 and in 1916 It was 5;13. For
the week ended June 7 of this year the
death rate per thousand among all troops
—regulars, national army and national
guard—in the United States was 3.16.
Army hospitals in the United States on
June 5 contained 72,667 beds, and new
construction now under way will increase
this capacity to 87,344 beds. In France
hospital facilities have been and are being organized which will provide beds
equal to 5 to 10 per cent of the number of
men in the American forces. The number
of officers in the medical corps has been
increased from 900 to 24,000 and the
number of enlisted men from 8,000 to
148,000.
American engineers have constructed
hundreds of miles of railway in France.
More than 22,000 standard gauge and 60
C. M. freight cars and 1,600 standard
gauge and 60 CM. locomotives have been
sent to France.
The' aircraft program is proceeding
most encouragingly. Up to June 8 6,880
elementary training planes and 2,133 advanced training planes were delivered,
more than 2,000 Liberty engines have
been delivered to the army and navy and
37,250 machine guns have been delivered
for use on aeroplanes.
More than 1,300,000 rifles were produced in the United States and delivered
between the declaration of war and June
1 of this year.
During May more than 900 heavy
Browning machine guns and more than
1,800 light Brownings were delivered.
American engineers have so increased
the port facilities of France that during
this month it will be possible to handle
750,000 tons at the ports used by the
N
American army. '

Text of His Address.
Mr. Baker's speech, in part, is as follows:
" I have special pleasure in the statement by the chairman of this meeting
that there are present tonight representatives of perhaps seventy-five nationalities by extraction, because this
war is not a war of grammars, but a
battle of principles, and it matters little
what language the lips speak if the
language of the heart is in harmony
with the principles of freedom.
" On the one side was a group of people, who, for forty years or more, have
been taught by their government that
the will of the prince is the supreme
law. On the other side there are those
men, the free men of many nations.
We have a small group of powers located contiguously to one another in
the center of Europe, defying the
world, and we have the world answering their defiance by assembling and
associating themselves together in the
matter of liberty, and when we see that
alliance and that allegiance we realize
Pride in the American army, pride
that this war can have but one end.
In its achievements, pride in the nation
Grim Pictures in Our Memory.
which it is defending, and abounding
" There are certain grim pictures
confidence that it will prove equal to
which are -burned into our memory,
its task—these formed the dominant
and which the youngest of us will
note in the speech of Secretary of "War
remember to his dying day, that will
Newton D. Baker in the Auditorium
always seem to have been casual in
that relation. "Who is there who can
last night.
close his eyes and think of the name
At the end of a busy day, and as
of Lusitania without seeing on the
Vigorous as in the morning, Mr. Baker
waves that wash the chalk cliffs of
swayed to a tremendous pitch of enEngland the wide strewn bodies of men
thusiasm an audience that for size has
and women and little babies, sent to
rarely been exceeded in the history of
slaughter, and that by a surprise atthe Auditorium. Over 5,000 cheering
tack, in violation of the established
people jammed the building. The stage
rules, courtesies, and knightliness of
was filled to the rear wall. And that
warfare?
audience had started to gather in force
" Who is there who can think of the
name of Belgium without believing
at 6:30 o'clock, when the doors opened,
her to be the wronged of all nations
and waited patiently until 8:15, when
in the world? Little, and therefore of
the secretary and his party came from
a dinner which had been given for him
no account; feeble, and therefore having no rights; innocent, and therefore
at the Congress hotel.
fit for the slaughter!
Two Minutes of Cheering.
"But these are not, of course, the real
A two minute demonstration greeted
Mr. Baker upon his introduction by ■ causes of American entry into that
Max Pam, who presided. Demonstra- j war. Our own wrongs were grievous
and many. Our unquestioned national
tion succeeded demonstration as the j
war secretary proceeded in his address. ' rights were invaded. We were plainly
and obviously up to the place where
He was graphic in depicting the work* we had one or the other of two alternaaccomplished by the army. He told.;
tives presented to us. /We could either
after a summary of the nation's reabow in meek submission to the hossons for entering the war, of the intile aggression of Germany upon our
crease from "something like, 8,000 ofpeople or upon our rights, or we could
ficers and 200,000 men, to 146,000 offi(Continued on page A. column ».),
cers and 2,500,000 men, including 1,000,000 ^overseas," amid cheers.
He told of the " amusement" felt
In Germany at our entry into the war,
but this, he said, had changed since
"we have over 1,000,000 men in
France, fighting in the air, on the
land, under the land, and on the high
seas as bravely as any antagonist the
enemy ever met or ever will meet," and
also " in the training camps of this
country another 1,500,000 Just like
them," and "in the homes of this
country as many millions more as are
necessary."
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Growth of the Army.

In compliance with the request of Chair- ,
man Dent, of the House committee on
military affairs, Secretary Baker has written a letter sketching what has been accomplished since the advent of the United
States Into the war toward organising,
arming and equipping the American army;
It Is a splendid record, encouraging to
every patriotic citizen and inspiring the
conviction of triumph.
In fourteen months the army has increased from 9,524 officers and 202,610
enlisted men to approximately 160,400 officers and 2,010,000 enlisted men. As has
been shown in previous official statements
from the Secretary of War, practically
half ot the present military force is now
in Trance.
The stupendous task of providing supplies for the army is indicated by the pur- .
chases made by the quartermaster corps. 00
Some of these, are: Horses and mules, H
889,693; shoes, 27,249,000 pairs; cotton
undershirts, 48,922,000; denim oloth,
103,028,000 yards, and wool stockings,
CD
104,333,000 pairs.
The health of the American soldiers
has been conserved and protected most
efficiently. In 1898 the death rate per
thousand in the army was 20.14, In 1900
it was 7.78 and la 1916 It was 6.13. For
the week ended June 7 of this year the
death rate per thousand among all troops
—regulars, national army and national
guard—in the United States was 3.16.
Army hospitals In the United States on
June 5 contained 72,667 beds, and new
construction now under way will increase
this capacity to 87,344 beds. In France
hospital facilities have been and are being organized which will provide beds
equal to 5 to 10 per cent of the number of
men in the American forces. The number
of officers in the medical corps has been
increased from 900 to 24,000 and the
number of enlisted men from 8,000 to
148,000.
American engineers have constructed
hundreds of miles of railway in France.
More than 22,000 standard gauge and 60 j
C. M. freight cars and 1,600 standard
gauge and 60 C. M. locomotives have been
sent to France.
The' aircraft program is proceeding
most encouragingly. Up to June 8 6,880
elementary training planes and 2,133 advanced training planes were delivered,
more than 2,000 Liberty engines have
been delivered to the army and navy and
37,260 machine guns have been delivered
for use on aeroplanes.
More than 1,300,000 rifles were produced in the United States and delivered
between the declaration of war and June
1 of this year.
During May more than 900 heavy
Browning machine guns and more than
1,800 light Brownings were delivered.
American engineers have so increased
the port facilities of France that during
this month it will be possible to handle
750,000 tons at the ports used by the
American army. l
These are some of the more striking
accomplishments in war preparations during the last fourteen months. They are
enough to demonstrate the efficiency that
has been reached and to dispel any gloom
which the troubles of the earlier period of
the war may have created. America has
struck her stride, and will go forward
swiftly and surely to victory. The resolution of congratulations to the War Department, which the House committee on
military affairs passed upon consideration
of Secretary Baker's letter, will be approved by the public generally.

Text of His Address.
Mr. Baker's speech, in part, is as fol-.
lows:
" I have special pleasure in the statement by the chairman of this meeting
that there are present tonight representatives of perhaps seventy-five nationalities by extraction, because this
war is not a war of grammars, but a
battle of principles, and it matters little
what language the lips speak if the
language of the heart is in harmony
with the principles of freedom.
•' On the one side was a group of people, who, for forty years or more, have
been taught by their government that I
the will of the prince is the supreme]
law. On the other side there are those
men, the free men of many nations.
We have a small group of powers located contiguously to one another in
the center of Europe, defying the
world, and we have the world answering their defiance by assembling and
associating themselves together in the
matter of liberty, and when we see that
alliance and that allegiance we realize
Pride in the American army, pride
that this war can have but one end.
In its achievements, pride in the nation
Grim Pictures in Our Memory.
which it is defending, and abounding
" There are certain grim pictures
confidence that it will prove equal to
which are -burned into our memory,
its task—these formed the dominant
and which the youngest of us will
note in the speech of Secretary of "War
remember to his dying day, that will
Newton D. Baker in the Auditorium
always seem to have been casual in
that relation. "Who is there who can
last night.
close his eyes and think of the name
At the end of a busy day, and as
of Lusitania without seeing on the
vigorous as in the morning, Mr. Baker
waves that wash the chalk cliffs of
swayed to a tremendous pitch of enEngland the wide strewn bodies of men
thusiasm an audience that for size has
and women and little babies, sent to
rarely been exceeded in the history of
slaughter, and that by a surprise atthe Auditorium. Over 5,000 cheering
tack, in violation of the established
people jammed the building. The stage
rules, courtesies, and knightliness of
was filled to the rear wall. And that
warfare?
audience had started to gather in force
" Who is there who can think of the
name of Belgium without believing
at 6:30 o'clock, when the doors opened,
her to be the wronged of all nations
and waited patiently until 8:1&, when
in the world? Little, and therefore of
the secretary and his party came from
no account; feeble, and therefore hava dinner which had been given for him
ing no rights; innocent, and therefore
at the Congress hotel.
fit for the slaughter!
Two Minutes of Cheering.
"But these are not, of course, the real
A two minute demonstration greeted
of American entry into that
Mr. Baker upon his introduction by | causes
war. Our own wrongs were grievous
Max Pam, who presided. Demonstra- j and many. Our unquestioned national
tion succeeded demonstration as the; rights were invaded. We were plainly
war secretary proceeded in his address.
and obviously up to the place where
He was graphic in dapletmg the work'
we had one or the other of two alternaaccomplished by the army. He told.
tives presented to ua. /We could either
after a summary of the nation's reabow in meek submission to the hossons for entering the war, of the intile aggression of Germany upon our
crease from " something like, 8,000 ofpeople or upon our rights, or we could
ficers and 200,000 men, to 146,000 offi(Continued on page 4, column SOJ
cers and 2,600,000 men, including 1,000,000 ^overseas," amid cheers.
He told of the " amusement" felt
in Germany at our entry into the war,
but this, he said, had changed since
"we have over 1,000,000 men in
France, fighting in the air, on the
land, under the land, and on the high
seas as bravely as any antagonist the
enemy ever met or ever will meet," and
also " in the training camps of this
country another 1,500,000 just like
them," and " in the homes of this
country as many millions more as are
necessary."
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ONLY ONE END TO WAR—BAKER; MILLIONS READY
(Continued from first gage.)
fight; and as between those alternatives, Americans are so made that only
one choice was possible.
Washington Watching His Children.
"This day has an especial significance
In connection with that choice. In the
city of Washington, the very name of
which bears the name of the founder of
our country, there are many memories
of the great men who established the
liberties you and I enjoy. It is impossible for me to look out of the window of my office without seeing that
great monument which many people
believe to be the most beautiful monument erected by human hands; that
tall pure shaft called the Washington
monument.
" And as I see it daily I cannot help
wondering whether the pure spirit of
Washington might not have taken up
its abode there, in order that he might
watch his children and those of his
countrymen, the descendants from his
own heroes.
" If his spirit Is there it must draw a
contrast or draw a picture between
1776 and this Fourth of July. It must
remember the little army with which
he went from one end of these struggling colonies to the other, believing as
few men have ever believed in anything, believing intensely and deeply
in the ultimate right of man to rule
himself.
Repaying Debt to Prance.
"And if his spirit does look from that
monument over this great country of
ours, if he is there, taking account of
the growth and profit which has come
from the spirit of his time, he must remember with pleasure and pride Lafayette and Rochambeau coming to
the United States to assist us, from the
ancient monarchy of France.
" Then with uplifted eye and swelling
bosom he must see Americans still
free, still devoted to liberty, still extending freedom, grown magnificently
into might; great industrially and great
historically, great educationally, and
this great civilization; and he must see
them streaming across the Atlantic in
an endless procession of ships to return to France the compliment and assistance paid us in those doubtful years
of our struggle; carrying the lamp of
the same spirit which he lighted in
1776; vindicating in the old world these
mighty principles which inspire the
later day civilization.
Another German Error.
"So we went into this war, and there
. was some amusement, I am told, in
Germany when we went in. The calculations of the Wilhelmstrassers hav?
always been at fault.
"So long as the chancellor of the German empire believed they could not
carry out submarine warfare, he not
j only was opposed to it, but was will! ing to give to a friendly government
the solemn assurance of the imperial
government of the . German empire
that they would not resume that lawless war. But as soon as they felt they
had enough submarines built for the

purpose then they cast that promise to
the winds, like other treaty promises
and obligations, and resumed unrestricted submarine warfare.
"And the reason they did that was
that they despised America. They
thought we were too far away and too
busy making money, they thought we
knew nothing about militarism, and
therefore were not worth counting.
They thought the right sleeve of our
coat was empty, and now that right
sleeve has been disclosed to contain a
strong right arm.
"A million men face them in trenches
that reach from the channel to the
Swiss frontier, faces they never expected to see, faces they said could
not by any possibility get to France.
But they are not only there in France,
but they are not merchants, they are
not men in industry, they are not people enfeebled by too much civilization,
they are not men who cannot learn to
fight.
"They are fighting them in the air,
on the land, under the land, and on
the high seas as bravely as any antagonist they have ever met or ever will
meet!
"And in the training camps in this
country there are something like a
million and a half more just like them.
And in the homes of this country there
are millions more, as many as are
necessary.
"The next news from the Wilhelmstrassers will not be contempt for
America, or despising her possibilities,
but they will probably pick out Mosambique the next time.
Sudden Call to War.
"For long years we devoted ourselves
to the arts of peace. We cultivated
the good will of the rest of the world
and established good will among ourselves. We labored early and late to
extract from nature her secrets and
her p'ower in order that we might
make them contribute to the comfort
of mankind. We spent our efforts in
multiplying opportunities so that the
children of the humblest among us
might have equality with the children
of those more fortunate.
" Our civilization was growing constantly more beautiful, and, when this
sudden call came to us, there had to be
a complete reorganization. We had
not only to increase the army from
8,000 officers to 146,000 officers and from
200,000 men to 2,500,000 men, but we
had to reorganize the industry and the
commerce of the United States.
"And the fact that our men in France
are armed and clothed and fed is due
to the American people, to the farmers
who grew the foodstuffs and the cotton
and the wool. [An interruption from
the audience: " And you, too, Baker;"]
[Uproarious applause.] And to the manufacturers and the captains of industry
of this country who changed all their
factories and workshops from one form
of operation to another in order that
they might be utilized, and to the great
intelligent, free body of American labor, which has never allowed a sun to
go down without its daily output of
good for the army!
" The warehouses constructed for the
American army in France, if placed

end to end and reduced to a uniform
size, fifty feet in width, would reach
250 miles. In one vast depot the United States has established over there
upon a place once unoccupied warehouses large enough to require 120
miles of railroad sidetracks and
switches to supply them. The American army has in operation more than
4,000 miles of electric wires it has
erected for the supplying of intelligence to our own army.
" We have established in France vast
hospitals, with 5,000 bed capacity, and
with an ultimate intention to enlarge
them to 10,000 beds, and they are
manned by American doctors; they
are attended by American nurses; they
are filled with American orderlies, and
in them the most scientific and considerate and helpful medical attention and
care is given to wounded American
soldiers that can be found anywhere.
The Modern Knights.
" The youngest of the great nations
of the earth, growing strong and rich
and powerful, and maintaining its belief in its ideals, suddenly coming into
this war as the last ally, the powerful
aid, the great helper of the assembled
free nations—doesn't it sound like the
stories we used to read when we were
children, of the knights of King Arthur's court? They went out to prevent wrong and to establish right in
the world.
" It will not be necessary to read
the tales of King Arthur to our children and our grandchildren. What
was then exemplified by individuals is
now exemplified by nations, and, for
King Arthur and Sir Launcelot, Sir
Percival and Sir Galahad, we can call
the roll of the free nations of the
world and tell our children and our
grandchildren, as we sit, free and unafraid by our rescued fireside, when
this victory is won we can tell our
children and our grandchildren of the
unselfish purpose of the nations who
went out and fought and bled and
sacrificed and died in order that liberty
might be permanently reestablished
among men."
Mr. Pain's Words of Praise.
In introducing Mr. Baker, Chairman
Pam referred to him as " a gentleman
whose heart beats for humanity, whose
passion is for justice, whose energy is
for equality of opportunity for every
man, woman, and child, rich or poor,
but who, like the president, if we could
not have peace with honor, will exert
every ounce of strength in his being,
every drop of blood in his veins, and
every breath in his body to win liberty
and Justice for nations and for peoples."
Guest at Dinner.
After returning from Rockford, Mr.
Baker was the guest at a dinner at
the Congress, at which the hosts
were the Illinois State Council of
Defense, National Selective Service association. Advertising association of
Chicago, American Association of Foreign Language Newspapers, Chicago
Association of Commerce, Chicago Association of Credit Men, Chicago Athletic association, Chicago Bar asso-

ciation, Chicago Federation of Labor,
Chicago real estate board, University
of Chicago, City club, Clvio federation,
University club, Commercial club,
Hamilton club, Illinois Manufacturers'
association, Industrial club, Iroquois
club, Military Training Camps association, National Security league, Northwestern university, Rotary club, Traffic club, and Union League club.
The guests included: Max Pam,
chairman; Samuel Insull, Capt. W. A*.
Mo#ett, Gen. T. H. Barry. Jacob M.
Dickinson, former secretary of war;
H. H. Merrick, Bishop Samuel Fallows'
Maclay Hoyne, Charles F. Clyne
Julius F. Smtetanka. Nelson Lamport'
Graham Taylor, J. Ogden Armour, J.'
W. O'Leary, Maj. Edgar B. Tolman,
Alexander H. Revell, H. H. Kohlsaat,
James F. Stepina, Peter S. Lambros.
Otto C. Butz, Horace Nugent, Sigmund
Zeisler, John D. Shoop, Lessing Rosenthai, Edgar Bancroft, John
W
Thomas, R. E. Belcher. Eugene I. Kimbark, Clarence S. Darrow, W. A. Tilden, Harry Pratt Judson, Joseph E
Otis, and Foster S. Nims.
Greatest on the Planet.
At this dinner Mr. Baker spoke
briefly, impressing upon the diners, 100
in number, that the army " is not my
army, nor its own army, but our
army," and saying that " so far as has
been evidenced it is a great army and
has justified in every way all our
trust and satisfied all our hopes. In
character and personnel it is the
greatest army ever seen on this
planet."
Just before Secretary Baker entered
the banquet room in the Congress hotel, the news of the capture of Hamel
by Australian and American troops
was told to him by a TRIBUNE reporter.
" That's fine. That's great news for
the Fourth of July," was his comment.
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BAKER SPEEDS
86THTGWARAS
100,000 CHEER
Great Celebration Marks

Nation's Birthday at
Camp Grant.
Camp Grant, July 4.—[Special.]—
Secretary of War Baker. gripped the
ropes in the Camp Grant arena this
afternoon and gave the official " God
speed " to the Blackhawk division—the
Eighty-sixth—soon to be on Its way
overseas to the battle lines.
The message which he brought to
the 40,000 men and brought home to
the 100,000 cheering relatives and
friends who gathered for the tremendous day's celebration was that the
nation expects them to be fighters.
They showed these symptoms a few
minutes after the secretary left the
ring. Six hard fisted "Blackhawkers"
lianglng "haymakers" on six of our Canadian brethren picked as a pride of
the maple leaf forces. A seventh was
saved through the kindness of the
referee, who suspended hostilities.
It was a cosmopolitan gathering of
men and women at the ringside to participate in the official adleux.
The
rich and poor, the high and the low,
were there, all with an interest in
some stalwart son selected to help
fight the Hun.
Social Lines Forgotten.
Federal Judge K. M. Landis and
the Cyrus McCormicks and the Samuel
T. Chases and the countless others fraternized with the scrub women from
back of the yards.
All lines were
obliterated in the parting. And there
was no squeemishness from male or
female when some of the battlers got
messed up with the padded mitts and
lost some blood.
But a stone's throw away from the
central scene of the day's happenings
and within sound of the secretary's
voice was the big wire fenced stockade housing about 100 German prisoners of war, and that adjoining, before which paced armed sentries, containing Brent Dow Allinson and others
who have indicated hostility towards
the war or friendliness to the Hun.
If either were influenced by the big
day's demonstration, they made no outward exhibit of it to the thousands
who gathered about for a " peek" In
their sightseeing trips to the trench
systems, the bronco busting, the baseball games, to the prize fights, and to
the other events of the day.
"A Great Privilege."
In his speech to the soldiers, who
fairly hid the surrounding hills with
a blanket of khaki uniforms, the secretary of war told of the purity of purpose behind our participation in the
war; that they are to have " the great
privilege of seeing the final vindication of right on the very frontiers of
'freedom," and that the nation will be
waiting with open arms for them
when they return victorious from " the
great adventure."
There was a tremendous cheer from
the leather lungs of his hearers when
he declared:

" Have no fears about France. The
British and the French armies for
three long years have withstood the
greatest military machine ever contrived. Day by day they have battled
back this conscienceless invader. They
have held the Germans and now there
is a gathering of the forces from the
great, free peoples of the world. Great
Britain is strengthening her forces;
France is strengthening hers. Italy
is strengthening hers, and a panoramic
stream of ships is now crossing the
Atlantic carrying you and your fellows,
until the allied army is becoming triumphantly superior in numbers and in
force.
Excerpts jfrom Speech.
The secretary also said:
"It gives me pleasure to greet, on
this birthday celebration of our nation,
young America in arms. What I have
to say is chiefly to these young soldiers. They are selected out of the
body of the citizenship of this great
republic. They have assumed the unlform of their country's army and they
are about to sail overseas to defend
liberties which our fathers acquired for
us and transmitted to us for safekeeping and enlargement.
" There are reasons why you young
soldiers should feel a special sense
of inspiration and elation at your calling. In ancient times men were summoned into the armies of the countries of the world at the behest of
rulers who derived their power from
no consent given by those over whom
them ruled, and those armies went
forth for purposes of national aggrandizement.
But you are a different
army from that.
Sou are the army
of a free people, yourselves free men;
you are fighting for a cause which
is almost a romance in Its purity and
freedom from selfishness or taint of
any kind. .
Speaks to 2,500,000.
" Let me be a little more Intimate
with you. I am not speaking about
any individual in that group, nor to
that group, but I am speaking to the
whole company of 2,500,000 men, who
comprise the army of the United
States today. You have been selected by a democratic and free process
for this service.
" When you get there you will see a
country in which the invader has destroyed homes and churches. You will
see great stretches of the country a
desolation and a ruin. Wherever the
German has been able to go or reach
with his destructive implements he has
utterly destroyed, and back of that line
you will find the people of France, after
three years of suffering, every woman
in that nation in black; every mother in
that nation made motherless of some
of her sons by the sacrifices which this
cause has demanded. You will find all
scattered through France men, women, and children who have been driven
out of their homes, and it is your high
privilege and calling to take those exiled families and to lead them back
to the homes from which they have
been driven, to place them again on
the soil of their birthplace, and to see
France reconquered for liberty and rededicated to freedom.
"I bid you celebrate this Fourth of
July. The God that rules nations made
this nation, little and despised in 1776,
grow great for this purpose and this
mission,. You are the emissaries of
that nation. I bid you Godspeed."
Inspects the Camp.
Mr. Baker arrived at Camp Grant
from Chicago shortly before noon, and,
under the guidance of Maj. Gen.

! Charles H. Martin, inspected the rifle
range, which he declared was the best
he had ever seen; went through a
trench system, even descending into a
thirty foot dugout. The trenches, he_
said, were very similar to those he had
seen in France.
The secretary then inspected the
stockade, which holds German war
prisoners. He asked them if they were
satisfied with their food and treatment,
and was told that they were.
The war secretary's appearance in
the ring came In the middle of the afternoon. Before it the great crowd
which had accumulated In Rockford since the night before had poured
into the cantonment grounds by jitney,
on foot, by every conceivable means
of Ingress.'' The tremendous heat—it
was the hottest day of the year—and
the dust was not enough to deter enthusiasm.
40,000 Soldiers March.
| They started it off with a tremendous
parade. Seven In the morning saw the
Eighty-sixth and Camp Grant organizations, approximately 40,000 men, parading from the cantonment to Rockford, and four hours later saw them return.
Topping off the evening was Rockford's Illinois centennial pageant on
the hillside near the boxing arena, in
which 1,000 citizens,of Rockford participated. Starting.with 9 o'clock was a
tremendous display of fireworks and
military aerial activity, centering at
five points in the heart of the camp.
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REWELL TO THE BLACKHAWK DIVISION
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Secretary of War Bids Godspeed to Men Soon to Depart for France. In This Arena Also
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HAIL AND FAREWELL TO THE BLACKHAWK DIVISION
Vast Throng Crowds Open Air Arena at Camp Grant as Secretary of War Bids Godspeed to Men Soon to Depart for France.
the American-Canadian Boxing Bouts Were Held as a Feature of the Great Day's Great Celebration.
Below, Three Leading Figures in the Day's Activities.

Judge K.M. Landis, Maj. Gen. C. H. Martin, Secretary of War Newton D. Baker.

In This Arena Also
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A million American soldiers nave been
sent overseas. It is not fair to say that
we sent them. Mr. Baker does not say
■ that we sent them. He says only that
1 they "have sailed from the ports of this
! country." But he makes no mention of
Ithe British assistance, without which the
First to Last-the Troth: News-Editorials I performance would have been quite im—Advertisements
I P<Nor fc it exact to think that we have
■Member of to Audit Bureau o( Circulation.
1
sent an army of a million men. Mr.
;
Baker does not say that. He says only
!
that "more than one million American
soldiers" have gone. But, again, there
is nothing to qualify the impression upon
The Record
the casual mind that what WE have
This is the day on which, by long es- sent is an ARMY of a million men ,
tablished custom, the latest de^acy thereby confirming the Bryan idea ^ot
on earth makes its yearly effort to be Americans springing out of the confuconscious of itself, to esteem its own sion of unpreparedness into a sudden
works, and to consider its significance in and miraculous fighting machine.
the scheme of human affairs.
The facts are that when the German
It is the Fourth of July.
drive started the Allies called upon
Hitherto we have kept this anniversary America for men in great haste, many
in a spirit of proud and selfish isolation. more than we had been sending—men
We have had until now almost nothing above everything else;, men above food
to do with the quarrels of the word. or ammunition.
They would find the
Two years ago to-day we were officially ships to take them in, feed them if necneutral toward the struggle between. effi- essary, and 'undertake to complete thencient barbarism and democratic civiliza- i training anljl equipment. America retion in Europe. A year ago we were ,n | sponded. The men were forthcoming.
it, but still unadjusted to the tremendous The British diverted ships from the carphysical, political and moral implications riage of food and ammunition and loadof that fact. A year ago those who said ed them with men instead. Troops had
that by the end of another twelve months priority over anything else. It was a
we should have a million American solgreat risk; England might have to go
diers overseas to fight were thought un- hungry. But the emergency was tragic.
balanced and visionary. It seemed to
Six-tenths of all the American soldiers
many an impossibility. Where were the
that
have gone went in April, May and
Sips to send them in? Where were the
arms to arm them with? There was no June, at an average rate of 7,000 a day,
and very little else was going at all.
plan for doing it. The government was
When it is imperatively necessary for
still undecided whether our contribution
the British ships to return to the cartoihe war should be of an industrial or
riage of food, the rate at which men
a military character.
Yet it has been done. On Tuesday the go .will suddenly Ml.
Yv,, i.-CGiti the facts fqv the sake ol
President announced the fact.
It is an achievement without parallel I the record. What is to-day acclaimed an
American achievement was an Allied
:
n military annals.
.
achievement, and this may be said withtt is ^record, the President thinks,
out belittling at all our exact share
which "must cause universal Satisfactherein.
tion." So it must.
_
Let us defer the pleasure of self-satisIt will be celebrated to-day .in Great
faction. What we have done is nothing
Britain.
. ,_
It will be celebrated to-day in France. , to boast of. If our allies are astonished,
That a million men have pone from j as the correspondents report, it is only
because they expected too little. Thus m
America to fight in the cause ->f freedom
is not only an extraordinary physical ; their astonishment - there is for us a
feat It is a momentous historical fact, : tinge of humiliation.
The waf has touched us but lightly
the consequences of which no one can

mm Qotk STtitome

adequately imagine.
1
So, on this day traditionally reserved
for that emotional purpose, shall the
American Eagle not let himself go.
The impulse in that direction is very
strong. We dare say there is a good deal I
of what nowadays we call "propaganda
value" in spreading the thrill of national
achievement. The news of what has been
done niay well spread dismay ir,L Germany. It is the requiem of the U-boat.
Nevertheless, we are constrained to say
that we are all more in danger of overpraising our part than of failing to appreciate it. We are in danger, besides, of
claiming too much. We shall try to
speak our reservations gently.
From the statement made by tne Secretary'of War to the President, and by
the: President published at the White
House Tuesday, the impression is easily
derived that WE have sent an ARMY
AKMX or
of
o million men to fight on what Mr. Baker
a miinon
.^tier of democracy.
has called tne lionuei UJ. "^
^
That is not exactly the case.

We have just decided not to widen the
age limits of the draft, because, for one
reason, men above thirty should not have
a premature sense of insecurity. But
Great Britain, with less than half our
population, raised 2,000,000 men the first
year by volunteering, and is now combing the "essential" industries, even
farming, for fighting men up to fifty.
''Out of all the males in England, from i
the cradle to the grave,? writes our correspondent P. W. Wilson, "one out of
every four is or has been fighting Ger- (
many, either on land or sea."
This country is only at the point of
great beginnings. What it has achieved
is intrinsically large, and too easily beguiles the feelings into a sense of satisfaction which ought not to be encouraged. Let us put that emotion away
,
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\ million American soldiers have been
sent overseas. It is not fair to say that
we sent them. Mr. Baker does not say
that we sent them. He says only that
they "have sailed from the ports of this
country." But he makes no mention of
the British assistance, without which the
First to Last-thc Truth: News-Editorials performance would haye been quite im—Advertisements
possible.
Member of the Audit Bureau of Circulationt
Nor is it exact to think that we have
sent an army of a million men. Mr.
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I Baker does not say that. He says only
that "more than one million American
soldiers" have gone. But, again, there
i« nothing to qualify the impression upon
The Record
the'casual mind that what WE have
This is the day on which, by long essent is an ARMY of a million men, ,
tablished custom, the greatest democracy
thereby confirming the Bryan idea of |
on earth makes its yearly effort to be Americans springing out of the confuconscious of itself, to esteem its own sion of unpreparedness into a sudden
works, and to consider its significance m
and miraculous fighting machine.
the scheme of human affairs.
The facts are that when the German
It is the Fourth of July.
drive started the Allies called upon
Hitherto we have kept this anniversary America for men in great haste, many
in a spirit of proud and selfish isolation. more than we had been sending—men
We have had until now almost nothing above everything else;, men above food
to do with the quarrels of the world. or ammunition.
They would find the
Two years ago to-day we were officially
ships to take them in, feed them if necneutral toward the struggle between effi| essary, and'undertake to complete their
cient barbarism and democratic civiliza! training an<i equipment. America retion in Europe. A year ago we were in
' sponded. The men were forthcoming.
it but still unadjusted to the tremendous
The British diverted ships from the carphysical, political and moral implications
riage of food and ammunition and loadof that fact. A year ago those who said
that by the end of another twelve months ed them with men instead. Troops had
we should have a million American sol- priority over anything else. It was a
diers overseas to fight were thought un- great risk; England might have to go
balanced and visionary. It seemed to hungry. But the emergency was tragic.
many an impossibility. Where were the Six-tenths of all the American soldiers
ships to send them in? Where were the that have gone went in April, May and
arms to arm them with? There was no June, at an average rate of 7,000 a day,
plan for doing it. The government was and very little else was going at all.
still undecided whether our contribution When it is imperatively necessary for
to ihe war should be of an industrial or the British ships to return to the carriage of food, the rate at which men
a military character.
fall.
Yet it has been done. On Tuesday the gc
2 facts "for the sake of
President announced the fact.
thtTrecord. What is to-day acclaimed an
It is an achievement without parallel
American achievement was an Allied
in military annals.
achievement, and this may be said withIt is a record, the President thinks,
out belittling at all our exact share
which "must cause universal 'satisfactherein.
tion." So it must.
Let us defer the pleasure of self-satisIt will be celebrated to-day in Great
faction. What we have done is nothing
Britain.
_
It will be celebrated to-day in France. : to boast of. If our allies are astonished,
as the correspondents report, it is only
That a million men have pone from
because they expected too little. Thus in
America to fight in the cause >f freedom
their astonishment - there is for us a
is not only an extraordinary physical
feat. It is a momentous historical fact,
tinge of humiliation.
The war has touched us but lightly
the consequences of which no one can
as yet.
adequately imagine.
We have just decided not to widen the
So, on this day traditionally reserved
age limits of the draft* because, for one
for that emotional purpose, shall the
reason, men above thirty should not have
American Eagle not let himself go?
The impulse in that direction is very
a premature sense of insecurity. But
strong. We dare say there is a good deal
Great Britain, with less than half our
of what nowadays we call "propaganda
population, raised 2,000,000 men the first
value" in spreading the thrill of national
year by volunteering, and is now combachievement. The news of what has been
ing the "essential" industries, even
doiie may well spread dismay in Gerfarming, for fighting men up to fifty.
many. It is the requiem of the U-boat.
j "Out of all the males in England, from
Nevertheless, we are constrained to say ! the cradle to the grave,? writes our corthat we are all more in danger of over- 1 respondent P. W. Wilson, "one out of
praising our part than of failing to apevery four is or has been fighting Gerpreciate it. We are in danger, besides, of
many, either on land or sea."
claiming too much. We shall try to
This country is only at the point of
speak our reservations gently.
great beginnings. What it has achieved
From the statement made by the Sec- is intrinsically large, and too easily beretary of War to the President, and by
guiles the feelings into a sense of satisthe- President published at the White
faction which ought not to be encourHouse Tuesday, the impression is easily
aged. Let us put that emotion away
derived that WE have sent an ARMY of
and ask ourselves two questions:
a million men to fight on what Mr. Baker
Are we sure we shall win the war by
has called the frontier of democracy.
the efforts we are making?
That is not exactly the case.
Are we doing all we can?
The answer is No to both of them. No
one can say what the victory will cost.
Every one knows we are not doing our
most. And this is the Fourth of July!

VOTE TO LIMIT
WIRE CONTROL
Substitute for Aswell Resolution Adopted by House Committee on Commerce.
CONTROL TO END WITH WAR
And Owners of Lines to Receive
Just Compensation—Contest with
Administration Prophesied*
Special to The Neu> York Times.

WASHINGTON, July 3.—The Administration program to take over the telegraph and telephone systems of the
country was modified today by the
House Committee on Interstate Commerce, which, after long discussion,
adopted a substitute for Representative
Aswell's resolution and voted, practically unanimously, to limit the control of
the systems by the Government to the
period of the v.—r.
The substitute resolution, which was
offered by Representative Sanders of
Louisiana, requires the Government to
make just compensation to the companies for the use of their properties.
The text of the resolution follows:
That the President In time of war la authorized and empowered to supervise or
take possession *nd assume control of any
telegraph, teleptitoit marine cable, or radio
system or systen*;. or any part thereof, and
to operate the same in such manner as may
he needful or desirable for the duration of
the war, which supervision, possession, control, or operation shall not extend beyond
the date of the proclamation by the Presi' dent of the exchange or ratification of a
treaty of peace; provided, that Just compensation shall be made for such supervision, possession, control, or operation.
The adoption of this substitute is being
construed as in conflict with the wishes
of the President, as expressed in his indorsement, of the Aswell measure, and
contrary to the views given to the com-.
mittee .by Secretaries Baker and Daniels
and Postmaster General Burleson. The
committee's action, therefore, indicates
that there will be small chance of hasty
action on the resolution and that a contest in the House is certain.
The Aswell resolution placed no time
limit on the control of the lines by the
Government The Cabinet members who
appeared before the committee supported it for the avowed reason, with others,
that it would enable the Government,
once it had possession of the lines, to
keep them permanently as a part of the
postal system if deemed advisable. Postmaster General Burleson was especially
insistent that the period of control be
left without limitation. In some quarters it is believed the defeat of this policy is likely to involve the Postmaster
General in another contest with Congress comparable with that over' the
elimination of the pneumatic postal
tubes, a fight in which Mr. Burleson
was victorious through the President's
veto of the tube appropriation.
Hold Permanent Ownership Dead.
Members of the committee admitted
that the substitute resolution was not
altogether satisfactory and did not meet
all the requirements of the situation.
They are satisfied, however, that they
have quashed the demand for permanent ownership, and that the sentiments
;
shared by practically the entire committee will be upheld by the House.
The strongest supporters of the provision fixing a time limit on the control of the lines by the Government were
I Representatives Montague of Virginia
and Dewalt of Pennsylvania, Democrats. Representatives Decker of Mis-

souri, and Sanders of Louisiana, were
almost as vigorous in their opposition
to the policy of permanent ownership.
Chairman Sims pleaded with the committee to act quickly on the Aswell
resolution in order that it might be
taken up and passed by the House before the impending recess. He urged
the committee to adopt the resolution
as it stood and allow the House to make
such amendments as it might deem necessary.
Discussion revealed very sharply that
the committee would not do this. Various members told the Chairman with
emphasis that they would not vote for
a resolution that did not provide some
method of compensation for the owners and a time limit on the period of
control.
Chairman Sims yielded, and
told the committee he would -agree to
any compromise which would enable
him to get the matter before the House.
A number of motions were made fixing the time during which the Government was tp hold the systems. Representative Coady of Maryland offered
one fixing the limit at six months after
the war. This was voted down 7 to 9.
Other amendments proposed to fix the
limit at three months after the war,
twelve months, fifteen months, and
twenty-one months. They were defeated successively, and at length the substitute proposed by Mr. Sanders met
the approval of practically all the members, and Chairman Sims was directed
to report it to the House as a committee measure.
Will Report Resolution Tomorrow.
Mr. Sims intends to report the resolution to the House Friday and attempt
to obtain its immediate consideration.
To what extent this program may be
blocked by the plans for a recess has
not been determined. Mr. Sims hopes
to be able to persuade a majority of ths
members that the necessity for taking
over the telegraph and telephone lines
is so urgent that the recess plans should
be abandoned. A similar movement was
started today in the Senate, with several prominent Senators urging that
there be no recess while important legislation remained to be considered.
Mr. Sims told the members of his committee with startling frankness that he
was greatly afraid of the effect of the
impending Western Union strike on the
Government's war business. He urged
haste for this reason. The Cabinet
members who testified before the committee disclaimed having taken any
notice of the strike threat in urging
adoption of the resolution. But Mr.
Sims, who has been in frequent consultation with the President on the subject,
admitted that the danger of a strike was
the chief consideration in his advocacy
of prompt action.
In considering the proviso attached to
the Sanders resolution, which insists
upon just compensation to the owners of
the telegraph and telephone lines, members of the committee engaged in a prolonged discussion as to the extent of
the powers already conferred upon the
President. It was pointed out by several
of the members that the Constitution
imposed an inhibition upon the taking
of private property without due compensation. On the other hand, members
insisted thar;uhder the war powers of
the President he had authority to take
possession of the lines in any manner
he might see fit in order to carry on the
war. ' This view was objected to by
constitutional lawyers on the committee several of whom declared that
while the President, as Commander in
Chief, had supreme authority over the
army and navy, he possessed no such
plenary powers over such legislative
matters or the right of public property.
Representative Dewalt of Pennsylvania offered an amendment to provide
that if the rate of compensation could
not be fixed by agreement or by arbitration, the companies might seek settlement in the Court of Claims. This
amendment was rejected in favor of the
more simple proviso of the Sanders
substitute that just compensation be
Paid.
. _,.
The committee is to meet Friday
morning before the resolution is reported
to the House, and at that time some of
the members may have other suggestions in order to make more ironclad the provisions of the enabling act
in the matter of limitation and compensation.

AMERICA'S
CONTRIBUTION
OF
SOLDIERS AND SHIPS.
American ship tonnage constructed
and American soldiers sent to France
in June made a close race, and how
glorious were the totals!
General;
PERSHING'S army will be reinforced by
270,372 officers and men, and 2S0.140
dead-weight tons of shipping were delivered to the United States Shipping
Board. Our preparations to win the
Great War are on so vast a scale that
It is difficult to grasp the marshaled
figures, but the June record supplies
the measure of achievement and the
assurance of victory. In one month
the United States dispatched across
the Atlantic to the aid of its sorely
pressed allies ' 270,372 soldiers. The
significanee of the performance may
be driven home by citing Great
Britain's transportation of 247,000
regulars and 110,000 volunteers to
South Africa during the Boer war,
which lasted two years and„ seven
months.
The
British
transports
moved through seas In which there
was not a single enemy gun: the procession went steadily and without Interruption to the ports of destination
in South Africa—no convoy was
needed. Great Britain's achievement
was not so much one of transportation
by sea as. it was one of organization,
training, and equipment of troops in
an emergency.
In its day it was
notable.
What the United States has done,
with willing and effective assistance
in ships from her British ally, which
should be freely acknowledged, so far
transcends the previously fine performance of England that her press
describes our success as, " amazing."
The Westminster Gazette says: " The
" figures will be as grateful a surprise
" to our own people as they will be a
" painful shattejciRg of the German
" illusions."
But the number of
American soldiers sent to France in
June is a measure of what is yet to
be accomplished as well as of what
has been already done. The millionth
American
fighting man
reached
France on June 30. Secretary BAKER
in his letter to the President calls'the
roll, and what a splendid portenT It is
of the future.
General PERSHING
sailed with his staff On May 20, 1917.
In the same month 1,718 Americans,
-chiefly hospital units, went over, and
Aen the record runs: June, 1917,
12,251; July, 12,988; August, 18,323;
September, 32,523; October, 38,259;
November, 23,016; December, 48,840;
January, 1918, 40,776; February, 48,027; March, 83,811; April, 117,212;
May, 244,345; June, 276,372. With
marines for full measure, 14,644, the
grand total was 1,019,115, and now,
on the celebration of Independence
Day, it is still higher. The June
record will be exceeded in the remaining months of 1918; and the War Department expects to have 4,000,000
men under arms by Jan. 1, 1919, or
soon after.
Ship construction Is .going to keep
pace with the transportation of troops.
| It is a big thing to have built 280,1540
! dead-weight tons in one month. Eng-

9:
land has never really equaled it, for
while her best monthly construction,
in May, 1917, was about 15,000 tons
more, It included ships built on private
order, while the American total Is for
United States Shipping Board war
construction only. But we shall distance and eclipse our worthy and esteemed ally in the triumph of launching " nearly 100 ships " (Chairman
HURLEY'S statement in his telegram to
General PERSHING) in one day, the
Fourth of July. True, they have been
saved up in a sense, but what a
splash! In the consummation there
has been in no yard an anticipation
of more than forty-eight hours. Never
has the world seen the like of such a
demonstration of shipbuilding power.
On July 1, 1910, " we had," as Chairman HURLEY says, " no merchant ma" rine worthy of the name engaged in
" overseas trade," and it was not until
after our entrance into the war in
April, 1917, that we took off our coats
and began to build ships in downright
earnest.
What of the future? The expert
prediction of new construction in 1918
has been put at 3,000,000 tons. It was
made by Mr. HOMER FERGUSON of
Newport News and Vice President
POWELL of the Bethlehem Steel Shipbuilding Company. Mr. SCHWAB, Director General of the Emergency Fleet
Corporation, declares that it is too
low, " and -I agree with him," says
Chairman HURLEY, who has his gaze
fixed on 4,000,000 tons.as a possible
maximum. But whatever it is, " the
greater is behind." Mr. HURLEY declares that " when we are using 751
" ways on cargo ships and can aver" age three ships a year we should
" turn out in one year 13,518,000
" tons." A last quotation from Chairman HURLEY is timely on this wonderful Fourth of July: " Time as well as
" righteousness fights on the side of
" America and the Allies."
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IN HONOR OF

THE SECRETARY OF WAR
On the 29th day of April, 1918, at the
Emerson Hotel, Baltimore, there assembled
about 350 guests at a luncheon given in
honor of Secretary of War Newton D.
Baker, who had just returned from the
western battle-front in France and from the
battle-front in Italy. The luncheon was
given during the Third Liberty Loan Campaign and was for the purpose of acquainting
the leading men of Baltimore with the progress of this campaign as well as the conditions at the battle-fronts.
This copy of Secretary Baker's speech is
issued by the Committee as a souvenir to
those who were present on this interesting
occasion.
B.

HOWELL GRISWOLD, JR.

A. H. S. POST
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THE SECRETARY OF WAR
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was introduced by

SECRETARY OF WAR:

MR. GRISWOLD

Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen:

HE central tragedy of life I suppose is the fact that
no day has more than twenty-four hours and I am
suffering from this manifestation of that tragedy
today. My stay in Baltimore must be very brief and
what I have to say must therefore be very hurried.
It is of the highest importance I think that we in
America should appreciate the character of the war
on the other side. The remoteness of the field of
operations, of course, makes it imoossible for many of us to have an
actual view of things being carried on over there. I despair of be'ng
able to convey by any verbal description the situation on the Western
Front or in Italy; I despair of being able to give you any adequate
idea of the extent, variety and success of American operations already
undertaken in France. And yet, perhaps, some preliminary words by way
of conveying to you a partial idea on that subject may not be out of place.
When General Pershing and his associates went to France, they discovered, of course, that the major part of the splendid internal facilities
of the French Republic were needed to be devoted to the maintenance
of the French civil population and the French Army. Curiously enough,
quite surprisingly, it seems to me, the French have been able, in spite of
the tremendous draft upon their man-power, to meet their military
operations, to maintain in the highest state of efficiency their transportation requirements, their ordinary means of supply; so that the war has
not been allowed by them to bring a depressed internal communication.
Their demands upon their own systems are constantly at the maximum
and the amount of their facilities which can be apportioned to serve our
Army is relatively small. In the meantime, before our advent into the
war, the British had entered with a very large army and while the
British have built somewhere between four thousand and six thousand
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miles of railroad in France, including light railways and temporary railways, and have taken from England into France a very large amount
of rolling stock, both cars and wagons, as they are called there, the
existing facilities and supply systems of France at the time that we
entered the war were no more than adequate for the maintenance of the
British and French Armies. In the meantime, of course, France had
established in selected and preferred ports of entry her own means of
communication with the outside world, and when the English came in
it was natural that there should be assigned to them the great channel
ports (their system of supply was entirely based upon their continuous
use of the ports originally assigned to them and lying nearest to the
British shore), and that necessitated that the American supplies, in
order that they might not be confused with those of Great Britain and
France, should be more or less independently entered into France and
independently transported through France. With that thought in mind,
certain ports were assigned to the United States and we immediately
began to make them adequate to our own use. As a consequence we have
excavated and dredged additional port facilities, we have built great
reaches and stretches of additional and new docks, and those who are at
all associated with enterprises involving water transportation will realize
how large an undertaking it is in a year to have built great dock facilities, practically de novo. We have built warehouses along these docks
and established American improved unloading machinery on those docks
so that from the very beginning there has been an adequate means
available for unloading all of the troop and cargo transport ships which
we have been able to send to France. One of the objects of my own visit
over there was to assure myself that no matter how rapidly we might
ship troops to France, there would be no breakdown in the supply system.
It seemed to me quite inadmissible to send a large American Army to
France without being sure on that point, and I come back to you with
the comfortable and confident assurance that no matter how rapidly our
American Army may multiply in France, we have the means of assuring to each soldier now in France his breakfast when breakfast time
comes. (Loud applause.)
These works have to do, however, not merely with transportation;
they have to do with the accumulation of stores and supplies. In order
that there may be safety, there must be great reservoirs of storage
facilities. We have built and are building in France warehouses which,
if erected as one warehouse fifty feet wide, would stretch 250 miles.
We have built more than six hundred miles of railroad in one of our
great northern depots where the enormous accumulation of depot—and
quartermaster—supplies is located. We have had to build 126 miles of
side track and switches in order to supply adequately that one great
depot of reserve and supply and to swiftly and adequately expedite
business into and out of it.
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Another item of information that gives you some idea of what we have
been able to do on the physical side alone is the fact that the signal corps
is now operating in France, purely for the supply of the American Armband for its business and military undertakings, more than four thousand
miles of wires, either for telephone or telegraph, the greater part of
which they had erected, and some few lines they have leased from the
French and British Governments. So that we have practically created
in France, in addition to the facilities which the French have most
generously placed at our disposal—and the generosity of the French
Government in this regard is beyond all praise—we have erected a great
American system of transportation, storage and supply which, if we
should view it merely as an industrial undertaking, would be an object
of unbounded pride and wonder to every man who looks with pride upon
his country as being an industrious and efficient nation. (Applause.)
In addition to that, it has been necessary for General Pershing and
his associates—and if I may pause just for a moment there I will do so
because I never want to make a speech and refer to General Pershing
without paying this tribute to him, I want to say that General Pershing
is not only a very great soldier, but he is a very great American gentleman
in the highest sense of the word. (Applause.) His attitude toward his
army has not merely been that it must be an efficient fighting machine,
but that it must be a wholesome, whole-souled, comprehending, understanding body of men, and as a consequence of that he has built up all
through France great schools of instruction in order that our officers and
our men, no matter to what degree of perfection they may have been
trained in this country, no matter to what degree they may have advanced at the time they go to France, will still have a supplementary
and finishing school to educate them to modern warfare and so equip
them not only to win the ultimate victory, which of course is confidentlyknown in advance must come to the forces allied against the central
armies, but which will enable them to win that victory with the least
sacrifice of life. (Applause.) These schools are scattered all over
France. They are for the most part centered around some great barracks
or buildings which the French Government has placed at our disposal.
They comprehend every branch of the military art, and, in addition to
the establishment of the great industrial bases for our army. General
Pershing may be said to have established the greatest military university
that we have ever had and a university which bears favorable comparison with the schools of instruction and training established by France
and Great Britain at the end of their three years' experience in the war.
Our officers are being adequately trained and the health of our soldiers
is being competently looked after. Hospital buildings with tens of
thousands of beds are ready for the misadventure or illness of our soldiers.
They are officered—as you know from your own sacrifices in this community in order that we might have a hospital unit from the Johns
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Hopkins—they are officered by men of the highest qualities in medicine
and surgery and their facilities are of the most elaborate kind. They
have the scientific services of the laboratory and X-ray equipment, of
the most complete and modern medical science, and if one looks at the
physical training side of the American Army he finds that this great
soldier of ours is adequately provided for, a provision which has been
carried out along broad and generous lines and the execution of those
plans has been of a kind that would fill us all with the highest degree of
satisfaction if we could actually see it with our own eyes. (Applause.)
Now just a little about the spirit of the Army, indeed about the spirit
of all of these armies. I suppose the spirit is necessarily untransferrable
to the United States in certain of its aspects. The war is in France and
everybody in France is in the war. Everybody in France has his eyes
most of the time to the battle line, his thought all of the time to the
battle line; men, women and children in France, Great Britain and Italy;
which countries are immediately surrounding the theater of war, have
but one thought, and there is an absence of vexation and trouble about
little things, there is the concentration of precision and purpose on the
solitary and great issues that the war presents, which one finds in strange
contrast to the situation in any other part of the world. That is perfectly natural because the war is there, and yet I have a very strong
feeling that as time goes on we must acquire something of the same
singleness of mind, something of the same solid concentration upon the
purpose of this war and upon the winning of it, that we must lend ourselves less and less to all sorts of side issues and collateral purposes, and
more completely devote, if not consecrate, ourselves to the solitary object
of seeing this war through in the only way in which it can be brought
to an end, for the double reason that we have not only the task of
winning this war but we have the larger task of winning the world when
the war is over, and that is a task which is peculiarly, I think, resting
upon the shoulders and upon the conscience of the American people.
But as one goes through France, England and Italy he finds a degree
of consecration which I scarcely know how to describe. All three of those
countries, both civil populations and soldiers, have been called upon to
suffer and to sacrifice, and yet they meet it with an elevation of spirit,
with a sense of naturalness, which perhaps nothing but instances can
illustrate and nothing fully describe. I heard in France this story, which
seems to me characteristic of the spirit of those people as I see it.
A French woman went to the intelligence office of a hospital to inquire
whether her husband, reported to her seriously wounded, had any chance
of recovery. They told her at the desk that her husband was dead. She
turned (it was not her first sacrifice in the war), she turned away and
seemed to stagger out of the room. A kindly disposed man followed
her to see whether he could be of any comfort or consolation in her distress. He overtook her at the sidewalk and she seemed almost distraught
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and so he said to her, "Madame, I beg you to let me express to you my
profound sympathy for this terrible blow." She turned around and faced
him squarely, and, catching her breast and choking back what would have
been a sob, said:
"Sir, under these circumstances there is only one sentiment proper to
express, Vive la France!" (Loud applause.)
You find that at the battle front, you find that in the families living
immediately under the sound of German guns. I myself had the pleasure
and high privilege of spending a night in a house that was four miles
from the nearest German batteries—the father, a very old man, and
the mother, an extremely old woman, with six daughters and one son,
the boy about fourteen years of age. There had been four other boys
in that family; they were all buried in the nearby churchyard as the
result of battles immediately about that village, and yet those people
stayed in that place not out of any desire to be near their ancestral home,
but because of the work they were doing for France. All the girls in the
family, the father and mother in the particular industry they were
carrying on, were considered as essential to the continuation of the war.
I talked with the mother of the family and she described to me the
early days of the war and the death of her sons and she did it with a
sense of having given what France had a right to expect and with almost
a suggestion that she would have been willing to have had her six girls
sons in order that she might contribute them if France really needed
them. (Applause.)
You find that in England. I walk along the streets here and see
women dressed, as our women dress, in pretty spring colors appropriate
to the season of the year, and every now and then I catch myself wondering what it is that strikes me as strange, and then I realize that for some
weeks I have not seen any women who were not dressed in black. I
think the picture is rather intensified on that side from the habit in
France of dressing even small girls in heavy black as an example of
mourning. And so you have the whole civilian population wearing this
badge, which, after all, is the certificate of the fact that they have been
called upon to make these tremendous sacrifices, and yet, in spite of
those sacrifices, there is neither lack of confidence nor lack of cheer, and
if one wants to find anybody who does not know that the Allies are going
to win this war he has to search for that person outside of Italy or France
or Great Britain. (Applause.) We spend our time in this country
when we go to the breakfast table anxiously looking at the battle line,
and we catch our breath and clinch our hands and wonder whether the
enemy will get through at this, that or the other place and whether that
line will hold or the line will break. It is an important question. But
it is not the end of the war, it is not what the war is about. The war is
not about a few miles more or less of territory, it is not about a hill nor
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the integrity of the line. The line may break and Germany will not win.
(Loud applause.) What Germany has to break to win the war is our
hearts, and that is impossible. It is impossible to break the heart of the
British Nation, it is impossible to break the heart of the French Nation,
it is impossible to break the heart of the Italian Nation. (Applause.)
Under those circumstances it is wholly inconceivable that Germany
should win.
And now just one word about the American Army. I say this not
because it has anything to do with the Liberty Loan but because it is
the sort of information that it is highly important for us to have in the
United States. From the time I landed in France until I left it, I was
practically on the go, from the minute the facilities were arranged for
me, to see the largest number of things in the shortest space of time
possible. I looked into the faces of tens of thousands—perhaps it would
not be unwise (if the newspaper men will stick to the tens of thousands)—
for me to say hundreds of thousands of American soldiers (applause).
I did not see one—although I saw them in the cities and in villages, and
along the country roads, in groups, in military array and walking alone
and I did not see one—about whom there was the slightest evidence that
he was living a life which he would not be willing to have his mother
see him live. (Loud applause.) They know why they are there. They
avoided me rather extensively because they were afraid I would want
them to come home. They have no idea of coming home until this job
is done. In every fight in which they have been engaged they have
given splendid account of themselves. The opinion of high officials in
the military of France and Great Britain is unanimous in testimony to
their alertness, their vigor, their adaptability, their courage, their success
as soldiers. They are there as our representatives on the frontiers of
freedom. (Applause.)
They have not lost their identity. They are American still, and under
the American flag they cherish the American ideal, and yet they have
been absorbed into the great compository of free peoples gathered from
everywhere who are fighting for freedom in a way that makes them, as
it were, soldiers in a great crusade, and they know it. I can illustrate to
you the identity of feeling that there is between them and the French.
I happened to visit a place where six American soldiers had been buried
and there was a trench made, an unoccupied grave at that place, and,
as I stood there a little cavalcade came up this road in France. It was
the funeral procession of the seventh American soldier who was to be
buried there. I waited, of course, to be present at this funeral. The
procession was headed by the parish priest with a Protestant American
Chaplain. (Applause.) Behind them came the body borne by American
soldiers, and then the most striking and interesting group I have ever
seen, a group of probably fifty French women and children, and they
came and stood around that grave as though it were the grave of one of
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their own boys, and I could see from their faces that they realized that
that American boy from over the sea would have had the tears of women
at his grave if he had been home, and they wanted him to lack nothing
in France which the women of America would want him to have.
They wept for him. (Applause). The relations between the American
soldier and the French civil population are so beautiful and harmonious
that one really fails in his ability to describe it. Perhaps the best illustration of it lies in the fact that our boys are called "Sammies." When
I stepped off of the boat landing in France I met the little French
urchins running about the railroad and saying, "Nos amis," which, to
the first American soldiers who landed in France, sounded like, "Hello
Sammy," and so while they were called friends, they adopted "Sammy"
as their name, and all through France now, every time you see an
American soldier, you hear the French children cry, "Vive I'Amerique,
nos amis." Their relations are beautiful and they realize that they are
engaged in the highest of all human causes. They are engaged now in
the final vindication of the principles of freedom on the earth. This is
not the first time that foolish philosophers have tempted princes into
believing that mere power, mere physical force, is enough to rule the
world. Machiavelli tried to teach his Prince that principle, and Nietzsche
had tried to teach the Hohenzollerns that principle, and the Hohenzollerns have lent themselves to that teaching. The fatal defect that
that philosophy has demonstrated many times in history, and is about
to redemonstrate, is that no matter how great the accumulation of
physical force, the very size of the accumulation tends to engender a
countervailing force which will overcome an unmoral and immoral force
(applause), and the more exaggerated the accumulation of native and brute
forces on the one side, the more certain it is to bring about an alliance
of all moral forces in the world which tend ultimately to overcome it.
We are facing, gentlemen, in this war, the ultimate conflict between
light and dark, we are facing the ultimate conflict between right and
wrong. It is up to us now to establish as one of the ruling principles of
the nations among themselves the existence of honesty and morality as
an essential corrective to the mere exercise and possession of force.
Nobody doubts that in the world. As against the false philosophy of
Germany, there are scattered now along the front the great free moral
peoples of the world, and, of course, this issue can have but one outcome.
My duty as Secretary of War is to correlate all the forces that can bring
that termination speedily and safely. We must have not only a navy—
and our Navy is doing its job with superb efficiency, and there is nowhere
in the world finer service being done than that being done by the commanders of our destroyers and battleships on the other side in the danger
zone (applause); but we must have that moral support, that consolidation of purpose at home, that willingness to sacrifice to the limit here
in the United States that makes up the basis of feeling upon which the
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Army can proceed. It is necessary not only that we may sustain the
Army, but it is necessary that the Army may know how we feel, because
there is a sensitive nerve that runs from the United States to the Army
in France, and if there be any let-up on our side here, financially or
morally, if there be the slightest doubt or hesitation on our side, to that
extent it palsies the Army and paralyzes the offensive or defensive activity of our boys in France. We must be as a unit for them because
they are as a unit for us. (Applause.)
Every time I am called upon to act with regard to this war I can see
those boys whom I did see in the trenches. It is very dark there and their
days are very lonely, and the exactions upon those men in the trenches
are exactions of the very highest qualities of manhood. I ask myself
all the time, is there anyway in which I can do what they are doing?
I am ashamed to do less than they are doing, and if any of us have sent
this Army to France and then have failed to do the kind of things we
can do over here, if we are unwilling to make the sacrifice over here that
is necessary to protect them and to make them efficient, and to win the
victory for which they are willing to give their lives, it would indeed be
a very sad case for the men who entertain that opinion.
Perhaps I ought not to close without one other illustration pointing
out the spirit of these people and the spirit of our men and the spirit
which I think we have and which will fill up our Liberty Loans and make
us easily overcome small and immaterial things and concentrate our purposes with relentless and tremendous energy upon the only way in which
this war can be ended, and that is, of course, the reply to force with
force. You cannot argue with the Germans because you cannot reach
them; you cannot write anything and send it to them because they are
officially blind, you cannot get at them except in the way that they have
started out to rule; there is no way to woo those people from the worship
of Moloch except by shattering their god in their presence and letting
them see its destruction. (Loud and continued applause.)
I wanted to illustrate to you the spirit the Allies have. It is the universal spirit. The present French command ordered, according to the
newspapers—and if it is not so it is characteristically so, it is true in
spirit whether the identical fact as the newspapers tell it to us is so or
not—the French command ordered a regiment of Frenchmen to hold
Kemmel Hill at all costs. Just picture it! This mountain top with a
regiment of French soldiers on it. The Germans attacked it with limitless numbers in mass formation, and the first thing they did was to
spray it with liquid fire. And then they brought heavy artillery and
machine guns to bear upon it. I heard the cannonading on the western
front and I know how it sounds. I heard the reply of the British to the
German attack on the 21st and 22nd days of March, and the roll of the
big guns, from three inches up, on the British side was as incessant as the
tapping of a snare drum when it is played by a skilful player. They
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brought all of that force to bear on this regiment on top of Kemmel Hill.
They bombarded it by long range and short range guns, liquid fire, gas,
from the sky and from the ground, and when they reached the top every
solitary Frenchman in that regiment was dead. Not one man had run.
The Germans had gotten Kemmel Hill at a perfectly prodigious and fearful expense. This is but the spirit of France as exemplified in those dead
soldiers. Every one was gone.
Now our Kemmel Hill is here in the United States, yours and mine.
I am sorry I am forty-seven; I would like to be forty-one or thirty-one
or some other age that I could go over .there. There is a fascination about
being there that is irresistible, and if I could persuade the Chief of Staff
to change places with me and appoint me to some kind of military place
and he become a civilian, I think I would like to do it. But our place is
here. This is our Kemmel Hill. We must co-ordinate the American
strength in this nation, we must send large armies, we must support them,
we must support the Liberty Loans, we must support the patriotic endeavors of all kinds in this country which are minimizing the evil effects
of war over there. We must give a demonstration of the co-ordinate and
consolidated power of a free democracy which, when this war has been
finally won by its effort, all mankind will be persuaded that the real
objective in winning the war was the winning of the world to free
institutions. (Loud applause.)

At the conclusion of the speech of the Secretary of
War the Honorable Phillips Lee Goldsborough, exGovernor of Maryland, called for subscriptions to the
Third Liberty Loan. Under the inspiration of the speech
of the Secretary of War and with ex-Governor Goldsborough presiding, those present subscribed either for
themselves or for institutions which they represented,
$19,221,600. The amount subscribed at the luncheon
was, therefore, so far as is known, the largest amount
subscribed at any meeting in the United States under
the conditions which then prevailed.
Subscriptions to the Loan had been greatly stimulated
by a remarkable exhibit known as the "Over There" Cantonment given in the Fifth Regiment Armory. Many
thousands of Baltimoreans attended the exhibit and were
addressed by some of the most prominent men of the
United States.
The final figures of this campaign in Baltimore showed
total subscriptions in the City of $35,728,100 as against
the City's allotment of $28,453,900.
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WILSON APPROVES
PLAN FOR BIG DRAFT
Baker's 5,000,000 or More Man
PoAver Measure Goes to
Congress Next Week.
PBOBABLY 19 TO 35 YEAKS
Universal Training and Notice
to World That IT. S. Will Go
Limit to Win War.
Special Despatch to

THE SIX.

Aug. 1.—The Administration's new man power plan under
which the draft ages are to he extended
and the services of many millions more
of Americans brought under the direction of the Government for military or
industrial purposes in order to win the
war is now ready. Announcement of
the fact was made to-day toy SecretaryBaker. This plan has been submitted
to the President and the Cabinet and
was gone over yesterday at the meeting
of the War Council, at which special
attention was given to its industrial
phases.
Mr. Baker intends to submit the programme to Congress early next week.
It will involve extension of the draft
age limits both below 21 and above 31.
Indications were to-night that instead
of 19 to 4 0 the age limits to be suggested by Mr. Baker would he 19 to
either' 33 or 36. The exact limits, however, Mr. Baker declines to disclose
until the plan goes to Congress.
Comprehensive in its scope, the plan
will be a notice to Germany and the
world that all the vast reservoir of
American man power if need be will be
mobilized to clinch victory regardless
of the time it takes or the size of the
army required.
The decision of Mr. Baker to submit
his plan to Congress next week was a
great surprise, as he had previously indicated on many occasions that he
would wait until Congress reassembled
for daily sessions late this, month. In
fact when the matter came up last June
in the Senate in connection with the
Fall resolution spokesmen for the Administration made it plain that there
was no need for any such plan until
well in the autumn.
WASHINGTON,

Criticism Chnnges Policy.
An increasing volume of criticism over
the procrastination of the War Department in so vital a matter has been
plainly evident since then and the Republicans in Congress, as THE SUN told
recently, have through their spokesmen
demanded a reconvening of Congress at
once and the forcing of the Administration's hands. This was taken to-day
as possibly explaining the change of
plans.
Certain details of the programme may
not reach Congress until later, but the
salient features, such as the prospective
size of future fighting forces and the extension of the draft age limits to provide
these forces, will be submitted in advance. There is reason to believe that
the number of men now in Class 1 has
been so nearly exhausted, due to the
rapidity of calling men to the colors and
shipping them overseas, that the "War
Department now regards time as an essential factor in getting additional man
power.
The
plan

gress Secretary Baker does not intend
to ma.;e i ;■ part of it public. He declined flatly to-day to discuss the specific draft age limits which he had decided upon. He said that extension of
the draft ages from 19 to 40 was one '
of the suggestions which had been discussed but indicated that this sugestion had not finally been accepted by
him. He did say, however, that his new
plan included extensions both below 21
and above 31.
As to the size of the army which will
result from the new and enlarged army
programme Secretary Baker likewise
declined to reveal information. It is
understood, however, that even 5,000,000 men may be regarded as a limit to
he far surpassed by the Government's
plan. The basic idea of the War Department now seems to provide for
enough man power to win the war regardless of any set limits.
In other words virtually all the fighting strength of the nation will be registered and listed for service with tlio
men in class 1,/to be the first to bo
called and men e-f the1 other classes constituting a reservoir of reserve fores
which may be called if occasion requires.
Mr. Baker does not anticipate any
delay in registering the additional man
power and making it available for the
Government to call upon after Congress passes the new legislation necessary to make the enlarged programme
law.
Can Get Call llenilj In 80 Days.
Gen. Crowder, Secretary Baker said,
calculated that the machinery for listing
this man power and making it ready
for the call could be put into working
order in ninety days.
Stiff opposition in Congress may be
expected, however, to a plan to go below
the age of 21. A protracted debate will
occur if the Administration pushes this.
Even with the plan submitted; now a
gap is likely in November in the supply
of men unless the legislation is passed
in record time.
The question of additional appropriations will also be included in Secretary
Baker's programme. It was hinted today that certain phases of Mr. Baker's
plan will make it clear that universal
military training is to he indorsed by
the Administration and made a permanent feature of the United States military establishment.
President Wilson is said to have indorsed the principle of universal military training, and some indication of
how the plan is to be worked out is expected to be seen in the War Department's new programme.
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19T0 36 FAVORED
AS DRAFT LIMITS;
NEW BE READY
Baker Prepares Enlarged Army
Program to be Submitted to
Congress Next Week.
AGE

PROVISION

Secretary,

IN

DOUBT

However,

Adheres

to Original Plan of Calling
Younger Men to Colors.
5,000,000 MEN NEXT SPRING
Present Schedule Would Put 3,000,000 in France Early In 1919,
and 2,000,000 In Reserve.
WASHINGTON, Aug. 1.—War Department recommendations for enlarging the
army and for the extension of draft age
limitations, in order to provide new reservoirs of man-power to back up the
forces already at the front, will be laid
before Congress next week. Members of
the two Military Committees have been
recalled to Washington by the Chairmen
in order to expedite the bill.
In announcing, following a conference
with Chairman Dent of the House Committee, that his increased army project
was virtually ready. Secretary Baker
would not say what age limits had been
settled on, nor indicate in any way the
size of the army which he was planning.
" I do not want to say what the ages
will be," he said, " because the concurrent action of the two houses is necessary to secure assent to them. I had
a conference with Mr. Dent this morning and went over with him the full
plan, involving the suggested ages. 1
am to have a conference with Senator
Chamberlain as soon as he gets back.
.. " Any suggestion to extend the draft
ages is to produce in Class I an adequate number of men for the enlarged
military program. If the ages are revised they will have to be either below
21 or above 31, or both. I think It will
be both."
Chairman Dent was even more reticent, but said he was willing to go
either up or down in extending age
limits of the draft to win the war.
" My personal preference is to go up
first," he said.
The only specific information regarding the new age limits to be drawn from
Mr. Baker was a statement that the
limits of 19 to 40 had been among the
suggestions canvassed, but rejected. In
many quarters it is believed extension
to the ages of 19 and 86-will be recommended.

Bnker Favors Younit Arnij.
There are several features of the draft j
age discussion that stand out clearly. j
:In presenting the original Selective
Service bill. Secretary Baker and his
advisers fixed 1U as the proper minimum, and Mr. Baker has said repeatedly since then tljat he has seen no reason
to change his opinion In that regard.
Congress ruled against taking men below the voting age of 21, however, and
sought to make up the deficit by Increasing the War Department's suggested minimum from 28 to 31, where
it now stands.
The reluctance of many members of
Congress to go lower than the limit of
21 years Is still apparent, although
there is evidence of a strong sentiment
toward carrying the maximum up as
high as 45. There is no doubt, however, that War Department officials
would prefer to draw on the classes of
10 and 20-year-old youthsr-to fill the
ranks, and that they see no decided
military advantage to be gained from
uny considerable extension upward.
Secretary Baker has heretofore announced that his policy In recommending any change in draft ages would be
to seek a sufficient number of men to
meet the army's needs in such ages as
would least disturb the economic situation' at home. The bulk of the nCw
forces, in his opinion, should be drawn
rfom the youngest class of men physically able to stand the strain of modern
warfare.
Prom the purely army standpoint, this
has been a boys' war from the start.
The quick recuperative powers of youth
have bene vitally necessary to the military machine under the strain of modern warfare. Older men are slower to
recover and are, therefore, of more
limited use to the army. On the other
hand, there are a great number of
men who could be called out of the
higher ages, even up to 45. A far
greater proportion of men between 31
and 45 have independent incomes than
is true with the men below 31, reducing the dependents factor for exemption to that extent.
As to the size of the army for which
this Increased class is necessary no official has dropped a hint, with hte exception of General March, who Is announcing the creation of a July schedule
of six new divisions, followed by an
August schedule for the same number,
has Indicated that the department had
embarked upon such a monthly program.
At this rate, approximately 250,000
men a month will be sent overseas, their
places in the home cantonments to be
taken by 250,000 new men. Under such
a schedule, with provision now existing
for the housing and training of 1,750,000
men in the United States, a full six
months training on this side, both in
divisional and replacement camps, before men were sent over to complete
their courses behind the lines, would be
possible.
It is not certain that the department
is aiming at the creation of a force of
any definite size. There are now upward of 1,300,000 American troops either
overseas or en route. Secretary Baker
said today that the shipment rate of
the early part of July had been maintained throughout the month, although
he did not have available the total
shipment. Under the 250,000 a month
suggestion, and without mishap to the
supply line. October should see 2.000,000
Americans overseas, and the opening of
the Spring campaign of 1910, when
many officers believe the final scenes
of the German defeat will begin in a
great combined drive against the German lines, might easily see S.OOO.OiH)
ready for action, with another force of
substantially 2,000,000 organized at
home. That would represent the army
of 5,QpO,000 men for which, In a general
way, the War Department may be aiming.

'WILSON APPROVES
PLAN FOR BIG DRAFT
Baker's 5,000,000 or More Man
Power Measure Goes to
Congress Next Week.
PBOBABLY 19 TO U YEABS
Universal Training- and Notice
to World That 1\ S. Will Go
Limit to Win War.
Special Despatch to THE SO".
Aug. 1.—The Administration's new man power plan under
which the draft ages are to be extended
and the services of many millions more
of Americans brought under the direction of the Government for military or
industrial purposes in order to win the
war is now ready. Announcement of
the fact was made to-day by Secretary
Baker. This plan has been submitted
to the President and the Cabinet and
was gone over yesterday at the meeting
of the War Council, at which special
attention was given to its industrial
phases.
Mr. Baker intends to submit the programme to Congress early next week.
It will involve extension of the draft
age limits both below 21 and above 31.
Indications were to-night that instead
of 19 to 40 the age limits to be suggested by Mr. Baker would be 19 to
either" 35 or 36. The exact limits, however, Mr. Baker declines to disclose
until the plan goes to Congress.
Comprehensive in its scope, the plan
will be a notice to Germany and the
world that all the vast reservoir of
American man power if need be will be
mobilized to clinch victory regardless
of the time it takes or the size of the
army required.
The decision of Mr. Baker to submit
his plan to Congress next week was a
great surprise, as he had previously indicated on many occasions that he
would wait until Congress reassembled
for daily sessions late this month. In
fact when the matter came up last June
in the Senate in connection with the
Fall resolution spokesmen for the Administration made it plain that there
was no need for any such plan until
well in the autumn.
WASHINGTON,

!

gress Secretary Baker does not intend
to ma.;e s y part of it public. He declined flatly to-day to discuss the specific draft age limits which he had decided upon. He said that extension of
the draft ages from 19 to 40 was one '
of the suggestions which had been discussed but indicated that this sugestion had not finally been accepted by
him. He did say,' however, that his newplan included extensions both below 21
and above 31.
As to the size of the army which will
result from the new and enlarged array
programme Secretary Baker likewise
declined to reveal information. It is
understood, however, that even 5,000.000 men may be regarded as a limit to
be far surpassed by the Government's
plan. The basic idea of the War Department now seems to provide for
enough man power to win the war regardless of any set limits.
In other words virtually all the fighting strength of the nation will be registered and listed for service with the
men in class 1,'to be the first to be
called and men iff the' other classes constituting a reservoir of reserve fores
which may be called if occasion requires.
Mr. Baker does not anticipate any
delay in registering the additional man
power and making it available for the
Government to call upon after Congress passes the new legislation necessary to make the enlarged programme
law.

Criticism Changes Policy.
An increasing volume of criticism over I
the procrastination of the War Department in so vital a matter has been
plainly evident since then and the Republicans in Congress, as THE SUN told
recently, have through their spokesmen
demanded a reconvening of Congress at
once and the forcing of the Administration's hands. This was taken to-day
as possibly explaining the change of
plans.
. Certain details of the programme may
not reach Congress until later, but the
salient features, such as the prospective
size of future fighting forces and the extension of the draft age limits to provide
these forces, will be submitted in advance. There is reason to believe that
the number of men now. in Classy 1 has
been so nearly exhausted, due to the
rapidity of calling men to the colors and
shipping them overseas, that the War
Department now regards time as an essential factor in getting additional man
power.
The main features of'Secretary Baker's
plan were discussed by him with Chairman Dent of the House Military Committee to-day.
Senator Chamberlain,
chairman of the Senate Military ' Committee, is expected back here to-morrow
and Mr. Baker will then discuss the programme with him. Later Mr. Baker intends to have the Senate and House Miljary committees called in conference to
r his plan and give their opinions
Until the plan is submitted to

Cnn Get Call Ready in 00 Days.
Gen. Crowder, Secretary Baker said,
calculated that the machinery for listing
this man power and making it ready
for the call could be put into workingorder in ninety days.
Stiff opposition in Congress may ba
expected, however, to a plan to go below
the age of 21. A protracted debate will
occur if the Administration pushes this.
Even with the plan submitted; now a
gap is likely in November in the supply
of men unless the legislation is passed
in record time.
The question of additional appropriations will also be included in Secretary
Baker's programme. It was hinted today that certain phases of Mr. Baker's
plan will make it clear that universal
military training is to bo indorsed by
the Administration and made a permanent .feature of the United States military establishment.
President Wilson is said to have indorsed the principle of universal military training, and some indication of.
how the plan is to be worked out is expected to be seen in the War Department's new programme.

Baker Favors Young Army.
There are several features of the draft
age dis.-ussion that stand out clearly.
In presenting the original Selective
Service bill, Secretary Baker and his
advisers fixed 1(> as the proper minimum, and ilr. Baker has said repeatedly since then tb^at he has seen no reason
to change his opinion in that regard.
Congress ruled against taking men below the voting age of 21, however, and
sought to make up the deficit by increasing the War Department's SUBgested minimum from 28 to 31, where
it now stands.
The reluctance of many members of
Congress to go lower than the limit of
21 years Is still apparent, although
there is evidence of a strong sentiment
toward carrying the maximum up as
high as 45. There is no doubt, however, that War Department officials
would prefer to draw on the classes of
10 and 20-year-old youth.T-to fill the
ranks, and that they see no decided
military advantage to be gained from
any considerable extension upward.
Secretary Baker has heretofore announced that his policy in recommending any change in draft ages would be
to seek a sufficient number of men to
meet the army's needs in such ages as
would least disturb the economic situation' at home. The bulk of the ne"w
forces, in his opinion, should be drawn
rfom the youngest class of men physically able to stand the strain of modern
warfare.
From the purely army standpoint, this
has been a boys' war from the start.
The quick recuperative powers of youth
have bene vitally necessary to the military machine under the strain of modern warfare. Older men are slower to
recover and are, therefore, of more
limited use to the army. On the other
hand, there are a great number of
men who could be called out of the
higher ages, even up to 45. A far
greater proportion of men between 31
and 45 have independent incomes than
Is true with the men below 31, reducing the dependents factor for exemption to that extent.
As to the size of the army for which
this increased class is necessary no official has dropped a hint, with hte exception of General March, who is announcing the creation of a July schedule
of six new divisions, followed by an
August schedule for the same number,
has indicated that the department had
embarked upon such a monthly program.
At this rate, approximately 250,000
men a month will be sent overseas, their
places in the home cantonments to be
taken by 250,000 new men. Under such
a schedule, with provision now existing
for the housing and training of 1,750,000
men in the United States, a full six
months training on this side, both in
divisional and replacement camps, before men were sent over to complete
their courses behind the lines, would be
possible.
It is not certain that the department
is aiming at the creation of a force of
any definite size. There are now upward of 1,300,000 American troops either
overseas or en route. Secretary Baker
said today that the shipment rate of
the early part of July had been maintained throughout the month, although
he did not have available the total
shipment. Under the 250,000 a month
suggestion, and without mishap to the
supply line, October should see 2,000,000
Americans overseas, and the opening of
the Spring campaign of 1910, when
many officers believe the final scenes
of the German defeat will begin in a
great combined drive against the German lines, might easily see 3,000,000
ready for action, with another force of
substantially 2,000,000 organized at
home. That would represent the army
of 5,QpO,O0O men for which, in a general
way, the War Department may be aiming.

NEW YOKK TIMES,
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19T0 36 FAVORED
AS DRAFT LIMITS;
NEW BILL READY
Baker Prepares Enlarged Army
Program to be Submitted to
Congress Next Week.
AGE

PROVISION

Secretary,

IN

DOUBT

However,

Adheres

to Original Plan of Calling
Younger Men to Colors.
5,000,000 MEN NEXT SPRING
Present Schedule Would Put 3,000,000 in France Early In 1919,
and 2,000,000 in Reserve.
WASHINGTON, Aug. 1.—War Department recommendations for enlarging the
army and for the extension of draft age
limitations, in order to provide new reservoirs of man-power to back up the
forces already at the front, will be laid
before Congress next week. Members of
the two Military Committees have been
recalled to Washington by the Chairmen
in order to expedite the bill.
In announcing, following a conference
with Chairman Dent of the House Committee, that his increased army project
was virtually ready, Secretary Baker
would not say what age limits had been
settled on, nor indicate in any way the
size of the army which he was planning.
" I do not want to say what the ages
will be," he said, " because the concurrent action of the two houses Is necessary to secure assent to them. I had
a conference with Mr. Dent this morning and went over with him the full
plan, involving the suggested ages. 1
am to have a conference with Senator
Chamberlain as soon as he gets back.
" Any suggestion to extend the draft
ages is to produce in Class I an adequate number of men for the enlarged
military program. If the ages are revised they will have to be either below
21 or above 31, or both. I think It will
be both."
Chairman Dent was even more reticent, but said he was willing to go
either up or down in extending age
limits of the draft to win the war,
" My personal preference is to go up
first," he said.
The only specific information regarding the new age limits to be drawn from
Mr. Baker was a statement that the
limits of 10 to •«) had been among the
suggestions canvassed, but rejected. In
many quarters it is believed extension
to the ages of 19 and 36 will be recommended.
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By the time Mr. Baker makes his
recommendations to Congress, which
will mean millions more in men and
billions more in money, there will be
approximately
1,500,000
American
troops in France. The Germans may
Baker's New Plan Expected to have felt the weight of America's
fighting strength more than they have
Fix i 9 to 40 as Age Limits.
already, but this will not deter the
government's determination to double
and redouble efforts and create a
FULLEST USE OF MAN POWER reservoir of man power to clinch victory. The 1,000,000 Americans which
German prisoners now hear about in
Minimum Dislocation of Nation's despair is going to grow faster than
ever before, and if necessary future
Industry Provided For.
German prisoners will be hearing of
5,000,000 Americans or an
even
Deep Study Given to Development greater number if circumstances require.

T

of Secretary's Plan Which Is
Counted Upon to Clinch Ultimate
Victory—1,500,000 U. S. Soldiers
Will Be in France When Congress
Gets New Bill.

By ALBERT W. FOX.
(Copyright, 1918, by Washington Post Co.)
With American troops in France
already apparently turning the scales
against Germany, there is far-reaching importance to information revealed by Secretary of "War Baker
yesterday regarding the development
of the government's new and enlarged
army program to bring out the maxi7
mum fighting strength of the country.
The new plan is destined to bring into
being and rally to the colors the
forces counted upon to Insure and
clinch ultimate victory. It means the
mobilization of the great reservoir
of American man power which is to
complete the work which the vanguard of American troops is now
doing.
This newly enlarged military plan
was not discussed in detail by Mr.
Baker, and indeed was only, referred
to by him in response to inquiry.

To Extend Draft Age Limits.
But the few persons, including
members of the Senate military affairs committee, who knew upon what
lines the government nas been mapping out this work, fully realize that
it ushers in the nation's greatest and
surest guarantee of victory.
Mr. Baker said yesterday that the
new plan involved an extension of
the draft age limits, so that question
may now be considered as settled.
There will be extensions below 21
and above 31. The plan will be presented to Congress after both houses
reconvene late next month. There is
no doubt that Congress will willingly
agree to the age extensions and the
question of age limits will doubtless
rest with Secretary Baker„- -He said
yesterday .that he had not yet definitely made up his mind what he
thought these limits should be.

19 to 40 Limits Suggested.
It is.regarded as very likely that
men over 19 will be reached and that
men under 40 will certainly be taken,
though nothing definite can be said
until the announcement comes from
the War Department.

Guarding Needs of Industry.
The American military plan is now
becoming so gigantic in scope that
one inevitably gets the impression
that it must mean wholesale dislocation of industry and a change in the
order of things of a staggering character. But the War Department's
plan is to be developed in such manner as to create the minimum interference with the nation's day by day
work of efficiently carrying out the
industrial, as well as the military side
of the war.
The development of the nation's
maximum man-power will be a logical
and systematic expansion of the nation's war program as carried out so
far. Increased shipping facilities, inI creased means of getting all manner
of- necessary supplies on the present
quantity production basis and other
problems involved in building up this
gigantic force will all be taken into
consideration.
Careful Study of Problems.
Incidentally this is why Secretary
Baker was not ready to agree to a
draft age extension or explain his
plan to the Senate military affairs
committee last month.
The government wanted the facts
to show what could be done by way
of developing this enlarged army program. It wanted! to study every aspect of the question thoroughly in
terms of definite facts and figures in
order to know how. much man-power
could be taken care of and when and
how it could be utilized.
It was not enough to be assured of
having the men but was necessary to
know that these men could be maintained and transported overseas. This
data is being completed now.
The new enlarged army plan will
be a "knock-out blow" to Germany
in the sense that it will show that
this nation's military participation in
the war has only begun.
Mr. Baker, in commenting on the
plan, said simply:
"When Congress reconvenes I shall
present a plan which"will involve increased appropriations, modification
of the draft age and somewhat larger
mobilization of our military forces.
"The question as to the draft age
limits is being studied to determine
how we can get'the necessary number
of men with the least interference
with the industry of the country. I
will recommend definite age. limits."

hum.
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German "Arch" Weakened
The southern pillar of that arch has
now been gravely weakened. Its offensive value is gone. By desperate efforts the Germans are seeking to prevent it from collapsing altogether,
crushing whole divisions of their best
troops in its fall. Even if the Allied
advance is checked now there appears
little likelihood that the enemy could
recreate his tactical position on a basis
that would permit him to continue his
old plan of campaign before the coming of winter.
Meanuwhile, British troops are still
nibbling away at the enemy in Fland2,000,000 Americans To Be ers and elsewhere to the north with
unvarying success.
Just north of
Montdidier the French have struck a
in France Before Big
new blow, the full significance of which
is not yet clear. Its success, however,
. Drive Ends
was startling even from the meagre accounts so far received.
Some observers believed the new attack was a minor operation, designed
(By The Associated Press)
to pin German reserves to that front,
WASHINGTON, July 23.—With prob- just as the British nibbling has pinned
ably not much more than a quarter of enemy forces there when they were
a million Americaan troops engaged in badly needed in the south. Others saw
deeper strategy behind both British
the present battle, but with virtually . efforts in Flanders and the French and
a million others either in France or British local thrusts in Picardy.
hastening across the ocean to join in
Allies Have Advantage
the fight, General Foch has been able
The Allied reserves on the Aisneto turn the tables on the enemy and Marne line now have the advantage of
interior lines. They ocaupy a salient
strike a blow that has changed the buttressed on forests and other strong
whole trend of the war, in the view of positions which the enemy was unable
to break through.
official Washington.
It appeared possible to some officers
Officials here, while fully recognizing
here that the next few days might see
the fact the Americans are to-day only an Allied assault on both sides of the
a comparatively small part of the vast Picardy front, delivered with tbfc purforces the supreme commander is using pose of forcing German reserves to
rush brtck around the corner of the
in working out his strategic designs, Compiogne salient from the Aisne thearealize the fact that the American tre. If resistance to the Allied advance
army is going forward in a constantly from the Marne becomes too great to
overcome they confidently expect
increasing stream is the governing fac- be
one such operation as General Foch
tor in restoring the initiative to the frequently has proved his full knowlAllied forces. Plans are therefore tak- edge of the value of holding the initiing shape rapidly at the War Depart- ative and can be relied on to hold it by
assaults, which will wear out
ment to accelerate and enlarge the surprise
the German reserves in hurrying from
America military programme.
front to front to meet them.
The fighting in the Aisne salient,
where the whole German offensive
scheme has been upset, if no't definitely
defeated, by the bold strategy of General Foch, has opened new possibilities.
There is increased need for haste, in
the opinion of officials, in getting full
American man yower ready to supplement the efforts that appear nowto be
taking shape toward hurling- the enemy
back all along the front and beginning
the advance that will end only when
victory has been achieved.
Pershing's Reports Cheer
Reports to-day indicated that fully
one-half of all ground won by the Germans- in the Aisne salient already has
been torn from the enemy's grasp and
the French, British and American
troops were still pressing on at last
accounts.
i
Mr. Baker said to-day that the last
reports from General Pershing were
satisfactory. It was clear, however,
that the minds of officials here' are
engrossed in preparations for offensive
battles on an even larger scale.
The German offensive arch in France
has rested on two great pillars, one in
the Picardy front and the other on
the Marne". It has ben repeatedly
stated that the pressing home of this
mighty pincher movement, threatening
both Paris and the channel ports as
it progressed, has been the German
objective from the first day the battle
of 1918 was opened last March.

Baker Plans
For 5,000,000
To Aid Allies
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War Secretary Will Return to
France This Summer.
WAR'S CENTER HAS SHIFTED
For IT. S. It Is Not on This Side of
Atlantic, but "Over There."
Overseas Army and Its Problems
Greater Than Those in America.
Should Be Directed From France.
Secretary

to

Make

Recurrent

Trips to Establish Complete Liaison for the War Department.
By GEORGE ROTHWELL BROWN
(Copyright, 1918, by Washington Tost Co.)
Secretary of War Newton D. Baker
will return to France this summer, on
a date not yet fully determined upon,
to establish again close contact with
the American army that has now begun to play a greater part in the
fighting on the western front. He will
familiarize himself at first hand with
the exact situation throughout the
zone occupied by the expeditionary
forces.
The length of his stay abroad will
be indefinite, depending very largely
upon the successful working-out of,
a plan that he has developed from/
the swiftly-moving course of events
during the last three months. He will
return here when his immediate object has been attained, but from now
on to the end of the war, in accordance with a new policy, he will make
frequent trips abroad, alternating between Washington and France, and
thus establishing, in the person of
the civil head of the military establishment, a complete liaison between
the overseas army and the War Department.
Shifted 3,000 Miles.
So far as the United States is concerned the center of gravity of the
war has recently been shifted 3,000
miles. It is no longer on this side of
the Atlantic, but "over there." The
preponderating strength of the army
has been safely transported across the
ocean. It can no longer be directed
from Washington with the same facility that was possible when the'
greater part of that force was still in
the training camps.
As the size of the army abroad has
increased, the importance, in the entire military scheme, of the overseas
forces has grown, until now it is out
of all proportion to the importance of
those parts of the general militarj\
problem which .properly center in the
United States.
The war is in France, the army is
in France, the directing head of the
military machine should be in France.
Doubtless this is the argument that
has convinced Secretary Baker of the
desirability of repeating, at no very
distant date, the tour of inspection
that he made in the spring, and which \
resulted in such a remarkable speeding up of the whole war program
following his return.

Visit Proved Valuable.
Mr. Baker's close contact with the
actual conditions as he found them on
the ground, in Fiance, and not as he
imagined they would be while sitting
at his desk in the War Department,
has already been proved to have been
one of the most valuable contributions to the successful prosecution of
the war. Conditions in France are so
different from what anybody who has
not seen them supposes them to be,
and they are so difficult of interpretation, that it was only by going to
France in person that the Secretary
of War was able to get the big grasp
on the job that was essential.
When .Secretary Baker returns he
will find conditions at the present
time vastly different from those that
prevailed when he was there only a
few months ago. The situation with
respect to the American expeditionary
army is constantly changing.
New
problems are arising not merely every
day, but every hour, and they must
be taken up, considered and disposed
of, not next week, but immediately.
To cable 3,000 miles and wait for an
answer that must be considered first
in Washington and then cabled back,
not only consumes time, but it is unsatisfactory at best and is conducive
to misunderstandings.
4
More Powerful Than Grant.
This difficulty has been met by the
granting to Gen. Pershing of a
power greater than Grant's. The
American military situation is in his
hands, but there are questions for
executive action that constantly arise
and that make it highly desirable for
the' Secretary of War to be right on
the ground, where they could get at
him, if they wanted to, in the middle
of the night.
The war is now entering its most
important stage.
So far as the
Americans are concerned the crisis is
at hand. From this time on to the
bitter end the work of the American
army in France will be fighting. After
a year of preparation the war, for
the expeditionary forces, is about to
pass out of the preliminary stage into
the period of accomplishment.
The
tasks that confront "G. H. Q." in
France and the government authorities in the United States are no
longer the same.
Machinery Running Smoothly.
The machinery of supply on this
side of the Atlantic is running
smoothly, after many breakdowns.
Defects have been discovered and repaired. The mills and factories and
shipyards are turning out their stores
of munitions and the bottoms to carry
them overseas. The new armies will!
follow naturally in the footsteps of
those which broke the untrodden way
before them. To keep the national.
energy at high speed, to grind out
the never-ending stream of supplies
and men that will be required in
France, is the principal business now
of Washington.
In a way it is the only business of
Washington, for the war and the army
are in France, and America from now
on Is to be merely an immense reservoir of supplies of blood and treasure
to be poured out across the Atlantic
ceaselessly until the enemy has been
crushed by their resistless force.
The war and the army being in
France, the direction of the war and
the army should be in France as
much as possible, smd any other system than this would be fatal. That
authority in France should be supreme
if the war is to be fought to a successful conclusion.

Must Keep in Touch.
• I do not believe that Mr. Baker or
any other Secretary of War could
continue to conduct the war wholly
from Washington. No man could
keep in touch with the kaleidoscopic
situation in France while remaining
here. The war is in the very front
yard of France, yet Mr. Clemenceau
finds it impossible to direct the management of the French armies while
remaining in Paris. He is constantly
going to the front, keeping in touch
with the shifting currents that ebb
and flow along the battle line, and
that are never the same two days in
succession. He is in direct, dallycontact with the great forces that he
controls. What Mr. Clemenceau cannot do at a distance of 40 miles from
the scene of battle certainly Mr. Baker, nor any other human being, can
do at a distance of 3,000 miles.
Mr. Lloyd George can, and does,
make frequent trips to France, but he
is just across the English channel
from the 2,000,000 splendid British
soldiers in Flanders and Picardy for
whom he is responsible.
Visit Hked in France.
Mr. Baker bears the responsibility
of 1,000,000 Americans, and the Atlantic separates him from them. His
determination to return to France is
merely the recognition of a geographical fact.
So much advantage has come from
Mr. Baker's former visit to France in
March that his return this summer
would have, I think, a decidedly beneficial effect upon American morale
overseas. I have talked with hundreds of our soldiers in France who
have felt that their Viifflculties were
not appreciated "back home." It will"
be a good thing to have the Secretary of War right on the job, where
he can look into- those difficulties—
and fix 'em.

GERMANS ARE TOLD
BAKER EXAGGERATES
"It Can't Be Done," Inspired
Writer Comments on Report of
a Million Americans Abroad.
|

AMSTERDAM, July ^.-(Associated
Press.)—The military contributor to the
Norddeutsche Allgemeine Zeitung, in
discussing Secretary of War Baker's recent announcement oa to the number
of American soldiers sent overseas, evidently writes from official Inspiration.
His arguments are similar to those of
Lieut. Gen. von Ardenne, who, in the
Diisseldorf Nachrichten last Tuesday,
asserted that he did not believe the
figures of American man power, and
that numbers did not count, anyhow.
" We are unanle to verify the accuracy of Secretary Baker's figures.
However, they are only intended to
throw dust into the eyes of the world.
The large number claimed for the last
three months seems to us quite impossible. In view of the shortage of
enemy tonnage," the Norddeutsche Allgcmelne Zeltung's contributor argues.
He then presents a calculation of his
own, and comes to the conclusion. " it
can't be done."
" Let us assume that Secretary Baker's figures are correct," he continues.
" We need not be alarmed. A nation
which has fought a world of enemies
four years cannot be frightened by the
American bogy. We are unimpressed.
They are only cannon fodder and not
the equals of our war-proved, unconquerable troops.
" What is a million of Americans
compared to the 10,000,000 well-trained
and equipped Russians who have fallen
out of the battleline? Where could the
Americans have raised the requisite
number of officers and noncommissioned officers so expeditiously? "
The writer goes on to argue that
what England failed to do, America
cannot accomplish. He declares that
the American fighting men cannot be
properly equipped because the American
war
material
manufacturers
are
swindlers.
" Moreover, our experience with the
American soldiers bus not served lo
I fill us with over-much respect for (hem,
although many doubtless are regulars
'and comparatively well trained" lie
5.000.000 of them
They do not know
what they are fighting for."
r After similar criticisms of the Ameri• cans as fighting men, the military contributor arrives at the following conclusion:
"We do not believe that there is a
large number of them in the battleline—
and even if it were true we will whip
them, anyhow."
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ShermanRakes Creel's "1,000 Planes"
Creel for His
Prove To Be Non-Fliers
Baker Eulogy Expert Says Photograph of Baker Taken in France Shows
Illinois Senator Says "Fulsome Praise" Is "Paid
Hogwash"

Only Training "Penguins" Borrowed From
Our Allies
v

French training Nieuport biplanes and
(Special Dispatch to The Tribune)
WASHINGTON, July 12.—The "thou- some monoplanes that are commonly
called penguins, because they do not
sand American airplanes" photographed fly, and do not leave the ground, exWith Secretary of War Baker on his cept for a few feet; and, of course, we
vUit to France and heralded to the were all disappointed with the evicountry by the Committee on Public dence."
Senator Reed interjected, according
Information are shown by the photo- to the testimony:
"You say that the photographs by
-piou,3iOO}8 o; diq-eAva aj-e spuapfAip qiog graphs to have been French training
'8161 'is M^e piud sq m^ [ieuports and Penguins, the latter so Mr. Creel showed this type of 'plane;
'8161 'OB aunf Sujpua ja}ji3nb ©in JOJ Ausd
but the ordinary layman—that is, the
-xuoo smi jo Jioojs tiOKKOD si|) uo (ajBU.3 ailed because they do not leave the man who knew nothing about airplane;
ftjod
sjuao %i8) %%I jo puapjArp v
round, except for a few feet at a time, —could not tell the difference betweei
4
" "8iei 'si M^r Plied »q in* jtuieduioo eim
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ShermanRakes Creel's " 1,000 Planes"
Creel for His
Prove To Be Non-Fliers
Baker Eulogy Expert Says Photograph of Baker Taken in France Shows
Illinois Senator Says "Fulsome Praise" Is "Paid
Hogwash"
Contrasts It With
Attacks on Congress
X

Much Merriment Follows
Rereading of Description
of the Secretary

Only Training "Penguins" Borrowed From
Our Allies
French training Nieuport biplanes and
some monoplanes that are commonly
called penguins, because they do not
fly, and do not leave the ground, except for a few feet; and, of course, we
were all disappointed with the evidence."
Senator Reed interjected, according
to the testimony:
"You say that the photographs by
Mr. Creel showed this type of 'plane;
but the ordinary layman—that is, the
man who knew nothing about airplanes
—could not tell the difference betweei
those and fighting 'planes ?"
Mr. Woodhouse replied: "He woulc
not know the difference. Of course, you
appreciate that perhaps a very enthusiastic newspaper man, receiving the
report that the Secretary had seen
them—and the Secretary was there in
the photograph, with a great many
others, including General Pershing—
that probably this newspaper man,
hearing that he had seen 1,000 airplanes, might presume he meant battleplanes, and changed it, perhaps, being
enthusiastic and .wanting to make a
good story. He said battleplanes instead of just saying 1,000 training machines. I am taking this for granted
and have nothing to base it on."
"You say there were photographs of|
these Penguins and these training
'pfanes which were sent out by Mr.
l,
1 ,
and biplaneS arriV6d Creel ? H6w do you know they were
( were issued by Mr. sent out by Mr. Creel?" Senator Reed
Creel's committee to carry out the re- asked.
port of Secretary Baker having seen
"I received them as editor of 'The
1,000 airplanes — biplanes and mono- Aerial Age,' a weekly, and of 'Flying,'
planes. The photographs given out by a monthly. We received them and paid
Mr. Creel's commiittee showed some for them," was the reply.

(Special Dispatch to The Tribune)
WASHINGTON, July 12—The "thousand American airplanes" photographed
yith Secretary of War Baker on his
Lit
tart to France and heralded to the
v!s
country by the Committee on Public
Information are shown by the photographs to have been French training
Nieuports and Penguins, the latter so
called because they do not leave the
ground, except for a few feet at a time,
Senator Reed, of Missouri, brought out
on the floor of the Senate to-day.
Senator Reed cited from the following testimony given before a sub-committee of the Military Affairs Committee, of which he is a member, by
Henry Woodhouse:
"I may state that I have a positive
point from which we can discuss your
question. That is, when Secretary
Baker went to France at that time
j a statement was issued about the numj ber of airplanes there. The first rej port of that kind that reached us came
I from the'Paris Herald' and said'Secretary Baker yesterday saw 1,000 Ameri
can monoplanes and biplanes in flight.'
j Well, now, a few weeks passed by and
j then the photographs of those Ameri

(Special Dispatch to The Tribune)
WASHINGTON, July 12. — George
Creel's eulogy of Secretary of War
Baker, given out by the Committee on
Public Information, was held up to
ridicule in the Senate to-day in a biting
speech by Senator Lawrence Y. Sherman, of Illinois.
The chair had difficulty in restrain
ing merriment both on the floor and in
the galleries as the lank Illinois "rail:
s
Baker
"The latest exploit of this public
functionary," he said, "is the feature
service article, dated July 7, 1918. From
proof sheets we learn it was sent out
by the Committee on Public Information. The style and familiar nausea
remind one of over-indulgence in pawpaws. It identifies unmistakably the
toad eater from whence it came. The
subject is the Secretary of War. His
wearing apparel, gait, how his brain
functions, his manner of saying 'yes' or
'no,' of making a complete tour of the
brown davenports lining the wall, giving to each occupant a succinct judicial
answer, are minutely sketched.
'Without warning the startling information that he thinks clearly under
all circumstances and is never ambiguous is hurtled out. He selects his
words fastidiously, shading his meaning like one of the old masters mixed
his colors. The reader's head buzzes
when he is told the Secretary can keep
three or four stories told him by as
many men up in his dome all at one
time. Instinctively we think of the
juggler who entranced our boyish attention by keeping up a gorgeous maze
of whirling balls with no perceptible
effort except a fixed smile.
Baker—as Creel Sees Him
"Suddenly he appears, mingling with
the ambassadors, the wise, the good,
fair forms and hoary seers. He turns
aside in the twinkling of an eye to
meditate, while contractors hang in
midair and profiteers wildly clutch
their pocketbooks in deafening silence.
" 'Yes or no,' comes with a decisive
ring in his voice, and hundreds of millions of dollars gush from the Treasury
at his nod. Then the earth temporarily resumes its customary revolutions. Five stenographers then rush
in. He dictates to nearly all of them
at once. Others linger in hailing distance as a reserve if some, perchance,
should drop dead. Immense bundles of
documents of state appear, in which he
immerses himself, lost in a profound
vacuum of sublimated thought.
"The sb/>rthanders flee madly from !
the incarnated human tempest, waving j
their notebooks ominously. Now the
landscape fades away in a haze of to- ]
bacco smoke. Gradually the scenery
reveals a briar root pipe, with the Secretary of War attached, curled up in a,
• deep, soft-armed chair, revelling in hist
/Theocritus and Juvenal or a biography \
| of Tom Johnson and three-cent cari. fares.
"From this deep dream of peace this
overripe Boswell blazes a film with
Biker's trip to France. We are Der/mitted to gaze upon the greatest Secretary of War the world ever saw. Stanfon'Trtruggles dimly into view merely
| as a basis of comparison to enable our
\ staggering mentality to gain a lait
\look of Baker walking serenely on the
^summit of inaccessible grandeur before
we lapse into unconsciousness.
'The peerless strategist and lawyer
finishes the moving picture by remaining four hours in the trenches and dugouts in mortal peril from bursting
shell and scattering shrapnel. Hers
the dazed audience dispersed.
Hun Perils Are Nothing
"After enduring this from Creel the
terrors of a Hun invasion are considerably mitigated. We await our fate
with calmness and fortitude. Nothing
can be worse on either side of the
grave. Reason will topple from its
throne if other members of the Cabinet are to have anatomical charts of
their cerebral cavities made, with a
moving picture show of their wardrobe
headgear and lingual activities. And
this is published at public expense.
It is composed by a man drawing $8,000
a year from the government to spend
some of his time at least compounding
" such ineffable hogwash.
W "In this lamentable condition Con/ gress is stigmatized as a 'slum' by a
j public officer created and appointed by
I. an executive order and paid by an ap
| propriation made by the body he tra
! duced. .Jhis swollen , rakehell—of.. d&>.
jjraved newspaperdom regrets his re< veaTed'eoritempt only when.asking furTrrer"appropriati6ns to continue his ih\ sufferable arrogance and escapes unV scathed.
^ "Abyssmal humiliation cannot go to
greater depths or departmental snobbery rise to such dizzy heights of insolence in future years. Each can go
no further in either direction. After
this any deputy servile candle snuffer
is at liberty to revile us at pleasure.
Any gangrened egotist afflicted with
ingrowing conceit may spurn Congress
and demand appropriations to feed him
with the complacent assurance that
precedent now justifies anything.

p^~S«^ *e«^P^^|gSJ ^ g g

Newton G.' Baker, Secretary of War
in confirming reports that appeals from
decisions of local draft boards holding
base ball a non-essential occupation under the work-or-flght regulations are
on their way to this city for consideration by him, heartened the leaders of the
sport by his declaration in favor of the
national pastime. Although the Secretary specifically said that his personal
opinion must not be taken as forecasting his decision on the appeals, the
thorough appreciation he voiced of tiie
fact' that base ball is the national sport
and furnishes recreation for millions of
persons and his statement that he disliked to think it would be seriously affected must be regarded as significant.
One of the appeals to be acted on
undoubtedly will be that of a major
league player—Rogers Hornsby of the
St Louis Nationals. Secretary Baker
will have the final say on his appeal
against the order to engage in some
productive work or join the Army. He
will no doubt confer with the President
and Gen. Crowder before making his decision, and his utterances on the subject make it clear that base ball's side
of the case will be given careful consideration.
The present position of embarrassment and uncertainty in which ball
players find themselves is believed due
in a measure to the reluctancy of the i
leaders of the sport to ask favors or
push their case. Theatrical and moving picture interests have shown no
such backwardness and the result of
their activities was the exemption of
j actors of both stage and screen variety from the provisions of the work
or fight order. It is difficult to see
how ball players are to be discriminated against in view of these exceptions. The diamond moguls have let it
be known they intend to continue the
sport even if they are deprived of the
services of all men of draft age, but It
is patent that a strict interpretation
of Gen. Crowder's order would have
the effect of putting professional base
ball out of existence..
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MESSAGE FROM THE
HON. NEWTON D. BAKER, SECRETARY OF WAR
TO THE MEN AND WOMEN MUNITION WORKERS
OF THE
AMERICAN CAR & FOUNDRY CO
DURING the past fifteen months Americans have learned
to put new significance on the word Independence.
Once it meant Independence for Americans; today the
People of this country are banded together with the Peoples
of three-quarters of the globe, to broaden the meaning to that
of Independence for the World. To accomplish this Greatest
Ideal of Civilization they have pledged themselves, with Life
and fortune. The events of the past month have taught us that Independence is only
possible where people are a lowed to Think, Speak and Act Democratically, and tha*
this is only possible when they are allowed to Rule themselves mthout interference.
We have come to realize that this Self Determination of Nations is the solution of World
i-eace, that unless all nations are allowed to enjoy this Right there can be no Peace and
in our new meaning of the word, no Independence.
S
7nAth'S -Uly u * WC n0t,°^y Celebmte the events of the Past that brought Independence to Amenca but we re-dedicate ourselves to the great task of checking those forces
Pn,

Ifpe^le^wet * ^ ^"^

t0 the

^ -nged against them, but to the"
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Camp Holabird, Baltimore, Md., July 6, 1918

A BOUQUET FOB, ME, BAXEB.
Among ail the curiosities of Congress, nothing
is more curious than the marked difference between the attitude of tie House Committee on
Military Affairs and the Senate Committee on
Military Affairs toward the Secretary of War and
the War'Department.
In the Congressional Record appears the following letter from the Chairman of the House
committee to Mr. Baker:.
July 3, 1918.
Hon. Newton p. Baker,
Secretary of War, Washington, D. C.
Dear Mr. Secretary: Your letter in response to one from me requesting a summary of military achievements since the
declaration of war, and particularly during
the past'twelve months, was read to the
Committee on Military' Affairs at a meeting
this}- week.
.
At this meeting there were nineteen out
of"a total membership of twenty-one prescnt
Upon motion of Mr. Kahn of California 1
was unanimously instructed as Chairman
of the committee to extend to you and y cmdepartment our hearty congratulations upon
the remarkable accomplishments as disclosed by your very interesting letter.
I was further instructed to place these
facts in Lhe Congressional Record.
I take great personal pleasure in communicating To you this action of the committee.
With highest regards, I am yours very •
sincerely,
S. H. DENT JR:, Chairman.
In time perhaps even the Senate committee will
discover that the conduct of the war has not been
altogether a failure.

WAR DEPARTMENT
WASHINGTON,

June 28, 1918.

My Bear Chaplain Wunder:
Mr. Britton, of the Navy Department, has been good enough to show
me several copies of THE HOLABIRD SPARK. Let me say to you this
word of greeting and well wishing.

Any agency which assists the

men in our camps to keep more closely in touch with the news of their
camp, their homes and the world, and which is so attractively put
before them as that in THE SPARK, is entitled to the commendation and
che support of all of us.
Cordially yours,
(Signed)

NEWTON

D. BAKER,

Secretary of War.
Lieutenant Clinton Wunder,
Chairman, Athletic Council,
Camp Holabird, Baltimore, Md.
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Neiv York, Thursday, July 11, 1918.

**
Gen. Fershing is proving every day
that he is the right man in the right '
place. He has just taken an action which I
■will particularly commend him to all >
light-thinking Americans. He has em- i
phatically denied in a cablegram to the |
Secretary of War some of the atrocity \
stories told by one of the "veterans" of
his army who have been over here on behalf of the Liberty Loan campaign, and '
has asked that the sergeant in question
be returned to the front at once, presumably for proper disciplining. Among the j
statements attributed to the sergeant
were that he had seen an American sol- (
dier with his ears cut off, that he knew j
the German fed tuberculosis germs to j
American prisoners, and gave poisoned
candy to children to eat and loaded handgrenades for them to play with. "There
is no foundation whatever for such statements based on any experience we have
had," are Gen. Pershing's words. Anything more cruel to the parents of American soldiers than the circulating of such
falsehoods as these we cannot imagine.
When they come from a man who has
been at the front and is in uniform they
naturally take on the aspect of verity.
Unfortunately, in every army there are
Falstaffian braggarts. They should be
sat upon heavily. It is contrary to the
American spirit to circulate falsehoods
about an enemy whose deeds are black
enough in all conscience.

w»jWf

&.
^tarjfBjiker's
report is a fine lourth of
July gift to the NjaJiffln. It will provide us
vHffi something good to think about and something to thank the Good Lord for all day. It
Sill make the traditionally "Glorious Fourth"
more glorious than ever.
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TO ATXEE POMEHEXE.
(By our staff singer, Poeta Pants.)
O Atlee, I have never known
A name so sweet as thine.
As I Its syllables Intone
I would that It were mine!
It makes me think—I know not why—
Of far-off southern seas;
Of lotus and of lazuli.
Grapefruit and ambergris.
O Atlee, I am very keen
To carry on this strain ;
But tell me—Is it Pomerene?
Or is it Pomerene?
MOHAMMED V„ Sultan of Turkey, is dead. He
had been sick a long time-so long that he was known
as the Sick Man of Europe. It ran in the family.
But recently Russia the Strong Man came down with
a complication of ailments, and now holds the title of
Sick Man of Europe against all comers. At his worst
the Sultan was never more than ill, but Russia is sick
-as sick as a horse that has foundered itself with
unlimited oats and water.
Wisdom While Ton Walt.
[From the New York World.]
Summer made its advent with withering heat ln
the west and killing frosts ln the east. But there
is the consolation that each section will receive in
time the weather now denied it, in the due course
of a perfectly normal summer of alternate heat
and cold.

HAVING occasion to search the newspapers in order
to compile a list of topics of the day, we were, if not
surprised, interested to find that there Is only one
topic—the war. Not only does the news of it take up
most of the space in the papers, but it colors almost
everything else that is printed. Of course topics of
the day exist, and would come to the surface if the
war were done. Many who talk about " a changed
world " may be disconcerted to discover how quickly
affairs will shake back into the old ways as soon as
the cannon are silenced.

THE! SECRETARY WILL ISSUE CARDS.
Sir: I wish to nominate for treasurer of the Immor•iawojij, Kvxy- -(j
tals, Mr. Cash Gard of Wichita, Kansas. And being
•unn sq^ ,SUIBSB pu9 9qj oi JBM
as how I have the floor, I would like to submit the
«[ pe;iun PUB s8A,asiuaqj ua8Ai,9q aDBaa
name of Mr. John Klock, jeweler, of Belleville, 111., as
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P. K. H.
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ML AND FAREWELL TO THE BLACKHAWK DIVISION
Vast Throng Crowds Open Air Arena at Camp Grant as Secretary of War Bids Godspeed to Men Soon to Depart for France. In This Arena Also
tn
'
e American-Canadian Boxing Bouts Were Held as a Feature of the Great Day's Great Celebration.
Below, Three Leading Figures in the Day's Activities.

Great Celebration Marks
Nation's Birthday at
Camp Grant.
Camp Grant, July 4.—[Special.]—
Secretary of War Baker gripped the
ropes in the Camp Grant arena this
afternoon and gave the official " God
speed " to the Black'hawk division—the
Eighty-sixth—-soon to, be'on its way
overseas to the battle lines.
The message which he brought to
the 40,000 men and brought home to
the 100,000 cheering relatives and
friends who gathered for the tremendous day's celebration was that the
nation expects them to be fighters.
They showed these symptoms a few
minutes after the secretary left the
ring. Six hard fisted "Blackhawkers"
hanging "haymakers" on six of our Canadian brethren picked as a pride of
the maple leaf forces. A seventh was
saved through the kindness of the
referee, who suspended hostilities.
It was a cosmopolitan gathering of
men and women at the ringside to participate in the official adieux.
The
rich and poor, the high and the low,
were there, all with an interest in
some stalwart son selected to help
fight the Hun.
Social Lines Forgotten.
Federal Judge K. M. Landis and
the Cyrus McCormicks and the Samuel
T. Chases and the countless others fraternized with the scrub women from
back of the yards.
All lines were
obliterated in the parting. And there
was no squeemishness from male or
female when some of the battlers got
messed up with the padded mitts and
lost some blood.
But a stone's throw away from, the
central scene of the day's happenings
and within sound of the secretary's
voice was the big wire fenced stockade housing about 100 German prisoners of war, and that adjoining, before which paced armed sentries, containing Brent Dow Allinspn and others
who have indicated hostility towards
the war or friendliness to the HUn.
If either were influenced by the big
day's demonstration, they made no out- Chicago Tribune-Few York Times Cable.
ward exhibit of it to the thousands
[Copyright: 1918.1
who gathered about for a " peek" in
Mexico City, July 4.—The message
their sightseeing trips to the trench
systems, the bronco busting, the base- sent by Carranza to President Wilson
ball games, to the prize fights, and to is as follows:
" It is very grateful to me to send to
the other events of the day.
your excellency and to the American
"A Great Privilege."
In his speech to the soldiers, who people on this glorious anniversary
fairly hid the surrounding hills with that you are today celebrating the
a blanket of khaki uniforms, the secre- most cordial congratulations from the
tary of war told of the purity of pur- Miexican people and government. At
pose behind our participation in the the same time, I am pleased to express
war; that they are to have " the great to your excellency my most sincere
privilege of seeing the final vindica- and strong wishes for the prosperity of
tion of right on the very frontiers of the United States, wishing that peace
freedom," and that the nation will be and justice will reign soon forever in
waiting with open arms for them both continents."
Secretary of "Foreign Relations Aguilwhen they return victorious from " the
lar attended the celebration of the
great adventure."
There was a tremendous cheer from Fourth here, representing President
the leather lungs of his hearers When Carranza. Many government officials
were present and a large number of
he ■ declared:
" Have no fears about France. The Mexican army officers in full uniform.
The American celebration was turned
British and the French armies' for
three long years have withstood the into an' allied one. All allied stores
greatest military machine ever con- were closed that the allies might attrived. Day by day they have battled tend the celebration.
back this conscienceless invader. They
have held the Germans and now there
is a gathering of the forces from the
great, free peoples of the world. Great under the guidance of Maj. Gen.
Britain is strengthening her forces; Charles; H. Martin, inspected the rifle
France is strengthening hers. Italy range, [which he declared was the best
is strengthening hers, and a panoramic he had ever seen; went through a
stream of ships is now crossing' the trench system, even descending into a
Atlantic carrying you and your fellows, thirty foot dugout. The trenches, he
until the allied army is becoming tri- said, were very similar to those he had
umphantly superior in numbers and in seen in France.
The secretary then inspected the
force.
stockade, which holds German war
Excerpts from Speech.
prisoners. He asked them if they were
The secretary also said:
" It gives me pleasure to greet, on satisfied with their food and treatment,
this birthday celebration of our nation, and was told that they were.
The , war secretary's appearance in
young America in arms. What I have
to say is chiefly to these young sol- the ring came in the middle of the aftdiers. They are selected out of the ernoon. Before It the great crowd
body of the citizenship of this great which had accumulated in Rockrepublic. They have assumed the uni- ford since the night before had poured
form of their country's army and they into the cantonment grounds by jitney,
are about to sail overseas to defend on fopt, by every conceivable means
liberties which Our fathers acquired for of ingress. The tremendous heat—it
us and transmitted to us for safekeep- was the hottest day of the year—and
the dust was riot enough to deter ening and enlargement.
thusiasm.
" There are reasons why you young
40,000 Soldiers March.
soldiers should feel a special sense
They started it off with a tremendous
of inspiration and elation at your calling. In ancient times men were sum- parade. Seven in the morning saw the
moned into the armies of the coun- Eighty-sixth and Camp Grant organtries of the world at the behest of izations, approximately 40,000 men, parulers who derived their power from rading from the cantonment to Rockno consent given by those over whom ford, and four hours later saw them rethem ruled, and those armies went turn. In Rockford this great procesforth for purposes of national aggran- sion was reviewed by Maj. Gen. Charles
dizement.
But you are a different H. Martin and staff and a group of disarmy from that.' You are the army tinguished guests.
Topping off the evening was Rockof a free people, yourselves free men;
you are fighting for a cause which ford's Illinois centennial pageant on
the hillside near the boxing arena, in
is almost a romance in its purity and which 1,000 citizens of Rockford particifreedom from selfishness or taint of pated. Starting with 9 o'clock was a |
any kind.
tremendous display of fireworks and
Speaks to 2,500,000.
military aerial activity, centering at
" Let me be a little more intimate five points in the heart of the camp.
with you. I am not speaking about
any individual in that group, nor to
that group, but I am speaking to the
Whole company of 2,500,000 men, who
comprise the army of the United
States today. You have been selected by a democratic and free process
for this service.
"When you get there you will see a
j country in which the invader has destroyed homes and churches. You will
! see great stretches of the country a
desolation and a rUin. Wherever the
German has been able to go or reach
with his destructive implements he has
utterly destroyed, and back of that line
you will find the people of France, after
three years of suffering, every woman
[ in that nation in black; every mother in
that nation made motherless of some
of her sons by the sacrifices which this
cause has demanded. You will find all
scattered through France men, women, and children who have been driven
out of their homes, and it is your high
privilege and calling to take those exiled families and to lead them back
to the homes from which they have
been driven, to place them again on J
the soil of their birthplace, and to see
France reconquered for liberty and rededicated to freedom.
" I bid you celebrate this Fourth of
July. The God that rules nations made
this nation, little and despised in 1776,
grow great for this purpose and this
mission. You are the emissaries of
that nation. I bid you Godspeed."
Inspects the Camp.
Mr. Baker arrived at Camp Grant
from Chicago shortly before noon, and,

fudge K. M. Landis, Maj. Gen. C. H. Martin, Secretary oi War Newton D. Baker.
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ONLY ONE tND
TO WAR, BAKER
TELLS CHICAGO

Text of His Address.
Mr. Baker's speech, in part, is as follows:
" I have special pleasure in the statement by the chairman of this meeting
that there are present tonight representatives of perhaps seventy-five nationalities by extraction, because this
war is not a war of grammars, but a
j battle of principles, and it matters little
1 what language the lips speak if the
language of the heart is in harmony
I with the principles of freedom.
" On the one side was a group of peoj pie, who, for forty years or more, have
l been taught by their government that
the will of the prince is the supreme
law. On the other side there are those
men, the free men of many nations.
We have a small group of powers located contiguously to one another in
the center of Europe, defying the
world, and we have the world answering their defiance by assembling and
associating themselves together in the
Pride in the American army, pride matter of liberty, and when we see that
In its achievements, pride in the nation alliance and that allegiance we realize
that this war can have but one end.
which it is defending, and abounding
Grim Pictures in Our Memory.
confidence that it will prove equal to
" There are certain grim pictures
its task—these formed the dominant
note in the speech of Secretary of War which are burned into our memory,
Newton D. Baker in the Auditorium j and which the youngest of us will
remember to his dying day, that will
last night.
always seem to have been casual in
At the end of a busy day,' and as that relation. Who is there who can
vigorous as in the morning, Mr. Baker close his eyes and think of the name
swayed to a tremendous pitch of en- of Lusitania without seeing on the
thusiasm an audience that for size has waves that wash the chalk cliffs of
rarely been exceeded in the history of England the wide strewn bodies of men
the Auditorium. Over 5,000 cheering and women and little babies, sent to
people jammed the building. The stage slaughter, and that by a surprise atwas filled to the rear wall. And that tack, in violation of the established
i audience had started to gather in force rules, courtesies, and knightliness of
i at 6:30 o'clock, when the doors openta, warfare?
! and waited patiently until 8:15., when
" Who is there who can think of the
| the secretary and his party came from name of Belgium without believing
a dinner which had been given for him her to be the wronged of all nations
at the Congress hotel.
in the world? Little, and therefore of
no account; feeble, and therefore havTwo Minutes of Cheering.
A two minute demonstration greeted ing no rights; innocent, and therefore
Mr. Baker upon his introduction by fit for the slaughter!
"But these are not, of course, the real
Max Pam, who presided. Demonstration succeeded demonstration as the causes of American entry into that
war secretary proceeded in his address. war. Our own wrongs were grievous
He was graphic in depicting the work and many. Our unquestioned national
accomplished by the army.
He tpld. rights were invaded. We were plainly
after a summary of the. ^rsatioij's. rea- and obviously up to the place where
sons for e tering the war, of the in- we had one or the other of two alternacrease from " something like 8,000 of- tives presented to us. We could either
ficers and 200,000 men, to 146,000 offi- bow in meek submission to the hoscers and 2*500,000 men, including 1,- tile aggression of Germany upon our
people or upon our rights, or we could
000,000 overseas," amid cheers.

Million Are Fighting
Huns; Millions
More Ready.

He told of the "amusement" felt
in Germany at our entry into the war,
but this, he said, had changed since
" we have over 1,000,000 men in
France, fighting in the air, on the
land, under the land, and on the high
seas as brayely as any antagonist the
enemy ever met or ever will meet," and
also " In the training camps of this
country another 1.500,000 just like
them," .and " in the homes of this
country as many millions more as are
necessary."

(Continued on page 4, column 2.)

'"■
„t,..n.<5Vi eye ana swelling
bosom- her must see Americans still
free, still devoted to liberty, still «xtendin^ freedom, grown magnificently
■into might'; great industrially and great
historically-,; g^eat educationally, apd
this great civilization; and he> must see
them streaming across the Atlantic- rip,
an endless procession of ships to return to France the compliment and assistance paid us in those doubtful years
of our struggle; carrying the lamp of
the same spirit which he lighted in
1776; vindicating in the old world these
rftighty principles which inspire the
later day civilization.
Another German Error.
"So we went into this war,' and there
was some amusement, I am told, in
Germany when we went in. The calculations of the Wilhelmstrassers hav?
always been at fault.
"So long as the chancellor of the German empire believed they could not
carry out submarine warfare, he not
Pittsburgh, Pa., July 4.- -Dr. George
only was opposed to it, but was willD. Strayer, professor of educational
ing to give to a friendly government
administration teachers' college, Cothe solemn assurance of the imperial b(
government of the German empire gCumbia university, New York, was
that they would not resume that law- gaominated for the president of the Na:ional Education association without
less war. But as soon as they felt they
had enough submarines built for the Opposition during a session of the an—■-._.
"— i~—„ Mav but other

sftzjj Cec.

DR.G.D.STRAYER
NOMINATED FOR
TEACHERS' HEAD
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Text of His Address.
Mr. Baker's speech, in part, is as follows:
" I have special pleasure in the statement by the chairman of this meeting
that there are present tonight representatives of perhaps seventy-five nationalities by extraction, because this
war is not a war of grammars, but a
battle of principles, and it matters little
what language the lips speak if the
language of the heart is in harmony
with the principles of freedom.
" On the one side was a group of people, who, for forty years or more, have
been taught by their government that
the will of the prince is the supreme
law. On the other side there are those
men, the free men of many nations.
We have a small group of powers located contiguously to one another in
the center of Europe, defying the
world, and we have the world answering their defiance by assembling and \
associating themselves together in the!
Pride in the American army, pride matter of liberty, and when we see that
in its achievements, pride in the nation alliance and that allegiance we realize
that this war can have but one end.
which it is defending, and abounding
Grim Pictures in Our Memoryconfidence that it will prove equal to
" There are certain grim pictures
its task—these formed the dominant
note in the speech of Secretary of War which are burned into our memory,
and which the youngest of us will
Newton D. Baker in the Auditorium [
remember to his dying day, that will
last night.
always seem to have been casual in
At the end of a busy day,' and as that relation. Who is there who can
vigorous as in the morning, Mr. Baker close his eyes and think of the name
swayed to a tremendous pitch of en- of Lusitania without seeing on the
thusiasm an audience that for size has waves that wash the chalk cliffs of
rarely been exceeded in the history of England the wide strewn bodies of men
the Auditorium. Over 5,000 cheering and women and little babies, sent to
people jammed the building. The stage slaughter, and that by a surprise atwas filled to the rear wall. And that tack, in violation of the established
audience had started to gather in force rules, courtesies, and knightliness of
at 6:30 o'clock, when the doors opened, warfare?
and waited patiently until 8:15., when
" Who is there who can think of the
the secretary and his party came from name of Belgium without believing
a dinner which had been given for him her to be the wronged of all nations
at the Congress hotel.
in the world? Little, and therefore of
no account; feeble, and therefore havTwo Minutes of Cheering.
A two minute demonstration greeted ing no rights; innocent, and therefore
Mr. Baker upon his introduction by j fit for the slaughter!
"But these are not, of course, the real
Max Pam, who presided. Demonstra- j
1
tion succeeded demonstration as the causes of American entry into that
' war secretary proceeded in his address, j war. Our own wrongs were grievous
He was graphic in depicting the work ; and many. Our unquestioned national
accomplished by the army.
He told. rights were invaded. We were plainly
after a summary of the^natJp^.rea- and obviously up to the place where
sons for e tering the war, of the in- we had one or the other of two alternacrease from "something like 8,000 of- tives presented to us. We could either
ficers and 200,000 men, to 146,000 offi- bow in meek submission to the hoscers and 2;500,000 men, including 1,- tile aggression of Germany upon our
people or upon our rights, or we could
000,000 overseas," amid cheers.
He told of the " amusement" felt (Continued on page 4, column 2.)
in Germany at our entry into the war,
but this, he said, had changed since
"' we have over 1,000,000 men in
France, fighting in the air, on the
land, under the land, and on the high
seas as brayely as any antagonist the
enemy ever met or ever will meet," and
also " in the training camps of this
country another 1,500,000 just like
them," .and " in the homes of this
country as many millions more as are
necessary."

TO WAR, BAKER
TELLS CHICAGO

Million Are Fighting
Huns; Millions
More Ready.

ONLY ONE END TO WAR-BAKER; MILLIONS READY
(Continued from first page.)

purpose then they cast that promise to end to end and reduced to a uniform ciation, Chicago Federation of Labor,
the winds, like other treaty promises size, fifty feet in width, would reach Chicago real estate board, University
and obligations, and resumed unre- 250 miles. In one vast depot the Unit- of Chicago, City club, Civic federation,
fight; and as between those alterna- stricted submarine warfare.
ed States has established over there University club, Commercial club,
tives, Americans are so made that only
"And the reason they did that was upon a place once unoccupied ware- Hamilton club, Illinois Manufacturers'
one choice was possible.
that they despised America. They houses large enough to require 120 association, Industrial club, Iroquois
Washington Watching His Children. thought we were too far away and too miles of railroad sidetracks and club, Military Training Camps associabusy making money, they thought we switches to supply them. The Amer- tion, National Security league, North"This day has an especial significance knew nothing about militarism, and ican army has in operation more than western university, Rotary club, Trafin connection with that choice. In the therefore were not worth counting. 4,000 miles of electric wires it has fic club, and Union League club.
city of Washington, the very name of They thought the right sleeve of our erected for the supplying of intelliThe guests included: Max Pam,
which bears the name of the founder of coat was empty, and now that right
chairman; Samuel Insull, Capt. W. A.
to our own army.
our country, there are many memories sleeve has been disclosed to contain a gence
" We have established in France vast Moffett, Gen. T. H. Barry, Jacob M.
of the great men who established the strong right arm.
hospitals, with 5,000 bed capacity, and Dickinson, former secretary of war;
liberties you and I enjoy. It is im''A million men face them in trenches with an ultimate intention to enlarge H. H. Merrick, Bishop Samuel Fallows,
possible for me to look out of the win- that reach from the channel to the
Maclay Hoyne, Charles F. Clyne,
dow of my office without seeing that Swiss frontier," faces they never ex- them to 10,000 beds, and they are
great monument which many- people pected to see, faces they said could manned by American doctors; they Julius F. Smietanka, Nelson Lampert,
believe to be the most beautiful monu- not by any possibility get to France. are attended by American nurses; they Graham Taylor, J. Ogden Armour, J.
ment erected by human hands; that But they are not only there in France, are filled with American orderlies, and W. O'Leary, Maj. Edgar B. Tolman,
tall pure shaft called the Washington but they are not merchants, they are in them the most scientific and consid- Alexander H. Revell, H. H. Kohlsaat,
erate and helpful medical attention and James F. Stepina, Peter S. Lambros,
monument.;
not men in industry, they are not peo" And as I see it daily I cannot help ple enfeebled by too much civilization, care is given to wounded American Otto C. Butz, Horace Nugent, Sigmund
Zeisler, John D. Shoop, Lessihg Rosenwondering whether the pure spirit of they are not men who cannot learn to soldiers that can be found anywhere.
thai, Edgar Bancroft, John
W.
Washington might not have taken up fight.
The Modern Knights.
Thomas, R. E. Belcher, Eugene I. Kimits abode there, in order that he might
"They are fighting them in the air,
"The youngest of the great nations bark, Clarence S. Darrow, W. A. Tilwatch his children and those of his on the land, under the land, and on of the earth, growing strong and rich
countrymen, the descendants from his the high seas as bravely as any antag- and powerful, and maintaining its be- den, Harry Pratt Judson, Joseph E.
Otis, and Foster S. Nims.
own heroes.
onist they have ever met or ever will lief in its ideals, suddenly coming into
" If his spirit is there it must draw a meet!
Greatest on the Planet.
this war as the last ally, the powerful
contrast or draw a picture between
"And in the training camps in this aid, the great helper of the assembled
At this dinner Mr. Baker spoke
1776 and this Fourth of July. It must country there are something like a free nations—doesn't it sound like the briefly, impressing upon the diners, 100
remember the little army with which million and a half more just like them. stories we used to read when we were in number, that the army " is not my
he went from one end of these strug- And in the homes of this country there children, of the knights of King Ar- army, nor its own army, but our
gling colonies to the other, believing as are millions more, as many as are thur's court? They went out to pre- army," and saying that " so far as has
few men have ever believed in any- necessary.
vent wrong and to establish right in been evidenced it is a great army and
thing, believing intensely and deeply
"The next news from the Wilhelm- the world.
has justified in every way all our
in the ultimate right of man to rule strassers will not be contempt for
"It will not be necessary to read trust and satisfied all our hopes. In
America, or despising her possibilities, the tales Of King Arthur to our chil- character and personnel it is the
himself, .
\
but they will probably pick out Mosam- dren and our grandchildren. What greatest army eVer seen or* this
Repaying Debt to France.
bique the next time.
was then exemplified by individuals is planet."
"And if his spirit does look from that
Sudden Call to War.
Just before Secretary Baker entered
now exemplified by nations, and, for
■ monument over this great country of
"For long years We devoted ourselves King Arthur and Sir Launcelot, Sir the banquet room in the Congress hoours, if he is there, taking account of
the growth and profit which has come to the art's of peace. We cultivated Percival and Sir Galahad, we can call tel, the news of the capture of Hamel
from the spirit of his time, he must re- the good will of the rest of the world the roll of the free nations of the by Australian and American troops
member with pleasure and pride La- and established good will among our- world and tell our children and our was told to him by a TRIBUNE refayette arid Rochambeau coming to selves. We labored early and late to grandchildren, as we sit, free and un- porter.
" That's fine. That's great news for
the United'States to assist us, from the extract from nature her secrets and afraid by our rescued fireside, when
her power in order that we might this victory is won j we can tell our the Fourth of July," was his comment
ancient monarchy of France.
■'" Then with uplifted eye and swelling make them contribute to the comfort children and our grandchildren of the
b6spm;h^ must see; Americans still of mankind. We spent our efforts in unselfish purpose of the nations who
free, still 'devoted to liberty, still ex- multiplying opportunities so that the went . out and fought and bled and
tending freedom, grown magnificently children of the humblest among us sacrificed and died in order that liberty
-into might'; great industrially and great might have equality -with the children might be permanently reestablished
among men."
historically,: great educationally, and of those more fortunate.
Mr. Pant's Words of Praise,
this-great civilization; and he> must see : "Our civilization was growing conthem streaming across the Atlantic;-in, stantly more beautiful, and, when this
In
introducing Mr. Baker, Chairman
an endless procession of ships to re- sudden call came to us, there had to be Pam referred to him as "a gentleman
a
complete
reorganization.
We
had
turn to France the compliment and aswhose heart beats for humanity, whose
sistance paid us in those doubtful years not only to increase the army from passion is for justice, whose energy is
8,000
officers
to
146,000
officers
and
from
of our' struggle; carrying the lamp of
for equality of opportunity for every
the same spirit which he lighted in 200,000 men to 2,500,000 men, but we man, woman, and child, rich or poor,
had
to
reorganize
the
industry
and
the
1776; vindicating in the old world these
but who, like the president, if we could
rfiighty principles which inspire the commerce of the United States.
not have peace with honor, will exert
"And
the
fact
that
our
men
in
France
liter day civilization.
every ounce of strength in his being,
are armed and clothed and fed is due
every drop of blood in his veins, and
Another German Error.
to the American people, to the farmers every breath in his body to win liberty
who
grew
the
foodstuffs
and
the
cotton
"So we went into this war,' and there
and justice for nations and for peowas some amusement, I am told, in and the wool. [An interruption from ples."
the
audience:
"
And
you,
too,
Baker!"]
Germany when we went in. The calGuest at Dinner.
culations of the.Wilhelmstrassers -hav? [Uproarious applause.] And to the manAfter returning from Rockford, Mr.
ufacturers
and
the
captains
of
industry
always been at fault.
"So long as the chancellor of the Ger- of this country who changed all their Baker was the guest at a dinner at
man empire believed they could not factories and workshops from one form the Congress, at which the hosts
carry out submarine warfare, he not of operation to another in order that were the Illinois State Council of
only was opposed to it, but was will- they might be utilized, and to the great Defense,. National Selective Service asing to give to a friendly government intelligent, free body of American la- sociation, Advertising association of
the solemn assurance of the imperial bor, which has never allowed a sun to Chicago, American Association of Forgovernment of the German empire go down without its daily output of eign Language Newspapers, Chicago
Association of Commerce, Chicago Asthat they would not resume that law- good for the "army!
" The warehouses constructed for the sociation of Credit Men, Chicago Athless war. But as soon as they felt they
had enough submarines built for the American army in France, if placed letic association, Chicago Bar asso
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BAKER CHICAG
iOLIDAY GUEST
Secretary Returns Late To-Day
From Camp Grant Review
for Auditorium Address.
Secretary of War Baker will ar
rive in Chicago this morning as tb
city's Fourth of July guest. He will
transfer immediately to a special
train, reaching Camp Grant at noon.
With a party of Chicago people
headed by Max Pira he will hay
luncheon with Maj. Gen. and Mrs.
Charles H. Martin and then tour the
cantonment.
At 3:15 o'clock Secretary Bak^r
will address 20,000 soldiers and civilians in the''new stadium, and at 4:07
o'clock his special will start back to
Chicago. The secretary will dine with
150 leading citizens at the Congress
Hotel.
At 8 o'clock he will address a masmeeting in the Auditorium Theater,,
to which the public is invited. The
doors will be opened at 6:30.
H. H. Merrick, John ~W. Thomas,
John T. Stockton and Hale Holden
will make the trip to Camp Grant.

PARADE LASTS ALL DAY

THE WOTTLD
VOLUNTEERS, IN DRAFT,
CAN'T SELECT SERVICE
' WASHINGTON, July 9.—Instructions have been sent by Provost Marshal General Crowder to all local
-boards ordering: the cessation of the
privilege iiitherto granted registered
men of selecting the arm of tbe service in -which they desire to enlist
when volunteering. It. was learned
officially, however, that no action has
been taken to stop the voluntaryen1
listmenl in the navy of men of class*
' one.
Secretary Baker said to-day he had
conferred with Major Gen. Crowder
regarding this loss of draft men in,
the army, but that no decision had
been reached to withdraw permission
for such enlistments.
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ALLIES' NUMBERS GROWING.
VAnd you are going to join your
fellows on the other side, where
from the day you touch French soil
until you come home victorious
you will feel the intoxicating inspiration of a great ideal -\nd the
Inspiring presence of a population which has been sanctified by
eacrifice and by suffering.
"Have no fears about France.
The British and the French armies
for three long yearB have withstood
the greatest military machine every
in the history of man.
Charges Enemy Corrupted Educa- contrived
"Day by day they have battled
back this conscienceless invader,
tion and Religion of Nation
■who has not stopped at any violation of the customary rules of
to Help Make War.
lawful warfare, or of the principles
—————
|
of humanity.
"They have held the Germans and
FORCED BLIND OBEDIENCE iiow there is a gathering of the
forces from the great free peoples
of the world.
Great Britain is)
her forces; France Is
Relates Crime of Lusitania and strengthening
strengthening
hers.
Italy
is
strengthening hers and a panoramic
Belgium; Declares There Can
stream of ships across the Atlantio
carrying you and your fellows un3e Only an Allied Victory.
till the allied army is becoming
triumphantly superior in numbers
CAMP GRANT, July 4.—Twenty and in foroe.
"You are going to have the great
thousand soldiers and civilians heard privilege of seeing the final vindiSecretary of War Baker deliver an cation of right, on the vei-y frontiers
inspiring address in the stadium here of freedom. And when/you get to
France you will find a people who,
to-day.
from the very beginning, will welcome
you with a hospitality that
He arrived in Chicago early and
•was driven by motor to a special you will observe from the beginning.
train, on which he reached the camp
VALOR ALREADY ESTABLISHED.
at 11:17 o'clock.
"You will be welcomed into their
A tour of the cantonment occupied
two hours and a half. The Secretary homes. You will be acclaimed on
missed nothing. He even inspected the streets as partners in the liberathe camp where 100 Germans are in- tion of the world.
"You will fight alongside of men
terned.
I 'Who are veterans in this mode of
„ The amazed prisoners gazed si- I warfare; those "who have gone belently at the trim figure in wTiite fore from America have already esflannels, but quickly recognized him i■ tablished
high in the opinion of the
as Secretary of War when they saw ; world the courage and valor of
he was accompanied only by two American soldiers.
major general—Charles H. Martin and
WILL SEE DESOLATION AND RUIN.
Thomas H. Barry.
"When you get there you will see
PRISONERS WEM. SATISFIED.
a country in which the invader
Mr. Baker asked the interned men Iras destroyed homes and churches.
If they were being treated well, You will see great stretches of
Whether their food was wholesome the. country a desolation and a
plentiful and regular.
ruin.
' •
"We were somewhat dissatisfied
"And it is your high privilege
at first because of the lack of variety I and calling to take those exiled
In the rations," replied a spokesman, families of old and tottering men
"but now everything is all right. and women, and of little children,
Our meals are diversified and we have and to lead them back to the
no complaint."
homes from which they have been
Mr. Baker walked through the driven, to place them again on the
room to the kitchen, where he found soil of their birthplace and present
two prisoners c»oking.
He asked to the population of France a France
them concerning the food and was reconquered
for liberty and rededitold it was satisfactory in every re- cated to freedom.
spect.
WILL BE WELCOMED HOME.
INTRODUCED BY GEN. MARTIN.
when you have done that
Gen. Charles H. Martin introduced you"And
will come home, andV'all AmerSecretary Baker, who spoke as fol- ica will
be waiting for you. We
lows:
cannot all be at the pier as your
"What I have to. say is chiefly to
ships
come
in.
We cannot' all,
these young soldiers.
They are even our families,
the families of
selected out of the- body of the
those who are coming, cannot be
citizenship of this great republic.
there to welcome you individually,
"They have assumed the uniform
tut while you are in France and
of their country's army and they
when you come, believe me that
are about to sail overseas to dethe heart of your country will be
fend, on new
frontiers, liberties
•with you. and wtwn you finally
which our fathers acquired for us
return from that field of glory
and transmitted to us for salethe arms of your country will be
keeping and enlargement.
spread wide to receive you.
"ARMY OF FREE PEOPLE."
"Young men, this Is the great
"There are reasons why you adventure. This Is what youth is
made
for. This* calls for and gloriyoung fellows' should feel a special
sense of inspiration and elation, fies the qualities of youth.
at your calling.
"In ancient times, men were summoned into armies of the countries
of the world at the behest of rulers
who derived their power from no
consent given those over whom they
ruled, and those armies went forth
for. purposes of national aggrandizement, for the accomplishment
of some selfish purpose, or to add
glory or territory to some ruling
house.

BAKER ARRAIGNS
GERMANY FOR
WAR SLAUGHTER

,

THE WAR COUNCIL!

Baker Abolishes
War Council; Its
Functions Inactive

It Was Created to Make Places:
| for Bureau Chiefs Whose j
Work Was Criticised by

War Problems Now Worked Out
by Assistants and Gen. March

and Gen. Goethals.

Senators and Others.
~
(Special to The Woo'ld.) \
"WASHINGTON, July 8.—Secretary
Baker to-day announced that the War
Council has been abolished.
It was originally created to make
places for Major Gens. Crozier,
Chief of Ordnance; Sharpe, Quartermaster General! and Weaver, Chief of
Coast Artillery, when their bureaus
were reorganized after the bombardment of criticism, from the Senate
and elsewhere charging that things
were not going- well.
On the War Council besides the
three general officers were Secretary
Baker, Assistant Secretary Crowell,
Gen. March, Chief of Staff, and Gen.
Goethals, Director of Purchase, Traffic and Storage. The Council did some
useful and highly valuable work.
Some time ago Gen. Sharpe was
detached from the Council and assigned to command the Southeastern
Department, with headquarters at
Charleston, S. C. Secretary Baker
has announced that Gen. Crozier will
soon be assigned to active line duty.
In order that they might know that
their work after all has been appreciated, Congress inserted in the Army
Appropriation Bill a provision creating two additional Major Generals of
the line, to be carried as separate
numfoers, with the understanding that
this rank would be bestowed upon
Gens. Crozier and Sharpe.
The room now occupied by the War
Council will be given to the statistical
branch of the General Staff and, used
as at present for the weekly meeting.5
of heads of War Department bureaus,
Representatives of the Shipping Board
Emergency Fleet Corporation, War
Industries Board, Food Administration, &c, and members of the Senate
and House Committees on Military
Affairs. The War Council records
will be turned over to the War Plans
Division, General Staff.

Major Gen. Mclntyre to Be
Chief Assistant of Gen. March
_ WASHINGTON, July S. — Major
Gen. Frank Mclntyre, Chief of the
Insular Bureau and formerly Chief
Military Censor, it was learned today, is slated to became principal assistant to Gen. Marah, Chief of Staff,
succeeding Major Gen. William S.
Graves, now Assistant Chief of Staff
; and head of the, Executive' Division,
■ General Staff.
' Gen. Mclntyre has been head of the
l Insular Bureau since 1912. He is an
! infantry officer. He graduated
from
West Point in 1882, later-becoming
honor graduate of the infantry and
cavalry school in 1889.

WASHINGTON, July 8.—Secretary
Baker to-day formally abolished the
War Council. He turned over its
principal functions to the Assistant
Secretaries of War, General March,
Chief of Staff, and Major-General
Goethals, Assistant Chief of Staff, in
charge of purchases, storage and
traffic.
The council was composed of the
heads of departmental bureaus, the
assistant secretaries and staff officers.
It was formed to aid the Secretary in
dealing with war problems, but reorganizatien of the staff and various
other changes have left little for it
to

d0

-

.,

v.

The quarters of the council have
been turned over to the statistical
branch of the general staff and will
be utilized for the monthly meetings
of the heads of bureaus, the weekly
conferences with the representatives
of the Shipping Board, War Industries Board, etc., and for the meetings with the Senate and House military committees.
At the meeting with the Shipping
Board, War Industries Board and
other departments the War Department will be represented by Secretary
Baker,
Assistant
Secretary
Crowell, Assistant Secretary Stettinius, General March and General
Goethals.
The meetings with the Senate and
House military committees will' be
under the direction of Assistant Secretary Crowell. When practicable,
General March will attend.
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EAST SLLOUIS BLAME

What Baker Has Done.
MR. BAKER'S DEPARTMENT of the government has been subjected to a
good deal of criticism, some of which was deserved and some of which
belonged more in a discussion of the inaptitude of democracies for war than in
a discussion of Baker. The truth probably is that Baker was as efficient a secretary as any secretary the nation could have had that it would cheerfully have
endured.

A Hindenburg would have got tangible results sooner than Baker did,

but to get a Hindenburg into the war office we should have had to get Prussianism into the hearts of the people. Under Baker the preparations for war moved
somewhat slowly; that is, they moved no more rapidly than the people could wake
up for war and turn the human and mechanical energies heretofore devoted to
peaceful industry to the grim oqcupation of slaughter. A psychical transform%tion and a physical one went hand in hand, and we can measure the magnitude
of the first by that of the second. Before rifles could be made plants had to be
constructed to turn out the rifle-making machinery; before such plants could be
built foundations had to be dug and fteel obtained, and both labor and steel were
scarce; before they could be operated coal had to be secured and coal was scarce;
before the raw material could be brought and the finished product taken away
the transportation system had to be re-organized, and it was badly in need of reorganization.
1

No wonder there was confusion. It is known that the expansion of the war
brought confusion even in Germany, where war had been the occupation or preoccupation of the most brilliant minds for half a century. But now our spiritual
transformation and our physical one are well along; we have the apparatus to
make war and are in the mood to make war. The people are waked up and Baker
is out with a record of progress of which the country may well be proud.
sides the million men in France another million are under arms.

Be-

The officers of

the army now number almost as many as the privates did in 1916. Combat
aeroplanes are now being delivered at the rate of eighty a week, and Liberty
motors at the rate of 115a week. Eighteen hundred Browning guns—the best
machine gun in the world, or in the solar system—were delivered in May, and the
rate is probably increasing. There are plenty of rifles. Our army is probably the
most sober army that ever existed, it is getting enough to eat and wear, it has successfully established out of almost nothing a complete system of port and transportation facilities and it insists on calling No Man's Land "Yankee Land." As
we go deeper we gather impetus. We shall not hear again from any scrupulous
lips the complaints which made so much political and personal capital last spring. '
And all this has been done with a man at the head of the War Department who is
neither a martinet nor a magnate, and who was once suspected of loving peace
too well to make war efficiently and liberty too well to command an army. Baker
is the type of American idealism bending itself to the stern necessities of war.
As he has succeeded without apostacy to old American r>'
ocracy so will the nation succeed.

'pies of liberty and

Mr
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Ccnduct p.t Race Riots Pronounced
Reprehensible by Committee
of Congress.
City officials of Fast St. Louis. 11!.,
I were severely criticised and the con! Of Col. Trlpp, an Illinois National
jGuard officer, was characterized as
reprehensible in a report on the East
St. Louis race riots last year, which
was submitted to the House yesterday by Representative Johnson of
(Kentucky, chairman of the special
congressional committee appointed to
Investigate the outbreaks.
The conduct of Col. Trinp. who was
in charge of the troops sent to quell
the disturbances, has been called to
the attention of Secretary Baker,
with the suggestion of a court-martial. Representative Johnson said
"The conduct of the soldiers who
were sent to Kast St. Louis to protect
lire and property put a. blot on that
part of the Illinois militia that served
under Col. Tripp." the committee reported. Mayor Mollman, citv police
officials, justices of the peace and
minor ofncials were condemned for
! alleged failure to enforce the lav
land charges were made thai the police had connection with gamblers.
Chair,nan Johnson stated he would
not ask for the discharge of the committee, as other work for it may develop.
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The Work Order is Not Aimed at Draft of Labor.
National officials say the war department has no intention of conscripting

suggestion being that this is the beginning of a series of regulations for the

labor.

purpose of affecting the labor situation
in the country. I want to state in the

Its "work or fight" order must

not be thus construed, Secretary of War
Baker declared, after hearing- from labor
interests the apprehensive cry that the

most positive way that this regulation
has nothing to do with the labor situa-

NEWTON D. BAKER
Secretary of War
department was apparently starting a
series of regulations which would draft
labor.
While the recent order forces idlers
either to work or fight, and directs men
from non-essential lines into essential
war tasks, it is not intended as a club
above the heads of men who strike,
'RoJ^a^saiH. Tn short, Baker's explana,
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tion of the country and it is no part of
the intention of the war department,
either in this regulation or any other, to
undertake to affect the labor situation of
the country by military regulation.

The

sole purpose of this order is to guide exemption boards in their duty to apply the
provisions of the law affecting occupations as a reason for exemption and deferred classification."
The secretary, asked what the effect of
this regulation would be upon persons!
temporarily out of employment by reason of strikes growing out of labor disputes, said:
"The regulation is silent on that subject, but it is not the intention of the department to permit the draft regulations
to be used to affect any such labor controversy and unemployment by reason of
strikes will not be regarded as such unemployment as will cancel either exemption or deferred classification. The whole
question of the relation of the government to labor is for administration by
the labor department, and the war department does not intend any indirect interference in it."
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The Work Order is Not Aimed at Draft of Labor.
National officials say the war department has no intention of conscripting
labor. Its "work or fight" order must
not be thus construed, Secretary of War
Baker declared, after hearing from labor
interests the apprehensive cry that the

suggestion being that this is the beginning of a series of regulations for the
purpose of affecting the labor situation
in the country. I want to state in the
most positive way that this regulation
has nothing to do with the labor situa-

NEWTON D. BAKER
Secretary of War
department was apparently starting a
series of regulations which would draft
labor.
While the recent order forces idlers
either to work or fight, and directs men
from non-essential lines into essential
war tasks, it is not intended as a club
above the heads of men who strike,
Baker said. In short, Baker's explanation meant that the war department does
not seek to take useful labor and put it
on military pay under the army.
Though the. provost marshal general's
work or fight regulation might be interpreted as indirect conscription, it was
suggested that labor need have no fear
of any general direct conscription. The
war department's policy toward labor is
to give it adequate wages, and fair treatment, and it was said there is no plan
to govern the labor situation in a military way.
American laboring men, forced from
non-useful pursuits, will find ample work
under proper conditions in war plants.
This was the view of American Federation of Labor officials in dicussing the
new army draft rules sweeping draftable
man power from nonessential trades.
Union organizations in the war plants,
it was explained, will at once take in the
newcomers; and there is not such great
discrepancy in union hours and wages
that any great hardships will be wrought
in the transfer. The same processshifting man power away from unimportant work—has been in progress, it was
| pointed out, for some time under the
gradual curtailment of non-essential industries by the war industries board.
The secretary of war made the following statement on the new regulations:
"My attention has been called to the
| possibility of some misunderstanding of
the order issued through the provost
marshal general affecting persons engaged in less essential industries, one

tion of the country and it is no part of
the intention of the war department,
either in this regulation or any other, to
undertake to affect the labor situation of
the country by military regulation. The
sole purpose of this order is to guide exemption boards in their duty to apply the
provisions of the law affecting occupations as a reason for exemption and deferred classification."
The secretary, asked what the effect of
this regulation would be upon persons
temporarily out of employment by rea-;
son of strikes growing out of labor disputes, said:
"The regulation is silent on that subject, but it is not the intention of the department to permit the draft regulations
to be used to affect any such labor controversy and unemployment by reason of
strikes will not be regarded as such unemployment as will cancel either exemption or deferred classification. The whole
question of the relation of the government to labor is for administration by
the labor department, and the war department does not intend any indirect interference in it."
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CLEVELAND, JULY 7, 1918
pression and murmur an occasional
"How charming!"
It was almost twelve before the party
broke up.
up. Warren
Warren had
had ordered
ordered a
a taxi
taxi
broke
and Helen sank into its cushioned
depths without a protest. Just th«n
the heat and glare of the subway would
Lincnuurauie.
have been unendurable.
j;
—' dinner,
«.-*»
"Ripping good
that, as
ag wjth
yawning relaxation he lit a cigar and
stretched out, his feet on the seat opposite. "Everything served cold—that's
the wheeze for hot weather."
"Well, it was fortunate tonight," but
Helen's comment was drowned by the
honking of their taxi at a leisurely
milk wagon.
"Wonder where they got that Chedthing."
dar cheese—that was- the real tmng."
Then noting Helen's
..«.«.» a unresponsive«..*w«t.—w—
t's the matter? All in? No
ness, "What's
wonder afte;r that scurry to find the
house."
'Oh, it was ghastly!
The whole
thing was-"
"Yes, had us on the run there for a
bile," carelessly. "But your double
blunder sort of evened things up."
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NO TIME TO READ GREEK, AND VERY LITTLZ TO SLEEP, THESE HOUR-DEVOURING WAR DAYS

Has Hidden Office to
Lock Himself in for
Overflow Work
From the Committee on Public Information, Washington, D. C.

HERE he goes now," remarked one of the office force who
sit working in the room outside Secretary Baker's office.
"There he goes, in hist
Palm Beach suit, with that little old soft hat on his head^
Just as friendly and natural.
Nothing pompous about him. I
should say not. Just as easy
and democratic as an old shoe!"
It is a good sign when a man
is liked by his employer. It is
even better when he is unaffectedly respected by the men
who work for him. And the
secretary of war has, in an unusual degree, the genuine and
sincere esteem of everyone connected with his organization.

2)UC

■ There he ooe s in lii s
Palm Beacn suit,Vfih
that little old soft Aat
on. Jiis head"
Has Bigger War
fob Than Stanton.
SECRETARY BAKER is one of the
busiest men in the whole world. No
other secretary of war has ever
had so big a job. Stanton, the secretary under Lincoln, is the closest rival.
But the size of this war makes it even
a greater administrative task than the
Civil war.
Each night a stenographer packs a.
brief case full of letters to be answered
,, and documents requiring action. This
package represents the overflow of
work—work which is unfinished because the conferences of the day left
no time for it.
Next morning, at an unknown meeting .place outside the state, war and
navy building, Mr. Baker meets one of you'll be able to make a locomotive
his stenographers and together they out of me."
plunge into the sea of papers. In forFrom 10 to 1, the secretary is availmer days they used to do this at an able for all his regular appointments.
early hour in the secretary's office in He makes it a rule to see everyone
the war building. But. soon it became who has legitimate business, no matter
known that the secretary could be who he may be. Practically every day
found in his private room at that time
he receives delegations from all parts
of day, and his seclusion was invaded.
of the country on scores of subjects.
The only way to achieve absolute conHe listens courteously and always imcentration was to arrange for another
presses people with his sincere interplace of foregathering "somewhere in
est in what they have to say. He uses
Washington," where telephones would
not ring, and the knock of the bright- the same tone in talking with the
and-early visitor would not be heard mother of a private that he uses with
an ambassador. In his conferences
upon the door.
Mr. Baker goes through this session with the newspaper men, which he
with the thoroughness which marks holds daily, he treats all the correeverything he does. When the last spondents alike, talks with them
long letter has been read and an an- frankly, listens to their opinions, and
swer dictated, he rises from the littered' tries to co-operate with them in the
desk. About 10 o'clock, he walks into important work of telling the people
his office in the state, war, and navy what is going on in military circles,
building, with a manner as serene as both here and abroad.
The first callers of the day are usualif he had not already finished the
ly congressmen, who come in between
equivalent of a day's, work.
Unlike the President, Secretary 10 and 11:30. The sessions on Capitol
Baker does not begin his day with a hill convene at noon, and the senators
round/bf golf or some other variety of and representatives are obliged to be
exercise. ,Some months ago, Walter back in their respective halls at that
Camp came down to Washington with time. Following the legislators come
a mind full of anxiety for the health of the civilians and business men in
the cabinet officers. He went around to private life. Frequently there are so
Mr. Baker and tried to entice him into many callers that it seems probable
a class in gymnastics. He explained that some of them will have to be
the perils of ill-health, and the slighted. In such cases the secretary
patriotic duty of a public official, to comes out of his private office, through
swing clubs and pull chest weights. the stenographic room, into the outer
Mr. Baker listened politely, but he was reception room about 12 o'clock. There
he finds his guests seated about on the
not enticed.
brown davenports that line the walls.
<$>
He makes a complete tour of the room,
r
listening to every story, and giving to
A Stationary Engine,
each a succinct and judicial answer.
Not a Locomotive.
He has a rare faculty of thinking
'VE been
stationary engine for clearly under the circumstances. When
forty-seven years," he told Camp. he speaks he selects his words care"I don't think, at this time o life, fully, shading his meaning so as to say
exactly what he wants to say in the

^.§riEack££e
represents the
overflow of WOTK
•ic,
wnich. is unf in isxiea....

the-powder men.
ring in his voice.
"I don't think your plan is feasible,"
he tells them, and explains exactly why
they cannot have their Louisville powder plant.
The astonishment of the powder men
turns to admiration when they discover
that he is fully equipped with all the
facts concerning powder establishments in the Ohio valley, and that he
has actually thought over their proposition'in the few minutes that have
elapsed. He has this ready store of
facts at his command because, by his

precise way he wants it to be understood. He is never ambiguous. People
leave him with a definite idea of what
he thinks about the subject they have
just presented to him.

Can Keep Two Stories
In Mind at Once.

0

CCASIONALLY he has to keep two
stories in his mind at once. Two
men in the corner of the room
have come to ask, let us say, for a powder plant at Louisville. Mr. Baker hears
their argument. It requires more than
a brief answer. He asks them to wait
for a few minutes. He goes on to the
next caller and then the next. Suddenly he wheels around and goes back to

I

fc

system of delegating tasks, he is relieved of much detail, but is kept fully I
informed by assistants, so that he always has a general knowledge of \vhat|
is going on in each division of the department. In addition to the three as-1
sistant secretaries of war, there are
three special assistants, private secre- |
taries, clerks, and so on. Mr. Baker assumes responsibility for all the department heads. They keep him informed
and constantly call on him for decisions.
As soon as possible after 1 the secCONTINUED ON SECOND PAGE
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Official Statistics Reveal Phenomenal
Work of Transport Service in Shipping
Over Million Soldiers, With Loss of 291
Here are some of the facts regarding the Dhenominal work of
the war department and the transport service in shipping over
1,000,000 fighting men to France in one year, as revealed officially
yesterday by President Wilson and Secretary of War Baker:
Total number of men transported, 1,019,115.
1,718 men shipped in May, 1917; 48,840 in December. 1917. and
276^72 in June 1918.
Only 300,000 Americans in France when first great German drive
began last March; more than 700,000 Americans since rushed to
fighting fronts.
Supplies, arms and equipment 100 per cent adequate for all men
shipped to France.
Output of all war industries showing marked improvement, and
entire war program now expanding at a remarkable rate.
Total number of American troops, out of more than 1,000,000
shipped, who have been returned from abroad, lost at sea or wounded or killed in battle. 8.165.
OF THIS NUMBER ONLY 291 HAVE BEEN LOST AT SEA.
WASHINGTON, July 3.—"No more defiant answer could be given
to the enemy's challenge."
This was the message received from General Pershing in reply
to Chairman Hurley of the shipping board, informing the American
fighting men in France that the shipbuilders at home would launch
100 merchant shDS July 4th.
"The launching of 100 ships on the Fourth of July is the most
inspiring news that has come to us," General Pershing said. "All
ranks of the army in France send their congratulations and heartfelt thanks to their patriotic brothers in the' shipyards at home.
No more defiant answer could be gven to the enemy's challenge.
With such backing we cannot fail to win. ^All hail American shipbuilders."
'%
Chairman Hurley's message to the army Said:
"Not by delaying a single ship, but by speeding to the utmost,
the American shipyards will launch nearly one hundred ships on
July 4th. On this one day, celebrating nation's independence and
backing up boys in the trenches, the men in the shipyards will
launch 450,000 dead weight tons, as much as was launched in six
months last year. Your inspiring leadership of the American army
in France has thrilled the shipyard workers and if the time comes
when you need even the shipyard men ovr there, they will go to
the last man. We want you and the boys in the trenches to know
that men in the yards are going the limit to provide in record
breaking time, the ships that will carry more men, food and munitions to the intrepid American expeditionary forces."
BAKEE

BALLADE OF NOTHIIfG TO IT.
THEY said it was "a wasted year,"
And made the halls of Congress ring
With what to them was very deal
Respecting how to do the thing.
Incompetents were fashioning
Our war ends, said the sycophants,
Having their momentary fling—
Their day of prophecy, their dance.
Friends, was there anything to that"
We have a million men in France!
They said there was no sadder mess
Than we had made of training troops;
In shame and grief did they confess
How sadly all of us were dupes.
They sought to rouse us with their whoops,
That something might perhaps be dons
With those poor, inexpert recruits
Who would be easy for the Hun.
Friends, was there anything to that?
We have the Germans on Uie run!
They said the motor we devised
By pooling many knowing brains
Had never fully realized
The expectations of our pains.
It would not do for battle planes;
It would be obsolete by Fall;
And much in other mournful strains,
Some part of which we don't recall.
Friends, was there anything to that?
It is the Icing-pin of them alll
They said we were not building ships
Enough to meet the allies' need;
And prophesied a sure eclipse
By submarine for lack of speed.
They drew their cruel, deadly bead
On all those who had led the way
And helped the country to proceed
Instead of talk in this affray.
Friends, was there anything to that?
We launched, a hundred yesterday!
They said we were too late—too slow;
The war had been already won.
The time had passed when Freedom's foe
Ittight have been put upon the run.
They told us nothing had been done
The right way—all had gone to pot;
Of all,our principals not one
In truth was Johnny-on-the-spot.
Friends, was there anything to that?
Our grateful allies all think not!

Secretary of War of the United States
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A Puff for Baker
By the Committee on Public Information
rj^HE following article in proof sheets, jtist as it is, head and all, ivas received last week by The Tribune
■*■
in the post from Washington:
at this time of life you'll be able to make
meal, and within forty-five minutes Mr.
O I

a locomotive out of me."
Baker is back at the War Building and
From 10 until 1
the Secretary is
ready for the afternoon engagements.
available for all his regular appointments.
Every afternoon begins with an hour's
He makes it a rule to see every one \vh >
conference with General Peyton C. March,
has legitimate business, no matter who ho
Chief of Staff. Then come the other milimay be. Practically every day he receives
tary appointments and the various staff and
[From the Committee on Public Information,
delegations from all parts of the country or.
council meetings. On Tuesday and Friday
Washington, D. C]
scores of subjects. He listens courteously
afternoons there are Cabinet meetings, on
and always impresses people with his sinWednesday a meeting of the War Council
SPECIAL-FEATURE SERVICE.
cere interest in what they have to say. He
of all the departments, and on other days
uses the same tone in talking with the
there are other conferences. In addition to
'ROUND THE CLOCK WITH mother of a private that he uses with an his regular duties as Secretary of War, Mr
ambassador. In his conferences with the
Baker is a member of many special commitBAKER.
newspaper men, which he holds daily, he
tees and commissions organized for special
treats all the correspondents alike, talks
war work. Among these are the Commis"There he goes now," remarked one of the
with them frankly, listens to their opinions,
sion on Training Camp Activities, the Comoffice force who sit working in the room outand tries to cooperate with them in the immittee on Public Information, the Presiside Secretary Baker's office.
"There he
portant work of telling the people what is
dent's Commission and the National Adgoes, in his Palm Beach suit, with that little
going on in military circles, both here and
justment Commission.
old soft hat on his head. Just as friendly
abroad.
He holds frequent conferences with the
and natural. Nothing pompous about him.
The first callers of the day are usually
Allied military commissions and frequently
I should say not. Just as easy and demoCongressmen, who come in between 10 and
talks with ambassadors and representative*
11:30 o'clock. The sessions on Capitol Hill
cratic as an old shoe!"
of foreign governments. Military as well
convene at noon, and the Senators and Repas civil questions come to him daily Tov
It is a good sign when a man is liked by
resentatives are obliged to be back in their
final decision.
His "yes" or "no" decides
his employer. It is even better when he is
respective halls at that time. Following the
the spending of hundreds of millions of
unaffectedly respected by the men who work
dollars.
legislators come the civilians and business
for him. And the Secretary of War has* in
men in private life. Frequently there arc
Yet, with all these important duties, he
an Cnusual degree, the genuine and sincere
so many callers that it seems probable that
always has a little time to listen to details
esteem of every one connected with his orsome of them will have to be slighted. In
of small matters which call for democratic
ganization.
such cases the Secretary comes out of his
adjustment—cases that even in normal
Secretary Baker is one of the busiest men
private office, through the stenographic
times might be considered too trivial for
room, into the outer reception room about
the attention^ a Cabinet officer. It is the
in the whole world. No other Secretary of
12 o'clock. There he finds his guests seated
knowledge tffat Mr. Baker can be counted
War has ever had so bi|>' a job. Stanton, the
about on the brown davenports that line the
on for a square deal that wins for him the
Secretary under Lincoln, is his closest rival.
support of every one with whom he comes
walls. He makes a complete tour of the
But the size of this war makes it even a
in contact.
room, listening to every story, and giving to
greater administrative task than the Civil
At about 6:15 o'clock the afternoon's work
each a succinct and judicial answer. He
War. ,
has a rare faculty of thinking clearly under
is considered finished, and the SecreEach night a stenographer packs a brief
tary goes home to dinner. Sometimes he
case full of letters to be answered and docu- | all circumstances. When ho speaks he selects his words carefully, shading nis meanhas dinner engagements t o fulfil, but he
ments requiring action. This package reping so as to say exactly what he wants to
tries to curtail these as much as possible.
resents.the overflow of work—work which is
say in the precise way he wants it to be unWhen, as is sometimes the case, he is inunfinished because the conferences of the
derstood. He is never ambiguous. People
vited to speak at a banquet or at an evenday'left no time for it.
leave him with a definite idea of what he
ing gathering, he makes his address and
Somewhere in Washington
thinks about the subject they have just prethen asks to be excused.
By 8 he is
Next morning, at an unknown meeting
sented to him.
back in his office. He spends the evening
placei-'outside the State, War «:it! Navy
immersed in papers of state, sometimes
Brain Functions Rapidly
Buildipg, Mr. Baker meets one of his stenogdictating to some of his stenographers.
Occasionally he has to keep two stories
raphers and together they plunge into this
There are five stenographers constantly at
in his mind at once. Two men in the corsea of papers. In former days they used to
his call, and he is often forced to call in
ner of the room have come to ask, let us
do this at an early hour in the Secretary's
others from the general force of the desay, for a powder plant in Louisville. Mr.
office in the War Building. But soon it bepartment.
About 11 he pushes aside the
Baker hears their argument.
It requires
came known that the Secretary could be
unfinished correspondence, and the stenogmore than a brief answer. He asks them to
found in his private room at that tlwi* of
rapher bundles it into the familiar brief
wait for a few minutes. He goes on'to the
the day, and his seclusion was invaded. The
case.
Then he goes home, and it is to
next caller and then the next. Suddenly he
only way to achieve absolute concentration
be' supposed that he sleeps.
wheels around and goes back to the powder
was to arrange for another place of foreNo Time To Be Idle
men. There is a decisive ring in his voice.
gathering "somewhere in Washington,"
"I don't think your plan is feasible," he
Does he ever take any recreation? It is
where telephones would not ring, and the
tells them, and explains exactly why they ! said that he scarcely relaxes at all these
knock.of the bright-and-early visitor would
cannot have their Louisville powder plant.
days. He gets worlds of comfort out of his
not be heard upon the doov.
The astonishment of the powder makers
old briar pipe. If he has a spare moment
Mr, Baker goes through this session with
turns to admiration when they discover that
to himself, he would probably like to curl
the thoroughness which marks everything
he is fully equipped with all the facts conup in a deep, soft armchair, with a book.
he does. When the last long letter has been
cerning powder establishments in the Ohio
Since his boyhood in Martinsburg, W. Va.,
read and answer dictated, ho rises from the
Valley, and that he has actually thoughtthat has been his favorite pastime. And
littered desk. About 10 o'clock he walks
over their proposition in the few minutes
the books that he chooses are real books,
into his office in the State, War and Navy
that have elapsed. He has this ready store
not the ephemeral fiction of the day. When
Building, with a manner as serene as if he
of facts at his command because, by his
he was a lawyer in Cleveland, Mr. Baker .
had not already finished the equivalent of
system of delegating tasks, he is relieved
used to be seen reading Latin or Greek on
a day's work.
of much detail, but is kept fully informed
the streetcars. Hardly the average lawyer's
Unlike the President, Secretary Baker
by assistants, so that he always ha3 a gennotion of the way to pass an idle half hour.
does not begin his day with a round of golf
eral knowledge of what is going on in each
But the Secretary of War gets very little
nr snma ntllpr vnrietv of exercjie. Some
division of the department. In addition to
time nowadays for his Theocritus or his_

For Release in Morning Newspapers, Sunday, July 7, 1918,
or any Date Thereafter.
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A Puff for Baker
By the Committee on Public Information
HP HE following article in proof sheets, just as it is, head and all, icas received last week by The Tribune
Jin the post from Washington:
O I
For Release in Morning Newspapers, Sunday, July 7, 1918,
or any Date Thereafter.
[From the Committee on Public Information,
Washington, D. C]
SPECIAL-FEATURE SERVICE.
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"There he goes now," remarked one of the
office force who sit working in the room outside Secretai-y Baker's office. "There he
goes, in his Palm Beach suit, with that little
old soft hat on his head. Just as friendly
and natural. Nothing pompous about him.
I should say not. Just as easy and democratic as an old shoe!"
It is a good sign when a man is liked by
his employer. It is even better when he is
unaffectedly respected by the men who work
for him. And the Secretary of War has, in
an cnusual degree, the genuine and sincere
esteem of every one connected with his organization.
Secretary Baker is one of the busiest men
in the whole world. No other Secretary of
War has ever had so big a job. Stanton, the
Secretary under Lincoln, is his closest rival.
But the size of this war makes it even a
greater administrative task than the Civil
War. ,
Each night a stenographer packs a brief
case full of letters to be answered and documents requiring action. This package represents,the overflow of work—work which is
unfinished because the conferences of the
day'left no time for it.
Somewhere in Washington
Next morning, at an unknown meeting
placet'outside the State, War and Navy
Building, Mr. Baker meets one of his stenographers and together they plunge into this
sea of papers. In former days they used to
do this at an early hour in the Seci-etary's
office in the War Building. But soon it became known that the Secretary could be
found in his private room at that time of
the day, and his seclusion was invaded. The
only way to achieve absolute concentration
was to arrange for another place of foregathering "somewhere in Washington,"
where telephones would not ring, and the
knock.of the bright-and-early visitor would
not be heard upon the door.
Mr, Baker goes through this session with
the thoroughness which marks everything
he does. When the last long letter has been
read and answer dictated, he rises from the
littered desk. About 10 o'clock he walks
into his office in the State, War and NavyBuilding, with a manner as serene as if he
had not already finished the equivalent of
a day's work.
Unlike the President, Secretary Baker
does not begin his day,, with a round of golf
or some other variety of exercise. Some
months ago, Walter Camp came down to
Washington with a mind full of anxiety for
the health of the Cabinet officers. He went
around to Mr. Baker and tried to entice him
into a class in gymnastics. He explained
the perils of ill-health, and the patriotic
duty, of a public official to swing clubs and
pull chest weights. , Mr.. Baker listened politely, but he was not"e!rUced.
A Stationary Engine
"I've been a stationary engine for fortyseven years," he told. Ca,mp.,. "I. don't think

i at this time of life you'll be able to make
a locomotive out of me."
From 10 until 1
the Secretary is
available for all his regular appointments.
He makes it a rule to see every one win
has legitimate business, no matter who ho
may be. Practically every day he receives
delegations from all parts of the country or.
scores of subjects. He listens courteously
and always impresses people with his sincere interest in what they have to say. He
uses the same tone in talking with the
mother of a private that he uses with an
ambassador. In his conferences with the
newspaper men, which he holds daily, he
treats all the correspondents alike, talks
with them frankly, listens to their opinions,
and tries to cooperate with them in the important work of telling the people what is
going on in military circles, both here and
abroad.
The first callers of the day are usually
Congressmen, who come in between 10 and
11:30 o'clock. The sessions on Capitol Hill
convene at noon, and the Senators and Representatives are obliged to be back in their
respective halls at that time. Following the
legislators come the civilians and business
men in private life. Frequently there are
so many callers that it seems probable that
some of them will have to be slighted. In
such cases the Secretary comes out of his
private office, through the stenographic
room, into the outer reception room about
12 o'clock. There he finds his guests seated
about on the brown davenports that line the
walls. He makes a complete tour of the
room, listening to every story, and giving to
each a succinct and judicial answer. He
has a rare faculty of thinking clearly under
all circumstances. When he speaks he selects his words carefully, shading nis meaning so as to say exactly what he wants to
say in the precise way he wants it to be understood. He is never ambiguous. People
leave him with a definite idea of what he
thinks about the subject they have just presented to him.
Brain Functions Rapidly
Occasionally he has to keep two stories
in his mind at once. Two men in the corner of the room have come to ask, let us
say, for a powder plant in Louisville. Mr.
Baker hears their argument.
It requires
more than a brief answer. He asks them to
wait for a few minutes. He goes on-to the
next caller and then the next. Suddenly he
wheels around and goes back to the powder
men. There is a decisive ring in his voice.
"I don't think your plan is feasible," he
tells them, and explains exactly why they
cannot have their Louisville powder plant.
The astonishment of the powder makers
turns to admiration when they discover that
he is fully equipped with all the facts concerning powder establishments in the Ohio
Valley, and that he has actually thought
over their proposition in the few minutes
that have elapsed. He has this ready store
of facts at his command because, by his
system of delegating tasks, he is relieved
of much detail, but is kept fully informed
by assistants, so that he always has a general knowledge of what is going on in each
division of the department. In addition to
the three Assistant Secretaries of War,
there are three special assistants, private
secretaries, clerks, and so on. Mr. Baker
assumes responsibilty for all the department heads. They keep him informed and
constantly call on him for decisions.
As soon as possible after 1 the Secretary
leaves his office and a machine takes him
home to luncheon with Mrs. Baker and the
three youngsters—Betty, aged twelve;
Jack, aged eleven, and Peggy, who is six
years old.
Luncheon is a very informal

meal, and within forty-five minutes Mr.
Baker is back at the War Building and
ready for the afternoon engagements.
Every afternoon begins with an hour's
conference with Genera! Peyton C. March,
Chief of Staff. Then come the other military appointments and the various staff and
council meetings. On Tuesday and Friday
afternoons there are Cabinet meetings, on
Wednesday a meeting of the War Council
of all the departments, and on other days
there are other conferences. In addition to
his regular duties as Secretary of War, Mr
Baker is a member of many special committees and commissions organized for special
war work. Among these are the Commission on Training Camp Activities, the Committee on Public Information, the President's Commission and the National Adjustment Commission.
He holds frequent conferences with the
Allied military commissions and frequently
talks with ambassadors and representative
of foreign governments. Military as well
as civil questions come to him daily rov
final decision. His "yes" or "no" decides
the spending of hundreds of millions of
dollars.
Yet, with all these important duties, he
always has a little time to listen to details
of small matters which call for democratic
adjustment—cases that even in normal
times might be considered too trivial for
the attention.of a Cabinet officer. It is the
knowledge that Mr. Baker can be counted
on for a square deal that wins for him the
support of every one with whom he comes
in contact.
At about 6:15 o'clock the afternoon's work
is considered finished, and the Secretary goes home to dinner. Sometimes he
has dinner engagements t o fulfil, but he
tries to curtail these as much as possible.
When, as is sometimes the case, he is invited to speak at a banquet or at an evening gathering, he makes his address anj
then asks to be excused.
By 8 he is
back in his office. He spends the eveniiis
immersed in papers of state, sometimes
dictating to some of his stenographers.
There are five stenographers constantly at
his call, and he is often forced to call in
others from the general force of the department. About 11 he pushes aside the
unfinished correspondence, and the stenographer bundles it into the familiar brief
case.
Then he goes home, and it is to
be supposed that he sleeps.
No Time To Be Idle
Does he ever take any recreation? It is
said that he scarcely relaxes at all these
days. He gets worlds of comfort out of his
old briar pipe. If he has ?. spare moment
to himself, he would probably like to curl
up in a deep, soft armchair, with a book.
Since his boyhood in Martinsburg, W. Va.,
that has been his favorite pastime. And
the books that he chooses are real books,
not the ephemeral fiction of the day. When
he was a lawyer in Cleveland, Mr. Baker,
used to be seen reading Latin or Greek on
the streetcars. Hardly the average lawyer's
notion of the way to pass an idle half hour.
But the Secretary of War gets very little
time nowadays for his Theocritus or his
Juvenal. If you talk to him about the necessity for relaxation, he will probably tell
you that there will be time for that by and
by. Besides, ,has he not lately been in the
war zone? If there were any danger of
mental cobwebs, he has averted that by
remaining for hours in the trenches and
dugouts, close by the bursting shelj and
scattering shrapnel. No; take one consideration with another, it is unlikely that Mr.
Baker has found or will soon find his round
of duties dull or lacking In variety.
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Court Puffery
On this page we print, exactly as it
reached us, an article of some 2,000
words from the Committee on Public Information entitled " 'Round the Clock
with Baker."
- It is a personal article about the Secretary of War, who is a member of the
Committee on Public Information. It is
'meant' to be extremely laudatory. The
intent obviously is to produce a popular
impression favorable to him and to enlist the emotions of interest, awe and
sympathy on his behalf. It is, in short,
a piece of praise bought and paid for.
The Committee on Public Information \
hires a man to write it; therefore the
Committee on Public Information buys
it. Who pays for it? After the Committee on Public Information has hired it
written it has to be put into type and
printed on scarce white paper and then
distributed by means of an already congested postal service. Who pays for all
of this? Mr. Baker? No, indeed. He
couldn't. The public pays.
The Committee on Public Information
thinks it knows what the public ought to
have. It sincerely thinks it is good for
the public to hear the Secretary of War
praised by a press agent, and has, therefore, no compunctions about spending
the proceeds of Liberty bonds for that
^purpose.
We are now hardened to all that, and
too weary of it to complain. But of this
particular performance it amuses us to
say that we think it sheer waste and
worse than nothing, even from the false
and dangerous point of view of court
ipuffery. It is so because the Committee
on Public Information does not know
i wKSntlhd of man a Secretary of War
ought to be nor the kind of man the public wants him to be.
The thought of this war being run by
a man who likes "to curl up in a deep,
soft armchair with a book" will not
make a very robust appeal to the readers of country newspapers. The "curl^up" stuff is fatal. It might go in "The
Ladies' Home Journal," but not in the
rural American press.
And Mr. Baker still wonders why his
case is so misunderstood!

MR. BAKER TELLS

SOLDIERS NATION'S
HEART ISTHEIRS
ROCKFORD, III., Thursday.—Mr. Newten D. Baker, Secretary of War, delivered
a message to the 2,500,000 men who compose the American army to-day in an address to the soldiers' of the Eighty-sixth
division, at Camp Grant.
"You are the army of a free people,"
he declared, speaking from a roped arena
prepared for boxing contests and addressing thousands of men grouped on a hillside before him. "Our country is sending you to rescue France from the heel
of an invader who represents, we hope, the
last principle of the autocratic and despotic upon this earth of ours."
IMr. SBaker declared that the war .was for
the men in the army "the great adventure" which called for and glorified the
ciualities of youth.
"When you go," he added, "the heart of
your country will toe with you, and when
you finally return from the field of glory,
the arms at your country will be spread
wide to receive you."
In concluding his speech Mr, Baker'declared that the thing which distinguishes
the United States is that the American
army realizes that the rescue of the principles of freedom and liberty "counts more
than life, counts more than any other
thing and that whatever the cost or sacrifice, it must be made."
Mr. Baker arrived at Camp Grant fromi
Chicago just before noon, and under the'1
guidance of -Major General Charles H.
Martin, inspected the rifle range, which he
declared was the best he had ever seen,
and went through the trench system.
The Secretary then inspected the stock-1
ade, which contains about one hundred in-!
terned enemy aliens; He asked them if]
they were satisfied with their food andi
treatment and was told that they were.
When he descended in the arena to speak i
he was greeted with the Black Hawk In-'
dian yell of "Kiak-Kiak!" repeated from ,
thousands of throats.
Jfc Loyalty to country follows the flag
[of- our country whereverit flics, fc
,
r=^

SECRETARY BAKER'S VISIT
It is unfortunate that there is not
enough time in the day for a big man
to meet more people.
If " SecretaryBaker could have addressed more people while in this city he would have
impressed thousands more as he did
in his short address to the soldiers at
Camp Grant.
He is an unusual orator. He has a fine literary sense. He
uses the language beautifully, shows
scholarship and a most liberal reading
of history.
To be a war secretary is
a great peril.
If he wins his way,
as he has up to this time, he will set
a new record of success.
A year ago
it was all very dark with Baker, so
the opposition said.
Fretful critics
of the war saw no chance 'of success
with Baker in the cabinet.
They did
not know Baker and Baker could not
have known his job as he knows it
today.
But the outstanding fact is
that he has shown the ability to affiliate with the job, and with such speed,
that the war department has about
everything with it that could have been
possible in the preparation for a war.
His visit to Rockford had a local interest to it.
When the idea of establishing training camps was adopted, he set himself firmly in favor of
places which would supply the best
possible conditions for the men, with
the moral side quite as much in mind
as the physical side.
He never was a partisan for Rockford, so far as anyone knows.
But he was a partisan for the kino"
of a city that Rockford is.
Baker's
vision of a wholesome place to' train
an army made the Rockford location
possible.
He undoubtedly made a profound impression upon the men at Camp Grant.
It is to be hoped that he can be invited here again, when he will have an
opportunity to see the city, to which
he so cordially referred, as having
'.'adopted the division into its homes."
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2,170,400 MEN
IN ARMY
BAKERREPORTS
Secretary of War Informs Congress of

They Seek Danger.
Mr. Baker raid the commission of
classification of personnel reports that
a surprisingly large proportion of recruits asked to be placed in the most
hazardous branches of the military service, and added:
"Consensus of opinion, is that drunkeness in the army is in control both
in the United States and France. You
may tra\-el for weeks in Franco and
not see an Intoxicated American sol.
dler.
"There Is no permanent military
camp in the United States with a red
light district in its vicinity.
Lowest Death Rate.
The statement shows that the death
rate per thousand among all troops in
the U. S. for the week just ended was
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Since United States
Started After the
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army in the United States in
1898 and 5.1S in 1916.
On June 5 the capacity of the hospitals in the United States was 72,667 beds, with new
hospitals with
14,677 beds under construction.
In
France hospital facilities are being
provided from 5 to 10 per cent of the
whole expeditionary force, while the
army hospital corps is composed of
24,000 officers and 148,000 enlisted men
exclusive of the sanitary corps and
the army nurses.
Aeroplanes.
Deliveries of elementary training

WASHINGTON, July 3.—Supplementing President Wilson's announcement that more than a million American troops have embarked for France, Chairman Dent
I of the military committee laid be- planes up to June 8, Mr. Baker said,
' fore the house today a review of totalled 4,495 and advanced ' training
Avar preparation
during the fifteen f™es totalled ™- Th* weekly Prowai ^^f0»
duction rate of advanced training
months of war prepared by bee- pIanes was 78 on June 8
0n that
retary Baker.
It showed that date also, 37,250 airplane machine guns
there are now 160,400 officers and had been delivered.
2 v±
010 000 men with the colors com- The most _,-«0rd1nanc!' . , >
"'
'
-77
, <. 1 _p n COA r,ffi
difficult undertaking In outpared With a total 01 9, 0*54 om- fitting an army is the manufacturing of
cers and 202,510 men in the regu- heavy artillery. Sixteen plants had
lars and national guards 14 to be provided to make mobile guns
most of them built from the ground
months ago.
up.
Combat Planes
But the artillery program, Mr. Baker
The statement shows that 236 added, Is now approaching a point
combat airplanes had been deliv- where quantity production is beginning.
ered up to June 8th and that the
Supplies.
production rate of this type was
To illustrate the enormous work of
80 per week. More than 2,000 the quartermaster department the folLiberty Motors have been deliv- lowing purchases were noted: 2,567,000
5,121,000 axes; 10,870,000 files'
ered and the weekly production hammers;
1,700,000 halters; 129,000 escort wagons1
rate was 115 during the first week 26,000 combat wagons; 339,593 horses
and mules; 27,249,000 pairs of shoes 2 in June.
340,000 pairs rubber hip boots; 103 028'Browning Guns
000 yards of demin- cloth; 104,333 000
More than 900 heavy Browning , pairs stockings.
Railroads.
There are now 45,000 Americans engaged on railroad construction and
operation In France, and 22,000 standard gauge freight cars and 1,600 locomotives have been produced in this
country.

machine guns were delivered during Mav and the delivering that
month of lieht Brownings totaled
1,800.
Shoulder Arms
"Sufficient rifles are now being
received," the statement says,'' to
equiq an army division every three
days. More than 1,300,000 rifles
had been produced and delivered
up to June 1."

"Rear" Doesn't Suit.
Speaking of the morale of the army
in France the statement says:
"In France it was necessary to
change the name of the zone behind
the armies from 'The Service of the
■Rear1 to "The Service of the Supply,
b^use of the difficulty In getting
men to serve In a region having the
Ten proof connotation of the word
'r^Even at the actual front where
there is something of a tradition In the
use of the name, 'No Man's Land our
men prefer to call It and to make it
'Yankee land.'

A HUNDRED THOUSAND
PATRIOTS CHEER FOR
BAKER AND HIS BOYS
Secretary of War Delivers Impressive Address
as Feature of Creates! Patriotic Celebration
in the History of Illinois—Camp Grant Welcomes "Home Folks" of the BSackhawk
Division.
H
One hundred thousand "home folks" of General C. H. Martin's Blackhawk !
division, helped their fighting men yesterday to make the greatest Independence °'
Day, celebration in the annals of the state. From dawn until midnight the type 'B[
of patriotic activity that wins battles, welds a nation to mighty purposes and :'v
creates splendid ideals for state and army, swung in a stirring, irresistable inarch 1;
lo give tribute to America's foundation principles, honoring the past and making J
new promise for the future.
Finds Inspiration
Secretary of War Newton D. Baker, stepping into the heart of the mammoth t,
demonstration, found it as inspiring as his own speech and presence was inspir- -g
ing to Rockford and Camp Grant.
He arrived in the army city well ahead
of schedule .detraining from his special They turned from the wild west peron the Burlington at the camp station formance to find the baseball game in D
at 11:20 a.m. when he was supposed to full swing and then lost all interest in
matters on the ground when the whir
arrive at 13.30 p.m. .
The change in program failed to dis- of motors centered all attention In the
may military authorities.
General sky where Lieuts. Gardner and Byerly
Martin, just returned from his review calmly performed aerial thrillers that]
of the division, was rushed to the sta- in peace times would bring one hun.
tion to meet the department head and dred dollars a minute to feature aviaCaptain William Kenney's cavalrymen tors.
Aerial
Exhibitions.
in Headquarters troop appeared on the
The two planes after circling over
gallop to form a bodyguard for the
distinguished party.
Judge K. M. the parade in the morning mounted
Landis, Major General T. H. Barry. again early in the afternoon and sailed
They played tag and
and other prominent Chicago men over the camp.
were included in the secretary's party. a game of follow the leader which took
After a short tour of the camp which the breath from the multitude on th\
gave the visitors a general idea of the ground and formed one of the best
Lieut. Gardner'
work done here, the visitors enjoyed features of the day.
lunch at General Martin's residence, led the game by suddenly sending his
with member of the Godspeed Carnival plane climbing upwards, turning com- ]
committee.
The secretary requested pletely over and flying up-side-down for
Lieut. Byerly 1mthat he be taken on another inspec- several seconds.
tion of the trench area and rifle range mediately looped the loop to keep the |
after lunch, and returned in time to pot boiling, and then both machines I
The
receive the memorable ovation which went into nose dives and spirals.
tail spin, corkscrew, and all other
greeted him at the boxing arena.
stunts known to air pilots were demRush Into Camp.
onstrated easily by the two military piThe rush of civilians into Camp lots during the afternoon.
They endGrant began when the last mule in ed their daylight demonstration by takthe pack train had passed over Rock- ing Judge Landis and Captain W I
ford streets, and both roads to the can. Shuman on trial flights.
tonment were black with cars until
Biggest Ovation
late afternoon.
Thousands of vi3itors|Twen^ *?'*«'"■ ln°Vati°n
reached the camp via rail and by onf \ H^'J-IL .
'}? V°- VO m-ioN 'eS«.nj;>
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They Seek Danger.
Mr. Baker raid the commission of
classification of personnel reports that
a surprisingly large proportion of recruits asked to be placed in the most
hazardous branches of the military service, and added:
"Consensus of opinion, is that drunkeness in the army is in control both
in the United States and France. You
may travel for weeks in Franco and
not see an intoxicated American sol.
dier.
"There Is no permanent military
camp in the United States with a red
light district in its vicinity.
Lowest Death Rate.
The statement shows that the death
Of rate per thousan<J among all troops in
the U. S. for the week just ended was

2,170,400 MEN
NOW IN ARMY
BAKERREPORTS

Secretary of War Informs CortfiTTGSS
4 14 as asains & te or
Biff Results Achieved regular
- '; army *in ™
J t "*"
ln "?ine
BigR<
the United
States
5.13 in 1916.
Since United States 1898On and
June 5 the capacity of the hosin the United States was 72,Started After the pitals
667 beds, with new
hospitals with
14,677 beds under', construction.
In
Hun.
France hospital facilities are being
WASHINGTON, July 3.-=—Supelementing President Wilson's anj. it 4.
iv,.„ „ _,:i
nounceraent that more than a million American troops have emharked for France, Chairman Dent
I of the military committee laid hefore the house today a review of
„„+;«„ /lv.Yn*nn.
+V10 fif+ppTi
war preparation
during the
ntteen

provided from 5 to 10 per cent of the
whole expeditionary force, while the
army hospital corps is composed of
24 00
.°
officers and 148,000 enlisted men
exclusive of the sanitary corps and
^ army nurgeg
^
Aeroplanes.
Deliveries of elementary training
planes up to June 8, Mr. Baker said,
totalled 4,495 and advanced ' training
la
The
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"es totalled
820.
The, weekly
w *
^.^
^ Qf
advancefl
advanced training

months of war prepared by bee- planeg was 78 on June 8
0n that
retary Baker.
It showed that date also, 37,250 airplane machine guns
there are now 160,40p officers and had been delivered.
J
2'u010,000 men with the colors com- The mogt dlfficult
°rd,nance
- t ,, ,
un(iertaking in outpared with a total Ol y, OZ4 om-

cers and 202,510 men in the regulars and national guards 14
months ago.
Combat Planes
The statement shows that 286
combat airplanes had been delivered up to June 8th and that the
production rate of this type was
80 per week. More than 2,000
Liberty Motors have been delivered and the weekly production
rate was 115 during the first week
in June.
Browning Guns

flttmg an army ls the

manufacturing of

heavy artillery.
Sixteen plants had'
to be provided to make mobile guns
most of them built from the ground
up.
But the artillery program, Mr. Baker
added, is now approaching a point
where quantity production is beginning.
I
Supplies.
To Illustrate the enormous work of
the quartermaster department the following purchases were noted: 2,567 COO
hammers; 5,121,000 axes; 10,870,000 files1,700,000 halters; 129,000 escort wagons1
26,000 combat wagons; 339,593 horses
and mules; 27,249,000 pairs of shoes 2 340,000 pairs rubber hip boots; 103,028'000 yards of demin cloth; 104,333 000
More than 900 heavy Browning, pairs stockings.
Railroads.
machine guns were delivered dur
There are now 45,000 Americans ening Mav and the delivering that gaged on railroad construction and
month of light Brownings totaled operation in France, and 22,000 standard gauge freight cars and 1,600 loco1,800.
motives have been produced in this
Shoulder Arms
country.

"Sufficient rifles are now being
received," the statement says," to
equiq an army division every three
days. More than 1,300,000 rifles
had been produced and delivered
up to June 1."

"Rear" Doesn't Suit.
Speaking of the morale of the army
in France the statement says:
"In France it was necessary to
change the name of the zone behind
the armies from 'The Service of the
Rear' to "The Service of the Supply,
because of the difficulty in getting
men to serve in a region having the
shell proof connotation of the word
"Even at the actual front where
there is something of a tradition in the
use of the name, 'No Man's Band our
men prefer to call it and to make it
'Yankee land.'

A HUNDRED THOUSAND
PATRIOTS CHEER FOR
BAKER AND HIS BOYS

IFAl

Secretary of War Delivers Impressive Address
as Feature of Creaiest Patriotic Celebration
in the History of Illinois—Camp Grant Welcomes "Home Folks" of the Blackhawk
Division.
One hundred thousand "home folks" of General C. H. Martin's Blackhawk ! {
division, helped their fighting men yesterday to make the greatest Independence I*
Day* celebration in the annals of the state. From dawn until midnight the type *
of patriotic activity that wins battles, welds a nation to mighty purposes and '*
creates splendid ideals for state and army, swung in a stirring, irresistable march '
lo give tribute to America's foundation principles, honoring the past and making
new promise for the future.
Finds Inspiration
Secretary of War Newton D. Baker, stepping into the heart of the mammoth K
demonstration,, found it as inspiring as his own speech and presence was inspir- -g
ing to Rockford and Camp Grant.
He arrived in the army city well ahead
of schedule Retraining from his special They turned from the wild west peron the Burlington at the camp station formance to find the baseball game in u
at 11:20 a.m. when he was supposed to full swing and then lost all interest in 0
matters on the ground when the whir
arrive at 12.30 pjn. .
The change in program failed to dis- of motors centered all attention In the
may military authorities.
General sky where Lieuts. Gardner and Byerly
Martin, just returned from his review calmly performed aerial thrillers that]
of the division, was rushed to the sta- in peace times would bring one nun.
tion to meet the department head and dred dollars a minute to feature aviaCaptain William Kenney's cavalrymen tors.
Aerial
Exhibitions.
in Headquarters troop appeared on the
The two planes after circling over i
gallop to form a bodyguard for the
distinguished party.
Judge K. M. the parade in the morning mounted 1
Landis, Major General T. H. Barry, again early in the afternoon and sailed j
They played tag and
and other prominent Chicago men over the camp.
were included in the secretary's party. a game of follow the leader which tooV
from the
multitude on
a. short
BIIUI L tour
Luur of
OL the
Lne camp which the breath «~...
v..^ luuunuue
«n tHA
mi
After a
CrTkTIH/^
n .-.,-1
«—
-1
_
*
gave the visitors a general idea of the £round and formed one of the best
v.™. .1..
Lieut. Gardner
work A,™~
done here,
the ...-.!__
visitors enjoyed. ! features of the day.
lunch at General Martin's residence, led the game by suddenly sending his
with member of the Godspeed Carnival plane climbing upwards, turning comcommittee.
The secretary requested pletely over and flying up-side-down for
Bieut. Byerly imthat he be taken on another inspec- several seconds.
tion of the trench area and rifle range mediately looped the loop to keep the
after lunch, and returned in time to pot boiling, and then both machines
The
receive the memorable ovation which went into nose dives and spirals.
tail spin, corkscrew, and all other
greeted him at the boxing arena.
stunts known to air pilots were demRush Into Camp.
onstrated easily by the two military piThe rush of civilians into Camp lots during the afternoon.
They endGrant began when the last mule in ed their daylight demonstration by takthe pack train had passed over Rock- mg Judge Landis and Captain W I
ford streets, and both roads to the can-' Shuman on trial flights.
tonment were black with cars until
Biggest Ovation
late afternoon.
Thousands of visitors
reached the camp via rail and by one wTen^ thousand Pe°Ple were waitP- m. even the long reaches of the ing in the mammoth arena when Sec
reservation seemed none to large to retery Baker made his appearance at!
hold the crowd.
They packed Five w« J' ,m' Th6 fight fans> deluding
Rockford and Chicago political, com
Points, af.ter attacking thousands of
0Cial leade
rs, had listened
box lunches, to enjoy the broncho bust- wiTrf ,t"V
With delight while the.close packed
ing and flying automobile exhibition
housands in khaki covering the arena
hill had given a series of cheers and
songs under the direction of "Zip" Waller and while the massed band had.
Played its concert. The Blackhawk
war cry was a feature of. the session.
When General Martin and the secretary
appeared,
former
attempts
at
enthusiasm ' seenied
mild
in
comparison. Two trench mortars, hidden at the river side /of the arena,
opened with a salute of hembs whion,
bursting itipti' over the heads of the
crowd, scattered the colors to the
breeze. National anthems of the Allied nations were played while the secretary and his party descended the
long tier of steps to the arena and
every hand came to salute when the
Star Spangled Banner concluded the
entrance demonstration. Speaking from
the ring with an earnestness that
swept his hearers before him and
brought their minds and hearts to understand the deep meaning of the war
both to the United States and ner
Allies, the secretary, outlined the nation's policy and ideals. His voice was
heard in every corner of the great
stadium and although
involuntary
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B4KER TO MME W£^
BOMBING PLANE TODAY
Secretaries of War and Navy Will
Attend Acceptance of Handley-Page Machine.

.zHjrorTON 3>.:E>AJK£30

Special to The New York Times.
ELIZABETH, N. .J., July 5.—Secretary of War Baker will name the first,
American built bombing plane developed from a British type which
is expected to be the forerunner of
a big- fleet of similar machines and
which is to have its final public
flight here tomorrow afternoon in the
presence of Secretaries. Baker and Daniels and aviation experts and some 500
other g-uests at the field of the Standard
Aircraft Corporation.
"Work was started on the airplane ninety days ago, and it is the first to be developed here from drawings of the
Handley-Page bomber, which has been
such an important factor in the British
air service on the western front. One
of the first of these British machines
fell within the German lines, but the
type has been muoh improved and developed since, and what the enemy
may have learned of the mechanism
possesses little advantage to him. today.
However, it is believed that at least
one of the newer German types originated in this source.
This airplane, which the Standard Cor-,
poration. obtained special permission to
construct for the United States Government only, measures 101 feet of wing,
weighs four tons, and is equipped with
two Liberty engines, each capable of
400 horse power. It is not designed so
much for speed as for strength in flight
and lifting power, thus providing, for a
crew of five persons and bombs aggregating 6.000 pounds or more.
In three trial flights the plane is said
to have functioned perfectly and met
successfully the tests required by the
head of'the Aviation Division. It has
been accepted by the Government representatives, so that the ceremonies tomorrow, at 3 o'clock, will be merely a
formal view by the Secretary of War
and others, at which the wife of the
President of the building corporation,
Mrs. Harry Bowers Mingle of Llewellyn
Park, will name the flier when Mr.
Baker makes known the name he has
chosen for it. Mrs. Mingle will break
a bottle of champagne in bestowing
the name, the first time that this naval
custom has been observed in naming
aircraft here.

HOTEL FILLED

THREE DAYS AGO; ^
918.
TURN AWAY MANY

A daughter was born to Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Bodine, 1641 Fifth avenue,
Wednesday, at the St. Anthony hospital.

I

ALLIESCELEBRATE
WITH US TODAY
"WASHINGTON, July 3.—American
Independence day will be observed tomorrow as never before. While the
I people of United States are gathering
I to calebrate the signing 142 years a^"
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EXCLUSIVE MORNING MEMBER OP
ASSOCIATED PRESS.

ONLY PEOPLE WHO MADE PREV
IOUS RESERVATIONS HAD
ROOMS LAST NIGHT.
Hundreds of people arriving In
Rockford last night to attend the celebration here today were turned away
from one hotel after another, being Informed by the night clerks that all
rooms had been reserved for the Ias^
J1
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BAKER TO NAME NEW
BOMBING PLANE TODAY
Secretaries of War and Navy Will i
Attend Acceptance of Handley-Page Machine.

.3SWGn^J$.l!Mg&BGU

Special to The Hew York Times.
ELIZABETH, N. .J., July 5.—Secretary of War Baker will name the first.!
American built bombing- plane developed from a British type which
Is expected to be the forerunner of
a big fleet of similar machines and
which is to have its final public
flight here tomorrow afternoon in the
presence of Secretaries, Baker and Daniels and aviation experts and some 500
other g-uests at the field of the Standard
Aircraft Corporation.
Work was started on the airplane ninety days ago, and It is the first to be developed here from drawings of the
Handley-Page bomber, which has been
such an important factor in the British
air service on the western front. One
of the first of these British machines
fell within the German lines, but the
type has been much improved and developed since, and what the ■ enemy
may have learned of the mechanism
possesses little advantage to him today.
However, it is believed that at least
one of the newer German types originated in this source.
This airplane, which the Standard Cor-,
poration obtained special permission to
construct for the United States Government only, measures 101 feet of wing,
weighs four tons, and is equipped with
two Liberty engines, each capable of
400 horse power. It is not designed so
much for speed as for strength in fiight
and lifting power, thus providing, for a
crew of five persons and bombs aggregating 0,000 pounds or more.
In three trial flights the plane is said
to have functioned perfectly and met
successfully the tests required by the
head of' the Aviation Division. It has
been accepted by the Government representatives, so that the ceremonies tomorrow, at 3 o'clock, will be merely a
formal view by the Secretary of War \
and others, at which the wife of the
President of. the building corporation,
Mrs. Harry Bowers Mingle of Llewellyn
Park, "will name the flier when Mr. ■
Baker makes known the name he has j
chosen for it. Mrs. Mingle will break !
a bottle of champagne in bestowing i
the name, the first time that this naval
custom has been observed in naming
aircraft here.
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ARMY AND NAVY REGISTER.
THE AGE LIMIT FOR THE DRAFT.
An example of the reckless and haphazard method of
service legislation was afforded by the attempt to incorporate in the Army appropriation bill the amendment extending the draft age. It was well on its unhindered way toward adoption when, almost by chance
it seemed, the proposition was checked by the military
authorities, who had not been consulted and with whom
the project did not, of course, originate—if we except
the admission on the part of the provost marshal general
upon inquiry by the Senate military committee that it
was desirable to make this change in the law in order to
anticipate the need of an increased list of those eligible
for military service.
The discussion in the Senate on the subject finally
had less to do with the merits of the age extension and
more with the right of Congress to take action independent of executive recommendation or, indeed, in the face
of the wishes of the President or the office of the Secretary of War and the general staff. Those who were in
favor of the adoption of Senator Fall's amendment
were inclined to take issue with the attitude of the War
Department, the representatives of which were careful
to exclude the President from any prsentation of reasons for refraining from action or for postponing action,
which latter seemed to be regarded as the circumstance
that justified the rejection of the age-extension amendment.
The incident has not escaped the violence of criticism
which it does not merit in any aspect of the case that is
imaginable. Among the most flagrant of the offenses in
this connection is an editorial in the Boston Transcript
entitled "Secretary Baker Balks Again," the first paragraph of which is as follows:
Our pacifist Secretary of War is again balking at an
adequate mobilization of man power for fighting service
overseas. Every expansion of our military program has
found him forced into acquiesence under pressure of circumstances. He was against any preparation for war
in advance of our declaration of hostility, and he has
been against the adequate preparation urged by experts
ever since. He is for the minimum instead of the maximum mobilization—the minimum which the country will
tolerate instead of the maximum which the country can
sustain. As a witness before the Senate committee on
military affairs he presented the sorry spectacle of an
opponent against an extension of the draft age, and in
the place of a plan he offered only promises and
pleaded for postponement of legislation which the committee was ready to recommend, the Senate eager to
enact, and the people willing to support. He confessed
he was not ready and that he had no plan at present.
He never has been ready, and he never has had a plan in
time. When it comes to calling fighting troops to the
colors he seems to be able to see only difficulties in the
way where he ought to see what others see, ways and
means to overcome difficulties. His defective vision is
due to th§ fact that he is a pacifist by nature and never
will be anything else. He lacks the military mind which
the nation so sorely needs at the head of the War Department. He is probably gambling upon the possibility
that we shall not need so many fighting troops as the
best experts say we shall. He is probably hoping that
a revolution in Germany or starvation in Austria or a
miracle in Russia will save the day for the allies. If
he is allowed to have his way the country may be called
upon to pay the cost of his emulation of Micawber in
this grave crisis.
This is quite consistently in the line of the policy of
contempt and condemnation with which the Boston
Transcript discusses the Secretary of War. In this particular instance, of course, the critic overlooks the fact
that the Secretary of War was sustained in his position
by the chief of staff and by the general staff, and, presumably, by the President, although, as we have remarked, all possible caution
was exercised for
some reason not to quote the President or to convey to
the Senate military committee, for its guidance and as a
means of influencing senators and representatives generally, any notion of where the President stood on this
subject. But it may be assumed that Mr. Baker and
General March would not have gone to the capitol with

a recommendation for delaying action on age extension
without the knowledge and sanction of the head of the
Government. Secretary Baker, therefore, is not responsible for the situation that has been created. It might
fairly be assumed that in so vital a matter of this kind
he is not controlled by the pacifist tendencies of which
he stands accused or by the alleged failure to comprehend the seriousness of the whole war situation. In
justice to Mr. Baker it might be taken for granted that
he has the support of his military advisors and that
when he makes a communication to Congress on a subject of grave import he is fortified by the judgment of
experts and not swayed by personal prejudice or whim.
As a matter of fact, there should be no particular
haste in legislation that will extend the age limit of
registrants now that there was failure, in ■ the first
instance, to register all male persons between the ages
of 15 and SO years, which we remarked at the time
would have been a useful proceeding. By that process
it would have been possible to acquire a year ago a list
of eligibles that would suffice for the period of the war.
If the age' of the draft were lowered to 18 years, such a
list would have been available for three years as qualified registrants reached the minimum age, and it would
correspondingly at the other end have produced without
delay or difficulty the names of those required for
service, as the maximum age was raised from 31 to SO
years. That, however, was not done, and it is stated
that there are sufficient names on the present list and
those coming of age not to require any precipitate
change in the law. That is a condition that should have
been recognized by Senator Fall or any other senator or
representative who was disposed to do something of
special significance at this particular time. It was a
simple matter to have acquired information from the
War Department and to have come into possession of
the plans of the administration before introducing an
amendment that might interfere—as Mr. Fall's amendment evidently did—with the project for military expansion.
It turned out that there was no occasion for im.mediate action in the direction contemplated by the
proposed amendment, and the question has been allowed
to go over until the War Department is in the position
of presenting definite plans for military increase. That
is as it should be. There should be no important proposal relating to the military-naval establishment that
does not have careful consideration and, indeed, that
does not at least receive comment from the executive
branch. There was at one time a vepy good chance that
the Fall amendment would have gone before the Senate
and would have been adopted in all probability without
obtaining the views of the War Department.
Aside from the question of the need of men and the
allied problem of their equipment, training and transportation, there should be taken into consideration by
Congress, in passing upon the proposal for the extension
of the age limit of the drafted force, the effect upon the
industries of the country. It is hardly fair to dismiss
that factor as of no consequence because this is a period
of war, for it is upon the industries of the country that
the source of public revenue is based. The existing
draft age drew heavily upon the producing plants, the
shipyards, and the farmers and led to much protest
from representatives and senators whose districts or
states were regarded as adversely affected. But the
ages of the young men involved represent a time of life
wherein the individuals were of less importance, on the
average, in any line of activity than will be the case
when the draft is extended above 30 years. A great
many more people of technical and highly specialized
training will be lost to important industries between the
ages of 31 and 45 years than was the case under the
existing draft limitation.
When it is, the selective feature of the draft, with its
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opportunities for exemption, will help the situation a
much as might be imagined, although it is proposed t
apply both selection and exemption with greater care i
the extension of the age for the draft. Experience has
shown that men who stand the chance of being drafted
do not wait to be called into service, but anticipate that
action by volunteering. This, under the unjust provision
of the statute, does not relieve the community of the
quota assigned to the draft; no state gets credit for it nv
volunteers, with the result that many states, mostly it
those of the north and west, are found producing a dis-l
proportionate number of men for military service, the*"
volunteers having been numerous and the draft being I
undiminished by that circumstance. There will, there- I
fore, be in many communities the double burden upon «
industry, and the effect may easily be distress in many 1
lines of commercial and agricultural activities. That is I
a point that was not touched upon in the Senate debate U
on the subject, but it may have been one of the condi- :o
tions that the administrative officials took into con- 1
sideration.
At all events, it was wise and prudent that the Senate 1
postpone its adoption of legislation extending the aye [
for the draft.
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" This Nation Grew Great
for This Purpose and
This Mission"
—Says—

Secretary of War Baker
NEWTON D-flAKEA;

General Charles H. Martin introduced
Secretary Baker at Camp Grant yesterday and spoke as follows:
"Men of the 86th Division, Ladies and
Gentlemen:
It is a great pleasure for me to introduce to you the Secretary of War."
Secretary's Speech.
Secretary Baker said:
"Ladies and
Gentlemen: Men of the 86th Division.
It gives me pleasure to greet, on this
birthday celebration of cur nation,
young America in arms""What I have to say is chiefly to
these young soldiers. They are selected
out of the body of the citizenship of this
great republic. They have assumed the
uniform of their country's army and
they are about to sail overseas to defend on new frontiers, liberties which
our fathers acquired for us and transmitted to us for safe keeping and enlargement.
Spirit of '76.
"In the early days of this republic we
believed that it was enough for us to
set up an example of freedom, and by
establishing free institutions among ourselves, so to win men to their attractiveness and value, that the mere force of
our example would democratize and liberate all the peoples of the earth, and
we were not much wrong about that.
The spirit which was kindled in 1776
has in fact conquered the earth and one
after another of the great autocracies
and ancient and traditional empires of
this world have given way before the
spirit of 1776. And yet here at the beginning of the 143rd year of our republic, we find that the American spirit and
the American principle requires new
vindication on fields far away from
home, and we are obliged to take the
youth of our country, the young manhood of our country and join it with the
heroic manhood of Great Britain and
France and Italy. And to carry that
young manhood for that purpose, to a
country, which in many ways is the
mother of liberty, and the very founder
of the romance of freedom.
Reasons for Inspiration.
"There are reasons why you young
soldiers should feel a special sense of
[inspiration and elation at your calling.
|ln ancient times, men were summoned
the armies of the countries of the
orld at the behest of rulers who derived their power from no consent given
y those over whom they ruled, and
hose armies went forth for purposes
of national aggrandisement for the accomplishment of some selfish purpos-3,
or to add glory or territory to some
ruling house. But you are a different
army from that. You are the army of
a free people, yourselves free men; you
are fighting for a cause, which is almost
I romance in it, purity and freedom
from selfishness or taint of any kind.
To Rescue France.
"Your country is sending- you to rescue France from the heel of an invader
•who represents the last—-we hope the
last principle of the autocratic and despotic principle upon,this earth of ours,
in order that when your victory is finally-won. it will mean no acres or square
miles filled with servient populations to
be governed by victors, but it will be a
victory which rescues from the clouds
the very essentials and vital principles
of liberty themselves, for common disjlribution over the sons of men everywhere, and that future generations,
■iour children, the children of France,
jibe children of Great Britain and of
Italy and of all peoples everywhere,
•ay be baptized with the n>?w spirit and
have the new opportunity, which means
the greatest possible development for
each individual, under institutions of his
own fabrication and his own power to
"change.
"Let me be a little more intirpate
with you. I am noir speaking about any

individual in that group, nor to that
group, but I am speaking to the whole
company of two and a half million men,
who comprise the army of the United
States today. You have been selected
by a democratic and free proc°s-s for
this service. You have been brought
into training camps where every facility for your training and for your comfort, which could be supplied, has been
supplied. The communities near the
camps have responded with marvelous
hospitality- As a matter of fact you
men know that you have been adopted
into the hearts and homes of the people
of Rockford and Chicago. And you are
going to join your fellows on the other
side, where from the day you touch
French soil, until you come home victorious, you will feel the intoxicating inspiration of a great ideal and the inspiring presence of a population which
has been sanctified by sacrifice and by
suffering.
Superiority Assured.
Have no fears about France.
The
British and the French armies, for 3
long years, have withstood the greatest military machine every contrived
in the history of man.
Day by day
they have battled back this consciousless invader, who has not stopped at
any violation of the customary rules
of lawful warfare, or of the principles
of humanity.
They have held the
Germans and now there is a gathering
of the forces from the great, free peoples of the world.
Great Britain is
strengthening her forces; France is
strengthening hers.
Italy is strengthening hers and a panoramic view of
ships across the Atlantic, carrying you
and your fellows, until the allied army
is becoming triumphantly superior in
numbers and in force.
Vindication Of Right.
You are going to have the great
privilege of seeing the final vindication
of right, on the very frontiers of freedom.
And when you get to France
you will find a people who, from the
very beginning, will welcome you,
with a hospitality that you will observe from the beginning.
You will
be welcomed into their homes.
Yov
will be acclaimed on the streets as partners in the liberation of the world.
You will fight alongside of men who
are veterans in this mode of warfare;
those who have gone before from
America have already established high
in the opinion of the world, the courage and valor of American soldiers.
An Invaded Land.
When you get there, you will see a
country in which the invader has destroyed homes and churches.
You
will see great stretches of the country
a resolation :-.n& a ruin; wherever the
German has been able to go or reach
with his destructive implements, he
has utterly destroyed, and back of that
line you will find the people of France,
after three years of suffering, every
woman in that nation in black; every
mother in that nation made motherless of some of her sons by the sacrifices which this cause has demanded'
you will find* all scattered through
France, men, women and children who
have been driven out of their homes,
and it is your high privilege and calling, to take those exiled families of
old and tottering men and women, and
of little children, and to lead them,
back to the homes from which they
have been driven; to place them again
on the soil of their birthplace and to
present to the, population of France,
France reconquered for liberty and rededicated for freedom, and when you
have done that you will come home,
and all America will be waiting foj
you.
We cannot all be at the pier as
your ships come in.
We cannot all,

even our families, the families of those
who are coming, cannot be there to
welcome you individually, but while
you are in France and when you come
home, believe me that the heart of
your country will be with you, and
when you finally return from that
field of glory, the arms of your country will be spread wide to receive you.
A Great Adventure.
Young men, this is the great adventure.
This is what youth is made for.
This calls for and glorifies the qualities ojf youth.
In France, on the
highways, from one end of it to another, I saw American soldiers singing as
they marched to the front and I frequently thought of the noble words of
a song which I have heard sung about
Pershing's men in Picardy: They are
very young men, and brave men and
free, and they know why they are
marching, marching into Picardy.
We Know Why.
The thing that distinguishes us, that
makes this celebration of our Fourth
of July an era in the history of the
world is that our army, young and
brave and free, knows why it is entering this contest, and realizes that the
rescue of the principles of liberty and
freedom, upon which our country has
in these years grown so great and so
strong, counts more than life, counts
more than any other thing, and that
whatever the cost or the sacrifice, it
must be made.
It will not be long,'
until you go.
I wish you a safe
journey across the seas.
I wish you
a full measure of the uplift and inspiration which comes from seeing
this conflict in that great place.
I
envy you the comradeship of the veteran armies with which you are to be
associated.
I envy you the privilege
of showing, as you will show, what
America is and why it is.
I envy you
the opportunity .to win this victory,
and bring its fruits home with you,
but those of us who must stay in this
country, watching your progress, knov)
in advance the heroism with which
you will meat that struggle.
We
know the high character which iyott
will carry from this country to France,
and we will welcome the victorious conclusion of this war, and the return of
our army home, in order that we may
begin to add new duties and new glories to the civilization, based on freedom, which has made America great
and which now promises to make her
the final element of strength among
the free peoples of the world, which
will put an end to the nightmare and
abomination of autocracy and meer
force.
America's Divine Mission.
I bid you celebrate this Fourth of
July.
The God that rules nations,
made this nation, little and despised in
1776, grow great for this purpose and
this mission.
You are the emissaries
of that nation.
I bid you God speed.
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The Record
This is the day on which, by long established custom, the greatest democracy
on earth makes its yearly effort to be
conscious of itself, to esteem its own
works, and to consider its significance in
the scheme of human affairs.
It is the Fourth of July.
Hitherto we have kept this anniversary
in a spirit of proud and selfish isolation.
We have had until now almost nothing
to do with the quarrels of the> world.
Two years ago to-day we were officially
neutral toward the struggle between efficient barbarism and democratic civilization in Europe. A year ago we were in
it, but still unadjusted to the tremendous
physical, political and moral implications
of that fact. A year ago those who said
that by the end of another twelve months
we Should have a million American soldiers overseas to fight were thought unbalanced and visionary. It seemed to
many an impossibility. Where were the
ships to send them in? « Where were the
arms to arm them with? There was no
plan for doing it. The government was
still undecided whether our contribution
to the war should be of an industrial or
a military character.

Yet it has been done. On Tuesday the
President announced the fact.
,
It is an achievement without parallel
;n military annals.
It is a record, the President thinks,
which "must cause universal satisfaction." So it must.
It will be celebrated to-day in Great
Britain.
It will be celebrated to-day in France.
T>i:ii, a million men have gone from
America to fight in the cause of freedom
is not only an extraordinary physical
feat. It is a momentous historical fact,
the consequences of which no one can
adequately imagine.
So, on this day traditionally reserved
for that emotional purpose, shall the
American Eagle not let himself go?
The impulse in that direction is very
strong. We dare say there is a good deal
of Svhat nowadays we.call "propaganda
value" in spreading the thrill of national
achievement. The news of what has been
dorje may well spread dismay in GermaJijE,, It is the requiem of the U-boat.
Y Nevertheless, we are constrained to say
'that we are all more in danger of overpraising our part than of failing to appreciate it. We are in danger, besides, of
claiming too much. We shall try to
speak our reservations gently.
From the statement made by the Secretary of War to the President, and by
the President published at the White
House Tuesday, the impression is easily
derived that WE have sent an ARMY of
a million men to fight on what Mr. Baker
has called the frontier of democracy.
That is not exactly the case.
A. million American soldiers have been
sent overseas. It is1 not fair to say that
we- sent them. Mr. Baker does not say
that we sent them. He says only that
they "have sailed from the ports of this
country." But he makes no mention of
the British assistance, without which the
performance would have been quite impossible.
Nor is it exact to think that we have
sent an army of a million men. Mr.
Baker does not say that. He says only
that "more than one million American
soldiers" have gone. But, again, there
is nothing to qualify the impression upon
the casual mind that what WE have
sent is an ARMY of a million men,
thereby cpnfirmihg the Bryan idea of
Americans springing out of the confusion of unpreparedness into a sudden
and miraculous fighting machine.
The facts are that when the German
drive started the Allies called upon
America for men in great haste, many
more than we had been sending—men
above everything else; men above food
or ammunition.
They would find the

ships to take them in. feed them if necessary, and undertake to complete their
training and equipment. - America responded. The men were forthcoming.
The British diverted ships from the carriage of food and ammunition and loaded them with men instead. Troops had
priority over anything else. It was a
great risk; England might have to go
hungry. But the emergency was tragic.
Six-tenths of all the American soldiers
that have gone went in April, May and
June, at an average rate of 7,000 a day,
and very little else was going at all.
When it is imperatively necessary for
. the British ships to return to the car■ riage of food, the rate at which men
.i1! suddenly fall.
the sake of
the record. What is to-day acclaimed an
American achievement was an Allied
achievement, and this may be said without .belittling at all our exact share
therein.'
Let us defer the pleasure of self-satisfaction. What we have done is nothing
to boast of. If our allies are astonished,
as the correspondents report, it is only
because they expected too little. Thus in
their astonishment there is for us a
tinge of humiliation,
The war has touched us but lightly
as yet.
We have just decided not to widen the
age limits of the draft, because, for one
reason, men above thirty should not have
a premature sense, of insecurity. But
Great Britain, with less than half our
population, raised 2,000,000 men the first
year by vftlunteering, and is now combing the "essential" industries, even
farming, for fighting men up to fifty.
"Out of all the males in England, from.,
the cradle to the grave," writes our correspondent P. W. Wilson, "one out of
every four is or has been fighting Germany, either on land or sea."
This country is only at the point of
great beginnings. What it has achieved
is intrinsically large, and too easily beguiles the feelings into a sense of satisfaction which ought not to be encouraged, Let us put that emotion away
and ask ourselves two questions:
Are we sure we shall win the war by
the-efforts we are making?
Are we doing all we can?
The answer is No to both of them. No
one can say what the victory \viTT*cost.
Every one knows we are not doing our
most.^ And this is the Fourth of Ju
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8ECEETABTBAKEES "BLUFF.»
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-But
r*=t January when Senator d»«^^J J^,
Ik* so far a, the war was conc«^. ^mury

spoiZl that before the end 1 the year he ex-

12vW 1S-A^*»* conveyed j
"operations of the wildest Wrt.» "Where were .
the ships necessary for such a troop movement to
£ S" he asked. The promise, he continued,
^"Lolutely preposterous'^ and must have been
"intendeJ as a gigantic hluff.
■'-.,,
The end of the year has not been reached; ,ta
fact the year is only half gone; yet we have an
oSa announcement from the President and Sec^
reSry of War that en June 30 the number o£
United States troops landed oversea was 1,019 11,.
^ the Presence of a fact so momentous without
\araUel in the military history of the world,
^tltuSican reccing be stimulated by an
Tnes confession of error on the part of Sena
tors Chamberlain and Hitchcock, to say nothins
nf Col. Roosevelt?
' ,
.
For a military establishment that had almost
topped functioning and by its super-critics was to
Supplanted by *n unconstitutional dictatorship
it will have to be admitted that the old system
L worked admirably. Is there enough real
Americanism in the chronic fault-finders toTgp
knowledge the truth and applaud it.

A

<fen More It'. ~S. Soldiers Are
in German Prison Camps

WASHINGTON, July 3.—Names of
ten more American soldiers who have
ibeen located in German prison camps
were received to-day by the War
Department. They are:
Capt. R. M. Deming of Burlington,
Vt, and Lieut. A. J. Gordon of No.
244 Mulberry Street, Newark, JN. J.,
who are interned at Hesepe, and
Lieut. Philip W. Hunter of York *=•
C, interned at Rastadt; Corpl -Arthur
F. Johnson of No. 75 Last Main
Street, Middletown, Conn.; Privates
Arthur S. Johnson, No. 217 Chapel
Street New Haven, Conn., and ClirtorTk. Markle, No. 358 Edgewood
' Avenue, New Haven, interned athim'w!,r<r ind Private Burnett A. Herd!
man: No 635 North High Street
■Middletown,
Conn.,
interned
at,
Darmstadt; Privates J. Horton, address unknown; Bffln ^hnckey, address unknown, and Edward McGrath of New Bedford, Mass., interned at Bayreuth. The announcement said Private Effin Lehnckey, interned at Bayreuth, probably isPrvvate Emm Le-bukey of No 936 North
Franklin Street, Philadelphia.

Morale of Men In * ranee.
Going on to tell of the morale of
Gen. Pershing's men the Secretary
says:
"In France it was necessary to
change the name of the zone behind
the armies, from the 'Service of the
Rear' to 'Service of Supply,' because
of the difficulty in getting men to
'serve in a region having the shellproof connotation of the word 'rear.'
Even at the actual front t£,ere is
something of a tradition against the
use of the term 'no man's land.' Our
men prefer to call it—and to mai'r.e it
—'Yankee Land.' "
Of the men in camp he declares:
"A surprisingly large proportion of
recruits ask to be placed in the most
hazardous branches of the militaryservice. If a reply is needed to those
who say that the men of the National
Army are in camp because they have
to be, it is this: That those men are
going over the top because they want
to go." He adds:
"There is no prominent military
camp in the United States with a 'red
light' district in its vicinity."
His letter reads that 45,000 Americans are engaged in railroad construction . and operation in France
and 22,000 standard guage freight cars
and 1,600 locomotives have been produced here for service on the double
track railroad from the French coast
to the battle front. In addition, purchases of cars and locomotives have
been made abroad.
A statement issued from the Ordnance Department shows the rapid
increase in making rifles and ammunition. It says:
Rdflen and Ammunition.
"American records for ' daily production of ammunition for rifles and
pistols .were broken on June 27, when
approximately 27,000,000 cartridges of
every description were produced in
plants manufacturing for the United
States Government. This figure includes no cartridges manufactured
commercially or for other Governments. The 27,000,000 should not be
regarded as an average production
figure—only as a high record.
j "The daily average for the production of United iStates Army rifles of
the models of 1917 and 1903 was
broken in the week ending June 29.
An average of 10,142 rifles of these
types—the modified Enfield and the
Springfield—was maintained, 55,794
rifles being produced, together with
spare parts, equivalent to several
thousand rifles. Russian rifles to the
number of 3,280 were manufactured."
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X/ By NEWTON D. BAKER,
O^' ^7 u-y Secretary of War
When "tne Imperial German government undertook to dominate the
world by the power of military conquest it brought a new challenge to
the United States of America. We
had learned under Lincoln that this
nation could not endure "half slave
and half free." The aggressions of
Imperial Germany have warned us
that the world cannot continue "half
slave and half free," that we cannot
preserve our peace and freedom unless we help to bring peace and freedom to the other peoples of the
earth, that we cannot maintain our
own rights and liberties if we allow
even little Belgium to be deprived of
hers.
In that sense this Independence
Day of 1918 is thepromise and augury of an Independence Day for all
mankind. We are fighting for our
own national life, but the victory in
which we share will save the life of
democracy in Europe and in Africa
and in Asia no less than in America.
We have declared for the self-deter. mination of all peoples, for their
freedom and independence. And on
this Independence Day we celebrate
that declaration as "much as ours of
1776. _
^

SECRETARY NEWTON D. BAKER.

When the Imperial. German Government undertook to dominate the
world toy the power of military conquest, it brought a new challenge to
the United States of America. We had learned, under Lincoln, that this
Nation could not endure "half slave and .half free." The aggressions of
imperial Germany have warned us that the world cannot continue "half
slave and half free," that we cannot preserve our peace and freedom
unless we help to bring peace and freedom to the other peoples of the
earth, that we cannot maintain our own rights and liberties if we allow
even little Belgium to be deprived of hers.
In that sense this Independence Day of 1918 is the promise and
augury of an Independence Day for all mankind. We are fighting- for
our own national life, but the victory in which we share will save the
life of democracy in Europe and in Africa and in Asia, no less than in
America. We have declared for the self-determination of all peoples, for
their freedom and independence. And on this Independence Day we
.celebrate that declaration as much as ours of 1776.
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S QUICK WORK OF U. S.
IN SUPPLYING ARMY V
4—The number of base army
Taking up the question of ordnance,
hospitals has increased from 7 to Secrctarv Baker says:
••Probably the most difficult under72, and the number of medical of- taking
in the outfitting of an army is
ficers in the Medical Corps has in- the manufacture of heavy artillery.
creased from 900 to 24,000.
Not only are the forging and machin5—Up to June 8, 4,495 elemen- ing processes extremes difficult but
it has been necessary to create manutary and 820 advanced training; facturing facilities for the vast proplanes were delivered, and the portion of the programme.
plants had to be provided
Enough Rifles Produced to Sup- average weekly production of ad- for"Sixteen
the manufacture of mobile cannon.
vanced training planes has inIn practically all cases the plants had
ply a Division Every Three creased from 22 in April to 78 in to
be re-tooled, and in some cases they
the week ending June 8.
were built from the ground up. The
Days—2,000 Liberty Motors
same difficulty is met in the design
6—The weekly average of complanes delivered in April was and manufacture of artillery carriages, but the artillery programme
and 5,315 Planes Delivered 5,batand
in the week ending June 8,
is now approaching a point where
80.
The
average
weekly
producquantity production is beginning.
and Artillery Coming Fast, He
Making Shell* and Powder.
tion of Liberty engines for April
"The first of four Governmentwas 96 and for the week ending
Tells Chairman Dent.
owned shell-fitting plants has been
June 8, 115.
completed and is beginning to pro7—Sufficient rifles are being reduce
In addition, a number o.
ceived now to equip an army diprivate plants are at work loading
20Z,510 MEN IN RANKS
vision every three da\f=.
S
8—Artillery production "is now \ "Vast as were the privately owned
IN 1917, NOW 2,010,000.
I facilities for the manufacture of powapproaching a. point where quan- ' der and high explosives the Governtity production is beginning."
i ment has provided additional facil9—The army is gradually getting i ities which are very much larger than
Heavy Artillery, Shells, Powder on the water wagon; drunkenness i those which private enterprise had
created.
in the army is under control.
"Ordnance engineers, it seems, are
and Explosives Turned Out in
One Great Clothing Store.
well on the way to a solution of the
problem of the motorization of field
Record Time — Our Army The enormous quantity of supplies artillery. The problem of motorizanecessary to equip and maintain an tion of'light artillery has been a conPorts in France Could Take army of 1,000,000 is demonstrated by stant factor in slowing up the adSecretary Baker. He shows that the vance of troops to await the bring750,000 Tons of Ships in Quartermaster's Corps purchased, ing forward of their supporting guns.
Tractors have been used by > all
from the beginning of the war to nations, of course, to haul heavy
Month—Praises Army Morale June
15, 1918, 104,333,000 pairs of woolen pieces along good roads, but they
stockings, 43,922,000 cotton undershirts, have been unable to develop tractors
for hauling light pieces over shell27,249,000 pairs of shoes, 2,340,000 pairs shattered ground.
By Charles Michelson.
of hip boots and 4,010,000 pairs of
"On June 3, the Ordnance Depart(Special to The Wcrfld.)
ment demonstrated a five-ton armored
Arctic overshoes.
WASHINGTON, July 3.—The deThe number of horses and mules artillery tractor which proved capavelopment of the American war ma- needed was 339,593. Hardware was ble of negotiating the most difficult
terrain, hauling a 4.7 howitzer which
chine since we became a belligerent well represented in the matter of weighed approximately 9,000 pounds."
is emphasized and outlined in a letArmy on the Water 'Wagon.
ter sent iby Secretary Baker to Chair- supplies, as 10,870,000 files, 5,281,729 1 -It is shown that approximately
$90,000,000 is being expended to proman Dent of the House Military Af- axes and 2,567,000 hammers were vide
for the manufacture of nitrates,
■bought for the new army.
faire Committee.
are essential in making ex- '
It is pointed out that more than which
In his letter to President Wilson 2,000 Liberty engines have been de- plosives, but which heretofore have
been
brought
from Chile., These
yesterday the Secretary revealed we
livered to the army and navy. There plants "will add to our powder outhad sent more than a million men were delivered, for use on airplanes put, will save large amounts of cargo
space and it is supposed after the
abroad. In his letter to Chairman
before Juno 8 last, 37,350 machine war will produce nitrate for fertilizDent he tells of the arming and
ing American farms."
equipment of this army and the guns.
American engineers and enterMore than 1,300,000 rifles were prolarger army yet to gd. It is a tale
Secretary Baker says, have
duced in America and delivered be- prises,
developed port facilities in France.
in which a million is the common
tween tfhe declaration of war and "It would be possible," he declares,
unit of measure, and deals in everyJune 1, of this year. Deliveries of "to handle during the month of July
thing: from harbors created to sol- the new United States model 1917, the a maximum of 750,000 tons at the
diers' socks and from airplanes to so-called
modified Enfleld, have ports of the American Army in
undershirts. It is the first real re- passed the million mark. In the two France."
Referring to the morale of the army
view of what has been accomplished. weeks preceding June 1, more than
Secretary Baker says:
66,000 rifles were delivered.
It shows:
"The concensus of opinion is that
Ordnance WM Hard Task:
<■' unkenness in the army is completely
Big Worl* Accompli.;?ied.
"Heavy Browning machine guns for mu'er control, both in the United
1—The army has increased in
instruction
^ ^rXin'France.
" Gen. Pershing
says
"arc mPurP^V^nM^iard
every National Guard i fc£'-,.ites
™^™
* ,ittle
beer sold in
fourteen months from 9,524 officamp and National Army cantonment sta^?. AS in
cers and 202,510 enlisted men to
this country where troops are in France, i
the light native wm« used
160,400 officers and 2,010,000 entraining.
During May more than ited allto French
people. Even this is
900 of these heavy machine guns were by
listed men.
delivered.
More than 1,800 ught discouraged among our troops in every
2—On July 1 the number of men
Browning machine guns were deliv- | possible way.' "
overseas was more than 1,000,000.
ered in May."
3—The death rate in the army in
1916 was 5.13 in each 1,000 as comDared with 20.14 in 1898.

DETAILED BY BAKER
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2,170,400 in
U.S.Army Now
Asserts Baker

Reviews 15 Months of War;
Shows 80 Combat 'Planes
Being Built a Week

900 Heavy Browning
Guns Made in May
1,300,000 Rifles Completed;
Over 5,000 Training Machines in Air Service

Speaking of the morale of the j
i_
army in France, the statement says:! Over 5,000 Training 'Planes
"In France it was necessary to
Deliveries of elementary training
change the name of the zone behind planes up to June 8, Mr. Baker saTd
6
r
^rifM^f
totalled 4,495, and Wnctweekly
trat:
Rear to Service of Supply,' be- ing planes totalled 820. The
cause of the difficulty in getting | production rate of advanced trainmento serve in a region having the | i„g planes was seventy-eight on
COnnotatlon of the word
'rear '
\ J™e 8. On that date also 37,250 a""
plane machine guns had been delivered.
Men Want to "Go Qver Top"
The most (fifficult undertaking in
"Even
outfitting
an aiuiy
army is the
.,. at the actual. front there is—
*"*> "»»
me manufac
manutacsomething of a tradition against the ture of heavy artillery the state
use of the term 'No Man's Land.' ment said. Sixteen plants had to be
Our men prefer to call it_and to provided to make mobile guns most
8
^M
VlYanke,e ^nd'!" •
Mr Baker said the commission

°f them

built fr0m the

J^^d up

of
"But the artillery programme "
classification of personnel reports Mr. Baker added, "is now approachthat a "surprisingly large proportion ing a point where quantity producof recruits ask to be placed in the tion is beginning."
most hazardous branches of the n.
r
military service." And added:
t»«ves List of Purchases
.
"If a reply is needed to those who
To illustrate the enormous work '
say that the men of the National of the Quartermaster Department!
Army are in camp because they have the following purchases
were j
to be it is this: That those men are noted: 2,567,000 hammers, 5,121 - I
going over the top because they 000 axes, 10,870,000 files, 1,700 000
want to go."
halters, 129,000 escort wagons, 26,"Consensus of opinion is," con 000 combat wagons, 339,593 horses
tinued the statement, "that drunk and mules, 27,249,000 pairs of
enness in the
army **>
is wuiiusrei,
completely un
un ~«—o,
—""•'
shoes, ",»»u,rau
2,340,000 pairs oi
of rut>ber
rubber hip
der control both in the Uniteij boots, 103,028,000 yards of denim
States and France. You may travej cloth and 104,333,000 pairs of stockfor weeks in France without seeinjj ings.
an intoxicated American soldier.
There are now 45,000 Americans
"There is no prominent militarj engaged on railroad construction
j and operation in France, and 22,000
; standard gauge freight cars and
ji 1,600 locomotives have been proI duced in this country for service on
the double-track railroad from the
[ French coast to the battle front.
1 Additional purchases of both cars
and locomotives have been made i
• abroad.

WASHINGTON, July 3.—Supplementing President Wilson's announcement that more than 1,000,000 American troops have embarked
for France, Chairman Dent of the
Military Committee laid before the
House to-day a review of war preparations during the fifteen months
of war prepared by Secretary Baker.
It showed that there are now 160,400
officers and 2,010,000 men with the
coldrs, compared with a total of
9,524 officers and 202,510 men in
the regulars and National Guard
fourteen months ago.
Continued from page 1
The statement shows that 286
combat airplanes had been delivered camp in the United States with a
up to June 8, and that the produc- Ted light' district in its vicinity."
tion rate of this type then was The statement shows that the
='6"'»
wee«. ■ More
more ■ tthan 2,000
2,000 death rate, a thousand among all
eighty a week.
Liberty motors have been delivered troops in the United States for the
and the weekly production rate was week ended June 7 was 4.14, as
115 during the first week in June.
against a rate 20.14 in the regular
-. o«« «~,* „...
_
army in the United States in 1898
1,300,000 Rifles Delivered
and 5.13 in 1916!
"Sufficient rifles are now being
On June 5 the capacity of the
received," the statement says, "to hospitals in the United States was
equip an army division every three 72,667 beds, with new hospitals with
days. More than 1,300,000 rifles had 14,677 beds under construction. In
been produced and delivered up to France hospital facilities are being
June 1."
provided for 5 to 10 per cent of the
More than 900 heavy Browning. whole expeditionary force, while the
machine guns were delivered during [army hospital corps is now cornMay, and the deliveries for that P°sed of 24,000 officers and 148,000
month of light Brownings totalled enlisted men, exclusive of the sani1,800.
tary corps and army nurses.

2,170,400 Men
In Army Now,
Declares Baker
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WAR REVIEW BY MR. BAKER SHOWS^
WEIGHT OF BLOW AMERICA'S ARMY
IS PREPARED TO DEAL TO GERMANY
CV-A |«.\

Mr.
.. Baker said the Commission of Ulas-

Combat Airplanes Now Arel!sifloation of Personnel reports that a
Beinpof Kate
Pa fp nf
Being DelivPTftH
Delivered at
of I Jf^'*1** larffe W?***** or recruits

ask .to be placed In the cost hazardous
branches of the military service." and
adds:—
"If a reply is needto to tuj»e who
Ithat the men or the National Army are
in camp because they have l.-i be it is
jthis:-'Thase men are going ove" the top
—
«
because they want to go.'
"Consensus of opinion is," continued the
'Enough Rifles Produced Every Three statement,
•'that drunkenness in the i rmy
is completely under control, both m.th'e
Days (o Arm a Whole DiUnited States and Prance. You may
vision, He Reports.
travel for weeks in France without seeing
an intoxicated American soldier.
-There is no prominent military camp
WASHINGTON. 1). C, Wednesdayin the United States with a 'red light'
Supplementing President Wilson's an- district in its vicinity."
nouncement that more than a million
Heath Rate Below That of 1910.
American 'trops have embarked for
The statement shows that the death
■ranee, Chairman Dent, of the Military rate ™ -mn „„
- —"'
Committee, laid before the House to-day u, LTstateTfo, Z.S^* * ^
a review of war preparations during the Z 414 *againsta rt ?%* ^ \
.,.,,, prepared
|.n:|i,u™ by
oj oecreic.^uiar army
fifteen months ...
of war,
Secre- regular^y^ne
VJeYL-ftit
£ &2
Duues in
tflvv RN1-O.I*, il,,.„•,..1 1U-. ii
nnrl B19
inns
"SB
tary Raker. It■
showed, that there are now ruld
»'ls J„
'n 193
6.
160,400 officers aw;. J.OIO.CK'K) men with On Jttne 13 the capacity or the hospitals
the colors. iDiuf.-M] with a total of 9,^24
e
th;14 677
ru,-UonP,taIn
TS ^
conofficers and £02,510 men in the. regulars "
struction.
France' ho»**
pi,alV5S
faculties
and XationaJ U'uard fourteen month-: are Mng provided t„ f^" fjve to ten
ago.
per ::ent of the expeditionary force, while
COn s ls
w
oiSKyotricers
iV°SP'taland
'
""
composed
"Sufficient rifles are now being of
ol ,4,000
14S,t»fl
enlisted
men,
received," the statement says, "to
tar
a
nurses
**' "" ' «8T* "* «»£
equip an atrny division every
of elementary training planes
three days, Jltore than one million upDeliveries
to June 18, Mr. Bakef g id, totalled
three hundred thousand rifles had 4,495, and advanced trai ling planes
been produced and delivered up totalled 830. The weekly pr.duet.ion rate
of advanced training planes was 78 on
to • nne 1."
June ,8. On that date also 87 250 - irThe statement shows that 2S6 combat planes machine guns had bee,, delivered
airplanes bad IIOCM delivered up to June The most difficult undertaking in outS und that the production rale of this ww •%"■„arrn5;vis the manufacture of
type then was eighty per week. More heavj artillery, the statement says Sixteen plants had to be provided 'to make
than 2,000 Liberty motors have been de- mobile guns, most or them built from the
ground
Up.
livered and the weekly production rate
was 115. during the first week in June.
(luantity Production Besjm.
More than 000 heavy Browning ma- "But the artillery programm. " Mr
chine guns were delivered during ►MavES.!? added "is now approaching a point
and the deliveries for that month of Ugh/^S^-tC^^ ^^
.r.ro..;iu.mjs totalled 1.300.
Quartermaster Department the Allowing
Speaking; of the morale of the. rjur<mases were noted :-Two million five
asfcy in France, the statement ■ '^""V,"™ sixty"s,eJ?." thousand 'l,a,„.
-.21.:
,mei:s,
a,121,000 axes. 30,870,000 files 17iv>am
h
^^m 1»,000 escort wagons, %m ComC
"In France it was necessary to Wagons, 839,593 horses and mules, 27 '49 ooo
nice the
fho name
-nciino of
r,f the
+>.«, zone
.n*o be
i-=- -pairs of shoes., ^-,.....,™.,
.2,340,000 pern
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Eighty a Week.

ARMY INCREASED
TENFOLD IN 14 MONTHS
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HEAVY GUNS AND
BROWNINGS NOW
GOINGTOSEAS
Secretary Baker Tells Congress Army Production
Is "Around Corner."'
g«5

COMBAT

PLANES

your Government Owned
Ordnance Factories Already
Turning Out Explosives.
B,000,000 MEN

IN

AEMS

Says Nearly Every Man in
Training Camps Is Anxious
for First Line Service.
~\L\*<

Special Despatch to Tmo Sex.

July 3.—American pro- i
Auction of battle planes and heavy and
light artillery for the fighting forces in
Prance has at last "turned the corner'
and these powerful and necessary weapons of offence are now being turned out
in quantity. Nearly a month ago combat planes for the American army were
feeing delivered at the rate of 80 a week.
This became known to-day when a letter from Secretary Baker to Representative Dent (Ala.), chairman of the House
Military Committee, describing in detail
the development of the army since the
declaration of war and its present condition, was made public. The letter was
in reply to a communication from Mr.
Dent asking for the information.
To June 8, the letter stated, 28o combat planes had been delivered, in addition to 4,493 elementary training planes
and 820 advanced training planes. More
than 2,000 Liberty motors had been de- .
livered to the army~and navy. 0 he
average weekly production of flying ma- j
chine motors in April was 96. in May,
143 and for the first week of June llo.
Machine guns for airplanes to the extent i
of 37,230 had been delivered on June 8.
Heavy Ordnance Coming Through, j
Deliveries of the Browning machine,
guns, both light and heavy, are highly j
satisfactory, some 900 of the heavy type ]
bavins been delivered in May and twice j
as many of the light type. Quantitj I
production in the artillery programme is
beginning, the letter stated, despite the ,
enormous difficulties which had to beovercome in creating facilities for a vast
amount of the programme.
WASHINGTON,

H
The first of the four Government
owned factories for making powder and
high explosives has been completed and
is already turning out munitions. American ordnance engineers, the lettet
pointed out, are "well on their way to a
solution of the problem of the motorization of field artillery." This had been
considered Impossible for light artillery
except over good'roads and has slowed
up advancing troops while their supporting guns were brought forward.
On
June S the Ordnance Department demonstrated a five ton armored artillery
tractor, the letter said, which proved
capable of hauling a, 4.7 inch howitzer
weighing about 9,00*0 pounds over the
most difficult terrain.
The letter follow?:
June 28, 1918.
j
Mi DEAR MR. DENT : I have received j
vour letter of June 27, reminding me j
that just a year has elapsed since the |
first American troops Were landed m j
France, and suggesting that I furnish
the Committee on Military Affairs of;
the House a summary of the development* of the military establishment m
the fifteen months since Congress declared war against the Imperial German Government.
Any such report
might go into almost limitless detail. 1
am happv, however, to have an opportunity to comply with your request and
will do so as fully as the compass of a
letter will permit.
Expansion of Army.
I Since April G, 1917, the Regular
Army has increased ^WlSPS?
and 121,797 enlisted men to ll,36o oru
cers and 514.376 enlisted men; the Xattoaal Guard in Federal service from
3 733 officers and 76,713 enlisted men to
17,070 officers and 417,441 enlisted men ,
the Reserve Corps In actual service has
increased from 4,000 enlisted men to
S offl'eri and 78,360 enlisted men ;
the National Army has been created
with an enlisted force of approximately
^^"has increased in fourteen!
officers and 2.010,000 enlisted men.
The number of men in France or
route to France, including combatant*
medical service, service of supply and
alt the units which ^^m,^v ^entire, army, is, on July 1, practically
1,000,000 men.
Snpplle* for Soldiers.
The size of this undertaking may be
best understood- by taking typical purchases by the Quartermaster Corps
?rom the beginning of the war to June
15, 191S:
HARDWARE AND METALS.
.. ,
....
Quantity.
Article. Unit.
"• 2,567.000
Hammers, each
5121,721)
Axes, each
io',S20,000
Files, each
VEHICLES AND HARNESS.
I
.... 1,700.000
Halters, each
•••
129,000
Bscort -Basons, cacn.
„. ^
combat wagons, each
ANIMALS.
Horses and mules, each
339.583

BROWNINGS AND BIG
GUNS GOING OVERSEA
Continued from First Pftge.
CLOTHING AND MATERIAL FOR CLOTH- ;
ING.
Shoes, pairs.....
,
^lloMO !
■Boots.rubbers. hip, pairs
Imnma'
Overshoes, aretics. pairs
,"ii"'ooo I
Cotton undershirts, each
in"n"»'ooo !
Denim c'.oth. yards.,
ffiSarMO
Stocking, wool, pairs
104.333i000
Health of Men in Cantonment*.
The deaths per thousand from all
I causes in the Regular Army of the United
'ptates has been as follows: 1898. -.14;
1900. 7.78 ; 1901, 6.90 ; 1916, 5.13.
"The death rate per thousand among
all troops—Regulars, National Army
and National Guard—in the United
States for the week ended May 31 was
4.39 and for the week ended June 7, .
4.14.
•-■',!
"The death rate from disease only ;
among all troops in the United States
for the week ended June 7 was 3.16,
which is still lower than that of the preceding week (3.21), which was then the
record low rate since that of November
2, 1917.
Hospital Accommodations.
The-bed. capacity on June 3 in all department hospitals in the United States
was 17,667. New construction now under way will provide for a total of
87,344 beds. The number of base, and
general hospitals in . this country has
increased from seven to seventy-two and
will'be further increased. Vast hospital
facilities have been organized and are
being organized in France providing
beds numbering from 5 per cent, to 10
per cent, of the number of men in the
American Expeditionary Force.
Psychological examinations, of which
more than 500,000 have been made, resulted in a weeding out of about onefourth of 1 per cent, of the men
examined.
Nutritional surveys in 270 messes in
fifty camps have resulted in a readjustment of rations and conservation of
food.
The number of officers in the Medical
Corps has increased from 900 to 24,0.00 :
the number of enlisted men from 8,000
to 148,000. These figures, of course, are
exclusive of the Sanitary Corps and the
army nurses.
Transportation in France.
With the completion of the organization of five new regiments and nineteen ,
battalions of railway engineers there,
will be over 45,000 Americans engaged |
in railroad construction and operation
in France. Nine regiments of railway
engineers have been in France since, last
August.
There have been produced for the railroad operations of the War Department
in France more than 22,000 standard
gauge and sixty.C. M. freight cars and
more than 1.600 standard gauge and C
M. locomotives. In addition to this, purchases of both cars and locomotives have
been made abroad.
A double line of railroad communication has been-secured from the French
by army engineers, extending from the.
coast of France to the battle front, including the construction of hundreds ot
miles of trackage for ya'rds and the necessary sidings, switches, &c.
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Aircraft Production.
Deliveries or elementary training
planes to June S were 4,4s:,.
Deliveries o£ advance training planes
to June S, 820.
The average weekly production of advanced training planes during April was
A: during May 45 ; week ended June
S, 78.
To June 8. 2S3 combat planes were delivered. The w-eekly average of this tvpe
of machine in April was 5; in May 38,
and for the week ended June 8. SO.
Six thousand eight hundred and eighty
training engines were delivered to
June S.
Two thousand one hundred and thirtythree advanced training engines were delivered to same date.
!
More than 2,000 Liberty engines nave
been delivered to the army and navv.
The average weekly production in April
was 96 : in May 143 and in the first week
in June 115.
Thirty-seven thousand two hundred
and fifty machine guns w^ere delivered
for use on aeroplanes before June S.
Hides and Ammunition.
More than 1,300.000 rifles were produced in America and delivered between
the declaration of war and June 1 of
this year.
Deliveries of new United States model
1917,. the so-called modified Enfield, have
passed the million mark, in the few
weeks preceding June 1 more than 66,000
rifles were delivered. Sufficient rifles
^ire being received to equip an army division every three days.
Ordnance Supplies. .
As to machine guns: Heavy .Brown-j
ings for instruction purposes are in i
! every National Guard camp and Na- :
tional Army cantonment in this country i
where troops are in training. During- !
. May more than 000 of these heavy ma- !
; chine guns were delivered.
' More than 1,800 light Browning ma- j
chine guns were delivered in May.
Probably the moat difficult undertak- i
ing in the outfitting of an army is the j!
manufacture of heavy artillery. Not
only are the forging and machine pro- ;
cesses extremely difficult but it has been
necessary to create manufacturing facilities for a vast proportion of the programme. Sixteen plants had to be provided for the manufacture of mobile
artillery. In practically all cases these
plants had to be retooled and in some
cases they were built from the ground
sa me
wZ
,
^clty was met in the
lesign and manufacture of artillerv
'•'ages, but the artillerv
DM-M™.
rtillery programme
is now approaching a point where quantity production is beginning.

Shell pi„„t,

lu

Operation.

LhM?%S-S* °f, f0U1" G°vernment owned
Shell fitting plants has been completed
and is beginning to produce. In addition a number of private plants are at
work loading shells
3
re the
falmL
? Tf
»ri™teXv
owned
lacilities for
the manufacture
of powder
and high explosives the Government has
Piovided additional facilities which are
very much larger than those which private enterprises have created
Ordnance engineers, it seems, are well
. on their way to a solution of the problem of the motorization of field artillerv
^.he problem of motorization of light
. artillery has been a constant factor in
j slowing up the advance of troops to
, await the bringing forward of their
supporting gUns. Tractors have been
used by all nations, of course, to haul
heavy pieces along good roads, but thee ,
have been unable to develop tractors
for hauling light pieces over shell shai- i
tered ground. On June 3 the Ordnance i
Department demonstrated a five ton '
armored artillery tractor, which proved
capable of negotiating the most difficult
terrain, hauling a 4.7 howitzer, which
weighed approximately 9,000 pounds

Approximately $90,000,000 are being
spent to provide for manufacture of
nitrates which are essential in the manufact lire of explosives but heretofore
have had to be procured in Chile. Tile
building of these plants will add to our
powder output, will save large amounts
of cargo spare and it is supposed after
the war will produce nitrate for fertilisSing American farms.

In France it was necessary to change
the name of the zone behind the armies
from the "Service of' the rear" to "Serv,
ice of supply" because of the dimcuUy
j
in getting men to serve in a region havi
ing the shell proof connotation of the
i
word "rear." Even at the actual front
:
there is something of a tradition against
:
the use of the term No Man's Laiid. Our
j
men prefer to call it—and to make it- Yanked Land.
Port Facilities In France.
I have written the above in a someAmong the most dramatic stories of what intimate and free way both be1
cause
1 know that as to many of thes«
the war is that of the development
full and ample details are in
by American engineers and American statements
hands of the committee, and also heenterprises of port facilities on t tie the
cause 1 am deeply grateful to the
French coast. It is not permissible to committee for its sympathy and cosay where this development has taken operation during all these months, and 1
■place, but the scope of it may be judged wish to express lo them in some degree
by the fact that it would be possible 3iv own happiness and satisfaction as to
to handle during the month of July the results whlcii the War Department
a maximum of 750.000 tons at the has been able to achieve with the cordial
ports of the American Army in France. !1 support it has received from Congress.
NEWTON D. BAKER,
It was necessary before troops of the Cordiallv yours,
Secretary of War./
| American Expeditionary Force could be I
I landed to send an organization of'
I1 foresters into the woods of France to
send sawmills after them, to cut down
i trees, to shape them into timbers and
j to build them into docks in order that
[ our troops might leave their ships.
| Large as this work was and fast as
j the flow of troops has been accelerated
j the facilities for dockage have kept
I pace with the shipments of troops and
supplies.
Morale of tile Army.
Consensus of opinion is that drunkenness in the army is completely under
control, both in the United States and
m France. Gen. Pershing states: "As
there is little beer sold in France men
who drink are thus limited to the light
native wines used by all French people. Even this is discouraged amongour troops in every possible wav."
You may travel for weeks in France1
without seeing an intoxicated Ameri- :
can soldier.
In the Congressional
Record on or about March 3i there is
reprinted the statement of a Journalist
in France, beginning :
"Every one is. on the water wagon
at the American front.
During the
past month I have been" at the front
daily and often twice a day, seeing
thousands of American soldiers.
In
that time I saw exactly one man
drunk and one other who was under
the influence of liquor."
The Third Assistant Secretary of
War in ten days at a National Army
camp adjacent to -Chicago saw two
men intoxicated.
There is no permanent military camp
in the United States with a red light
district in its vicinity.
The
Commission on Classification of!
Person ricT : reports—that a surpl-tslfcgly
large proportion of recruits asked to be
placed in the most hazardous branches
of the military .service. If a ieply "is
needed to those who say that the men of
the National Army are in camp because
they have to be. it is this: That thpse
same men are going over the top becaiise
they want to go.
All Want to Go lo France.
A desire among the men in the military service to get to France and to the
front is universal. The Secretaiy of
War stated before the .Senate Militarv
Committee that he had seen grizzled
men of the army turn away from, his
desk- to hide'their tears when they, were
asked to do organization work in America rather than go to France, .where the
glory of their profession lies. When the
Secretary of War started .for Europe
and was on the ocean lie was approached
in a number ,of instances by seamen requesting transfers to the army in order
that they might see service which, seemed
more active and closer to the front

>
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^AKER SEEKS TO EN^
STRIKES IN MILLS
Soldiers for France Must Be
Equipped—Asks Endicott
to Arbitrate.
BOSTON, July 5.—Secretary of War
Baker wrote to Henry B. Endicott,
Executive Manager of the State Committee on Public Safety, to-day, saying:
"Will you be good enough to use
your good offices to adjust the dispute
between employers and textile workers
in Lowell, Mass., Manchester, N. H.,
and Pawtucket, R. t. in order that
soldiers, who are so rapidly 'being
sent to France, may be properly
equipped, it is vital that maximum
production in New England textile
industries be resumed at the earliest
possible date."
The suggestion of Mr. Endicott as
arbitrator was made by the Executive
Committee of the textile union and
was approved by the genefal council
at a meeting in Lowell to-day. John
Golden, President of the union, said
this was final and represented the po- ,
sition of union leaders and employees, j
C. P.'Baker, Chairman of the Lowell
Mill Treasurers' Association, said the
association had formally requested the
National War Labor Board to take
charge of the situation, and that it
could take no action in reference to
Secretary Baker's request while this |
was before the board.

CKNATORS SAY SOLDIERS' MAIL

TsS NEEDLESSLY DELAYED.
WASHINGTON, July 5.-Tfce.Senate to-day'adopted a resolution by
S^ator Sutherland of West Virg,ma
Republican, asking the Secretary of
War and the Postmaster General to
advise the Senate regarding the moveK.on1"? Calf^rnC'Republican
i ^Tmlil'to'thtfront now requires
a month.

Growth of the Army.
In compliance with the request of Chairman Dent, of the House committee on
military affairs, Secretary Baker has written a letter sketching what has been accomplished since the advent of the United
States into the war toward organizing,
arming and equipping the American army*
It is a splendid record, encouraging to
every patriotic citizen and inspiring the
conviction of triumph.
In fourteen months the army has increased from 9,524 officers and 202,610
enlisted men to approximately 160,400 officers and 2,010,000 enlisted men. As has
been shown in previous official statements
from the Secretary of War, practically
half of the present military force is now
in France.
The stupendous task of providing supplies for the army is indicated by the purchases made by the quartermaster corps.
Some of these are: Horses and mules,
389,598; shoes, 27,249,000 pairs; cotton
undershirts, 48,922,000; denim cloth,
103,028,000 yards, and wool stockings,
104,333,000 pairs.
The health of the American soldiers
has been conserved and protected most
efficiently. In 1898 the death rate per
thousand In the army was 20.14, in 1900
it was 7.78 and in 1916 it was 5.13. For
the week ended June 7 of this year the
death rate per thousand among all troops
—regulars, national army and national
guard—in the United States was 3.16.
Army hospitals in the United States on
June 5 contained 72,667 beds, and new
construction now under way will increase
this capacity to 87,844 beds. In France
hospital facilities have been and are being organized which will provide beds
equal to 5 to 10 per cent of the number of
men in the American forces. The number
of officers in the medical corps has been
increased from 900 to 24,000 and the
number of enlisted men from 8,000 to
148,000.
American engineers have constructed
hundreds of miles of railway in France.
More than 22,000 standard gauge and 60
C. M. freight cars and 1,600 standard
gauge and 60 C. M. locomotives have b<$ea
sent to France.
The aircraft program is proceeding
most encouragingly. Up to June 8 6,880
elementary training planes and 2,133 advanced training planes were delivered,
more than 2,000 Liberty engines have
been delivered to the army and navy and
37,250 machine guns have been delivered
for use on aeroplanes.

More than 1,300,000 riflSs were produced in the United States and delivered
between the declaration of war and June
1 of this year.
During May more than 900 heavy
Browning machine guns and more than
1 800 light Brownings were delivered.
' American engineers have BO increased
the port facilities of France that during
this month it will be possible to handle
750,000 tons at the ports used by the
American army.
These are some of the more striking
accomplishments in war preparations during the last fourteen months. They are
enough to demonstrate the efficiency that
has been reached and to dispel any gloom
which the troubles of the earlier period of
the war may have created. America has
struck her stride, and will go forward
1
swiftly and surely to victory. The resolution of congratulations to the War Department, which the House committee on
military affairs passed upon consideration
of Secretary Baker's letter, will be approved by the public generally.
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URSES CALLED ^
o~-^
Nation Asks Its Young Women to
Enroll for Training in American Hospitals.
WASHINGTON. July 3.—With the
nation's reserve of trained nui'Bes
depleted through the calling of thousands for service in. military and
naval hospitals both abroad and in
the United States, it has become necessary to call immediately for 25,000
student nurses for training in American hospitals.
The following call for women between the ages of nineteen and
thirty-five was issued to-day Jointly
•by Surgeon-General W. C. Gorgas, of
the United States Army; Dr. Rupert
Blue Surgeon-General of the United
States Public Health Service; H. P.
Davison,
chairman
War
Council
American Red Cross; Dr. Franklin
Martin, chairman General Medical
Board, Council of National Defense,
and Anna Howard Shaw, chairman
Woman's Committee, Council of National Defense;
•Across the sea, from France, with
every closing day of the heroic
struggle of our fighting men, there
comes a more imperative call to the
women of America to assume their
full share of responsibility in winning this world war for the right
of men, women and nations to live
their own lives and determine their
own fortunes.
"There exists now an extreme
necessity for at least 25,000 women
of character, intelligence and education to fill the gaps in our hospital staffs caused by the calling of
many thousands of skilled nurses
to the fighting front.
"The
Surgeon-General
of
tna
United States Army, the SurgeonGeneral of the United States Public Health Service, the American
Red Cross, the General Medical
Board and the Women's Committee
of the Council of aNtional Defense
therefore unite in an earnest appeal
for 25,000 young women between the
ages of nineteen and thirty-five to
enroll in what shall be called the
United States Student Nurse Reserve.
"The enrollment will begin on
July 29, 1918. Those who register
in this volunteer body will engage
to hold themselves in readiness until April 1, 1919, to be assigned to
training schools in civilian hospitals or to the army nursing school
and begin their course of study and
active student nursing.
"Acting on the urgency of the
need, the State divisions of the woman's committee of the Council of
National Defense, are reqquested
through their local units, to enroll
the 25,000 women needed. We ask
the women of America to support
us in our further effort not to lower
American hospital standards, and to
give us the practical assurance of
their support by going to the nearest recruiting station established
by the women's committee of the
Council of National Defense on or
after July 20 and enrolling in the
United States Student Nurse Reserve."
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«y Newton u. isaKer,
Secretary of War.
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™Jf!fn+ Jhe Imperial German Government undertook to dominate the
I*** PTfr of.military conquest it .brought a new chal^nge to the
United States of A-menca. We had learned, under Lincoln, that this nationcould not endure "half slave and half free "
nation
?T«?H

The aggressions of imperial Germany'have warned'us" that Vh« ™,i
fl
cannot continue "half slave and half frPB-'-Vrt^7T Z
■* ■ world'
6
1
peace and freedom unless* we help to bring'ieMo a^SomWh? ^' '
peoples of the earth; that we cannot maintainour^own rSt^ahd liberUes"
if iwe allow even little Belgium to be deprived of hers
liberties

of an^X^drcheiSD^rna^n^nka^nd0f t Ve^lT^ "*

TO

national life, -but the victory in wn?c?^fsharlwfl?££ £/ito oS°«taE
racy in Europe and in Africa and Asia, no less than-in-lmerica
We have declared for the self-determination of all peoples for their
freedom and independence. And on this Indpenderice Dav we.'ceLbrate
that declaration as much as ours of 1776*
ceiemate
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Recommend Immediate Enactmenl
of Law as War Measure.
Committee to Prepare Report Today
Fight to Be on Time Limit—Not
Much Delay Expected—Burleson
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ted Conversion to Need
Should Be Adopted
Says—Foresees
>Germanism.
y Star publishes the following editorial:

A GREAT PUBLIC DUTY.
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Credit should be given the graduates of certain scholastic institutions or individuals who speedily
attain a high degree of proficiency,
and for them the time of service
could be shortened. All officers or
other candidates for officers' training schools would be chosen from
among the best of the men who had
gone through the training-, without
regard to anything except their fitness.
This would represent the embodiment in our army of the democratic principle which insists upon
an equal chance for all, equal justice for all, and the need for leadership, and therefore for special rewards for leadership. The industrial training could be so shaped as
to emphasize the need that hard
workers who are efficient should
become in a real sense nartners in
industry and that insistence upon
efficiency should be accompanied
by a fair division of the rewards
of efficiency and by insistence that
the work should be made healthful
and interesting so that its faithful performance would be a matter
or pride and pleasure.
Wants Camps Made Permanent.
At this moment our training
camps are huge universities, huge
laboratories of fine American citizenship. Let us make them permanent institutions. They develop
both power of initiative and power of obedience; they inculcate
self-reliance and self-respect. They '
also inculcate respect for others and readiness for discipline,
which means readiness to use our
collective power in such shape as
to make us threefold more efficient
than we have been.
To make these camps permanent
training schools for all our young
men would mean the greatest boon
this nation could receive.
(CopyrigBt, 1918. the Kansas City Star.)
not believe th'ey will strike if there is
necessity for continuous operation of
these lines. The Western Union Telegraph Company does 75 per cent of the
telegraph service and as the Secretary
of War says it would be disastrous if
a strike occurred. The mere suggestion
of it ought to move us all to take whatever step we can to prevent it."
'Why is there an emergency now for
taking control?" asked Representative
Hamilton, of Michigan.
—!3here. are two reasons," answered
UOisiAip aa>[UBA. aq; jo "atuo^-^^uVitJffrr
aq; ui B;B;S ^JBAO XpjBau pa;uasaJ
-dM aaaAi S>IUB.I asoqAv up 'sa;B;S PUBI
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Baker, Daniels and Burleson Call
for Telegraph Control.
BEFORE

HOUSE

COMMITTEE

Recommend Immediate Enactment
of Law as War Measure.
Committee to Prepare Report Today.
Fight to Be on Time Limit—Not
Much Delay Expected—-Burleson
Opposed to Any Union Affiliated
With Outside Organizations—Calls
Strike Compelling Reason.
Government, ownership of telephone
and telegraph lines was advocated yesterday by three cabinet members before the House interstate commerce
committee, in a hearing upon the Aswell resolution authorizing- President
Wilson to assume immediate control of
•these agencies of communication. Secretaries Daniels and Baker and Postmaster General Burleson strongly rec6mmended immediate enactment of the
resolution as a war measure and went'
on record In favor of government ownership as a permanent policy.
With the exception of Postmaster
General Burleson, the cabinet officers
'said they were not impelled by the
thought of preventing the strike of the
operators of the Western Union Telegraph company in recommending government control at this time. Mr. Burleson, however, said the prevention of
the strike was a compelling reason for
immediate action. All denied that the
Subject had been discussed by the cabinet or that any concerted aetldn had
led to the introduction of the resolution.

Some Opposition Expected.

Theodore Roosevelt Urges
Retention of Big Camps for
Universal Military Training
Lauds President's Reported Conversion to Need
of Such Training—Should Be Adopted
at Once, He Says—Foresees
Revival of Pro-Germanism.
Kansas City, July 2.—The Kansas City Star publishes the following editorial:

THE PERFORMANCE OF A GREAT PUBLIC DUTY.
By THEODORE ROOSEVELT.
It is announced from Washington
that the President has been converted to the need of universal military
training of our young men as a permanent policy. This is excellent.
If this policy is forthwith incorporated into our laws it will represent an immense national advance.
In the first place, it will guarantee us against a repetition of the
humiliating- experiences of the
last four years, when our helpless
refusal to prepare invited Germany's attack upon us, and then
forced us to rely entirely upon our
allies to protect us from that attack, while for over a year we slowly made ready to defend' ourselves.
In the next place, it will immeasurably increase the moral and
physical efficiency of the young
men Who are trained and fit them
both to do better for themselves
and to perform in better fashion
the tasks of American citizenship.
Finally, it is essential that the policy should be adopted now while
we are at war, and therefore while
our people are awake to the needs
of the situation.

Fears Revival of Pro-Germanism
As soon as peace comes there will
be a revival of the pro-German or
other anti-American leaders and of
the silly clamor of the pacifists, all
of whom will with brazen folly
again reiterate that preparedness
ends with war and that anyhow all
war can be averted by signing
scraps of paper. The adoption at
once o fthe policy of obligatory
universal military training will be
the performance of a great public
duty. For three years the foremost
advocates of this policy have pointed out that it can be advantageously combined with a certain
amount of industrial training.
It is earnestly to be hoped that
this element of industrial training
will be incorporated in the law. Of
course, in such case the length of
service with the coiofs in the field,
aside from preliminary training in
the higher school grades, ought to

Leaders in both houses expressed the
opinion that the legislation could be
passed without great delay, though
some opposition from members opposed
to further grant of power to the executive branch was to be expected.
The House committee after hearing
the three cabinet officers arranged to
meet today to prepare a report on the
Aswell resolution, which has been indorsed by President Wilson. The principal fight is expected over the question of a time limit for government
'
' i ==
operation. A limit was suggested In
Secretary
Baker,
"I
would
put
no time
the committee yesterday and Was oplimit on the period of government conposed by all three of the Witnesses.
trol."
He said that in his judgment quesHitch in the Program.
tions of compensating the companies
What promised to be a hitch in the for the use of the lines'could be settled
program for expediting the legisla- by subsequent legislation.
"Do you think you can control the
tion developed in the House during the
loyalty of employes better under govday, but later was cleared up.
ernment control than under private
Representative Gordon moved that control," he Was asked.
the Aswell resolution be taken from
The Secretary said he was Certain
the commerce committee and referred the loyalty of operators couid be better
determined under government than unto the military committee, since it der
private control.
Was proposed as a military necessity.
Secretary Daniels tOok a decided
The motion Was carried without op- stand in favor of permanent governposition, but upon hearing- a statef ment ownership of telegraph and telephone lines.
Went by Chairman S'ims, of the corn"Would you have Congress fix a defimeree committee, the House reversed nite period in this bill within which
itself.
this control should end in this emerThe military committee considered a gency," persisted Representative Winslow. "What I am trying, to get is
resolution by Representative Lunn of whether We are being asked to consider
New TOrk, similar to that of Repre- one subject of legislation or two."
sentative Aswell, but providing speciOf Importance in War.
fically for the operation of the com"I
think
the period should be left to
munication systems as far as possible
Congress," replied the Secretary, "aiunder the plan applied to railroads.
though I think personally that government control should last forever."
Attitude of Republicans.
Discussing the question merely as a
Pronounced opposition to govern- war measure, Secretary Daniels said:
"In time of war it is of the highest
ment ownership and considerable op. position to government control at. this importance that communication of all
kinds should be a government monopoly,
,:time was shown in the committee yes- including mail, wireless and wire comterday. Representative Bsch, Repub- munication. It is the only safe way the
lican, ranking minority member of the government can insure the prompt and
committee, indicated that the Republi- secret dispatch of Its messages, There
have been no serious-leaks in our mescans will stand as a unit in favor of sages,
but we are always anxious
limiting government control to the War about it.
period. They took the same position
"The presence of submarines in our
on the bill for government control of waters has increased the necessity for
control;of all communication. We do
the railroads.
all we can to prevent leaks, but we can
Undoubtedly the threat of a strike never be sure that our wireless mes| Monday by the Western Union operat- sages are not being picked up someso that information reaches the
ors is a strong inducement for early where
enemy."
action upon the resolution by the
"Have you ever experienced any difcommerce committee. It cannot be ficulty in this regard because of the
proximity
Of Mexico," asked Mr. Esch.
stated definitely now, however, that
favorable action will be taken on the
No Positive Proof of Leaks.
resolution. There are several members
"No," said the Secretary. "There have
ott the committee who think the matter been suggestions to that effect, and that
was brought up at this time for no wireless wag being used in other counother reason than to force government tries to give military information, but
there has never been any positive proof
ownership of the telegraph a^id tele- of it."
phone lines, and they will insist that
"Do you think Congress should prothis should not be done under the guise vide for compensating the companies
when
the government takes them over,"
of a war measure.
he Was asked.
"I think that could be left to the
Baker Heard First.
future," said Secretary Daniels.
.All'these phases of the matter were
Postmaster General Burleson made a
brought Out in the hearing given to the preliminary statement giving his reasons
for advocating a permanent policy
three Oabinet officers, Secretary Baker
of government ownership of the teleappearing first, and then being, fol- phone and telegraph as a postal funclowed by Secretary Daniels and Post- tion, and in this he was uninterrupted
by questions. He said because of his
master General Burleson.
well-known views on this matter, he
Mr. Burleson flatly expressed oppo- had
refrained from insisting upon such
sition to .permitting telegraphers to a policy as a purely -war measure. But
join a union if. the lines are taken over since some one else had brought it up,
he said he felt free to bring his in[by the government.
"It goes, without saying that the fluence to bear upon its adoption.
[President ought to have power to take
Burleson Director General,
over and operate these lines," said Sec"The President would probably apretary Baker, "in Order that nothing
foreseeable or unforeseeable may arise point you as director general of comto interrupt operation. This applies munication, would he not?" asked Reptnot only to telegraph lines but with resentative Esch.
"I hope so," said Mr. Burleson, "beequal force to telephone lines. Any interruption of either would be insuffer- cause I think" the postal establishment
could conduct it better than any depart[ able."
"Do you think that the control should ment in the world."
"Would that carry the power of cenI bo permanent," he was asked by Represorship?' asked Mr. Esch.
I sentative Dorehius.
"Not
necessarily, and I will say that
"If I had my way about it," replied
I would be opposed, and always have
been opposed, to censorship of domestic mails," said Mr. Burleson.
Representative Cooper, of Ohio, a
strong union labor man, referred to the
threatened Western Union strike and
asked the witness if he would favor
unionism, which is the issue in the
threatened strike.
"That is a fair question," replied the
Postmaster General. "I have never opposed the government employes organizing, but if the telegraph and telephone lines are taken over the employes should not be affiliated with
any outside organization. The sole affiliation should be with the government and no' outside organization
should be allowed" to influence their
action."

Right to Unionize Denied.
"If the government does take them
over," insisted Mr. Cooper, "and the
government does not concede their
right to unionize, how can the government avert a strike?"
"I don't attempts answer that question," the Postmaster Gener-al replied,
"but we do not have, strikes in the postal service. : The telegraph and telephone employes are patriotic and I do

be a year, so as to avoid superficiality.

Urges Giving of Credits.
Credit should be given the graduates of certain scholastic institutions or individuals who speedily
attain a high degree of proficiency,
and for them the time of service
could be shortened. All officers or
other candidates for officers' training schools Would be chosen from
among the best of the men who had
gone through the training, Without
regard to anything except their fitness.
This would represent the embodiment in our army of the democratic principle which insists upon
an equal chance for all, equal justice for all, and the need for leadership, and therefore for special rewards for leadership. The industrial training cduld be so shaped as
to emphasize the need that hard
workers who are efficient should
become in a real sense partners in
Industry and that insistence upon
efficiency should be accompanied
by a fair division of the rewards
of efficiency and by insistence that
the work should be made healthful
and interesting so that its faithful performance would be a matter
or pride and pleasure.
Wants Camps Made Permanent.
At this moment our training
camps are huge universities, huge
laboratories of fine American citizenship. Let us make them permanent institutions. They develop
both poWer of initiative and power of obedience; they inculcate
self-reliance and self-respect. They '
aiso inculcate respect for others and readiness for discipline,
which means readiness to use our
collective power in such shape as
to make us threefold more efficient
than we have been.
To make these camps permanent
training schools for all our young
men would mean the greatest boon
this nation could receive.
(CopjrigBt, 1918. the Kansas City Star.)
not believe th'ey will strike if there Is
necessity for continuous operation Of
these lines. The Western Union Telegraph Company does 75 per cent of the
telegraph service and as the Secretary
of War says it Would be disastrous if
a strike occurred. The mere suggestion
of it ought to move us all to take whatever step We can to prevent it."
"Why is there an emergency now for
taking control?" asked Representative
Hamilton, of Michigan.
"There are two reasons," answered
Mr. Burleson. "The first is, I believe,
that the telegraph service is breaking
down, as evidenced by the sending of
important messages, including those Of
the government, by train messenger.
The other reason, and I don't know
whether it is true, is that a strike is
threatened."
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/ "WHO IS LOONEY NOW?"—AMERICA AT THE FRONT.
Pne week ago General March, chief of staff of the American army, publicly, and on his official responsibility said: "We now have 800,000 soldiers
in France."
One week later General March publicly, and on his official responsibility
said: "We now have 900,000 soldiers in France."
Six months ago Secretary Baker told the senate "investigating" committee that in 1918 we would have a million men on the firing line. Because he
made that statement he was ridiculed by the "constructive critics," some implying that he was deliberately attempting to lull the American people into
a sense of false security, and others, more polite on the surface, contenting
themselves with the insulting answer that the secretary is such a nincompoop
that he didn't know how impossible it would be. "Where are you going to
get the transports?" shouted the constructive genius, going off on another tirade
against our failure in ship building. And when Secretary Daniels replied that
he would be responsible for the transports, the critics ignored the answer and
shouted in a chorus—"A million men before 1919? Piffle."
One week ago—800,000 soldiers in France.
One week later 900,000 men in France.
That means 100,000 sent last week!
And now comes the report from responsible quarters that we will be able
to send 200,000 a month henceforth.
And then General March, chief of staff, adds:
"We are five months ahead of our schedule!"
We will have a million and a half in France by 1919.
And yet it has not been two months since Nick Longworth, son-in-law of
his father-in-law, declared with a sneer on the floor of the house that we did
not have the number of troops in France the secretary of war, on his official
responsibility, had said we did.
What does this mean?
It is not now necessary to brigade American soldiers with the armies of
our allies, and the American troops will be kept together as a unit. We have
an American army in the field holding thirty-nine miles of the line.
Is Lloyd George still "disappointed?" We doubt if he said it but if
he.did—why? Because we are five months ahead of the schedule agreed
upon with his government?
There is probably considerable manufacturing of comments from English
leaders for purposes of "constructive criticism" in this country. Within the
week we have noted an interview with an English peer in which he conceded
that we are doing very well, but insisted that we do not have enough men in
France to count. Since when did an army of 900,000 men become a contemptible army?
And General March said something else in his officially authorized statement. He declares that the "most striking" thing that has been accomplished
on the western front has been the unified command. That is now generally
conceded, outside a few miffed gentlemen like General Robertson in England.
"It is the greatest single military achievement of the allies,," adds General
March.
To whom is the cause indebted for this unified command which is the
"greatest single military achievement of the allies?" General March in an
official statement which will go to London and Paris, answers:
"This was first advocated by President Wilson and carried through under the president's pressure until unity of command was realized in the appointment of General Foch."
Really those Americans who are ashamed of the record their country
has made during the last fifteen months may well take heart and gradually
raise their heads from the ground, and stand erect and look the sun in the face
and thank God for America. We are sick and tired of these puny "Americans" who spend their time trying to belittle the marvelous, unparalleled
achievements of their country.
"900,000 Americans in France to-day."
One million over there before the fourth of July.
And so Baker was an ass when he said six months ago we would have a
million there by January 1, 1919. Was he?
N.
Please say it again.
J

Tinder the general deficient::
passed by the House and expected to
be reported to the Senate with no
delay by the Appropriation Committee, the Secretary of War, for official
purposes of the War Department, may
requisition and take over any building: space in any building- in the District other than a dwelling house occupied as such or a building- beingused by another branch of the Government service.
.lust, compensation is to be paid for
such use,
I
Tcnehers Allowed Other Work
The committee put into the bill a
provision under which public school
teachers may aecept^ther Government service from July 15 to September 10.
The bill carries a total of $992,000,000.
A feature of it is an additional
authorization and appropriation for
g-eneral housing- for war needs of
¥50,000,000.
The military establishment receives
$926,000,000, of the total /carried in
the bill. The District of Columbia has
appropriations of .$119,703. The limitation of pay of $2 per day of skilled
laborers and laborers at the Botanic
Garden is removed.
For the Bureau of Engraving, the
limitations as to the number of delivered sheets of checks, drafts, and
miscellaneous work to be executed is
increased from 6,000,000 to 6,100,000.
< 'oiiKi-i-Kji to Authorize Raises.
The committee put into the bill a.
clause to the effecfc'that no salary or
wage in the Government Printing Of•flce shall be increased except on express authority of Congress.
An allowance of $15,000 is made for
a free dispensary to be maintained
by the Health Department of the District for the treatment of persons suf-'
fering from tubreculosis and other
diseases.
Provision is made that volunteer
services may be accepted for th«
treatment of patients in this dispensary.
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Great Stir on Our Front.
There is a great stir among the Germans before the American lines around
Chateau-Thierry. Part of the drive may
be directed against this front in a renewal of the thrust at Paris.
Wit the army corps in the theatre
where great events are believed to be
impending the expected German thrust
assumes new significance. The opinion
is general among officers here that the
blow now in preparation will be the
heaviest yet struck. Unless they mistake
the signs, the Germans are getting ready
for the crucial stroke in their effort to
gain victory by force before the full
CAN MEET DRIVE AT PARIS American fighting power can be brought
to bear against them.
The belief of General March, Chief of
that the allied situation is " exWashington Believes That the Staff,
tremely favorable," as expressed in a
carefully weighed statement Saturday,
Greatest Blow by-the Geris thought to be shared by the allied
leaders.
■
mans Is Imminent.
The speed with which American troops
have been rushed to France has proably played a large part in the confiNO FEAR FELT BY ALLIES dence felt here and abroad, that this
new thrust of the Germans will fail of
its full objective, as have those that
preceded it.
Announcement That We Have There is every reason to believe that
by the Fourth of July more than a
Sent a Million Men Abroad
million American troops will have been
dispatched to Europe, an official an- j
Expected on the Fourth.
nouncement to that effect as a part of
the Fourth of July celebration is to be
WASHINGTON, July 1.—Just as signs expected.
The fact that five American divisions
are multiplying that a new German ofhave completed training with the Britfensive is imminent on the west front, it ish and been restored to General. Pershhas become known that a complete army ing since March is another sign of the
corps of American troops is ready to speed with which General Foch is being
supplied with fighting man power.
take its place In the line with the French
The recent stabbing thrusts of the
to block any thrust at Paris through French and British at the German lines
in Flanders and southwest of Comthe Compiegne region.
Secretary Baker disclosed the fact to- piegne are regarded as showing" the confidence of the allied leaders in the outday that the organization of the first come, although weeks or months of bitcorps under Major Gen. Hunter Liggett ter fighting may be ahead.
had probably been completed, although
Our Widening Sectors.
he made no formal announcement.
Presumably General Liggett's corps is
" I suspect," the Secretary said in regarded now as a part of General
Pe
mobile .forces as distinct
reply to a question, "that several of ! Pershing's
| from
ire
troops in^ the army organization
our divisions are operating together as
which is being built up to take ovei
an army corps under command of Gen- definite sectors of the battlefront.
eral Liggett. Whether any other divisThe appearance of American troops at :
ions have been created into an army five points along the line between St.
corps and, a tentative army corps com- Mihiel and the Swiss border indicates:
mander chosen, I have not heard."
that this stretch of 150 to 200 miles of
Has Three Divisions of Regulars.
front is rapidly becoming Americanized.
The American sector from the vicinity
It was learned that the 1st, 2d, and
3d Divisions, all composed of regulars,)! o£ St. Mihiel to the Moselle River is at
commanded by Major Gens. Robert L. present the left flank of the. whole secBullard, Omar Bundy, and Joseph T. tor, which the Americans seem destined
Dickman, respectively, were included in to hold when they come fully into posithe 1st Corps and were all in the Cha- tion on the right of the line.
If these indications are correct, the
teau-Thierry region or near Cantigny.
The organization plan for a corps calls positions on both sides of Chateaufor six divisions (four combatant and Thierry and near Montdidter, where the
two replacement) with artillery units French and British lines join, are held
and other troops.
With those the by the American mobile units, thrown
strength of a corps would be nearly 220,- in to meet the emergency, created by
000 men. Undoubtedly, General Liggett the German offensive.
has all the elements necessary for his
corps, if his organization is complete.
Secretary. Baker had no advices today
to show that formation. of the First
Field Army under General Liggett had
been completed. General Liggett is regarded as the logical organizer and commander of the First Army, as he was
General Pershing's selection for commander of the First Corps. The rank of
Lieutenant General will probably go with
the command.
Resumption of the German offensive
is now expected momentarily by army
officials. General Pershing's reports as
well as French and British advices from
the front have shown increasing enemy
activity day by day, indicating that the
Germans are preparing for another
assault.

LIGGETT HEADS NEW FORCE

Three of His Divisions in
Cantigny and ChateauThierry Sectors.

CAN'T GIVE LIQUOR
TO SOLDIER GUESTS
New Regulation Forbids Host
to Furnish Drinks to Army
Men in the Home.
WASHINGTON, July !.—Furnishing of liquor to officers an<2 men o!
the army in iprivate "homes is pro
hibited under new regulations formulated by President Wilson and Secretary Baker and made public tonight by the Commission on Traininj
Camp Activities.
Dry zones around every camp
where as many as 250 men are stationed for more than thirty days also
are established.

^

Oh, It's Tea, Tea, Tea!
Writes Meade's Poet
In Plea to Baker
CAMP MBAfitE: Md„ July 2.—
Lieut. Robert Garland, of the hospital supply depot, has been acclaifned poet laureate of camp.
He has written a poetic appeal to
Secretary of War Baker for tea.
Garland has Written vaudeville
sketches, plays and many poems.
His appeal for tea, however, has
made him popular, ror-tjhe steady
coffee diet is not to the Miking of
all the men. His war-time wail
includes six verses, the final one
being—
Oh, It's tea, tea. tea—
Please, oh, please, Mr. Baker,
serve us tea;
We 'will hold your front line
rigid,
Racked by tea, hot, cold or frigid,
For nothing really matters but
our tea;
From Hamburg- to Vienna
We will give the Huns Gehenna
If at 5 you let us have a cup of
tea.
1
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The best information available tonigh
Letters approving the resolution written bv Presient Wilson, Postmaster Is that the President himself merely
General Burleson. an Secretaries Dan- wants emergency authority, but radical
iels and Baker, were read to the com- members of his party and Mr. Burleson
are eager to have the lines brought unmittee by Chairman Sims.
Presient Wilson wrote the following der Government control and operation
during the w/ir as a forerunner to n
letter to Chairman Sims:
fixed peace policy. Mr. Burleson has
The White House.
recommended such a policy tor the last
Washington, June 29, 191S.
two years, arguing that these organisaMv Dear Mr. Sims:
tions" are an integral part of the postal
Thank von for consulting me about
Will Act Only in Emersrency.
svstems and should be controlled by the
the inclosed. I indorse entirely the
Government in the United States as
At that time it seemed apparent to
inclosed ietter from the . Postmaster
thev are in other countries.
General, which I herewith return and
President Wilson that it ^ight become
The exact intention of the Administrathink that the reasons are stated by
necessary for the Government to act
tion could not be definitely learned But
him truly and eoraprehenvisely.
the
outstanding thing is that President
promptly to prevent paralysis in wire
Cordially and sincerely yours,
Wilson conferred for more than an hour
(Signedl WOODROW WILSON.
communication. The Administration, it
with
Representative Aswell and advised
To Hon. Thetus W. Sims.
isunderstood, does not desire to actually
pressing of his resolution, going so
Postmaster General Burleson's letter the
far as to recommend It. which course
take over the lines and operate them, follows:
was followed by members of his Cabunless there should be a strike, and an
Office of the Postmaster General.
inet This gives the resolution the apuncompromising dispute between emWashington, D. C. June 28, 1018.
proval of the President, but even th«
Hon. Thetus W. Sims, Chairman,
ployes and employers. The attitude of
author of the resolution is unable to
Committee on Interstate and Foreign
sav whether the President desires to
the President is to obtain legislation
Commerce, House of Representaexercise the authority sought in the
which will give him full power to deal
tives.
resolution and follow it up immediately
My Dear Mr. Chairman:
with such a situation, and whether he
with other legislation empowering him
Answering your inquiry requesting
To make contracts with the companies
exercises it depends, according to his
opinion as to the desirability and
as was dope when the railroads were
Calls on Congress for Emer- advisers, upon developments in the dis- my
advisability of the immediate passage
taken over.
oT the Aswell joint resolution H. R.
pute now pending over the refusal of the
Might Interfere with Recess.
giving the President power
if
gency Authority Over Tele- Western Union to permit its telegraph S09.
in his discretion It is deemed desirOpinion was divided as to the policy
operators to Join the Commercial Telegable " to assume control of the comof the Administration. Republicans for
municating systems by electricity in
graph and Telephone Lines. raphers' Union.
order to insure their continuous operathe most part were inclined to hoiieve
The resolution, which has the Presition " during the occasion of the war.
that the Government did not desire to
dent's approval and that of members of
and " to guard the secrecy of miliassume another burden at this time,
his Cabinet, merely provides the entary and Governmental communicaor to prevent communication by
and thev argued that the President
RESULT OF STRIKE DANGER abiing machinery. While it might be tions,
spies
and
other
public
enemies,''
I
wanted legal power only to act if a
properly employed as the preliminary
beg to say that such power and disstrike should make it necessary to do
legislative move to assuming control and
cretion to act seems imperative to
so. Democrats who are regarded as
safeguard public Interests.
close to the Administration suggested
operation
of
the
nation's
telegraph
and
Drastic Action Unlikely, How- telephone systems, such a course Is not
At this moment paralysis of a large
that it was the first step to taking over
part of the system of electrical comthe systems during the war, and they
fully decided upon. It is understood
munication is threatened with possiwere very much depressed, because If
ever, Unless an Actual
ble consequences prejudicial to nur
the President desired immediate action
that the President does not desire to exmilitary preparations and other public
the recess of six weeks, which Congress
ercise the authority sought in the resoTieup Is Imminent.
■activities, that might prove ferious
was about to take, would go a-glimmerlution unless conditions force him to
or disastrous. We are reminded that
there is not a nation engaged in the
"Hepresentative Aswell expressed the
do so.
war that entrusts its military or other
opinion that the Government would take
The resolution reads as follows:
communications
to
unofficial
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telegraph and telephone systems
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and control the mon a rental basis
I
deem
It
therefore
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not*
during the period of the war and six
To insure the continuous operation
merely to approve but to urge the
months thereafter. He said the Govof electrical communicating systems,
passage of the resolution, In order that
ernment could run them at a fourth
Backed by Burleson, Baker, and to guard the secrecy of war dispatches
the President may act, if necessary
less cost, obtain better service by the
to safeguard the interests of the councombination, and free 10,000 operators
and
prevent
communications
between
Daniels—Western Union Head
try during the prosecution of the war.
for war service.
public enemies:
Respectfully,
" Mv purpose in Introducing the resoDefies Operators' Union.
(Signed) A. S. BURLESON,
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lution'was to give the President full auPostmaster General.
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of Representatives of the United
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States, as the President has done, ento a joint resolution for Government to those conditions of law, so far as
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ables him to move twice as many tons
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The best information available tontgh / *H|
Letters approving the resolution written bv Presient Wilson, Postmaster Is that the President himself merely^ \J
General Burleson. an Secretaries Dan- wants emergency authority, but radical
iels and Baker, were read to the com- members of his party and Mr. Burleson
are eager-to have the lines brought unmittee by Chairman Sims.
Presient Wilson wrote the following der Government control and operation
during the w^r as a forerunner to a
letter to Chairman Sims:
fixed peace policy. Mr Burleson has
The White House,
recommended such a policy tor the last
Washington, June 3). 191S.
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Thank
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svstems
and should be controlled by the
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Government in the United States as
At that time it seemed apparent to
inclosed "letter from the. Postmaster
thev are in other countries.
General, which I herewith return and
President Wilson that it (»ight become
The exact intention of the Administrathink that the reasons are stated by
necessary for the Government to act
tion could not be definitely learned. But
him truly and comprehenvisely.
promptly to prevent paralysis in wire
the outstanding thing Is that President
Cordially and sincerely yours
Wilson conferred for more than an hour
(Signed! WOODROW WILSON.
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with Representative Aswell and advised
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Postmaster
General
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Office of the Postmaster General.
inet This gives the resolution the apuncompromising dispute between emWashington, D. ( .. June 28. 1918.
proval of the President, but even the
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ployes and employers. The attitude of
author of the resolution is unable to
Committee on Interstate and Foreign
sav whether the President desires to
the President is to obtain legislation
Oorhmerce, House of Representaexercise the authority sought in the
which will give him full power to deal
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resolution and follow it up immediate^
My Dear Mr. Chairman:
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Answering your inquiry requesting
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exercises it depends, according to his
my opinion as to the desirability and
Calls on Congress for Emer- advisers, upon developments in the dis- advisability of the immediate passage as was dope when the railroads were
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tion " during the occasion of the war,
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and " to guard the secrecy of miliassume another burden at this time,
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and
other
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the recess of six weeks, which Congress
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The Secretary of the Navy,
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this trained man power with which to
win the war speedily and decisively.
Yearly Cost $460,000,000.
Officials said today that there were
about 500,000 miles of telephone and
telegraph lines in the country and that
the cost of operation under private management was about ,$450,000,000. Those
who have investigated the subject for
the Government say that under a unified svstem and Government control
both systems could be operated at a
saving of from 25 to 35 per cent. It is
estimated that the capital involved exceeds $14,000,000,000.
Fear was expressed by members of
Congress that if the Government took
over the telephones farmers' lines and
\ mutual telephone companies operating
in rural districts would be injured as
the short-line railroads have been since
I the railroad systems were taken over
| by the Government.
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Baker Friendly to Hearst.
I Dr. James A. Scherer, chief field agent
■of the state councils section of the Council of National Defense, has resigned
from that body rather than to comply
with Secretary Baker's order that all
representatives of the national council
shall refrain from further criticism of
the loyalty of the Hearst newspapers,
and his letter of resignation, addressed
to Secretary Baker, chairman of the
council, is a scorcher.
The Council of National Defense was
created by act of Congress nearly a year
ago, and Dr. Scherer, who is president
of Throop College of Technology and
also a member of the industrial service
department of the emergency fleet corporation, anxious to be of further service, volunteered to render aid (at a dollar a year) under the council, and was
made field agent. As a Californian he
had previously condemned the course of
the two Hearst papers in that state for
their effort to endanger the relations of
this country with Japan.
In his recent work he has seen evidences of their influence and has repeatedly denounced them publicly, for
though Hearst professes to have changed
his attitude since the United States entered the war, Dr. Scherer declares, as
Col. Roosevelt and many others do, that'
he is still pursuing with his string of
papers a subtle and insidious propaganda for impeding our winning of the war
and for the promotion of an inconclusive peace in Germany.
A few days ago Dr. Scherer was visited by one Kellogg, a representative of
a Hearst paper, to ask, at the request
of Mr. Hearst, why Scherer disliked
him and to urge that since Hearst now
supports the administration, he is wholly
loyal. Scherer informed his visitor that
the only way he could be shut up as a
member of the council would be to have
him put out. Kellogg then went to the
War Office and Mr. Scherer and others
who have offended in the same way have
been informed officially that they must
not indulge in discriminatory remarks
as to the relative value of newspapers.
Dr. Scherer reviews all these facts in
his letter of resignation addressed to
Secretary Baker, as chairman of the
council, and says in commenting on the
order:
The language is diplomatic, but there
can be no doubt as to its meaning. Mr.
Hearst, who, for the sake of scandalmongering pennies, habitually assails
individuals in his great group of Examiners and other peep-Tom newspapers—Mr. Hearst now seeks to creep
under the skirts of the administration
when an individual assails his newspapers for disloyalty, not to the administration, indeed, but to the government itself as involved in the greatest
war in our history; and, apparently, the
skirt is uplifted to receive him. I resign
and so retain my freedom of speech and
my right to keep the oath I took on entering the council—to give absolute allegiance to the government.
In the course of his letter Dr. Scherer
refers to the dangers of ^an. inconclusive
peace — a subject on which he has frequently spoken publicly in warning. He
predicts that some time Germany will
make a plausible peace proposal. It will
of course be a camouflage war move, he
declares. Germany may offer to yield
Belgium and even to pay some indemnity and will indeed yield anything except the Pan-Germanic empire which
she now holds, extending from the North
Sea to Bagdad. Germany's policy will
be elastic in the West and adamant in
the East. "When this hour comes," says
Dr. Scherer, "every England - hater,
every secret or open pro-German, every
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half-baked Socialist, every weak-kneed
sister in trousers or petticoats will
clamor for the acceptance of the German proposal; or, at least, for a coun- j
cil of the nations at which Germany can
get the powers about the table and juggle the cards. At the same time the
twelve or fourteen great dailies, owned
and controlled by William Randolph
Hearst, will let out a strident blast for
stopping bloodshed — in other words, a
peace 'made in Germany.' "
This letter of Dr. Scherer's was "open"
and given to the public by him, as was
proper. Doubtless it will have no effect
on the chairman of the Council of Defense, but it shows plainly enough if the
facts are as alleged, that the Hearst
papers, with their pretended loyalty,
have a strong pull with the administration. An organization of New York
women whose purpose is to act as an
auxiliary body to the Council of Defense, has as one of its purposes the
fighting of the disloyal press by the simple feminine process of refusing to buy
goods of the persons who advertise in
such papers, but if the disloyal press is
sacred to the administration these women may find it safer to act as individuals rather than as an organized society.
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Charleston, W. Va., July 13.—Secretary Baker's visit to Nitro and this
city Thursday was the excuse for a
gathering of the democratic clans
and there was a large number, of
the faithful here from the southern
section of the state, while the central and the northern section, as far
as Parkersburg, were also represented.
It did not appear to be for any
other purpose than to meet with the
secretary and have a pleasant word
with him, yet every one of them were
guests at the reception given for Mr.
Baker at the Chilton home in Virginia street, and it was noticed during the day and evening that several,
hotel conferences were held during'
which matters of moment in the!
campaign now going on are sup-j
posed to have been discussed.
Of course the visit of Secretary
Baker had no significance other thari
that he was to make an inspection
of the big smokeless powder plant.
but there is no doubt but that hi
accepting of jhehospitality of Sei
ator and ilrsr^ChiTton"''will shoiv thfi
so far as he is concerned the admit
istration is not averse to the formesenator as a candidate.
Later'-;
may be that something more signif
cant will come out.

SECRETARY BAKER
Here and there, from time to time, we hear discussion of the next
presidential prospect, generally beginning and ending with Mr. Wilson and Mr. McAdoo. We want to make an early prediction that
when the Democrats begin to talk of the next nomination they will
include the name of Secretary Baker. This thought is based on the
certain assumption that the war will be won and the likelihood that
Mr. Wilson will want a well-earned rest. In this highly probable
event, the name of Baker will loom among the Democrats. His
efficiency, in the face of doubt and criticism, has been little short of
wonderful. His ability to move one million soldiers to Europe in one
year without losing a man by sea peril, his feeding of that force and
his accomplished preparation for more men, has been the marvel
of the war, an event filled with marvels.
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Gentlemen of the Diplomatic Corps and my fellow citizens:
«.JJ^ h^W to **** a5Brt ^ 7™ * tills quiet
Place of, old counsel to •rfer to speak a little of the
Jwanlns of this day of our Nation's Independence
ine piaoo seems very still and remote. It is as
serene and untouched .by the hurry of the world
*s ftw in those great days ions ago when Gen.
Wash togtoa was here and held leisurely conference
with the men who wore to be associated with him
in the creation of a nation. From these gentle
slopes they looked out upon the world and saw it
whole, saw it with the light of the future upon it,
saw it with modern eyes that turned away from a
past which men of liberated spirits could no longer
endure.
R is tor that reason that we cannot feel, even
here, in the Immediate presence of this sacred tomb
that this Is a place of death. It was a place of
achievement A great promise that was meant for
all mankind was here given plan and reality. The
associations fey which we are here surrounded are
the inspirltta* associations of that nofble death
which is only a glorious consummation. From Hiis
green hillside we also ought to be able to see with
comprehending eyes the world that lies around us
and to conceive anew the purpose that moat set
men free.

"Spoke for All Mankind."
a is significant—significant of their own character and purpose and of the influences they were
setting atoot—that Washington and his associates,
like the barons at Runnymede, spoke and acted,
not tfor a class, but for a people. It has been left
far us to see to it that it shall be understood that
they spoke and acted, not for a single people only,
but for all mankind. They were thinking, not for
themselves and of 3ha material interests which
centred in the little groups of landholders and merchants and men of .affairs with whom they were
accustomed to act, to Virginia and the colonies to
the north and sooth of her, but of a people which
wished to be done with classes and special interests
and the authority of men whom they load not themselves chosen to rule over them. They entertained
no private purpose; desired no .peculiar privilege.
They were consciously planning that pien of every
class should toe free and America a place to which
men out of every nation might resort who wished
to share with them the rights and privileges of
free men.

"We Take Our Cue From Them."
And we take our cue from them, do we not?
We intend what they intended. We here in America
believe our participataon in this present war to toe
only the truitoge of what they planted. Our case
differs from theirs only to this, that it is our inestimable privilege to concert with men out of every
nation in what shall make not only the liberties of
America secure, but the liberties of every other
people as well. We are happy to the thought that
we are permitted to do what they would have done
o*™
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sronp * governments who speak no common purP<
^
°Bly SC,fiah ambi*i<>'« of their own by
M none can profit but themselves, aad -.vhose
Peoples are fuel in their hands; governments which
fear their people and yet are for| the time their
sovereign lords, making every choice for them and
deposing of their Mves and fortunes as they will as
well as of the lives and fortunes of evjy^
who fan an<ler ^ power-governments ^
wito the strange trappings and the primitive authority of an age that is altogether alien and hos«le to our own. The Past and Present an, to
deadly grapple and the peoples of the world are
being done to death between them.

The Ends We Are Fighting For.
Th*re<^'1>e*ntone,ssue- The settlement must
be final. There can be no compromise. No halfway decision would be tolerable. No half-way decision is conceivable. These are the ends for which
the associated peoples of the world are fighting and
which must be conceded them before there can be
peace:
K

11 The destruction of every arbitrary power anywhere that can separately, secretly, and of
its stogie choice disturb the peace of the world- or
if it cannot be presently destroyed, at the least its'
reduction to virtual impotence.
2# The settlement of every ouestion, whether of
territory, of sovereignty, of economic arrangement or of political relationship, upon the
basis of the free acceptance of that settlement by
the people immediately concerned, and not upon
the basis of the materiai Interest or advantage of
any other nation or people which may desire a different settlement for the sake of its own exterior
influence or mastery.

Must Enforce Rule of Right.
3^ The consent of all nations to be governed to
their conduct toward each other by the
same principles of honor and of respect for the common law of civilized society that govern the individual citizens of ail modem states in their relations
with one another, to the end that all promises and
covenants may be sacredly observed, no private
plots or conspiracies hatched, no selfish injuries
wrought with impunity, and a mutual trust established upon the handsome foundation of a mutual
respect for right.
4^ The establishment of an organization of peace
which shall make it certain that the combtoed power of free nations will check every invasion of right and serve to make peace and justice
the more secure by affording a definite tribunal of
opinion to which all must submit and toy which
every international readjustment that cannot be
amicably agreed upon by the peoples directly concerned shall be sanctioned.
These great objects can be put into a single sentence. What we seek is reign of law, based upon
the consent of the governed and Bustained by the
organized opinion of mankind.

Cannot Be Achieved by Debate.

These great ends cannot be achieved by asoainrg
and seeking to reconcile and accommodate what
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Gentlemen of the Diplomatic Corps and my fellow cltazens:
„iJJ^ h^T *° dra,*r ""^ ^^to this quiet
W*e of .old counsel fa .rder to speak a little of the
™«uilns of this day of our Nation's Independence.
The place seems very still and remote. It is as
serene and untouched 'by «he hurry of the world
as it was .in those great days long ago when Gen.
Washington was here and held lefcurely conference
with the men who were to be associated with him
in the creation of a nation. FYom these gentle
slopes they looked out upon the world and saw it
whole, saw it with the light of the future upon it,
saw it with modern eye*, that turned away from a
past which men of liberated spirits could no longer
endure.
It is for that reason that we cannot feel, even
here, in the immediate presence of this sacred tomb
that this is a place of death. It was a place of
achievement. A great .promise that was meant for
an mankind was here given plan and reality. The
associations toy which we are here surrounded are
the inspiriting associations of that noble death
which Is only a glorious consummation. From this
green hillside we also ought to toe able to see with
comprehending eyes the world that lies around us
and tc conceive anew the purpose that roust set
men free.

"Spoke for All Mankind."
M is significant—significant of their awn character and purpose and of the influences they were
setting afoot—that Washington and his associates,
like the barons at Runnymede, spoke and acted,
not (for a class, tout for a people. It has been left
for UB to see to it that it shall be understood that
they spoke and acted, not for a single people only
but for all mankind. They were thinking, not for
themselves and of tflus material interests which
centred fa the little groups of landholders and merchants and men of .affairs with whom they were
accustomed to act, hi Virginia and the colonies to
the north and sooth of her, but of a people which
wished to be done with classes and special interests
and the authority of men whom they had not themselves chosen to ral* over them. They entertained
no private parpose; desired no peculiar privilege.
They were consciously planning that men of every
class should .be free and America a place to which
men out of every nation might resort who wished
to share with them the rights and privileges of
free men.

"We Take Our Cue From Them."
Ami we take our cue from them, do we not?
We intend what they intended. We here in America
heheve our participation in this present war to be
only the fruitage of what they planted. Onr case
differs from theirs only in this, that it is our inestimable privilege to concert with men out of every
nation in what shall make not only the liberties of
America secure, but the liberties of every other
people as well. We are happy in the thought that
we are permitted to d» what they would have done
had they been in our place. There must now be
settled once for ail what was settled for America
in the great age upon whose inspiration we drawto-day. This is eurely a fitting place from which
calmly to look out upon our task, that we may forttfy
our spirits for its accomplishment. And this is the
appropriate place from which to avow, alike to the
friends who look on and to the friends with whom
we have the happiness to be associated in action,
the faith and purpose (with which we act.

"Past and Present in Grapple."
This, then, is our <sonception of the great struggle
in which we are engaged. The plot is written plaiit
upon every scene and every act of thci 'supreme
tragedy. On the one hand stand the peoples of the
world—not only the peoples actually engaged, but
many others also who suffer under mastery but
cannot act; peoples of many races and in every part
of the world—the people of stricken Russia still,
among the rest, though they are for the moment
unorganized and helpless. Opposed to them, masters of unany ajnmies, stand an isolated, friendless

.

gro*P of'governments who speak no common purpose but only seifiah ambitions of their own by
■whiclL none can profit but themselves, and whose
Peoples are fuel in their hands; governments which
fear their people and yet are for! the time their
sovereign lords, making every choice tor them and
disposing of their Hves and fortunes as they will as
well as of the lives and fortunes of every Top*
Sh ^ ?^ *beh' ^governments ciotTed
witt tie strange trappings and the primitive authority of an age that is altogether alien and hosffle to our own. The Past and Present art, fa
deadly grapple and the peoples of the world are
being done to death between them.

The Ends We Are Fighting For.
„ ^^to tout one issue. The settlement must
be final. There can be no compromise. No halfway decision would be tolerable. No half-way decision is conceivable. These are the ends for which
the associated peoples of the world are fighting and
which must be conceded them before there can he
peace:
J# The destruction of every arbitrary power anywhere that can separately, secretly, and of
Hs single choice disturb the peace of the world- or
if it cannot be presently destroyed, at the least its'
reduction to virtual impotence.
2. The settlement of every ouestton, whether of
territory, of sovereignty, of economic arrangement or of political relationship, upon the
basis of the free acceptance of that settlement by
the people immediately concerned, and not upon
the basis of the material interest or advantage of
any other nation or people which may desire a different settlement for the sake ef its own exterior
influence or mastery.

Must Enforce Rule of Right.
3^ The consent of all nations to he governed fa
their conduct toward each other by the
same principles of honor and of respect for the common law of civilized society that govern the individual citizens of all modern states in their relations
with one another, to the end that all promises and
covenants may be sacredly observed, no private
plots or conspiracies hatched, no selfish injuries
wrought with impunity, and a .mutual trust established upon the handsome foundation of a mutual
respect for right.
4^ The establishment of an organization of peace
which shall make it certain that the combined power of free nations will check every invasion of right and serve to make peace and justice
the more secure by affording a definite tribunal of
opinion to which all must submit and by which
every international readjustment that cannot be
amicably agreed upon by the .peoples directly concerned shall be sanctioned.
These great objects can be put into a single sentence. What we seek is reign of law, based upon
the consent of the governed and sustained by the
organized opinion of mankind.

Cannot Be Achieved by Debate.
These great ends cannot be achieved by dflbatiug
and seeking to reconcile and accommodate what
statesmen may wish, with their projects for balances
of power and of national opportunity. They can be
realized only by the determination of what the
thinking peoples of ths world desire, with their
longing hope for justice and for social freedom and
opportunity.
I can .fancy that the air of .this place carries the
accents of such principles with a peculiar kindness.
Here were started forces which the great nation
against which they were primarily directed at first
regarded as a revolt against its rightful authority,
but which it has long since seen to have been a
step in the liberation of its own people as well as
of the people of the United States; and I stand here
now to speak—.speak proudly and with confident hope
—of the spread of this revolt, this liberation, to the
great stage of the world itself! The blinded rulers
of Prussia have roused forces they knew little of—
forces which, once roused, can never be crushed to
earth again; for they have at their heart ac. inspiration and a purpose which are deathless aad of
the very stuff of triumph!
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With regard to the morale of the army
In France, Secretary Baker said :
" It was necessary to change the name
of the zone behind the armies from the
' Service of the Rear ' to ' Service of
Supply ' because of the difficulty in getting men to serve in a region having the
shellproof
connotation
of
the
word
rear.' Even at the actual front there
Continued from Page 1, Column 1.
s something of a tradition against the
use of the term ' No Man's Land.' Our
men prefer to'call it—and to make it- with an enlisted force of approximately
1,000,000 men.
Yankee Land.' "
Th army has increased in fourteen
The Secretary defended the morals of
the army, saying " one may travel in months from 9,524 officers and 202,510
France for weeks without seeing an in- enlisted men to approximately 160,400
officers and 2,010,000 enlisted men.
toxicated American soldier."
The number of men in France or en
Secretary Baker's report was sent to
Representative Dent in response to a route to France, including combatants,
request from the committee early last medical service, service for supply and
all the units which go to make up an
week. Secretary Baker's answer was reentire army, is on July 1 practically
ceived this morning and was inserted in
1,000,000 men.
the Congressional Record by Mr. Oent.
2.
Supplies for soldiers:
At the same time he sent to Secretary
The size of this undertaking may best
Baker a letter of thanks, accompanied
be seen by these typical purchases by
bya message of congratulation from the
the Quartermaster Corps from the becommittee upon the year's accomplish ginning of the war to June 15, 1918:
ments.
HARDWARE AND QUANTITY.
Text of the R*port.
Articles an/i Unit.
Quantity.
Hummers,
el|oh
2,567.000
Following is the report in full:
Axes, each
,, 5,121,729
War Department,
Piles, each
J 10,870,000
Washington, June 28, 1918.
VEHICLES AND HARNESS.
My Dear Mr. Dent:
Halters, each
1,700,000
Escort
wagons
120,000
I have received your letter of June 27,
Combat wagons
26,000
reminding me that just a year
has
ANIMALS.
•lapsed since the first American troops i
Horses and mules
339,593
were landed in France, and suggesting
CLOTHING & MATERIAL FOR CLOTHING.
that I furnish the Committee on Mil- Shoes, pairs
27,249,000
itary Affairs of the House a summary Boots, (rubber, hip,) pairs
2,340,000
Overshoes,
(arctic,)
pairs
4,010,000
of the development of the military esCotton undershirts, each
43,922,000
tablishment in the fifteen months since Denim cloth, yards
103,028.000
104,333,000
Congress declared war against the Im- Stockings, (wooIO pairs
3. Health of men in cantonments:
perial German Government. Any such

ARMY HAS PASSED
2 MILLION MARK

MY HAS PASSED
2 MILLION MARK;
160,400 OFFICERS I
Baker Discloses Also That Artillery Production Is Near
Quantity Basis.
RUSHING COMBAT AIRPLANES
Output Of This Type 80 a Week

.2,700 Browning Guns
Delivered in May.
115LIBERTY MOTORS A WEEK
Secretary Lifts Curtain on Many
Features of the Department's
Progress.
Special to The New York rimes.
Baker lifted the curtain further today
on the achievements of the War DepartH
.
went when he sent a letter to Chairman

report might go into almost limitless
detail. I am happy, however, to have
an opportunity to comply with your
request and will do so as fully as the
compass of a letter will permit.
%
gince April
6_
m7>
the
re£rular

Dent of the House Military Committee

army

WASHINGTON,

July

3. — Secretary
1

disclosing that there were now 160,400
offic'ers and 2,010,000 men in the army,
as compared to 9,524 officers and 202,510

has increased from 5,791 officers

and 121.797 enlisted men to 11,365 officers and 514,376 enlisted ; men; the
National Guard in Federal service from
3733 0fficers and 76,713 enlisted men to

aration, and he produced figures to show

17,070 officers and 417,441 enlisted men;
the Reserve Corps in actual service has
increased from 4,000 enlisted men to
181,968 officers and 78,560 enlisted men;
the National Army has been created

that enough rifles were being turned out

Continued on Page Three.

men fifteen months ago.
The Secretary's letter covered nearly
every phase of the progress of war prep-

to equip a division every three days.

A

total of 1,300,000 rifles had been produced up to June 1.
He said that 280 combat airplanes had
been delivered to June 8 and that these
machines were being produced at a rate
of 80 a week.

Of Liberty motors, more

than 2,000 have been delivered, and the
weekly rate of production was set at 115.
An interesting section

of

the

report

deals with machine guns and artillery.
The

Secretary

says

that

900

heavy

Browning machine guns and' 1,800 of
the light type were delivered in May.
On June 8 a total of 37,250 airplane
machine guns had been turned over to
the army.
The Secretary said that the artillery
program was approaching a point where
quantity
production
was
beginning.
Sixteen artillery plants had to be built
from the ground up after the United
States entered the war.
Motorizing of
fired artillery to minimize delay in getting guns up to the front to support advancing troops is a problem that is
being met.
Hundreds of miles of railway, for the
trasportation of troops and supplies has
been constructed in France by army
engineers, and 22,000 freight cars and
1,600 locomotives have been produced j
in this country for use on the doubletrack railroad from the coast to the
battlefront.

Death Rate lowered.
The deaths per thousand, from all
causes in the regular army of the
United States has been as follows:
1898
20.14 11901
6.90
1900
7.78 11916
5.13
The death rate per 1,000 among all
troops—regulars, national army, and
national guard—in the United States
for the week ending May 31 was 4.89,
and for the week ending June 7, 4.14.
The death rate for disease only among
all troops in the United States for the
week ending June 7 was 3.16, which is
still lower than that of the preceding
week, (3.2, which was then the record
low rate since that of Nov. 2, 1917.
Vast Hospital Facilities.
Hospital accommodations in France
and the United States and supplies
therefor:
The bed capacity on June 5 in all department hospitals in the United States
was 72,667. New construction now under way will !Vprovide
for a total of 87,LT
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With regard to the morale of the army

ARMY HAS PASSED
2 MILLION MARK;
160,4000FFICERS
Baker Discloses Also That Artillery Production Is Near
Quantity Basis.
RUSHING COMBAT AIRPLANES
Output of This Type 80 a Week
—2,700 Browning Guns
Delivered in May.
115LIBERTY MOTORS A WEEK
Secretary Lifts Curtain on Many
Features of the Department's
Progress.
Special to The Kew York Times.
WASHINGTON, July 3'. — Secretary
Baker lifted the curtain further today
on the achievements of the War Department when he sent a letter to Chairman
Dent of the House Military Committee
disclosing- that there were now 160,400
officers and 2,010,000 men in the army,
as compared to 0,524 officers and 202,510
men fifteen months ago.
The Secretary's letter covered nearly
every phase of the progress of war preparation, and he produced figures to show
that enough rifles were being turned out
to equip a division every three days. A
total of 1,300,000 rifles had been pro-

In France, Secretary Baker said
" It was necessary to change the name
of the zone behind the armies from the
' Service of the Rear ' to ' Service of
Supply ' because of the difficulty in getting men to serve in a region having the
shellproof connotation of the word
' rear.' Even at the actual front there
is something of a tradition against the
use of the term ' No Man'? Land.' Our
men prefer to' call it—and to make it—
* Yankee Land.' "
The Secretary defended the morals of
the army, saying " one may travel in
France for weeks without seeing an intoxicated American soldier."
Secretary Baker's report was sent to
Representative Dent in response to a
request from the committee early last
week. Secretary Baker's answer was received this morning and was inserted in
the Congressional Record by Mr. Oent.
At the same time he sent to Secretary
Baker a letter of thanks, accompanied
bya message of congratulation from the
committee upon the year's accomplishments.
Text of the Report.
Following is the report in full:
War Department,
Washington, June 28, 1918.
My Dear Mr. Dent:
I have received your letter of June 27,
reminding me that just a year has
•lapsed since the first American troops
were landed in France, and suggesting
that I furnish the Committee on Military Affairs of tie House a summary
of the development of the military establishment in the fifteen months since
Congress declared war against the Imperial German Government. Any such
report might go into almost limitless
detail. I am happy, however, to have
an opportunity to comply with your
request and will do so as fully as the
compass of a letter will permit.
1.
Since April 6, 1917, the regular
army has increased from 5,701 officers
and 121,797 enlisted men to 11,365 officers and 514,376 enlisted | men; the
National Guard in Federal service from
3,733 officers and 76,713 enlisted men to
17,070 officers and 417,441 enlisted men;
the Reserve Corps in actual service has
increased from 4,000 enlisted men to
181,988 officers and 78,560 enlisted men;
the National Army has been created

ARMY HAS PASSED
2 MILLION MARK
Continued from Page 1, Column 1,

Continued on Page Three.

duced up to June 1.
He said that 288 combat airplanes had
been delivered to June "8 and that these
machines were being produced at a rate
of 80 a week. Of Liberty motors, more
than 2,000 have been delivered, and the
weekly rate of production was set at 115.
An interesting section of the report
deals with machine guns and artillery.
The Secretary says that 900 heavy
Browning machine guns and 1,800 of
the light type were delivered in May.
On June 8 a total of 37,250 airplane
machine guns had been turned over to
the army.
The Secretary said that the artillery
program was approaching a point where
Quantity production was beginning.
Sixteen artillery plants had to be built
from the ground up after the United
States entered the war. Motorizing of
fired artillery to minimize delay in getting guns up to the front to support advancing troops is a problem that is
being met.
Hundreds of miles of railway, for the
trasportation of troops and supplies has
been constructed in France by army
engineers, and 22,000 freight cars and
1,800 locomotives have been produced
in this country for use on the doubletrack railroad from the coast to the
battlefront.

I

|
|
|

|
|

with an enlisted force of approximately
1,000,000 men.
Th army has increased in fourteen
months from 9,524 officers and 202,510
enlisted men to approximately 160,400
officers and 2,010,000 enlisted men.
The number of men in France or en
route to France, including combatants,
medical service, service for supply and
all the units which go to make up an
entire army, is on July 1 practically
1,000,000 men.
2. Supplies for soldiers:
The size of this undertaking may best
be seen by these typical purchases by
the Quartermaster Corps from the beginning of the war to June 15, 1918:
HARDWARE! AND QUANTITY.
Articles and Unit.
Quantity.
Hammers, etch
2,667,000
Axes, each
8,121,723
Files, each
.1 10,870,000
VEHICLES AND HARNESS.
Halters, each
1,700,000
Escort wagons
120,000
Combat wagons
26,000
ANIMALS.
Horses and mules
339,593
CLOTHING & MATERIAL FOR CLOTHING.
Shoes, pairs
27,249,000
Boots, (rubber, hip,) pairs
2,340,000
Overshoes, (arctic,) palra
-4,010,000
Cotton undershirts, each
43,922,000
Denim cloth, yards
103,028,000
Stockings, (wool() pairs
104,333,000
3. Health of men in cantonments:
Death Rate lowered.
The deaths per thousand, from all
causes in the regular army of the
United States has been as follows:
1898
20.14 11901
6.90
1900
7.78 | 1916
5.13
The death rate per 1,000 among all
troops—regulars, national army, and
national guard—in the United States
for the week ending May 31 was 4.89,
and for the week ending June 7, 4.14.
The death rate for disease only among
all troops in the United States for the
week ending June 7 was 3.16, which is
still lower than that of the preceding
week, (3.2, which was then the record
low rate since that of Nov. 2, 1917.
Vast Hospital Facilities.
Hospital accommodations in France
and the United States and supplies
therefor:
The bed capacity on June 5 in all department hospitals in the United States
was 72,667. New construction now under way will provide for a total of 87,344 beds.
The number of base and
general hospitals in this country has
increased from seven to seventy-two,
and will be further increased. "Kast
hospital facilities have been organized
and are being organized in France,
providing beds numbering from 5 per
cent, to 10 per cent, of the number of
men in the American Expeditionary
Force.
Psychological examinations, of which
more than 500,000 have been made, result in the weeding out of about onefourth of 1 per cent, of the men examined.
Nutritional surveys. In 270 messes in
fifty camps, have resulted in a readjustment of rations and a conservation
of food.
The number of officers in the Medical Corps has increased from 900 to 24,000; the number of enlisted men from
8,000 to 148rO0O.
These figures, of
course, are exclusive of the Sanitary
TP
and of tne
A
,S
armv nurses.
* Transportation in France:
With the completion of the organization of five new regiments and ninettln "^"alions of railway engineers
there will be over 45,000 Americans engaged in railroad construction and operation in France. Nine regiments of
railway enginners have been in France
since last August.
There have been produced for the
railroad operations of the War Department In France more than 22,000 standara guage and 60 C. M. freight cars,
«,?d,-.mo£? t?an 1'600 standard guage and
w C. M. locomotives. In addition to
this purchases of both cars and locomotives have been made abroad.
A double line of railroad communication has been secured from the French
by army engineers, extending from the
coast of France to the battlefront, including the construction of hundreds of
miles of trackage for yards and the
necessary sidings, switches, &c.
Eighty Combat Planes a W*ei.
5. Aircraft Proudction:
(Training planes, bombing planes,
combat planes, and guns therefor; and
production of Liberty engines.)
Deliveries
of elementary
training
planes to June 8, 4,495.
Deliveries of advanced training planes
to June 8, 820.
The average weekly production of advanced training planes during April was
22; during May, 45^; week ending June
8, 78.
To June 8, 286 combat planes were delivered.
The weekly average of this
type of machine in April was 5; in May,
"8, and for the week ending June 8, 80.
Six thousand eight hundred and eighty
training engines were delivered to
June 8.
Two thousand one nundred and thirtythree advanced training engines were
delivered to same date.
More than 2,000 Liberty engines have
now been delivered to the army and
navy. The average weekly production
in April was 96; in May, 143, and in the
first week of June, 115.
Thirty-seven thousand two hundred
and fifty machine guns were delivered
for use on airplanes before June 8.
M»re Than 1,300,000 Rifles.
6. Rifles and Ammunition.
More than 1,300,000 rifles were pro-

duced in America and delivered between
the declaration of war and June I of
this year.
Deliveries of new United States model
1917, the so-called modified Enfield,
have passed the million mark. In the
two weeks preceding June 1 more than
66,000 rifles were delivered. Sufficient
rifles are being received now to equip
an army division every three days.
7—ORDNANCE SUPPLIES, ARTILLERY, BROWNING GUNS, &C.
As to machine guns, heavy Browning
guns for instruction purposes are in
every National Guard camp and National Army cantonment in this country
where troops are in training. During
May more than 900 of these heavy machine guns were delivered.
More than 1,800 light Browning machine guns were delivered in May.
Probably the most difficult undertaking in the outfitting of an army is
the manufacture of heavy artillery.
Not only are the forging and machining processes extremely difficult, but it
has been necessary to create manufacturing facilities for the vast proportion
of the program. Sixteen plants had to
be provided for the manufacture of
mobile artillery cannon. In practically
all cases these plants had to be retooled, and in some cases they were
built from the ground up. The same
difficulty is met in the design and manufacture of artillery carriages, but the
artillery program is now approaching
a point where quantity production is
beginning.
Motorizing; Fired Artillery.
The first of four Government-owned
shell-fitting plants has been completed
and is beginning to produce. In addition, a number of private plants are at
work loading shells. Vast as were the
privately-owned facilities for the manufacture of powder and high explosives,
the Government has provided additional
facilities which are very much larger
than those which private enterprise had
created.
Ordnance engineers, it seems, are well
on the way to a solution of the problem
of the motorization of field artillery.
The problem of motorization of light
artillery has been a constant factor in
slowing the advance of troops to await
the bringing forward of their supporting
guns. Tractors have been used by all
nations, of course, to haul heavy pieces
along good reads, but they have been
unable to develop tractors for hauling
light pieces over shell-shattered ground.
On June 3 the Ordnance Department
demonstrated a five-ton armored artillery tractor, which proved capable of
negotiating the most difficult terrain,
hauling 4.7 Howitzer, which weighed
approximately 9,000 pounds.
Approximately $90,000,000 is being
spent to provide for the manufacture of
nitrates, which are essential in the manufacture of explosives but which heretofore had to be procured from Chile.
The building of these plants will add
to our powder output, will save large
amounts of cargo space, and it is supposed after the war will produce nitrate
for fertilizing American farms.
8—Port facilities in France:
Among the most dramatic stories of
the war is that of the development by
American engineers and American enterprises of port facilities on the French
coast.
It is not permissible to say
where this development has taken place,
but the scope of it may be judged by
the fact that it would be possible to
handle during the month of July a
maximum of 750,000 tons at the ports
of the American Army in France.
It was necessary before troops of the
American Expeditionary Force could be
landed to send an organization of foresters into the woods of France, to
send knocked down saw mills after
them, to cut down trees, to shape them
into timbers, and to build them into
docks in order that our troops might
leave their ships.
Fast as the work
was, and large as the flow of troops
has been accelerated, the facilities for
dockage have kept pace with the shipments of troops and supplies.
Oure an Army of Sober Men.
9. Morale of the army:
Consensus of opinion is that drunkenness in the army is completely under
control, both in the United States and
France. General Pershing states: "As
there is little beer sold in Prance, men
who drink are thus limited to the light
native wine used by all French people.
Even this is discouraged among our
troops in every possible way."
You may travel for weeks In France
without seeing an intoxicated American
soldier. In the Congressional Record on
or about March 31 there is a reprinted
statement of a journalist in France,
beginning:
" Every one is on the water wagon at
the American front. During the last
month I have been at the front daily
and often twice a day, seeing thousands
of American soldiers. In that time I
saw exactly one man drunk, and one
other who was under the influence of
liquor."
The Third Assistant Secretary of War
in ten days at a National Army camp
adjacent to Chicago saw two men intoxicated.
There is no permanent military camp
ra the United States with a red-light
district in its vicinity.
The Commssion on' Classification of
Personnel reports that a surprisingly
large proportion of recruits ask to be
placed in the most hazardous branches
of the military service. If a reply is
needed to those who say that the men
in the National Army <*re in camp because they have to be >♦. is this—that
those same men are going- *^er the top
because they want to go.
The desire among men'in the military
service to get to France and to the
front is universal. The Secretary of
War stated before the Senate Military
Affairs Committee that the had seen
grizzled men of the army turn away
from his desk to hide their tears when
they were asked to do organization
work in America rather than go to
■France, where the glory of their profession lies.
When the Secretary of
"Wiir started for Europe and was on the
ocean he was approached, in a number
of instances, by seamen, requesting
transfers to the army in order that they
might see service, which seemed more
active and closer to the front.
All Want to be at Front.
In France it was necessary to change
the name of the zone behind the armies

from the Service of the Rear to Servic* J
of Supply, because of the difficulty in\
getting' men to serve in a region having
the shell-proof connotation of the word
" rear " Even at the actual front there
is something of a tradition against the
use of the term No Man's Land. Out
men prefer to call it—and to make itYankee Land.
I have written the above in a some-1
what intimate and free way, both be-1
cause I Know that as to many of these I
statements full and ample details are I
in the hands of the committee, and also I
because I am so deeply grateful to the I
committee for its sympathy and co-1
operation during all these months, and 1
I wish to express to them in some de-1
gree my own happiness and satisfaction I
at the results which the War Depart-1
ment has been able to achieve with the
cordial support it has received from
Congress. Cordially yours,
^^
NEWTON D. BAKES,
Secretary of WSAV

NEWS OF OUR STRENGTH
ASTOUNDS LONDON]
Press Features Report of 1,000,000 Americans in France—
2,500,06$Soon,SaysTardiea.
Special CsMe to THE NEW YORK TIMES.
LONDON, July 3.—The announcement |
from Washington that more than 1,000,000 American soldiers had been sent to
France has been received with the
greatest enthusiasm here. Although a
few persons in well-informed circles
were aware how numerous had been
the recent arrivals, the average Englishman had no idea that anything like
so great a force had been despatched,
and the new3 has come as a very welcome surprise.
The Westminster Gazette says the
figures will be " a painful shattering of
German illusions," and after pointing
to the steady monthly increase in the
size of the convoys from 1.71S In May,
1917, to 276,372 last month, it adds."
" Nearly every month has shown a
progressive advance, but America began to show of what she is capable in
March. There are now over a million
American troops in Europe and at the
present rate of increase a second million should be there in less than another four months. But it is improbable that America will be content even
with the speed of reinforcement that
she has now attained. The greatest
of all mistakes made by Germany will
probably in the end prove to be the
calculation that America could not
make her power effectively felt in
Europe.
" The U-boat has absolutely failed in
its endeavor to prevent the coming of
Americans. - The total loss of life by
casualties at sea has been no more
than 291, an insignificant fraction of
1 per cent. On top of this Secretary
Baker reports that ' supplies and equipment in France for all troops sent are
by the latest reports adequate.' "
But It Is not only the quantity of the
Americans arriving in Europe that in
gratifying to the British military authorities, but also the quality. The
workmanlike way in which the Americans captured on Monday the village of
Vaux has appealed strongly to their
British allies. An officer who is thorougly experienced in fighting on the
western front had this to say about
it in discussing it with THE NEW YOBK |
(TIMES correspondent.
" Your men did jolly well and the |
staff work was very fine. It was not,
of course, a big operation, but it was I
quite a model in its way and it looks
very well for the future of the American Army. It shows that your officers I
thoroughly understand how to handle |
their men."
LONDON, July 3, (Associated Press.) I
—Secretary Baker's letter to President I
Wilson, announcing more than a million'[
American soldiers had left the United I
States for France, was published in the
early editions of the London afternoon
newspapers under great headlines. The |
statement was featured in connectioni
with the success of the American troops
in capturing the town of Vaux, on the
Marne front.
" Amazing Atlantic Record,'1 and " U.
S. Program Six Months Ahead," are
among the headings stretched across the I
pages usually given to the important
war news.
The letters of President Wilson • and
Secretary Baker also are printed in
large type, while most of the newspapers devote a leading article to the
achievement.
The Pall Mall Zazette says:
" It is a unique Independence Day
wftiijh Americans will celebrate tomorrow. A million of them will keep the
feast in their country's uniform in a
foreign land—a circumstance which
alone would irjsia a landmary in its
history."
PARIS, July 3, (Havas Agency.)—In
six months there will be 2.500,000 American troops on the French front, Andrp |
Tardieu, head of the General Commi*
sion for Franco-American War Mat<
ters, has declared to the editor of the
Petit Journal.

SCOFFS AT U. S. ARMY

Ledger Dispatch ,
7/13/18
Norfolk, Va.

Million Not in France Because
> i
It's Impossible, Says Hun.
iVASHINGTOX

ONLY CANNON FOOD, ANYWAY
Experience

Has

Shown

Americans

Poor in Battle, Writes German War

Delay in Hun Offensive
On West Front Puzzle
To Washington Officials
The conviction that the German high
command has encountered serious obstacles in pressing the offensive on the
western front is gaining ground in the
minds of officials here. They cannot
■believe that renewal of the attack
would be deferred voluntarily when it
is obvious that every day's additional
delay, works against the ultimate success of the whole purpose of forcing a
military decision this year to which the
Germans are committed.
Secretary Baker said yesterday that
nothing definite is known here as to
the reasons that have compelled the
German delay. He made it clear, however, that the time that has elapsed
since the last German effort and the
failure of the enemy to react against
repeated successful local counter attacks by French, British and American
troops were accepted as conclusive evidence that the German offensive was
being held in check by some consideration other than the purely practical one
of preparing the storm troops.
Nibbling Continues.
Meanwhile, the steady pressure of
local operations by the allies along the
entire battle area from Tpres to
Rheims continues.
Not a day has
passed now for more than a week in
which some territory has not been
wrested from the enemy and it is reported that nearly 6,000 prisoners have
been ta~ken. The similarity of the tactics employed by both the French and
British armies is taken here to indicate
that the "nibbling" process is part of
a definite plan being carried out by
Gen. Foch, probably to harrass the
enemy.
Opinion varies as to the possible
causes of the German delay. Beyond
doubt the collapse of the Austrian offensive in Italy and the disastrous results to the Austrian army have great
bearing. The flood of reports of hunger, dissatisfaction and even mutiny in
the Austrian army, coupled with civil
food riots at various points, the upheaval of the ministry of the dual monarchy, the further confusion in Russia
and the fact that Germany itself is
passing through a ministerial crisis are
pointed to as justifying the assumption
that internal conditions are holding up
the German drive.

i
'

■
I

Suspect Internal Troubles.
If these are the only considerations,
it is argued, and there is no shortage
of man power or munitions to be dealt
with, it is obvious that the internal situation of the central powers is serious.
Pending the renewal of the German
drive in France or the launching of a
great counter attack there, attention is
centered largely upon the Russian
problem as it faces officials here. It is
perfectly clear that American military
opinion in Washington, both army and
navy, is virtually a unit in believing
that nothing should be allowed to divert military efforts from the west
front.

Expert—Don't Know Why They
Fight and Can't Be Equipped, as
17. S. Manufacturers Are Swindlers.
(By the Associated Press.)
Amsterdam, July 12.—The military
contributor to the Norddeutsche Allgemeine Zeitung, in discussing Secretary
of War Baker's recent announcement
as to the number of American soldiers
sent overseas, evidently writes from official inspiration. His arguments are
similar to those of Lieut. Gen. von Ardenne, who, in the Dusseldorf Nachrichten last Tuesday, asserted that he
did not believe the figures or American
manpower, and that numbers do not
count anyhow.
"We are unable to verify the accuracy of Secretary Baker's figures. However, they are only intended to throw
dust into the eyes of the world. The
large number claimed for the last three
months seems to us quite impossible in
view of the shortage of enemy tonnage," the Norddeutsche Allgemeine Zentung's contributor argues.
"It Can't Be Done."
He then presents a calculation of his
own, and comes to the conclusion: "It
Can't be done."
"Let us assume that Secretary-Baker's figures are correct," he continues.
"We need not be alarmed. A nation
which has fought a world of enemies
four years cannot be frightened by the
American bogy. We are unimpressed.
They are only cannon fodder, and not
the equals of our war proud, unconquerable troops.
"What is a million of Americans compared to the 10,0(y),000 well-trained and
equipped Russians, who have fallen
out of the battle line? Where could the
Americans have raised the requisite
number of officers and noncommissioned officers so expeditiously?"
The writer then goes on to argue that
what England failed to do, America
cannot accomplish. He declares that
the American fighting men cannot be I
properly equipped because the Ameri- !
can war material manufacturers are
swindlers.
"$
Don't Know Why They Fight.
"Moreover, our experience with the,
American soldiers has not served to fill!
us with overmuch respect for them, al- '
though many doubtless are regulars I
and comparatively well trained," he I
says.
"We would not be afraid of
5,000,000 of them. They do not know
what they are fighting for."
After similar criticisms of the Americans as fighting men, the military contributor arrives at the following conclusion: "We do not believe that there
Is a large number of them in the battle line—and even if it were true, we
will whip them anyhow."

WHAT HAS BEEN DONE

Secretary Baker's informal report
of the War Department's accomplishment since April 6, 1917, presented In the form of a letter to the
House committee on military affairs,
had already elicited congratulations
from Chairman Dent when it was
telegraphed ovefl the country yesterday. If we were right In our
theory that the country Is stirred
and thrilled partly by the knowledge
that we are "making good as a brave
and earnest people should," then we
must be further thrilled by this
splendid record of achievement.
Mr. Baker's ct.lm survey speaks for
itself in most respects, but several
of its features are particularly notable. For one thing, not only has
Germany continued to make light of
our numbers in France, but most of
the statements heretofore made by
our own spokesmen have referred to
the hundreds of thousands who have
"sailed from our shores," and Mr.
Asqulth's reference to the presence
of American soldiers at many points i
in the British Isles seemed to be noti
without significance. Now Mr. Baker:
affirms that of the army's 2,170,400
officers and men "practically 1,000,000
men" were in France or en route to
France on July 1. And thirteen days
have passed since July 1.
For weeks, there was sneering
comment on the one fighting plane
sent to France. It now appears that,
without taking account of training
planes, 286 combat planes had been
produced up to June 8 and for the
week ending that day the output was
eighty combat planes, while the production of Liberty motors has greatly exceeded what it Is supposed the
public had even hoped.
A few months ago the
country
was grumbling about wooden rifles;
we produced and delivered more than
1,300,000 rifles between the declaration of war and June 1, and "sufficient rifles are being received now
to equip an army division every
three days." Heavy and light Browning machine guns are being turned
out in such quantities that in May
S00 of the former and 1,800 of the latter were produced. As to heavy artillery, munitions and field artillery
the record is also one of work well
done and indicative of great and
5
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SCOFFS AT II. S. ARMY
Million Not in France Because
It's Impossible, Says Hun.

WASHINGTON

ONLY CANNON FOOD, ANYWAY
Experience

Has

Shown

Americans

Poor in Battle, Writes German War

Delay in Hun Offensive
On West Front Puzzle
To Washington Officials
The conviction that the German high
command has encountered serious obstacles in pressing the offensive on the
western front is gaining ground in the
minds of officials here. They cannot
believe that renewal of the attack
would be deferred voluntarily when it
is obvious that every day's additional
delay works against the ultimate success of the whole purpose of forcing a
military decision this year to which the
Germans are committed.
Secretary Baker said yesterday that
nothing definite is known here as to
the reasons that have compelled the
German delay. He made it clear, however, that the time that has elapsed
since the last German effort and the
failure of the enemy to react against
repeated successful local counter ati tacks by French, British and American
! troops were accepted as conclusive evidence that the German offensive was
being held in check by some consideration other than the purely practical one
of preparing the storm troops.

Expert—Don't Know Why They
Fight and Can't Be Equipped, as
V. S. Manufacturers Are Swindlers.
(By the Associated Press.)
Amsterdam, July 12.—The military
contributor to the Norddeutsche Allgemeine Zeitung, in discussing Secretary
of War Baker's recent announcement
as to the number of American soldiers
sent overseas, evidently writes from official inspiration. His arguments are
similar to those of Lieut. Gen. von Ardenne, who, in the Dusseldorf Nachrichten last Tuesday, asserted that he
did not believe the figures or American
manpower, and that numbers do not
count anyhow.
"We are unable to verify the accuracy of Secretary Baker's figures. However,, they are only intended to throw
dust into the eyes of the w-orld. The
large number claimed for the last three
months seems to us quite impossible In
view of the shortage of enemy tonnage," the Norddeutsche Allgemeine Zentung's contributor argues.
"It Can't Be Done."
He then presents a calculation of his
own, and comes to the conclusion: "It
can't be done."
"Let us assume that Secretary-Baker's figures are correct," he continues.
"We need not be alarmed. A nation
which has fought a world of enemies
four years cannot be frightened by the
American bogy. We are unimpressed.
They are only cannon fodder, and not
the equals of our war proud, unconquerable troops.
"What is a million of Americans compared to the 10,0|p,000 well-trained and
equipped Russians, who have fallen
out of the battle line? Where could the
Americans have raised the requisite
number of officers and noncommissioned officers so expeditiously?"
The writer then goes on to argue that
what England failed to do, America
cannot accomplish. He declares that
the American fighting men cannot be
properly equipped because the American war material manufacturers are
swindlers.
" g>

Nibbling Continues.
Meanwhile, the steady pressure of
local operations by the allies along the
entire battle area from Tpres to
Rheims continues.
Not a day has
passed now for more than a week in
which some territory has not been
wrested from the enemy and it is reported that nearly 6,000 prisoners have
been ta"ken. The similarity of the tactics employed by both the French and
British armies is taken here to indicate
that the "nibbling" process is part of
a definite plan being carried out by
Gen. Foch, probably to harrass the I
enemy.
Opinion varies as to the possible I
causes of the German delay. Beyond
doubt the collapse of the Austrian offensive in Italy and the disastrous results to the Austrian army have great
bearing. The flood of reports of hunger, dissatisfaction and even mutiny in
the Austrian army, coupled with civil
food riots at various points, the upheaval of the ministry of the dual monarchy, the further confusion in Russia
| and the fact that Germany itself is
I passing through a ministerial crisis ar^
Don't Know Why They Fight.
I pointed to as justifying the assumption
"Moreover, our experience with the
i that internal conditions are holding up
] the German drive.
American soldiers has not served to fill
us with overmuch respect for them, alSuspect Internal Troubles.
though many doubtless are regulars
and
comparatively well trained," he
j If these are the only considerations,
"We would not be afraid of
it is argued, and there is no shortage says.
of man power or munitions to be dealt 5,000,000 of them. They do not know
with, it is obvious that the internal sit- what they are fighting for."
After similar criticisms of the AmerI uation of the central powers is serious.
Pending the renewal of the German icans as fighting men, the military conI drive in France or the launching of a tributor arrives at the following con| great counter attack there, attention is clusion: "We do not believe that there
■ centered largely upon the Russian is a large number of them in the batproblem as it faces officials here. It is tle line—and even if it were true, we
perfectly clear that American military will whip them anyhow."
opinion in "Washington, both army and
navy, is virtually a unit' in believing
that nothing should be allowed to divert military efforts from the west
front.
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WHAT HAS BEEN DONE
Secretary Baker's Informal report
of the War Department's accomplishment since April 6, 1917, presented In the form of a letter to the
House committee on military affairs,
had already elicited congratulations
from Chairman Dent when it wa3
telegraphed oves the country yesterday. If we were right in our
theory that the country Is stirred
and thrilled partly by the knowledge
that we are "making good as a brave
and earnest people should," then we
must be further thrilled by this
splendid record of achievement.
•Mr. Baker's calm survey speaks for
itself in most respects, but several
of its features are particularly notable. For one thing, not only has
Germany continued to make light of
our numbers in France, but most of
the statements heretofore made by
our own spokesmen have referred to
the hundreds of thousands who have
"sailed from our shores," and Mr.
Asquith's reference to the presence
of American soldiers at many points
in the British Isles seemed to be not
without significance. Now Mr. Baker j
affirms that of the army's 2,170,400;
officers and men "practically 1,000,000 ;
men" were in France or en route to
France on July 1. And thirteen days
have passed since July 1.
For weeks, there was sneering
comment on the one fighting plane
sent to France. It now appears that,
without taking account of training
planes, 286 combat planes had been
produced up to June 8 and for the
week ending that day the output was
eighty combat planes, while the production of Liberty motors has greatly exceeded what it is supposed the
public had even hoped.
A few months ago the
country
was grumbling about wooden rifles;
we produced and delivered more than
1,300,000 rifles between the declaration of war and June 1, and "sufficient rifles are being received now
to equip an army division every
three days." Heavy and light Browning machine guns are being turned
out in such quantities that in May
S00 of the former and 1,800 of the latter were produced. As to heavy artillery, munitions and field artillery
the record is also one of work well
done and indicative of great and
speedy results.
So as to every aspect touched in
the Secretary's letter appears a
statement of What has been done,
without any of the generalities and
rather fluent comments that somewhat irritated the country a few
months ago. This hardly seems the
same Mr. Baker as the one who went
before the Senate committee and announced that everything in general
was simply all right. And as he has
a different story to tell, the country
will give heed to him in a very different spirit. These are the things It
is proper and right for us to know,
the things that do us good to know
and that strengthen Incalculably our
confidence in our leaders and in our
ultimate victory.
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GALLANT YANKEES
DASHING ON-BAKER
BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON, July 18.—Official advices from General
Pershini? said American troops had taken the offensive with
great dash and gallantry and were still advancing, Secretary
Baker announced this afternoon. Baker said:
"The war department has received from General Pershmg
official confirmation of the opening of the counter offensive along
the line indicated in the newspaper dispatches. American
troops are participating both as complete divisions and as units
in association with the French.
"The first objectives seem everywhere to have been attained No accurate count has been made, but it is clear that
many prisoners have been taken and many guns and much war
material captured.
/
"Our official reports also confirm the fact that American
soldiers advanced with great dash and gallantry and were still
advancing when last heard from."

JH

ARMY AND NAVY JOURNAL.
SECRETARY BAKER SPEAKS TO SOLDIERS.

Secretary of War Baker delivered a message to the
2 500 000 men who compose the American Army on July
fZ an address to the soldiers of the 86th Division at
7-,
r,.™t "You are the Army of a free people," he

thousands of throats.

BASEBALL VERDICT
Decision on Fate of
Game Is to Be Announced Today.
NEW YORK TRIBUNE
By J. V. PITZ GERAXD.
Secretary o£ War Baker announced last night that he would not make
decision on the work-or-fight regulations as applied to baseball players
until today. It was expected that
his opinion would be handed down
early in the afternoon. The thousands of fans in the country don't
know whether the withholding of the
government's decision is an omen of
good or of bad news.
It is understood that Mr. Baker is
considering: the .plea of baseball clubowners, for an extension of time before the regulations become operative, only from the standpoint of complete destruction of the industry
which the magnates say, will take
place if the order becomes effective
at once. Thev raised this point in the
brief they submitted to Gen. Crowder Wednesday for transmission to
Mr. Baker.
That the case of baseball is getting
serious consideration from the government is indicated by the delay of
Secretary Baker in announcing his decision. He is studying thoroughly the
points raised by the baseball men in
the argument in favor of the players
not being affected by the work or
fight order until the end of the present season. ,

Griffith Off for St. Louis.
Manager Griffith, who was the real
leader of the baseball men in their
efforts to get an extension under the
new regulations and save the major
leagues from going to the wall before
the end of the week, left for St. Louis
yesterday afternoon to join the Nationals.
He wanted to wait here until Secretary Baker's decision on the fate of
baseball is made public, but he is
fathering a bat and ball scramble for
soldiers stationed near St. Louis and
he wants to be there to take charge
of it. The scramble is scheduled for
tomorrow and unless his train is
wrecked the .pilot of the Nationals
will reach the Mound. City late this
afternoon.
Few of the Griffith Bat and Ball
Fund days, which the American and
National leagues voted to hold in
every city on their circuits this seaeon, have been held yet and they
won't be if Secretary Baker decides
the work-or-fight order applying to
players is to go into effect immediately. A percentage of the receipts
on the Griffith fund days is to be
turned over to the soldiers and sailors
baseball equipment.
Nationals Improve Position.
The Nationals did a good job in St.
Louis yesterday. They broke the jinx
the Browns have put on them this
season by going fifteen innings to a
victory and they boosted themselves
into third place in the American
League scramble again.
They are
now a half game in front of the Yankees, who remained idle when it
rained in Cleveland.
What is more, the Griffs cut the
margin of advantage the second-place
•Indians have over them of a bare
half-game. Unless government action
makes it necessary to end the playing
season this week the Nationals will
have an excellent chance in the next
few days to oust Cleveland from second place and begin a drive to overtake the league-leading Ked Sox.
Johnson, in beating the Browns in
the first game of the series, gained
his seventeenth victory of the season.
Ho has only to win six more contests to equal his 1917 record of 23
victories. If baseball goes through
the season only an accident will keep
Johnson from winning 30 or more,.
! games.
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U. S. to Merge
Draft, Guard
And Regulars
Secretary Baker Announces
All Armies Will Be
Consolidated Soon
(Special Dispatch to The Tribune)
WASHINGTON, July 29.—National
Guard, National Army and regular
army units of the United States soon
will be merged into one great army.
Secretary of War Baker said to-day
that the plan adopted by the War Department probably will be announced
by General March, chief of staff, before the week is out.
For months officers from the National Guard units have been shifted
to the regular and National Army.
Likewise officers from the reserve and
National armies have been put into
the- National Guard. From National
Guard divisions thousands of men
have been ordered to other divisions.
In few instances of this kind have
complete units been taken. Seldom
have National Guard officers been detailed with groups of enlisted Guardsmen ordered from their home units to
strange regiments and divisions.
Regular army officers for years have
been opposed to the National Guard as
an organization. They have fought it.
In peace times, however, the National
Guard, represented in every state,
proved too strong when the issue came
before Congress. It not only survived
but became stronger.
It is the hope of regular army officers that universal military training
will supply the military need for the
National Guard after the war.
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BASEBALL GETS~A~LEASE OF UFEUNTIL
SEPT 1, UNDERJiODlFICATION VERDICT
Work or Fight Order Not
Operative Until Then,
Baker Decides.
By J. V. FITZ GERALD.
Baseball received a lease of life

AMERICAN LEAGUE.
Players.
Q
v.n. R. H.
70 21H> 60 110
»™»
88 342 45 116
I Sisler ....
on 3J8 40
103
i1 Speaker .....'. 94 344
54 100
linker
8B
356 45 111
--VATIOIVAL LEAGUE.
Players.
G. A.B.
R. H.
Groh
84
322 51 112
Z. Wheat. ....', «« 260 22 . 84
J. C. Smith
S7 307' 37
07
Daubert
70 284 36
S3
Hollocher .... 00 360 47 112
c
°bb
B

until September 1 yesterday when
Secretary of War Baker granted
the major leagues until that time
before the work or fight regulations
las applied to baseball players will
jgo into effect.
Baseball men rej quested that the order be non- i
operative until October 15.
Fans i *
the country over will welcome the >

Players and Owners Allowed Time to Adapt Selves
to New Conditions.
Pet. I
.370 I
.330 (
^24 I of the trades and occupations which
.317 !j they had previously followed.
..'tl 2
"I think it vrould be an unfortu-

Pet.
.348
.322
.316
.315
.311

nate thing to hove HO wholesome a
recreation as baseball destroyed if it
can be continued by the use of persons not avnilable for essential ivnt
service.

Should Be No Exceptions.

"But it would be a m.v.. more unfortunate thing to preserve so whomsome an amusement by making an
exception in favor of baseball players
modification of the order.
That it | subfectbT"L ^os^m"^*0,1 thl" which is denied to great classes of 1
would be modified was exclusively j "al who re^tS'to me ^itVnot persons in the United States whose
occupations have been held similarly
forecast in The Post on Tuesday i ?„h'l l?.him that the same will have nonessential, although they are im- I
The Secretary in his decision, wh,ch { is made "mmeZtelv'-S U 'M °rder mediately associated with the distri- '
was in the form of a memorandum'to I
immediately applicable,
bution of food and other process of
irovost Marshal General Crowder, I Strengthening of Armv Is Purring our daily life more fundamental than
Pra.sed baseball as a wholesome WI
..^
'
"rpose. any mere amusement.
reation and declared it would be an!
.itie PurPose of the work or fight
'•It does happen that baseball Is i
unfortunate thing to have it destroy- I ?»• so far as the War Department more integrated than any other occued if it can be continued by the use of! ^concerned. ls to strengthen th
pation
in our country, at least in the :
persons not available for essential I mi'\tary forces °f the country, and sense that its successful conduct dewar service.
, not to control the labor situation In- pends upon the preservation of nil the
The mam reason advanced by Sec- icidentally, it will undoubtedly have major league teams scattered throughretary Baker for allowing players to the effect of adding to the number of out the country, while in most occube exernpt from the provisions of the persons usefully employed, and de- pations the work or light order has
work or fight order until September 1 creasmg- the number of persons use- merely a series of local and more or
was that they may have been ,put in lessly employed. In this way the 01
le*s personal effects.
a less favorable attitude than others der will strengthen the military forces
"I am impressed, too, by the repreaffected by the regulations because of by making it less necessary to ex- sentation made that the baseball
their reliance on his statement that empt for industrial reasons men who Players may have been put in a less
their status would not be definitely would otherwise be taken into the favorable attitude by reason of their
decided until a test case had arisen.
military service.
reliance on my statement that the
This is an .indirect result, but one of question of their inclusion in the
Sustains Point on Time.
terms
of the order could not be devery great -Importance, and if excepSuch a case was that of Eddie Ain- tions are made, or postponements are cided until a case had arisen.
smith, of the Nationals, and in their to be made in the enforcement of this
"For these reasons it seems to me
brief the baseball men contended that order, it will require a very careful entirely proper and fair to extend the
neither players nor club owners have study to determine whether those ex- time during which the readjustment
had an opportunity to adjust their ceptions ought to be the persons in ean take place merely iri order that
business affairs, since baseball was whose behalf this petition is filed or justice may be done to the persons
declared to be a nonessential industry
involved, and I do therefore direct
Evidently this argument impressed n0»m*ert ffec!erroy^0oMtehre maTy that
the
application of the order be
^ ",
B
e application of the order be
Mr. Baker more than any of the oth- of whom have alreadycomplYed with
^ V d^e from September 1st. The
ers advanced in behalf of baseball
t0
^ 15th °<
Gen. Crowder, Mr. Baker said, had It. and brought ^^£tZl%\^£^£%:«'>«
reported that it was not clear to him
that the game would have to be discontinued even if the order were
made immediately applicable, as only
237 major league players would be
affected. No reference was made to
the fact that only 63 of those now in
the big leagues would be exempt from
the work or fight order.
Baseball's brief included no request for
■Jan
e^L™JV^^
i^ou^'w"
Wnot
*?*
«•»*-*
an extension
until October 15 ad
it
is thought, would
prove
popular
to have the issue put up to the local
vanced three arguments.
The first with the public and -would result in
boards. As foretold in The Post, the
petition requested only that the work was that they needed time to adjust a discredit to the class of baseball
heretofore supplied or furnished by
or fight order be not made applicable their business affairs; the second, that
tq baseball players until October 15 th" ""'—"~^"
-sadoq jaq ut.iu
U3£) 'fT3J\[ 'UO^SlIt
Mr. Baker's memorandum to Geri -UOD 0} ss-eiS -iaq ui UI-BSB pa^ooi aqs -UiOO 'UT3UI}10IQ
-qs^AV UI UA\ouii H9AV aj-B euopourojd
Crowder follows:
puia ,,'auioo 01 sjieaA' auios aoj I.UOAI. am JOJ auit ui sjaoyjo jBaauaS OA\JJ
Only 237 Players Affected.
-ap-BUi aj-B e.iapuButtuoo sdjoo ijoiqA\
•jj-Ef 'BJJ/II paud
I adoq 1 '}sieai }y
jo i-Btjaj-But aq; jo Xipaptoap si pu-B
"A petition has been filed for „ -9a ,'A-BM.V jatrjtAi 0} Sujo9 }ou ui,l„
'aouB.1^ ui ^LUJB aqj jo aouapuuoo am
•jj^f e-Bq 'jaip[OB ssBio-;sjy -B S[ ajj 'SSuiq;
extension of time within which pro'
fessional baseball., players shall seel
pass's „iss-Bt 'X«*3 jaq}iq.M.,,
jaS3iq JOJ pa^Bis sj eq ^-Bqj u"Batu JC'BUJ
'*
essential or productive employment
•asou jaq SujjapAiOd poojs JJ-BJS aq^ UIOJJ auji aq^ o; jajsu-BJ^ SIH
and the order asked is one which wil
"uo a^a U-B J§utdaa>i q^joAA sj 'uoisiAjp
extend until October 15, 1918. A< 'ajijVB 1000 u\ pu-B pa^-Bu; 'j.rer -saju
puooag aq^ ur eauurBui jo ap-BSijq -B
ground for this request it is alleged
SUipUBUIUJOO AVOU pUB ''& "a 'V *JJB}S
that there are but 237 persons affected
jo jatqo Xnuaoaa ipun 'pjBoqjBH
I?Lt?,e^?0".caUe?. work-or-flght orderr vr yCQ^vr A*rj
O sauiBf
uay 'SiJa •3ui}unoo 8(
but that, In spite of this small numJ
A'UIJ-B aq^ uioqAV uodn jaipjos Sunq3y
ber, their taking would lead to the
■B st aq 'j-BjauaS ^u-Bua^nan -B JO SXB:JS
immediate breaking up of the entire
aq^ oj am; eiq aAojd o^ ^^mn^jod
game.
i
-do du pisq J-BJ OS s-Bq pUB >IU-BJ ^ua
"It is further said that the notice is
-saad aiq oj pajomo-id Xijuaoaj X[uo
too short to allow the leagues to
SBAV 'UOlSIAtp AU1SV 1BUOIJBU qjOB
adapt themselves to the ruling, and
-Aas-^uaAag aqj 3uipuBuiuioo 'urn
that.the failure of the clubs to adapt
-Una '9 aSaoag -u?«) '("BM qSnoquv
themselves to the ruling is due to the
fact that the Secretary of War caused PIOJ-EH 'SXfll \ll\M. }IS|A V JOJ "SSBW
•jajpios SunnSi^ UEounrj
'aillAjajso o} oS \\]M. jnoqjea -S.II\[
to be known through the newspapers sAiep
ua} jo pua aqj jy -uos-eas aq}
•puBiuuit-C sdJoo oj iBnuas
that the question of the application of JOJ -Basiaijo J-B aSBj^oo -B SA-Bq oqA\
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BASEBALL MEN ASKED EXTENSION OF TIME
UNDER WORK OR FIGHT ORDER ON 3 COUNTS
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NEW SHIPPING:
R0W1PENDS
War Department Orders Eight
Stool Ships and Hurley
Protests.
WANTS METAL WITHHELD
Shipbuilding Rivalry to Be
Discussed by Priority
Board To-dav.
Special Despatch to THE SIX.
July 30.—The War Department, through Major-.Gen. George
W Goethals, former head of the l^.merKency Fleet Corporation, has started
shipping rivalry with the Emergency
Fleet Corporation and the Shipping
Board. As a result another shipbuilding
row of considerable proportions may
develop.
Chairman Hurley of the .Shipping
Board is opposed to the building of
sMps by the War Department on the
score that this building interferes with
the Emergency Corporation programme
in making a new demand for supplies
and labor and upsetting the equilibrium
which has been attained. He has protested to the priorities committee of the
t War Industries Board, which controls
all deliveries of materials for Government war needs.
WASHINGTON,

Committee to Meet To-day.
The priorities committee will hold a
special meeting to-morrow to consider
the situation, and it is likely that the
matter of rival si ipbuilding by the two
Government
organizations
will
be
threshed out. Steel and other materials
for shipbuilding are short, and following
the conference in New York yesterday
the Shipping Board and Emergency
Fleet Corporation have moved for an !
.additional 83,000 tons a month of steel ,'
plates as a reserve supply.
Mr. Hurley is prepared to urge that
I the War Department get no priorities of
j delivery for ship materials, and that
I they all go to the Emergency CorporaI tion.
The War Department, it was stated
j to-day, has contracted for eight steel
cargo carrying vessels with the West
Coast Shipbuilding Company at Everett,
Wash. Everett is near Seattle, where
much work is going forward for the
Emergency Fleet Corporation. There is
a shortage of labor of 4,000 men at the
Seattle yards now and material Is scarce.
Plans Wilmington Yard.
In addition the War Department Is.
planning a new Government yard at
Wilmington, N. C.
The Emergency
Corporation has two yards there, and it
is felt that another will bring an acute
labor, housing and material material
problem.
Just why the War Department should
enter upon shipbuilding has not been
made clear.
It is said, however, that j
the Department is using yards not used
by the Fleet Corporation.
The Ship- I
ping Board has been turning over to the !
Department all available cessels as fast :
as they could be obtained and all needs
have been met, it is said.
Shipping board officials feel that en- !
trance of another Government Depart- j
ment into the field would upset the!
building situation at a. time when the
work is going forward in great strides.
Consequently Chairman Hurley Is prepared to insist that the War Department
get out of the shipbuilding game and
requisition the vessels It needs.
i
Secretary of War Baker is expected to j
take up the question to-morrow. It is !
indicated he will have a statement to '
make.
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BASEBALL GETS A LEASE OF UFlTuNTIL
SEPT. 1, UNDER MODIFICATION VERDICT
Work or Fight Order Not
Operative Until Then,
Baker Decides.

Leading Hitters
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
Players.
A.B. It. H.
G.

Players and Owners Allowed Time to Adapt Selves j
to New Conditions.

Pet.
.379
.330
By J. V. PITZ GERALD.
*islel,"
SO 31S 40 103 .824 of the trades and occupations which
Baseball received a lease of life I Speaker
»4 344 54 109 .317 they had previously followed.
Bnker
80 356 45 111 .312
i until September 1 yesterday when '
"I think it would be an unfortunate thins to have so wholesome a
Secretary of War Baker granted
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
A.B. R. H. Pet. recreation as baseball destroyed if it
G.
the major leagues until that time GrPlayers.
"jL
84 323 51 112 .348 can be continued by the use of per- i
before the work or fight regulations L. Wheat
66 360 22
S4 .322 sons not available for essential war '
Smith
S7 307> 37
07 .316 service.
as applied to baseball players will J.nuC.bert
° ,
70 264 36
S3 .315
!go into effect.
Baseball men re- Mollocher
Should Be No Exceptions.
»o 360 47 112 .311
quested that the order be non"But it would be a m-wi more unoperative until October 15.
Fans not be decided until an actual case fortunate thing to preserve so whoiesome
an amusement by making an
the country over will welcome the arose.
exception in favor of baseball players
"A hearing- has been had on this |j which
is denied to great classes of
modification of the order. That it subject by the provost marshal genpersons in the United States whose
would be modified was exclusively eral who reports to me that it is not I occupations
have been held similarly
forecast in The Post on Tuesday. clear to him that the game will have nonessential, although they are imto be discontinued even if the order mediately associated with the distriThe Secretary in his decision, which is made immediately applicable
bution of food and other process of
was in the form of a memorandum to
! Provost Marshal General Crowder,
Strengthening of Army Is Purpose. our daily life more fundamental than
x
'any
mere amusement.
| praised baseball as a wholesome rec"The purpose of the work or fight
j reation and declared it would be an
"It does happen that baseball is
i unfortunate thing- to have it destroy- order, so far as the War Department more integrated than any other occued if it can be continued by the use of is concerned, is to strengthen the pation in our country, at least in the
| persons not available for essential military forces of the country, and sense that its successful conduct de| war service.
not to control the labor situation. In- pends upon the preservation of all the
The main reason advanced by Sec- i cidentally, it win undoubtedly have major league teams scattered throughretary Baker for allowing- players to the effect of adding to the number of out the country, while in most occube exe'mpt from the provisions of the" persons usefully employed, and de- pations the work or fight order has
work or fight order until September 1 creasing the number of persons use- merely a series of local and more or
was that they may have been .put in lessly employed. In this way the or- le*s personal effects.
a less favorable attitude than others der will strengthen the military forces
"I am impressed, too, by the repreaffected by the regulations because of by making it less necessary to ex- sentation made that the baseball
their reliance on his statement that empt for industrial reasons men who players may have been put In a less
their status would not be definitely would otherwise be taken into the favorable attitude by reason of their
decided until a test case had arisen
reliance on my statement that the
military service,
This is an indirect result, but one of question of their inclusion in the
Sustains Point on Time.
very great -importance, and if excep- terms of the order could not be deSuch a case was that of Eddie Ain- tions are made, or postponements are cided until a case had arisen.
"For these reasons it seems to me
smith, of the Nationals, and in their to be made in the enforcement of this
brief the baseball men contended that order, it will require a very careful entirely proper and fair to extend the
neither players nor club owners have study to determine whether those ex- time during which the readjustment
had an opportunity to adjust their ceptions ought to be the persons in ean take place merely in order that
business affairs, since baseball was whose behalf this petition is filed or justice may be done to the persons
declared to be a nonessential industry. some other group out of the large involved, and I do therefore direct
Evidently this argument impressed number affected by the order, many that the application of the order be
Mr. Baker more than any of the oth- of whom have already complied with made to date from September 1st. The
order for the extension to the 15th of
ers advanced in behalf of baseball.
it, and brought about a readjustment October
is denied."
Gen. Crowder, Mr. Baker said, had
reported that it was not clear to him
that the game would have to be discontinued even if the order were
made immediately applicable, as only
237 major league players would be
affected. No reference was made to
the fact that only 63 of those now in
the big leagues would be exempt from
the work or fight order.
The baseball men in their petition the present draft age such experiment,
Baseball's brief included no request for an extension until October 15 ad- it is thought, would not prove popular
to have the issue put up to the local vanced three arguments. The first with the public and would result in
boards. As foretold in The Post, the
a discredit to the class of baseball
petition requested only that the work was that they needed time to adjust heretofore supplied or furnished by
or fight order be not made applicable their business affairs; the second, that the existing leagues; and for the furtq baseball players until October 15. the, regulations, if enforced immedi- ther reason that the club owners
Mr. Baker's memorandum to Gen. ately, would result in the immediate would not have any confidence in conCrowder follows:
closing- of the ball parks, and the ducting baseball or any other proposithird, that at least two-thirds of tion that did not have the sanction
Only 237 Players Affected.
those attending ball games do so on or was looked upon with disfavor by
and Sundays and that a the government.
"A petition has been filed for an Saturdays
majority
of the daily patrons are
"A large majority of the baseball
extension of time within which pro- night workers,
semi-night workers
fessional baseball, players shall seek and those who conform their business players of the two major leagues are
within
the draft age, and the withessential or productive employment, hours to banking hours.
drawal of these players from the
and the order asked is one which will
Taking up each of these arguments game will have the effect of immediextend until October 15, 1918. As in turn their brief said;
ately closing- the parks. According to
ground for this request it is alleged
"Both the club owners and the regthat there are but 237 persons affected istrants among the professional base- the best information obtainable, the
number
of baseball players outside of
by the so-called work-or-fight order; ball players knew that they were subthe draft age in the American League
but that, in spite of this small nunv' ject to draft and would be called is
29 and in the Natiorial League 34—
ber, their taking would lead to the from time to time as their numbers
average of less than four players
immediate breaking up of the entire were reached and they' were called; an
to
each of the sixteen clubs not afgame.
and, accordingly, all parties matured fected
by the decision of the Secre"It is further said that the notice is their plans in the early part of the tary of War.
too short to allow the leagues to year 1918 for the conduct of profesadapt themselves to the ruling, and sional baseball during the season 6>f
Biggest Crowds on Holidays.
that.the failure of the clubs to adapt 1918, feeling assured, as many of the
"Since the commencement of the
themselves to the ruling is due to the club owners did, that only the selecfact that the Secretary of "War caused tive draft law would deprive the clubs war two-thirds or more of the attendance at baseball games has been
to be known through the newspapers of the services of their players and confined
to the games played on Satthat the question of the application of believing that the loss of players sus- urdays
and Sundays, because of lack
tained through the selective draft
the order to baseball players would . law
of
opportunity
of the public tq atcould be filled in such manner as
not to disrupt the game or the clubs, tend during the other days of the
in this connection the club owners week. Experience for the pact year
have succeeded in filling the places of or more has been that almost the
those who have been drafted up to entire attendance of persons attendthe present time.
,
ing baseball games on other days than
"While the 'work or fig-hf regula- Saturdays and Sundays are those
tion was promulgated during the lat- whose employment begins with the
ter part of May, 1918, yet it was not early morning- and ends at noon, perdefinitely determined until July 19, sons whose working hours conform to
1918, that professional baseball play- the business hours of banks, men emers were included in the regulation— ployed in various factories working
the professional baseball players and several shifts of men or transients
the club owners having been advised who happen to be in the city at the
that no definite information could be time; and are not of the class of idlers
furnished until ruling was had upon or loafers, but on the contrary are
almost exclusively of the working
a specific case.
I class or business men who attend the
Players Lose Ability at 30.
games for the purpose of relaxation.
"In this connection attention is re"The professional baseball player spectfully called to the fact that the
employed by the major league clubs working- class of the District of Colobtains his employment through pe- umbia petitioned'the authorities to
culiar expertness acquired after many [ permit the playing of Sunday baseyears of practice and play. Past ex- ball in order to obtain the needed reperience has shown that when a base- laxation in the witnessing of our naball player reaches the age of 30 tional game, of which they are so
years he loses much of his expertness fond, and which they could not otherand begins to lose his usefulness as wise obtain by reason of close applia player; and that but few acquire cation to their duties.
the expertness required of a major
"In conclusion and in what we beleague professional baseball player lieve to be in harmony with the govbefore arriving at the age of 20 or ernment's policy of fairness to all
21 years.
honorable enterprising occupation, we
"For these reasons it is impossible respectfully request that we may be
to' obtain professional, baseball play- permitted to continue our business by
ers of the caliber required by the extending the time in which profesexisting leagues, and even though an sional baseball players among the
attempt should be made to fill the registrants shall seek other employplaces with players over and under ment until October 15, 1918."
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BASEBALL MEN ASKED EXTENSION OF TIME
UNDER WORK OR FIGHT ORDER ON 3 COUNTS

NEW SHIPPING:
ROMPENDS
War Department Orders Eight
Steel Ships and Hurley
Protests.
WANTS METAL WITHHELD
Shipbuilding Rivalry to
Discussed by Priority
Board To-dav.

Be

Special Dispatch to THE Sex.
July 30.—The War Department, through Major-Gen, George
W Goethals, former head of the Emergency Fleet Corporation, has started
Shipping rivalry with the Emergency
Fleet Corporation and the Shipping
Board. As a result another shipbuilding
row of considerable proportions may
develop.
Chairman Hurley of the Shipping
Board is opposed to the building of
srips by the War Department on the
score that this building interferes with
the Emergency Corporation programme
in making a new demand for supplies
and labor and upsetting the equilibrium
which has been attained. He has protested to the priorities committee of the
War Industries Board, which controls
all deliveries of materials for Government war needs.
WASHINGTON,

Committee to Meet To-day.
The priorities committee will hold a
special meeting to-morrow to consider j
the situation, and it is likely that the j
matter of rival si lpbuilding by the two!
Government
organizations
will
be j
threshed out. Steel and other materials !
for shipbuilding are short, and following j
the conference in New York yesterday |
the Shipping Board and Emergency j
Fleet Corporation have moved for an !
additional 83,000 tons a month of steel j
plates as a reserve supply.
Mr. Hurley is prepared to urge that
the War Department get no priorities of
delivery for ship materials, and that
they all go to the Emergency Corpora- j
tlon.
The War Department, it was stated
! to-day, has contracted for eight steel I
cargo carrying vessels with the West '
Coast Shipbuilding Company at Everett, j
Wash. Everett is near Seattle, where j
much work is going forward for the j
Emergency Fleet Corporation. There is
a shortage of labor of 4,000 men at the
Seattle yards now and material is scarce.
Plans Wilmington Yard.
In addition the War Department is
planning a new Government yard at
Wilmington, N. C.
The Emergency
Corporation has two yards there, and it
is felt that another will bring an acute
labor, housing and material material
problem.
Just why the War Department should
enter upon shipbuilding has not been
made clear. It is said, however, that
the Department is using yards not used
by the Fleet Corporation. The Shipping Board has been turning over to the
Department all available cessels as fast
as they could be obtained and all needs
have been met, it is said.
Shipping board officials feel that en- !
trance of another Government Depart- j
ment into the field would upset the I
building situation at a. time when the
work is going forward in great strides.
Consequently Chairman Hurley is prepared to insist that the War Department
get out of the shipbuilding game and
requisition the vessels it needs.
i
Secretary of War Baker is expected to j
take up the question to-morrow. It is j
indicated he will have a statement to;
make.
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Secretary Says He Will Have
Recommendations

Ready

When Congress Reconvenes in August.
(Special to The World.)
"WASHINGTON, July 29.—Secretary
Baker will soon be ready with his
plans for increasing the army. He
said to-day there would be no necessity for having Congress give up its
recess to consider his recommendations, but he hopes for early action
after the regular routine of the House
and Senate is resumed in. August.
Mr. Baker will ask for more money
and more mien. He will outline a provision that will amend the draft
ages, but has not indicated what limits he will urge.
Senator Sterling, .Republican, of
South Dakota, introduced a resolution to-day calling on Secretary
Baker to inform Congress why men
who had volunteered for army ser-

JULY

30,

1918.

vice, but were turned down for different causes, had later been drafted.
The resolution also asked if it would
be possible to transfer such men in
volunteer units.
Senator Jones, Republican,
of
Washington, declared there had been
much variation under the Draft Law,
men having been jerked into the service after they had been turned down
and had started upon business enterprises or married.
Senator Nelson, Republican, of
Minnesota, said the complaints-against
the operation of the selective draft
come from the administration of the
law rather than from the regulations.
"One of the problems now confronting the Provost Marshal- General and
the War Department is as to the
adaption of a new Draft Law changing the age limit," said Senator Johnson of California. "In the preparation of that particular law unquestionably the matter of whether voluntary enlistments of any sort shall
be permitted will be one of the subject matters of investigation.
"When the Draft Law was before
us one of the arguments made in its
behalf was that it was equal and impartial in its operation; that volunteering, on the contrary, was unequal
and partial, and that volunteering;
took the best without indeed making
all comply; but immediately after the
Draft Law was adopted some authority sents its posters all over the land,
to which I called attention not long
ago, in which, individually it compared substantially volunteering and
the execution of the draft age. These
posters were couched in language
such as this: 'Don't be a sent, be a
went,' calling upon them to volunteer,
after the arguments that were made
concerning the magniflcense and the

equal operation and impartiality of
the draft."

College Men in Trrining
Go in Draft Class 5-D
WASHINGTON. July 29. — The
military status of the college men in
the ranks of the Students' Army
Training Corps and his relation to
the draft were denned to-day in a
War Department order. The studentsoler is enlisted in the military service of the Naton, but upon reaching draft age he becomes subject to
registration whenever the President
directs. He then is placed in Class
5-D and will not be inducted as long
as he remains in the Students' Army
Training Corps.
(
On the day the order number of the
student-soldier is reached tire fact is
reported to the college President, to
the commanding officer and to the
Adjutant General. A report upon the
man's record as a student-soldier and
as a scholar is put before the War
Department's Committee on Education and Special Training with the
recommendation that he be called at
once to an officers' training camp, to
an army camp or be permitted to
complete college training by transfer
to the enlisted reserve corps.

BAKER CRITICIZED IN HOUSE
'..■

T—

Controversy Caused by Secretary's

ASKS BAKER TO STOP
BRIDGE WORK DELAY
Mayor Would

Prevent

c-

IU

Further

Seizure of Island Avenue
began to commandeer for its own uses
Viaduct Material
materials essential to the work of conMayor Smith sent a telegram to Secretary of War Baker yesterday calling X'tuX that the work has
attention to the fact that the construc- been delayed and the contractor is VJ£
tion of the bridge over Island avenue, tually powerless to proceed with it In
on the line of the Philadelphia, Balti- addition, the condition »** !™c
more and Washington Railroad, under serious from the city's point of view
contract by the city and railroad com- because the work is being ^•■$$gg
pany, had stopped because the com- city contract and any damages i esulting
mandeering of material by the officials rrom an accident would fall almost enirely upon the city. Mayor SVmth_Mt
of the Hog Island shipbuilding plant,
that no chance of an accident should be
j All tropp and Government freight moveken and that the bridge should be put
ments from the South to Philadelphia
£ condition with as little delay aa posI and New York go over the trestle used
sible, so that it would be of the* reatest
| as false works, and the Mayor asked
that the War Department act through
service to the Government in tfcMW
portation of troops and mate mis. JX
the railroad regional director to stop
was with the idea of bringing this about
interference by the Emergency Fleet
that after conferring with »ire.ct°^
Corporation, as the work is essential for
Datesman yesterday, the Mayor decided
the safety of troops.
to communicate with Secretary of War
The bridge in its former condition was
Baker.
not suited to the heavy' traffic demands
which the war placed upon it and it was
decided to reconstruct it for the double
purpose of aiding the Government in the
transportation of materials and troops
and to prevent an accident of any kind
to any of the troop trains passing over
the old structure. About a year and a
half ago a contract for the new bridge
was let and the construction of. the
arches had proceeded about one-third
when the Emergency Fleet Corporation

Favoring $450,000 for Old Guns.
Secretary Baker was sharply criticized in the House yesterday for having
recommended the expenditure of $450,000 for the purchase of obsolete guns.
Representatives Cox and Good said that
the matter ought to be investigated,
and Mr. Cox will introduce a resolution
for an investigation.
The controversy grew out of an alleged offer made by Frances T. Bannerman, of New York, to sell to the
army 30 6-inch guns which he foought
from the navy several years ago for
$78 apiece.
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HAVILAND PLANE
NOT A FAILURE,
BAKER ASSERTS

Imperfections Not Vital
I talso developed today that the!
criticisms of the de Havtland Model 4.
which have been forwarded by General Pershing, do not concern any
vital part of the machine, but are
addressed to what are considered in
points where it is believed improvements can be made. This Jed Secre-!
tary Baker to make this statement late I
New Type Promises to Be! today:
"I have decided to say this to you !
Best Machine of All,
about the De Ha Vila nd airplane:
"There are probably no perfect air j
He Declares
machines. Improvement in the best of
them is constant and rapid, both as to
types and succeeding number of the
same type. This is true of the De
AIR MINISTRY IS LIKELY Haviland as of all others. The latest
machines made of that type are better
than the earlier ones, and this imSeparate Bureau Similar to provement, we. hope, will be constant.
General Pershing has requested a
large shipment of De Haviland planes
That of Great Britain
(De Haviland 41 of the present type
on the priority schedule for August.
Is Advocated
"The purpose of this is to set at rest
the statement which was made from j
some quarter that General Pershing
By ROBERT T. SMALL
had directed that no more De 1
Public Ledger Bureau \
land planes be shipped, because lie has
asked for a very large shipment of
Washington, July 30
De Haviland planes of the present
The American airplane situation, type."
which seemed yesterday to be threatImproved Type Nearly Heady
ened with more clouas or c?oubt and
,In the meantime, however, plans are
disappointment, cleared materially to. being made rapidly to change the He
day when the statement was made by Haviland four to the De Haviland nine,
Secretary Baker that General Persh- which is a vastly improved type of this
big plane. The model nine had not been
ing. far from condemning the De Havi- sufficiently
developed in England to warland four bombing machines which rant its adoption by the United States
have been sent to him; has asked that at the time construction began on the i
a shipment of many hundreds of these fours.
British flying officers in Washington i
planes be given the right of way in the say the He Haviland nine, in addition to
August schedule of supplies destined being a splendid weight carrier for j
for the American expeditionary farces. combing purposes, is a great sighting
The latest "flareup" respecting air- machine. It has the speed and the |
maneuvering ability of the ordinary I
craft, it was said tonight, however, single-seated scout at 10.000 feet or
may lead to a recommendation by the more, but has the advantage of carrying i
Senate subcommittee investigating air- two men. It mounts two machine guns j
plane conditions that an air ministry on swivel mountings which can shoot in j
any direction.
be created in this country along the
When American production begins
lines followed in Great Britain and with the Pe Haviland nine it is said 1 he
France. The subcommittee ras found United States fliers will have a craft
in all of its inquiries that the largest the peer of any at the western front.
It does not seem to be a difficult thing
share of trouble encountered in the nowadays
to start up an airplane "row"
past resulted from divided control.
on the slightest provocation. Following
The subcommittee also will recom- the reports last night that the Senate
mend that the Government take over sub-committee would hear additional testimony as to the value of the De Haviall the aircraft factories.
land machine, -the rumor spread today
that a wide difference of opinion had
First Step Already Taken
arisen between the division of military
A step in the direction of unifying aeronautcs-and the division of aircraft
aircraft control was taken several production.
months ago when the division of miliRumor Denied by Baker
tary aeronautics was established to
Secretary Baker announced, however,
direct training of aviators and oper- there is complete co-ordination between
ation of aircraft at the front, while these two branches of the service. This
is brought, about by an engineering divia division of production was created sion which is under the co-ordinated conunder civilian direction. Both of these trol of General Kenly. director of aerodivisions naturally are under super- nautics, and John D. Ryan, director of |
aircraft production. The two divisions
vision of the Secretary of War.
work together in developing types of j
Some members' of the Senate Mili- machines, and the Secretary declared it I
tary Affairs Committee feel that while was ridiculous to think the production j
division would build machines out of
this arrangement brought about de- hand
without consulting the men who
cided improvement there still are do the flying.
Flving machines do not differ in remany valid reasons why the air service, both military and naval, should spect to constant changes from ordinarv naval craft. There never has been
be brought under a single head—a • a battleship or a destroyer built on
minister who would give his entire i which improvements could not be made.
time.to this phase of the war, which j Changes often are made while these
STOWS in importance. Secretary Baker ships are building, and no sooner do
himself recognized the possibilities of thev take the water than other changes
of design an<£ det*4| are suggested.
war in the air when he declared:
"Nobody is justified or is safe in
being incredulous about the possibilities for development in heavier-thanair machines. We are just on the eve
of a wonderful age of navigation of
the air."

tjjj^^:

ARE DAILY BETTER,
This Is True of de Haviland
Type, Secretary Says—Then
He Adds: "There Are Probably No Perfect Airplanes."
PERSHING'S CRITICISMS
MISCONSTRUED BY MANY.
His Recent Rush Order for 600
de Havilands and Letter Detailing

Slight

Changes

He

Wished Made Establish This.
(Stoeclal to The World.)
WASHINGTON, July 30.—Secretary of War Baker to-day eettled one
phase of the airplane situation by
the announcement, confirming The
World's publication of the fact, that
Gen. Pershing thought so highly of
the de Haviland plane that he had
sent a hurry order for a lot more of
them ithan had Ibeen contemplated in
the August schedule.
The truth is the public has had so
much information albout our airplane
blunders, beginning with the announcement that we were to have
20,000 (planes in less time than it was
possible to put up the factories, down
to the recent development of the failure of OUT big Bristol-Liberty programme, that there is an inclination
to believe every phase of our airship
production must be in an unsatisfactory condition.
No Perfect Planes, Says Baker.
But there has been plenty of successes with our airships, and the de
Haviland plane ds among them. As
Secretary Baker put is this afternoon:
"There probably are no perfect airplanes. Improvement in the best of
them is constant and rapid both as
to types and succeeding numbers of
the same type. This is true of the
., De Haviland, as of all others. The
latest machines of this type are better than the earlier ones, and this
improvement, we hope, will be constant. Gen. Pershing has requested
a large shipment of De Haviland
'planes of the present type on the
priority schedule for August."
In one of its editions on Monday
morning The World published a
despatch furnished by the Washington bureau of the Chicago Tribune to
1 he effect that Gen. Pershing had
.complained of the De Haviland
'planes as obsolete in type and structurally weak, and had "begged the.
War Department not to send any
more De Havilands as now constructed."
So far as The World's investigation
has disclosed, the information on
. which the Tribune's despatch was
based cajme from members of the subcommittee of the Senate Committee
on Military Affairs appointed to investigate aviation. Secretary Baker
himself told the Senators something
-at their regular weekly conference at
the War Department on Saturday
which led them to infer that Gen.
Pershing had found grave defects in
the De Haviland.

Tt is possible the Senators got their
first information in distorted shape
from some other source, and asked
Mr. Baker questions as to whether
Qen. Pershing had complained of
any features of the American battle
plane. In any event, it is now clear
that the report that this plane was
to follow the Bristol into the discard
' was wholly without foundation.
Pershing Was Misconstrued.
When the statement was published
' that the De Haviland plane had been
damned by Pershing, the Secretary
of War declined to discuss the De
, Haviland plane or any other feature
^ of the aircraft situation. To-day,
however, after The World had published the fact that Gen. Pershing
had requested priority for 600 additional De Havilands, the War Secretary came to the conclusion that no
military crime was involved in settling the controversy.
TheTC is no justification whatever in
anything Gen. Pershing has caibled or '<
written to the War Department for j
the statement that the De Haviland
four, of which nearly 1,000 have been
manufactured at Dayton, is a failure.
On the contrary, the written explanation which followed the cablegram of
more than a month ago suggesting
certain changes and improvements,
most of them of a minor character, is
most comiplitmentary of the Americanbuilt De Haviland. The Liberty motor
also is highly commended and called
the equal of any over there.
There is some criticism of the inspection work on the De Haviland
Four, and it is pointed'out in the Pershing communications that immediate
steps should be taken to improve the
inspection in order to catch little defects that slipped through in some of
the first motors and planes.
Every change suggested could readily be made on the other side by Amer' ican. British or French mechanics,
den. Pershing cabled the "complaint
sheet" wtith a view to having these
changes made at plants on this side
and during inspection in order to save
time after arrival in France. He
wants to get machines into the air
at the earliest practicable moment
Senate Examines Experts,
Two members of the Senate Aircraft
sub-committee, Senators Reed and
New. to-day examined Major Muhlenherg, Capt. Schroeder and Lieut.
Foote of the Signal Corps, who have
been testing De Haviland machines
on the Dayton Field. The session of
the committee was executive.
It is known, however, that these
officers were summoned to tell what
they knew about any defects in the
De. Haviland. Major Muhlenberg was
questioned as to the accident that resulted in the death of Lieut. Patterson when the tail of the Do Haviland
he took up broke and fell off. He
and the other officers gave facts most
of which were made public at the
time of the accident.
The recrudescence of the Idea of a
Minister of Aircraft in Congress is a
natural consequence of recent developments. The British have found it
a good thing, but there is no chance
of its being adopted over here. The
President is against it; so are Secretaries Daniels and Baker.
If the movement for an aircraft
portfolio, which is being captained bySenator Reed, attempts to pass legislation calling for it, the President will
have Senator Martin or some other
I Senator call for a vote, and it will be
snowed under,' according to precedent
I
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iVar Secretary Will Return to
France This Summer.
WAR'S CENTER HAS SHIFTED!
For TT. S. It Is Not on This Side of
Atlantic, but "Oyer There."
Overseas Army and Its Problems
Greater Than Those In America.
Should Be Directed From France.
Secretary

to

Make

Recurrent

Trips to Establish Complete Liaison for the War Department.
By GEORGE ROTHWELL, BROWN
(CopyrlRht, 1918, by Washington Post Co.)
Secretary of War Newton D. Baker
will return to France this summer, on
t date not yet fully determined upon,
;o establish again close contact with
the American army that has now be?un to play a greater part in the
Ighting on the western front. He will
familiarize himself at first hand with
the exact situation throughout j the
zone occupied by the expeditionary
forces,
The length of his stay abroad will
be indefinite, depending very largely
upon the successful working-out of
a plan that he has' developed from
the swiftly-rnoving course of events
during the last three months. He will
return here when his immediate ob- j
ject has been attained, but from now
on to the end of the war, in accordan.ce with a new policy, he will make !
frequent trips abroad, alternating be- j
tween Washington and France, and
thus establishing, in the person of
the civil head of the military establishment, a complete liaison between
the overseas army and the War Department.
Shifted 3,000 Miles.
So far as the United States is concerned the center of gravity of the
war has recently been shifted 3,000
miles. It is no longer on this side of
the Atlantic, but "over there." The
preponderating strength of the army
has been safely transported across the
ocean. It can no longer be directed
from Washington with the same facility that was possible when the
greater part of that force was still in
the training camps.
As the size of the army abroad has
increased, the importah'cllfTn the entire military scheme, of the overseas
forces has grown, until now it is out
of all proportion to the importance of
those parts of the general military
problem which .properly center in the
United States.
The war is in France, the army is
in France, the directing head of the
military machine should be in France.
Doubtless this is the argument that
has convinced Secretary Baker of the
desirability of repeating, at no very
distant date, the tour of inspection
that he made in the spring, and which
resulted in such a remarkable speeding up . of the whole war program
following his return.
irre nearij
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Visit Proved Valuable.
Mr. Baker's close contact with the
actual conditions as he found them on [
th,e ground, in France,. and not as he i
imagined they would be while sitting
at his desk in the War Department,
has already been proved to have been
one of the most valuable contributions to the successful prosecution of
the war. Conditions in. France are so
different from whatv anybody who has
not seen them supposes them to be, _
and they are so difficult of interpreta- 3
tion, that it was only by going to '
France in person that the Secretary '
of War was able to get the big grasp
on the job that was essential.
When Secretary Baker returns he
will find conditions at the present
time vastly different from those that
prevailed when he was there only a
few months ago. The situation with
respect to the American expeditionary
army is constantly changing.
New
problems are arising not merely every
day, but every hour, and they must
be taken up, considered and disposed
of, not next week, but immediately.
To cable 3,000 miles and wait for an
answer that must be considered first
in Washington and then cabled back,
not only consumes time, but it is unsatisfactory at best and is conducive
to misunderstandings.
More Powerful Than Grant.
This difficulty has been met by the
granting to Gen. Pershing of a
power greater than Grant's. The
American military situation is in his
hands, but there are questions for
executive action that constantly arise
and that make it highly desirable for
the Secretary of War to be right on
the ground, where they could get at
him, if they wanted to, in the m'iddlo
of the night.
The war is now entering its most
important stage.
So far as the
Americans are concerned the crisis is
at hand. From this time on to the
bitter end the work of the American
army in France will be^fighting. After
a year of preparation the war, for
the expeditionary forces, is about to
pass out of the preliminary stage into
the period of accomplishment.
The
tasks that confront "G. H. Q." in
France and the government authorities In the United States are no
longer the same.
Machinery Running Smoothly.
The machinery of supply on this
side of the Atlantic is running
smoothly, after many. breakdowns.
Defects have been discovered—ami—re>
paired. The mills and factories and
shipyards are turning out their stores
of munitions and the bottoms to carry
them overseas. The new armies will
follow naturally in the footsteps of
those which broke the untrodden way
before them. , To keep the national
energy at high speed, to grind out
the never-ending stream of supplies
and men that will be required in
France, is the principal business now
of Washington.
In a way it is the only business of
Washington, for the war and the army
are in France, and America from now
on is to be merely an immense reservoir of supplies of blood and treasure
to be poured»out across the Atlantic
ceaselessly until the-enemy has been
crushed by their resistless force.
The war and the army being in
France, the direction of the war and
the army should' be in France as
much as possible, and any other system than this would be fatal. That
authority in France should be supreme
if. the war is to be fought to a successful conclusion.

Must Keep in Touch.
I do not believe that Mr. Baker or
any other Secretary of War could
continue to conduct the war wholly
from Washington. No man could
keep in touch with the kaleidoscopic
situation' in France while remaining
here. The war is in the very front
yard of France, yet Mr. Clemenceau
finds it impossible to direct the management of the French armies while
remaining in Paris. He is constantly
going to the front, keeping in touch
with the shifting currents that ebb
and flow along the battle line, and
that are never the same two days in
succession. He is in direct, daily contact with the great forces that he
controls. What Mr. Clemenceau cannot do at a distance of 40 miles from
the scene of battle certainly Mr. Baker, nor any other human being, can
do at a distance of 3,000 miles.
Mr. Lloyd George can, and does,
make frequent trips to France, but he
is just across the English channel
from the 2,000,000 splendid British
soldiers in Flanders and Picardy for
whom he is responsible.
Visit Iiiked in France.
Mr. Baker bears the responsibility
of 1,000,000 Americans, and the Atlantic separates him from them. His
determination to return to France is
merely the recognition of a geographical fact.
So much advantage has come from T
Mr. Baker's former visit to France in u
March that his return this summer S
would have, I think, a decidedly beneficial effect upon American morale
overseas. I have talked with hundreds of our soldiers in France who
have felt that their difficulties were
not appreciated "back home." It will
be a good thing to have the Secretary of War right on the job, where
he can look into those difficulties—
and fix 'em.

/"*»»*)..

DEMOCRACY—War Secretary Baker
said at a luncheon in Washington:
"Ours will be the most democratic
army in the world, for ours is the most
democratic country.
"A millionaire, as he climbed into
his limousine, snarled at a newsboy.

'No, I don't want any paper! Get
outj
"'Well, keep-your shirt on, boss,' the
newsboy answered. 'Th« only difference between you and me is that you're
makin' your second million, while I'm
still workin' on my first.' "
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TO THE FARMERS OF AMERICA
HON. NEWTON D. BAKER, Secretary of War.
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SECRETARY BAKER'S REMARKABLE ACHIEVEMENT

The following statement by President Wil
"The total number of troops returned from
can soldiers would be in France or on the
son, giving Secretary Baker's report on the
abroad, lost at sea, and casualties is 8,165,
way. That almost no lives have been lost
number of our soldiers in France, should
and of these by reason of the superbly efforever close the mouths of Mr. Baker's ficient protection which the Navy has given in a sea sown with surprise and danger is
detractors:
our transport system, only 291 have been indeed a splendid tribute to the efficiency of
I have today received the following letter lost at sea.
Secretary Daniels and the Navy.
from the Secretary of War which seems to
"The supplies and equipment in France
During the past ten days America has
me to contain information which will be
for all troops sent is, by our latest report, been thrilled as never before in our history,
so satisfactory to the country that its pub- adequate, and the output of our war induslication will be welcomed and will give ad- tries in this country is showing marked im- for during these days our boys in uniformditional zest to our national celebration of provement in practically all lines of neces- hundreds of thousands of them—have be«n
the Fourth of July:
giving glorious account of themselves along
sary equipment and supply.
"My Dear Mr. President:
More than
the Marne. What the Kaiser in his inso"Respectfully yours,
1,000,000 American soldiers have sailed from
lence termed a negligible army has shown
"Newton D. Baker."
the ports in this country to participate in
its mettle. It has welded with sons and
To which I replied:
the war in France. In reporting this fact
lovers
of freedom from other lands, and the
to you I feel that you will be interested in "My Dear Mr, Secretary:
Hun
is
pressed further and further back.
"Your
letter
of
July
1
contains
a
very
a few data showing the progress of our
significant piece of news and an equally sig- Mobile transportation, cannon and muniover-seas military effort.
"The first ship carrying military person- nificant report of the forwarding of troops tions, supplies and equipment were all proPast year to the otner
nel sailed May 8, 1917, having on board Base *"TmS
side of vided. But greater than them all was the
Hospital No. 4 and members of the Reserve the water. It is a record which I think indomitable surging spirit of our men, who
must cause universal satisfaction, because
Nurses Corps.
fought as Cromwell's Ironsides fought. They
the heart of the country is unquestionably
have only begun. The fight is not done, but
Embarkation by Months.
in this war and the people of the United
"General Pershing and his staff sailed on States rejoice to see their force put faster the invincible spirit has been shown in a
May 20, 1917. The embarkation in the and faster into the great struggle which is manner which spells ultimate defeat for the
months from May, 1917, to and including destined to redeem the world.
regimented automatons of the Kaiser. The
June, 1918, are as follows:
"Cordially and sincerely yours,
spirit of their Commander-in-Chief and their
1917:
Secretary of War, that is our purpose as
May
1 71.
"WOODROW WILSON."
Tunp
l,/lo
our nation, has fired the souls of our boys.
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ing the mettle of the army, found time to
December
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The President's statement did indeed stir appraise justly the part played by the
1918:
January
4,R 77c the American people, and no less the world farmer, and to write:
"He has done his
February
•
°'"„
waiting for America to throw her weight duty in a way that deserves the gratitude
March
||'2?J
Anvil
od,811
117 212 into the "struggle which is destined to re- of the world, and speaking on behalf of our
Mav
'
r
244 345
June
' deem the world." Soon after came the of- army I wish to congratulate him on it."
Marines ---:::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::: 2i!;6« ficial announcement that by August a milThe farmer congratulates the Army and
Aggregating
1,019,115 I hon four hundred and fifty thousand Ameri- the Secretary of War.
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che si ribellb, allorquando le sembrb che le si richiedeva troppo, pregandola di non esagerare, ma
di rimanere nei giusto equilibrio?
Fece Una corsa sjrenata cl guadagno : ma non derogb di mezzo centimetro da] giusto e dall'onesto.
Si e o non si e galantuomini? Ma che nessuno s'immischi di loro. Ma che calmieri, ma che regolamenti,
ma che consorzi annonari!... Sciocchezze!... Lasciateli jare. Non rubano sul peso, non hanno prejerenze, non jrodano il becco di un quattrino. Guadagnano, e il galantomismo e in rapporto col portajoglio pieno. C'e o non c'e la roba?... Non c'e.
Ma salta juori se la lasci aumentare come vogliono
loro. Non bisogna essere ingenui; bisogna essere
pratici. £ tutia gente, intanto, che ha sottoscritto al
«Prestito Nazionalev. £ tuiia genie che non dioora.
Sono gli altri che divorano, e non hanno mai avuta
tanta jame come adesso. Insomma, lasciatela prorompere questa nuova genitura di galantuomini, che
ammucchiano loro per comprare il marmo del loro

sepolcro, dove incideranno Vepigraje ddla vita modesta ma operosa, che dal nulla creb il patrimonio
per cui un giorno ci volevano due e jorse piu gcnerazioni.
InVece non si e capita questa morale dell onesta,
che e vecchia quanto il mondo. Si e voluto interVenire con la savia regola dell'economia politico, con
il temperamento della teoria, che ha degli articoli
sublimi nei suoi testi projondi, ma che I'uomo disprezza, e di cui ja a meno, se la pratica gli ha
insegnato molto, ma molto di piu. E lo hanno cosiretto a ribellarsi, iniervenendo nzlla sua projessione
di rigida osservanza nei pr'.ncipi del suo commercio,
che determina i gradi della sua onesta; ed hanno
ucciso in lui I'istinlo del suo galantomismo, requisendogli tutto quello che egli avrebbe smerciato per
conto suo, avrebbe comprato per conto suo, rivenduto per conto suo; senza rubare il becco d'un quattrino.
Cosi accadde che I'olio spari;

<Mf

che il burro dilegub;
che le palate marcirono;
ed un paio di buoi costb ottomila lire;
e del jormaggio divennero rcliquie venerabili anche le croste;
e la jarina si iramuto in terra;
e Vacqua si tramutb in vino...
Ma i galantuomini cont'nuarono ad esictere.
E si capisce proseguendo a dire che non conviene
proprio ad esserlo. Essi sentono la necessita del loro
dovere. E protestano. Protestano conlro lo Stato,
conlro il Governo, contro i Municipi, che continuano
a togliere loro le possibilita di esercilare il proprio
msstiere; e li accusano di sabotare il loro civismo
che, se sta in rapporto agli aumenti dei prezzi, e
perb sempre una delle virtu che si insegna sui banchi della scuola.
Ed hanno perjettamente ragiono, dal momenta che
qualcuno disse : — Che canaglia i galantuomini!...

Carlo Panseri
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che si ribellb, allorquando le sembrb che le si richiedeva troppo, pregandola di non esagerare, ma
di rimanere ml giusto equilibrio?
Fece una corsa sjrenata cl guadagno : ma non derogb di mezzo centimetro dal giusto e dall'onesto.
Si e o non si e galantuomini? Ma che nessuno s immischi di loro. Ma che calmieri, ma che regolamenti,
ma che consorzi annonari!... Sciocchezze!... Lasciateli fare. Non rubano sul peso, non hanno prejerenze, non jrodano il becco di un quatlrino. Guadagnano, e il galaniomismo e in rapporto col portajoglio pieno. C'e o non c'e la roba?... Non c'e.
Ma salta juori se la lasci aumentare come vogliono
loro. Non bisogna essere ingenui; bisogna essere
pratici. £ tutta genie, intanto, che ha sottoscrilto al
aPrestito Nazionale i>. £ tutta genie che non divora.
Sono gli altri che divorano, e non hanno mai avuta
tanta jame come adesso. lnsomma, lasciatela prorompere quesla nuoVa genitura di galantuomini, che
ammucchiano I'oro per comprare il marmo del loro

sepolcro, dove incideranno I'epigraje dzlla vita modesta ma operosa, che dal nulla creb il patrimonio
per cui un giorno ci volevano due e forse piii gcnerazioni.
lnvece non si e capita questa morale dell'onesta,
che e Vecchia quanto il mondo. Si e voluto interVenire con la savia regola dell'economia politico, con
il temperamento della teoria, che ha degli articoli
sublimi nei suoi testi projondi, ma che Yuomo dt~
sprezza, e di cui ja a meno, se la pratica gli ha
insegnato molto, ma molto di piii. E lo hanno costrcito a ribellarsi, iniervenendo nzlla sua projessione
di rigida osservanza nei pr'.ncipi del suo commercio,
che determina i gradi della sua onesta; ed hanno
ucciso in lui I'istinto del suo galaniomismo, requisendogli tutto quello che egli avrebbe smerciato per
conto suo, avrebbe comprato per conio suo, rivenduto per conto suo; senza rubare il becco d'un quatlrino.
Cost accadde che Volio span;
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che il burro dileguo;
che le patate marcirono;
ed un paio di buoi costd ottcmila lire;
e del jormaggio divennero rcliquie venerabili anche le croste;
e la jarina si ircmuto in terra;
e Vacqua si tramutb in vino...
Ma i galantuomini cont'.nuarono ad esictere.
£ si capisce proseguendo a dire che non conviene
proprio ad esscrlo. Ess: sentono la necessita del loro
dovere. E protesiano. Protestano contro lo Stato,
conlro il GoVerno, contro i Municipi, che continuano
a togliere loro le possibility di esercitare il proprio
mestiere; e li accusano di sabotare il loro civismo
che, se sta in rapporto agli aumenti dei prezzi, e
perb sempre una delle virtu che si insegna sui banchi della scuola.
Ed hanno perjeitamente ragion2, dal momento che
qualcuno disse: — Che canaglia i galantuomini!...
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IL CORPO DI SPEDIZIONE AMERICANO IN FRANCIA. — In alto: // ministro della Guerra Baker e il gen. Pershing nei campo della scuola aviatori
americani. — In basso : // ministro della Guerra Baker e il gen. Pershing visitano un magazzino al posto di sbarco del materiale americano in Francia.
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Baker Bill to
Extend Draft
Ages Is Ready
Congress May Be Urged to
Call Men 19 to 36
Into Service

—Newton D. Baker, Secretary of War
A GREAT nation at war, we are concentrating tremendous effort to raise, equip and maintain our
armies in the field. But in all this vast and complex activity we must never lose sight of the equally great
necessity to protect and preserve the privileges of childhood and wromanhood at home.
Secretary Baker speaks to the whole nation when he
says:
"In this time of war we must set our faces resolutely
against everything that on any pretext seeks to break
down those barriers we have set up through years of
patient labor against the enervation and dissipation of
child-life and woman-life in this country.
"It will do us no good to send our sons to France to
fight for our political rights if while they are fighting
for us there, we destroy or surrender the precious privileges of womanhood and childhood here.
"When our men come home I do not want them to find
a disturbed or depressed condition here. I do not want
them to find they have been chasing one corner of freedom while the rest of freedom has been lost by us here
in their absence.
"I want them to come back to wives,listers, mothers
and children filled with robust health, who have been
living under sane and wholesome conditions.
"I want them to feel when they get home
that there is no cause for sadness in the
conditions that greet them in their homes
and families.
"I want them to feel that it is a joy to be
home once more, because we have preserved
the home life and the family life on the high
plane to which they were accustomed before
they went to fight for us in France."

WASHINGTON, Aug. l.—War Department recommendations for enlarging the army for the extension of draft
age limitations in order to provide new
reservoirs of man power to back up the
forces already at the front will be laid
before Congress next week. Members
of the two military committees have
been recalled to Washington by the
chairmen in order to expedite the bill.
In announcing, following a conference with Chairman Dent, of the
House committee, that his increased
army project was virtually ready, Secretary Baker would not say what ag£
limits had been settled on, nor indicate i,n any way the size of the army
which he is planning.
"I do not want to say what the ages
will be,".he said, "because the concurrent action of the two houses is necessary to secure assent to them. I had
a conference with Mr. Dent this morning and went over with him the full
plan, involving the suggested ages. I
am to have a conference with Senator
Chamberlain as soon as he gets back.
Revision Both Ways
"Any suggestion to extend the draft
ages is to produce in Class 1 an adequate number of men for the enlarged
military programme. If the ages are
revised they will have to be either below twenty-one or above thirty-one, or
both. I think it will be both."
Chairman Dent was even more reticent, but said he was willing to -go
either up or down in extending age
limits of the draft to win the war.
"My personal preference is to go up
first," he added.
The only specific information regarding the new age limits to be drawn
from Mr. Baker was a statement that
the limits of nineteen to forty had
been among the suggestions canvassed
but rejected. In many quarters it is
believed extension to the ages of nineteen and thirty-six will be recommended.
In presenting the original selective
service bill Secretary Baker and his
advisers fixed nineteen as the proper
minimum, and Mr. Baker has said repeatedly since then that he has seen
no reason to change his opinion in that
regard.
Congress ruled against taking men
below the voting age of twenty-one,
however, and sought to make up the
deficit by increasing the War Department's suggested minimum from twenty-six to thirty-one, where it now
stands.
The reluctance of many members of
Congress to go lower than the twentyone limit is still apparent, though there'
is evidence of a strong sentiment toward carrying the maximum up as high
as forty-five. There is no doubt, however, that War Department officials
would prefer to draw on the classes of
nineteen and twenty-year-old youths to
fill the ranks and see no decided military advantage to be gained from any
considerable extension upward.
Secretary Baker has heretofore announced that his policy in recommending any change in draft ages would be
to seek a sufficient number of men to
meet the army's needs in such ages as
would least disturb the- economic situation at home. The bulk of the new
forces, in his view, should be drawn
from the youngest class of men physically able to stand the strain of mod
c
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War, of Boys and "Pep"
' From the purely army standpoint,
this has been a boys' war from the
start. The quick recuperative powers
of youth have been vitally necessary ,
to the military machine under the j
strain of modern warfare. Older men |
are slower to recover and are, there- |
fore, of more limited use to the army.
On the other hand, however, there
are a great number of men who could
be called out of the higher ages, even
up to forty-five. A far greater proportion of men between thirty-one and
forty-five have independent incomes
than is true with the men below thirtyone, reducing the dependents factor for
exemption to that extent.

UI DULL.
KING HONORS GEN.. BIDDLE.
-

Confers Order of Bathi on Gtnferal.
Baker to Allow Acceptance.
London, July 20.—Ma}. Gen. .John Biddle,
commanding the American forces in the
United Kingdom, has been appointed a
knight commander of the most honorable
Order of the Bath.
Decoration of Gens. Pershing, March,
Biddle and others by King George of Engla%d will be made the subject of a letter
from Secretary of War Baker to the British embassy soon. Mr. Baker will outline
this government's position of acceptance
of the foreign decorations then. While
these decorations are not to be accepted
by American officers without congressional
sanction, it is assumed some arrangements
will be made that the generals may accept
the honors.
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Baker Cables Pershing for
Losses as They Occur.
MUST EXPECT LONG LIST
Relatives Get Indirect Word, but
No Official News.
DISQUIETING TO PUBLIC MIND
Staff Believes Nation Can

Stand

to Hear Entire Truth and No
Good Purpose Is Served in Withholding Information — French
{Give No Accounts to Press and
American

Commander May

Be

Following Their System, Army
Chiefs

Suggest — March Prom-

Jses British Plan of Publicity.

By ALBERT W. FOX.
(Copyrijtht, 1918, by 'Washington Post Co.)
Something has gone radically
wrong with the system whereby
American casualty lists from France
are transmitted to the American public, if these lists are to be regarded
as reflecting losses incurred in the
recent fighting. There is such an
obvious lack of proportion between
the numbers reported in the daily
lists as killed in action, wounded
and missing, and the numbers which
must have been involved in the constant death grapple with the enemy
that the War Department here has
cabled to Gen. Pershing asking him
in effect to put into operation a system which does not hold back names
of those who have joined the nation's
honor roll in battle.
People Can Stand the Truth.
Secretary Baker said yesterday that
he had sent a personal cable to Gen.
Pershing on this matter so the public may be prepared for the shock
of seeing the numbers multiply tenfold or perhaps a hundred-fold when
the (acts come in.
Mr. Baker's decision appears to be
based on the principle that the American people can stand the truth no
matter how hard it hits them, and
that there is no need for holding- back
information on casualties or attempting to soften the blow by spreading
out losses by giving them in small
numbers over an extended period.
In proportion to the* service they
have rendered to the cause of civilization and in proportion to the military results achieved at this critical
time, the iAmerican
losses in the
*
Marne salient are understood to have
been normal.

Lists Disproportionately Small.'
There is ground for hope that they
may have been less than might be expected., But even on this basis, they
are bound to be entirely out of proportion with the numbers reported In
the day-by-day routine lists from
abroad.
Yesterday's list Included 36 killed in
action. The list given out Tuesday
reported 17 killed In action, 11 died of
wounds, 96 wounded and missing in
action 3.
The French, who with the Americans have been bearing the brunt of
the terrific fighting in the Marne
salient during the month of July, do
not make public casualty lists, so
comparison is impossible. But the
British, who have not been conspicuously mentioned during the July
fighting, give their July casualties as
67,291.
Evidence of Holding Back Names.
During the month of June, when
the British were more heavily engaged, the total casualty list is officially given as 141,147. The American
casualty list for the month of July,
as given out so far, totals 1,973.
Army officers admit frankly that
the system now In operation would be
entirely misleading to any one who
attempted to ascertain what the
American losses in July really were.
There is increasing evidence that
the system now in operation in France
holds back names for some reason or
other over extended periods. The relatives of the men on the lists hear
nothing from the War Department
until the names reach here by the
machinery now in operation.
Relatives Get Indirect Word.
This has already led to many instances where the relatives get their
first news from roundabout, indirect
sources and appeal despairingly to the
War Department only to find that
nothing has been reported from
American headquarters.
Examples of this hardship on mothers, wives and relatives are being
cited more and more. A mother, for
example, gets a letter from France
saying that "John will probably come
through all right and not to worry."
This is her first intimation that anything had happened to her boy. The
case of a wife receiving congratulations from abroad because her husband is out of the hospital with his
wounds healed and ready to go at the
enemy again is cited with the added
remark that the wife never knew until then that her husband had been
wounded.
French Publish No Lists.
Many believe that it is of vital importance to the people that they do
not obtain, rightly or wrongly, the
impression that bad news is held
back from them. Secretary Baker appears to have a very decided view on
this subject and it is reflected in army
circles here.
There are two systems now in operation in France with respect to
casualties—the French system, which
informs the relatives but not the general public, and the British system,
which,publishes monthly lists. It is
hinted that Gen. Pershing may favor
the French system, though this may

be only surmise. If Gen. Pershing
favors this plan and can convince the
War Department that it is to the advantage of the great cause to follow
it, then many here say by all means
it should be done.
Popular Faith in News Essential.
This would mean notifying the
relatives but not the general public.
But the system of ostensibly giving
out full casualty lists, while in reality not giving them as they become
available, finds no favor here and it
is assumed that Gen. Pershing will
speedily see to it that this system is
changed.
It is admittedly important that the
American people have absolute faith
in the news reaching them on such a
vital matter, because it is necessary
to offset the possible effects of wellorganized German propaganda which
persistently seeks to distort AmeVican
losses.
Recent German reports dwell continually on alleged heavy American
losses, referring to whole regiments
annihilated, &c.
March Promises Full Lists.
Gen. March yesterday in the course
of his talk with the newspaper correspondents was asked this question:
"In the matter of casualties, press
reports this morning refer to heavy
losses and the German accounts of
the last three or four days emphasize
the tremendous losses. Can anything
be said to prepare the country for
what to expect?"
"In the matter of casualties," he replied, "the War Department has
adopted the following policy and we
have ordered Gen. Pershing to carry
it out: There will be no separation of
casualties into lists going over a long
period of time, but he will cable them
[ in as they occur, and all casualties
will be released to the public at once.
He has been sent a cablegram to that
effect, and as soon as the machinery
starts we will give out to the press all
casualties, no matter what they are."

WAR DEPARTMENT
DENIED SHIP STEEL
Industries Board Acts.
Baker to Comply
in Program.
S
|
I
j
j

The ■ war industries board took
sharp action yesterday on the issue
between the War Department and the
shipping board regarding the desire
of the former to build ships.
It refused to allow the War Department steel for either ships or yards
and placed the question of steel and
ail other material for ships in the
hands of the Emergency Fleet Corporation.
Director General Sohwab and Chairman Hurley will meet today with the
war industries committee, to discuss
steel needs. The shipping board expects its. requirements for steel to be
largelv increased when Eastern shipvards "hit ttioir stride" in production.
The Eastern yards are about ready
ii begin such production.
Secretary Baker yesterday denied
published reports that the War Department, is constructing on its own
account several large ships. The only
construction undertaken, he said, was
that of a few small mine sweepers
and quartermaster supply boats included in the department's activities
before the war.
Should it be found that even this
small tonnage interferes In the slightest with the major program of the,
shipping board or the navy, the War
Secretary added, it will be abandoned
without delay.

Secretary Baker's Progress
To certain people in this country
the secretary of war is sti'.l a "paci'fist" secretary. Precisely what that
means in his case it is impossible
to make out. What is of more account is that under his administration, the United States within the
past year has made incomparably
the greatest military effort in its
hirtory. Over a million and a quarter of American soldiers have been
sent to France and some 300,000 of
them within the past three weeks
have brought imperishable glory to
our arms by their conduct in the second battle of the Marne—the battle that made Foch a field marshal
and brought to Pershing the decoration cf the Legion of Honor from the
French government. If this is what
comes faom "pacifism" in the war
department, then the ordinary run
of plains Americans will feel as Lincoln did about the 'charge that Gen
Grant drank whisky. The civil war
president, an -everyone remembers,
wantedj'to know what brand the whisky was so that he could send .some to
the other generals.
Mr Baker's pacifism is of a peculiar
sort. ::He has just recommended additional draft legislation extending the
ages up to 45 and down to 18, the
plan being to raise'an.army of 5,000,000 as quickly as possible. One might
suppose that this would please those
who always believed the draft ages
should be fixed that way and that
the sooner the country had 5,000,000
men under arms the better. But some
of them at least are still dissatisfied.
They charge that Baker has committed
the crime of changing his mind. In
June he was not ready to concur in
the 18-45 proposal; he asked for time
in which to consider the question and
work out a program. It was of course
Mr Baker's error or incapacity that
made him want more time; it may be
freely granted that he would have
shown a greater genius for the administrative side of war had he been.
prepared in the second week of June
to elaborate the plan he now offers in
the first week of August. For this
dereliction of duty the Senate committee on military affairs demands a
reckoning.
But the Senate committee should
[ not be too stern with him. Since June
a great battle has been fought, disclosing a relative weakening of the
I enemy's offensive power and. as Gen
; March pointed out in his testimony
yesterday, about July 30 the United
States reached a decision to enlarge
its military program to carry out the
policies agreed upon at the recent
interallied conference at Paris to speed
up prosecution of the war and bring
it to an early conclusion. Every one
•now sees, including a "pacifist" secretary of war who is in entire accord
with the decision reached at Versailles,
that there is no better way of exploiting the advantage of the victory
of Gen Foch than to speed up to the
utmost the fullest development of
America's military power, even at a
sacrifice probably of the nation's
economic productivity.
The secretary is on the right side
and he has not arrived too late. If
Congress now switches in as quickly
as he has, there will be no cause to
worry over the army's man power.
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VINDICATION COMES
FROM WHOLE NATION.
And yet one day—it was the day
the Secretary's complete and illuminating statement went to the country—the
atmosphere
palpably
changed, as when a fog lifts or the
sun shines after storm. The change
was entirely psychic, and yet so
sudden, so Immediate and extensive,
as to be almost tangible. A complete change in the War Department would not have been comparable with it. The Secretary has not
been able satisfactorily to analyze
it for himself. It came in the line
of duty, Just as the rest had come.
He had simply stated the fact, the
barest fact, without defense against
criticism, without recrimination upjn his detractors. And the fact won.

PICTURES ON'
MESSAGES ARRIVE
WALLS NOTED.
FROM BATTLEFIELD.
The appointed hour found the SecIt was, as I have said, a dramatic
retary closeted with the Chief of
moment in the Americans' part in
Staff, but soon word came through
the war. Through a little door on
that the Detroit visitor would be rethe other side of the room came
ceived. Two rooms beyond the waitmessages directly from the battleThis Story Tells When and It
ing room is the sanctum of the Secfield. The day was well advanced
retary. It is a small room, as WashPoints Out Key to Baker's
in France, and it was a day of
ington
government
offices
go,
and
mat if> aao.tiwx eluaaai la SacraStrength of Character.
glory, a day whose luster cannot
the plainest of them all, except th» die. The reader will do well to re- tary Baker's psychology. In comfrain from believing that it is only mon with the Wilson AdministraPresident's, although it lacks the
my personal enthusiasm that leads tion, he has a dominant quality of
(This is the eighth article of a
quiet dignity of the President's ofme to say that the whole complex- practical idealism. He is an idealist
fice. An old oil portrait of George
special series on Washington in
ion of the war was changing; in a on the human side with a heavy
Washington, as first commander in
very expressive phrase, which is not balance of realism on the executive
War Time and deals with the Secmy own, the complexion of the Al- side. He has an extraordinary rev- |
chief
of
the
American
armies;
anretary of War.)
lies had changed from anemic white erence for the Fact, so real a revother of Henry Knox, the first secto a glowing wholesome pink, and erence as to require that the word
retary of war; an autographed pho.
events were transpiring whose ef- be capitalized. And yet he knows
By W. J. CAMERON.
fect on the whole struggle will be that facts sometimes obscure the |
(Staff Carr«pondont Tha Detroit New«.) tograph of Brand Whltlock, Amerepochal. It was simply impossible Truth, and that is where his savican minister to Belgium, a desk
to oontemplate the deeds of the ing idealism comes in.
WASHINGTON, Aug. 6.—
Secretary Baker is bearing a great
and table heaped with documents,
Americans, and what was transpirThe Secretary of War and a few chairs—these complete UB
ing amongst the German armies, burden, and is' not sparing himself.
consented to receive me furnishing and ornamentation. The
without the thrill which comes from He seems to be aware that, If necthe consciousness of living and be- essary, he must wear himself out,
at a most interesting moment. The telephone is not on the desk, but
when the bell tinkles Seoretary
ing In touch with, at least physical- and then his successor must wear
American drive in France was at Baker must needs rise and go to a ly, a high moment in human history. himself out, and whoever holds the
The man who sat there, so ap- office must continue to give and
its height. Excited throngs crowd- phone table in the corner. Needparently calm in his chair, was in- give without stint until the war is
j less to say, that bell does not tinkle
won.
In that, the Secretary shares
ed around every bulletin board.
except in important matters; the deed in a state of suppressed emo- the soldier's spirit. All that matters
tion.
There
was
nothing
in
his
deHigh officials of the Government
offices of the White House, it may
Is that he discharge his duty at the
be. For lnter-departmental conver- meanor to indicate it, but such, nev- top of his power, as long and as
whose sons are at the front forgot
sations, the Secretary uses a speak- ertheless, was the fact. The pub- wisely as he can. His personal fate
lic knew much; he knew much more.
their station for the moment and
ing device on his desk.
is as nothing compared with the
In his office, Newton D. Baker is a Moreover, his knowledge extended great task which must be rolled
became
only anxious fathers,
to
both
sides
of
the
struggle.
He
most frank and direct conversationforward to completion.
haunting the sources of informaalist. It being an hour taken out KNEW. And knowing, he could not
Lest WORKS LONG HOURS,
of the midst of a busy morning, he but feel, and very deeply.
tion to learn if perchance a dear
there should be possibility of mis- EATS AT HIS DESK.
permitted himself to relax, filled
name had appeared in the lists.
and lighted his pipe and allowed his interpretation in what I have writTo this end his working day is a
The outer office of the Secretary
legs to find the top of a convenient ten let me add that there was noth- long one. Daylight hours are filled
table. As his answers to my ques- ing' in the complete knowledge of
was filled with men waiting- to see
the situation that could temper the with conferences. Until 11 o'clock
tions brought him to greater animahim. There were staff officers, reption of manner, his feet came to the public joy. It would be rather en- the Secretary sees the chief of staff
resentatives of foreign governments,
and bureau chiefs. From 11 until
hanced.
floor again, and his pipe was remov12 he sees people by appointment.
United States senators, and certain ed to permit a flow of perfectly chosRESENTMENT LAST
From 12 to 1 he sees people who
men in uniform who quietly came en words. As everyone knows who IN SENSE OF DUTY.
come
without appointment. He
The pipe went out soon after it lunches at his desk. The afternoon
and went. The big room was very has read the report of Secretary
Baker's testimony at the hearing
was lighted; only a few puffs had is devoted to a variety of business.
quiet, with an air of suppressed ex- held by the Senate committee, he Is
been taken, and it was not relit. I This Is the schedule as the Secrecitement. Some of us beguiled the in command of the choicest extemtary would like to follow it, the
was interested to know what were Ideal schedule, so to speak. As a
time by surveying the mementoes pore literary quality. He approximates the President in this respect.
the Secretary's feelings during the matter of fact It is broken in upon
gathered there—the flag that draped
period when public criticism fell at all points. War business, with
Lincoln's coffin, the flag that floated NO RESTRICTIONS
PUT ON INTERVIEW.
upon him so unsparingly. It is a Is unexpectedness and Insistence Is
over Sumter, the swords of great
hobby of mine that if we can know a very difficult matter to place on
It was understood that I was not
generals and the painted portraits
how a man takes adversity, we have schedule. Thus it happens that the
to attempt to quote his words, but
of the secretaries of war for the
a clear clue to his character. I night lights burn long in the Secthere
were
no
restrictions
placed
last century. It is an ornate room,
found the Secretary absolutely re- retary's office, and the important
upon the topics of conversation.
crowded with associations and removed from any personal resent- subordinates of the Department are
plete with history. And now it was
ment toward the criticism that had always on call.
Naturally, I wanted to know a numSecretary Baker reserves the
seeing more history made than had
been visited on him, even when it
ber of things, and In no instance
been crowded into the whole prewas palpably and unfairly personal. night hours for what Is In some redid the Secretary of War return
He knew that It was Inevitable that spects the hardest work of all, the
vious term of the nation's life.
a refusal or an evasive answer. The
some things should go wrong in so reading of court-martial reports
impression I received of him was of
APPOINTMENT
new and vast an undertaking as and the making of his recommendaa courageous type of mind buckled
IS ARRANGED,
his Department was charged^ with; tions thereon. He holds the fate
to a task of extraordinary difficulty
Suddenly an inner door opened, and
and complexity, and swinging it
he knew that it was humanly im- at officers and men in his hands,
to _ the_
with a confident sense of mastery.
a slim man of short stature appearpossible, with the comparatively ""J—hla-jecammendations
eiU stsq sBuipnnq jo }U»tujjBd»ci
But there was a singular lack of
few military men of experience
ed, stepping lithely forward. The
:9JB SM-BI jsuisnoq »}-e}s
any sense of personal pride in the
whom he had af his disposal, to »tO jo SUOISIAOJCI 3ij) jo amog
eyes behind the shining pince-nez
Secretary; the mastery was mingled
achieve the colossal task of pre■Jiounu}
with a wholly unconscious and
paring for, calling and training mil- -UTBH u; Sujsnoq pun uonrmu-es
made a swift survey of the room. He
natural modesty—not the sort of
lions of men, without somewhere a 'inineu; uo J»»U|3U» Xjujju-es »vms «
approached this man and that, dismodesty which would deter its pos- j degree of hardship, delay and even
posing of their errands quickly, but
sessor from tackling big tasks, else j failure appearing. The country now A-q op-em )jod»j eAjsuoqsjduioa v uj
Mr. Baker would not have accepted i knows, of course, that the ground O3B JBSA- B papusuiuioDsj SUM. epoo
without haste. He had none of the
the war portfolio In such critical ■ for surprise is found in the fact Sujsnoq OJ-BIS »q> jo ^ueuiaojojua
air of getting rid of people, but only
times as marked his appointment, i that so few of these untoward
of turning his mind immediately to
'aaoo ONisaoH HXVAH
but the sort of modesty which
things occurred.
their business and despatching it.
would ever prevent him from con■M.V\ 9J-BJS ei()
Secretary Baker searched the
sidering his achievement as of excriticism thoroughly for helpful JO SUOIS]AOjd »I)t 9DJOJU9 O) U3>[1'|
Presently he was hearing that a
traordinary merit.
suggestions. With the entire coun-| U99q o.v-un joX s-B SCIOJR OM Tor
Detroit News representative was
I had heard of a different imtry applying its mind to the pro-] 9q} JO 9d03S »m U|ll)|4 3{3Uirj)
studying the War Department and
pression received of Secretary Bablem, he felt that somewhere a sug-i -unejj s9ov\C 'oarniA »UJ jo ssusd
er. I had heard him described as
would like to make a survey of the
gestion of merit would appear and -x» pun )89nb3j 9qj v« '9161 "l
"cocksure." Certainly he is not
when it did he profited by it. If hej }uiuiuj»Ao3 «m iCq 9pvui snsusa \v\i>
Secretary of War—would it be at all
hesitant nor apologetic; no man in
regretted anything in the storm, -9ds eqj 'snsuoo \-ejop3ji }«B( »q} jo
possible?—the Secretary was a very
his position could be. He possesses
that assailed him, it was the asi 9U1U «m }« uoiveindod OOO'OI •A*q
busy man, of course, but any courtstrength and a large degree of massumption, the unfounded assump jou pip noui-B-PUTBH M^notniv
esy, quite at the Secretary's contery—he simply must possess these
tion that the attitude—the bast, •}o-e 9i{} jo .Sutssnd 9m J9}JB OOO'OI
venience, would be deeply appreto remain where he Is. More and
and determined attitude, of the Wai s9qo-E9a uoiyetndod 9SOUAI 9JSBtn.v
ciated.
more, here in Washington, one
Department was responsible for anj PU-B A-JJ3 XJ9A9 O} pUB UOpBindOd
From the standpoint of time, it
comes to feel that the man whom
delay or hardship that had occurs 9joui JO OOO'OI jo OS-BIU-V passtu-eajo
was quite possible, the Secretary
the President retains in a cabinet
red There is a vast difference he-l pU-B X}p JCJ9A9 0} SSIlddB }OB 91JJ,
was saying, but from the standpoint
position must All the office, or he
tween mistakes that occur througl •JJOUIBJIUIBH o} p9ndd-e 9q pinoqs
of policy
. However, It was soon
does not stay. And while Secretary
inexperience or insufficient equip •9A9H9q 8JO}O0dsu( Sujpunq }ioj}9<i
arranged that at 10 o'clock on the
Baker is dominant, he is not domiment, and mistakes that inhere ii 'UB^IHOHtt JO ' M.VJ J8U1SIIOH 9t{i
morrow I would be shown into the
•auipimq J19U.J
neering; he does not invade nor
the very attitude of the director!
Inner sanctum of the Secretary of
overbear another's mental province.
of an enterprise; the former can b. euop p-eq Aeij) J9)J-B possBd SAII-I OI
UIJOJUOO
UI9IT}
93J-EUI
O} EM3UAAO O)
War.
He is always seeking the best way,
corrected, but the latter have thel jj-Bjun eq pjnoAi }( uo|u|do
sm uj
and he follows it where he finds
roots very deep
J-KU.} SATJS *jo)09dsu( aujptjnq 93TS[
it, whether it originates with himIIA
'MOBBTT
X9IV
'auiDTina
SUIUJ9
self or a competent subordinate.
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?ar Secretary's
Pipe Goes Out
This Story Tells When and It
Points Out Key to Baker's
Strength of Character.
(This is the eighth article of a
special series on Washington in
War Time and deals with the Secretary of War.)

By W. J. CAMERON.
(Staff Correspondent Th© Detroit News.)
WASHINGTON, Aug. 6.—
The Secretary of War
consented to receive me
at a most interesting moment. The
American drive in France was at
its height. Excited throngs crowded around every bulletin board.
High officials of the Government
whose sons are at the front forgot
their station for the moment and
became
only
anxious
fathers,
haunting the sources of information to learn if perchance a dear
name had appeared in the lists.
The outer office of the Secretary
was filled with men waiting to see
him. There were staff officers, representatives of foreign governments,
United States senators, and certain
men in uniform who quietly came
and went. The big room was very
quiet, with an atfr of suppressed excitement. Some of us beguiled the
time by surveying the mementoes
gathered there—the flag that draped
Lincoln's coffin, the flag that floated
over Sumter, the swords of great
generals and the painted portraits
of the secretaries of war for the
last century. It is an ornate room,
crowded with associations and replete with history. And now it was
seeing more history made than had
been crowded into the whole previous term of the nation's life.
APPOINTMENT
IS ARRANGED.
Suddenly an inner door opened, and
a slim man of short stature appeared, stepping lithely forward. The
eyes behind the shining pince-nez
made a swift survey of the room. He
approached this man and that, disposing of their errands quickly, but
without haste. He had none of the
air of getting rid of people, but only
of turning his mind immediately to
their business and despatching It.
Presently he was hearing that a
Detroit News representative was
studying the War Department and
would like to make a survey of the
Secretary of "War—would it be at all
possible?—the Secretary was a very
busy man, of course, but any courtesy, quite at the Secretary's convenience, would be deeply appreciated.
From the standpoint of time, it
was quite possible, the Secretary
was saying, but from the standpoint
of policy
. However, it was soon
arranged that at 10 o'clock on the
morrow I would be shown into the
inner sanctum of the Secretary of
War.
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VINDICATION COMES
FROM WHOLE NATION.
And yet one day—it was the day
the Secretary's complete and illuminating statement went to the country—the
atmosphere
palpably
changed, as when a fog lifts or the
sun shines after storm. The change
was entirely psychic, and yet so
sudden, so immediate and extensive,
as to be almost tangible. A complete change In the War Department would not have been comparable with it. The Secretary has not
been able satisfactorily to analyze
it for himself. It came in the line
of duty, Just as the rest had come.
He had simply stated the fact, the
barest fact, without defense against
criticism, without recrimination upjn his detractors. And the fact won.

PICTTTRES ON'
MESSAGES ARRIVE
WALLS NOTED.
FROM BATTLEFIELD.
The appointed-hour found the SecIt was, as I have said, a dramatic
retary closeted with the Chief of
moment in the Americans' part in
Staff, but soon word came through
the war. Through a little door on
that the Detroit visitor would be rethe other side of the room came
ceived. Two rooms beyond the waitmessages directly from the battleing room is the sanctum of the Secfield. The day was well advanced
retary. It is a small room, as Washin France, and it was a day of
ington government offices go, and
Xh&t is ssfttiwr sicjafiiM is atcrcglory, a day whose luster cannot
the plainest of them all, except th»
die. The reader will do well to re- tary Baker's psychology. In com-1
mon
with the Wilson AdministraPresident's, although it lacks the
frain from believing that it is only
my personal enthusiasm that leads tion, he has a dominant quality of
quiet dignity of the President's ofme to say that the whole complex- practical idealism. He is an Idealist
fice. An old oil portrait of George
ion of the war was changing; in a on the human side with a heavy
Washington, as first commander In
very expressive phrase, which is not balance of realism on the executive
my own, the complexion of the Al- side. He has an extraordinary rev- ,
chief of the American armies; anlies had changed from anemic white erence for the Fact, so real a rev- ■
other of Henry Knox, the first secto a glowing wholesome pink, and erence as to require that the word
retary of war; an autographed pho.
events were transpiring whose ef- be capitalized. And yet he knows
fect on the whole struggle will bo that facts sometimes obscure the
tograph of Brand Whltlock, Amerepochal. It was simply impossible Truth, and that is where his savican minister to Belgium, a desk
to contemplate the deeds of the ing idealism comes in.
and table heaped with documents,
Secretary Baker is bearing a great
Americans, and what was transpirand a few chairs—these complete Its
ing amongst the German armies, burden, and is' not sparing himself.
He
seems to be aware that, if necfurnishing and ornamentation. The
without the thrill which comes from
telephone Is not on the desk, but
the consciousness of living and be- essary, he must wear himself out,
when the bell tinkles Secretary
ing in touch with, at least physical- and then his successor must wear
Baker must needs rise and go to a ly, a high moment in human history. himself out, and whoever holds the
phone table in the corner. NeedThe man who sat there, so ap- office must continue to give and
tless to say, that bell does not tinkle
parently calm In his chair, was in- give without stint until the war is
won.
In that, the Secretary shares
except in important matters; the deed in a state of suppressed emo- the soldier's spirit. All that matters
offices of the White House, It may tion. There was nothing in his de- is that he discharge his duty at the
be. For inter-departmental conver- meanor to indicate it, but such, nev- top of his power, as long and as
sations, the Secretary uses a speak- ertheless, was the fact. The pub- wisely as he can. His personal fate
lic knew much; he knew much more.
ing device on his desk.
is as nothing compared with the
In his office, Newton D. Baker is a Moreover, his knowledge extended great task which must be rolled
to both sides of the struggle. He
most frank and direct conversationforward
to completion.
alist. It being an hour taken out KNEW. And knowing, he could not
Lest WORKS LONG HOURS,
of the midst of a busy morning, he but feel, and very deeply.
permitted himself to relax, filled there should be possibility of mis- EATS AT HIS DESK.
and lighted his pipe and allowed his interpretation in what I have writTo this end his working day is a
legs to find the top of a convenient ten, let me add that there was noth- long one. Daylight hours are filled
table. As his answers to my ques- ing in the complete knowledge of
the situation that could temper the with conferences. Until 11 o'clock
tions brought him to greater animapublic Joy. It would be rather en- the Secretary sees the chief of staff
tion of manner, his feet came to the
and bureau chiefs. From 11 until
hanced.
floor again, and his pipe was remov12 he sees people by appointment.
ed to permit a flow of perfectly chosRESENTMENT LAST
From 12 to 1 he sees people who
en words. As everyone knows who IN SENSE OF DUTY.
come without appointment. He
has read the report of Secretary
The pipe went out soon after it lunches at his desk. The afternoon
Baker's testimony at the hearing
was
lighted;
only
a
few
puffs
had
is devoted to a variety of business.
held by the Senate committee, he is
been taken, and it was not relit. I This is the schedule as the Secrein command of the choicest extemtary would like to follow it, the
pore literary quality. He approxiwas interested to know what were ideal schedule, so to speak. As a
mates the President in this respect.
the Secretary's feelings during the matter of fact it is broken in upon
NO RESTRICTIONS
period when public criticism fell at all points. War business, with
PUT ON INTERVIEW.
upon him so unsparingly. It is a is unexpectedness and insistence is
hobby of mine that if we can know a very difficult matter to place on
It was understood that I was not
how a man takes adversity, we have ] schedule Thus it happens that the
to attempt to quote his words, but
a clear clue to his character. I night lights burn long in the Secthere were no restrictions placed
found the Secretary absolutely re- retary's office, and the important
upon the topics of conversation.
moved from any personal resent- subordinates of the Department are
ment toward the criticism that had always on call.
Naturally, I wanted to know a numSecretary Baker reserves the
been visited on him, even when it
ber of things, and in no instance
was palpably and unfairly personal. night hours for what is in some redid the Secretary of War return
He knew that it was, Inevitable that spects the hardest work of all, the
a refusal or an evasive answer. The
impression I received of him was of
some things should go wrong in so reading of court-martial reports
a courageous type of mind buckled
new and vast an undertaking as and the making of his recommendato a task of extraordinary difficulty
his Department was charged with; tions thereon. He holds the fate
and complexity, and swinging it
he knew that It was humanly im- of officers and men in his hands,
with a confident sense of mastery.
possible, with the comparatively and his recommendations to the
But there was a singular lack of
few military men of experience President usually determine the disany sense of personal pride In the
whom he had at his disposal, to cipline to be administered.
Secretary; the mastery was mingled
achieve the colossal task of pre- It is not easy to sit through the
with a wholly unconscious and
paring for, calling and training mil- night hours weighing matters that
natural modesty—not the sort of
lions of men, without somewhere a affect men's careers unalterably.
modesty which would deter its posdegree of hardship, delay and even The Secretary is scrupulously caresessor from tackling big tasks, else
failure appearing. The country now ful that haste or insufficient proof
Mr. Baker would not have accepted
knows, of course, that the ground shall not result in injustice. And
the war portfolio in such critical j for surprise is found in the fact yet h*> is sometimes compelled by
times as marked his appointment, I that so few of these untoward the necessities of the army itself
but the sort of modesty which ! things occurred.
to approve sentences that destroy
would ever prevent him from conyoung officer's desire to see serSecretary Baker searched the
sidering his achievement as of exin France, and to dismiss him
thoroughly
for
helpful
vice
criticism
If those affected
traordinary merit.
suggestions. With the entire coun- from the army
I had heard of a different imtry applying its mind to the pro-could see the painstaking search
pression received of Secretary Bablem he felt that somewhere a sug- which the Secreetary makes to aser. I had heard him described as
gesti'on of merit would appear, and certain that all the courf-martial
"cocksure." Certainly he is not
when it did he profited by it. If he proceedings and findings have been
hesitant nor apologetic; no man in
regretted anything In the storm right and regular, they would be
his position could be. He possesses
that assailed him, it was the as- impressed by the profound constrength and a large degree of massumption, the unfounded assump- scientiousness and humane considtery—he simply must possess these
tion that the attitude—the basic eration which governs the actions
to remain where he is. More and
and determined attitude, of the War of the chief of the War Department.
more, here In Washington, one
Department ^a? "XTf hiVoLu"/ STRONG VITALITY
comes to feel that the man whom
delay or hardship ^at had occur y SPEECH.
the President retains in a cabinet
rAd There is a vast difference Between mistakes that occur through And when this is done, and the
position must fill the office, or he
does not stay. And while Secretary
inexperience or insufficient equip j hours of sleep have passed, the
Baker is dominant, he is not domiment, and mistakes that inhere ii same long &rInd of work marks the
neering; he docs not invade nor
the very attitude of the director: new flay
Sunday is scarcely an
overbear another's mental province.
of an enterprise; the former can D< exception for war in not a sabbatHe is always seeking the best way,
corrected, but the latter have thel*,arlS|i
and he follows it where he finds
roots very deep.
j And yet the Secretary of War,
it, whether It originates with himj though naturally pale of counteself or a competent subordinate.
I nance, gives every Indication of unexhausted vitality. He is bright of
eye, alert of movement, incisive in
speech, all betokening a smoothly
functioning body and mind. Often
a busy man who is quite competent
to carry and discharge heavy duties,
is Irritated by requests such as
mine was. To Indulge In mere conversation seems a waste, and the
very thought of it brings friction
to the mind. But the ease with
which Secretary Baker turned from
work to our conversation, and at
its completion was ready for the
stress of work again, bespoke a
well-controlled mind. He did not
consider it an irritating interruption to be asked to do a favor for
a strange newspaper man.
The War Department Is the most
silent of all departments of the
government, except perhaps the Department of State. And yet Secretary Baker's inclination Is toward
giving the people all the Information it is safe to give. But military necessity hedges him on all
sides. And I think the interview
he accorded me was a sign that he
has not forgotten that the people
like to have a glimpse now and then
of their more notable public servants.
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Whose Blunder?
General Crowder's letter to the chief
of staff of the army, dated July 27,
makes some startling admissions regarding the shortage of drafted men in Class
1. The letter says:
The estimated number of Class 1 men
under the present ages (and including
the class of 1918, age 21, that has been
registered under the President's proclamation) will be only about 100,000 men
(and may fall below that figure) on September 1, 1918.
On June 26, just a month earlier,
Secretary Baker, after advising Congress
to delay legislation broadening the draft
age limits, made this statement:
I told the Committee on Military Affairs
to-day that there were in Class 1 now,
including those who have recently come
in by registration, men enough to provide for the persons to be drafted during
the remaining months of this year without a change in the age limit.
The excess of men in Class 1 on
January 1 next was neatly figured out
to be about 2,000.
Congress accepted Mr. Baker's assurances and went away on vacation,
although almost any Congressman who
cared to take the trouble to go into the
facts of the situation could easily have
satisfied himself that the excess of 2,000
forecast for January 1 next was only a
pleasant mathematical fiction.
Now Congress is being urged to abbreviate the recess, to rush through a
£„-.-, *-»;an-power act and even to reach
an iniormal understanding with the War
Department by which the latter can begin to register and classify men before
they are legally drafted.
This is a singular commentary on the
prevision with which our military programme is being worked out. General
Crowder is not to blame for the present
shortage of men in Class 1. He wanted
to have Congress enlarge the conscription limits, but was overruled. The attitude taken toward his recommendations by Chairman Dent of the House
Committee on Military Affairs is enlightening.' In an interview in "The New
York Times" of yesterday Mr. Dent is
reported as saying: "I'll not let General
Crowder tell me what to do. If the
President and the Secretary of War
make such a request, that's a different
thing."
Mr. Dent fought the original conscription act. He is in full sympathy with
any conscription policy which "goes
slow." There are many other Southern
members of Congress who stand with
him, and the discussion of a radical
draft act like that now submitted in
haste to Congress offers easy opportunities for delay.
Whatever delay there is will be
chargeable, however, to Mr. Baker's unfortunate interference with Congress
six weeks ago. Congress was willing to
consider1 draft legislation before it adjourned. He dissuaded it with unsound
• arguments. He preferred the tardy and
costly way. He furnished Congress with
an alibi for inaction.
Let the alibi be recalled frankly and
openly. The army needs men. Congress
should ignore from now on all counsels
of hesitation and furnish the country
as quickly as possible the man power
requisite for early victory.
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' SECRETARY BAKER was at on!
time unalterably opposed to preparir- !
edness, as advocated toy Theodore
Roosevelt, the late John
Purroy
Mitchel and others. But he has
changed his mind. Only a few weeks
ago he was opposed to the extension
of the draft age limits. Again he
changed his mind and Is now backing the program for an army of five,
or more, mil!ions of men with all his
influence. Some persons accuse the
Secretary of War with being inconsistent. On the contrary, Mr. Baker
is displaying very estimable mental
characteristics in showing himself to
be open to conviction. It is only the
narrow-minded, ignorant bigot who is
incapable of changing his mind. Emerson, America's foremost thinker,
said: "Consistency is the attribute of
small minds," and he spoke the truth.
Mr. Baker will be judged by history
as one of our great war secretaries.
Nobody can doubt his ■whole-hearted
and sincere conversion to the doctrine
of force, as applied to the civilized
world's dealings with the German Em-
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jOfflbM WKBB%E Secretary, 63 Park Bow..
{foffij^g* ,?0£^5goTdeyor Bettered letter.
WEDVE8DAT, SEPTEMBER 11, 1918.
BAKER AND CIJEMKSCEAU TALK.

PARIS (Monday), Sept. 9.—Newton
I D. Baker, the American Secretary of
] War, to-day had a con- -fence with
| Premier Cleaienceau and Andre Tar;
dieu, the French High Commissioner
i to America, and Ambassador Sharp.
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WANTSBAKER'SYIEW
OF NEW DRAFT BILL

WASHINGTON. Aug. 6. (Associated
press )_Broader provisions for exemptions have been written into the new
Man Power bill, now before \™fr,es*l
withdrawals of men over 3. >eais
aS
P%ovosrnMaa?sha,''VGeneral Crowder.

Senator Chamberlain Says That
War Secretary Has Changed
Front Recently.
INSISTS

CAMPS ARE

FULL

Declares It Will Take Six Months to
Ship 1,700,000 Men, Now Under
Arms in This Country.
Special to The Vftc Ytri Tints.
WASHINGTON. Aug. 6.—Tha S*&at»
Committee on Military Attain* is now
considering the Administration ManPower bill extending the draft ages to
IS to 45 years, Inclusive, and is anxious
to find out just how the Secretary of
War stands on the bill. Mr. Baker is
now out of the city, but he will be asked
by the committee to come and testify.
In June the Secretary was recorded as
opposing a change in the ages, and the
committee wishes to ascertain what reason he has for changing his mind at this
time.
•' It is the desire of the committee
to find out why this sudden change of
front." said Senator Chamberlain today.
General Crowder, the Provost Marshal
General, was before the committee today, and General March, the Chief of
Staff, will appear tomorrow. General
Crowder was asked many questions pertaining to the reservoir of men, but
General March and the Secretary will
be asked as to questions of policy.
Teh Senate was generally in favor of
raising the ages a few weeks ago, when
General Crowder's prediction that Class
1 would soon be exhausted, was made.
But at that time the Secretary of War
asked that proceedings be delayed until
the Administration plans could be embodied in the bill presented yesterday.
Now the committee wishes to find out
the reasons actuating the delay, and also
the alteration of policy.
Some members of the committee said
, they wished to find out why the War
■ Department was desirous of obtaining
] so many men, when there were at presi ent some 1,700,000 men in the camps In
| this country and why transportation
i had not been arranged for them.
Senator Chamberlain calculated that
at the rate of 300,000 monthly it would
take six months to send these men to
France.
Ten Senators were present today, including Chamebrlain. Hoke Smith, McKellar, Kirby, Fletcher, Sheppard, and
Reed, all Democrats, and New, Johnson
of California, and Wadsworth, Republicans. There are seventeen men in the
full membership of the committee. Senator Chamberlain said that he would do
all possible t ohurry the bill out of committee, but it is said about the Capitol
that it is improbable it will be ready be; fore Monday of next week.
I Chairman Dent of the House Military
I Committee had not altered his intention
I today not to call his committee together for some time, probably not until
Aug. 19, when the House reconvenes
for ordinary business.
The sentiment in the House acsirs'
lowering the draft ages below 21 is beginning to spread to the Senate. Sen itors such as Martin of Virginia,, the
Democratic leader, and John Walter
Smith of Maryland, are opposed to this.
They say they do not think men under
2 Oyears should be drafted, and they are
vigorously opposed to setting the limit
at 18. On the other hand, opposition is
developing against drafting men above
: 40 years old, on the theory that this
I would disrupt industry.

the armv of many men performing es
sentfal work at home and yet not actually in Industrial occupations.

AUGUST 7, 1918.

CHAIRMAN DENT AND THE DRAFT
AMENDMENT.
When the Army Appropriation bill,
which carried $12,000,000,000 and
gave the President authority to increase the army to any size, was up
for consideration in the House on May
28, Chairman DENT of the Military Affairs Committee called for the passage
of the measure immediately.
Mr.
DENT has sometimes been criticised
for delaying, if not obstructing, necessary army legislation.
This was
the case when he opposed the Kahn
amendment to the Hay Army bill providing for an increase of the regular
army to 178,000 in March, 1916.
After the entrance of the United
States into the war, Chairman DENT
did not always show alacrity In dealing with army bills recommended by
the General Staff and approved by
the Administration.
On April 24,
1917, Governor COBNWELL of West
Virginia, in a telegram urging Representatives from that State to stand
by the President, singled out Mr. DENT
as an obstructionist.
His record
since April, 1917, contains, however,
more than one example like that of
his vigorous support of the Army Appropriation bill in May last, and he
should have credit for the best intentions, even if he has sometimes been
slow to take professional advice and
act upon it.
At present Chairman DENT is rather
cool to General CROWDER'S appeal to
pass the bill changing the draft ages
with the least possible delay. Mr.
DENT is In no hurry.
" I'll not let
General CROWDER tell me what to do,"
he says. The Provost Marshal General has no desire to dictate to Chairman DENT, but in a letter to the Chief
of Staff, which Mr. CHAMBERLAIN
read on the floor of the Senate Monday, General CROWDER made out an
irrefutable case for promptness in the
passage of the bill. How can any responsible legislator read that letter
and fall to confess its stern logic?
General CROWDER hopes that the measure will become a law in time to
make Sept. 5 a registration day.
Chairman DENT does not seem to be
very sympathetic. In the Senate, Mr.
CHAMBERLAIN is moving with characteristic zeal.
He has called his
committee together. Mr. DENT has
not followed the example.
He demurs. Let the House automatically
reassemble on Aug. 19!
" There
" are very few committee members
" here," he says, " and I do not think
" that I could get the others here. I
" hardly think I will call them before
" Aug. 19."
In short, Mr. DENT
balks in the trail. There appears to
be a motive. The Chairman of the

14,

House Military Affairs Committee
has, with a certain condescension,
made this statement:
I have told the President and the
Secretary of War that 1 would be
willing to raise and lower the limits
whenever necessary to help win the
war, but I wish it to be necessary,
and I prefer to raise them before lowering them.
That Is to say, Mr. DENT is among
those who are lukewarm toward the
proposal to introduce men " too young
to fight " Into the war, deliberately
Ignoring the lessons of American history and the practice of our allies In
Europe. Scrutiny of General CROWDER'S letter is recommended to Chairman DENT. He will find in that document very good reasons to change his
mind. It would be a matter of regret if the Hon. S. HUBERT DENT, Jr.,
failed In this emergency to meet the
expectations of those who see in his
war record much to commend, if occasionally somewhat out of pitch and
out of tune. We do not despair of
his coming round to General CROWDER'S point of view and exerting himself to get the House into line with
the Senate, for it is to be noted that,
while Mr. DENT bristles to General
CROWDER, he says that " if the Presi" dent and the Secretary of War
" make such a request, [that the bill
" In question be speeded to passage,]
" that's a different matter." There
is no doubt where Mr. WILSON and
Mr. BAKER stand.
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Baker Blamed
For Delay in
Draft Change
Secretary Six Weeks Ago
Blocked Amendment He
Now Wants Rushed
Criticised by Senators
For Change of Front
Military Affairs Committee
Favors Proposed Extension^ Age Limits
By Carter*Field
WASHINGTON, Aug. 6.—Irritation
at Secretary of War Baker for having
opposed the Senate extending the draft
ages less than six weeks ago and now
insisting that Congress must act not
only without delay but practically
without consideration developed in
the Senate Military Affairs Committee
to-day.
The committee decided to question
both Mr. Baker and General March,
the Chief of Staff, as to what caused
the sudden change of heart.
Secretary Baker, after announcing
the draft ages he desired, left for the
West He is not expected back before
Thursday. So the committee probably
will have to content itself with questioning General March to-morrow, delaying the questioning of the Secretary until later.
Practically all of the discussion in
the committee to-day revolved around
the War Department's changed attitude. It was pointed out that the original amendment to the army bill, offered by Senator Fall, of New Mexico,
provided for exactly the ages now
asked by the department—eighteen to
forty-five.
Little Opposition to Ages
There was little opposition in the
committee to the ages proposed, Senators McKellar, of Tennessee, and
Kirby, of Arkansas, being the ones who
voiced opposition to lowering the age
below twenty-one. Senator Reed, of
Missouri, is on the fence, but may
vote for the eighteen-year minimum,
while Senator Sheppard, of Texas, is
non-committal, but will support the
minimum proposed if he is convinced
that the President really wants it.
Chairman Chamberlain and nearly
all the Republican members of the
committee are,heartily in favor of the
ages proposed first by Senator Fall and
now by the Secretary of War. But it
was found impossible to-dav to cut off
the discussion of why the War Department had so suddenly seen the necessity
of having more man power when such a
short time ago the Secretary and General March had come up to the Capitol
to prevent the Senate adopting an
amendment of precisely the same
figures.

WEDNESDAY,

Senators on the committee were interested in checking up the statements
of Provost Marsh? 1 General Crowder in
this connection. He st-ted to the committee yesterday that it might be necessary for men to reg.ster as they attained the age of twenty-one week by
week, so as to provide a sufficient flow
of drafted men to the camps from September 1 on.
Plan Pooh-Poohed by Baker
Yet it was pointed out in committee
that Secretary Baker questioned less
than ten days ago the statement of
Representative Julius Kahn, of California, ranking Republican member of
the House Military Affairs Committee,
that the Class 1 men in the present
draft would be exhausted by September 1.
"Why were all these 'studies' necessary for the War Department to reach
the conclusion that the extension of
draft ages was imperative unless Class
2 men were to He taken?" one member
of the committee demanded. "We knew
before we began this recess—we knew
when we were ready to adopt Senator
Fall's amendment—that it Was necessary to extend the ages.
"We were not planning to take that
step for amusement. We were planning it because we realized, from the
figures before us, that it was necessary to take it. And if it had not
been that the Secretary 'of War came
up here, with the influence of the Administration behind him, and turned
against us and against their own judgment a number of Senators we would
have given the department their increased ages at that time.
"We knew approximately how many
men would be gotten by the application of the draft treaty, and the War
Department had a very accurate idea
of how many additional men it could
get by the reclassification of the men
already segregated in classes. If that
had been dene Provost Marshal General Crowder would not be rushed and
put up against an almost impossible
situation now."
More Delay Expected
The attitude taken by this Senator
was expressed by others. No one in
the committee really believes that the
registration under the new draft can
be made on September 5, which General Crowder thinks necessary.
It
would have been simple if the draft
ages had been amended when Congress
was anxious to go ahead with the
change.
But there is doubt now as to whether
any time would be saved by calling
the Senate back before the end of the
recess, August 24. Certainly the committee will not be ready for some time.
In addition there is the fact that the
Hous6 recess ends one week earlier
than the Senate recess, on August 19,
les3 than two weeks off. Further, it is
assured that there will be a warm fight
in the House against lowering the age
from twenty-one to eighteen, so that
some time will be consumed there, if
the House takes the bill up first, before the measure is sent over to the
Senate.
Wants Navy Included
A fight to include the navy in the
new draft act, so that the requirements
of the navy and Marine Corps will be
filled from the draft quotas, just as is
the National Army, will be made in
committee by Senator Wadsworth, of
New York. He announced this to-night,
Baying that if the draft ages are made
eighteen to forty-five the effect on voluntary enlistments may prevent the
navy from obtaining its supply of men
unless some such arrangement is made.
"I would like to put an end to the
custom," he j>o*inted out, "of men rushing to enlist in the navy just before
they think they will be drafted. It
seems to me that one of the fundamental ideas of the selective draft, particularly as administered by the questionnaire system, is to put each man
-ts4» *h* particular niche ia th«- military service where he will be of the
most value. I think we would have
better results all around for both arms
of the service if the decision as to
whether a man should go into the
army or navy were made in the same
way that it is now determined in which
branch of the army a drafted man shall
be placed."
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Baker Urged to Aid
Universal Training
Lloyd Taylor of Security League
Asks Precaution Against
Future Conflicts
Universal training as necessary precaution against future wars was urged
in a letter to Secretary Baker vesterday by Lloyd Taylor, of the National
Security League.
"As long as human passions exist
war will always threaten or occ»r,"
said Mr. Taylor. "As we have taken a
decided stand in the world's affairs
and have started building a large merchant marine, war will threaten us
perhaps more in the future than in the
past. We share you wish that this may
be the last great war, but we also wish
to be prepared and equipped should it
not be the last."
Mr. Taylor also congratulated Mr.
Baker ton his advocacy of tthe proposed extension of the draft law.

The Army Program.
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Gen. March, chief of staff, in his statement to the Senate committee on military affairs disclosed the main features
of the government's military program
for the ensuing year, which contemplates the organization of an army of
5,000,000 men within the next twelvemonth, 4,000,000 of whom are to be in
France and 1,000,000 in the training
camps and army posts of this country. It
is an ambitious program, showing the
determination of the United States to
mass its strength with all possible haste,
but it is easily within the possibilities!
The new draft law, even though it may
not include men of 18 or 19 years as proposed, will provide the soldiers. Troops
are being transported across at the rate
of 250,000 to 300,000 a month, and with
the constantly increased launching of
new ships the transport facilities will be
continually growing. Food and supplies
are being carried across in ample quantities to maintain the army as the expeditionary force grows.
Consequently it is no idle dream to
plan a 5,000,000 army, four-fifths of it
in France, within a year. It is entirely
practicable. Moreover, the program is
entitled to fullest confidence because of
the excellent record the War Department
has already made. When Secretary of
War Baker made the prediction last
winter that by the 1st of July the United
States would have 1,000,000 men in
France and that by the end of 1918 the
number would be increased to 1,500,000,
much doubt was expressed in some quarters as to his ability to make good the
prophecy. But on July 1 more than
1,000,000 soldiers had sailed for France,
and at the rate at which they are now
being sent across by the end of the year
there will be nearer 3,000,000 than
1,500,000 there.
It is stated that the plan to have a
force of 4,000,000 Americans in France
within a year has been approved by the
interallied war council at Paris, and
therefore it can be set down as a part of
the general strategy of the allies. If it
is fulfilled, as there is every reason to
expect that it will be, the final decision
in the war is well within the possibilities of 1919.
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SENATORS OF NEED
Tells Military Committee Age
Limit Amendment Was Decided On After Success of
Allies on Western Front.
AN ARMY OF 5,000,000 MEN
NECESSARY, HE DECLARES.
War Will Be Won in the West,
Chief

of

Staff

Holds,

and

Great Concentration of Force
Best Way to Hasten Result.
(Special to The Worid.)
WASHINGTON,
Aug.
7.—Gen.
March, -Chief of Staff, required only
a few .minutes to-day to convince the
members of the Senate Military Affairs Committee t/hat the recommendations of Secretary Baker for
changes in the Draft Law, so as to
include men 'fro mieghteen to fortysix, are wise, and should 'he acted
Upon without unnecessary delay. I^e
said that the army should be brought
up to at least 5,000,000 fighting men,
" to hasten the conclusion of the
war."
Gen. March pointed out that the
decision to ask for the amendments
to the present law is in accord with
the Paris conference and was reached
soon' after the American and French
forces began to drive the Germans
i out of the Soissons-iRheims section.
It was made plain by the Chief of
Staff that conditions on the western
front have undergone a decided
change for the better within the last
ten or fifteen days.
Wns to Be Won on Western Front.
The most significant statement accredited to Gen. March by members
of the Senate Committee is that the
war will be brought to a conclusion
on the western front. It has been
reported recently that a powerful
force would drive the Germans and
Austrians by the rear gateway, from
Albania, but the impression left by
Gen. March on Senators to-day is
that the Kaiser is to be driven back
or crushed from the French front.
Senator Chamberlain is very much
encouraged to-day over the prospects
of quick consideration and an early
vote in the Senate. He thinks that
the explanation of Gen. March, followed by statements from Secretary
Baker and others, will convince anydoubting Senators that it is important to put through this measure as
soon as possible. The Senate mayhave a quorum Monday, the 19th, and
take up the Draft Amendment that
jesk.
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Gen. March told the Senate Committee that the War Department cams to
the conclusion !«.te in July that tho
Onited States sboull have an army of
at least 3,000,000, and Secretary Baker
was asked to recommend the ponding
programme. AU of these men, he explained, are not to be sent to France
as soon as they are ready, but the
fighting force on the western front is
to be steadily increased, until the Germans a.-e defeated.
Gen. March appeared before the
Senate Committee on invitation by
Senator Chamberlain, the Chairman,
the members desiring to know why
there had been such a change of attitude between the middle of June and
the present. The General made his
statement behind closed doors, but
when the meeting was over Senator
Chamberlain made public the gist of
what was said.
Raised Spirits of Senators.
The advice of Gen. March was to
act promptly on the proposed legislation so that the war could be prosecuted most vigorously and brought to
a quicker conclusion. Mr. Chamberlam declared that Gen. March was
very enthusiastic over the outlook in
France, and his enthusiasm raised the
spirits of the Senators who heard him.
Gen. March, declared Mr. Chamberlain, went into the reasons for bringing in the recommendations that the
Draft Act be amended so as to include men who have reached their
eighteenth, but have not passed their
forty-sixth birthday. It was decided
the. last of July that to carry out the
policies agreed upon by the United
States and other Allied nations. Congress would be asked to amend the
Draft Law.
Gen. March did not think it necessary to call the Senate into session
before the recess period is over, but
that the report of the committee
should tve ready for immediate action
when a quorum returns.
The General indicated that the
younger men to be called under the
amended law will be subject to service, but may not be used until the
last. The boys between the ages of
18 and 20 will be carefully trained
and held in reserve in this country.
It is understood that the Chief of
Staff will train the young fellows
into the crack army of the war, so
that, if they are needed at tno
eleventh hour they can strike a
mighty and telling blow.
Gen. March explained that nothing
is to interfere with the transporting
of 250,000 or more men a month. In
addition to enlarging the army the
United States will speed up the
manufacture of artillery and aircraft.
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MARCH MERGES ARI^Y
Various Elements Are Combined
Into "United States" Force.
PROMOTIONS BY SELECTION!
Baker and Daniels End Enlistment^
Until Draft Bill Is Enacted.
Drastic Orders Are Issued After
President Wilson Calls on Department Heads—Supreme War
Council Said to Have Suggested
Action—Palmer Says Navy Has
Plenty of Men.
A general army order was issued
yesterday creating the army of .the
United States in which every element
of the existing forces Is merged, regardless of its origin. Another order
was issued suspending all army and
navy enlistments until definite action
is taken on the * war power bill extending the limit of draft age's to
from IS to 45 years.
By the provisions of the merger
order, the terms regular army, national guard, national army- and reserve corps are abolished for all purposes and with them go all insignia
other than the plain "U. S." monogram heretofore reserved for regulars only.
Cuts Off Restrictions.
The week's order issued by Gen.
March, chief of staff, is sweeping and
drastic in its terms, cutting off absolutely all restrictions upon transfers
of men or officers from one branch of
the service to the other, and amending all commissions to read as in
"The Army of the United States."
Promotion by selection is also
made absolute, except the permanent
advancements in the regular army,
which is a peace-time status only,
and is covered by law.
The orders were issued after a conference between Secretary Baker and
Secretary Daniels, and were made
public after President Wilson had
visited the offices of both secretaries
late in the day. it is not known
whether his visit had to do with the
situation, but just before he conferred
with the cabinet officers there was no
indication that steps of such drastic
nature were anticipated.
Discloses Council's Views.
The order was Issued by Secretaries
Baker and Daniels directing that no
voluntary enlistments be accepted
after yesterday until further orders.
The orders also exclude civilians from
appointment to officers' training
camps until further notice.
Enlargement of the American army
program reauiring extension of the
draft ages was decided upon in accordance with recommendations of
the military section of the supreme
war council of Versailles.
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Secretary Baker disclosed this yesterday, and said a new appropriation
bill covering increased army expenses
to accompany the draft age extension
measure was about ready for submission to Congress.
Extension of the draft system to
the navy is .not regarded as necessary
at this time by the Navy Department.
Rear Admiral Palmer, chief of the bureau of navigation, told the Senate
military committee yesterday the
navy has practically all the men it
needs, and that enlistments would not
be affected by changing the army
draft ages.
Conditions in the Navy.
*
Enlistments in the navy now total
approximately 430,000 men, said Admiral Palmer. Admiral Palmer explained that enlistments in the navy
just now are principally to provide
crews for the merchant marine, and
that about 200,000 men have been accepted for that purpose. Even if the
present bill is enacted, he said, the
navy would have no difficulty in recruiting 15,000 men a month for the
merchant marine and for other purposes.
Progress on the Bill.
The Navy Department is already
working in conjunction with the War
Department regarding enlistments,
the committee was told, and will continue to do so, whatever may be clone
about the draft ages.
Chairman Chamberlain said y *.terday that if the man-power bill could
be reported out Monday he would
make an effort to have the Senate reconvene probably about August 19 to
take it up.
Senator Curtis, of Kansas, one of
the Republican leaders, said he had
conferred by telephone with a number of absent Republican senators
relative to the Senate reconvening.
Secretary Baker returned to the
city yesterday and was at once asked
by Senator Chamberlain to appear
before the committee today.

ALL MARRIED MEN
|
IN DEFERRED CLASS
(Continued From First Page.)
pose was to allow the President to defer in Class 1 the call of the youngest
men.
No "Work law" Extension.
was some discussion also as
Radical Change in Draft Rules to "There
whether it was the intention of the
Would Eliminate Claiming of | department to extend the 'work or
| fight' order to Include classes of perExemption, the Questionnaire sons in various professnonal occupations. I told them there was no
present chanqe of the 'work or fiqht'
Deciding Everything.
order in contemplation. I said that
when I decided the baseball case I
thought that perhaps other forms of
YOUTHS 18 TO 19 TO BE
amusement and entertainment might
an extension of the order to
HELD FOR EMERGENCY. require
be on a parity with the baseball situation, but that was not in their
minds. They had heard from outNo Alteration of the "Work or side sources that the department was
considering
brining
professional
Fight" Law Is Considered classes, like lawyers, newspaper men
I and persons who were not actually
Now—Secretary Urges the engaged in producing material supplies under the order.
Senate to Act Promptly.
"I have always considered, as you
perhaps remember, that 19 was
the preferable minimum, and I have
(Special *o The World.)
WASHINGTON,
Aug.
9.—The come to t'he 18 minimum only
because it seems necessary to get the:
whole method of drafting men for
the army is likely to be changed, men. Not that I think that men of
18 are necessarily too young, beSecretary Baker declared to-day, so cause X do not think that I think
that registrants may 'be relieved of
that history shows that boys of IS to
19 are immensely valuable, as valuthe duty of claiming or refusing to
able, perhaps, as from 19 to 20; but
claim exemption. He suggested the 1 think there is a sentiment in the
country winich will look witih very
possibility that the very f£K?t of an
much more anxious regard on the
eligible man being married would boys
from 18 to 19 than the boys
automatically place him in a deferred from 19 to 20.
"Eighteen years seems to many
class, the question of dependency toepeople a more tender age than 19, and
ing decided by the mere reading of
it is for that reason that we are
his questionnaire.
thinking of making this preferential
deferment
of men from 18 to 19.
Secretary Baker urged prompt acTo Change Exemption Rules,
tion on the bill to change the age lim"The new regulations are not yet
it* to eighteen to forty-five years drawn. I a minclined to think that
the
marriage relation will in itself
.when he appeared before the Senate
oonstitute
deferre
dclassifioation.
Hilitary Affairs Committee to-day, "What I want to get in t!he regulasaying it was necessary unless the tions, if possible, is to have them so
deferred classes in the present draft that the Government does the selecting, rather than putting it up to the
registrants are to be dipped into.
That is, where there is a
In a statement he made following individual.
man who ought to be exempted from
.the hearing, he intimated it -was con-I the point of view of the national intemplated to divide all (^ .the "Class i terest, I do not want to put him in
1" registrants into two SUD classes.
Nerww Classification Probable.
The first would be composed of men!
between eighteen and nineteen years
; and the second of those between nineteen and forty-five. The purpose is to
: provide that the eighteen-year-old
class should be drawn on only when 1
the military situation makes it imperative.
His statement follows:
"I went before the Senate Committee on the question of the draft ages
and the discussion followed very
: much the lines taken with Gen. March
and Gen. Crowder. The committee did
' not indicate any disposition to ques■ tion the necessity for this change, but
iwe discussed it in all its phases. The
committee was especially interested jn
the effect on colleges and also the
. question as to whether young men
■ from eighteen up would be drawn indiscriminately in Class 1 or made into
a deferred class by age and drawn
later, giving them some added months
to come to maturity. I told them that
no fixed policy had been determined
by the department, but that the pur-
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the position of having to claim exemption, but have him only answer
some questions of fact and let the
rules take care of the classification.
This is what I am thinking of just
now."
Provost Marshal General Crowder
has set September 5 as the tentative
day for the new registration.
Senator Chamberlain, chairman of
the Senate Committee, announced
after the meeting with Secretary
Baker, that he favored bringing the
Senate back to Washington to begin
work on the bill toy August 19, and
that he hoped the committee would
be able to report the bill by Monday
of next week. He will then seek to
get a quorum of the Senate here by
Thursday and be in a position to take
up the measures in the Senate toy the
following Monday. Under the unanimous consent agreement of the Sen- j
ate, the war time prohibition measure is to come up as the exclusive I
business of the Senate August 26 and i
remain before it until voted on. In |
view of the attitude of the supporters
of prohibition and their probable in- '
sistance on that programme, it is believed that the Senate should be
called back to pass the man power
bill before August 26.
Plans to Bar Strikes.
Intent upon putting an end to industrial strikes in this country, Senator Thomas of Colorado, a Democratic
member of the Military Affairs Committee, said to-day that he would
offer an amendment to the Man-Power
Bill that would provide that men who
have been exempted from the military
rlraft so that they may work in industrial concerns, including shipyards,
munition plants, steel plants, &c, will
have their exemption waived if they
stop work. Senator Thomas has tentatively fixed five days as the maximum time they may stop work.
Senator Thomas said that in the
month of May there were 160 strikes
in our munition plants of different
kinds, and that in the month of June
there were 180.
Ruling on Enlistments
Secretary Baker said to-day that the
order suspending army and navy enlistments until the new draft law goes
into effect will not apply to any men
who had taken steps to enlist prior to
the issuance of the order.
Secretary Daniels said that with
100.000 now at recruiting stations and
training camps and another 25,000 at
home awaiting call, the Navy has an
abundance of material. Men enrolled
up to yesterday will toe accepted, he
said.
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NEW TORK, TUESDAY, AUG. 18, 1818.
EIGHTEEN AS THE MINIMUM AGE.
The National Association for Unl-"
versal Military Training speaks of
" additional man power for our military forces overseas" as " the
most vital need of the hour." It
may not appear so to some people, to
many people, we fear, when the
Allies in the west undertake an offensive, drive the Germans back for
several leagues, and take prisoners.
While insisting that the enemy must
be overwhelmed in the field, they
utterly fail to realize that such successes as FOCH and his lieutenants
have Just now achieved are only
steps toward the consummation, and
that the way to complete victory will
be long and toilsome.
The National Association's declaration occurs in a statement concerning the reduction of the draft
age downward to 18.
Secretary
BAKER told the Senate Military Affairs Committee the other day that
he had always considered that 19
was the preferred minimum, "and,"
he continued, " I have come to the
" 18 minimum only because it seems
" necessary to get the men." The
National Association for Universal
Military Training declares for 18 as
the minimum draft age, provided
youths of 18 undergo training for a
year before being called to the colors
for active service.
Suppose a great emergency arises,
such as confronted England recently,
when youths of eighteen and a half
were sent to the front, (where they
fought like veterans,) would it not
be well to have authority lodged in
the President to send to France soldiers as young who had been trained
for six months? Why not leave it to
the President? The year of training
for youths of 18 will meet with favor, but it should be qualified as
proposed.
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PRAISES DEFENSE COUNCILS.
Wilson Approves Baker's Plan for Extension of Their Activities.
Achievements of State councils of defense were praised by President Wilson
yesterday In a letter to Secretary Baker in
reference to the Secretary's suggestion
that the machinery of the State councils
be used as far as possible by all Federal
agencies in extending work.
"I have read with great interest your
account of the achievements of the State
councils of defense," the President wrote,
"and your general summary of the activities in which they are now engaged. It is
a notable record, and I shall be glad to
have you express to the State councils my
appreciation of the services they have so
usefully rendered. I am particularly struck
by the value of extending our defense organization into the smallest communities
and by the truly democratic character of
a national system so organized.
"I believe in the soundness of your contention that in the interest of economy
and efficiency such machinery as that provided by the State council system for the
execution of many kinds of war work
should be utilized as far as possible by
Federal departments and administrations.
"May I suggest therefore that you communicate to the heads of all such departments and administrations my wish that
when they are considering extension of
their organizations into the State or new
work to be done in the State they determine carefully whether they cannot utilize
the State council system, thus rendering
unnecessary the creation of new machinery, and that they transmit all requests
for action by the State councils through
the State councils section of the Council
of National Defense?"
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Wilson Approves
State Council
Extension Plan
Will Be Used by Federal
Departments Wherever
Possible
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of war work should be utilized as far
as possible by Federal departments
and administrations. May I suggest,
therefore, that you communicate to the
heads of all such departments and administrations my wish that when they
are considering extensions of their
organization into the states, or new
work to be done in the states, they
determine carefully whether they cannot utilize the State Council system,
thus rendering unnecessary the creation of new machinery, and that they
transmit all requests for action by the
state councils through the state councils section of the Council of National
Defence ?"

Praises the Work Done
President Declares Organizations Can Be of Great
Aid to Nation
ALBANY, Aug. 12.—Governor Whitman, chairman of the State Defence
Council, announced to-day that the
scope of work undertaken by the State
Defence Council probably will be broadened soon, the President having approved a suggestion of the Secretary
of War that Federal departments hereafter utilize the State,Defence councils
wherever possible rather than extending their own organization.
The Governor gave out copies of
correspondence between the Secretary
of War and the President, in which the
President asked the Secretary of War
to express his appreciation to the State
Defence councils for the work they
have performed.
New York's Good Work
The New York State Defence Council is one of the most thoroughly
organized in the country, having been
extended into every community through
the formation of what are known as
community councils, and this feature
of the state's war organization called
forth specific praise from the President, who said:
"I am particularly struck by the
value of extending our defence organization into the smallest communities
and by the truly democratic character
of a national system so organized."
The Secretary of War, in his report
to the President detailing the work
of the State Defence councils, said that
these organizations are "now in a special sense the guardians of civilian
morale in each state, carrying on a
work of education and information
which we look to see continued and
strengthened, in order that the will to
win and the knowledge of how to make
that will effective may be everybody's
possession throughout the war, in the
dark hours of trial as well as in the
hour of victory."
President's Reply
In his answer the President said:
"I have read with great interest your
account of the achievements of the
State Councils of Defence and your
general summary of the activities in
which they are now engaged. It is a
notable record, and I shall be glad to
have you express to the state councils my appreciation of the service they
have so usefully rendered.
"I believe in the soundness of your
contention that in the interest of economy and efficiency such machinery as
that provided by the State Council sys, tem for the execution of many kinds

Commissions Held Up.Secretary Baker's recent order will
have the effect of stemming the rush for
army commissions which followed the)
announcement of the War Department's!
plan to extend the draft age limit up to
<5 and down to 18. Thousands of applications poured into Washington, which
not only swamped the department, but
threatened if granted to create a serious
condition in industry throughout the
country. In fact, it was the industrial
feature of the matter principally which
induced Secretary Baker to suspend the
issuance of commissions temporarily,
just as it influenced him to suspend recruiting. After the new draft bill becomes a law and every maji knows, the
definite provisions of the statute every
facility will be offered, it is stated, for
men to qualify for conimissjons.
The Secretary's order does not apply
to men now in training camps nor to
those whose commissions were about to
be issued. There is no disposition to disqualify any one or rob any man of his
rights. The intention is solely to stay
the rush for commissions which threatens to embarrass industry and which
obviously includes a large number of
men who seek to avoid the draft in this
way. Nor will the bar be raised against
the granting of commission;; in technical
branches of the service, such as the
chemical warfare service and the engineers. Men for these places are taken,
upon their qualifications, and the demand for competent men is great.
With the expansion of the American
army to 5,000,000 men, a large number
of officers will be required, and the effort of the War Department will be to
secure the best men available for these
commissions. No effort will be made to
discourage applicants who have an ambition to command, and every facility
will be provided for promoting efficient
men from the ranks. But the man whose
enthusiasm is aroused by the imminence
of the new selective draft law with its
lengthened arms will not stand high at
the War Department. The government
wants men with an earnest and sincere
desire to serve.
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War Department, However, May

Secretary Baker's Statement

Not Use City Breathing Spot
Except as Last Resort,
Washington Explains.
At the offices of •both Mayor Hylan
and the Board of Estimate it was asserted yesterday that, notwithstanding the statement of Secretary of
War Baker, the War Department had
applied, formally, for the use of Battery Park -with a view to erecting
thereon a large building or a set of
buildings for war use.
The application was made under
date of July 18 by Assistant Secretary
of War Benedict Crowell, in a lelier
addressed to Mayor Hylan, which
was acted upon by the Board of Estimate.
While the city officials have understood that plans for the buildings
have been completed, despatches from
Washington last night were to the
effect,that the War Department has
no plans for the immediate use of
the park.
May Not JJeeil Battery.
Since the time of the application,
it was said in Washington, sufficient
office space has been obtained for
immediate requirements, hence Battery Park will pro'bably not be taken
at all, as only as a last resort would
the War Department deprive the city
of this breathing spot.
Authority to use the park in an
emergency was all that the Government had in mind at the time of the
Crowell application, it was said, and
the action of the city authorities in
granting this authority was highly
appreciated.
The letter from Mr. Crowell to the
Mayor, which shows concluively that
the initiative in the matter was taken
by the War Department, set forth
that the Government was using
twenty-two widely separated buildings in this city and continued in
part:
Battery "Most Available."
"Office space conditions in New
York are such that the obstacles, as
you will realize, to combining the
various activities in one building
which is highly important for the
efficient conduct of their business and
the convenience of the public, are extremely great and have so far proved
insurmountable.
"The present immediate needs of
the Department are over 350,000
square feet without providing for future expansion.
"A solution of the problem would
be the erection of one building or a
set of buildings closely related. A
careful survey made by the Department shows that the most available
unoccupied space is in Battery Park.
This space would permit the erection
of temporary three-st.or.y „, ftywf^"4
apisot aqfl no ugnoiqjj, am'Bo p£ retpattg *&iqjt\oj^
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WHEN Secretary Baker came back
from France he made a speech in
which he asked his hearers to
come away from the physical side of war
to the side of war which had to do with
what the war's about. Unless we could
keep constantly in mind what the war is
about we should not know what to do, especially after seeing the physical side. America fights because she knows what the war
is about.
Over there you see the physical side
as we can never see it here, even when our
shiploads of wounded men began to come
back 'to proud and loving arms.
There's London—pained London, tortured
London, London of the grim, set face. London with her lads in hospital blue everywhere. Scarcely can you pass a square
without meeting several. You feel as you
pass people on the streets that you are constantly brushing against bleeding hearts.
You've got to keep conscious of what
the war's about. For what the war is about
everything is not too much.
London has this in her heart, this consciousness of what it's about.
So, through her weariness and pain, she
gives you her brave "Cheery-o" and says to
herself through set teeth, "Carry on!"
You get to love those words-^the
"Cheery-o" and the "Carry on."
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OCCUPATION IS FOUND
FOR DRAFT OBJECTORS
Men in Army Who Oppose War
Will Be Employed as Food
Producers.
Conscientious ob.iec.tors in the draft
army are to work at: food production, the Department of Agriculture
announces. After struggling along
for many months with this knotty
problem the War Department has
Solved it. and the presence of "ob- I
joctors" at Army cantonments will
no longer be troublesome to those
in . charge.
, The War Department has notified
the Secretary of Agriculture that in
the various states where there are
farming communities which include
sects opposed to war, such as . the
Dunkards and Mennonites. and where
additional farm help is needed, the
.places are made known to the cantonment commanders, together with
a record of their farm labor needs
The plan has worked out so well
that in three camps where definite
lists of objectors were compiled practically all have been placed. Camp
Meade had eighty-eight, all of them
now at labor on farms; 100 of the
102 men at Camp Dee have been
placed and the majority of those at
Camp Taylor.
- The furloughed men are under
strict regulations drawn up by the
War Department. They are placed on
farms at a. standard wage, and reports of their conduct and effectiveness are made to the cantonment commander at monthly intervals. If their
services are not satisfactory the commandant is promptly informed of the
fact.

Gratifies Allied Men in

This City.
AID OF RUSSIA WILL GO ON
. Official announcement of this government's program for the prosecution
of. the v.ur is construed from Secretary Baker's statement to the Senate
rommittce on military affairs, quoted
in the report of that body on the manijpower bill.
. "The theory of the fighting in the
'.future," said Secretary Baker, "is that
I we must force the issue and win on
•the western front."' He was speaking
i for President Wilson and expounding
'the President's policy.
The statement has attracted profound attention in military circles
isnd among the war missions of the
i allied governments now present in
'Washington.
It was particularly
(gratifying to the French, British,
Italian and Belgian war missions,
'composed of men who are conversant
I at first hand with conditions on the
flighting front and with the desperate
(needs of the situation.
Would Compel a Decision.
4
As construed here, the government's
(cleclaration of policy means the-compelling of a military decision. It does
mot imply merely "carrying on" with
.the allies, prolonging the war, hoping
|to wear down the enemy or depending
mpon some fortuitous train of circumIstanees to bring the struggle to an
lend.
It means equipping the military
Iarm with power sufficient to deliver a
decisive blow or a succession of irresistible blows that will result in a
decision. It promises to make for
shortening the war, and in the only
,W'ay acceptable to the ideals of
(America and the allies—through a
military victory which will enable the
allies and not the Teutonic powers to
write the terms of peace for the future.
Americans Changed Situation.
Every circumstance and condition
point to the success of the program. The
throwing of a million and a quarter of
men. into the battle, has already given
the initial impetus to ultimate victory,
Koch's counter attack attained success
through the reinforcement of American
troops. There is every practical and
military reason for confidence that the
trebling or quadrupling of this reinforcement, within the space of a year,
wilt overpower the enemy and bring
term?.
It is expected that stimulus will at
once be giver, the French, British, ttaljian and Belgian forces by this declara(t'oh of the American government as to
Sis future policy, made in unequivocal
language at the highest official source.
The United States is new in the fight
to force a decision, throwing into the
Valance its man power, money and munitions, with a definitely declared aim.
■ The policy thus announced is expected
to find an echo in Congress. It is the
characteristically American way, it is
paid, to announce, that the. aim is a
military victory in a defined region, and
the bending of every national effort to
uttain it.
Russian Aid Plans to Go On.
IBjauaS auo'u'eiij ejoiu ut paS-eSua sr
uovrejodjoo eqi.ji -sSuoiaq uorjBJOd
, -aoa lions IIOIUAV o^ ssauisnq ao op^j^
jo ssep rejauaii am JOJ pauiuija^ap
aSejuaojad am oq irEtls uotrrejodjoo.
iCuB JOJ o2e.iuaa.i8d rejauaS am,,
•reuij aq ireqs I
enuaAaj rsiuajut jo Jauoisstuumoo aq} ;
jo uorjBuiuija^ap »qj S}iuni aseqj ut j
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0FU.S.
Secretary Baker's Statement

Not Use City Breathing Spot
Except as Last Resort,
Washington Explains.
At the offices of■ both Mayor Hylan
and the Board of Estimate it was asserted yesterday that, notwithstanding: the statement of Secretary of
War Baker, the War Depart me at had
applied, formally, for the use of Battery Park -with a view to erecting
thereon a larne building- or a set' of
buildings for war use.
The application was made under
date of July 18 by Assistant Secretary
of War Benedict Crowell, in a letter
addressed to Mayor Hylan, which
was acted upon by the Board of Estimate.
While the city officials have understood that plans for the buildings
have been completed, despatches from
Washington last night were to the
effect,that the War Department has
no plans for the immediate use of
the park.
May Not Need Battery.
Since the time of the application,
it was said in Washington, sufficient
office space has been obtained for
immediate requirements, hence Battery Park -will probably not be taken
at all, as only as a last re3ort would
the War Department deprive the city
of this breathing spot.
Authority to use the park in an
emergency was all that the Government had in mind at the time of the
Crowell application, it was said, and
the action of the city authorities in
granting this authority was highly
appreciated.
The letter from Mr. Crowell to the
Mayor, which shows concluively that
the initiative in the matter was taken
by the War Department, set forth
that the Government was using
twenty-two widely separated buildings in this city and continued in
part:
Battery "Most Available."
"Office space conditions in New
York are such that the obstacles, as
you will realize, to combining the
various activities in one building
which is highly important for the
efficient conduct of their business and
the convenience of the public, are extremely great and have so far proved
insurmountable.
"The present immediate needs of
the Department are over 350,000
square feet without providing for future expansion.
"A solution of the problem would
be the erection of one building or a
set of buildings closely related. A
careful survey made by the Department shows that the most available
unoccupied space is in Battery Park.
This space would permit the erection
of temporary three-story fireproof
units containing at least 500,000
square feet.
"It .is requested by the War Department that the City of New York
grant to the Government the use of
a site for such a building or group
of buildings in Battery Park for a
period not exceeding five years.
"The War Department fully realizes
the sacrifice involved by the City of
New York in the granting of such a
request, and it is only because of the
exigency of the situation and of the
feeling that the attitude of the City
of New York is of such helpful cooperation that we have presumed to
even make the request, and even if
the permission be granted it will not
be taken advantage of if any other
solution o£ the situation can be
found."
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WHEN Secretary Baker came back
from France he made a speech in
which he asked his hearers to
come away from the physical side of war
to the side of war which had to do with
what the war's about. Unless we could
keep constantly in mind what the war is
about we should not know what to do, especially after seeing the physical side. America fights because she knows what the war
is about.
Over there you see the physical side
as we can never sec it here, even when our
shiploads of wounded men began to come
back 'to pToud and loving arms.
There's London—pained London, tortured
London, London of the grim, set face. London with her lads in hospital blue everywhere. Scarcely can you pass a square
without meeting several. You feel as you
pass people on the streets that you are constantly brushing against bleeding hearts.
You've got to keep conscious of what
the war's about. For what the war is about
everything is not too much.
London has this in her heart, this consciousness of wha't it's about.
So through her weariness and pain, she
gives you her brave "Cheery-o" and says to
herself through set teeth, "Carry on!"
You get to love those words-^the
"Cheery-o" and the "Carry on."

Gratifies Allied Men in
This City.
AID OF RUSSIA WILL GO ON
Official announcement of this government's program for the prosecution
of, the y;ar is construed from Secretary Baker's statement to the Senate
committee on military affairs, quoted
in the report of that body on the manpower bill.
. "The theory of the fighting in the
'iuture," said Secretary Baker, "is that
I we must force the issue and win on
'the western front." He was speaking
, for President Wilson and expounding
'the President's policy.
The statement has attracted profound attention in military circles
land among the war missions Of the
tallied governments now present in
'Washington.
It was particularly
! gratifying to the French, British,
Italian and Belgian war missions,
'composed of men who are conversant
(at first hand with conditions on the
,'lighting front and with the desperate
(needs of the situation.
Would Compel a Decision.

O

OCCUPATION IS FOUND
FOR DRAFT OBJECTORS
Men in Army Who Oppose War
Will Be Employed as Food
Producers.
Conscientious objectors in the draft
army' are to work at food production, the Department of Agriculture
announces.
After struggling along
for many months with this knotty
problem the War Department has:
Solved it, and the presence of "objectors" at Army cantonments will
no longer be troublesome to those
in - charge.
, The War Department has notified
the. Secretary of Agriculture that in
the various states where there are
farming communities which include
sects opposed to war. such as the
Dunkards and Mennonites. and where
'additional farm help is needed, the
places are made known to the cantonment commanders, together with
a record of their farm labor needs
The plan has worked out so well
that in three camps where definite
lists of objectors were compiled practically all have been placed. Camp
Meade had eighty-eight, all of them
now at labor on farms; 100 of the
102 - men at Camp Ue'e have been
placed and the majority of those at
Camp Taylor.
- The furloughed men are under
strict regulations drawn up by the
War Department. They are placed on
farms at a, standard wage, and reports of their conduct and effectiveness are made to the cantonment commander at monthly intervals. If their
services are not satisfactory the commandant is promptly informed of the
fact.

i
As construed here, the government's
{declaration of policy means the-comjpelling of a military decision. It does
'not imply merely "carrying on" with
,the allies, prolonging the war. hoping
(to wear down the enemy or depending
(Upon some fortuitous train of circumstances to bring the struggle to an
lend.
It means equipping the military
arm with power sufficient to deliver a
decisive blow or a succession of irresistible blows that, will result in a
decision.
It promises to make
for
shortening the war, and in the only
('way acceptable to the ideals of
(America and the allies—through a
military victory which will enable the
allies and not the Teutonic powers to
■write the terms of peace for the fuItiire.
Americans Changed Situation.
Every circumstance and condition
point to the success of the program. The
throwing of a million and a quarter of
men i into the battle. has already given
the initial impetus to ultimate victory,
Koch's counter attack attained success
through the reinforcement of American
troops.
There is every practical and
military reason for confidence that the
trebling or quadrupling of this rein- :
forcement, within the space of a year, [
will qverpqwef the enemy and bring
terms.
It is expected that stimulus will at I
once bo giver, the French, British, ttaliian and Belgian forces by this, declaration of the American government as to
Sis future policy, made in unequivocal
language at the highest official source.
The United States is new in the fight
to force a decision, throwing into the
balance its man power, money and munitions, with a definitely declared aim.
Tile policy thus announced is expected
ito find an echo in Congress. It is the
[characteristically American way, it is
ffaid, to announce that the. aim is a
I military victory in a defined region, and
(the bending of every national effort to
j attain it.
Russian Aid Plans to Go On.
■ Meanwrhile plans for helping Russia I
to get on her feet will be prosecuted
by this country and Japan on the
eastern Siberian front and by the !
United States, Great Britain, and
France with the Czecho-Slovaks in j
central and western Russia, while"'1
•Great Britain will attend to the Turkish and . Macedonian fronts, Italy to
;the Austrian front arid possibly a
move on the Albanian front.
} But ■ the big thing, the important
thing, is a victory on the western
troht by force of arms and superior
Slumbers and the . shortening of the
Svar in consequence. To this attainment the United States is now pledged,
»nd it will be achieved in the opinion
»f competent authority here.
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Sounding Public Opinion.

EXEMPT RULE VAGUE
i

'

j Baker First Excuses Married
i Men Then Reverses Position.
DRAFT ELIGIBLES PERPLEXED
May Require Financial Statement
to Determine Classification.
Head of Family, Prudent and Successful, Liable to Call Under Suggested Regulations of New ManPower
Would

Act—Less
Be

Fortunate

Exempt—Evidently

Mr. Baker may be sounding public
opinion on various courses of action
which may be taken, and if he is the
practice would be quite excusable in
the circumstances, especially as the
proper solution of this problem is so
important that any efforts to obtain
opinions and advice are justified.
It is doubtless better for the public
welfare that Secretary Baker is inclined to reserve decision or change'
his mind after carefully weighing various aspects of the situation and
studying the views of others than to
strive after consistency at the ex-.
pense. perhaps, of sound judgment.
Incidentally the task of amending the
regulations, even to the extent of i
saving the married man the humilia- i
tion of having to plead exemption or
deferred classification,
is proving !
very difficult.
Difficulties of Classification.

If the drafted man does not directly
or indirectly indicate that he claims
Sounding Public Opinion.
deferred classification, how is the government to decide on each case withBy ALBERT \V. FOX.
out painstaking and elaborate investigation of each case as it stands on the
(Copyright, 1918, by Washington Post Co.)
"When I use a word,"., Hurapty j; questionnaire?
At present the claim of the drafted
Dumpty said in rather-a.-aiiornfu-l tone.
"it means jus* \? 1* ,'1 .choose it to: man for deferred classification serves
speedily to guide the government in
mean, neither nvore_n6**}Jess."'
sorting out his case from cases where j
"The
question' is,''
said
Alice,
no claim for deferred classification or
"whether you can make words mean
exemption exists. But if we eliminate
so many different things."
this claim, there must be some other
"The question is," said Humpty
Dumpty, "which is to be master, that's j clew to guide the government in ad-,
judging the individual cases, and it is,
all.."
not proving easy to arrange this in a
At first flush, it would appear as if
practical way.
Secretary of War Baker had decided
"We wanted to arrange the regula—perhaps by way of a joke on the
tions so as to save a married man who
public at large—to apply the princiought to be exempted from the hu- j
ples of Humpty Dumpty in discussing
miliation of claiming exemption," Secthe relationship which the coming
retary Baker said yesterday, "by
draft will bear to the marital state.
making the 'process as automatic as
Reverses Position Week Later.
possible.
On August 10, according to the
Dependency to Be Test.
stenographic report of the Official
"The theory upon which we want to
Bulletin, Secretary Baker said:
work this draft is that no married
"I am inclined to think that the
man whose wife and children are demarriage relation will in itself conpendent upon the continuity of his
stitute deferred classification."
earnings and who will not be able to
Yesterday Secretary Baker said:
live on the soldier's wages will be
"The reason for the exemption of
drafted. The>draft will apply to those
married men is dependency and not
married men whose incomes are adethe status," which seems to be equivquate to provide for their families,
alent to saying "I am inclined to
those whose families have independthink that the marriage relation will
ent incomes and those men whose
in itself not constitute deferred classifamilies provide for them."
fication."
The application of this principle
This seeming contradiction is, of
admittedly leads to unusual results
course, certain to perplex thousands
in cases which will affect tens of
of families throughout the country.
thousands of families.
First it appeared that the old reguA head of a family who is a lawyer
lations with respect to the marriage
or a business or professional man of
state were going to be amended by
45, for example, and has not attained
the new, and now it looks as if the
sufficient success in «fe to guarantee
old regulations were still going to aphis family against want in case someply in this respect.
thing happens io him, will not be
By the time the new regulations go
subject to an early call because his
into effect it is regarded by many as
family is dependent upon the connot i,mprobalilc that the first state- j tinuity of his earnings.
The head of a family who under
ment of Mr. Baker may be harmonsimilar conditions has attained a
ized with the statement of yesterday
so that a new situation will be preCONTINuTSD OK JiUFTH TAdSL
sented to the public.
In the meantime the best the public
can do is to await the final regulations, which Provost Marshal General
Crowder is working on now.

EXEMPT RULE VAGUE
CONTINUED FROM FIRST PAGE.
measurable amount of success in life
before reaching 45 and has a little
something put away to guarantee his
family from want, no matter what
happens to him, has no claim for deferred classification on the depend- ;
ency grounds and, according to pres- !.
ent indications, will be among the
first to be called.
This problem of taking the heads >
of families in large numbers did not
exist to any extent during the 21-31 i
ages, for it is rare that men of this \
age have had an opportunity to put j
anything aside for the support of i
their families.
But in extending the age to 46
thousands of heads of families—in!
fact, nearly all the successful heads
of families—are summoned to be
among the first to join the colors.
Explains Work or Fight Attitude.
Naturally this and other aspects
will be carefully studied out by the
War Department in issuing the new
regulations.
The new regulations
undoubtedly will not be perfect, no
matter how they are framed.
But
there is reason to hope that they
will be framed with a view to the
national welfare and the common
good of all.
With respects to the work or fight
order,
Secretary
Baker
explained
yesterday how this order might apply to men who strike, though the
order was not framed, it is said, to
cope with labor situations.
"A man who gets an industrial exemption by reason of his being an
indispensable operative in an indispensable industry ceases to have that
exemption as soon as he ceases to
be an operative in that industry. The
boards have never applied that in
the case of bona fide disputes between labor as an aggregate and the
employers as an aggregate, but they
have always prevented a man taking refuge behind an industrial exemption and then discontinuing the
work for which he received the exemption, so the apparent purpose of
the Senate amendment is already in
operation."

WILSON RETURNS;
PUTS IN BUSY DAY
Meets Cabinet, Calls
on Baktr, Greets
Committee.
President Wilson put in a busy day
after returning here yesterday morning from Manchester, Mass., where he
spent a brief vacation near the summer home of Col. E. M. House. The
President remained in his study during the morning and in the, afternoon
presided at a lengthy cabinet meeting.
Later he received a committee on
Americanization of aliens and followed this with a walk to the State,
War and Navy building, where he
conferred for more than half an hour
With Secretary Baker. The matters
discussed at the cabinet meeting and
with the War Secretary were not disclosed.

Deferred Classification.
The precise status which married men
will have under the new selective draft
law seems to be rather vague at this
time. From a statement previously made
by Secretary of War Baker it was assumed quite generally that marriage In
itself would constitute a cause for deferred classification, but a more recent
statement from the same authority,
made to the House committee on military affairs, conveys the idea that there
will be no change in the attitude of the
War Department toward married men.
In administering the present law the
department has given deferred classification upon the grounds of dependency
and not because of marriage. A married
man whose wife had no income except
what she received from her husband and
who could not provide a living for herself has been exempt, just as though the
dependent was an aged father or mother
or other relative. Since it happens that
in the great majority of cases wives are
dependent solely upon their husbands
for support, it has been assumed in
some quarters that marriage was considered a good cause for deferred classification. This is not correct, and the
provost marshal general has made rulings upon the subject in an endeavor to
correct the impression.
Going back to the basic reason for
classifying the registrants and calling
one class for service before the other, it
should be remembered that the main object was to select the soldiers with a
view to leaving behind as few people as
possible who might become public
charges. If the sole support of a wife or
other relative is called to fight the battles of the nation, it obviously is incumbent upon the government to make
proper provision for the dependents left
behind. Consequently the aim has been
to select for active service those whose
absence in the army will not deprive
others of the means of livelihood.
Deferred classification in the selective
draft is not a privilege conferred Upon a
favored few. It is a rational and practical consideration of the national Interest, and it should be viewed in that
light. If men were called to the army
without any consideration of their dependents, the result would be a tremendous increase in the number of persons
who are charges upon the public. Suf; fering would increase, charities would
multiply and eleemosynary institutions
would be overcrowded. It is to avoid
this condition that the selections are
made with due regard for the dependents.
That this principle will control under
the new draft law there is no room for
doubt. It may be that the War Department will be inclined to make more liberal regulations, but it may be safely assumed that they will be in harmony with
the underlying idea of dependency. It is
good economics and sound policy.
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4,000,000 Americans to Break
Hun Line, Says Gen. March.
HEARING ON MANPOWER BILL
Marriage Not a Sufficient Cause for
Exemption, Says Baker.
Will Closely Scrutinize All Claims
for Deferred Classification Secretary Promises—18 to 19 to Be in
Separate Class—Thomas' Workor-Fight Amendment Acceptable.
Hope to Pass Bill by Saturday.

With the help of 80 divisions of
American troops, Germany will
be
defeated next year, if not at an earlier
date. This prediction was made yesterday by Gen. March, chief of staff,
and agreed to by Secretary Baker and
Provost Marshal General Crowder,
who appeared before the House committee on military affairs to explain
the amendments to the selective service act, broadening the age limits to
include all men between the ages of
IS and 43.
It is in order to hasten this achievement that Congress is urged to pass
the legislation.
The Senate agreed
to speed up the program by revoking
its previous order for doing no legislative business before the 26th of August.

Prohibition Laid Aside.
The request of Senator Chamberlain, Democrat, of Oregon, for unanimous consent to consider the manpower bill next Thursday was agreed
to, and it is expected that the bill
will be passed by the Senate probably
by Saturday night.
Senate prohibition advocates agreed
temporarily to lay aside the national
prohibition bill and give the manpower prograrf the right of way.
Before the House committee Secretary Baker and his aids again urged
action on the bill, discussing various
phases of the enlarged program which
calls for an army of nearly 4,000,000
Americans in France by June 30, 1919,
with another million in training in
this country.
To exert this American man power in securing victory, Gen. March
said "every single man" between 18
and 45 in Class 1 would be needed by
next spring.

18 to 19 in Separate Class.
Shipping facilities are assured, he
added, and maintenance problems have
been considered in the program.
"We are not to conclude that the
men between 18 and 19 years of age
are going to be kept in deferred
classes any, great length of time,"
said Gen. March.
"No committee
ought to make a law which prevents
the War Department from going into
all classes when it is necessary."

Both Gen. March and Secretary Baker intimated that men between the
ages of 18 and 19 will be put in a
separate class; men from 19 to 36 in a
second class, and those from 36 to 4 6
in a third class. Those between 18
and 19 will be the last to be called,
but they may be expected to be put
into the service before June 30 of
next year.
Will Sift Marriage Claims.
The fact that a man is married will
not in itself constitute a reason for
deferred classification. There has been
a misconception of this question, Secretary Baker said. His idea is to relieve married men only when they are
rightly entitled to it, but this will
be covered by regulations.
"How about men who are working
marriage license clerks overtime?"
asked Representative Field, Democrat,
of Kentucky. "I have seen in New
York papers that there is an unprecedented rush for marriage licenses
since provisions of the new draft law
became known."
"That situation will be met by a
regulation disregarding all such marriages," was the answer furnished by
Gen. Crowder.
Representative McKenzie, Republican, of Illinois, suggested that the
bill might provide that marriages
contracted after the introduction of
the bill should not be a cause for exemption. Secretary Baker said this
would not be necessary.

Will Get Those Who Ought to Go.
"The regulations will fully provide
against exemptions in such cases,"
said Secretary Baker. "I realize that
there are some married men who
ought to go into the army. If you
leave the matter to regulations we
can get these men, but if you make
a hard and fast rule in the law, it
might prevent it."
Secretary Baker said that the question of interfering with the education of young men was "one of the
unsolved problems of the draft."
"It would be a public misfortune
if academic education is suspended
during the war," he said. "Of course
it will not be necessary to suspend it
entirely, because some unfit for military duty will be able to continue
their courses. This is a scientific
war, and many scientific and technical
men will have to be exempted to continue their courses.
"I think it would be an admirable
thing, if it were practicable, to hold
a national examination to determine
who should be exempted and allowed
to continue a college or university
career. But no question of exempting
men to continue their college courses
should be considered if it interferes
with military efficiency.
The first
consideration Is to obtain a maximum
army."
CONTINUED ON THIRD PAGE.

CAN WIN WAR IN 1919
CONTINUED FROM FIRST PAGE.
"What would you advise parents to
do about sending their boys to college?" one member asked.
"I should tell them to send them,
and we will ask for them when we
need them," replied Secretary Baker.
Spirited discussion was provoked
over
the amendment of Senator
Thomas, agreed to by the Senate committee on military affairs, which proI vides for drafting men placed in ex| empted industrial classes where they
I fail to work at their industry.
Representative Dunn, of New York,
who represents labor interests on the
committee, flatly opposed this amendment, said that he was "afraid of it,"
and strongly urged that it be stricken
from the bill.
He asked Secretary
Baker what his attitude on this
amendment is.
"I see no particular objection to it,"
said Secretary Baker, "in view of the
fact that the regulations of the President are to be relied upon in carrying
it into effect."
Against Industrial Slackers.
Representative Lunn insisted that
in the event of a strike the language
of the Senate amendment would make
it mandatory upon the President to
draft any striker who was within the
draft age. Secretary Baker did ncrt
agree to this construction, and said:
"I would be opposed to using the
draft law as a method of adjusting
differences betwfeen capital and labor
\i these difficulties arose in good faith.
"Can you give the approximate
number of men required to win the
war? asked Representative Kahn, Republican, of California.
"If you put 80 divisions in France
on the western front we can go
through the German line," replied
Gen. March. "That is my firm belief.
When Germany started her drive, she
was superior in riflemen. The allied
armies are now becoming superior.
With 80 divisions of Americans we
should be able to bring the war to a J
successful conclusion in 1919.
The
war will be won or lost on the western front, "without taking into consideration conditions in Russia."
Secretary Morrison, of the American Federation of Labor, appeared in
opposition to the amendment and it
was arranged to hear him and other
labor representatives today. Chairman Dent said last night that he
hoped to report the measure tomorrow or Thursday, probably with
amendments.
Gen. Crowder told the committee
that men now in Class 1 will be exhausted after the September call and
urged speedy action on the bill to
provide sufficient men for future
calls, although Gen. March said he
thought there will be enough men to
last until November without the new
legislation. By January.1, Gen. Crowder said he hoped to complete "classifying the nation."

CLEMENCEAU LAUDS
WILSON AND BAKER
Gives Senator Lewis
Special Message to
Americans.
(Special Cable Dispatch to The Wash- j
iiiSton Post.)
Paris, Aug. 22.—Senator J. Hamilton Lewis, who has returned from
the American and French front,
where he visited Illinois troops, had
a long conference with Premier Clemenceau.
Senator Lewis says Clemenceau stated that President Wilson is one of the greatest men of
modern times, and that Secretary of
War Baker is one of the most efficient men he has ever conferred
with. He paid high tribute to American soldiers, freely conceding that
American entrance into the war was
the salvation of the situation.
He gave a special message to Senator Lewis to be conveyed to the
President and to America.
Senator Lewis visited hospitals in
which are wounded Illinois and
other American troops. He then investigated aviation in France before
leaving today for London.

Bus Bey Pet Wise
By Mead Waiter To
Bakr-McAdoo Sketch
NEW YORK, Aug. 24.— A tall,
black-haired man with a long
nose and what might be called
"dreamy" blue eyes, accompanied
by a short, siight man- with brown
hair and brown eyes, walked into
the Delia Itobbia room of the
Vanderbilt Hotel for dinner.
As is the custom, small portions
of butter, scant bits of sugar,
very thin slices of bread, practically no frills at all, were served
to them, and they finished, smiling all the while, and walked in
a satisfied manner up to the steps
to the lobby of the hotel.
"Now, them fellows," commented an observing bus boy, "is what
I calls real Americans. They're
patriotic. They didn't kick once
about no more sugar or no more
butter.
"You are what might be called
a simp," returned the head waiter.
"Don't you know that was Secretary Baker, who's running this
war, and Secretary McAdoo, who's
saving all the money to help him
run it?"

here has been complaint that
while the work-or-fight order caused
| a rush to useful trades, some of the
i idlers retained their slacker habits
by working- only four or five days
out of a week, while others would
work only four or five hours a dav
! irrespective of the fact that they
were offered bonuses for extra hours
and that they originally contracted to
work a full day.
v
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Remedy for Industrial Slackers.
District and local boards are reProposed Amendment, Wor- | minded
by the Waj Department that
a remedy for these delinquent work- I
rying Organized Labor, Is
ers is to be found in the work-or- '
fight regulations now in force which '
say. in part:
Non-Essential.
"The following grounds shall be accepted by local and district boards as
reasonable excuse for temporary idle' hesj»i or for being engaged In nonoccupation or employment:
HOW LAW HAS WORKED productive
(a) Sickness, (b) reasonable va'cation.
Co) lack of reasonable opportunity for
employment in any occupation outside I
oi. those described in the foregoingBl' DAVID LJWRENCB.
section (on useless occupations), (d)
(Copyright, 1018, by 1hp Now York Evening temporary absence (not regular vacations)
from regular employment, not
Tost Company.)
ed one week, unless such temSomebody once issued a bit of wisporary absences are habitual and frequent,
shall
dom to the effect that the superfluous j ness * » » " not be considered as idlealways be avoided in political utterIn other words, if absences from
ance or controversy—and the same work are not due to extraordinary'
circumstances
can be justified,
holds true with respect to law- but are merely that
habitual interruptions,
making.
The work-or-flght rules such an employe can be cited to appear
have been in operation for many before the local and district board,
on the evidence ('submitted, can
weeks under powers obviously de- and
be required to forfeit his deferred
rived from the original selective classification.
service act of May. 191S, but now the
Power Under Existing Regulations.
Senate military affairs committee,
There is plenty of power to do all
without any request or recommendathis under existing regulations, and
tion from the "War Department, has the movement to write into the law
decided^to incorporate the work-or- additional amendments of a specific
character covering- the work-or-fight
fig-ht principle into specific law.
is really not essential and is
The American Federation o>f Labor order
already
a source of misunderstanding
consequently has kicked up a fuss, in-, among many
labor leaders who undersisting' that reflection on the loyalty stand the present regulations, but who
of labor as well as an attempt at think something new and more drasindustrial conscription is conveyed tic is being included in the new bill.
in the language of the proposed
As the amendment is now drawn it
amendment. The) House military af- could be construed to mean that if an
fairs committee tried to determine employe leaves his present employer
just how much the administration he may have his deferred classificacared about the amendment and asked tion taken from him and be forced
both Maj. Gen. Crowder and Sec- into military service. He might even
retary Baker some specific ques- transfer from one employer engaged
tions, and. though a little uncertain in a productive industry to another
as to what their answers meant when employer in the same line of productaken together, nevertheless con- tion, just as essential to the war as
cluded that since the amendment the first.
was not in the original War DepartSome people have argued that this
ment bill it could he omitted.
would help many employers to hold
their men, but, as a matter of fact, a
Already Has Work-or-Pight Power. strict application of the present rules
would bring the same result. The
The fact of the matter is that Maj. man who changes employers would
Gen. Crowder, the provost marshal, have to prove that he was indispenassured the House committee that.he sable to the new employer, a fact
which would be difficult for him toalready/ had sufficient authority to prove,
inasmuch as the second emcarry out the work-or-fight idea,while ployer had been able to- conduct his
Secretary Baker, when asked whether enterprise or war contract for the
the amendment would mean conscrip-. period already elapsed without the
tion of labor, replied that it would service of the so-called indispensable
not mean that under the rules the newcomer. While that would prevent
President would promulgate. And a registrant who had been given a
those rules were exactly the rules deferred classification for industrial
now in force—the ones which Gen. reasons from leaving the shipyards,
Crowder stated were sufficient for his for example, to go to some ethejpurposes.
also considered essential at a
The truth is, Secretary Baker work when
Riveters were in demand,
didn't want to say the amendment time
while
in the other industry in whioh
was not acceptable, for it embodied he sought
there was a
a principle already in operation, and comfortable employment
of men, the presof course there was, nothing in the #.it rules willsupply
not
touch
men
had
amendment to which the War De- been deferred beyond olass who
on
partment could take exception. As grounds of dependency. They one
can
go
to the-wisdom of bringing on a con- from one useful or productive occupatroversy with labor and giving the tion to another and from, one eror
leaders, .as well as their followers,
the impression that some roundabout ployer to another.
and covert means of effecting indusNo Damaging- Effect So Par.
trial conscription was planned, that |
was something for both houses of j This situation, however, while covCongress to decide. It would not be
surprising, however, if finally the ered in the proposed Thomas amendPresident or Secretary of War found ment, Is not considered to have had
it necessary to say that if labor con- as yet any damaging effect on our
sidered the proposed amendment a reindustrial program. There are promiflection it could be omitted.
nent men in the government who beGovernment Now Can Beoide.
lieve in industrial conscription, and
. For under the power of the selective because they believe in meeting that
service act now in force and which "issue squarely they are opposed to
would be unaffected by the new any halfway measures or legal subamendments making the age limits terfuges to accomplish what they
eighteen to forty-five the government claim will be a necessary course lahas the right to- say what shall con- ter. So far as I can determine., the
stitute an industrial exemption. Con- Thomas amendment is at present a
gress wisely left this to the discre- kind of embarrassment, adding very
tion of the executive branch of the little that is not in the present workgovernment, which in turn passed it or-fight regulations and adding pracon to the district boards. From the rtt—=***!—";-*+"lV, t^b u>-'JptlH'" J»4L>
power to say what is an industrial
•sppoui jnjj;
exemption comes the right to withdraw a deferred classification once UA\OU}{ AJ3A3 m s;3g jrwj inji;viB;
granted and place the individual in
class 1 eligible for immediate mili- i2£ oj %SZ "IOJJ no A m*S WAS.
tary service. Similarly with the question of dependency, a discretionary
privilege, the various boards can apiply an effective remedy to idlers and
those engaged in useless occupations
oi- those who work irregularly at
TEnuuv iiuncr jno S
useful occupations.
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SOLDIER SECRETARY
IS RALPH HAYES
CAMP MEADE, Md., Aug. 24.—A
private In this camp was summoned
to Washington a few days ago to
handle an Important and urgent matter for the War Department. That
private happened to be Ralph Hayes,
former secretary of Secretary of War
Newton D. Baker. Hayes, rookie,
with lnnoculations and vaccinations
still coming to him, had to be fitted
out in a hurry to enable him to respond to an order that came directly through Adutant General McCain
himself. All speed records were
broken to get him off. He went off
smiling and came back smiling.
Mr. Baker has plenty of major
generals and others high in rank
and high, too, in his personal regard,
but there was a letter that needed
an answer, and there was no one
who knew just so well what the
answer should be as Hayes. Snatching away a private secretary is
something many of the biggest men
in the country have had to .endure,
and Mr. Baker is not standing in
the way of Hayes' prospect of being
a corporal or a first class private by
handing him a commision.
Met Many Generals.
That hurry-up call to Washington
came when Hayes was having a
lively time with his fellows of Company 7, Second Battalion, 154th Depot Brigade. No one in the crowd
takes to soldier life more than he.
Hayes has the distinction of being
the only rookie here who has been
in front line trenches in France. He
was there with Secretary Baker. No
rookie here has met as many generals as Hayes. Brig. Gen. Douglas
MacArthur he met in France at the
time when he had just gone over
the top and brought back the helmet
of a big-headed Bavarian officer.
MacArthur, then chief of staff of the
Rainbow division, made the ram
along with Frenchmen because it
would not be just the thing for a
chief of staff to cross No Man s Dana
with his own raiding force.
Camp Ute Charms.
Life here in camp has the charm
to it that Hayes could not find in
office captivity in Washington. He
is twenty-three years old and built
for speed and the outdoor life, although his talents and tact won him
a high position in Washington and
made it important for him to continuue his work for Mr. Baker until
the selective draft picked him out for
seryice here. The only difference between the experience of Hayes and
other draftees is that they are certain to have Sundays for their own
enjoyment, while he is apt to get a
call to come over to Washington and
look over a few letters and explain
some office matter to his successor.
Hayes is a graduate of Western
Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio.
At college he was manager of the
glee club, and got a glimpse of real
life when he took his club on a tour
of kell-known hotels. Mr. Baker
heard about his success in such ventures and gave him a position in his
office in Washington.
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Lately there has been complaint that ,
while the work-or-fight order caused j
a rush to useful trades, some of the !
idlers retained their slacker habits
by working only four or five days
out of a week, whilb others would
work only four or five hours a day
irrespective of the fact that they
were offered bonuses for extra hours
and that they originally contracted to
work a full day.
C

1

Proposed Amendment, Worrying Organized Labor, Is
Non-Essential.
HOW LAW HAS WORKED
BY DAVID L.WRENCE.
(Copyright,. 1018, by tho New York Evening
Post Company.)
Somebody once issued a bit of wisdom to the effect that the superfluous
always be avoided in political utter- •
ance or controversy—and the same |
holds true with respect, to lawmaking-.
The work-or-fight rules
have- been in operation for many
weeks under powers obviously derived from the original selective
service act of May, 1918, but now the
Senate military affairs committee,
without any request or recommendation from the War Department, has
decided^to incorporate the work-orfight principle into specific law.
The American Federation of: Labor
consequently has kicked up a fuss, in-.
sistin.g that reflection on the loyalty
of labor as well as an attempt at
industrial conscription is conveyed
in the language of the proposed
amendment. The1 House military affairs committee tried to determine
just how much the administration
cared about the amendment and asked
both Maj. Gen. Crowder and Secretary Baker some specific questions, and, though a little uncertain
as to what their answers meant when ;
taken together, nevertheless concluded that since the amendment '
was not in the original War Depart-'
merit bill it could be omitted.
Already Has Work-or-Fight Power.
The fact of the matter is that Maj.
Gen. Crowder, the provost marshal,
assured the House committee that.he
already/ had sufficient authority to
carry out the work-or-figlit idea, while
Secretary Baker, when asked whether
the amendment would mean conscription of labor, replied that it would
not mean that under the rules the
President would promulgate. And
those rules were exactly the rules
now in force—the ones which Gen.
Crowder stated were sufficient for his
purposes.
The truth is, Secretary Baker
didn't want to say the amendment
was not acceptable, for it embodied
a principle already in operation, and
of course there was, nothing in the
amendment to which the War Department could take exception. As
to the-wisdom of bringing on a controversy with labor and giving the
leaders, .as well as their followers,
the impression that some roundabout
and covert means of effecting industrial conscription was planned, that
Was something for both houses of
Congress to decide. It would not be
surprising, however, if finally the
President or Secretary of "War found
it necessary to say that if labor considered the proposed amendment a reflection it could be omitted.
Government Now Can Becide.
For under the power (of the selective
service act now in force and which
would be unaffected by the new
amendments making the age limits
eighteen to forty-five the government
has the right to- say what shall constitute an industrial exemption. Congress wisely left this to the discretion of the executive branch of the
government, which in turn passed it
on to the district boards. From the
power to say what is an industrial
exemption comes the right to withdraw a deferred classification once
granted and place the individual in
class 1 eligible for immediate military service. Similarly with the question of dependency, a discretionary
privilege, the various boards can ap;ply an effective remedy to idlers and
those engaged in useless occupations
or those who work irregularly at
useful occupations.

Remedy for Industrial Slackers.
District and local boards are reI minded by the Waa- Department that
a remedy for these delinquent workers is to be found in the work-or- |
fight regulations now in force which '
say, in part:
"The following' grounds shall be acI cepted by local and district boards as
j reasonable excuse for temporary idleI lies^t or for being engaged in non- !
^productive occupation or emplovment:
(a) Sickness, (b) reasonable vacation,
j (e) lack of reasonable opportunity for
I employment in any occupation outside
of those described in the foregoing
section (on useless occupations), (d)
temporary absence (not regular vacations) from regular employment, not
to exceed one week, unless such temporary absences are habitual and frequent, shall not be considered as idleness * » * •■
In other words, if absences from
work are not due to extraordinary'
circumstances that can be justified,
but are merely habitual interruptions,
such an employe can be cited to appear
before the local and district board,
and on the evidence (Submitted, can
be required to forfeit his deferred
classification.
Power Under Existing Regulations.
There is plenty of power to do all
this under existing regulations, and
the. movement to write into the law
additional amendments of a specific
character covering the work-or-fight
order is really not essential and is
already a source of misunderstanding
among many labor leaders who understand the present regulations, but who
think something new and more drastic is being included in the new bill.
As the amendment is now drawn it
could be construed to mean that if an
employe leaves his present employer
he may have his deferred classification taken from him. and be forced
into military service. He might even
transfer from one employer engaged
in a productive industry to another
employer in the same line of production, just as essential to the war as
the first.
. Some people have argued that this
would help' many employers to hold
their men, but, as a matter of fact, a
strict application of the present rules
would bring the same result. The
man who changes employers would
have to prove that he was indispensable to the new employer, a fact
which would be difficult for him toprove, inasmuch as the second employer had been able to- conduct his
enterprise or war contract for the
period already elapsed without the
.service of the so-called indispensable
I newcomer. While that would prevent
a registrant who had been given a
deferred classification for industrial
reasons from leaving thei shipyards,
for example, to go to some other
work also considered essential at a
time when Riveters were in demand,
while in the other industry in which
he sought employment there was a
comfortable supply of men, the preset rules -will not touch men who had
been deferred beyond class one on
grounds of dependency. They can go
I from one useful or productive ocoupa.| tion to another and from one env
| ployer to another.
No Damaging- Effect So Par.
This situation, however, while covered in the proposed Thomas amendment, is not considered to have had
as yet any damaging effect on our
industrial program. There are prominent men in the government who believe in industrial conscription, and
because they believ.e in meeting that
'issue squarely they are opposed to
any halfway measures or legal subterfuges to accomplish what they
claim will be a necessary course later. So far as I can determine, the
Thomas amendment is at present a
kind of embarrassment, adding very
little that is not in the present workor-fight regulations and adding practically nothing to their force or sanction. As between the usefulness of
an explicit declaration in law of a
policy already in effect and the development of an antagonism to the
wOrk-or-fight order which does not
now exist, the administration is apparently of the belief that the amendment is superfluous.
The House
committee's action in omitting it may,
therefore, be followed by a similar
abandonment of the amendment in
the Senate later. If the time comes
when industrial conscription is necessary the administration will undoubtedly have a comprehensive program to suggest with every phase of
the principle of selecting industrial
man power as carefully worked out
I as the selective service scheme that
has given and is to give General PerI shing and our allies the military
ian power essential to win.
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SOLDIER SECRETARY
IS RALPH HAYES
CAMP MEADE, Md., Aug. 24.—A
private in this camp was summoned
to Washington a few days ago to
handle an important and urgent matter for the War Department. That
private happened to be Ralph Hayes,
former secretary of Secretary of War
Newton D. Baker. Hayes, rookie,
with innoculations and vaccinations
still coming to him, had to be fitted
out in a hurry to enable him to respond to an order that came directly through Adutant General McCain
himself. All speed records were
broken to get him off. He went off
smiling and came back smiling.
Mr. Baker has plenty of major
generals and others high in rank
and high, too, in his personal regard,
but there was a letter that neededan answer, and there was no one
who knew just so well what the
answer should be as Hayes. Snatching away a private secretary is
something many of the biggest men
in the country have had to .endure,
and Mr. Baker is hot standing in
the way of Hayes' prospect of being
a corporal or a first class private by
handing him a commision.
Met Many Generals.
That hurry-up call to Washington
came I when Hayes was having a
lively time with his fellows of Company 1, Second Battalion, 154th Depot Brigade. No one in the crowd
takes to soldier life more than he.
Hayes has the distinction of being
the only rookie here who has been
in front line trenches in France. He
was there with Secretary Baker. No
rookie here has met as many generals as Hayes. Brig. Gen. Douglas
MacArthur he met in France at the
time when he had just gone over
the top and brought back the helmet
of a big-headed Bavarian officer.
MacArthur, then chief of staff of the
Rainbow division, made the ram
along with Frenchmen because it
would not be just the thing for a
chief of staff to cross No Man s Land
with his own raiding force.
Camp M*e Charms.
Life here in camp has the charm
to it that Hayes could not find in
office captivity in Washington. He
is twenty-three years old and built
for speed and the outdoor life, although his talents and tact won him
a high position in Washington and
made it important for him to continuue his work for Mr. Baker until
the selective draft picked him out for
service here. The only difference between the experience of Hayes and
other draftees is that they are certain to have Sundays for their own
enjoyment, while he is apt to get a
call to come over to Washington and
look over a few letters and explain
some office matter to his successor.
Hayes is a graduate of Western
Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio.
At college he was manager of the
glee club, and got a glimpse of real
life when he took his club on a tour
of kell-known hotels. Mr. Baker
heard about his success in such ventures and gave him a position in his
office in Washington.
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Without Conditions
There, is little doubt that Congress will
broaden the conscription age limits, including men between eighteen and twenty-one and men between thirty-one and
forty-five. The War Department's recommendations respecting the new age
limits have been embodied in both the
House bill and the Senate bill.
Having authorized conscription on this
wider basis, it would be exceedingly foolish for Congress to impose limitations on
its grant of power. To provide that certain of the new classes shall be called
first and certain others called last or
that some classes shall be exhausted before others are drawn on at all would be
to tie the hands of the military authorities. Latitude in such matters is indispensable. Congress should not attempt
to interfere in the details of draft administration. It ought to confine itself
to laying down general principles.
Nobody can tell in advance how many
men a particular class will yield. And to
compel the government to comb out first
the classes which are least productive—
those from thirty-one to forty-five—is to
invite delay and imperil the General
Staff's programme for speeding up the
war.
Registration, examination and classification take time. If every claim for deferred classification in the higher classes
must be settled before the lowest classes
are called these lowest classes will
be practically unavailable for several
months to come. Yet General Crowder
counts on getting less than 700,000 men
from the registrants above thirty-one
and about 1,700,000 from the registrants
below twenty-one. To pass a priority
amendment such as various members of
the House Military Affairs Committee
are advocating would mean a scrapping
of the War Department's plan to have
4,000,000 American soldiers in France
before next summer.
It is noteworthy that most of the committeemen who want to call men below
twenty-one last belong to the group
which tried to defeat the first conscription act and who have been supporting
the policy which Mr. Baker described the
other day as that of those who would
"proceed somewhat more leisurely and do
it later." They have consistently obstructed the effort to develop our manpower speedily and to use "force to the
utmost."
These men are a survival of the James
Hay regime in the Military Affairs Committee. He was the great proponent of
unpreparedness. The miserable fiasco of
army reorganization which bears his
name—the Hay act of 1916—put back
the modernization of our military establishment at a time when rapid preparation was sorely needed. It helped to delay for more than a year our participation in the war on a scale commensurate
with our resources.
Mr. Hay packed his committee with
pacifists and "anti-militarists." Have
these cave-dwellers not done enough to
hobble the country? Men are needed in
vast numbers to end the war and end it
with the least cost and sacrifice. The
only thing to do is to give the War Department a free hand. The Administration must conduct the war. It has the responsibility. Give it the power. Let it
call out any class or all classes, in whatever order and to whatever extent it may
think necessary.

Two Recalcitrants.
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The passage of the man power bill
through the House by a vote of 336 to 2
reflects the determination of the American people to throw the full weight of
this nation Into the war at once and
bring it to an end as early as possible.
But two voices, one a piping tremolo and
the other a growling bass, were raised
against it.
It is predicted that the Senate will
pass the bill with the same practical
unanimity. In that body, as was the case
in the House, there are differences of
opinion regarding the provisions of the
measure. There is a strong sentiment
against including boys of 18 and 19
years in the draft and a preference for
calling them last, if at all. There also is
a division of opinion as to the wisdom
of including the so-called "work or
fight" amendment. Buff after these subsidiary questions are thrashed out it is
expected that senators will line up for
the bill.
To Meyer London (Socialist), of New
York city, and William Gordon (Democrat), of Cleveland, belongs the unique
distinction of being the two representatives who voted against the bill which
the administration and the House have
declared necessary to the winning of the
wai. It is a distinction which, no doubt,
will adhere to them for many years and
of whicL no iban will attempt to deprive
them.
London, bon. in Russia and transplanted to the congenial atmosphere of
New York's Bast Side, has, durinp his
brief congressional career, persistently
opposed the war and measures for winning it. Attempting to justify his course
by his political creed, which shrinks
from war, he has occupied many valuable hours of Congress with his diatribes and blotted many clean pages with
his anti-American votes. The House has
been patient with him. He exerted no influence and was more of an annoyance
than a menace. But patience is exhausted, and the loyal American people
of his district, humiliated by the record
he has made at Washington, have joined
in an attempt to retire him. A fusion
movement is now on between Republicans and Democrats looking to the election in his stead of an American, with
American ideals and representing the
true American spirit. It is to be hoped
that the movement will prove successful.
London easily can be spared from the
national Congress.
As for Gordon, little attention need be
given his case. His constituents attended
to that very emphatically at the recent
primaries, when they denied his request
for a renomination and chose a candidate who is pledged to uphold the government in its efforts to bring the war to
a q*ck end. Gordon was defeated upon
his record of opposition to the administration's war measures.
These two recalcitrants serve only to
emphasize the unanimity that exists
among the American people with respect
to the war. They are in favor of the war
and in favor of prosecuting it with relentless energy until it is won and a permanent, lasting peace obtained. They
want no halfway measures. They will
not tolerate obstructionists.

Every man of the 336 who voted for
the bill in the House did so with a solemn appreciation of its purport. Each
realized that it meant drafting the flower
of American youth and sending it out to
shed its life blood, if necessary, for the
cause. Each dreaded the casting of that
vote as much as the Secretary of War,
the chief of staff and the provost marshal general who recommended it. But
it is the sincere, honest conviction of the
administration that it is necessary to
make this sacrifice in order that the war
may be won, and to that decision the
American people assent, for they have
entered this war prepared to give their
all for the cause of human liberty.
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NEW DRAFT BILL
PASSED BY SENATE,
NO ONE DISSENTS
—«.—

Senator Chamberlain Tells Associates Youths of 18 and 19
Are

to

Be

in

France

by

June of Next Year.
"WORK OR FIGHT" RULE
PUT IN BY UPPER HOUSE.
It Is Changed Slightly From
Form Rejected in the HouseMeasure Now Goes to Confer- j
ence of Both Branches.
(Special to The World.)

WASHINGTON,
Aug.
27.—The
Draft Bill is through, the Senate; it
passed unanimously, 75 votes against
0, despite the debates on the taking
of boys of eighteen and nineteen,
and it carried with it the "work or
fight" amendment.
'But nobody seems to know exactly
when the youngsters will be called.
There were conflicting- accounts of
the War Department's intentions in
the debate, and after the Senate had
acted. On the floor Senator Chamberlain, declaring he would "not be
a party to the deception of the American people," said it was the purpose
of the War Department that the
youths shall be in France "by June
30 next."
Secretary Baker said to-night that
boys of eighteen will be called last in
the draft. There will be two draft
classes -under the new measure,
eighteen to nineteen and nineteen to
forty-five. The Secretary said a published Teport that there was to be a
third classification, embracing men
from nineteen to thirty-six, who
would first be called to the colors, was
erroneous. There is no idea, he declared, of referment or preferment of
men between thirty-six and forty-five.
Baker Can't Say When,
The only radical distinction will
apply to the eighteen to nineteen
class, he said, but he was unable to
say how long the department would
be able to defer calling them. Gens.
March and Crowder have said that
the eighteen-year-old call might De
deferred until spring. But all have
been careful to state that this was
dependent on military exigencies.
Senator Chamberlain made his
statement about the eighteen-year
men being in Europe next year in
replying to Senator Overman of North
Carolina, who said he had. been assured by Secretary Baker that it was
not the War Department's intention
to send them abroad until the other
ages have been exhausted. Senator
Chamberlaj

"There should be no misunderstand
ing as to what the Secretary of War
and the Department intend to do in
this matter. The purpose of the War
Department is to call these young
men into the sen-ice and that they
shall all be in France by June 30
next. I shall not be a party to the
deception of the American people.
"I know what the record of hearings before the Senate and House
Military Affairs Committee show. I
do not know what the Secretary of
War may have said in some private
conversation. But I know what he
and what Gen. March, the Chief of I
Staff, said before the committees."
Chamberlain Reads Testimony,
He read from the printed testimony I
to support his contention that it was
the purpose to call the boys of
eighteen into the service and to use
them. He showed that the young
men must be called out by the first
of the year if they are to be in
France by the last of June, which is
the programme of the War Department.
"I am supporting this bill because
the military authorities have ,said

"Work: or Fight" Wins.
The Senate added the Thomas
"work or fight" amendment, with the
Cummins provision that labor controversies be referred to the War Labor
Board. This action came unexpectedly, and was on a motion by Senator
JMcKellar to strike it out. The Senate refused to do so by a vote of -10 to
29.
The Cummins amendment was
adopted 73 to 0.
The real test of the "work or fight"
amendment was on the vote to strike
it from the bill. The roll call on the
motion to strike out was as follows:
Ayes—Ashurst, Beckham, Bora-j,
Culberson, Curtis, Fernald, Fletcher,
Gerry, Henderson, Johnson of California, Jones of New Mexico, Kemdnck, Kirby, McKellar, McNarv,
Nugent, Overman, Owen, Phelaa,
Pittman, Robinson, Saulsbury, Shafroth, Sheppard, Shields, Sutherland,
Trammel], Vardaman and Walsh—29
Nays—Baird, Bankhead, Brandegee,
Calder Chamberlain, Colt, Cumins,
Dillmgham, Fall, France, Frelinghuysen, Gore, Guion, Hale, Hitchcock,
Johnson, Bouth, Dakota; Kellogg
Kenyon, Lenroot. Lodge, McCumber,
Martin, Nelson, New, Norris, Penrose
Poindexter,
Pomerene,
Ransdell
hnnth of Michigan, Smoot, Sterling'
Thomas, Townsend, Wadsworth, Warren, Watson, Weeks and Wolcott-^0.
Strikers to War Labor Board.
The "work or fight" amendment as
that it is a necessity to call the
finally written by the Senate is:
Provided, that when any, person
boys of eighteen," continued Senator
shall have been placed in a deferred
Chamberlain.
or exempted class for any of the reaThe Senate turned down all efforts sons in this paragraph set forth, he
to strike out the eighteen-year-old shall not be entitled to remain thereminimum draft age requested by the in unless he shall in good faith continue, while physically able so to do,
military authorities, about which the to work at and follow such occupabiggest fight centred.
As finally tion employment or business, and i*
passed this provision is lie the one he fails so to do he shall again become subject to the draft. The Presadopted by the House.
ident shall make regulations for enSenator Fall offered a substitute forcing this provision.
providing for classification of men
"This proviso shall not apply in the
for military and industrial service. case of a strike if the strikers have <
submitted or will at once submit the |
It wag defeated, 60 to 18.
dispute to the War Labor Board, !
Senator Kirby's amendment to agree to abide and do abide by its
make the minimum age twenty in- decision, and at once resume and
stead of eighteen years was defeated, continue work pending such decision, j:
said board shall take up and de12 to 60. The Senators who voted for The
cide all such disputes as speedily as
it were (Borah, Culberson, Cummins, practicable."
Curtis, Gore, Kendrick, Kirby, McNeed Not Claim Exemption.
Nary, Norris, Pomerene, Townsend
Several small amendments which
do not affect the bag plan of the bill
and Vardatnan,
were adopted. The most important
Gore Wouldn't Vote No.
Senator Poindexter proposed the of these was offered by Senator Penrose and agreed to by a viva voce
minimum should be nineteen years, vote. It provides "that the local
las was defeated 68 to 14 in the Sen- boards shall determine in the first inate, sitting as a Committee of the stance from the answers in the quesWhole, and 52 to 21 on a separate vote tionnaire of each registrant whether
in the Senate just before finl .passage. or not any person is entitled to deThose who voted for it were Senators ferment or exemption without requiring registrants to claim such deferred
Bankhead, Borah, Cummins, Curtis, classification or such exemption."
France, Gore, Guion, Jones of WashAnother amendment agreed to, ofington, Kendrick, Kenyon, Kirby, Mc- fered by Senator France of "Maryland,
Nary, Morris, Pindexter, Pomerene, provides that deferred men in industries are to wear a badge, insignia or
Shieds, Smith of Michigan, Suther- uniform.
land, Townsend, "Vardaman and WolAfter the passage of the bill Senator
;
Chamberlain asked for conferees.
cott.
In the final roll call Senator Gore They are Senators Chamberlain and
Hitchcock, Democrats, and Warren,
of Oklahoma, who had fought for a Republican. The bill will be sent to
higher than eighteen age limit, voted the House to-morrow and probably go
at first against the bill, but when he to conference at once. The House
saw he was no't joined by any other turned down the "work or fight"
amendment when the bill was beSenators, as-ked permission not to fore it.
vote, which was granted. He explainThe other important new amended that h edid not wish to toe the one ments added by the Senate and to be
man who would prevent the bill, pas- settled in conference are: Exemption
to be determined by the questionsing unanimously, and that he could naire;
persons in industry to wear
not vote for it as 'the age limit was some sigh of their deferment,' and age
limit under twenty-one to be waived
fixed.
The new Draft Bill, which provides for acquiring a homestead.
for the registration of 13,000,000 men
between the ages of eighteen and
forty-five years, inclusive, retains
every important provision contended
for by the officials of the War Department.

Flg-bt on "Work or War."
The House amendments not accepted by the Senate were those providing for examiners to go through
deferred classes and requiring aliens
to be subject to the draft without
reference to their alienage claim for
exemption. It is not believed a long
controversy will hold the conferees.
There is little probability that the
House will accept the "work or fight"
amendment added by the Senate, and
made applicable to organized labor.
Strong opposition to such a proposition exists. In addition. Secretary
Baker has announced that he can
handle the situation as heretofore
without any legislation. Above else,
there is little disposition to stir up
any quarrel with organized labor
with a Congressional election but. two
months away. General sentiment is
in favor of permitting the problem
to slumber. The opinion is oxpnon the House side that, the Senate
conferences eventually will yield and
permit the amendment to go by the
board. The House members are willing to accept, the assurance from
Secretary Baker that there is absolutely no necessity for the legislation.
Crowder Gets Heady.
Provost Marshal General Crowder
has sent directions to all local authorities in the country to co-operate
with the Government in getting a
complete registration of men of the
ne wdraft ages, on day to be fixed.
United States Marshals, Deputy
Marshals and investigating agejits,
and police officers of States, counties,
townships,
municipalities and of
towns were told to hold themselves
in readiness to give any assistance
necessary. They will examine the
registration lists and report the
names of any persons liable to registration who fail to appear.
The war department has approved
the enlistment of men between fortyfive and fifty-five for the ordnance
department, quartmaster and medical
corps for branches of the signal corps.
Minor disabilities which do not interfere with the performance of military duties Will be waived. A release
signed by employers will be needed for
a recruit over forty-five years, so the
industrial machinery of the company
may not suffer.
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THE SECRETARY OF WAR SPEAKS ON
PERSONNEL WORK IN THE ARMY
SECRETARY of War
Neivton D. Baker addressed the eighth school for
personnel adjutants at Camp
Meigs, Washington, D. C.
stating his approval of the
personnel work in the Army.
Mr. Baker emphasized the
value of such work and forecast extensive development of
an agency for selecting the
right man for the right place.
He was introduced by Dr.
Walter Dill Scott, director of
the Committee on Classification of Personnel in the
Army, and spoke as follows:

they struggled, but here was a new
group. It was no longer the civilian
company that he used to see in the
Y. M. C. A. halls of the' United
States. And so for his own guidance and information he passed
around papers and pencils and asked
each man in that company to write
and pass up to him what he regarded as the three cardinal sins.
When the vote was taken it was
unanimous on No. 1; nearly unanimous on No. 2; very largely preponderating on No. 3, and those sins
were as follows:
The sin upon which they were
unanimous as No. 1 was COWARDICE.
The sin upon which they were
substantially unanimous, No. 2, was
SELFISHNESS—not sharing with
your partner in the trench, not taking your share of the hardships of
the military life. And the sin upon which they agreed by
majority for the third choice was BIG HEAD. Now that
is a complete revolution in the mind of youth toward life.
Those 600 young men, if they had been in the United
States, and there had been no war, would have been engaged in getting ahead, each for himself, probably making
money, preparing for or making a career, ambitious and
struggling. The sins which they would have regarded as
essentially the most to be avoided would doubtless have
been the evils of intemperance, the social evils, lying,
stealing, and that sort of thing; but here, caught up in the
clouds, as it were, by this great concentrated enterprise
which requires a new set of virtues, an unused set of
talents, these men are no longer thinking about the things
which in private and civil life are the things which they
have to struggle about, but they are ambitious now to be
brave, they are struggling now to be generous and unselfish,
and they are filled with a fine desire to be lowly.
Continued on page 2

;
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E HAVE heard all sorts of single
factors referred to as the one
factor that would win the war.
We have heard of food, coal, transportation, air, tanks, infantry and ships. We
have never heard from the Secretary of
War what that single factor is; in fact,
we don't think there is any single factor.
We do know, however, that the Secretary
of War was the first official directing
the war energies of any nation who appointed men to make a study of personnel in order that every soldier in the
army should be placed where he has the
best chance to develop his own talents
and to serve his country. And we therefore know that he believes in the work
of personnel. You men who have been
appointed by him to do that work will
be greatly delighted in hearing from your
Chief, the Secretary of War.
—Remarks of Dr. Walter Dill Scott in
introducing Secretary Baker.

T T IS a very great pleasure to me to be here this morning and meet this class. You represent a novel contribution to the making of armies. War is essentially revolutionary to a people whose arts have been those of peace
and whose occupations have been for the most part those
of industry. The revolution is widespread, fundamental
and thorough-going, and I can perhaps illustrate to you
more fully what I mean by telling you of an incident which
recently took place in France than by any further attempt
to define the thought. This incident deals with the change
in the attitude of men, of young men, toward life as
brought about by their preoccupation in a war for a sacred
cause. Mr. Fosdick told me that the Y. M. C. A. Director
had assembled a group of 500 or 600 men, and was having
one of those composite evenings which are characteristic
of the social and semi-religious activities of the Y. M.
C. A., when it suddenly occurred to him that he did not
know what was in the minds of those soldiers. If he had
been in the United States he would have known the virtues
to which young men aspired, and the vices against which

\

PERSONNEL"
I have myself been tremendously stimulated, not only occupation, a very necessary undertaking, and your atby the care and wisdom employed in assigning each en- tendance at this school for the purpose of acquiring the
listed man but also by the result which Dr. Scott and his rules and regulations, attempting to systematize this process,
associates have obtained in the officer selecting tests which is a very vital and efficient thing for the American Army.
they have devised. The Rating Scale has been enthusiastiI hope that you will remember all the time this one
cally received by the Army, but I am told officers have word of caution I want to give you about your task. We
occasionally objected to answering some of the Binet test deal with people, when we have millions of them, too much
questions the doctor has put up to them; I have been rather as the census taker does; we deal too much with them
afraid to takea Binet test myself, but when you finally as though we were making a city directory of them. I
come down to it, the Rating Scale and tests for mental went out to Fort Leavenworth a few days ago, and while
alertness are the application of a perfectly rational method I was at the Disciplinary Barracks I wanted to see some
to the great problem of putting a man in the position of the interesting cases of personality of young men who
where he can be of the most service to the country and to have been drafted into the Army and, carelessly, have
the common cause. Now that is a perfect parallel to the fallen afoul of the military regulations. I wanted to get
story about the boys of the Y. M. C. A. I told you at the their statement and their attitude towards military life,
beginning; they have a new set of virtues, a new outlook and after I had been at it for perhaps an hour I found
on life. The soldier must be helped and guided into the myself asking them the same questions in the same order.
right place for the best use of his talents. And that is I asked them how old they were, whether they were marthe task which is set before you in the various organiza- ried, if they had ever been in love, and whether their girls
tions to which you belong.
had gone back on them, but before very long it was obvious
It is a wonderful army we have on the other side. We to me that it was becoming mechanical. Now the danger
are already beginning to hear what we expected to hear that we have in this Personnel Division is that with the size
about it. I am not speaking now about its movements as of the task and the frequency of the repetition of our
a mass of men, but we are beginning to hear that the in- contact with individuals, it is likely to make us fail to
dividuality of the American soldier is attracting attention, remember that each man with whom we deal is more than
that the individual marksmanship of the American soldier a card in the index, and is individually a man, that he is
is telling on the adversary. I have seen some confidential an individual American, and that no straight-jacket set of
reports of examinations of American prisoners made by questions will reach his ultimate possibilities.
German Intelligence Officers, and intended to be transNow if we can approach the task as though he were
mitted to the German General Headquarters for the in- in a chemical laboratory, a research laboratory, not seekformation of Hindenburg & Company, but before they ing to reproduce some striking experiments which other
could be transmitted they were captured with their authors. chemists have taught us how to do by putting together
Such of them as I have seen have commented on two or some sort of ingredients which look blue and look brown
three things about the American soldier: that he is more when mixed, but making a research and putting together
of an individual than is customary among soldiers; that uncombined elements, trying by experiments to get new
he has a naive confidence, a fundamental moral basis for products, I am sure that the work will be even more
his participation in this war; and that he seems to be useful than it would otherwise be. I am not a lecturer
quiet and undismayed even when alone under conditions in this class; I have no right to attempt to add anything
which the German officers say are usually regarded as too to the very full and wise course by Dr. Scott. My pressevere a test for men as individuals. So that we have an ence here today is chiefly to give an expression of comentirely different problem from that of the German Govern- plete approval to this really great innovation, and to help
ment. For forty years it has been making all Germans the innovation in the formation of a military army.
very much alike, suppressing individuality except in parJust before I close, however, I want to bring to you
ticular lines; men have^been permitted to be as individual
the latest news with regard to the great war abroad. As
as they chose about religion and about chemistry, but not
I left the Department the newspaper men told me that
about themselves or their relations to one .another or
the latest dispatches showed that the British have captured
about the State, and as a consequence the raw material of
Montdidier, . have added several thousand prisoners and
the German soldier is every man of a uniform type. But
some
large guns to their captures, and are still going forwe have the individual American; we have the wide diward
with the infantry. So that the war abroad is going
versity of occupations and talents which America produces. And we have to discover in the man whose occu- well, and the building of the army on this side is going
pation up to now has been felling trees in the great North- well, and the contribution which you gentlemen are to
west the mode of converting his native talents and native make is a contribution to a higher efficiency for a cause
virtues into military talents and virtues. It is a splendid which is already marked with success.

A system of selection of talents which is not affected by immaterial principles or virtues,
no matter how splendid, something more scientific than the haphazard choice of man, something more systematic than preference or first impression, is necessary.
HON. NEWTON D. BAKER.
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SECRETARY BAKER'S SECOND VISIT

\

- Our own secretary of war is again in Europe. It is
reported thai he is attempting to get absolutely first
hand information with respect to the airplane situation, and that he is .accompanied by John D. Ryan,
how an assistant secretary of war, and head of the aircraft production bureau.
When Mr. Baker went to Europe on his first visit,
there was a wonderful stimulus given to war activities
in this country, and his second visit will undoubtedly
profit the country similarly.
No one has recently questioned the ability of the
secretary of war. The doubt has always been as to his
point of view, and his enthusiasm with respect to the
war. Whatever doubt there was has now long since
vanished. Mr. Baker has surrounded himself with big
men, and the shipment of troops to Europe and the
training of troops has been the one thing that has allowed Foch to start and maintain his great offensive.
America's troops are the hope of victory, and the
secretary of war is seeing that they are furnished in
almost impossible allotments.
We can expect a still further intensifying of America's effort from Mr. Baker's visit.
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War Department, Washington, D.C., August 26, 1918
To Members of War Service Celebration Group of Public Safety Committee,
r
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I learn with pride that the community of Wilkinsburg has contributed t|o the Army and Navy in this supreme
emergency one out of every eleven of its inhabitants-certainly a wonderful showing and worthy of the best American
traditions. May I express the high appreciation of the War Department and its hope that the coming dedication of the
honor roll pergola in honor of these 1 800 loyal sons and daughters will be the occasion of a memorable demonstration?
While this spirit survives, we need not fear the future.
K,™VI™? ^T^n c
NEWTON D. BAKLR, Secretary of War.
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/ SECRETARY BAKER'S SECOND VISIT
Our own secretary of war is again in Europe. Xt is
reported thai he is attempting to get absolutely first
hand, information with respect to the airplane situation, and that he is .accompanied by John D. Ryan,
now an assistant secretary of war, and head of the aircraft production bureau.
When Mr. Baker went to Europe on his first visit,
there was a wonderful stimulus given to war activities
in this country, and his second visit will undoubtedly
profit the country similarly.
Wo one has recently questioned the ability of the
secretary of war. The doubt has always been as to his
point of view, and his enthusiasm with respect to the
war. Whatever doubt there was has now long since
vanished. Mr. 'Baker has surrounded himself with big
men, and the shipment of troops to Europe and the
training of troops has been the one thing that has allowed Foch to start and maintain his great offensive.
America's troops are the hop« of victory, and the
secretary of war is seeing that they are furnished in
almost impossible allotments.
We can expect a still further intensifying of America's el'forl from Mr. Baker's visit.
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BY THE NEW YORK TIMES COMPANY.

jL.uox.ru S. OCHS. Publisher and President.
B. C. FrancK, Secretary.
NEW YORK, MONDAY. SEPT. 2, 1918.
THE DRAFT PROCLAMATION.
In his draft proclamation President
says that " we solemnly pur" pose a decisive victory and dellber-

"WILSON

" atcly to devote the larger part of the
" military man power of the nation to
" the accomplishment of that pur" pose." Does any one demur to the
extension of the draft ages so as to include all men between 18 and 45? The
President reminds him that the plan,
never carried out, and entirely Ignored
for many generations, is a century
and a quarter old. In 1792, as everybody should know, Congress legislated
in regard to the militia, the country
then being solicitous about the national defense, with a wary eye on the
late enemy England.
" Every able" bodied male citizen of the respective
" States, resident therein," It was enacted, " who is of the age of 18 years
" and under the age of 45 years, shall
" be enrolled in the militia "; and sections followed providing for registration, organization, equipment, and
training. The ink was hardly dry on
that carefully drawn statute before It
was a dead letter. "When the war of
1812 came the United States was as
il&prepared to defend itself as it has
been at other military crises In its history. It required the great peril of
1914 to arouse the people to the wisdom and necessity of universal military service. If the law of 1702 had
been taken seriously and lived up to,
there would have been, in all human
probability, no civil war in 1SG1; Germany would not have flouted, Insulted, and outraged America from 1915
to April, 1917; in fact, it may be
doubted whether Germany would ever
have conspired for world dominion and
provoked a war that would probably
excite the concern of the United
States about Its own security.
The
opening paragraphs of President "WILSON'S proclamation are the strongest
of arguments for universal service, for
a citizen army of defense.
There is a good deal in the document that is suggestive and inspiring.
Of the youngest men now to be drafted
Mr. "WILSON says that " our military
"
"
"
"

authorities regard them as having
the very highest combatant qualities," and he goes on to say: " Their
youthful enthusiasm, their virile

" eagerness, their gallant spirit of
" daring, make them the admiration
" of all who see them in action." Apparently the President does not share
the view that they should be spared
until the last to save a cause on the
verge of disaster.

FaBoT^uchetsclKrSe^'r "en°^gaged
political autocracy covertly eng g
when the nation is in £e «*rjM oi wa
In undermining the >nsJltuUfi;„ „she3
liberty that will turn victory into a=nto
on a trusting people's lips.
Politics Not Adjourned.
"Politics adjourned!
Worse, more
rampant., rancorous, partisan politics
abused the patriotism and genSenator Sherman Declares the never
erous confidence of ar great nation. 1
know the answer to this. My reward
President Is Using War to
j will be the mendacious charge that I am
Undermine Civil Liberty.
I embarrassing the Administration in its
conduct of the war. American civil government need not be destroyed to
victory, abroad.
' A country
COL. HOUSE ALSO A TARGET achieve
§ reserved at the sacrifice of all the carInal principles of liberty is not worth
the cost of preservation.' Against tne
Administration Described as a Po- clandestine partisan activities of this
Administration, hidden under the thick
litical Clique Bent on Exploit
clouds of war, I raise my voice seasonably in remonstrance.
,
ing the Nation.
" Behind this rampart of a nation s
devotion hide a coterie of politicians
gilded and plated by a group of theorizWASHINGTON, Sept. 3.-In a long ing, intolerant intellectuals as wildly
speech today on what he called " un- impractical as ever beat high heaven
official and personal government," Sen- with their phrase-making Jargon. They
appeal to the impulsive, the thoughtless.
ator Sherman of Illinois, Republican, the Ignorant, class hatred, the iconomade a bitter attack on President Wil- clast, the freak, the degenerate, to conson and his Administration, and, par- vert the United States into an economic
class despotism administered by a politticularly, on Colonel E. M. House, the ical party. Even now it is putting up
President's personal friend and adviser. and pulling down candidates to this end.
He declared that under the guise of Not on principle is the test, not how
voted, but when, and their ability
war necessity the Administration was they
to endure servile prostration before the
seeking to set up a civilian autocracy.
seat of power. It even presumes to dic" What of those," she said, " who, tat Republican candidates in Republican
States, beating its Pharisaical.bosom the
while the American people are centering while
that all may witness its nonpartithought and effort on our tremendous san virtues."
The Senator lauded ex-Secretary Gartask, use the war to betray republican
and denounced >>ewton D. Baker
government to tis undoing? Under the rison
in the following remarks:
.
specious pretext of war necessity they
" A. Mitchell Palmer was originally
are now substituting their obsessions slated for Secretary of War. UnfortuMr. Palmer was a Quaker. He
and follies for the institutional liberty nately
feared the position would endager his
that is the birthright of both soldiers creed.
There was little time left in
and civilian. They pillage the temple Cabinet building, we learn by a perusal
of the book, to secure a. man of the
of free government and set up in it proper calibre; so they had to take wTnat
their false gods, shouting that war de- was available. Joseph P. Tumulty sugmands the new worship.
When the gested Lindley Garrison. Every sincere lover of his country could wish
men return in victory, they face in Mr. Tumulty might have been authorcivil life a socialistic State.
Vast ized then and there to select more of
Garrison
bureaucracies and centralized depart- the Cabinet if this is so.
measured UP to the place. He saw the
ments will have seized the prinicpal oc- shadow of the mighty struggle across
More practical was he
cupations of private life. I believe it the Atlantic.
than House because he sounded the
part of my duty to save for the man note
of preparation. His plan would
at the front the domestic institutions of have trained an army ready to strike
his country at home while he is making when we declared war. not fifteen
months afterward.
Crdel would have
the world S8fe for democracy abroad.
" Autocratic power never rests. One been robbed of his rapturous ecstacy,
demand granted becomes the lever to lift but the public would have reconciled itits Impudent claims to further heights of self to that. Garrison's successor has
usurpation. .The great climacteric of made everybody wish the Quaker had
civil government will come.with the end overcome his scruples and been put in
of the war. We must then decide wheth- charge of the fighting instead of one
er the American Republic remain a Gov- who thinks the war front is 3,000 miles
ernment of regulated individualism or be away, talks glibly of quantity productransformed into a. civilian autocracy of tion of combat airplanes, delays three
interrelated boards, bureau;*, and de- months the draft law amendment of
opposes universal
uitircioa. military
...... vc^w tram
* • ~...
partments operating the chief instru- 1918. OpyO^C»
ments of production, distribution, and ing,'and says Washington's soldiers at
Valley
Forge
were
drunkards
communication of thought, including the chicken hieves. only to be declared and
by
printing press.
The newspaper is as
proclamation to be the most
much within this subtle and malign pow- Execulve
er a* the telegraph or bank. The recent capable official that distinguished funcever knew."
order curtailing news columns under the tionary Attacks
Colonel House.
guise of conserving paper stock is an inColonel House was characterized by
vasion of the right of a privately owned, Senator Sherman as " this alleged, unfree press, designed to control the ave- elected, unofficial assisant President.
nues of information.
The Senator gave an analysis of a novel
which he said had been written by
C«II» It Political Control.
Colonel House, which he described as
"Not one undertaking seized as a. an autobiography.
., ,
"When the Colonel,
said the Senawar measure is intended ever to be re- tor
" went to Europe as the President's
turned to their owners by the Burleson*. personal envoy in May, 1814, he abode
the Bakers, and the Gompers. They in the capitals of the Powers. Advice
gave them in abundance. The faithknow as we do that the war is a handy he
ful chronicler of unofficial Government
pretense to embary the Government on informs us they listened politely and
their fantastic adventures.
Physical went their ■ several degenerate ways.
properties are seized. They are used to The views of the United States on the
explolnt pay rolls dedicated to the al- freedom of the seas were delivered to
leged sacred cause of labor.
At the
die belligerents in March, 1915, by the
very mention of this a complaisant ConColonel on a second trip. In substance
gress falls prostrate. Pay rolls ineviit meant the exemption from capture or
; tablv become the potent rod of politics.
harm of all noncornbatants and neutrals
I Not a Government, enterprise but will
and
confined war solely to operations of
| be a recruiting station to mold votes to
the armies and navies of the belligercontinue such a Government. It is poents
the cargo, contraband or nonconlitical, not Government control. It is
traband, of merchantmen being guarannot Government ownership, it is political
teed
against
seizure. A blockade of an
ownership. No one knows this better
etiemv nation becomes impossible. A
than Its promoters, who laugh at the
naw"
could
be
used only as a defense
eaBe of concealing from the public their
against invasion. The United States j
real political purpose.
/
was
then
a
neutral
and at peace with •
Further on he denounced the Admineverv Government in the world. The
istration as a political oligarchy, sayoffer of Colonel House changed the in-,
ternational law known to every civilized j
" History does not record a race that
countrv.
The President then had no
permitted its private possessions, its
war powers. His secret and personal
earnings, and its right to toil to be asenvoy exercised unofficial and usurped
sumed by an oligarchy, however wise
powers of government His gratuitous
and Just originally, that the subjugation
advice so to settle the U-boat dispute
of their personal rights or civil war did
provoked the derision of Germany and
not end the melancholy chapter. Those
the impatience of the Allies."
who deserve civil liberty and the rights
of a free man see danger from afar, as
did the spirits who laid the deep founda!
tions of the Republic now so vilely
sought to be cast away with the best pf
our blood and brain struggles devotedly
o free the world from a military despotism. The Kaiser will be overthrown,
his ambition blasted, till he eats the
bread of bitterness and drinks of the
waters of sorrow. While we sacrifice to
this paramount purpose, shall we permit
without protest civil officers to rivet an
economic class despotism on our necks.'

When he comes to the older men,
who can contribute no great strength
to the armies in the field, evidently
apprehending reluctance to serve, (in
which we think he is hardly Just to
them,) Mr. "WILSON dwells upon their
" honorable records in civil and industrial life," and appeals
consider that "the very
" have made render this
" commanding duty of

to them to
records they
new duty the
their lives."

The older men will not be found wanting. If not as eager as the youngsters
to fling themselves into the conflict,
they are more thoughtful and earnest.
Their spirit Is one of consecration to
the supreme act of patriotism.
" This," says the President in closing, " will be our final demonstration
" of loyalty, democracy and the will to
" win, our solemn notice to all the
" world that we stand absolutely to" gether In a common resolution and
" purpose." The higher age might be
put higher, but it will never be necessary. England has had to make it 50,
with the door left open for raising it
to 55.
But the United States, by
combing the new draft, could put into
the field a much larger army than
the 2,300,000 calculated; In fact, It
could be made larger if our rules for
admission to the service were less
drastic.
The American resources in man
power, soldiers and workers, will win
the war sooner or later.
The Germans know it. " If only HINDENBUBG
and LIUDENDOKFF," says Captain VON
SALZMANN, the German military critic,
who is " close " to the General Staff,
" had behind them that inexhaustible
" strength in men and material which
" FOCH has, then the German soldiers
" would long ago have been sitting in
" Paris and all

over the world as

" victors." There is the note of despair in this.
"What VON SALZMANN
really has in mind Is the formidable
man power of America, inexhaustible
because as every year comes round
there will be available nearly a million
youngsters of " the highest combatant
qualities,"
phrase.
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Secretary of War, in Palm
Beach Suit, Visits Home Office
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BAKER KEPT JUMPING
IN OLD HOME TOWN
(Continued from First Page)
ing. For an hour he was busy talking to persons 1 friends.
It was, "Hello, Carl; Hello, Joe;
Eitllu ihere, old man."
Among those who sat in the outer
jff'.ce awaiting audience with the secretary of war, wf re a man in the uniform of a patrolman and a toil bent
woman.
Ccming 1o the outer office, the war
secretary recognized the patrolman.
"Why, heilo, Paddy. Come on in
and lalk to me. I'm glad to see you,"
said Air. Bakei.
Arm in arm. the two walked to
the inner office to recall incidents of
Mr. Baker's term as mayor and to
"just talk."
The womar" She had come to see
about dxemrtion from the draft for
a young man--it must have been her
S'J»i

BAKER KEPT JUMPING
IN OLD HOME TOWN
Dodges Auto and Car, Chats With Soldier, Greets ManyFriends and Keeps Going.
Pedestrians on Euclid avenue at 4
o'clock yesterday afternoon were hurrying along to seek cover from a
threatening shower. Few paid attention to* a little short man, clad in a
Palm Beach suit, who walked briskly
across E. Gth street.
One man, standing- in a doorway,
sang out, "Hello, Newton."
The little man turned, smiled,
waved his hand and responded, "Heilo, Earl."
Jn front of the Hippodrome a private soldier recognized the Palm
Beach man as Newton D. Baker, secretary of war.
The soldier didn't sing out. Smiling broadly, he came to a salute.
Mr. Baker smiled, too. Grasping
the private by the arm, he led him
where they would not be in the way
of pedestrians, and entered into conversation with him. The soldier may
have been a Cleveland boy with
whom Mr. Baker was acquainted, or
he may have been just any soldier
of America's millions in khaki.

Crossing E. 9th street, Mr. Baker
received special notice from a motorman of a Scovill avenue car. The
motorman rang his boll vigorously,
but he did not know it was the secretary of war who was skipping past
in front of the car.
Secretary Baker was on his way
from his law offices in the Union National Bank building to the Union
Club, where he was to see Justice
John H. Clarke of the United States
supreme court. The secretary came
to Cleveland yesterday to visit his
mother, who was injured recently in
a stret car accident. He arrived at
8:30 in the morning and departed for
Washington early in the evening.
Much of his day here was spent
with his mother at the home of his
brother, Harry B. Baker, 1518 Lee
road. Cleveland Heights.
At mid afternoon he came downtown
to the law offices of Baker, Hostetler
& Sidlo, Union National Bank build(Coiuinued on Page 4, Column 3)

"I'm afraid Mr. Baker can't see
you," said a young lady stenographer.
"Oh, just for a minute," pleaded the
woman.
Mr. Baker came to the outer office
while the woman was pleading. He
asked her to be seated and heard
her request.
"I'm going to walk down to the
Union club," said Mr. Baker to a
newspaper man who was waiting for
an interview. "Will you walk with
me?"
As the war secretary piloted his
way through the
late
afternoon
crowds, hurrying for shelter from a
threatening shower, he talked—mostly about the home town.
"I tell you it's pleasant to be
back. The hardest part is that I
have to leave so quickly."
He was much interested in the
plans for a new union station on the
Public square.
"I think it's a fine thing." he declared jerkily as he dodged an auto
at E'. Gth street, "that the voters
will have a chance to express them- |
selves on that project. It appears to
be a most excellent one. I hope they
won't let old ideas stand in the way
of accepting something new."
Concerning the tragic death of City I
Librarian H. W. Brett, Mr. Baker expressed "deep personal grief."
"I was intimately associated with }
Mr. Brett," he went on. ' "I know
much of his work and his worth. In
his death, Cleveland has lost one of
her best citizens.
It would seem
highly appropriate to place a memorial tablet, in his honor, in the
new public library."
In the educational' work to be organized in France by Cleveland's
school
superintendent,
Frank E.
Spaulding, Mr. Baker expressed keen
interest.
"I am in favor of the proposal,"
he said, "to have the government
bear the expense of educating, after
the war, |the boys of 18 who are
called to the army. I believe the
calling of these boys to the colors
should be deferred as long as possible.
"It is my earnest advice to young
men to stay in school until the government calls them. I deem it highly
essential that they continue their
education
in high school or college
ur"1 they are needed in the army.
By remaining in school better to prepare themselves to bear the duties
of citizenship, they are rendering
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President Wilson's Labor Day Message
Special to The New York Times.

WASHINGTON, Sept. 1.—President Wilson today issued the following appeal to organized labor and to the people of
the nation generally to consecrate themselves anew to the task of winning the war against Germany:
My Fellow-Citizens:
Labor Day, 1918, is not like any Labor
Day that we have known. Labor Day was
always deeply significant with us. Now it is
supremely significant. Keenly as we were
aware a year ago of the enterprise of life and
death upon which the nation had embarked,
we did not perceive its meaning as clearly as
we do now. We knew that we were all partners and must stand and strive together, but
we did not realize, as we do now, that we are'
all enlisted men, members of a single army,
of many parts and many tasks, but commanded by a single obligation, our faces set
toward a single object. We now know that
every tool in every essential industry is a
weapon, and a weapon wielded for the same
purpose that an army rifle is wielded—a
weapon which if we were to lay down no
rifle would be of any use.
And a weapon for what? What is the war
for? Why are we enlisted? Why should we
be ashamed if we were not enlisted? At first
it seemed hardly more than a war of defense
against the military aggression of Germany.
Belgium had been violated, France invaded,
and Germany was afield again, as in 1870
and 1866, to work out her ambitions in
Europe, and it was necessary to meet her
force with force. But it is clear now that it
is much more than a war to alter the balance
of power in Europe. Germany, it is now
plain, was striking at what free men everywhere desire and must have—the right to
determine their own fortunes, to insist upon
~ justice, and to oblige Governments to act for
them and not for the private and selfish m-

selfish advantage of any nation. They are
terest of a governing class. It is a war to
giving their lives that homes everywhere a?
make the nations and peoples of the world
well as the homes they love in America may
secure against every such power as the Gerbe kept sacred and safe, and men, everyman autocracy represents. It is war of
where be free as they insist upon being free.
emancipation. Not until it is won can men
They are fighting for the ideals of their own
anywhere live free from constant fear or
land—great ideals, immortal ideals, ideals
breathe freely while they go about their daily
which shall light the way for all men to the
tasks and know that Governments are their
places where justice is done and men live
servants, not their masters.
with lifted heads and emancipated spirits.
This is, therefore, the war of all wars,
That is the reason they fight with solemn
which labor should support and support with
joy and are invincible.
all its concentrated power. The world cannot
Let us make this, therefore, a day of fresh
be safe, men's lives cannot be secure, no
comprehension, not only for what we are
man's rights can be confidently and successabout and of renewed and clear-eyed resolufully asserted against the rule and mastery
tion but a day of consecration, also in which
of arbitrary groups and special interests so
we devote ourselves without pause or limit
long as Governments like that which after
to the great task of setting our own country
long premeditation drew Austria and Gerand the whole world free to render justice to
many into this war are permitted to control
all and of making it impossible for small
the destinies and the daily fortunes of men
groups of political rulers anywhere to disand nations, plotting while»honest men work,
turb our peace or the peace of the world or
laying the fires of which innocent men, woin any way to make tools and puppets of
men, and children are to be the fuel.
those upon whose consent and upon whose
You know the nature of this war. It is a
power their own authority and their own very
war which industry must sustain. The army
existence depend.
of laborers at home is as important, as essenWe may count upon each other. The natial, as the army of fighting men in the far
tion is of a single mind. It is taking counfields of actual battle. And the laborer is
sel with no special class. It is serving no
not only needed as much as the soldier. It is
private or single interest. Its own mind has
his war. The soldier is his champion and
been cleared and fortified by these days,
representative. To fail to win would be to
which burn the dross away. The light of a
imperil everything that the laborer has
new conviction has penetrated to every class
striven for and held dear since freedom first
amongst us. We realize as we never realized
had its dawn and its struggle for justice bebefore that we are comrades dependent upon
gan. The soldiers at the front know this.
one another, irresistible when united, powerIt steels their muscles to think of it. They
less when divided. And so we join hands to
are crusaders. They are fighting for no
lead the world to a new and better day.
selfish advantage for their own nation. They
WOODROW WILSON.
would despise any one who fought for the
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BAKER ISJHRICE

Secretary Baker's Message
Rotary
ere to Re
Will Complete Details to Land
WAR DEPARTMENT

Rest of 4,000,000 Troops.

Washington
July 25, 1918
My dear Mr. PooleI have been asked for an opinion as to the most
valuable service that Rotarians can render the Government during war times. Apart from the specific
services which are asked, from time to time, of all
citizens, the best way of helping the Government
during its present emergency is to be tolerant, patient and confident of a successful outcome, and to
keep alive in the public mind the fact that thrift and
industry at home are the elements upon which the
American Expeditionary Forces depend. The Rotarians have shown these qualities thus far and I
am sure they will not change.
With best wishes for a successful meeting of your
International officers, I am
Cordially yours,
(Signed) NEWTON D. BAKER,
„
Secretary of War.
Mr. John Poole,
14th and G Streets, N. W.
Washington, D. C.

At the Front.
The presence of Secretary Baker, John
D. Ryan and Surgeon General Gorgas at
the battle front will do much good, both
here and In France. It will assure the
boyB at the front that everything possible Is to be done to make their efforts
promptly and overwhelmingly successful. They are to have airplanes if the !
United States can furnish them. Their i
health is to be looked after by a skilled
medical organization:
In this country the people will be reassured when they learn that Secretary
Baker is on the ground consulting with
Gen. Pershing, and that the director of
aircraft is also present to find out at
flcatOiaad what should be done to make
the American army supreme in the air.
There has been too much long-range
discussion of airplane construction. Development on the battle lines has been
so swift that it was impossible for American factories to keep up and at the
same time turn out airplanes in the
great quantities needed. There is surely
a solution of the problem, some safe
middle course which will assure both
up-to-date planes and quantity production. John D. Ryan is the man who can
solve this problem. His presence in
Prance is evidence that he is tackling
the problem at its source.

STAY IS TO BE INDEFINITE
Accompanied by Most Important
Chiefs of His Department.
Assistant Secretary Ryan Will Take
Up Aircraft Problems—Gen. Gorgas to Expand Hospital System.
Gen. Hines Hopes to Improve
Transportation to Break Previous
Troop SJiipment Records.
Accompanied by a party of the
most important of his aids. Secretary
of War Newton D. Baker has arrived
safely in Prance, the "War Department
announced last night. It was said
that his stay there is to be indefinite.
The party made the trip on board a
United States army transport, which
also carried its usual quota of troops.
The American army is in France.
Whereve'r the headquarters of the
American army may be, there is the
headquarters of the War Department.
This was the comment of a hl£h
official last night. In saying that
the Secretary's stay may be long, the
official pointed out that the United
States, in the interallied council and
in the conferences that must follow
the greater forward movement of the
allied troops, must be represented by
a superior official who has not the
limitations of an officer in command
of troops.
With the head of the military department of the United States government in Intimate touch with
events on the western front, with
Gen. Pershing in command of the
troops, and with Gen. March at the
head of the general staff in this country, the triangle, in the opinion of
the high official, will bring great results.
Text of the Announcement.
The official announcement follows:
"The Secretary of War has arrived
in France on official business. Newsof the safe arrival of Mr. Baker and
an official party was received at the
War Department today. The voyage
was made aboard a transport which
carried the usual quota of United
States troops.
The Secretary was,
accompanied by John D. Ryan, Second
Assistant Secretary of War (director
of aeronautics); Maj. Gen. W. C.
Gorgas, surgeon general of the army;
Brig. Gen. Frank T. Hines, chief of
the embarkation service, and Lieut.
Col. George H. Baird, military aid to
the Secretary of War."
Before Secretary Baker left for Europe he stated informally that when
the personnel of his party became
known the importance of the trip
would be disclosed as if automatically. The object is the acceleration
and high-power expansion in war munitions and men. Especially will the
aeroplane .program be expanded.

New Sites for Hospitals.
It was known that Edward R. Stettinius, former Second Assistant Secretary of War and recently relieved
of these duties in order to give his
entire time to army work in France,
had preceded the Secretary abroad.
Mr. Stettinius is vested with exraordinary powers over supplies and
general service behind the lines.
Similarly, the visit of Gen. Gorgas
has to do with the vast increase of
the army in the near future and the
consequently necessary increase in
the hospital facilities.
It is likely that Gen. Gorgas will
select new sites for new hospital
buildings rather than advise enlargement of the existing facilities
by multiplication of beds in any one
institution. In many cases where the
United States has rented French private buildings the capacity now is at
maximum use.
The greater part of the new construction work, whether for hospitals
or supply depots, undoubtedly will be
in what are known as the American
sectors. These sectors extend from
the Swiss border to the sea.

Study of Aircraft Problems.
One of the most important members of the Secretary's party is John
D. Ryan, who recently was given almost unlimited authority over both
aircraft production and the practical
application of airplanes in war time.
The supply of aircrart for the present 1,500,000 -of Pershing's army and
its future 4,000,000 is the greatest
problem in the way of supply that
confronts the War Department.
Mr. Ryan went over with the exact
knowledge of the production capacity
in this country, and he said Mr. Stettinius will be able to advise Gen.
Pershing just what may be expected,
and when, in the way of the required
number of machines for the ultimate
American army.
Will Better Transportation. •
The presence of Gen. Hines is almost self-explanatory. There have
been from time to time reports that
there was unnecessary congestion at
English and French docks.
It is understood here that if it be
possible Gen. Hines will suggest some
means whereby when the United
States begins.to send overseas the
finished product of the new draft the
record of 285,000 men a month to
France will be broken.
The War Department, in fact, it
committed to a policy of having on
! the western front 80 divisions by
July 1. 1919. The work of Gen. Klnes
will deal with that demand of the
genera! staff as a. problem that must
be met.

Baker's Stay
WASHINGTON POST:
In France
To Be Short BAKER RETURNS SOON
Air Problems and Debarkation Questions Called
Him Abroad

Gone to France Mainly to Con=
suit on Aircraft Program.
PRAISES MT. VERNON CREW

(Special Dispatch to The Tribune)
Stirring Heroism Shown, He Cables
WASHINGTON, Sept. 9— Secretary
Daniels — Blind Representative
of War Baker and his party will reSchall and Wife Among Rescued
main in Europe only ashort time, it
1
was authoritatively announced to-day. t
Passengers—Senator Lewis HI
As soon as details affecting America's .
From Carrying Wounded Soldiers
part in the Allied air prbgremnie are ■
settled, the mission will return to |
Washington. Important decisions rel-1
Secretary of War Baker, whose arative to the' United States air service
rival in France was announced Sun1
will be reached in conferences in which
day night, expects to be away from
Secretary Baker, General Pershing and ,
Washington only a short time, it was
John D. Ryan, Assistant Secretary in |
learned yesterday authoritatively. The
Charge of Aircraft, will take part. The
principal object of his trip was to
exact nature of the questions involved j
confer with officials regarding the
was not disclosed.
|
aircraft program.
Assistant Secretary Crowell denied
It was said here that important dethat there was any thought of General
cisions relating to the American air
Pershing being displaced as commander
service would be reached by the Secin chief of the American overseas
retary, Gen. Pershing and his aids,
forces, as hinted at ine one of Lord
and John D. Ryan, Assistant Secretary
Northcliffe's London papers yesterday.
in charge of aircraft, before Mr.
Although intimating that the entire
Baker and Mr. Ryan return here. The
personnel of Mr. Baker's party would
exact nature of the questions requirreturn with him, Mr. Crowell did not
ing such conferences abroad was not
say if the Secretary would accompany
revealed, however.
Surgeon General Gorgas to the Italian
Views the Mount Vernon.
cities where American hospital and amWarm
congratulations to the navy
bulance forces are located. That the
upon the conduct of the crew of the
mission will not remain in Europe any
transport Mount Vernon, which relonger than on the previous trip was
turned safely to a French port after
also indicated.
'"s\
being torpedoed 200 miles out at sea,
Mr. Ryan's stay in France will be decame to Secretary Daniels yesterday
voted- entirely to a general observation
by cable from Secretary Baker, in
of aircraft needs of the American
France.
forces. While Mr. Crowell pointed out
Secretary Baker's message said:
that Mr. Ryan's authority did, not ex"I have just visited and viewed the
tend to the production of aircraft
Mount Vernon.
The high spirited
abroad, he said that foreign plants enmorale of its men and the masterful
gaged i nair service production were
seamanship of its captain and officers
cooperating with the American governmake such a stirring story of heroism
| ment in speeding up production.
that I wash all the nation might know
IWs assumed that the War Secretary j
the splendid way in which that huge
will
accompany
Brigadier
General |
transport met and foiled the attempt
Hines in his survey of the facilities beto destroy it at sea. The traditions
hind the American lines, as well as at
of your service are enriched by the
the ports of debarkation.
There is
conduct in this emergency."
urgent necessity for greatly increasing,
Capt. Douglas E. Dismukes, TJ. S. N.,
these facilities to care for the enlarged j
commands the Mount Vernon.
military programme contemplated for
the new year by the American governSenator Lewis Has Chill.
ment, and General Hines's attention!
« Paris, Sunday, Sept. 8.—The Ameriwill be focused on the task of acquiring
can transport Mount Vernon, formerly
intimate knowledge of these needs and
the German steamship Kronprinzessin
making arrangements to meet them.
Cecelie, which, though torpedoed by a
Military men ventured the guess toGerman submarine last Thursday off
day that Mr. Baker's visit in France
the coast of France was able to make
was likely to be featured with another
port, was carrying wounded and sick
major operation by the enemy. It was
soldiers back to the United States.
recalled to-day that when Mr. Baker
was in France early this year the GerCONTINUED ON SECOND PAGE.
man offensive was staged, and a recurrence of offensive operations by the
neemy was thought not unlikely before
the return to America of the War Secrteary.

Baker in Paris to
Hold Conferences
In Poirnhinf/s Home
222EZ
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BAKEmiETURNS SOON
CONTINUED FROM FIRST TAGE.
Senator J. Hamilton Lewis, of Chicago, 111., who was among the passengers, all of whom were saved, is suf?
fering from a chill, resulting from
exposure while carrying wounded men
from their bunks. Thirty-five engine
room hands lost their lives when the
torpedo struck the vessel.
Representative Thomas D. Schall
and Attorney John Cross, of Providence, R. I., were among those on
board. Mrs. Schall, the wife of the
blind representative from Minnesota,
led her husband up on deck and
across the ship to their lifeboat. Both
were calm and acted as though there
were no peril.
The officers and crew of the Mount
Vernon showed perfect discipline and
efficiency. Most of the seamen were
young, and for many it was their
first trip, but they acted like old
hands. In a short space of time they
had all the bulkheads closed and the
steam cocks shut off.
Some times
they were compelled to swim through
rising water in order to get at the
valves.
Baker at Pershing's Paris Home.
Paris, Sept. 9.—Newton D. Baker,
the American Secretary of War, has
arrived in Paris. The Secretary was
conducted to the city home of Gen.
John ' J. Pershing, commander-inchief of the American expeditionary
forces, where he will remain and hold
conferences during the next few
days.
Secretary Baker said that he had no
statement to make at the present time.
It is expected his visit will permit
conferences between the American
and entente allied officials. He will
visit American hedaquarters and the
principal centers of American activities.
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STORY OF CHANGES
IN CABINET DENIED
Rumor Had li Baker Would Retire Shortly and McAdoo
Take War Portfolio.
Special to The New York Times.
WASHINGTON, Sept. !>.—No real
basis was discovered in Washington today for current reports of impending!
changes in, President Wilson's Cabinet i
involving tlie War and Treasury port- j
folios. In well-informed Administration
circles these reports were declared to
be so lacking' in foundation as not to
i warrant the recognition of formal de| nial.
', According to one of the reports. Secretary Baker is to remain in France
I for a considerable period, co-ordinating
j the work of the army on both sides of
the Atlantic, and ultimately will retire
as Secretar yof War. The same report
it that Secretary McAdoo would
become Secretary of War and that John
Skelton
Williams Secretary of the
Treasury, but that none of those
changes would occur until after the
Liberty Loan flotation.
Benedict Crowell. the Acting Secretary
of«War asserted very definitely tonight
that Secretarv Baker crossed theoeean
only for a quick trip to France on official armv matters and that his stay
would not be extended. It was■, also
learned definitely from a high official
•source in full confirmation of the statemen made in TFE NEW YOBK TIMES
tins morning, that th<* primary object
of Secretary Baker's present trip to
Prance was to deal with the airciaft
situation.

Baker's Stay
In France
To Be Short BAKER RETURNS SOON
Air Problems and Debarkation Questions Called
Him Abroad
(Special Dispatch to The Tribune)
WASHINGTON, Sept. 9.—Secretary
of War Baker and his party will remain in Europe only ashort time, it
was authoritatively announced to-day.
As soon as details affecting America's
part in the Allied air prbgremme are
settled, the mission will return to
Washington. Important decisions relative to the' United States air service
will be reached in conferences in which
Secretary Baker, General Pershing and
John D. Ryan, Assistant Secretary in
Charge of Aircraft, will take part. The
exact nature of the questions involved
was not disclosed.
Assistant Secretary Crowell denied
that there was any thought of General
Pershing being displaced as commander
in chief of the American overseas
forces, as hinted at ine one of Lord
Northcliffe's London papers yesterday.
Although intimating that the entire
personnel of Mr. Baker's party would
return with him, Mr. Crowell did not
say if the Secretary would accompany
Surgeon General Gorgas to the Italian
cities where American hospital and ambulance forces are located. That the
mission will not remain in Europe any
longer than on the previous trip was
also indicated.
~N,
Mr. Ryan's stay in France will be devoted- entirely to a general observation
of aircraft needs of the American
forces. While Mr. Crowell pointed out
that Mr. Ryan's authority did, not extend to the production of aircraft
abroad, he said that foreign plants engaged i nair service production were
cooperating with the American government in speeding up production.
It is assumed that the War Secretary j
will
accompany -Brigadier
General j
Hines in his survey of the facilities be- j
hind the American lines, as well as at j
the ports of debarkation.
There is j
urgent necessity for greatly increasing \
these facilities to care for the enlarged '
military programme contemplated for [
the new year by the American govern- j
ment, and General Hines's attention j
will be focused on the task of acquiring j
intimate knowledge of these needs and
making arrangements to meet them.
Military men ventured the guess today that Mr. Baker's visit in France
was likely to be featured with another
major operation by the enemy. It was
recalled to-day that when Mr. Baker
was in France early this year the German offensive Was staged, and a recurrence of offensive operations by the
neemy was though A not unlikely before
the return to America of the War Secrteary.

Baker in Paris to
Hold Conferences
In Pershing's Home
PARIS, Sept. 9.—Newton D. Baker,
American Secretary of War, has arrived
in Paris. The Secretary was conducted
to the city home of General Pershing,
where he will hold conferences for the
next few days.
i
Secretary Baker said that he had no
statement to make at present. It is expected his visit will permit conferences .
between the American and Entente_ Al- ]
lied officials. He will visit American
Headquarters and the principal centres
of American activities.

Gone to France Mainly to Con=
suit on Aircraft Program.
PRAISES MT. VERNON CREW
Stirring Heroism Shown, He Cables
Daniels — Blind

Representative

Schall and "Wife Among Rescued
Passengers—Senator

Lewis

111

From Carrying Wounded Soldiers

Secretary of War Baker, whose arrival in Prance was announced Sunday night, expects to be away from
Washington only a' short time, it was
learned yesterday authoritatively. The
principal object of his trip was to
confer with officials regarding the
aircraft program.
It was said here that important decisions relating to the American air
service would be reached by the Secretary, Gen. Pershing and his aids,
and John D. Ryan, Assistant Secretary
in charge of aircraft, before Mr.
Baker and Mr. Ryan return here. The
exact nature of the questions requiring such conferences abroad was not
revealed, however.
Views the Mount Vernon.
Warm congratulations to the navy
upon the conduct of the crew of the
transport Mount Vernon, which returned safely to a French port after
being torpedoed 200 miles out at sea,
came to Secretary Daniels yesterday
by cable from Secretary Baker, in
France.
Secretary Baker's message said:
"I have just visited and viewed the
Mount Vernon.
The high spirited
morale of its men and the masterful
seamanship of its captain and officers
make such a stirring story of heroism
that I wash all the nation might know
the splendid way in which that huge
transport met and foiled the attempt
to destroy it at sea. The traditions
of your service are enriched by the
conduct in this emergency."
Capt. Douglas E. Dismukes, IT. S. N.,
commands the Mount Vernon.
Senator Lewis Has Chill.
Paris, Sunday, Sept. 8.—The American transport Mount Vernon, formerly
the German steamship Kronprinzessin
Cecelie, which, though torpedoed by a
German submarine last Thursday off
the coast of Prance was able- to make
port, was carrying wounded and sick
soldiers back to the United States.
CONTINUED ON SECOND PAGE.
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BXKEITRETURNS SOON
CONTINUED FROM FIRST fAGE.
Senator J. Hamilton Lewis, of Chi
cago, 111., who was among the passen
gers, all of whom were saved, is suf4*
fering from a chill, resulting from
exposure while carrying wounded men
from their bunks. Thirty-five engine
room hands lost their lives when the
torpedo struck the vessel.
Representative Thomas D. Schall
and Attorney John Cross, of Providence, R. I., were among those on
board. Mrs. Schall, the wife of the
blind representative from Minnesota,
led her husband up on deck and
across the ship to their lifeboat. Both
were calm and acted as though there
were no peril.
The officers and crew of the Mount
Vernon showed perfect discipline and
efficiency. Most of the seamen were
young, and for many it was their
first trip, but they acted like old
hands. In a short space of time they
had all the bulkheads closed and the
steam cocks shut off.
Some times
they were compelled to swim through
rising water in order to get at the
valves.
Baker at Pershing's Paris Home.
Paris, Sept. 9.—Newton D. Baker,
the American Secretary of War, has
arrived in Paris. The Secretary was
conducted to the city home of Gen.
John J. Pershing,
commander-lnchief of the American expeditionary
forces, where he will remain and hold
conferences during the next few
days.
Secretary Baker said that he had no
statement to make at the present time.
It is expected his visit will permit
conferences between the American
and entente allied officials. He will
visit American hedaquarters and the
principal centers of American activities.
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STORY OF CHANGES
IN CABINET DENIED
Rumor Had It Baker Would Retire Shortly and McAdoo
Take War Portfolio.
Special In The New York Times.
WASHINGTON. Sept. il.-No real
basis was discovered In Washington today tor current reports of impending
changes in, President Wilson's Cabinet
involving the War and Treasury portfolios. In well-informed Administration
circles these reports were declared to
be so lacking in foundation as not to
warrant the recognition of formal de1 nial.
According to one of the reports, Sec: retary" Baker is to remain in France
i for a considerable period, co-ordinating'
the work of the array on both sides of
the Atlantic, and ultimately will retire
as Secretar yof War. The same report
had it that Secretary McAdoo would
become Secretary of War and that John
Skelton
Williams Secretary of the
Treasury,
but that none of these
changes would occur until after the
Liberty Loan flotation.
Benedict Crowell. the Acting Secretary
of»War, asserted very definitely tonight
that Secretarv Baker crossed theocean
onlv for a quick trip to France on official armv matters and that his stay
would not be extended.
It was also
learned definitely from a. high official
source in full confirmation of the statement made in Tin; NEW YORK TIMES
this morning, that the, primary object
of Secretarv Baker's present trip to
fiance was' to deal with the aircraft
situation.
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BAKER COMMENDS
Tells Daniels That Crew of Torpedoed Transport Enriched
Traditions of the Service.
ON GUARD AGAINST U-BOATS
Extra Precautions Taken
Navy Against Revived
Campaign.

by

Special to The .\£u- York Times.
WASHIKGTOT, Sept. 9. - Secretary
Daniels today professed to be -without
additional information from Vice Admiral Sims regarding- the submarine attack on the American troopship Mount
Vernon while en route from France last
Thursday. Aside from a cablegram
from Secretary of War Baker telling of
his visit to the Mount Vernon, Secretary Daniels was without advices, he
said, and had made public all the facts
that had so far been forwarded by Vice
Admiral Sims.
The message from Secretary Baker
merely served to whet the appetite for
details of the escape of the Mount Vernon, for he informed the Secretary of
the Navy tha tthe traditions of the naval service had been " enriched " by the
conduct o fthe navy on the occasion of
the attack on the transport.
" I have Just visited and viewed the
Mount Vernon," said the cablegram
from Secretary Baker to Secretary
Daniels. " The high spirited morale of
its men and the masterful seamanship
of its Captain and officers made such
a1 stirring story of heroism that I wish
all the nations might know the splendid
way in which the huge transport met
and foiled the attempt to destroy it at
sea. The traditions of your service are
enriched by the conduct of this occasion."
The commander of the Mount Vernon
who is so highly praised by Secretary
Baker is Captain Douglas B. Dismukes.
Secretary Daniels asserted today that
he was in possession of no official information corroborative of the reports
that the German Navy is about to undertake a more intensive campaign
against American troopships. He said
that the Government considered it the
primary duty of the navy to do everything within its power to protect our
troop movements against submarine attacks, and that when German submarines were sent to this side of the Atlantic to operate this Government refused to be misled into withdrawing
naval vessels from abroad or from the
convoy system in the effort to deal with
submarines along the American coast.
The movement of troops to France has
been proceeding at an accelerated pace
since last March.
This accelerated
movement, which has resulted in placing 1,600,000 soldiers in France, is continuing, and the navy is doing- everything in its power to afford even
greater protection tc these troopships in
the future by providing heavier convoys
to safeguard them against U-boats.
Naval officials fully realize the fact
that German U-boat commanders have
now reached the point of complete failure of their campaign against troopships
where greater risks may be taken by
them in an effort to meet the complaints
In Germany against the failure of the
German Admiralty to stop the flow of
troops to France. Troopships are so
heavily convoyed and the system of protection is considered so good that it is
practically impossible for submarines to
operate against convoyed troop vessels
successfully.

But there is always the possibility taht
one or more submarines, regardless of
consequences to themselves, may conduct an attack for the purpose of pjekin- off one or more troopships, even
though the submarine may go to the
bottom in the attempt, and the plans of
Admiral Benson, as Chief of Naval Operations, are such as to put the convoying vessels and gunners on troop vessels
on their guard against just such a contingency.
PARIS, Sunday, Sept. 8.-The American transport Mount Vernon, formerly
the German steamship Kronprinzessin
Cecelie, which, though torpedoed by a
German submarine last Thursday off
the coast of France, was able to make
port, was carrying wounded and sick
soldiers ba,ck to the United States.
Senator James H. Lewis of Illinois,
who was among the passengers, all of
whom were saved, is suffering from a
chill resulting from exposure while carrying wounded men from their_bunks.
Thirty-five engine room hands lost their
lives when the torpedo struck the vessel.
Congressman Thomas D. Schall and
Attorney John Cross of Providence, R.
I., were among, those on board. Mrs.
Schall, the wife, of the blind Representative from Minnesota, led her husband up
on deck and across the ship to their lifeboat. Both were calm and acted as.
though they were in no peril.
The officers and crew of the Mount
Vernorl showed perfect discipline and efficiency.
Most of the seamen were young, and
for many it was their first trip, but
they acted like old hands. In a short
space of time they had all the bulkheads closed and the steam cocks shut
off. Sometimes they were compelled to
swim through rising water in order to
get at the valves.
The return of the damaged transport
to port was a Joyous one. Wounded
soldiers were singing patriotic songs to
the accompanient of a negro soldier,at
the piano, all of them unconscious that
anyone had been killed in the engine
room.
An examination showed the engines
of the vessel had not been injured, but
nevertheless immediately after the explosion the lifeboats were filled with
passengers and provisioned for any possible eventuality.
Most of the crew of the Mount Vernon
were at breakfast, and the doctors were
making the rounds of the sick and
wounded soldiers, lying in the bunks,
when the attack occurred. With the explosion of the torpedo the steamer
seemed to leap upward, then settled into
the water, and the sea began pouring
through a great hole in her side.
A call to the lifeboats was sounded,
but by this time many of the passengers
had reached the decks.
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TUESDAY. SEPTEMBER 10, 7.1 IS.
SI fJEETiET BAKER IN PAEIS.
The arrival in France of Secretary of War
Taker and Director of Air Service Ryan, with
several assistants, testifies to the perfection of
the o-ean ferry which has made the power of the
New World effective in the Old.
Mr. Baker's first visit to the battle-front was so
unprecedented that much was made of it, but
from now on such excursions by responsible
Americans are likely to be as regular as the departure of the transports. When great armies
can be transferred from one hemisphere to another with all their supplies in a single month,
the men who direct them may properly go along,
consuming no more time and braving no greater
hardship than the visits 'by land of high German
officials to the eastern and western fronts.
rersonal contact with the mighty forces now
operating in Europe by officers of such responsibility as the Secretary of War, the Director of
Air Service, the Surgeon General and the Chief of
Embarkation can hardly fail to be of great and
lasting benefit. Familiar as they may be wrth the
situation here and theoretically with that abroad,
experience under the actual conditions of conflict
must add materially to their knowledge ^and efficiency. Their presence also will encourage our
men and .hearten every people engaged with us in
the mightiest of all struggles.
As regards its effect upon the enemy, what
must be the reflections of Prussian U-boat worshippers when they find an American Secretary of
War methodically exercising his functions alternately in Paris and Washington?

Behind You Stand All the Man Power and
Resources of a Mighty Nation—Sec. Baker
Written Especially for the Soldier Readers of Going Over.
TO THE AMERICAN SOLDIER GOING OVERSEAS:
You are going to France. Some of you will see Great Britain as
well. You are not going to foreign soil. It will be a friendly soil.
Although far from home, you will find that the hearts of the people
about you beat to the same high purposes as yours, that your hopes
are their hopes, your aims their aims, and your victories will bring
forth their blessings. You will be among friends bound closely by like
sacrifices and merged together by common purposes. You will be welcomed by as brave people as ever held themselves together in the face
of a terrific foe. They fought with unprecedented courage through
dark years to preserve the cause of humanity against those who would
enslave mankind.
Your country has asked this great service of you, fully confident
in your valor. You are now selected to represent the United States
in the great court of last resort—the battlefield—there to serve with
these brave Allies and to serve mankind. Be brave when in danger;
be unassuming and sober at all times, and remember that behind you
stand all the man power and resources of a mighty nation.
NEWTON D. BAKER, Secretary of War.
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WOUNDED YANKS
RECEIVE FINE CARE
Gen. Gorgas Surprised
at Spirit of Injured Men.
Paris, Tuesday, Sept. 10.—Maj. GenWilliam C. Gorgas, surgeon general of
the United States army, following an
inspection tour today of the Paris
military hospitals where Americans
ire undergoing treatment, expressed
'to a representative of the Associated
Press his satisfaction with the man'ner in which the wounded are being
cared for.
"The cheerfulness and commodious
arrangements and the genuine spirit
of hopefulness of the wounded in the
hospitals have been the most Impressive things witnessed by me since my
arrival in France," said Gen. Gorgas.
''It is inspiring to see the determination displayed by our men; they are
filled with real spirit, and there is
an atmosphere of happiness among
them, although they are suffering
They are well taken
:from wounds.
■care of, and the work of the medical
department which I have seen so far
has been above reporach."
* Gen. Gorgas will leave tomorrow
jfor a trip of inspection of the front
|line and rear medical units. He expects
to return to Paris next week.
1
John E. Eyan, assistant Secretary
lof War, left this afternoon for a visit
:to the airplane training camps and
aero fields. He expects to return to
•Paris on Sunday.
| Newton D. Baker, the American Secretary of War, left Paris today for a
conference with army officers. He
will return here tomorrow for further
conferences.
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putting down a slowly crawling bar- I
rage fire.
The first German lines were found
to be lightly held.
On the apex of the salient there
were some French fighting with the
Americans, and they proved as successful as their comrades in arms.
Everywhere
the
Germans
were
thrown back from the Meuse river.
The French and British airmen
helped out the American flyers in the
attack, and they quickly swept the
sky clear of Germans.
While the Americans were going
forward their progress was reported
by aerial observers.
Foe Heady to Retreat.
Although General von Gallwitz, the
German commander in the Verdun
region, was apparently unaware that
General Pershing was concentrating
troops in the Woevre district, it was
found that the Germans were prepared to fall back.
The fact that the Krupp guns responded so weakly to the American
batteries made it plain that German
guns had been withdrawn from the
fighting zone.
Seven hundred prisoners were taken
in one batch by one advancing American unit, of whom many were machine gunners. A number of cannon
were taken also.
The German batteries that were
left behind the front attempted to
put down a barrage, but it was quickuy HENRY G. WALES.
ly broken up.
In the meantime the long range
WITH THE AMERICAN ARMY American guns were keeping the
| ON THE LORRAINE FRONT, Sept. roads and railways within the whole
German salient under an intense fire.
! 12.—(Night)—Away out in an adThe Americans picked out a diffi| vanced observation post General cult part of the German front to attack.
It has been unchanged in four
j Pershing, commander-in-chief of the
years and in that time the Germans
I American army, and Newton D. had every opportunity to strengthen
j Baker, the American Secretary of it and enlarge the works defending
it There were French attacks on the
War, today watched the Americans Le Eparges and Bois Ee Pretre posismash their way to victory on the tions in 1915, but since then the Gerhave reinforced their field forbattle front, between the Meuse and mans
tifications with steel and concrete.
Moselle rivers.
A "Quiet" Sector.
General Pershing and Secretary
It was found that the Germans had
sent some of their shattered troops
Baker took up their station in the
from the Marne front to the supposed
muddy, rain-lashed post of observa"quiet sector" (on the Woevre plain).
tion before the infantrymen went
The tenth German division, which
was crushed by the Americans in the
over the top in the cold, wet dawn.
fighting on the Marne front, was
The Americans, supported by a
again encountered and some or its
men were made prisoners.
great fleet of tanks, went forward
A feature of the battle which had
with an irresistible rush and three
much to do with its big success was
lines of German entrenchments were
the rapidity with which" the Americaptured in a single bound.
can field gunners got their pieces up
to the front.
Foe Fights Stubbornly.
The cannon were rolled forward in
German machine gunners fought
the wake of the advancing infantryobstinately, but were 30on hurled j men, and were so close to the enemy
that he was fired at through open
back by the onrushing doughboys.
sights. It was a great achievement.
So fast did the Americans go forward that over 100 yards of ground
was covered in four minutes.
It was a deep bite which the Yankees took out of the neck of the St
Mihiel salient.
Striking forward west of the Moselle river toward Thiaucourt and
eastward of Tresauvaux and Verdun
the Americans pinched in the German
salient at its apex and on both flanks.
Smoke Screen Aids.
The mist which had followed the
night of rain was thickened with a
smoke screen which the Americans
put out at the hour of the assault.
Under cover of this mask tanks began
tc roll forward while American infantrymen, with fixed bayonets, were
leaping across the parapets of their
trenches.
All along" the rear, over a wide
front, the guns were
thundering.
(.Continued on Page 2, Column 5.)

PtRSHING AND
SECRETARY OF

BAKER RESTRAINS JOY
Deeply Stirred, He Speaks in
Moderation of U. S. Victory.
RETURNS FROM BATTLE FRONT
Secretary of War Arrives in Paris
From St. Mihiel, Gas Mask in
Hand and Covered From Head to
Foot With Mud—Later Leaves
French Capital for Few Days.
Paris, Saturday, Sept. 14. — Newton
T>. Baker, the American Secretary of
War, returned tonight from the American battle front, where he spent the
last two days with the American
troops, accompanying them as they
marched Into St. Mihiel.
As the big army automobile stopped
in front of Gen. Pershing's Paris home
tonight the Secretary alighted, covered
with mud from head to foot. He carried his gas mask in one hand and
his steel helmet in the other. His
trench coat was smeared with mud
and his leggings were coated with it,
and even his eyeglasses were splashed.
Secretary Baker made only a brief
stay in Paris tonight, leaving on the
night train for an absence of several
days.
Saw Americans Spring Forward.
While deeply stirred with what he |
had seen, Secretary Baker spoke in
moderation. He was particularly impressed with- the splendid spirit and
enthusiasm of the American troops.
He had also seen great throngs of
German prisoners as they were
brought back from the fighting line.
From a high eminence the Secretary
looked out on the Americans as they
sprang forward In attack.
He refrained, however, from commenting at this time, except in a formal statement, which follows:
"Gen. Pershing's announcement will
cover the military situation.
The
people of the United States will be
overjoyed that their army, in close
cooperation with the allies, has been
able to achieve this striking success.

St. Mihiel Refugees Returning.
;

"A particularly happy circumstance
is that the victory delivers from the
I invader territory which had been occupied for four years, and restores it
to France and her people, who had
been captive during the long period.
"The rejoicing of the civil population at St. Mihiel knows no bounds
and already, mixed with the war material which crowds the roads, are
refugees returning to their homes.
"The action and all of the circum, stances are brilliant and justify the
i hope of a great nation whose armies
are engaged."
Cheered in London Theater.
Eondon, Sept. 15 (By the Universal
Service).—Wearing a true victory
smile, Secretary of War Baker appeared with Admiral Sims and Col.
Biddle in a box at a theater performance for American troops on furlough
here tonight. The whole house rose
and gave the American Secretary of
War a rousing ovation.
Secretary Baker said he had no
statement to make for the present.
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BAKER BIGS CHEER
Army Wins Allies' Praise, Says
I Secretary, Back From Front.
FULL SPEED MUST CONTINUE
Calls Upon Nation to Go Over With
Loan Eegardless of Peace.
Saw American Troops at St. Mihiel
Carry Defenses Deemed Impregnable for Three Years—Ours Is
Smiling Army, He Says—Cooperation of Allies in Transport and
Supplies Has Been Effected.
Secretary Baker returned from the
western front yesterday with the
j message that the liberty loan "must
i go over the top." whatever the result
j of peace proposals.
This was the only comment the Secretary would make on the peace overtures. His own explanation of his
i trip shows that it was taken to pave
I the way for war on a greater scale.
"The army has done and is doingall that'a proud and grateful country
could ask," Mr. Baker said, on reaching AVashington last night, "and the
time has come for us to put in every
ounce of our strength to assure its
complete victory.
The people at
home have a solenin responsibility
, for their share in the final result.
! "The liberty loan must go over the
! top? Its success is both our message
of gratitude to the boys who are
braving war's worst perils in defense
of our liberties, and a message to
Germany that our people at home are
as resolute as our soldiers are brave.
3Iust Proceed Full Speed Ahead.
"Whatever the result of the .peace
proposals, the War Department must
proceed at full speed with men and
j supplies, and the people must su-pj ort the army until the boys are back
j with the fruits of victory safe and
I assured.
Tf every American could i
j have seen our boys in khaki as they
! stormed the German trenches, as| sailed with shrapnel, high explosives
I and machine guns, he would be eager
to subscribe his all to the liberty loan,
the success of which after all is the
measure of our support of the cause
for which these boys are giving their
lives."
As to the purpose of his six weeks'
visit to Europe Mr. Baker said:
"My trip abroad was principally
for the purpose of arranging further
cooperation in the matter of shipping
for troops and supplies. It was entirely successful, and a complete understanding was reached which assures the American army adequate
cr.rgo tonnage for its support.

Allied Cooperation Assured.
"The matter was taken up with the
interallied maritime transport council and the cooperation of the British, French and Italian governments
was heartily given.
"Many/ questions involving cooperation on the part of the several governments were taken up and satisfactorily settled," the Secretary continued. "The attitude of both the
governments and peoples of the
European allies toward America is
cordial and every question is approached from the point of view of
uniting our strength in the common
cause, and with the understandings
which have been reached with regard
to shipping, aircraft, ordnance and
other parts of the allied program,
the contribution which the United
States can make is rendered definite
and the means of accomplishment are
arranged.

Armies Strengthen Bonds.

own sectors, and everywhere the enemy is in retreat and disorder."

Khaki Everywhere in France.
Accompanying Mr. Baker on his return trip were Assistant Secretary
John D. Ryan, now at the head of the
army aviation program, in which connection he visited France and Engr
land; Brig. Gen. Hines, chief of the
embarkation service, and "Walter GifI ford, director of the Council of National Defense, who has been in
France some months in connection
: with the formation of the interallied
[ and American economic council. Surgeon General Gorgas, who accompanied Mr. Baker to France, -will remain abroad for some time.
Secretary Baker could not sufficiently praise the spirit of the
American army in France. It was
a smiling army, he said, that now
made France literally brown with the
khaki of the American uniform. In
hospitals, in the trenches, wherever
he went, he found the troops smiling and doing their work with enthusiasm.
The Secretary went Into St. Mihiel
with Count de Chambrun, a direot,
descendant of Lafayette and who is
liaison officer at Gen. Pershing s
headquarters for Gen. Petata, the
French commander.
.

"The American soldier has won his
way in Europe and has helped to cement for all time the good will and
good feeling which unites our countries. In England, France and Italy
the knightliness of America and her
soldiers in this war has won the admiration of the people, and in turn
the valor and sacrifice of the European allies and their great armies
have been an inspiration to Americans."
Of the military situation, he said:
"The battle of St. Mihiel started the
present triumphant advance of the allied armies. From a fortified hill overlooking the battlefield I saw Gen. Pershing's army advance into the salient
while more than 2,000 big guns silenced the German artillery and pointed the wedge which Anally cut off the
salient and rescued from German occupation French soil which for four
years had been in their possession.
Sees Hun Rout at St. Mihiel.
"The next day-1 went into St. Mihiel
and saw the people at the end of their
captivity singing the national songs
of France and having a festival of
thanksgiving for their deliverance.
The blow was sudden and the victory
complete.
\
"For a few days there was a lull.
Then by a concerted movement the
French and Americans opened a new
attack from the Meuse to the west,
covering the Argonne forest, and later
the battle was taken up on the entire
front, stretching to the channel.
"I witnessed the start from one of
the forts of "Verdun, and again saw
divisions of American troops pressing
forward with irresistible dash through
defenses which had for three years
seemed impregnable. The stream of
German prisoners and the captured
war material told of the surprise and
rout of the enemy.
Victory Now in Full Tide.
"The cheers of our soldiers as they
pressed on into the battle and the
brave happiness of our wounded in
the hospitals back of the line told the
same story. The American army had
shown it is irresistible and its spirit is
unconquerable."
In summarizing his views of the
military situation, Secretary Baker
said:
"The allied armies are now in the
full tide of victorious advance. American divisions are fighting with the
Bri(,ish, with the French and in their

D. C. WAGE BILL
PASSED BY SENATE
Now Goes to Wilson
for Approval—Asked by Mrs. Baker.
The Senate yesterday, by a vote of
36 to 12, passed the bill creating a
board to establish minimum wages for
women and children employed in the
District of Columbia. As the measure
already has passed the House in the
same form in which it passed the Senate, the signature of President Wilson
is all that is necessary to make it a
law.
The bill was condemned roundly by
Senator Reed as bolshevik legislation
of the class that repudiates the right
of the American citizen to take care
of himself. "It assumes that an American citizen hasn't got sense enough
to make his own bargain," added Senator Reed. "It is based upon the principle of intellectual serfdom."
Senatorial opposition had no effect
except to delay the vote on the bill. It
had the solid support of the Merchants
and Manufacturers' Association of the
District as well as that of social and
civic organizations. Mrs. Newton D.
Baker, wife of the Secretary of War,
has been an earnest advocate of the
bill and called upon senators yesterday in an effort to gain support for
the measure.

y+osJ* .W.MM'r
BAKER IN ST. MIHIEL;
FINDS TOWN LOOTED
Every Male Is Drafted
by Germans and
Houses Robbed.
With the American Army in the
Lorraine, Sept. 13 (By the Associated
Press).—Newton D. Baker, the American Secretary of War, accompanied by
Gens. Pershing and Petain, visited St
Mihiel a few hours after its capture.
Residents of the town so long under
the domination of the Germans accorded Secretary Baker and his companions a touching reception, relating the abuses to which they had been
subjected.
Before the Germans retreated they
had forced almost every male between
the ages of 16 and 45 to accompany
them for service in the German army,
they told the Secretary.
The prefect of the town assured
Secretary Baker that had it not been
for the assistance rendered by the
American relief committee the residents of the place would have suffered serious privations. The banks
long ago had been broken into and all
the money and papers removed. The
inhabitants of St. Mihiel had been
forced by the Germane to contribute
a million francs to the Germany war
treasury.
Secretary Baker and Gens. Pershing
and Petain walked through the
streets of the little city talking to the
residents, who told them stories of
the long months of German occupation.
Although the Germans were
most open in their outrages immediately prior to their retreat, they had
begun their depredations long ago.
Houses had been entered and robbed,
and when, they marched out of St.
Mihiel they carried away great stores
of loot taken from almost every
house in the place.
While at St. Mihiel yesterday Secretary Baker inspected 4,000 prisoners
captured by the Americans Thursday.
Secretary Baker, with several other
notables, witnessed the beginntngt-of
the battle Thursday from the vantage point of a French fort close behind the middle of the line.
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TO SHOW BREAD TICKET
Bepresentative Bobbins Charges
He Favored South in locating"
Army Camps.

Traveling Incognito, He Is Put in
Quandary in French "Leading Hotel."

In the selection of cantonment sites
and in the location of other war work
establishments Secretary Baker has
been swayed by political influence and
has discriminated in favor of the
south, it was charged by Representa-'
tive Robbing of Pennsylvania in a
speech on the floor of the House yesterday. He said tliat to democratic
states the Treasury is sending a flood
of gold to aid in meeting political
exigencies.

BY JTJjrius n. WOOD.
Calilesram to The Sunday Star and
Chicago DailyNews. Copyright, 1018.
WITH THE AMERICAN ARMY AT
THE FRONT, September 28.—Secretary of "War Baker experienced the
trouble of a private citizen today
when he stopped at Bar-le-Duc for
lunch. Accompanied by his private
secretary, Mr. Hosteller, and an. American colonel, he was making- a flying
trip through tire war zone. They seat. ed themselves at a table at the socalled leading hotel of the town: It
was probably the first meal the Secretary had eaten incognito since arriving in Europe.
"Avez vous les cartes de pain?"
(Have you bread cards?) asked the
coatless waiter, who was lelsurelv attending to the table.
I
Secretary Baker looked at his sec- i
rotary blankly and at the colonel The'
b rench was beyond them, while the
attitude of the waiter was unmistakable. An answer to his question was
clearly a necessary preliminary to the
meal. The Secretary's appetite warned
him that a crisis was impending, when
suddenly he saw a familiar faee
across the dining rooni:
"Carrol, come here: What-dees this
man want?"
The man he addressed was Raymond
°' Carrol, the New York correspondent. The latter interpreted, and the
Secretary learned that every person
eating in a publld place in France
must produce a bread coupon as a
necessary preliminary to securing a
meat This saved the situation. Mr.
Carrol produced three tickets for the
Secretary and his party calling for 100
grams (three ounces) of war bread for
each:

Cites Hnge Sums Expended.
This is true, he said, in spite of the
fact that the north furnishes more
men for the war than the south, and
that it pays much more in Federal
taxes to carry the burdens of the
war.
The representative declared that
sixteen southern states have received
I from the Federal government a total
i of $490,306,991 for camps and war
' plants, "while Pennsylvania, he said,
!
has received only a little more than
$8,000,000, and other northern states
have received proportionately the
same.
Bepresentative Heflin Beplies. Replying to Representative Robbins,
Representative Heflin of Alabama,
democrat, denied the charge that the
administration had displayed sectionalism. He said Pennsylvania had received from $50,000,000 to $60,000,000
for every $1,000,000 spent in Alabama,
and that the north generally'had^ enjoyed the expenditure of $150,000,000
for every $1,000,000 spent m the
■outhern states.

Men of Draft Age, Class 1,
to Be Barred in War Office
Secretary Orders Places Be Filled by December
31 With Those Who Are Disqualified
for Fighting; Some Exceptions.
Secretary Baker has ordered the
chief of each bureau In the War
Department to replace, by December 31, all men within the draft
age who would be classified in
class 1 and who are now assigned
to duty in Washington or in War
Department branches elsewhere
with men physically disqualified
for general military service.
The positions thus vacated may
also be piled by men in the deferred classes, Where such deferment has been granted on the
grounds of dependency.

Exceptions are to be made only
where incumbents are indispensable and where men not within
the draft age are not available to
take their places.
The chiefs of bureaus are instructed to report to the adjutant
general December 31 the number
and names of all men within the
draft age then employed in their
bureaus and to furnish a certificate that each of these is lndisbensr.Me and that others hot within the draft age are not available
to replace them.

SECRETARIES BAKER AMD
DAJNIELS POSE FOR FILMS

SENATORS ASKED II
FOR WAR FUNDS'

Moving: Pictures Are Taken of
Them Inspecting Big Liberty
Loan Paintings.

Baker and March Testify

Moving pictures were taken yesterday afternoon of Secretaries Baker
and Daniels Inepeeting the big liberty loan paintings on the open plaza
at the main entrance of the State,
War and Navy building.
The Army picture, representing
American troops making a successful
drive up the side of a hill toward
victory at the top, was designed by
Capt. A. F. Cronhardt, Quartermaster
Corps, and was painted by Privates
George T. Tobin and C. F. Roesch,
Quartermaster Corps.
The Navy picture represents battleships in aetlorn in a heavy sea, and
was painted by H. Reuterdahl of New
York, now an able seaman in the
Navy.
Sentiments appropriate to each of
the paintings were expressed by the
two secretaries, as follows:
By Mr. Baker: "These men are going to victory because we at home are
backing them up. Make the backing
complete. Carry the fourth liberty
loan over the top as they are advancing our flag and humanity's cause."
By Mr. Daniels: "Our men are manning ships, guarding convoys and
protecting harbors, because the people at home are standing bjv. Mora
bonds mean more certainty of early
triumph. Buy another."
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Before the Committee.
Other Large Items.
Secretary Brfker and Gen. March,
chief of staff, were before the Senate
appropriations committee yesterday
to explain War Department items In
the $6,000,000,000 military deficiency
bill, passed by the House Friday and
which is expected to be passed by the
Senate this week. They were heard
in executive session.
An additional $120,000,000 for ship
construction, making a total for that
purpose $3,004,000,000, was asked of
Congress by the shipping board. The
Senate appropriations committee was
asked to include the Increase in the
military deficiency bill now under
consideration.
The ordnance department also submitted an estimate for $2,500,000 to
cover damages caused to outside
property through the explosion at the
T, A. Glllespie shell-loading plant at
Morgan, N. J., on October 4.
Secretary Baker also submitted an
additional estimate of $1,650,921 for
miscellaneous Items, and the Department of Labor asked for $1,000,000 to
meet additional expenses.

Frontiers of Freedom
By Newton D. Baker
George 11. Doran Company. New York. 335 pp. $1.50
Any book by Secretary Baker would be well received
.it this time. Of course, Secretary Baker did not have
time to personally pen a volume just now but his private-secretary, Mr. Ralph A. 1 laves, has found it possible to compile and carefully edit Mr. Baker's recent utterances and facts to which he has testified before the
Senate on the activities of the War Department, with
many interesting details of-the Secretary's trip abroad,
in such a manner as to produce a most readable volume.
The critics of Mr. Baker would be better informed,
though certainly less able to criticise, if they would be
broad enough to read "Frontiers of Freedom." Of
course, Mr. Baker's admirers will read it and they will
find in it much to still further incite their admiratior
of the man and his work.
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MR. BAKER AND THE AIR.
Mr. Baker is in Europe to find out why our
planes do not fly. He had assured us that they do
fly, that aircraft production is satisfactory, that
criticism of the government's progress is unfair,
that Gen. Pershing is content, and there is nothing
to worry about.
Mr. Baker is a skillful dialectician. He is keenlyappreciative of the public habit of forgetting yesterday's news. If he is criticized he retorts ingeniously. The public accepts his reply, Mr. Baker
knowing full well that he who laughs last laughs
best. In the meantime there comes news which
upsets Mr. Baker's explanations, but these events
never are connected up by the publ'ic. Again he
retorts and again his genius for agile disputation
sets him right. This has been the whole course of
the airplane controversy, as it was the course of
the ordnance controversy last winter. And now,
in spite of Mr. Baker's most recent assurances
that we have nothing to worry about, he has gone
to find out why Gen. Pershing doesn't like the
planes we have sent him, and this as a sequel to
Mr. Baker's assurance that Gen. Pershing does
like the planes.
Some eighteen months ago we started out to fill
the German sky with planes. That was a laudable
and thrilling enterprise. So laudable that we tossed
nearly a billion dollars into the project with no
more concern than we might have displayed in
buying a gallon of gasoline. And that was the
trouble. We had no more notion of where planes
come from than has a flat dweller of the source of
milk. He knows the milkman leaves it on the back
por^.i and that's as far as he cares to investigate
the matter.
/
Every consideration of patience and hope was
extended the aircraft board. We thought because
they could make automobiles, because automobiles can move under their own power, and
because automobile motors operate with gasoline,
they surely could go into the air. As a matter
of fact an automobile has about as much relation
to an airplane as a concrete mixer to a racing car.
Howard Coffin as chairman of the aircraft board
did wonders—in buoying the hopes of the people.
As a buoyer of hopes he was unexcelled But as a
producer of airplanes he was about as successful
as a paving contractor.
Briefly, here is the history of what has been
done: On April 6, 1917, we entered war. On June
8, 1917, it was announced we would create a fleet of
25,000 planes. On July 24, 1917, congress voted
$640,000,000 to carry out the program. This fund
was exhausted. A further appropriation of $884,304,758 was voted. The senate committee on military affairs found that a substantial part of the first
fund was " practically wasted"—we quote the
phrase of the report.
These three causes were assigned in the report
of the committee:
1. That the airplane program was largely placed
in the control of great automobile and other manufacturers, who were ignorant of aeronautical problems.

BAKER SCORED A HIT
WITH BRITISH WRITERS
2. These manufacturers undertook the impossible
task of creating a motor which could be adapted
to all classes of flying craft. It is not too much to
say that our airplane program has been largely devoted to the Liberty motor.
3. We failed at the beginning of the war to adopt
the roramon sense course of producing the most
approved types of European machines in as great
numbers as possible. This should have been carried on coincident with the perfecting and production of the Liberty motor. This sound policy has
very recently, but after a lamentable lapse of time,
been adopted.
This rfesumg of a report embracing more than
12,000 printed pages gives but a slight idea of the
incomprehensible absurdities indulged by the aircraft board. And yet Mr. Baker assured the people
that criticism of the program was specious, supporting this with a statement showing gratifying
shipments of planes to France. The public was
content and those who sought by encouraging honest reformation of methods to achieve some decent
advantage in plane production were quashed for
their unpatriotic captiousness. And yet the actual
truth is that only sixty-seven planes had reached
the front by July 1, 1918!
Instantly Mr. Baker took the wind out of this
disclosure by the announcement that on Aug. 7,
1918, a squadron of De Haviland 4s flew over the
German lines. Again the " carping critics " of the
air program were muffled and the public was content. But here another bit of disconcerting news
arrived which has not been connected up with preceding events. It was disclosed that the much heralded flight was a trial of eighteen planes in a quiet
sector in Lorraine! And Gen. Pershing had asked
that no more be sent until several score of mistakes in manufacture could be corrected.
Nothing has been the matter with the aircraft
program? Yet Mr. Baker's repeated soft soapings
of the people have been found necessary even if
always refuted. Mr. Baker has refused to admit
the truth of critical evidence. Yet the aircraft
board was dismissed. Judge Hughes is now investigating its acts. There is a constant demand for coordination. Instead of stopping the trifling, crosspurpose bungling of innumerable minor boards with
a ministry of aircraft, Mr. Baker appointed John D.
Ryan second assistant secretary of war, thus again
refusing to identify aircraft as of first importance.
Mr. Balftr is in France. Is it possible there is
something wrong with the air program?

Interest in Girl and Her Shoes
Pleases.
LONDON, Oct. 10.—A little story about
an Alsatian girl in a pair of new shoes
among the ruins of St. Mihlel won for
Secretary of War Baker a place in the
hearts of the English newspaper men
who interviewed him in London.
The young woman in her Sunday
best was wandering among the ruins.
She wore a pair of brand new shoes,
exquisite creations that would have
been fine even in pre-war days. And
this after four years of German occupation.
The Secretary stopped to question
l
her.
"Oh, I bought them before the war,"
she replied. "I had them in the cellar
when the Germans came. I wanted to
have them ready for the day of emancipation. I knew it would come some
time. But it seemed a long time waiting, sometimes."
"That Secretary of yours is a great
chap," an English journalist remarked
after the interview. "He's so jolly human and unaffected. That was a tophole story about that tfirl with the
new shoes, wasn't it, now? Fancy a
Secretary of War noticing little things
like that? I like that kind of man."
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BAKER TOTED ARMY PACK.
Tested Soldiers' Load at an American Camp in England.
LOXDOS,
Sept.
30,
(Associated
Press.)—Enlisted men of the American
Army grinned sympathetically as they
matched Secretary of War Baker trudging back and forth carrying the heavy
puck of the American soldier on his
back, when he visited a camp of Ameri55
can soldiers in the Winchester district.
The men were adjusting their cumberCO
some kits when the Secretary arrived
at the camp.
O
" I would like to try one of them,"
said the Secretary to the Sergeant.
55
i—<
The Lord Mayor of Winchester, the
camp commandant, and a group of sol55
diers all gathered about as Mr. Baker
W
lifled the pack and adjusted it to his
shoulders. Then he trudged back and >
forth two or three times carrying the
seventy-pound load, while . a pair of
heavy hob-nailed 'trench boots, swinging
from the bottom of the kit, banged
Kl
against hi?; legs.
" It's heavy, all right," lie commented
as he unburdened himself, " but not so
heavy as the Frenchman's pack. I tried
one of them on a few days ago and it
gave me an additional respect for the
Frenchman as a soldier."
The Secretary made himself at home
».nd was friendly with the soldiers.
Everywhere he carried his pipe and
several times filled it from some soldier's pouch as he engaged in a casual
chat with the men.
"The whole country is behind you
with everything it possesses," was one
of 1 his frequent messages'to the fighting men. in the Red Cross hospitals
the Secretary went through the wards
and had a !\ w cheery words for each of
the patients.
hi some of the camps he dropped in
upon the soldiers at mess time and
h. iehed with the hip- crowd of them in
!!:" mess lent beside a little woodland
, s: ream. He looked through scores of
barracks and living quarters. lie inspected kitchens,and spent ten minutes
watching soldiers playing a' scrub game
of baseball. His inspection of the Red
Cross activities was comprehensive. lie
s:'*.' the bathing houses in operation,
wi It long lines of rain-coated soldiers
v ilting -their turn at Lhe showers. He
saw tiie dental huts, with the Fled Cross
d rttists busy a.i their work. He visited
several Fled '■'■ is recreation huts and
listened ;<J lhe R <! Cross ".Tazs!" bands
R; praciiee.
At one camp he found bis
c< "tsjn, Sergeant Harry Chiswell of
Cleveland, ami chatted with him for
ten minutes.
Altogether the Secretary sained an .
excellent impression of what the Ameri<•. ; Army authorities have done in pre- i
pi -ing comfortable and sanitary camps !
for t'ne soldiers in the Winchester dis- j
trict, south of London, in preparation |
for the Winter.
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PAGKORL S. BOY
War Secretary Finds 70Pound Load Not So Heavy
as Frenchman's.
SEES MUCH WHEN ABROAD
LONDON*, September 30 (Correspondence of the-Associated Press).—Enlisted men of the American Armygrinned sympathetically as they
watched the American Secretary of
War, Newton D. Baker, trudging- back
and forth carrying the heavy pack
of the American soldier on his back,
when he visited the camp of American soldiers in the Winchester dis; trict while in England. The men were
adjusting their cumbersome kits when
the Secretary arrived at the camp.
! "I would like to try one of them,"
said the Secretary to the sergeant.
The lord mayor of Winchester, the
camp commandant and a group of
soldiers all gathered ' about as Mr.
Baker lifted the pack and adjusted it
to his shoulders. Then he trudged
back and forth two or three times
NEWTON D. BAKER,
carrying the seventy-pound load, while Secretary of War, on His Recent Visit to England, Ready to Start Off on a Hike Carrying the Full Kit of an American
a pair of heavy hobnailed trench,
Doughboy.
Western X>ic«t»«i>rr Vnion.)
boots, swinging from the bottom of
the kit. banged against his legs.
"It's heavy, all right," he commented
as he unburdened himself, "but not
so heavy as the Frenchman's pack.
Sees Various Enterprises.
Pinds Cousin, in Camp.
I tried one of them on a few days
ago and it gave me an additional reMr. Baker saw bathing houses in op"Did
you
know,
Mr.
Secretary,"
said
spect for the Frenchman as a soldier."
with long lines of raincoated
a New England infantryman, "that eration
soldiers waiting their turn at the
your cousin is in the camp here?"
showers,
saw dental huts with Red
Pills Pipe From Soldier's Pouch.
"My cousin?" repeated the SecreCross dentists busily at work, visited
tary, astonished.
The Secretary made himself at home
"Yes, your cousin—Sergt. Harry several Red Cross recreation huts and
and was friendly with the soldiers.
Chisholm of Cleveland—he is some- listened to a Red Cross jazz band at
Everywhere he carried his pipe, and
where
about here now. I just passed practice. At the camp hospitals he
several times filled it from some solhim as he was coming out of the talked with the nurses and men of the
dier's pouch as he engaged in a casual
staffs as well as with the patients. A
Red Cross bath over yonder."
chat with the men. "The whole counThe Secretary hurried in the direc- nurses' club at one of the camps
try is behind you with everything it
pleased
him. He particularly admired
tion of the baths and encountered
possesses," was one of his frequent
a new brick hospital, just completed,
young Chisholm.
messages to the fighting men. In the
Secretary
Baker
Pleased
"Well, how are you, Harry?" he at one of the rest camps, capable of
Red Cross hospitals the Secretary
caring for 300 men.
called out.
went through the wards and had a
"This is the best thing the Red
Chisholm
was surprised and pleased.
With Various Red Cross
few cheery words for each of the paCross
has done in England," the offi"This is my lucky day," he explained
tients.
cer in charge proudly told him, exto
Mr.
Baker.
"I
run
into
half
a
dozen
In some of the camps he dropped in
fellows from Cleveland today and re- plaining that every brick and stone in
Enterprises in Area.
upon the soldiers at mess time and
ceived a bunch of letters from home it had been laid by American soldier
lunched with the big crowd of them in
that have been trailing me around labor, the completed work being the
the mess tent beside a little woodland
for weeks. And now I come across embodiment of versatility and artisstream. He looked through scores of
tic effect.
you."
barracks and living quarters. He in"We haven't gone outside our own
FINDS
SOLDIER
COUSIN
spected kitchens and spent ten mincamp
for a single bit of labor on this
Gets Excellent Impression.
utes watching soldiers playing a
whole building," continued the ofscrub game of base ball. His inspecSecretary Baker carried away an ex- ficer. "We believe that we have the
tion of the Red Cross activities was
cellent impression of what the Amer- handsomest and most magnificent
BY EDWARD PRICE BELL.
comprehensive.
ican
Army authorities have been able hospital in Europe.
There may be
Cablegram to The Sunday Star and
to accomplish in preparing comforta- : larger ones, but we stick to it this
Chicago Dally News. Copyright, 1918.
Pinds a Cousin in Camp.
ble and sanitary camps for the ap- j is the best. Every soldier who has
proaching winter. He dropped In on beem through this camp will back us
LONDON, September 26.—Secretary
He saw the bathing houses in opthe soldiers at mess time and lunched up on our claim."
Newton D. Baker, now in France,
eration with long lines of raincoated
with a big crowd of them in a mess
"That is the kind of talk I like to
soldiers waiting their turn at the
paid a flying visit to England last
tent beside a little woodland stream. hear," said the Secretary with a
showers. He saw the dental huts,
week and devoted one day to visiting He looked over scores of barracks and smile, "and that is the spirit I like to
with the Red Cross dentists busy: at
living quarters, inspected kitchens, ', see."
American military camps and intheir work. He visited several Red
tried on kit bags and spent ten minLater Mr. Baker said that the
specting a number of American Red
Cross recreation huts and listened to
utes
in watching a group of men play- thing which impressed him most in
the Red Cross jazz bands at practice.
Cross activities in the area. He was
ing a scrub game of base ball. In the his inspection of the Red Cross
At one camp he found his cousin,
kitchen of one of the Red Cross hos- activities in the district was the subaccompanied by Gen. Biddle and
Sergt. Harry Chiswell of Cleveland,
pitals one of the soldier cooks showed stantial manner in which the Red
Joseph Hosteiler of Cleveland. The
and chatted with him for ten minutes.
i him a great soup tureen.
Cross had been able to assist the
Altogether the Secretary gained an
party was met in London by the lord
"What's in there?" asked the Secre- Army in bringing aid and comfort to
excellent impression of what the
mayor and a number of American
tary.
the troops.
American Army authorities have done
"Beans," said the soldier. "Boston
Army officers, including Brig. Gen.
in preparing comfortable and sanitary
baked
beans
right
from
the
old
counW. F. Martin, Col. Samuel Jones and
camps for the soldiers in the Winchestry."
Maj. F. J. Rogers of the American
ter district, south of London, in prepRed Cross.
aration for the winter.
The party traveled by automobile
through series of American camps,
and Secretary Baker took advantage
of the frequent stops to walk around
among the soldiers and talk to them
about their work and life in camps.
In the Red Cross hospitals he went
through the wards and had a few
cheery words for every patient. One
group of soldiers whom he encountered In a camp near Winchester
had a pleasant surprise for him.
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Wilson Confers With Baker
On the Final Details.
CABLING TO VERSAILLES
Studies Messages at White
House Until Early Today.
PEACE DEPENDS ON HUNS
Some Washington Officials Believe
Terms Will Be Accepted, But
Others Look for Rejection and
Continued Fighting Despite Collapse of Austria and Turkey and
Xew Menace to the "Back Door"
of the German Empire—Decision
in 24 Hours Possible.

By ALBERT W. FOX.
(Copyright, 1018, by "Washington Post Coo

I understand that the whole question of immediate peace or further
war is now to be brought to a focus
by Marshal Foch presenting the armistice terms direct to the German
commanders on the field.
Advices received here indicate
that this action may be expected
very soon, and that instead of being
a matter of days it may be a matter
of hours.

Chance for the Germans.
The terms of the armistice will
not be made public at once. Germany is first to be given a chance
to accept them, and it is not beyond
the realm of,, possibility that announcement of their acceptance by
Germany may accompany the news
of the terms in their details.
May Announce Presentation.
It is more probable, however, that
there will first be announcement of
the bare fact that Marshal Foch has
presented the terms with promise to
the public to make them known within a reasonable time, perhaps 24
hours.
There is still nothing definite to indicate that the German military leaders will be in a mood to accept such
terms of military surrender as the
United States and the allies are understood to have framed, and it will
cause not the slightest surprise if
Germany indignantly rejects them.
On the other hand, events have
taken so many unusual turns within
the last 48 hours that officials are
even prepared to hear that the great
world drama has come to an end as
abruptly as it began four years and
three months ago.

All Depends on Germany.
It is noted that Von Hindenburg
says Germany will never capitulate.
Is the war really over? is a quesBut that was 24 hours or more ago,
tion now on thousands of lips as reand much has happened since then.
ports come with increasing frequency
Austria-Hungary is falling to pieces
faster even than was expected. Last
of the disintegration of AustriaSunday 1 emphasized the fact tnat
Hungary and Turkey's collapse. Will
this collapse was only a question of
Germany at once accept the terms?
a very few days, and that it was
bound
to come. It has come now, and
Answers to these questions must
Austria is no longer a war factor.
still be given guardedly and without
Control By the Czechs.
permitting so important a question as
to whether or not Germany is ready
A summary of recent events in
to capitulate to be disposed of by Austria-Hungary, as produced in the
Swiss press, has reached diplomatic
merely quoting some one's opinion.
. circles here, and is as follows:
There must be definitely established
"Events in Bohemia: The Prague
facts in support of any answer in I press of October 28 announces that
members of Czech national council
the affirmative, and so far these facts have taken over local administration.
i There were great demonstrations in
are not here. No one really knows.
It all depends on whether or not Prague and the coat of arms of Austria was removed.
No riots took
Germany accepts the terms, and there place. Private houses of Prague imstill remains doubt in the minds of mediately decorated with flags.
"Beside the Serbian tricolor the
many as to whether the war lords
and Stripes were seen and there
will capitulate with their powerful Stars
were cries of "Long Live Wilson." A
armies still in being, and still capable great gathering in Wenzelplatz was
of doing an enormous amount of exe- addressed by members of parliament.
The enthusiasm was indescribable. In
cution.
Wenzelplatz the situation was so
Danger to "Back Door."
threatening that four companies of I
soldiers with machine guns were
But the terms of the Turkish arm- brought up. German inscriptions and |
istice and the understanding that the insignia were removed from banks
Austrian armistice will contain similar and government buildings. The mail
provisions to enable the allies and and telegraph service is in the hands
of the new Czecho government.
the United States to strike at GerStreet Riots in Budapest.
many's "back door" if the war continues, may have much to do with
"Events in Hungary: street riots
persuading the German war lords took place at Budapest on the 27th
that the game is now really up, and and 28th instant. Two military cordons were broken by the crowd. There
that they must take whatever they was a serious struggle, and the
get from their victorious enemies.
crowd was pushed back with machine
Turkey has agreed to permit pass- guns and bayonets.
"On the evening of October 27 there
age of the Dardanelles, and British
a meeting of Karolyi party and
ship are understood to be en route was
decision was reached to go to Ofen
for the Black Sea, if indeed they are in order to ask Archduke Joseph (who
not already there. This opens up an was recently sent by emperor to take
avenue of attack against Germany charge in Hungary) to name Karolyi
minister-president. On their way the
by way of the Danube.
crowd clashed with soldiers, who
It makes it necessary for Germany charged with bayonets, resulting in
to think of defending this point of many dead and wounded.
"Military authority passed into
attack, as well as threatened onslaughts on the western front. Every hands of South Slav national council
on 29th instant. The Jugoslav offihour brings news more and more cers have taken oath to the Jugofatal to Germany. Gen. Diaz is un- slav state.
derstood now to have handed the
Authorities Are Powerless.
armistice terms to the Austrian com"Two
hundred Hungarian officers
manders in the field.
President Wilson made a hurried who refused oath were permitted to
visit to Secretary of War Baker late depart. On the evening of the 29th
were stormy demonstrations in
yesterday afternoon and it is under- there
favor of a South Slav republic. While
stood that the visit had to do, among no plundering at Agram, in several
other things, with the terms of this Crotian ana Serbian districts there
was plundering, burning and robbing
armistice.
by deserters. The authorities are
The President remained with Mr. powerless.
Baker for half an hour. Gen. Pey"Austrian political: In forming new
ton C. March, chief of staff, was at Lammash cabinet the Austrian emhas moved following ministers:
the conference part of the time and peror
Matja, minister of social service;
looked unusually buoyant in spirits Schauer, minister of justice; Wimmer,
as he passed through the corridor. minister of finance; Czapp, minister
The President left Mr. Baker's office of war; Madoysky, minister of eduThe following new ministers
in a mood bespeaking action and re- cation.
were appointed: Paul von Vitorelli,
sults. He walked briskly through minister of justice; Epler von Hante,
the corridor and down the steps and minister of education; Siepel, minister of social service; Joseph Replich,
then across to the White House.
minister of finance; Von Lehne, minister of war.
Studying Versailles Dispatches.
"The other ministers of former
It is said that the President was Hussarek cabinet remain unchanged."
up until 1 o'clock this morning, going over dispatches from "Versailles
as fast as they could be decoded. He
sent a few dispatches in reply and is
being advised of..every step of the
slightest importance.
Nothing that transpires at this
momentous gathering is being omitted from the cables sent to the White
House.
The news today and tomorrow Is
expected to shed some light on Germany's attitude toward the terms of
virtual surrender she will be called
upon to accept or reject.
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BAKER HELD UP
BY 2 SENTRIES
Boards Governors Island
Ferry Only After Sol
dier Intervenes.
Special to The Washington Post.
New York, Nov. 3.—Shortly after 10
o'clock this morning, the two sentries
oil guard at the entrance to the Governors Island ferry, at the barge office, presented arms and prepared to
cross-examine a Btranger who appeared at the gate. A demand for him to
show his pass, for he evidently was on
his way to the Federal ferry, was on
their lips, when he quietly inquired:
"Is there a telephone here I can
use?"
A few paces to the right of the
sentries was a series of government
telephones, free to officers of the government. But one of these was not
for the "stranger's" use at this time.
"Sure," said one of the sentries,
"there's a bunch of pay stations over
there," indicating the municipal ferry
building, some 400 feet away.
The guards had forgotten all about
the man anxious to use a telephone,
when a big automobile drew up at the
entrance to the pier. Instantly the
sentries were on the alert. For at
the wheel was a soldier Jn uniform.
In the tonneau was the seeker of a
telephone. The chauffeur leaned over
and whispered to the guards. In'stantly they stood at attention.
The phone seeker was Newton D.
Baker, Secretary of War.
The Secretary leaped from the car
too late, for the ferry had just started
for Governors Island. It was recalled,
however.
At the island Mr. Baker, after attending church services, conferred
with Maj. Gen. J. Franklin Bell.
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Baker Tells of New
War for Salvation
Of Nation's Manhood
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New York,

WANT LABOR POLICY RESTATED.

FOST

War Workers Tell Baker Officers Vitiate

///¥/

Nov. 3.—Addressing a i
vast audience of leading Protestants,!
Catholics and Jews, assembled in
Madison Square Garden to prepare for
the opening on November 11 of the
united war work campaign for $170,500,000, Secretary of War Baker todayappealed to the nation to provide
funds to insure the return of America's army with "a high and trained
capacity for citizenship."
"I do not know when the w-ar
against the German empire will come
to an end," Secretary Baker declared,
"but T know this—that the war for the
salvation of young American manhood has just begun, and it is going tp
keep up.
"It is true that if the war should
come to an early end it will take a
long time to get these boys home, and
they will have to be put in camps in
the United States and gradually filtered back into the industry and life
of America.
"IiOng-Drawn-Ont Process."
"It will be a long-drawn-out process, and the attacks of homesickness
and the desire to get back into the careers of civilian pursuits will be more
, difficult for them to manage than when
I they are drawn by the single lodestar }
which challenges them to heroic action."
Mr. Baker, who recently returned
from the American front, painted a
vivid picture of the men of the army,
who, he declared, were "fighting like
heroes," and, thanks to the welfare
agencies, were "living like gentlemen."
Civilians, he said, should find it easy
to forget distinctions of creed in common work for the welfare of the soldiers, as the soldiers themselves remember no such differences.
"Most Significant," Says Hughes.
John P. Rockefeller, jr., chairman of
the executive committee of the campaign, opened the meeting by introducing Charles E. Hughes, who pre- ,
sided. Mr. Hughes characterized the;
meeting as "the.most significant of the
war," declaring it marked the beginning of a new era of brotherhood and
fellowship, based on a deeper sense of
religious toleration.
Among those on the platform were
Cardinal Gibbons, Rabbi Stephen S.
Wise. Bishop Davis H. Greer, of the
Episcopal Church; Miss Evangeline
Booth, loader of the Salvation Army,
and W. Bourke Cockran, representing
all the Catholic activities in the oara| paign.
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Government Standards.
A reiteration by Secretary Baker of the
War Department's policies as to the right
of the workers to organize, equal pay for
equal work by women and men and night
work by women was asked for yesterday
by a committee representing the National
Women's Trade Union League, the National Federation of Federal Employes and
the International Association of Machinists. These organizations, the committee
stated, represent probably the largest organized groups of workers employed by
the War Department, and they ask for a
reiteration of policies because of reported
intimidation of workers, especially in arsenals and munition plants, by army officers
hostile to labor organizations and the failure of such officers to maintain the government standards on the other two points.
The statement says:
"Our organizers are constantly reporting
interference with organization and intimidation of the workers by officers in charge
of the plants, such officers being frequently
local men who are interested in or have
been employed in private manufacturing i
plants whose management is hostile to organized labor. We are informed that the
principle of equal pay for equal work Is
constantly evaded or juggled so that the
women workers receive less than the men
who now do or who formerly did the same
or corresponding work, and we understand
that at the Rock Island arsenal plans are
now under way for the establishment of
ten-hour night shifts to employ some 2,000
women."

BAKER BRINGS
WORD OF BOYS IN
RUSHTRIPHERE
War Secretary Says Yankee
Soldiers Are Proving Superiority Over Boches.
War Secretary Newton I). Baker paid
another surprise visit to Cleveland
Wednesday, the first since his return
from he French front. The secretary
of war, who dropped in for am men
at his "law offices, Baker, Hostet er &
Sidlo. Union-Commerce Bank building,
said that the only object or his coming
was to gratify Mrs. Baker's wish to
visit friends.
,.
"Everything is going remarkably
well on the other side. Gen. Pershmg
and the boys with him are in the best
of trim, and our soldiers are provmg
their superiority over the Geimans,
| he said.
. . L._. :„
"I saw a great many Ohio boys in
! France. At one camp I visited an Ohio
j artillery brigade, formerly part of the
I; Ohio National Guard, and the men
were in splendid condition. They had
. just finished their training and were
ready for the front.
,
"I am always glad to see Cleveland
1 boys and I saw a great many of them
They all greeted me warmly and m.iny_
of them had messages for the people
at home, which I have delivered. I
didn't se= any of the Ohio selective
service men on this trip, but all the
Ohio boys I met were in splendid spirits and they are making splendid sol'The secretary said he would ret urn
to Washington Wednesday night but
that Mrs. Baker would remain lor a
week's visit with friends here.
Attorney Joseph Hosteler, Bakers
law partner, accompanied him on tne
trip to England and France.
Baker's last visit to Cleveland was a
week or so before his departure for
"over there."
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SHELTER CLERKS,
III. BAKERS PLEA
War Secretary Appeals to D.
C. Residents to Rent Rooms
to War Workers.

I^^^^^^^^B^H^^B^H^HI^^^^H

eommodate 1,944 women, nearly all In
single
rooms, and the 23d street dormlA°-.ri,f„s,wU1 Provide for 1,600 women.
At .'3d street there also will be small
apartments for approximately 1,400
persons.
War workers already in Washington
are making application to the head of
the department in which they work
for rooms in the Union station buildings. These lists of applications will
be forwarded by each department to
the housing bureau. Department heads
have been advised to number applications, so that in case there are too
many applicants the first to apply may
be given preference.
•
'

■

Lack of satisfactory housing accommodations in the District is partly responsible for the difficulty which the
War Department experiences in keeping needed clerical help, in the opinion of Secretary Baker.
The Secretary expressed the opinion
In a letter to the United States home*
registration service, 1414 H street,
through which he appealed to housekeepers of Washington who have not
yet done so to take war workers into
their1 homes.
Mr. Baker's letter follows:

Clerical Assistance Inadequate.
VI heartily indorse .the effort now
being made by the United States
homes registration service to induce
every householder in Washington to
rent his guest room to government office workers, 'Pha War Department is
seriously handicapped by the fact that |
il cannot secure adequate clerical assistance, and this inability, I am informed, is based, to a substantial extent, upon the difiiculty which new employes And in securing satisfactory
living accommodations. The condition
is not peculiar to the War Department—it is shared by all of those departments on which depends the successful prosecution of the war. I
therefore most earnestly urge upon
every householder this opportunity to
participate personally in the common
undertaking in which we are engaged."
Another month, or possibly six
weeks, will elapse before the dormitories at Union station will bo ready
for occupancy, and it is to house the
clerks who will arrive in the meantime that the registration service appeals for more rooms.
■ Steam shovels have begrun the work
preliminary to the construction of
more dormitories and several temporary apartment houses for government
workers at -3d and B streets. These
l>uild|ngs are scheduled to be ready in
February.

To Accommodate 3,544 Women.
The. Union station project will ac-

Most of the theatrical artists are giving their
efforts freely to the entertainment of the soldiers in
camps. A recent volunteer for this service is Mme.
Takima Miura, the Japanese prima donna, who is
now on a torn- of the camps. Mme. Miura is shown
with Mrs. Newton D. Baker, wife of the Secretary of
War, herself a talented singer.
(CopyriRht by Harris & Ewing 1

m0
When Secretai
*J
SECRETARY BAKER AND HIS VISIT OVERSEAS. significant
thing he saw while away.
vered
Secretary of War Baker, who recently returned from quickly: "Our Army, of course. The purpose of an
an official visit to England and France, having heen near army is to fight successfully, and the first inquiry is as
to the fighting machine. To this the answer is that our
the firing line on the western front, declared in an inter- Armv is superbly led with a body of officers trained
view with him which appeared in the New York Times. rightlv in specialized schools. Rigid efficiency tests are
Oct. 20: "Two things in particular that will defy the nsed 'and there is a universal spirit in France among
our forces in favor of the rule that efficiency shall be
powers of any one who 'tries to describe this war are, the basis for all promotions. The men themselves are
first, the marvelous development of communications, and, drilled and instructed to the highest degree to discharge
second, the scenes on the roads at the front at night. their duties—and the Army is a fighting Army and a
Army."
, .
, ,
I remember, when I went over last spring, our Army winning
In conclusion he said: "The whole relation between
numbered less than 400,000; now the number is close to our troops and the British. French and Italian troops
2,000,000. That means that from April until the present is one of enthusiastic comradeship. In the matter of
our bovs know what they are fighting for. and
time there has heen an enormous increase in our Army ♦morale,
>,„,.' I,,.,-., „-X_.. r>«™l •.-•*
-r,.-.,,. „...„.,- l,.,v,l-l..»
in France and a consequent increase in the demands for
communications and supplies. When I returned in April
communications were probably the most acute question
of all: could transportation facilities be provided for
getting the materials from the docks to the interior'/
"On my trip this time I found that question had been
answered, and answered in a way that makes it impossible for the American fully to comprehend the greatness
of this achievement. The progress that had been made
on these problems—port facilities, new docks, installing
American machinery for unloading ships, building of
warehouses, miles and miles of them, of railroads, standard and narrow gauge—is far more wonderful than what
was promised on my first trip. A great question then
was whether it would be possible to provide docks to
prevent the ships from waiting. Now it is the docks
that have to wait; that is, we actually have free berthing
space in most of the ports. In a word, our facilities are
ahead of our present needs, and we are assured that they
will not only be able to carry supplies for the Army as it
now is, but will also be able to meet the enlarged military
program for which the country has provided.
"Any one who tries to comprehend even the immensity of this great connected operation of transportation
of supplies alone must take into consideration the facts
that these supplies pass from the doors of our factories
in this country to railroads operated by our government, into ships built and run by us, to ports in France,
either built or improved by us, to railroads constructed
by us that run from the ports across France to the battlefront. All the latest improvements and inventions
contribute their part to the success of the process.
"We live in a highly developed industrial state. We
do not think much here of the use of automobiles, motor
trucks, the telephone, the wireless, but here they are all
largely applied to cities. Over there they have all been
transferred to the field, and their use multiplied by
1,000 per cent.
,
"As an illustration, out of all that vast machine, take
a single telegraph wire: At each end sit four men—a
squad, they call them—and they are not sending in the
^oldjway_, bx_a telegraph key. The^men rft at type| writers, electrically connected with the telegraph wires;
as they strike the keys the messages are sent. So are
processes shortened and time saved. Into this vast system of communications are woven harmoniously together railroads, automobiles, motor trucks, airplanes,
and even carrier pigeons.
"All the material for this new construction has been
shipped over from here. All the ties and tie plates in
the railroads, for instance. Some of it went over standing up, to save time where the need was more pressing.
Locomotives were transported in this way. I saw at
one of the ports a large crane, also from this country,
which lifted a locomotive out of the ship as an ordinary
crane would a box and deposited it on the railroad track
practically all ready to steam up and start without delav, transporting men and material to the front.
"Then there were the miles and miles of new buildings, all stored with supplies for future use. There
were not only whole buildings, but tiers of them, devoted to one article, as shoes, others to other articles of
clothing, and all this immense system, with the infinity
of detail, reaches, with accountability, to every single
pair of shoes, to every article stored there, so that it
may be requisitioned when needed.
"It is necessary to conceive all this, from the great
main outlines to the endless scope of detail, to comprehend what has been done over there in this part of the
work alone."
Asked about the German prisoners he saw and_his
general impression of them, Mr. Baker said : "The German prisoners I saw were between the ages of sixteen
and forty-five. They were fairly clothed and did not
appear underfed. The officers looked to be in fair shape,
not broken, but the private soldiers appeared ready to
quit, heavy with discouragement. Speaking of prisoners, a Red Cross man was walking in the woods near
the front one day when two Austrian officers threw up
their hands and said they wanted to surrender. He told
them that he belonged to the Red Cross and therefore
could not receive their surrender. They insisted, but
the Red Cross official was afraid of violating some
Geneva convention if he complied. Then the representative of the Red Cross thought of a solution. As a member of the Red Cross 'it was his duty to render assistance to those needing aid. He offered -to aid the Austrian officers, to conduct them to a place where they
could surrender if tbey desired. This he did, and evidently to the relief of the Austrians."
Questioned as to whether his views regarding the war
had been altered or affected as a result of his visit to
the battlefront, the Secretary replied: "I will only say
as to that that this war was obviously inevitable so far
as the-United States was concerned. There was but
one possible attitude for us—to bring, as speedily as
possible, the full power of the United States to bear in
order to obtain a victorious conclusion. I will add that
I think it is the hope of all generous minds that the
sacrifices of this war will lead to some international arrangement which will make a repetition
of this war impossible, but I am giving T>V w**1.^*1 -•-•** f" ~:"
the.war.'
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LIVERPOOL HOSPITAL
GROWING RAPIDLY.
Mossley Hill now has Twenty
Buildings and Tents for Overflow.

SEPTEMBER 25,

1918.

WOMEN DOCTORS COMMISSIONED.
The first commissions which the French
government has given to American women
physicians have just been awarded to Dr.
Caroline Finley, Dr. Lee Eward and Dr.
Anna Sholly, who have been engaged in
Red Cross work in a French hospital at
the Chateau d'Ognon, near Senlis. They
have been made first lieutenants in the
French army and have been awarded the
Croix de Guerre.

WAR SECRETARY BAKER
VISITS WINCHESTER.
He Inspects Red Cross Activities in
several American Camps.

Until now, the American Red Cross Hospital
Newton D. Baker, the American Secretary
at Liverpool has never been quite big enough,
of War, who is now in France, paid a flying
despite the steady, continuous development of
visit to England last week. He devoted
its facilities, to meet the demands made upon
one day of his visit to a tour of the American
it. In terms of patients, its growth represents
camps in the Winchester district, inspecting
the growth of America's overseas forces sent
among other things a number of the larger
to this country. It was the first hospital for
American Red Cross activities in this
American soldiers to be established in Great
district.
Britain and, because of its location,
Secretary Baker is an early
it has remained one of the most
riser, and it was not yet eight
important.
o'clock when an American Red
Need of this hospital became
Cross automobile called for him
urgent last fall as a result of the
and his party at 41 Upper Grosfact that cold weather had brought
venor street, the London residence
with it a large number of pneuof General John Biddle. It was
monia cases. Some of these cases
about an hour's run to the first
had to be diverted to British hosstopping place, the ride being
pitals until the American Red Cross
through the picturesque countrycould prepare the small institution
side which stretches southward
which it was then thought would
from London. Mr. Baker was
answer all requirements.
accompanied by General Biddle
Dr. Edmund Muspratt, a publicand by Joseph Hostetler of Clevespirited citizen of Liverpool, offered
land, Mr. Baker's law partner.
for the purpose his beautiful old
At Winchester they were met by
residence, Mossley House, at the
the Lord Mayor and a number of
purely nominal rental of ten pounds
American army officers, including
a year. It is situated in a fashionBrigadier-General W. F. Martin,
able suburb, the grounds covering
Colonel Samuel Jones, and Major
seven acres. The house lent itself
F. J. Rodgers of the Amercan Red
admirably to use as a hospital, and
Cross.
in the record time of thirty-four
The entire party travelled by
days it was equipped and made
automobile through a series of
SECRETARY BAKER IN FRONT OF A NEW RED CROSS CAMP HOSPITAL SOMEWHEREready for patients. On January 11th
IN-ENGLAND.
LEFT TO RIGHT : MAJOR F. J. RODGERS, AMERICAN RED CROSS;
American camps, making frequent
SECRETARY BAKER ; BRIGADIER-GENERAL W. F. MARTIN ; JOSEPH HOSTETLER OF
it was formerly opened as American
CLEVELAND ; LORD MAYOR OF WINCHESTER.
stops. Mr. Baker took advantage
Red Cross Military Hospital No. 4,
American Red Cross Official Photograph.
of these stops to walk around
under Major Udo J. Wile, formerly professor twelve officers, thirty nurses and 100 enlisted
among the soldiers and talk with them
of surgery at the University of Michigan.
men, and it is to be augmented shortly to
about their work and life in camp. In the
But its seventy-five beds were quickly found eighteen officers, sixty nurses, and an enlisted
Red Cross hospitals, he went through the
to be inadequate, and an increase to 200 was personnel of 150.
wards and had a few cheery words for every
authorized. Two ward buildings were erected
patient. He was right at home with the
The Officer now in command is Captain
to provide the extra facilities.
soldiers. For most of them, it was their
M. W. Leonard of New York, and under his
Hardly, however, had the hospital begun to
first meeting with the Secretary of War, and
energetic management the hospital is doing a
operate on that basis when a further enlargetheir usual comment was that he looked
notable work. It now includes about twenty
ment became necessary. Orders were received
more like a rising young lawyer than the
buildings, while in order to be prepared for an
to extend facilities immediately to accommomilitary head of a great nation. The Secreemergency overflow, Captain Leonard has put
date 500 patients.
tary wore a dark sack suit and a soft hat
a number of large tents, fully equipped so that
This called for a complete re-arrangement of
pulled well down over his forehead. Everyif necessary 300 additional patients may be
the plant—virtually a new hospital. Construcwhere he went he carried the inevitable pipe,
cared for.
tion work, begun in April, is now almost
and
several times filled it from some
Originally the hospital was intended only for
completed, only two wards remaining to be
soldier's pouch. The pleasantest moments
a
limited
class
of
patients.
Its
work
has
finished. The staff, which originally comprised
of bis day were those spent in casual chat
three officers and twelve nurses, now numbers
(Continued on page 8.)
with the men, he said. " The whole
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country is behind you with everything it
possesses,", was one of his frequent messages
to the soldiers.
One group of soldiers whom he encountered
m a camp near Winchester had a pleasant
surprise for him. " Did you know, Mister
Secretary," asked a lanky New England
infantryman with a towel thrown over his
arm, " that your cousin is in the camp
here ? "
" My cousin ? " repeated the Secretary,
astonished.
"Yep! Your cousin, Sergeant Harry
Chiswell of Cleveland !
He's somewhere
about here now. I just passed him as I was
coming out of the Red Cross baths over
yonder."
The Secretary, with the group of soldiers
trailing along after him, hurried over in the
direction of the Red Cross baths.
The
orderly in charge there had also just seen
Chiswell. " He's in barracks over there in
C-8," volunteered the orderly with a wave
of the hand in the direction ol C-8, a
long hutment three hundred yards up the
slope. Mr. Baker moved on towards C-8,
and there, in a narrow passage between two
barrack buildings, he suddenly encountered
young Chiswell.
" Well, how are you, Harry ? " he called
out.
Chiswell was surprised and pleased. " This
is my lucky day," he explained to Mr. Baker.
" I ran into a half dozen fellows from Cleveland this morning, just in the nick of time,
for they were rushing off to the port of
embarkation in a few minutes—men I
wouldn't have missed seeing for a good
deal. Then an hour or two later I had
some more luck—received a bunch of letters
from home which had been trailing me

around for weeks. Almost at the same
time, a man in our company came up and
paid me ten dollars he borrowed a couple of
weeks ago. And now I come across you—
about the last man I expected to see ! How
were all the folks when you left ? "
The two chatted together for about ten
minutes, and the Sergeant accompanied

MR. BAKER MEETS HIS COUSIN, SERGEANT
HENRY CHISWELL OF CLEVELAND.

American Red Cross Official Photograph.

Secretary Baker until the latter left the
camp a half-hour later.
The Secretary carried away an excellent
impression of what the American army
authorities have been able to accomplish
in preparing comfortable, sanitary camps for
the approaching winter. He saw the soldiers
at work and play. He dropped in on them
at mess time and lunched with a big crowd

of them in a tent beside a little woodland
stream. He looked over scores of barracks
and living quarters.
He inspected the
kitchens, tried on the kit bags, and spent
ten minutes watching a merry group of men
playing a scrub game of baseball.
In the kitchen of one of the Red Cross
hospitals, he was shown the luncheon in
course of preparation. One of the soldiercooks, led him over to a great soup-tureen,
big enough to hold a barrel of food.
" What's in there ? " asked the Secretary.
The soldier leaned over as if divulging a
great secret. " Beans ! " he said in a voice
which indicated the importance of the
revelation. " Boston baked beans—right
from the old country ! "
Mr. Baker's whole day's trip covered a
great amount of territory. His inspection
of Red Cross activities was comprehensive.
He saw the Red Cross bathing houses in
operation, with long lines of rain-coated
soldiers waiting their turn at the showers.
He sa'w the dental huts, with the Red Cross
dentists busy at their much-appreciated
work. He visited several Red Cross recreation huts and listened to a Red Cross Jazz
band at practice. At the camp hospitals,
he talked with the nurses and the men of
the staffs as well as with the patients. The
" Nurses' Club " at one of the camps pleased
him, and he was sorry that he could not
accept the nurses' invitation to remain and
lunch with them.
One thing that Mr. Baker particularly
admired was a new brick hospital which has
just been completed in one of the " rest
camps," capable of caring for about 300
patients. " This is the best thing the Red
Cross has done in England," the officer in
charge told him with pardonable pride,

k

REVIEWING AMERICAN TROOPS AT WINCHESTER.
LEFT TO RIGHT: COLONEL SAMUEL JONES; GENERAL JOHN
BIDDLE ; SECRETARY BAKER J THE LORD MAYOR OF WINCHESTER.
American Red Cross Official Photograph.
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Mr. Baker said that the thing which had
impressed him most in his inspection of the
Red Cross activities in the district was the
very substantial manner in which the Red
Cross had been able to assist the army in
bringing aid and comfort to the American
t'.oops. " These are things which count."
he said. " The Red Cioss is to be congiatulated on the way in which it is looking after
the well-being of our boys. It is doing a
fine work."

THE SECRETARY OK WAR TRIES ON ONE OF THE PACKS CARRIED BY THE ENLISTED MEN. AN ENGLISH COTTAGE,
BUILT OF RUBBLE AND BRICK, FURNISHES A HOMELY BACKGROUND.
COLONEL SAMUEL JONES IS AN INTERESTED
SPECTATOR.

American Red Cross Official Pliotograph.

explaining that every brick and stone in it
had been laid by American soldier labour,
and that the completed work was an embodiment of the versatility and artistic efficiency
of the American enlisted man.
" We
haven't gone outside our own camp for a
single bit of the labor on this whole building,"
said the Red Cross officer, " and we believe
that we have got here the handsomest and
most efficient hospital in Europe. There
are many larger hospitals, but we stick to
it that this is the best, and every soldier who
has been through this camp will back us
up on our claim."
" That's the kind of talk I like to hear,"
said the Secretary with a smile, " and that's
the spirit that 1 like to see."
It was in this camp that the Secretary of
War found a kit-inspection in progress as
he arrived. He was very much interested
in watching the men adjusting their cumbersome packs, and suggested to one of the
sergeants that he would like to try one of
them on himself. Colonel Jones and the tall
Lord Mayor of Winchester were interested
spectators as Mr. Baker, in the midst of a
group of the enlisted men, lifted up a full
pack and adjusted it on his shoulders.
An
English cottage, built of rubble and brick,
furnished a homely background to the
picture as the Secretary trudged experimentally back and forth two or three times with
the heavy pack on his back, a pair of hobnailed trench-boots swinging heavily from
the bottom of the kit as he walked.
" It's heavy, all right," he commented,
" but not so heavy as the Frenchman's pack.
I tried on one of them a few days ago, and it

gave me an additional respect for the
Frenchman as a soldier."
Over in front of the Red Cross hospital,
Secretary Baker saw a camera man adjusting
his big machine for a picture. The Secretary
called out to him to wait a minute. " You
want to get a Red Cross man into this

RED CROSS ALWAYS THERE.
A letter received at the American Red Cross
headquarters a few days ago says : "The entire
personnel of the
th Infantry desire me to
express their appreciation of the service that
the American Red Cross has rendered them
from the time of their enlistment up to the
present moment. All along the line, the Red
Cross has been with them, ministering to their
needs. In their training camps in California
and Arizona, and more recently in the rest
camps in England, they have found the Red
Cross always on hand."
An appropriation of 5,000 francs monthly
is being made by the American Red Cross
Commission in Belgium for the purchase of
baby clothing for Belgian refugee mothers.
Approximately 100 of these layettes are
being distributed weekly.
PRESIDENT OF ITALIAN RED CROSS.
ROME—Senator Count Cuiseppe Frascara
has just been installed as the new President
of the Italian Red Cross. He is a great
Italian authority on financial questions,
and has long been noted for his activities
in various charities. He was in charge of
the work of assistance and rescue at the
time of the Avezzano earthquake, and has
more recently been the head of the Italian
Prisoners of War Commission. He is the
sixth President of the Italian Red Cross.

NEW YORK—Contracts have been let by
the Red Cross for forty recreation houses
costing about $350,000, where army and
navy nurses may spend their off-duty
hours. One is to be built at each large
base hospital.

\
" WHAT'S IN THERE ? " ASKED THE SECRETARY'.
" BOSTON BAKED BEANS," REPLIED THE SOLDIER.

American Red Cross Official Photograph.

picture," he said, as he motioned to Major
F. J. Rodgers, the Red Cross commandei
in this district, to come over and " get in '
the photograph.
The return journey to London was made
late in the day by way oi Salisbury Plain.

The American Red Cross has appropriated
$900,000 for Armenian and Syrian relief.
The London Metropolitan Hospital Sunday
Fund announces that its collections this
year amounted to ^85,600. This includes
a donation of ^5,000 from the American
Red Cross.
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KEEPING AMERICAN SOLDIERS IN TOUCH WITH HOME.
Work of Red Cross in Reporting and Record-keeping in Hospitals in England.
By KATHARINE W. DUNLAP,
Assistant Home Communication Officer for
" This war isn't all pleasure," said a wounded
American to me the other day, " but, gee, I'd
hate not to be in it."
I have talked with hundreds of American
soldiers in hospitals in England during the past
few months, and that is always their attitude.
They are cheerful and optimistic, and none of
them ever regret coming to Europe.
I worked for some time among French
soldiers in France. Then as the American
army come more and more into the fighting
I was much interested in the "searching for
missing," a work which was being done largely
by women. When I arrived in England and
signed up with the American Red Cross, that
idea was in my mind as the kind of work
I would like to do. I therefore went into the
office of the " Home Communication Service,"
which has charge of the searching work in
hospitals throughout Great Britain. I also
became a member of the " Care Committee,"
which is an organization of American women,
who for more than a year have been doing
splendid work among the American soldiers in
English hospitals.
Many of our American wounded have been
cared for in British hospitals, where they have
received the best of everything. We can never
thank the British hospital people enough for
the kindness and attention which they have
given to our men. There was one thing,
however, that they could not do—and that
was to give the men a " touch of home " which
is really an important factor in caring for
wounded men prone to a certain excusable
home-sickness. It is this " touch of home"
which the Care Committee visitors have been
able to give. To our men in hospital, the daily
visits of these American women are a great
pleasure. The American soldier in hospital
likes nothing better than to see and talk with
women from his own country. The work of
these women visitors is, therefore,, very
important.
It is also very interesting to the
visitors themselves, for it has that human
element which is always inspiring to workers.
Part of the work of these visitors is to
make out detailed reports of Americans in
hospital for the Home Communication Service.
These reports go immediately to Washington
and are sent out by letter from the American
Red Cross Headquarters to relatives in the
States who are anxiously inquiring for detailed
news of their sick and wounded soldier boys.
The questions which the American soldier
puts to the American woman who visits him
in hospital are of great variety, and often

American Red Cross in Great Britain.

amusing.
"Say, Ma'am, can you tell me
how long it takes to get a letter to the States ? ''
is a frequent inquiry, or, "What part of the
States do you come from ? You don't happen
to be from Washington, do you ? That is
where I live." When the soldier knows that
you are an American he takes it for granted
that you and he have common interests. I
have never seen a wounded or sick American
being carried from an ambulance on a stretcher
that he did not have a smile for an American
visitor. The head of the " Care Committee,"
which has charge of this work, is Mrs. Robert
Peet Skinner, wife of the American ConsulGeneral.
The head of the Home Communication
Service in England is aptain Herbert Edenborough of New York. As his assistant, I
have had an opportunity of acting as Liaison
Officer between his department and the care
committee, of seeing the office end of the work
and of reading some of the numorous enquiries
and problems which are put up for solution to
his department. I have also felt some of the
satisfaction that comes from being able to aid
in solving these difficulties and answering the
variety of questions propounded.
The " search for missing " which I was so
anxious to do when I came to England has not
been overlooked. A list of the missing is
published twice a month, and the " searcher "
checks this list up carefully with a list of all
the men in each hospital. She sees that John
Jones of the
th Regiment was reported
missing on a certain date.
Going over the
hospital list she notes that James Smith of the
same regiment is now in hospital. So she
visits James Smith and enquires " Did you
ever know a man in your regiment named John
Jones?" ''Oh yes," James Smith replies,
"I knew him well, a little chap with sandy
hair."
The searcher then proceeds to find out if
Smith was in the same action where Jones was
reported missing, and if Smith saw Jones on
that day.
Smith perhaps saw Jones taken
prisoner, or lying wounded, but being wounded
himself, was sent to the rear without this
information ever being embodied in anyone's
report. In fact, he had no knowledge that
Jones was missing.
A good deal of information is thus obtained
as to the fate of missing men. In both France
and England this work is being done for the
American Red Cross by women workers. To
me it seems one of the most interesting and
useful works which can be done by women.

'I he British Red Cross at present receives
more than 5,000 reports a month from their
searchers, and they are thus able to remove
daily from the " Inquiry List" a considerable
number of names. Our work in this same
line is just beginning, but its results already
fully justify us in emphasizing its importance
both from the point of view of the Army, and
from that of the people at home.

EX SOLDIERS AT WORK.
AH male employees at 15, George Street
have "done their bit."
All the male employee at the London headquarters of the American Red Cross Receiving
and Distributing Service are exsolditrs,
discharged for disability. The foreman is a
former merchant seaman who has been
torpedoed several times.
" The men like this
work," says the foreman, " and they go at it
with great keenness because they all realize
what a boon the supplies they are handling
will be to the men in the field."
Some idea of the magnitude of the work
done by these men in the packing department
is given by the latest monthly report, which
shows that 137,000 separate articles for
hospitals were packed and shipped and 309
bales of supplies shipped.
A useful feature at George street is the
workers' canteen, which serves excellent
lunches and teas at a nominal figure. The
Canteen is self-supporting. American dishes
figure largely in its menus.
CIVILIAN RELIEF IN FRANCE.
report from the Department of
Civil Affairs of the American Red Cross in
France shows that during the month of May
it employed a staff of . 1,000 persons,
maintained fifteen civilian hospitals with a
capacity of 1,500 beds, and reached in some
manner or another more than 240,000
.French civilians.
Thirty thousand Paris school children
were given supplemental food, including
special luncheons and bieakfasts. Medical
aid was given to 26,000 persons ; 12,000
refugees were housed and 3,000 given
employment. Money donations to outside
organizations totalled ^60,000 in this department of the work alone. Articles distributed through the department included
178,000 garments, 48,000 articles of furniture, 58,000 yards of cloth, 168,000 pounds
of food and 4,500 articles of hospital
equipment.
PARIS—A
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A LETTER OF THANKS.

TEN NATIONS MEET IN WARD

Commission for Great Britain.

From the men in a military hospital somewhere-in-England, Major Foster H. Rockwell,
head of the Department of Military Relief of
the American Red Cross, has received the
following letter :
" We desire to thank you most sincerely for
taking up the matter which we mentioned to
you in our letter a few days ago. We understand the situation now, and shall take the
steps which you suggest. At the same time,
we all wish to express our appreciation for the
package of cigarettes which you sent. These
were evenly distributed among the men, who
were very glad to have some real American
cigarettes again "

Soldier Patients on Belgian Front
Represent Many Countries.
Major John Van Schaik, Deputy Commissioner for the American Red Cross in
Belgium, tells in a report on hospital work
along the Belgian front, of a single ward in
the Friends' Hospital at Dunkirk where there
are now soldier patients representing ten
different nationalities. The ten nationalities,
he says, include Belgian, French, English.
American, Chinese, Japanese. Moroccan,
Italian, Polish and German. The British
patients in the ward included a Canadian, an
Australian, an Irishman, and a Scotchman,
besides Englishmen. The hospital is affiliated
with and assisted by the American Red Cross.
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Major William Endicott, Commissioner for
Great Britain, paid a flying visit to the Paris
headquarters over the week-end.
Lieutenant R. S. Tozer, formerly Secretary to Major R. Stuart Smith, deputycommissioner of the American Red Cross
in Great Britain, has been assigned to service
in the field, taking charge of the Dublin area
for the Red Cross. Lieut. Tozer is a lawyer
from Philadelphia and was formerly Secretary to the United States Circuit Court of
Appeals.
Mrs. A. G. Olney, assistant director of
military relief at Hoboken for the American
Red Cross arrived in London this week for
an inspection of the work in England and
France. Mrs. Olney, whose home is in New
York, is a niece of the late Richard Olney,
former Secretary of State.
During lier stay here and in France
Mrs. Olney will make a study of the needs
of the men as they arrive on the transports
from America. At American ports she
directs the work of seeing that the soldiers
and sailors want for nothing in the way of
comforts before they sail. One of the last
things she did before sailing was to see that
the soldiers on a famous transatlantic liner
were provided with 1,600 quarts of ice cream.
She also furnished the men with sweaters,
socks, cigarettes, chocolates and a variety
of foodstuffs. On one recent occasion, she
put 6,000 sweaters and 6,000 pairs of socks,
aboard a ship an hour before it sailed.
Mrs. Olney originated the idea of the
" Safe Arrival Cards," which are furnished
by the American Red Cross to the men
fifteen minutes before sailing, but which are
not posted to the addresses of mothers,
wives or sweethearts until cable advice is
received that the ship has arrived safely at
an English or European port. The Red
Cross has distributed five millions of these
cards since February when the scheme was
put into operation.
WASHINGTON NOTE.
George E. Scott, who has been acting
general manager of the American Red Cross
in Washington since Colonel Harvey D.
Gibson came to France to be Commissioner
for France, has been appointed general
manager by the War Council.

HELP FOR REPATRIATED ITALIANS.
Important Red Cross Work in Switzerland for Soldiers
returning from Austrian Prisons.
By W. W. HUSBAND,
Formerly with the American Red Cross in Berne.
One of the most important phases of the
varied work which the American Red Cross is
doing in Switzerland is that of caring for the
repatriated Italian soldiers en route, from
Austria to Italy.
We were very busily engaged in Switzerland
last spring in organizing relief for American
prisoners in Germany when there came the
first sudden influx of invalid Italian repatriates,
sent from Austria under a new exchange
agreement.
Arrangements were promptly
made for taking up this work under a combination between the American, French and
Italian Red Cross organizations.
This has
now become one of the most important features
of allied relief which we have undertaken in
Switzerland.
A considerable part of these Italian repatriates are tuberculous, while others are the
pitiful ' 'grandes blesses''—hopelessly wounded
men. The condition of these men as they
arrive from Austria is often very serious and
the work to be done for them is correspondingly
urgent.
Many of the repatriates die in transit.
I
remember one group of tuberculous soldiers in
which about fifty deaths occurred between the
time they were gathered together in Austria
and the time they reached the Italian border.
There are several deaths in practically every
train, and'the condition of many of the other
passengers is deplorable. The American Red
Cross realized the importance of this work and
threw its whole energies into it.
The ordinary method of bringing these men
out is as follows: the Italian Government
sends a train into Austria, through Switzerland,

to gather up the men who are to be released
under the exchange agreement. The train
crosses the Swiss border with its repatriated
passengers and arrives at Buchs, where it is
met by delegations from the allied Red Cross
organizations. Under the present arrangement, the American Red Cross is furnishing
the major part of the food and clothing required for these passengers.
Many of the repatriates get at Buchs the
first square meal they have had for yeirs, and
it is pleasant to know that most of the food
which they consume comes from the United
States through the American Red Cross.
Each train carries 360 men.
There are
Italian doctors and priests on board.
The
American representatives go through each
• train as it leaves Buchs for Zurich. Among
the passengers are always to be found a
dozen or more Italians who have been in
America, and even a few who claim American
citizenship or who have perhaps taken out
their "first papers."
Every man on the
train receives from the Red Cross man a
package of American cigarettes and a small
American flag, and the pleasure which they
derive from the flag is hard to over-state.
The Italians who have lived in America go
into real ecstacies over the Stars and Stripes,
and it is not exceptional to see an invalid
soldier break into tears as he receives the flag,
which he embraces and kisses with true Italian
fervour.
At Zurich the American Red Cross representatives leave the train, which proceeds into
Italy.

AMERICAN RED CROSS BULLETIN, LONDON.
IDEAL SPOT FOR NURSES' HOME.
Colebrook Lodge is 300 years old, but doesn't look its age.
By G. Y. MAKSDEX.
" Did you ever," exclaimed an enthusiastic member of our party, " see quite so
much got out of two acres ? "
We were emerging from a rose-bower at
the rear of the house, and at least half of
the grounds still remained to be inspected.
But already it was evident that, in selecting
Colebrook Lodge, which is situated near
Putney Heath in Southwestern London, the
American Red Gross had picked out an ideal
spot as a rest-haven and convalescent home
for exhausted army nurses.
Only two acres, but the broad lawns,
hedged walks and gardens have been so
contrived that an illusion is created of a
sizable country estate. Like one of those
mirrored rooms which seem to expand
unendingly, these grounds appear far more
spacious than they really are, their irregularity and the high thick hedges and
cunningly planted shrubbery probably being
responsible for this effect. They aie an
excellent example of the intensive floriculture practised so successfully in London's
suburbs.
None of us could name all the bewildering
varieties of flowers and plants that line the
inviting walks and lawns and fill the gardens
and greenhouses. Not even our guide, Miss
Carrie M. Hall, chief nurse for the American
Red Cross in Great Britain, though she
comes from Boston. The gardener had gone
to war, but another old retainer came to
our rescue. From him we learned that the
brilliant bush which lighted up the dark
masses of the hedge was golden privet, and
he identified for us the two-toned holly
growing by the side of the familiar Christmas
kind. He pointed with restrained English
pride to the abundant fuchsias, phlox,
hydrangeas, heliotrope, begonias, geraniums,
candytuft, and to a dozen other kinds of
flowers which to enumerate would turn this
article into a catalogue. He did not resent
a raid on the pansy bed. " Pickin' pansies
does 'em good," he encouraged, and the
ladies acquired big bouquets of the gorgeous
purple and yellow flowers with which to
decorate the house.
We passed on, lingering near the smoothturfed tennis-court for the clear view from
there of the beautiful old mansion whose
weather-stained stone is almost concealed
under its vines of ivy, Virginia creeper and
pirocanthus. Against this rich green background, the marble pillars of the porch
gleam white and stately.
The big trees shading the lawns commanded attention, especially two 01 three
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CROQUET ON THE BROAD VELVET LAWNS
OF COLEBROOK LODGE.
American Red Cross Official Photograph.

enormous cedars, and one that the communicative old retainer called a " weeping ash,"
which may or may not be its real name, for
it did not seem to be very melancholy.
The greenhouses—there are four of them
besides the conservatory—were mostly gay
with flowers, though one or two served a
more utilitarian purpose in providing shelter
for vegetables. To Americans, it seemed

rather curious to see cucumbers growing
under glass in summer. But the English
cucumber, which is a spindling, attenuated
product compared to our hardy specimens,
is a delicate plant, and incidentally it has
a highly delicate flavor, as the nurses
enjoying Colebrook Lodge are finding out.
" I used to wonder " one of them remarked,
" why the people in Oscar Wilde's play made
such a fuss over cucumber sandwiches. You
have to eat a cucumber sandwich in England
to understand."
One of the vines covering the rear of the
house has a stalk like the trunk of a small
tree.
" That vine," said the old retainer, " is
purty nigh as old as the house itself"
" And how old is the house ? "
" Some say it's all of 300 years."
Three hundred years is getting along, even
for an English house, and we felt our interest
in the old pile quickening. It certainly
didn't look to be 300 years old, but we
preferred to take the man's word for it, and
were eager for something of its history. But
all he could tell us was that the house,
according to tradition, was once the headquarters of Dick Turpin and another popular
highwayman named Jerre Abbershaw, who
once roamed Putney Heath. On Hampstead
Heath there is an ancient road-house called
" The Spaniards," which is also reputed
to have been the headquarters of Dick
Turpin. Doubtless the same distinction is

ONE OF THE VINES COVERING THE REAR OF THE HOUSE HAS A STALK LIKE THE TRUNK OF A TREE.
"THAT VINE," SAYS THE GARDENER, "IS PURTY NIGH AS OLD AS THE HOUSE ITSELF."
American Red Cross Official Photograph.

claimed for many other old houses *on the
outskirts of London.
To bolster up Colebrook Lodge's title to
a dark and mysterious past, the old fellow
showed us a stone ditch running all around
the house. It is very narrow and shallow,
but that fact didn't daunt his imagination.
" That," he announced impressively, " was
part of our moat."
Before entering the house we paused for
another survey of the front lawn.
" What a wonderful place to rest up in ! "
said one of the ladies.
" In summer," amended another, thinking
of London's raw East winds.
" And spring and fall," quickly added
Miss Hall. " In cold weather, you know,
there is the house, which you haven't seen
the inside of yet. When you do, you'll
agree that, snugger winter quarters couldn't
be found in England."
We were admitted by a young woman all
in white and as immaculate as a new snow• flake.
" Suppose we have tea before we look
around," Miss Hall suggested, and we passed
into a large room with lofty windows giving
on the rear lawn. Antiquity was written
as plainful on its splendid oak panelling as
on the exterior walls themselves, and the
furniture and a suit of armor mounted on a
pedestal in the corner also spoke of bygone
centuries.
" Why," some one asked as tea was being
poured, " does a nurse get tired ? "
Clearly the question was prompted by
the popular conception of a nurse as a being
without nerve—cool, efficient, steady of
hand, patient, rationally sympathetic, tireless. In the light of that conception, which
after all is not so far from the truth, the
question didn't sound wholly ridiculous. At
any rate, Miss Hall smiled indulgently and
proceeded to explain.
" The work over here is rather severe,"
she said, " especially on the nurses in France
—those at the front. You see, there are
frequent air raids on the places wheie
hospitals are located. Even if no bombs
fall near the hospital, the. strain is pretty
bad, for the nurses not on duty at the time
must get up to be with the patients. There
may be a raid every night for a week, and
the nurses consequently lose a good deal of
sleep. Lack of sleep, plus the nervous strain,
will wear out a nurse very quickly.
" Then there is another kind of strain
that they are subjected to, a sympathetic
strain due to the condition of the patients.
The nature of the wounds treated in a
military hospital is more horrible than the
wounds caused by industrial accidents at
home. High explosives produce ghastly
results.

" The nurses in France, I think, require
at least two weeks' rest every six months.
But under military organization that is
difficult to arrange. They are sent over,
75 to 100 perhaps at a time, all beginning
service simultaneously, and all beginning
to wear out about the same time.
They
can't get away in a body, of course, and the
last will have earned a second rest before
they are able to get their first leave."
There are some 800 American nurses in
France whom the Red Cross loaned to the
British army, and about the same number
in England, making approximately 1,600
who will be cared for while convalescing
from illness, or resting, at Colebrook Lodge.
There are accommodations for about twentyfive and it is expected that the house will be
full most of the time.
" Are the nurses in England subject to
any special strain ? " Miss Ball was asked.
" Here too, of course," Miss Ball replied,
" the American nurses are under military
discipline, and for that reason they can't
get the occasional week-end relief that they
were accustomed to in the States. When
they do get, say, an evening off, it isn't like
a free evening at home where they enjoy a
complete change of environment and interests
in the houses of friends. Here the nurses are
•strangers and few have the time or opportunity to make friends. Consequently they
are dependent on one another during their
recreation periods. In other words, not only
do they work together but they also have to
play together. The result is they are
continually surrounded by the hospital
atmosphere and associations, and they soon
become mentally stale as well as physically
tired."
She paused to glance at her watch.
" Gracious, it's getting late," she cried, " and
we haven't been through the house."
The inside of Colebrook Lodge is quite as
attractive as the outside. Despite its age,
it has all the comforts of a modern American
dwelling, probably because it was the home
for a time of Charles T. Yerkes, the Chicago
traction man who built the first of the
London tubes. One wing of the house is
comparatively new, and the whole structure
evidently has been remodelled. There are
three stories.
Adjoining the dining-room on one side is
a cheery breakfast-room, also opening on
the lawn. On the other side is a snug
little library, its walls lined with well-filled
book shelves.
All the rooms contain pieces of fine old
furniture, some English, some Oriental, and
the hand of the collector of antiques is shown
also in a number of pewter trophies ranged
along the walls. They are several old oil
paintings so darkened by time that their

subjects are scarcely recognisable.
The
drawing-room has a handsome old mantelpiece whose value is indicated by the large
sum for which the Red Cross insures it.
The soft-toned living room, a converted
billiard room, compensates for any amount
of confinement that bad weather may compel.
It was furnished with an eye to rest and
comfort. Around the open fireplace is a
ring of easy chairs and deep, cushioned
settees where one may read or lounge for
hours, in perfect ease and contentment.
There is a piano, and scattered about the
room are writing tables and several other
big easy chairs with excellent reading lamps
at hand.
^There are five sleeping chambers on the
second floor, all huge rooms, the biggest of
which the nurses have named " The Marie
Antoinette," because of its canopied bed set
on a dias, and its luxurious appointments.
The four bedrooms on the third floor are
smaller and less elaborately furnished.
" How do you guard against dissatisfaction among the nurses assigned to the upper
rooms ? " Miss Ball was asked.
Simply by having the newcomers take
whatever accommodations the departing
nurses had," Miss Hall replied. " The
smaller rooms, however, afford more privacy
than the big ones, which contain several
beds, and so they are just as desirable."
We did not have time to inspect the
servants' quarters which are in another wing.
Five servants are required for the house and
two for the grounds.
The nurses are placed under no restrictions. " We'll make rules if rules are
needed," said Miss Hall, " but we don't want
the nurses to feel that they are hedged
about by regulations. We want them to feel
as if they were in their own homes."
THE SMITH COLLEGE UNIT.
The Smith College unit of the American
Red Cross, consisting of young women from
Smith, has now been assigned to a new
working base in the neighbourhood of
Chateau - Thierry.
They are at present
engaged in canteen work. They will later
set up a bureau for the assistance of refugees
and will establish a large bakery to assist
in providing for the needs of their district.
Mountain air is to be provided for Belgian
and French refugee children in a " Fresh Air
Station" which has been opened by the
American Red Cross, on Mount Aigoual,
France.
Major Foster Rockwell, head of the Department of Military Relief, is in Paris for a
few days.
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